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With it's strategic location in a curve of the Doubs river (the "Boucle"), at the crossing of two major
european traderoutes (southwestern Europe - Germany, northwestern Europe - Italy through Switzerland),
Besançon, at all times in history, has always been associated to the entire European community. The Celtic
fortified town of Vesontio became with the Roman Empire the capital city of the Provincia Maxima
Sequanorum, later known as the Free County of Burgundy during the Middle-Ages (approximately today's
Franche-Comté). Since early medieval times, it is the siege of a large archbishopric that contributed to the
growth of the city through the centuries. It's close links with the Holy Roman Empire (it hosted an Imperial
Council in 1157 and the Emperor Friedrich Barbarossa married the heiress of the County) have made it a
flourishing city : the Emperor Rudolf of Habsburg eventually made it a Free City of the Empire in 1290, and
was then politically separated from the County of Burgundy.
During the 16th century, after a period of relative peace and economic growth, it provided the Empire
with great diplomats such as Nicolas Perrenot de Granvelle and his son Antoine, confidents and ministers of
Charles V and Philipp II, kings of Spain and Holy Roman Emperors, heirs of the title of Count of Burgundy.
After several military attempts and memorable sieges, France annexed the city, along with Franche-Comté,
by the Treaty of Nijmegen in 1678. Since then, it is again the capital city of Franche-Comté and hosts the
University, created in Dole by the duke of Burgundy Philipp the Good in 1423.
Close to the Swiss Confederation, Besançon and the entire region became a very important center for the
French clockmaking industry as soon as the end of the 18th century, with the reknowned "Horloges
Comtoises". The watchmaking industry became in the middle of the 20th century an important employment
sector in Besançon and Franche-Comté, until the closing of LIP in the 70's, the biggest watchmaking
company of Besançon. After a successfull conversion to icro-mechanics and micro-technics, it is now a
leading pole for research in Time, Frequency and Optics, with many well-known laboratories and schools :
ENSMM (National School for Mechanics and Micro-technics), LPMO (Laboratory of Physics and
Metrology of Oscillators), LOPMD (Laboratory of Optics P.-M. Duffieux), LCEP (Laboratory of Electronic
Chronometry and Piezoelectricity), the Laboratory Time-Frequency (hosted by the Astronomical
Observatory of Besançon, which was created in 1882 to support the growing local watchmaking industry).
The old acquaintance of Besançon with Clocks and Time was recently officialised with the opening of the
Musée du Temps (Museum of Time), located in the 16th century palace of the Granvelle family.
Today, Besançon is still considered as the French capital for clocks and watches, and many companies
related to the watchmaking industry are still present in Besançon and the region. Hometown of Victor Hugo
and the Lumière brothers, the city is also reknowned for it's life quality, with 590 acres (2400 ha.) of parks
and forests for a total superficy of 1600 acres (6500 ha.) and 125,000 inhabitants. It's historical monuments
(Roman arena, Roman triumphal arch, Granvelle palace, Quais Vauban, the Citadelle, the Astronomical
Clock,...), it's international events (international music festival, Foire Comtoise,...) and it's various museums
(museum of Fine Arts and Archaeology, museum of Time,...) have all contributed to offer Besançon the
label of "Ville d'Art & d'Histoire" (City of Art and History).
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The Young Scientist Award was awarded this year to M. John KITCHING (NIST,
U.S.A.), for outstanding theoretical and experimental work on various sources of
noise and technical limitations, showing that excellent performance can be achieved
in mm-sized physic packages for atomic clocks.
The European Time and Frequency Award was this year split between three
outstanding scientists :
M. Hidetoshi KATORI (University of Tokyo, Japan), for a brilliant break-through
in the field of optical frequency standards ;
M. Peter KREMPL (AVL List GmbH, Austria), for his pioneering research on the
physical and electro-acoustical properties of Gallium Phosphate, and the
development of industrial growth processes for large crystals including the epitaxial
growth of GaPO4 on quartz, leading to state of the art resonators and sensors ;
M. George MANSFELD (Academy of Sciences, Russia), for fundamental
contributions in understanding physical and quantum acoustics,acoustoelectronics in
piezoelectric semiconductors and acoustomagnetic effects in ferrites. For
applications to frequency control and high Q microwave resonators using ultralow
loss materials.

V

"Opening ceremony, with a few words from M. Raymond Besson, Chairman of
EFTF 2005, M. Jean-Louis Fousseret, Mayor of Besançon, and M. François
Vernotte, Director of the Observatory of Besançon."
Play

Stop

"Closing ceremony, with a few words from M. Fritz Riehle, Chairman of EFTF 2006
in Braunschweig (Germany), M. Pierre Thomann, Chairman of EFTF 2007 in Geneva
(Switzerland), M. Roger Bourquin, technical chairman of EFTF 2005, and M. Raymond
Besson, Chairman of EFTF 2005."
Play

Stop
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR

European Frequency and Time Forum 2005
Besançon, France
21-24 march 2005
S.Watts
Thales UK
Aerospace Division
Manor Royal, Crawley, West Sussex

INTRODUCTION
This presentation provides a basic introduction to the principles of synthetic
aperture radar. These basic principles are then used to illustrate some of the
specific issues relating to frequency and time, associated with achieving
good focused imagery in practical conditions.
SAR is a technique of radar imaging of the land, sea or individual targets,
achieving very high spatial resolution.
The use of synthetic aperture (SAR) techniques is becoming increasingly
widespread in a number of applications ranging from satellite remote
sensing of land and sea, through to target imaging from airborne radars for
military purposes.
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Range-dependent resolution
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Synthetic Aperture Radar
Consider a real antenna aperture D, with pulse length t.
At long ranges it is clear that the spatial resolution of a radar may be very
poor. A typical real aperture size of 1m and a wavelength of 3 cm would
provide a resolution of no better than 3 km at a range of 100 km, whilst a
realistic military requirement may be to resolve individual vehicles spaced
only a few metres apart.
The range resolution achievable with a typical side-looking radar will be,
say, 3m but a comparable azimuth resolution at 100 km range would require
a real aperture of about 1 km which is not realistic. Indeed we shall see that
range resolutions as low as 10 cm are possible and we would like crossrange resolution comparable to that.
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Side-looking SAR scenario
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By using a coherent radar it is possible to achieve considerably improved
azimuth resolution by utilising the Doppler or phase relationship of
successive radar returns. This is the basis for synthetic aperture radar. The
basic principle relies on the translation or rotation of the target relative to
the radar. For terrain mapping the range and hence phase of the stationary
target (e.g. a point on the ground) is caused to change by the forward motion
of the side-looking airborne radar, as shown above. The phase history from
a sequence of radar returns is used to provide increased azimuth resolution.
One interpretation of the process is the synthesis of an aperture of sufficient
dimension to give the required resolution. The synthetic aperture
effectively comprises a phased array.
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Synthetic Aperture Radar
n Real aperture D,
qar = l/D
n At range R0, resolution
from synthetic aperture
L is given by:
r = R qas
= R l/(2L)
= R l/(2R qar)
= D/2

4

The basic principles of SAR are shown here. A target at range Ro can be
illuminated by a synthetic aperture length L, where L £ Roqar. The effective
beamwidth which can be achieved by a synthesised aperture of this sort is
given by:
q as = k s l / (2L) ³ k s l / (2 R0 q ar )
where ks is the illumination taper factor of the synthesised aperture, and the
factor 2 in the expression for qas arises due to the two-way path utilised in
the beam forming. Now:
q ar = k r l / D
so that it can be seen that the best possible azimuth resolution which can be
achieved with a real aperture size D is in fact given by:
R0 q as ³

ks
kr

D
2

The best possible azimuth resolution obtainable from a side-looking
synthetic aperture is independent of range and has a value of approximately
half the real aperture dimension.
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Phase change over the synthetic aperture

R - R0 @ v2 t2/(2 R0)
Two-way phase shift:
F = 2 p v2 t2 /(l R0)
Doppler shift:
(1/2p)dF/dt = 2 v2 t /(l R0)

5

An important point to note is that in general the returns from a target will be
in the near field of the synthetic array, which will therefore need to be
focused. In practice the radar stores the returns received at successive
positions and then processes the stored returns at each range R by
appropriately amplitude and phase weighting and then summing them to
achieve the focused image. As with a real array, the element positions must
be known to within a fraction of a wavelength so that the expected phase
history of the target returns can be accurately predicted. To achieve this, the
aircraft’s position must be very accurately measured as a function of time
and the phase and timing of the radar returns changed to correct for any
deviation from a nominal expected flight trajectory. The instrumentation
accuracy required for this is extremely demanding and will normally set a
practical limit to the achievable resolution which is poorer than that
predicted by the simple theory outlined above. Unpredictable motion of the
target on the ground may also degrade the final resolution which can be
achieved.
The variation of range, R, to a target within the synthetic aperture can be
expressed as a change in relative phase of the radar signal. If the aircraft is
travelling at a constant velocity the rate of change of phase gives a linear
frequency sweep over the the synthetic aperture.
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Phase history of point target
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It can be seen that for the ideal aircraft motion and a side looking antenna,
the range R from a point target will vary over the synthetic aperture so that:
with

R = ( R02 + (vt )2 )1/ 2
v : aircraft along track velocity (assumed constant)

and

t : time

Now R @ R 0 +

1
(vt )2 for R 30 >> (vt )4
2R 0

The phase shifts required for focused processing of a series of returns from
target are therefore given by:

f =

4p
2p (vt )2
(R - R0 ) =
l
l
R0

Note that the phase history is a function of range to the target, R.
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Frequency sweep of point target
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A quadratic phase shift over the synthetic aperture can also be expressed as
a linear rate of change of Doppler shift fd given by:
1 df
2 v2 t
=
2p dt
l R0
The basic expression for SAR resolution can be derived from a number of
different viewpoints, in addition to that of a synthetic antenna array. For
example, the linear frequency sweep shown above can be interpreted in a
similar way to a linear chirp pulse compression waveform. The waveform
time duration is given by T=L/v and its bandwidth (total frequency
excursion) is given by
4v 2 T
B =
lR 2
fd =

FG IJ
H K

When this waveform is processed by a matched filter (i.e. the synthetic
array elements are focused) the compressed “pulse length” will be given by
1/B, corresponding to a spatial resolution, ras, given by

r as =

v
2lR0v
lRo
=
=
2
B
4v T
2L

=

D
2
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Matched filtering

F
GH

4
2 nvT 2
Return signal r (nT ' ) = A exp - j p R0 + j p ( ' )
l

l R0

F
GH

Matched filter h(nT’ ) = w(nT ' ) r * (-nT ' ) = exp +j
Matched filter I(kT’ ) = r(nT ' ) Ä h(nT ' )
response
N /2
I(kT ' ) =

å

I
JK
I
JK

2p (nvT ')2
w(nT’ )
l R0

LM F 4p R + 2p (vT' ) dn
lR
MN GH l
F
2p k v T¢ I
A sin G (N + 1)
JK
lR
H
F 2 p k v T ¢ IJ
sin G
H lR K

A exp -j

2

0

2

- (n + k )2

0

n = -N/ 2

2

iIJK OPP
Q

2

0

=

2

2

0
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For a coherent radar the phase of the return signals is measured by reference to the phase of
the transmitted signal. The return signal can then be represented by
2p (nvT ') 2
4p R0
+ j
r (nT ' ) = A exp - j
l
l R0

F
GH

I
JK

The constant phase term 4pR/o/l can be ignored and the SAR processing required to
provide a focused image can be regarded as a matched filtering operation with a filter
impulse response of the form:

F
GH

h(nT’ ) = w(nT ' ) r * (-nT ' ) = exp +j

I
JK

2p (nvT ' )2
w(nT’ )
l R0

In practice some amplitude weighting may also be applied to the filter response to control
the azimuth sidelobes and this is shown as w(nT¢) in equation (13).
The required SAR image is then the modulus of the matched filter output given by
I(kT’ ) = r(nT ' ) Ä h(nT ' )
For the simple case of w(nT¢) = 1, it can be seen that
I(kT ' ) =

N/2

å

LM F 4p R + 2p (vT ' ) dn
lR
MN GH l
F
2p k v T ¢ I
A sin G (N + 1)
JK
lR
H
F 2 p k v T ¢ IJ
sin G
H lR K

A exp -j

n = -N / 2

2

0

0

2

=

2

- (n + k )2

iIJK OPP
Q

2

0

2

2

0

This matched filter operation can also be described as a correlation operation with the
received waveform being correlated with r*(nT¢).
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Windsor

9

Achieving high resolution imagery is much more complicated than this
simple introduction might suggest. We must cope with range walk, range
drift and also remember that the quadratic phase history is only an
approximation.
Nevertheless, good imagery can be achieved.
The image above shows Windsor Castle and Windsor Great Park. It was
recorded by the X-band experimental SAR fitted in a Canberra.
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Seaford

10

This is an image of the countryside near Seaford on the South coast of
England. Note the built-up area to the right and the woods to the left of the
image. The different crops in the fields can be seen as different textures.
Note also the shadows cast by tall objects – the radar was illuminating the
scene from the direction of the top of the image.
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Spotlight SAR

11

Spotlight SAR mode
So far we have considered a side-looking radar, where the length of the
synthetic aperture is constrained by the real aperture beamwidth. If we can
steer the beam to illuminate a patch of ground over a wider angle, we can
synthesise a larger synthetic aperture and achieve a resolution <D/2. We
trade the ability to achieve continuous mapping to get higher resolution.
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SAR example
Radar wavelength
Max range R m
Range resolution
Aircraft velocity
Real antenna aperture
Real antenna beamwidth
Synthetic azimuth resolution
Radar PRF
Max aperture Synthesis Time
Doppler bandwidth

3 cm
100km
rr
3m
v
250 m/s
D
2m
qar
1°
r as
3m
c/2R ³ fp > 1 kHz
2kvqar/l
T=
2s
R ml/(2rasv)
B = 2v2T/lR 83 Hz

l

1.8 cm
30 km
10 cm
30 m/s
0.5 m
2°
10 cm
1 kHz
90 s
300 Hz

12

These are some basic parameters for two hypothetical examples of SAR
systems. The first is a long range radar operating in X-band (l = 3 cm)
from a fast moving platform and the second is a very high resolution shortrange radar operating in J-band (l = 1.8 cm) from a much slower moving
platform.
The resolution desired by the J-band radar is < D/2, so spotlight mode must
be used. Note the very long aperture synthesis time required to achieve this
performance.
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Tolerable residual motion errors
n Radial motion error re results in phase error
F e = 4pre/l

n Uncertainty in slowly varying, non-linear motions
along LOS should be re < l/16
n Uncorrected motion – timing and phase errors
n Geometric errors; defocusing; geolocation errors
n Along track velocity error – defocused image
n Across-track velocity error – rotated image
n Across-track acceleration – defocused image

13

The derivation of ideal SAR performance assumes radar samples taken at
precisely spaced intervals (< l/2) along a perfectly linear track.
It is not possible in practise to achieve this precision from an airborne
platform and the radar returns must be compensated to correct for deviations
from the ideal motion and sampling intervals.
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Geometric distortions
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SAR ERRORS
In all the basic analyses presented so far, the assumption has been made that the radar
antenna is travelling in a straight line and with constant velocity and height. In practice an
airborne platform will be subject to considerable deviations from the ideal for all these
parameters. The correction of a wide range of motion errors is central to the successful
operation of a SAR radar and an understanding of the effects of uncompensated errors is
essential for the predicting of performance for a practical system. The following sections
briefly outline the main sources of error which must be addressed in a practical system.
Beam Pointing Errors
For a side-looking SAR the real beam must be maintained with a constant beam pointing
direction relative to the aircraft track. Typically the SAR processor is arranged to process
returns centred around the zero doppler and the antenna must point at 90 degrees to the
track. In practice the aircraft may yaw resulting in movement of the antenna beam. This
movement may result in failure to illuminate the ground correctly with the returns now
having an offset centre doppler frequency. If the zero doppler region falls outside the
mainbeam, the SAR processor will not provide an output and characteristic “yaw bands”
will be seen on the processed map.
The ideal solution is to stabilise the antenna in yaw and pitch (pitch errors have a similar
effect if the beam is substantially depressed from the horizontal) by the use of inertial
motion sensors and servo controls. For correction in one axis only, clutter locking
techniques which centre the mainbeam doppler on zero frequency can also be used. An
alternative solution to mechanical stabilization is to sense the mean doppler signal of the
returns and to apply an appropriate pulse to pulse phase correction. This will allow the SAR
processor to focus the returns but the map will be distorted as the yaw angle changes due to
the changing direction of look relative to the track.
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Canberra SAR

X-band experimental SAR system built by THORN
EMI Electronics (now Thales) for RSRE (now QinetiQ)
15

Motion Errors
Along Track Velocity Errors
If the along track velocity is incorrect, the phase correction applied by the SAR processor
will be mismatched. The mismatch will be similar to that observed due to the incorrect
range being used (see section on depth of focus). The principal result of an along track
velocity error will be a defocusing of the SAR image.
Allowing a p/2 phase error at the extreme of the synthetic aperture gives a maximum along
track constant velocity error Dv having a value given by

Dv @ ±

R0 l
2v T 2

In addition to defocusing the image, an uncorrected along track velocity error will also
result in a scaling error in the resulting map since it is assumed that the radar pulse intervals
correspond to a certain spatial distance travelled over the ground. It is common practice to
servo the radar prf to the aircraft velocity to minimise this effect.
Across-Track Motion Errors
An airborne platform will generally experience across-track acceleration as well as the
rotations discussed in the section on beam pointing errors.
A constant across-track velocity will simply provide a doppler offset to the returns and can
be interpreted as a change in aircraft track with a constant yaw error on the beam pointing
direction. Very low frequency accelerations can therefore be likened to a variable beam
pointing error with similar consequences for the processing. The velocity error must be
corrected by appropriate phase shifting of the returns and any range walk must be
accommodated by tracking the radar range gates.
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Canberra installation

Radar installation, including INS and IMU for motion
compensation
16

This figure shows the radar installation in the Canberra bomb bay.
The antenna was installed on a 3-axis stabilised scanner mounting. This
allows the antenna pointing direction to be maintained independent of the
aircraft rotation (pitch, roll and yaw); the antenna could also be controlled in
tilt.
Fixed to the antenna is an IMU – three axis gyros and accelerometers.
Inboard, near the radar, is a GPS aided INS system
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Navigation sensors for motion sensing

n IMU, INS, GPS
n IMU on antenna – as close as possible to antenna
phase centre
n INS/GPS – on antenna for large systems or on
aircraft as close as possible to antenna scanner

17
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Motion Compensation

18

During the time taken to synthesise an aperture, the radar must measure the
deviation of the antenna phase centre from a pre-defined trajectory (usually
a straight line) to accuracies of a fraction of the radar wavelength of 3 cm.
This information is then used to correct the timing and phase of the radar
pulse returns to make them appear as if they had come from equally spaced
points along a straight line.
The axis along the bottom shows the timing of the radar pulses (PRF = pulse
repetition frequency) and the outputs from the inertial sensor. The phase
and timing corrections to be applied depend on the type of SAR processing
(e.g. swath SAR or spotlight SAR).
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Motion Compensation
n
n
n
n

Antenna phase centre motion estimation
Coarse down-range alignment
Fine down-range alignment
Cross-range phase compensation

19
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Motion Estimation Timing Issues
n Radar has its own master clock
n

Range gate accuracy ~ 100 ps

n Usually separate clock for nav sensor (e.g. GPS)
n

INS time accuracy (1 s) typ ~ 1 ms

n

GPS time accuracy (1 s) typ ~ 50 – 100 ns

n Nav needs to be synchronised to radar clock
n

alignment accuracy ~ 1 ms for focused imaging

n

accuracy may be determined by geolocation requirements

n Rate at which navigation outputs are required depends on
vehicle motion and pull-in of autofocus algorithms
n

only correct motion at frequencies of order 100 Hz or less

20

Most importantly, the sampled outputs of the inertial sensors must be
accurately time-stamped by the same clock used to time the radar pulses.
The outputs from the inertial sensors, often supported by GPS
measurements for long-term stability, are processed to provide motion
estimates, which in turn are used to correct the timing and phase of the radar
pulse returns. This process can be very complex, requiring accurate transfer
of measurements through different coordinate systems and between the
inertial sensors and antenna phase centre. The correction of the radar
returns often requires extensive interpolation between sampled pulse returns
to reproduce the required samples in space and time over the synthetic
aperture. Different corrections may be required for returns from different
parts of the scene being imaged by the radar. In practice, inertial sensors
alone cannot usually measure the full motion with sufficient accuracy,
especially at the lowest frequencies of the motion spectrum. The typical
drift rate of high quality unaided INS systems might result in a CEP of 10m
after a flight of 7 min; over aperture time of 60 sec drift is likely to exceed
the specification for complete motion correction.
Residual low-frequency errors must be corrected using autofocus
techniques, as part of the radar image signal processing.
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Autofocus
n Residual errors may be corrected with autofocus
techniques
n Typically autofocus can correct for quadratic or third

order phase errors over the synthetic aperture

n Pull-in typically up to ~ 60 rad
n Higher order terms (e.g. vibration) must be corrected

by inertial sensors, if they are of sufficient magnitude
to be a problem

21

The inertial sensor must provide sufficiently accurate correction for the
autofocus to function and must correct for higher frequency motion.
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MOTION COMPENSATION
Image with no motion compensation

22

This is an image of houses with gardens, divided by fences. No motion compensation has
been applied. Clearly the aircraft was flying a reasonably straight and level, as some
imaging was achieved. However, the image is not well focused.
The quality of the final SAR image will be limited by a number of factors. These include
amongst others, image speckle, range and azimuth sidelobes in the image response
function, defocused images and geometric distortions. A single-look SAR image suffers
from a problem known as “speckle” generally observed with coherent imaging systems,
such as, for example, laser holography. The returns from a uniform background appear
with random fluctuations from one resolution cell to another. This speckle is observed
because the returns from a SAR map cell are comprised of the backscatter from a large
number of randomly distributed scatterers within the cell. The returns from individual
scatterers added with random phase, resulting in a Gaussian distribution of amplitude in the
radar receiver at i.f.
A highly speckled image is characteristic of a “single-look” SAR image. The speckle
fluctuations can be reduced by summing the envelopes of the map cell returns (i.e. noncoherent integration) for a number of independent “looks” at the map. Independent looks
can be achieved in a number of ways. These include forming maps at different radar
frequencies and by using azimuth multilooks). Speckle reduction can also be obtained by
collapsing in range and summing adjacent cells non-coherently.
The overall image quality can be quantitatively characterized by a number of measures
such as the “integrated sidelobe ratio” and the “small area contrast ratio”. An important
part of image interpretation of SAR maps is the ability to detect changes between
successive maps and to overlay them on geographic maps. For these purposes it may be
important to eliminate the geometric distortions peculiar to radar imaging as well as
providing a well focused image with low speckle and sidelobes. Many of the geometric
distortions encountered are similar to those found in real aperture radars, whilst others will
be introduced by errors in the SAR processing.
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MOTION COMPENSATION
Image with inertial motion compensation
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The same image with motion compensation applied using inertial sensor
information.
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MOTION COMPENSATION
Image with inertial motion compensation and autofocus
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Finally, the image with autofocus processing as well as inertial motion
compensation.
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SAR image, no range-gate interpolation
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With high resolution imagery we must accurately correct the timing of the
range samples, as well as the phase. Here is an example of an image where
samples have only been corrected to the nearest range sample.
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SAR Image, fully range-aligned
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Here the range samples have been fully interpolated to give accurate range
alignment.
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Correct moco timing

aircraft turn

aircraft turn
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Along track motion compensation timing does not have to be highly
accurate but gross errors can cause significant problems. Here is a wellfocused image, which includes some turns, with linear motion between the
turns.
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Moco with 1 sec lag

aircraft turn

aircraft turn
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Here the motion compensation data has a 1 sec time lag – now the
corrections derived from the data are incorrect in the turns, giving rise to
blurring and geometric distortions.
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Oscillator phase noise
n Phase noise will degrade the sidelobes in the SAR
image
n For pulse length t and synthetic aperture time T
n f > 1/(2t) will give rise to range sidelobes
n f > 1/(2T) will give rise to cross-range sidelobes

n Typical values
n t = 1 – 100 ms; 1/(2t) = 5 kHz to 500 kHz
n T = 1 – 100 s; 1/(2T) = 0.005 Hz to 0.5 Hz

29

An addition source of error or distortion on the image is phase noise from
the radar local oscillator used to generate and detect the radar signals.
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Phase noise specification
SAR performance dominated by close to carrier phase noise,
expressed here as dBradian2/mHz
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This is a typical specification for the phase noise power spectral density for
a series of oscillators in a radar (the higher frequency signals are assumed to
have been derived from the 400 MHz oscillator). For normal Doppler radar,
the aperture time T is small and oscillator phase noise away from the carrier
dominates.
For SAR it noise very close to carrier that is relevant. Here the modulation
index for the phase noise is very large and the phase noise has been
specified as dB radian2/mHz. Higher frequency noise is specified as
dBc/Hz.
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Bistatic SAR
n Phase noise can be specially significant for bistatic
operation when the radar transmitter and receiver are
on separate platforms.
n Now separate oscillators must be used for
transmission and reception.
n For monostatic operation the phase noise close to
carrier is cancelled at short ranges. For bistatic
operation the phase noise of the two oscillators will
add, giving a 3 dB increase and no cancellation close
to carrier.

31

A particular application when phase noise may be an issue is bistatic radar
operation. This also has special timing problems.
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Synchronisation and Syntonisation
n Tx and Rx must be accurately synchronised for bistatic
operation.
n Time and frequency required for coherent operation
n Possible approaches:
n
n
n

Data link
Common time reference (atomic clocks)
Rx timing from received pulses

n Motion compensation required for both platforms if both
airborne
n Common coordinate frame
n Timing accuracy required ~ 100 ns, determined by geolocation
requirements.
n Frequency accuracy dominated by phase noise considerations
n Dependent on aperture time, geolocation and sidelobe
considerations
32

Bistatic radar must be synchronised and matched in frequency.
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SAR Imagery
n There are many examples of SAR imagery to be
found on the internet.
n Interesting sources include:
n www.sandia.gov/radar/
n www.lynxsar.com/images.html
n http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov

33
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Conclusions
n The processing of radar returns to produce well-focused SAR
imagery requires complex signal processing, including accurate
motion compensation.
n Local oscillator noise requirements are not excessively
demanding, although SAR systems require better close-tocarrier noise performance than other coherent radar processes.
n Future work on airborne systems is aimed at both very long
range systems on fast air platforms and high resolution shortrange systems for unmanned air vehicles (UAV) employed in
battlefield surveillance.
n For UAV applications, the challenge is to achieve high
performance with very light weight and low volume. The
challenge is to understand what minimum quality of inertial
motion sensors and local oscillators is sufficient for these
applications.
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ABSTRACT
Precision spectroscopy was performed for the 5s2 1S0
(F=9/2)-5s5p 3P0 (F=9/2) clock transition of 87Sr atoms
trapped in a one-dimensional optical lattice. The
transition frequency for the Sr lattice clock was
measured to be 429,228,004,229,952(15) Hz by an
optical frequency comb referenced to the SI second.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the demonstration of the optical frequency comb
technique [1,2] that established a coherent link between
optical and radio frequencies, optical clocks have gained
increasing interest as future atomic clocks. Optical
clocks promise better stability and accuracy than Cs
microwave clocks because of their higher carrier
frequencies of up to 1000 THz. To date, optical clocks
with single trapped ions [3,4,5] and ultracold neutral
atoms in free fall [6,7] have shown a record high
performance that is approaching that of the best Cs
fountain clocks [8].
A single ion trapped in an RF quadrupole field is an
ideal system for realizing optical clocks, as the trap
prepares a quantum absorber completely at rest in free
space for an extended time and its electric field
vanishes at the center of the trap [9]. Employing this
scheme, quantum projection noise (QPN)-limited
spectroscopy has been performed [10] with a projected
accuracy of 10-18, whereas the stability of the single-ion
based optical clocks is severely limited by the QPN and
a long averaging time is required to meet its ultimate
accuracy. One may think of increasing the number of
quantum absorbers N as employed in optical clocks
using neutral atoms. In this case, however, the
atom-laser interaction time sets upper bounds for the
effective transition line Q-factor [11], which is two
orders of magnitude smaller than that for ion clocks
[10], since an atom cloud in free space expands with
finite velocity and is strongly accelerated by the gravity
during the measurement. Furthermore, the residual
Doppler shifts as a result of the imperfect wavefronts of
the probe beams and atom-atom collisions during the
measurement may affect its ultimate accuracy [6].

In this paper, we demonstrate an “optical lattice clock”
[12] that utilizes millions of neutral atoms prepared in
an optical lattice. The sub-wavelength localization of
atoms in each lattice site suppresses the first-order
Doppler shift as well as the collisional frequency shifts;
therefore the scheme simulates millions of single-ion
clocks operated simultaneously. In striking contrast
with conventional approaches toward optical clocks,
this optical lattice clock scheme interrogates atoms
while they are strongly perturbed by an external field.
We have shown that this perturbation can be cancelled
out to a precision level below 10-17 [13] by designing
the light shift trap so as to adjust the dipole
polarizabilities for the electronic states used as a clock
transition. By applying the scheme to the 5s2 1S0
(F=9/2)-5s5p 3P0 (F=9/2) clock transition of 87Sr atoms
[14], our recent experiment resolved the clock transition
with a linewidth of 27 Hz, which is one order of
magnitude narrower than that observed for atomic
clocks in free fall [6,7], and the clock stability was
estimated to be comparable to that of single-ion clocks
[10].
2. LIGHT SHIFT CANCELLATION
In general, such a lattice-trapping field significantly
modifies the internal states of atoms by so-called light
shifts; hence this system was not seriously considered
for atomic clocks until the light shift cancellation
technique was demonstrated [14]. The transition
frequency ν of atoms exposed to a lattice trapping laser
with intensity I is given by the sum of the unperturbed
transition frequency ν0 and the light shift νac,

ν (λL , e) = ν 0 + ν ac = ν 0 −

∆α (λL , e)
I + O( I 2 ).
2 0ch

(1)

Here ε0, c, and h are the permittivity of free space, the
speed of light, and the Planck constant, respectively, and
∆α (λL,e) = αu(λL,e) − αl(λL,e) is the difference between
the ac polarizabilities of the upper and lower states,
which depends on the lattice laser wavelength λL and its
polarization vector e. By adjusting these polarizabilities
to satisfy ∆α (λL,e)=0, the observed atomic transition
frequency ν will be equal to ν0 independent of the lattice
laser intensity I as long as the higher-order corrections
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O(I2) are negligible. In the search for a clock transition in
which the light shift cancellation condition ∆α (λL,e)=0
can be mainly determined by a lattice laser wavelength
λL, it is preferable to use the J=0 state, which exhibits a
scalar light shift and does not depend on the light
polarization. In this experiment, we adopted the 5s2 1S0
(F=9/2)
5s5p 3P0 (F=9/2) forbidden transition of 87Sr
with a nuclear spin of 9/2 as the clock transition (Fig.1)
[12], in which hyperfine mixing provides a finite lifetime
of Γ0−1=150 s.
Lat
tice

3S
1
1P
1

Detection
461 nm
e
Lattic
1S

0

0.5

1

Position / λL
1.5 2
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λ0 = LOC
698 K
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Figure 1: Strontium energy levels. The 1S0 and 3P0 states are
coupled to the respective upper spin states by an off-resonant
laser to produce an optical lattice with equal energy shifts in the
clock
transition.
Atoms
are
excited
on
the
electronic-vibrational transitions in the lattice potentials.

Light shift νac (Hz)

Figure 2 shows the calculated differential light shift νac
for the 1S0 - 3P0 clock transition of strontium as a
function of the lattice laser wavelength λL, where we
assumed the lattice laser intensity of I =10 kW/cm2 (solid
line) and I =5 kW/cm2 (dotted line). By tuning the lattice
laser to λL 800 nm, the 1S0 and the 3P0 states have the
same amount of light shift; therefore the light shift ν ac for
the clock transition vanishes. At around this magic
wavelength, the light shift can be controlled with |νac | <
1 mHz by defining the lattice laser frequency only within
1 MHz. Other systematic effects, such as the vector and
tensor light shift arising from the hyperfine splitting, are
summarized in the right column of Table 1 and in ref.
[13]. In these calculations, we assumed the typical lattice
laser intensity of I =10 kW/cm2.

3.1 A clock laser
A laser diode (Hitachi, HL6726MG, λtyp=685 nm, P0=30
mW), which is loaded with an external cavity and tuned
to λ0=698 nm, is used as a clock laser. The laser is
stabilized to a reference cavity made of ULE (ultra low
expansion) glass with the finesse of 30,000. The
temperature of the ULE grass was stabilized at around T
= 3.0 oC, at which the material approached a zero
expansion coefficient and the clock laser showed a
frequency drift rate of 0.13Hz/s. The cavity is put inside
a vacuum chamber (at a pressure of 7×10-8 Torr), which
is placed on a passive vibrational isolation table (nano-K
model 150BM-1). The whole cavity system is set in a
wooden box, the inside of which is lined with urethane
foam for acoustic absorbance. A beat note between the
two lasers, which were locked to different reference
cavities constructed as described above, indicated laser
linewidth of 10 Hz. We presume that this linewidth is
mainly introduced by an acoustic noise that entered the
reference cavity because of an imperfect acoustic
isolation of a noisy laboratory environment. Further
reduction of the laser linewidth is under way.
3.2 Laser cooled 87Sr in an optical lattice
The experimental configuration for the lattice clock is
shown in Fig. 3a [15]. 87Sr atoms were laser-cooled and
trapped on the 1S0-3P1 transition. Roughly 104 atoms
with a temperature of
2 µK were loaded into a
20-µK-deep 1D optical lattice that was formed by a
standing wave of a Ti-sapphire laser and provided
atoms with subwavelength confinement along its axial
direction. The clock laser was sent into the same fiber
that delivered the Ti-sapphire laser to set its
wave-vector parallel to the axis of the 1D lattice
potential so as to satisfy the Lamb-Dicke condition.
Both lasers were passed through a polarizer with an
extinction ratio of 10-5 to guarantee linear polarization.
We note that for this π polarized lattice laser, the
frequency spread due to the tensor as well as the vector
light shift among Zeeman sublevels m is less than 1
mHz [13].
3.3 Determination of the magic wavelength and
spectroscopy

2

I=5kW/cm

I=10kW/cm

3. EXPERIMENT

2

Lattice laser wavelength (nm)

Figure 2: Light shift νac on the clock transition as a function of
the lattice laser wavelength for a lattice laser intensity of I =10
kW/cm2 (solid line) and I =5 kW/cm2 (dotted line).

We irradiated the clock laser for 10 - 40 ms to excite
atoms trapped in the optical lattice to the 3P0 state. The
excitation of the clock transition was then monitored by
the laser-induced fluorescence on the 1S0 - 1P1 cyclic
transition. The magic wavelength for the lattice laser was
determined as follows. We measured the lattice laser
intensity (I)-dependent light shift νac at several
wavelengths λL near 813.5 nm [15] as shown in Fig. 4a.
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The slope of the fitted lines, which gives the differential
light shift δνac(λL,I)/δI and is proportional to the
polarizability difference ∆α(λL) (see Eq. (1)), is plotted
as a function of the lattice laser wavelength λL in Fig. 4b.
The magic wavelength, where ∆α (λL) = 0 holds, is
therefore determined as 813.420(7) nm. We note that this
uncertainty introduces a scalar-light-shift uncertainty of
4 Hz (see Table 1).

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of the clock transition
measured at the magic wavelength; each empty circle
was measured with an interrogation time of 40 ms and a
cycle time of 1 s, which is required for cooling, trapping,
and spectroscopy. We observed a nearly Fourier-limited
linewidth of 27 Hz, which is the narrowest linewidth yet
reported for neutral-atom-based optical clocks [6,7,11].
With 20 data points that took 20 s to measure, the
Lorentzian fitting of the spectrum determined the centre
frequency with an uncertainty of 2 Hz, corresponding to
an Allan deviation [16],
2Hz
1
= 2 × 10−14 / τ .
σ y (τ ) ≈
429THz τ / 20
With the present measurement, the signal-to-noise ratio
is limited by the shot-to-shot atom number fluctuation
( 10%) loaded into the optical lattice. The normalization
of the excitation rate [6], in addition to the reduction of
the clock laser linewidth [17], will improve the clock
stability towards the projection noise limit for 106 atoms
[6,8] of σ y (τ ) ≈ 10−18 / τ [13] with τ measured in
second.

Figure 4 Determination of the magic wavelength. a) The light
shift νac of the clock transition was measured as a function of
the lattice laser intensity I at several wavelengths λL near 813.5
nm. The differential light shift δνac / δI was determined by the
slope of the fitted lines. b) The differential light shift, which is
proportional to the dipole polarizability difference ∆α (λL), is
plotted as a function of the lattice laser wavelength λL. The
magic wavelength, where ∆α(λL)=0, was determined to
be λL=813.420(7) nm by a linear fit to the data points.
Atoms in the ground state (arb. units)

Figure 3: The schematics of the experiment. a) Ultracold Sr
atoms were trapped in a one-dimensional optical lattice formed
by a standing wave of a Ti-sapphire laser tuned to a magic
wavelength. The clock laser was introduced along the fast axis
of the lattice potential to guarantee the Lamb-Dicke
confinement. b) The frequency of the clock laser was measured
by an optical frequency comb referenced to the SI second.
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Figure 5: Spectrum of the clock transition at 429 THz. Nearly
Fourier transform-limited linewidth of 27 Hz was obtained for
the interrogation time of 40 ms for each empty circle. The
uncertainty of the center frequency was 2 Hz given by the
Lorentzian fitting of the measured spectrum.
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The schematic for the absolute frequency measurement
is shown in Fig. 3b. The frequency fc of the clock laser
prestabilized to a stable high-finesse reference cavity
was frequency-scanned with an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) to find the atomic resonance frequencyν0 every
20 s by observing a spectrum as shown in Fig. 5. Since
the frequency setting of the AOM δ(t) = fc(t) −ν0
measured the temporal drift of the clock laser, the atomic
resonance frequency ν0 could be determined by
simultaneously measuring the clock-laser frequency
fc(t). We observed a beat frequency fb = | fc − fn | between
the clock laser and the n-th comb component at 698 nm
and used it to servo-control the frep of the comb.
Consequently, the clock-laser frequency fc(t) was
converted to frep, which was then mixed down to about 7
MHz and recorded by a frequency counter with a gate
time of 20 s. The clock-laser frequency fc(t) was
calculated by using the formula fc = n × frep + fCEO ± fb
with an integer n 5.4×105. The ambiguous sign was
removed by observing the sign of the variation in the
beat frequency fb, while frep was varied. We thus obtained
two series of data sets; the offset frequency {δ(t)} and
the corresponding clock-laser frequency {fc(t)}, both of
which were determined every tm = 20 s. The atomic
resonance frequency was calculated as ν0(k) = fc(ktm) –
δ(ktm) for k = 1, 2, ..., kmax, where kmax = Tmax / tm with Tmax
typically 104 s. Each filled square in Fig. 6 represents the
mean value of {ν0 (k)}, whose standard deviation of σ
620 Hz was in agreement with the Cs clock’s instability
at τ = 20 s. The standard deviation of the mean
σ / kmax gave error bars of about 28 Hz.

generated by the Cs clock and a GPS-disciplined
oscillator was recorded continuously using a time
interval counter. The frequency offset between the Cs
clock and the GPS time was calculated from the recorded
timing difference and found to be –1.04(8) × 10-13. The
relationship between the GPS time and the TAI is
published on the web page of the Bureau International
des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) [19]. The agreement
between the GPS time and the TAI was about one part in
1015 during the period of the frequency measurement.
Figure 6 summarizes the absolute frequency of the Sr
lattice clock referenced to the Cs clock. In the figure,
each filled square/circle represents a frequency
measurement of typically 104 s to reduce the fractional
instability of the Cs clock down to 6.5×10-14
corresponding to an uncertainty of 28 Hz. With a total
averaging time of τ 9.4×104 s over 9 days, we reached
an uncertainty of 9 Hz. The sources of the uncertainties
and the corrections are listed in Table 1 to give a final
value of 429,228,004,229,952(15) Hz [27], which is
consistent with a measurement reported by Courtillot et
al. [20] within their measurement uncertainty of 20 kHz.
100

Measured frequency
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In an alternative experimental scheme, a transportable
iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG laser (NMIJ-Y1) [18] was
used as a flywheel in the frequency measurement. The
instability of the Nd:YAG laser σy (τ ) is 2×10-13 for τ =1
s. This value improves after τ =100 s towards 3×10-14,
which is smaller than that of the Cs clock until τ =105 s.
Furthermore, the σy (τ ) of the Nd:YAG laser is smaller
than that of the clock laser for τ > 30 s, which makes it
possible to observe the slow drift of the clock laser.
Because of the excellent short-term stability of the
Nd:YAG laser, we also performed a frequency
measurement by phase-locking the comb to the Nd:YAG
laser. The clock-laser frequency fc (t) was measured by
simultaneously introducing a second beat measurement
between the clock laser and the comb component at 698
nm. The measurement results obtained with this scheme
coincide with those obtained with the first measurement
scheme and are indicated by filled circles in Fig. 6.
The frequency of the Cs clock (Agilent 5071A) was
monitored by the GPS time during the period of the
frequency measurement (over one month). The timing
difference between the 1 pps (pulse per second) signals

Figure 6: Absolute frequency measurement of the 1S0 - 3P0
transition of Sr atoms in an optical lattice. The resonance
frequency was measured using an optical frequency comb
generator referenced to a commercial Cs clock. Each filled
square/circle corresponds to a frequency measurement over 104
s that gave a typical uncertainty of 28 Hz. The 9 days of
measurement determined the clock transition to be
429,228,004,229,952(15) Hz, including the systematic
correction of –45.7 Hz.

5. DISCUSSION AND UNCERTAINTIES

Table 1 gives the uncertainty budgets for this experiment
as well as those expected for future experiments. In the
following we report present uncertainties and some
technical improvements that could be made in the future.
The first-order Doppler shift may occur due to the
relative motion between the clock laser and the lattice
potential, which is often introduced by the vibration of
the optical fibre or air turbulence where the clock laser
travels. Assuming a clock laser linewidth of 10 Hz to be
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this Doppler width, the frequency uncertainty may
decrease down to 30 mHz after averaging 105
measurements. By applying fibre phase-noise
cancellation by referring to a reflection from a mirror
surface that forms the standing wave for the lattice
potential, this Doppler shift could be actively stabilized
to less than 1 mHz [21] even for an averaging time of 1 s.
The first-order Zeeman shift for ∆m=0 transitions is m
×106 Hz/G. In this experiment the residual magnetic
field of 22.5 mG and random population distribution
among m substates could be responsible for the Zeeman
shift or broadening up to 10 Hz. The reduction of the
magnetic field down to the µG level would be feasible
by applying a magnetic field shielding.
The collisional frequency shift, which was measured by
varying the atom density by a factor of 3, was less than a
measurement uncertainty. However, the shift may be
present in this 1D lattice configuration, since tens of
atoms were typically trapped in a single lattice potential
with an atom density of 1012 cm-3. This collision shift
would ultimately be removed by spin-polarizing the 87Sr
atoms to activate the Fermi suppression of collisions
[22] or by applying a 3D lattice [12, 13] with less than
unity occupation. In the latter case, the frequency shift
due to the resonant dipole-dipole interaction energy
between atoms separately confined in the 3D lattice
potential with an interatomic distance of λL/2~400 nm is
given in the Table 1.
The Blackbody shift scales as νB 3×10-10×(T/K)4 Hz,
which would introduce a 3 mHz uncertainty for the
temperature imhomogeneity of ∆T = 0.1 K at T = 293 K.
The vector light shift can be problematic in 3D optical
lattices. A phase stable optical lattice could be applied,
where the 3D laser intersection is formed by a single
linearly-polarized standing-wave with folded mirrors
[23]. In this configuration, since the amplitude and the
phase of the trapping light fields are correlated in each
lattice site, high polarization stability is expected.
The forth-order light shift given in Table 1 is estimated
without including the resonant contribution [13]. The
magic wavelength that we determined in this experiment
can be used to evaluate the resonant contribution of a
fourth-order light shift. The 5s7p 1P1 state connected to
the clock upper state (5s5p 3P0) via the 5s6s 3S1 state
with 2 photons at λ = 813.359 nm may play a decisive
role. However, as indicated in Fig. 4, its influence,
which can manifest itself as the light shift quadratic to
the lattice laser intensity or the dispersive behavior of
the light shift near the two-photon resonance, is not
visible within the present experimental precision. It will
be accurately estimated once a dipole moment on the
5s7p 1P1 - 5s6s 3S1 transition is available.

Table 1: Uncertainty budget for the optical lattice clock with
strontium.

6. SUMMARY

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel atomic clock
utilizing neutral atom ensembles confined in a light-shift
free optical lattice, which would surpass conventional
clock schemes in stability and accuracy [13]. This lattice
clock scheme is applicable to other divalent atoms that
have a hyperfine-mixing induced J=0 J=0 transition
between long-lived states, such as 43Ca [24], 171Yb [25],
and 199Hg, in addition to the 87Sr used here. A frequency
comparison of lattice clocks operated with different
atomic species will allow us to study the time variation
of the fine structure constant [26]. The very high
potential stability of this scheme would enable us to
measure the fractional frequency difference at the 10-18
level, which corresponds to the gravitational red shift for
a 1 cm height difference, in only one second. These
features will have an immense impact on future
metrology that will range from fundamental physics to
such aspects of engineering as the remote sensing of
natural resources.
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ABSTRACT
Two single-ion optical frequency standards are
compared in order to investigate their stability and
systematic frequency shifts. Without externally
applied perturbations, a mean frequency difference
of 0.26(42) Hz is observed, corresponding to a
relative agreement of 3.8(6.1) 10-16.
1. INTRODUCTION

relative instability of the optical frequency
difference of σy(1000 s)=5∗10-16 has been obtained
with a reference transition linewidth of 30 Hz, so
that shifts in the sub-hertz range can be resolved
within a few minutes.
The digital servo systems that stabilize the probe
frequencies use second-order integrating algorithms
in order to minimize servo errors due to clock laser
frequency drift. For averaging times >100 s, y ( )
follows the expected -1/2 behavior. The observed
instability is independent of the temporal overlap of
the probe pulses applied to the two ions and is in
good agreement with numerical Monte Carlo
simulations of the servo action for the case that the
fluctuations of the atomic resonance signals are
dominated by quantum projection noise.








It has long been pointed out that frequency
standards based on narrow optical transitions in
laser-cooled ions stored in radio-frequency traps
have the potential to reach instabilities and
systematic uncertainties beyond the capabilities of
the best microwave standards. Recently, an absolute
frequency measurement on 88Sr+ has reached an
uncertainty not much larger than those of a cesium
fountain clock [1] and shifts of optical frequencies
have been investigated at the level of a few hertz
[2,3]. Studies of the systematic frequency shifts of
an optical frequency standard by measurements of
its frequency relative to established microwave
standards are inherently limited by the instabilities
and uncertainties of the latter. These limitations can
be overcome by comparing the optical frequency
standard with a second one as we demonstrate in
this paper by comparing two single-ion frequency
standards based on a reference transition in 171Yb+
[4].
2. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
We compare the narrow absorption resonances
from the 6s 2S1/2 → 5d 2D3/2 electric quadrupole
transition at 688 THz in two laser-cooled 171Yb+
ions that are stored in separate Paul traps.
Independent frequency servo systems are used to
lock two probe frequencies that are derived from a
frequency stabilized diode laser to the resonance
line centers of the ions [5]. Fourier-limited
resonance linewidths in the range of 10 Hz to 30 Hz
are realized. The difference between the probe
frequencies is recorded once per second. For times
that are longer than the servo time constant of about
10 s, this allows to investigate the stability of the
frequency standards and to observe line shifts that
can be induced by varying operation parameters. A

The most important systematic shifts in the 171Yb+
frequency standard are caused by the interaction of
the ion with electric fields: the quadrupole shift due
to the interaction with a field gradient and the
quadratic Stark shift [6]. Field gradients can be
produced by a static part of the quadrupole trap
potential and also by patch charges in the vicinity
of the trap. The quadratic Stark shift becomes
important if the ion is not localized at the saddle
point of the rf quadrupole potential of the Paul trap.
By applying a static voltage to the ring electrode of
the trap, a field gradient of known magnitude and
orientation was applied and the quadrupole moment
of the D3/2 state was determined from the measured
quadrupole shift with respect to the second trap.
The experimental result is 2.08(11) ea02, where e is
the elementary charge and a0 the Bohr radius. It is
in good agreement with recent ab initio calculations
[3]. From a measurement of the quadratic Stark
shift produced by the trap field when one ion was
displaced from the trap center, we also determined
the differences of the scalar and tensor
polarizabilities of the two levels connected by the
reference transition [7].
Without externally applied perturbations, a mean
frequency difference of 0.26(42) Hz is observed
between the two trapped ions. The average was
taken over measurements performed for different
orientations of the magnetic field and the
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uncertainty is the average statistical uncertainty of
the individual measurements. Within the statistical
uncertainty the data yields no evidence for
frequency shifts that depend on the orientation of
the magnetic field, like the quadrupole shift or the
tensorial quadratic Stark shift.
This result corresponds to a relative agreement of
3.8(6.1) 10-16 , comparable to the best agreement
found in a comparison of cesium fountain clocks
[8]. Lowering the statistical uncertainties, it seems
therefore possible to test the performance of optical
frequency standards at an accuracy level exceeding
that of the best cesium clocks in the near future.
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Abstract
We study the trap depth requirement for the realization
of an optical clock using atoms confined in a lattice. We
show that site-to-site tunneling leads to a residual sensitivity to the atom dynamics hence requiring large depths
(50 − 100 Er for Sr) to avoid any frequency shift or line
broadening of the atomic transition at the 10−17 − 10−18
level. In a second step we propose to circumvent the
problem by the use of an accelerated lattice. Acceleration lifts the degeneracy between adjacents potential wells
which strongly inhibits tunneling. We show that using the
Earth’s gravity, much shallower traps (down to 5 Er for Sr)
can be used for the same accuracy goal.

1

Introduction

We study the effect of the atom motion on the performances of an optical lattice clock [1]. In ref. [1], it is implicitly assumed that each microtrap of the lattice can be
treated separately as a quadratic potential in which case
the situation is very similar to the case of trapped ions [2].
With an accuracy goal in the 10−17 − 10−18 range in mind
(corresponding to the mHz level in the optical domain),
we shall see later on, that this is correct at very high trap
depths only. The natural energy unit for the trap dynamics is the recoil energy associated to the absorption or
~2 k2
emission of a photon of the lattice laser, Er = 2maL with
kL the wave vector of the lattice laser and ma the atomic
mass. For Sr and for the above accuracy goal the trap
depth U0 corresponding to the independent trap limit is
typically U0 = 100 Er , which corresponds to a peak laser
intensity of 25 kW/cm2 .
For a number of reasons however, one would like to
work with traps as shallow as possible. First, the residual shift by the trapping light of the clock transition is
smaller and smaller at a decreasing trap depth. The first
order perturbation is intrinsically cancelled by tuning to
the magic wavelength except for a small eventual tensorial effect. Higher order terms may be much more problematic depending on possible coincidences between two
photon resonances and the magic wavelength [1, 3]. The
associated shift scales as U02 . The shift would then be

minimized by a reduction of U0 and its evaluation would
be greatly improved if one can vary this parameter over
a broader range. Second, for some of the possible atoms,
such as Hg for which the magic wavelength is about 340
nm, two-photon ionization can occur which may limit the
achievable resonance width and lead to a frequency shift.
Finally, technical aspects like the required laser power at
the magic wavelength can be greatly relaxed if one can
use shallow traps, especially if the magic wavelength is in
a region of the spectrum where no readily available high
power laser exists. For Hg for instance, a trap depth of
100 Er would necessitate a peak intensity of 500 kW/cm2
at 340 nm.
When considering shallow traps one cannot neglect tunneling of the atoms from one site of the lattice to another.
In section 3 we investigate the ultimate performance of
the clock taking this effect into account. We show that
depending on the initial state of the atoms in the lattice,
one faces a broadening and/or a shift of the atomic transition. For Sr, this requires U0 of about 50 − 100 Er to
ensure a fractional accuracy better than 10−17 . We show
in section 4 that a much lower U0 can be used provided
the tunneling process is made non-resonant by lifting the
degeneracy between adjacent sites. This can be done by
adding a constant acceleration to the lattice [4, 5]. More
specifically, we study the case where this acceleration is
simply the Earth’s gravity. In this configuration, trap
depths down to U0 ∼ 5 Er can be sufficient for the above
accuracy goal.

2

Confined atoms coupled to a
light field

In this section we describe the theoretical frame used to
investigate the residual effects of the motion of atoms in
an external potential. The internal atomic structure is approximated by a two-level system |gi and |ei with energy
difference ~ωeg . The internal Hamiltonian is:
Ĥi = ~ωeg |eihe|.

(1)

We introduce the coupling between |ei and |gi by a laser
of frequency ω and wavevector ks propagating along the
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x direction:

15

15
n=3

Ĥs = ~Ω cos(ωt − ks x̂)|eihg| + h.c.,

(2)

X
m

agm e−iωm t |m, gi + aem e−i(ωeg +ωm )t |m, ei (3)

∂
is driven by i~ ∂t
|ψat i = (Ĥext + Ĥi + Ĥs )|ψat i leading to
the following set of coupled equations

i ȧgm

=

X Ω∗
2

ei∆m′ ,m t hm|e−iks x̂ |m′ iaem′

XΩ

e−i∆m,m′ t hm|eiks x̂ |m′ iagm′ .

m′

i ȧem

=

m′

2

(4)

To derive eq. (4) we have made the rotating wave approximation (assuming ω − ωeg << ωeg ) and defined
∆m′ ,m = ω − ωeg + ωm − ωm′ .

3
3.1

Periodic potential
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Figure 1: Band structure for two different lattice depth:
U0 = 2 Er (left) and U0 = 10 Er (right). Each state |n, q0 i
is coupled to all the states |n′ , q0 + ks i by the probe laser.
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Figure 2: C0,κi,q for two different lattice depth: U0 = 2 Er
(left) and U0 = 10 Er (right). The bold vertical lines
illustrate the case q = −kl /2. The dotted lines delimit
the Brillouin zones. For a state |n = 0, q = akl i with
a ∈] − 1, 1] the solid envelope gives the contribution of the
plane waves |κi,akl = akl + 2ikl i.
wave vector κ obeys
 2 2

~ κ
U0
U0
I
Ĥext
|κi =
+
|κi −
(|κ + 2kl i + |κ − 2kl i).
2ma
2
4
(6)

the

We now consider the case of atoms trapped in an optical
lattice. As is clear from eq. (4), only the motion of the
atoms along the probe laser propagation axis plays a role
in the problem and we restrict the analysis to 1D. We assume that the lattice is formed by a standing wave leading
to the following external hamiltonian:
I
Ĥext
=

n=1

n=2

with Ω the Rabi frequency.
In the following we consider potentials induced by lasers
tuned at the magic wavelength and/or by gravity. The
external potential Ĥext is then identical for both |gi and
|ei with eigenstates |mi obeying Ĥext |mi = ~ωm |mi (Note
that |mi can be a continuous variable in which case the
discrete sums in the following are replaced by integrals).
If we restrict ourselves to experiments much shorter than
the lifetime of state |ei (for 87 Sr, the lifetime of the lowest
3
P0 state is 100 s) spontaneous emission can be neglected
and the evolution of the general atomic state
|ψat i =

n=2

10

10

(5)

where kl is the wave vector of the trap laser. The eigenI
states |n, qi and eigenenergies ~ωn,q of Ĥext
are derived
from the Bloch theorem [6]. They are labelled by two
quantum numbers: the band index n and the quasimomentum q. Furthermore they are periodic functions
of q with period 2kl and the usual convention is to restrict
oneself to the first Brillouin zone q ∈] − kl , kl ].
Following a procedure given in Ref. [5] a numerical solution to this eigenvalue problem can be easily found in the
momentum representation. The atomic plane wave with

For each value of q, the problem then reduces to the diagonalization of a real tridiagonal matrix giving the eigenenergies and eigenvectors as a linear superposition of plane
waves:
I
Ĥext
|n, qi

|n, qi

I
= ~ωn,q
|n, qi
∞
X
=
Cn,κi,q |κi,q i,

(7)

i=−∞

with κi,q = q + 2ikl . For each value of q one obtains a
discrete set of coefficients
P 2 Cn,κi,q , which are real and normalized such that i Cn,κ
= 1. In figures 1 and 2 are
i,q
I
shown ~ωn,q
and C0,κi,q for various values of U0 . Except
when explicitly stated, all numerical values throughout
the paper are given for 87 Sr at a lattice laser wavelength
813 nm which corresponds to the magic wavelength reported in Ref. [7]. In frequency units Er then corresponds
to 3.58 kHz. In figure 3 is shown the width of the lowest
energy band as a function of U0 in units of Er and in
frequency units.
Substituting hm| → hn, q| and |m′ i → |n′ , q ′ i in eq. (4),
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Figure 5: Left: shift of the ”carrier” resonance in the first
band for a lattice depth U0 = 10 Er . Left scale: in units
of Er . Right scale: in frequency units. Right: Expected
resonances in the case where the first band is uniformely
populated for Ω = 10 Hz and U0 = 20 Er , 30 Er , 40 Er ,
and 100 Er . The duration of the interaction is such that
the transition probability at resonance is maximized.
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Figure 4: Left: Relative strength of the transitions to
different bands (n = 0 → n′ ) for an atom prepared in
state |n = 0, q = −kl i (bold lines), |n = 0, q = −kl /2i and
|n = 0, q = kl /2i (thin lines). Right: detuning of the first
two sidebands for an atom prepared in state |n = 0, q =
−kl i (bold lines) and |n = 0, q = 0i (thin lines) in units
of Er (left scale) and in frequency units (right scale).
the action of the probe laser is described by the coupled
equations

i ȧgn,q

=

X Ωnq ′ ,n∗
n′

i ȧen,q+ks

=

2

′
X Ωn,n
q

n′

2

n′ ,n

ei∆q

t e
an′ ,q+ks

n,n′

e−i∆q

t g
an′ ,q

(8)

,

P
′
′
with Ωn,n
= Ω i Cn′ ,κi,q Cn,κi,q+ks and ∆n,n
= ω−ωeg +
q
q
I
ωnI ′ ,q − ωn,q+k
.
As
expected
from
the
structure
of the
s
Bloch vectors in (7), the translation in momentum space
eiks x̂ due to the probe laser leads to the coupling of a
given state |n, qi to the whole set |n′ , q + ks i (see figure
′
1) with a coupling strength Ωnq ,n and a shift with respect
I
to the atomic resonance ωnI ′ ,q+ks − ωn,q
. Both quantities
′
depend on n, n and q and to go further we have to make
assumptions on the initial state of the atoms in the lattice.
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Figure 3: Lowest four bands widths as a function of the
lattice depth U0 in units of Er (left scale) and in frequency
units (right scale).
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Discussion

We first consider the case where the initial state is a pure
′
|n, qi state. The strengths of the resonances Ωn,n
are
q
shown in figure 4 for the case n = 0 and various values of q.

At a growing lattice depth Ωn,n
become independent on q
q
and the strength of all ”sidebands” (n′ −n 6= 0) asymptot−|n′ −n|/4
ically decreases as U0
for the benefit of the ”carrier” (n′ = n). On the other hand the frequency separation of the resonances rapidly increases with U0 (Fig.
4). For U0 as low as 5 Er , this separation is of the order
of 10 kHz. For narrow resonances (which are required for
an accurate clock) they can be treated separately and the
effect of the sidebands on the carrier is negligible. If for
example one reaches a carrier width of 10 Hz, the sideband
pulling is of the order of 10−5 Hz. On the other hand the
”carrier” frequency is shifted from the atomic frequency
I
I
by ωn,q+k
− ωn,q
due to the band structure. This shift
s
is of the order of the width of the nth band (Fig. 5 and
3). It can be seen as a residual Doppler and recoil effect
for atoms trapped in a lattice and is a consequence of the
complete delocalisation of the eigenstates of the system
over the lattice. The ”carrier” shift is plotted in figure 5
for the case n = 0 and U0 = 10 Er . For this shift to be
as small as 5 mHz over the whole lowest band, which corresponds in fractional units to 10−17 for Sr atoms probed
on the 1 S0 −3 P0 transition, the lattice depth should be
about 100 Er (Fig. 3).
Another extreme situation is the case where one band is
uniformly populated. In this case the ”carrier” shift averaged over q cancels and one can hope to operate the clock
at a much lower U0 than in the previous case. The problem is then the ultimate linewidth that can be achieved
in the system which is of the order of the width of the
band and is reminiscent of Doppler broadening. This is
illustrated in figure 5 for which we have computed the expected ”carrier” resonances in the case where the lowest
band is uniformly populated, by numerically solving equations (4). This was done for a Rabi frequency Ω = 10 Hz
and an interaction duration which is adjusted for each
trapping depth so as to maximize the transition probability at zero detuning. All resonances plotted in figure
5 are not shifted to within the numerical accuracy (less
than 10−5 Hz). However, at decreasing U0 the contrast
of the resonance starts to drop for U0 < 40 Er and the
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resonance broadens progressively, becoming unusable for
precise spectroscopy when the width of the energy band
reaches the Rabi frequency. To get more physical insight
into this phenomenon, let’s consider the particular example of this uniform band population where one well of the
lattice is initially populated. This corresponds to a given
relative phase of the Bloch states such that the interference of the Bloch vectors is destructive everywhere except
in one well of the lattice. The time scale for the evolution of this relative phase is the inverse of the width of
the populated energy band which then corresponds to the
tunneling time towards delocalization. The broadening
and loss of contrast shown in figure 5 can be seen as the
Doppler effect associated with this tunneling motion.
In the experimental setup described in [7] about 90 %
of the atoms are in the lowest band and can be selected
by an adequate sequence of laser pulses. The residual
population of excited bands can then be made negligible
(< 10−3 ). On the other hand, knowing and controlling
with accuracy the population of the various |qi states in
the ground band is a difficult task. The actual initial
distribution of atomic states will lie somewhere between
the two extremes studied above: a pure state and a uniform superposition of all states in the bottom band. If
we assume that the population of the |qi states can be
controlled so that the frequency shift averages to within
one tenth (resp. 1%) of the band width, then a fractional
accuracy goal of 10−17 implies U0 = 70 Er (resp. 50 Er ) or
more. Therefore, operation of an optical lattice clock requires relatively deep wells and correspondingly high laser
power, which, in turn, is likely to lead to other difficulties
as described in the introduction. Fortunately, the requirement of deep wells can be significantly relaxed by adding
a constant acceleration to the lattice, as described in the
next section.

4
4.1

Periodic potential in an accelerated frame
Wannier-Stark states and coupling by
the probe laser

The shift and broadening encountered in the previous section are both due to site-to-site tunneling and to the corresponding complete delocalization of the eigenstates of
the lattice. As is well-known from solid-state physics, one
way to localize the atoms is to add a linear component
to the Hamiltonian [4]: adjacent wells are then shifted in
energy, which strongly inhibits tunneling. In this section
we study the case where the lattice and probe laser are
oriented vertically so that gravity plays the role of this
linear component. The external hamiltonian is then:
II
Ĥext
=

U0
~2 κ̂2
+
(1 − cos(2kl x̂)) + ma gx̂,
2ma
2

(9)

with g the acceleration of the Earth’s gravity. This hamiltonian supports no true bound states, as an atom initially
confined in one well of the lattice will end up in the continuum due to tunneling under the influence of gravity.
This effect is known as Landau-Zener tunneling [4, 5]. Its
timescale however increases exponentially with the depth
of the lattice and for the cases considered here is orders
of magnitude longer than the duration of the experiment.
In the case of Sr and for U0 as low as 5 Er , the lifetime of
the ground state of each well is about 1010 s! The coupling
due to gravity between the ground and excited bands can
therefore be neglected here. In the frame of this approxII
imation the problem of finding the ”eigenstates” of Ĥext
reduces to its diagonalization in a sub-space restricted to
the ground band [8, 9] (we drop the band index in the following to keep notations as simple as possible). We are
looking for solutions to the eigenvalue equation, of the
form:
II
Ĥext
|Wm i

|Wm i

II
= ~ωm
|Wm i
Z kl
=
dq bm (q)|qi .

(10)

−kl

I
In eq. (10) the |qi are the Bloch eigenstates of Ĥext
(c.f.
section 3) for the bottom energy band (n = 0), m is a
new quantum number, and the bm (q) are periodic: bm (q +
2ikl ) = bm (q). After some algebra, eq. (10) reduce to the
differential equation
II
~(ωqI − ωm
)bm (q) + ima g∂q bm (q) = 0

(11)

where ωqI is the eigenfrequency of the Bloch state |n = 0, qi
of section 3. Note that equations (10) and (11) only hold
in the limit where Landau-Zener tunneling between energy
bands is negligible [10, 5]. Here the periodicity of bm (q)
and a normalization condition lead to a simple solution of
the form
II
ωm

= ω0II + m∆g
(12)
II
1 − mi~g (qωm
−γq )
bm (q) = √ e a
2kl
Rk
with ω0II = 2k1 l −kl l dq ωqI , ~∆g = ma gλl /2, ωqI = ∂q γq
and γ0 = 0. The |Wm i states are usually called WannierStark states and their wave functions are plotted in figure 6 for various trap depths. In the position representation |Wm i exhibits a main peak in the mth well of the
lattice and small revivals in adjacent wells. These revivals decrease exponentially at increasing lattice depth.
At U0 = 10 Er the first revival is already 102 times smaller
than the main peak. Conversely, in the momentum representation, the distribution gets broader with increasing U0 . The phase shift between bm and bm−1 in (12),
bm (q) = e−iπq/kl bm−1 (q), corresponds to a translational
symmetry of the Wannier-Stark states in the position representation hx + λl /2|Wm i = hx|Wm−1 i.
Substituting hm| → hWm | and |m′ i → |Wm′ i in eq. (4)
shows that the effect of the probe laser is to couple the
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Figure 6: Wannier-Stark states in position (left) and momentum (right) representation for U0 = 5 Er , U0 = 10 Er
and U0 = 50 Er . Numerically we first compute the momentum representation hκ|Wm i = bm (κ)C0,κ and then obtain the position representation by Fourier tranformation.
Wannier-Stark states to their neighbours with the coupling strengths
Z ∞
iks x̂
hWm |e
|Wm′ i =
dκ b∗m (κ + ks )bm′ (κ)C0,κ C0,κ+ks ,
−∞

(13)

hWm |eiks x̂ |Wm′ i = eiπmks /kl hW0 |eiks x̂ |Wm′ −m i.

(14)

From that property, equation (13), and using bm (κ) =
b∗m (−κ) (note that γq = γ−q ) one can then show that
hWm |eiks x̂ |Wm+j i = eiπjks /kl hWm |eiks x̂ |Wm−j i,

m
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Figure 8: Computed resonances when the initial state is
a pure Wannier-Stark state. Left: U0 = 5 Er , right: U0 =
10 Er . Both resonances are plotted for an effective Rabi
0
frequency of the carrier Ω
2π = 10 Hz and for an interaction
time of 50 ms.

(15)

which is a useful result when studying the symmetry of
coupling to neighbouring states (see next section).
The differential equations (4), governing the evolution
of the different states under coupling to the probe laser
are then
X Ω∗m−m′ −iπm′ ks
kl i∆m−m′ t e
e
e
am′ (16)
i ȧgm =
2
m′
X Ωm′ −m iπm ks
kl −i∆m′ −m t g
i ȧem =
e
e
am′ ,
2
′
in which we have used (14) and defined Ωm
ΩhW0 |eiks x̂ |Wm i and ∆m = ω − ωeg + m∆g .

10

Figure 7: Left: Wannier-Stark ladder of states and coupling between states by the probe laser. Right: Relative
strength of the carrier |Ω0 /Ω|2 and of the first four sidebands |Ω±1 /Ω|2 and |Ω±2 /Ω|2 as a function of the lattice
depth U0 .

0.0

obtained from direct substitution of (10) and (7) 1 .
Using the translational symmetry of the Wannier-Stark
states it is easy to show that

1

=

Discussion

We now study the case where the initial state of the
atom is a pure Wannier-Stark state. According to eq.
(16) excitation by the laser will lead to a set of resonances separated by ∆g (see Fig. 7). In the case of Sr,
∆g /2π = 866 Hz and for the narrow resonances required
for high performance clock operation, they are easily resolved. The resonances obtained by first numerically integrating (13) and then numerically solving (16) are plotted
1 For similar reasons as in section 3 one can neglect the coupling
to excited bands in the system for narrow enough resonances.

in figure 8 for the cases U0 = 5 Er and U0 = 10 Er . They
exhibit remarkable properties. First the ”carrier” (which
corresponds to the transition |Wm i → |Wm i) has a frequency which exactly matches the atomic frequency ωeg .
It doesn’t suffer from any broadening or contrast limitation which would be due to the atomic dynamics. Second,
the sidebands (|Wm i → |Wm±i i) have a coupling strength
which very rapidly decreases as U0 increases (see fig. 7).
In addition they are fully symmetric with respect to the
carrier which results from eq. (15), and hence lead to
no line pulling of the carrier. This absence of shift and
broadening remains true even for very shallow traps down
to a depth of a few Er , the ultimate limitation being the
lifetime of the Wannier-Stark states. This situation is in
striking contrast with the results of section 3 in the absence of gravity.
The system is more complex if the initial state of the
atom is a coherent superposition of neighbouring wells. In
this case off-resonant excitation of the sidebands will interfere with the carrier excitation. This interference leads to
a modification of the carrier transition probability which
is of the order of Ω1 /∆g (for the first, and most significant,
sideband). For an interaction close to a π pulse, an order
of magnitude of the corresponding carrier pulling is then
Ω1 Ω0 /∆g which can be significant. For U0 = 10 Er and
Ω0 /2π = 10 Hz the shift is about 2 × 10−2 Hz, i.e. several
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Figure 9: Left: Frequency shift of the carrier as a function
of the interaction duration in the case where the initial
state of the atom is a coherent superposition of neighbouring Wannier-Stark states. Solid line: agn (t = 0) =
agn+1 (t = 0) for all n. Dashed line: agn (t = 0) = agn+1 (t =
0)eiπ/2 for all n. Dotted line: ag−1 (t = 0) = ag0 (t = 0) and
agn (t = 0) = 0 for n 6= −1, 0. The shift is defined as the
equilibrium point of a frequency servo loop using a square
frequency modulation of optimal depth and computed for
U0 = 5 Er and a carrier Rabi frequency Ω0 /2π = 10 Hz.
The interaction duration corresponding to a π pulse is
t∆g /2π = 43.3. Right: Frequency shift of the carrier as a
function of the square modulation depth. The calculation
has been performed for U0 = 5 Er , Ω0 /2π = 10 Hz and
an interaction time of t∆g /2π = 43.5. The initial atomic
state is the one corresponding to the dotted line on the
left graph.

times 10−17 of the clock transition frequency. This shift
is a priori all the more problematic as the initial atomic
state is difficult to know and control accurately.
We have numerically solved eq. (16) for various initial atomic states, lattice depths and interaction parameters. The results are illustrated in figure 9 for the case
U0 = 5 Er . A clear signature of the effect can be identified from its dependence on the interaction duration: the
frequency shift oscillates with a frequency ∆g /2π resulting from the ∆g term in ∆m−m′ in (16). This provides a
powerful method for investigating site-to-site coherences
in the lattice. More interestingly from a clock point of
view, the shift becomes negligible for all interaction durations t such that t = (n + 1/2)2π/∆g . Since ∆g is
extremely well known (potentially at the 10−9 level) this
condition can be accurately met. Note that choosing such
a value of the interaction duration does not significantly
affect the contrast, as the two relevant timescales have different orders of magnitude in the narrow resonance limit
(Ω−1 >> ∆−1
g ), and therefore a range of values of t such
that t = (n + 1/2)2π/∆g correspond to almost optimal
contrast (e.g. all such values of t in figure 9). A more detailed study shows that the level of cancellation depends
on the depth of the modulation used to determine the frequency shift (see caption of Fig. 9) which results from
a slight distortion of the carrier resonance. This effect is
shown in figure 9, which clearly indicates that the shift
can be controlled to below 1 mHz even for a very shallow
lattice depth down to U0 = 5 Er .

Conclusion

We studied the trap depth requirement for the operation
of an optical lattice clock with a projected fractional accuracy in the 10−17 − 10−18 range. We have shown that
using a purely periodic potential necessitates a lattice of
depth 50 − 100 Er limited by tunneling between adjacent
sites of the lattice. A possible way to vastly reduce this
depth and the associated frequency shift or required laser
power is to use gravity to lift the degeneracy between the
potential wells which strongly inhibits tunneling. Trap
depths down to 5 − 10 Er are then sufficient to cancel the
effects of the atoms dynamics at the desired level.
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FREQUENCY BIASES ASSOCIATED WITH DISTRIBUTED CAVITY PHASE AND MICROWAVE
LEAKAGE IN THE ATOMIC FOUNTAIN PRIMARY FREQUENCY STANDARDS
IEN-CSF1 AND NIST-F1†
S.R. Jefferts, J.H. Shirley, N. Ashby, T.P. Heavner, E.A. Donley
NIST –Time and Frequency Division,
325 Broadway
Boulder , CO USA 80305
F. Levi
Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale – Torino IT
E.A. Burt, G. J. Dick
Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Pasadena, CA USA
ABSTRACT†
We show that the frequency bias caused by distributed
cavity phase has a strong dependence on microwave
power. We also show that frequency biases associated
with microwave leakage have distinct signatures in their
dependence on microwave power and the physical
location of the leakage interaction with the atom.
1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of frequency shifts in atomic frequency
standards caused either by distributed cavity phase or
microwave leakage goes back to the earliest days of the
thermal beam standards [1,2], and has been the subject
of continuing theoretical and experimental work over
the last fifty years. [3-8]. Laser-cooled fountain
frequency standards pose problems with respect to both
distributed cavity phase and microwave leakage
different from those associated with thermal beam
standards. This is due both to the very different
microwave structure used in fountains as well as the low
center-of-mass velocity and very narrow velocity
distribution, which allows operation at significantly
elevated microwave power in fountain standards.
We discuss the dependence on microwave power of the
frequency biases induced in an atomic fountain by the
distributed cavity phase (DCP) and microwave leakage.
The entire discussion takes place within the limit of
small detuning because the velocity of the atoms,
typically a maximum of 3m/s, results in a maximum
Doppler shift of only 100 Hz.
The analysis of the phase of the microwave field within
the typically TE011, microwave cavities used in coldatom fountain frequency standards has been the subject
of a large body of work. DeMarchi provided the
seminal contributions of proving a correspondence
between the phase and power-flows within the
microwave cavity, identifying the preferred cavity
configuration and modeling the phase of the microwave
field within the cavity [9-11]. Three-dimensional
analyses of the microwave field within the cavity have
been completed by several authors [12-16]. In many of

these studies large phase excursions are predicted. At
least one author has used these phase excursions to
predict frequency shifts in the δ f
10−16 range as a
f
result of distributed cavity phase [14], larger than the
current value assigned in the error budget of many
operational fountain type primary frequency standards.
We note that the theory presented here allows one to test
that prediction.
We begin by briefly reviewing the properties of the
microwave field and within a resonant TE011 cavity. We
then solve the Schrödinger equation for a two-level
atom in the case where the field within the microwave
cavity has both real and imaginary parts, which is the
case required to understand both the distributed cavity
phase frequency shift and the microwave leakage
frequency shift. We then examine the dependence on
microwave field amplitude of the frequency bias caused
either by distributed cavity phase or microwave leakage.
2. MICROWAVE CAVITIES AND PHASE
The typical microwave cavity used in cesium (and
rubidium) fountain frequency standards is a cylindrical
cavity resonating in the TE011 mode at the hyperfine
frequency of the atom, 9.193 GHz in the case of cesium.
See Fig. 1. The “z-axis” of the cavity is aligned with
the gradient of the gravitational potential and atoms
enter and leave the cavity via below-cutoff waveguides.
This cavity has the crucial property of allowing
relatively large diameter (2ra ~ 1cm at ν0 = 9.2 GHz.)
cylindrical waveguides for atoms to enter and leave the
cavity without unduly influencing the TE011 mode of the
cavity and thereby causing large phase gradients in the
microwave field [10]. To lowest order the field within
the cavity is describable as purely TE ( E Z ≡ 0 ) and all
field components are derivable from the longitudinal
magnetic field Hz(x,y) [17]. Under these assumptions
and using a trivial extention of the notation of DeMarchi
in [11], the longitudinal field can be written as
iϕ x,y
ˆ (1)
H Z ( x, y, z ) = H ( x, y ) e ( ) f ( z ) z,
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ra
rC

d

Rabi frequency of the atom is sufficiently small. What
is ultimately of interest is not the value of the phase
angle of the microwave field, but rather the value of the
phase angle imposed on the atomic wave function, and
any resulting frequency biases. In order to quantify the
effect of the imaginary part of the microwave field upon
the atom, we now obtain a solution to the timedependent Schrödinger equation as the atoms pass
through a cavity with fields described by Eq. (2) & (4).
3. SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION AND RAMSEY
LINESHAPES

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the TE011 microwave cavity used in
most cesium fountain frequency standards.

where

ϕ ( x, y )

is the distributed cavity phase under

discussion here. The expression for the real part of the
field within the cavity is given (with a change to
cylindrical coordinates ρ , φ and z ) to lowest order by
⎛ p′ ρ ⎞ ⎛ π z ⎞
⎛π ⎞
H Z ( ρ , φ , z ) = ⎜ ⎟ H 0 J 0 ⎜ 0,1 ⎟ sin ⎜
⎟ , (2)
⎝2⎠
⎝ rc ⎠ ⎝ d ⎠
where Jn is the nth Bessel function and p′n,m is defined as

the mth solution of

dJ n ( x )
dx

= 0 , rc is the radius of the

π H0

is the
2
field amplitude at the center of the cavity (see Fig. 1 and
[17]). The cavity phase is defined by the relation
⎛ Im ( H Z ) ⎞
ϕ ≡ tan −1 ⎜
,
(3)
⎜ Re ( H ) ⎟⎟
Z ⎠
⎝
where the real part of H is approximated by Eq (2) and
the imaginary part is, roughly, approximated by

cavity, d is the height of the cavity, and

2
4
⎡
⎞ ⎛ z 1 ⎞2 ⎤
π H 0 ⎢⎛⎜ ⎛ ρ ⎞ ⎛ ρ ⎞
Im ( H Z ) =
1 + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ cos 4φ ⎟ ⎜ − ⎟ ⎥ . (4)
⎟ d 2⎠ ⎥
2Q ⎢⎜ ⎝ rc ⎠ ⎝ rc ⎠
⎠⎝
⎣⎝
⎦

Here Q is the quality factor of the cavity. The second
term in Eq. (4) comes from power flow to the walls
from the standing mode of the field, and the third term
comes from power flow associated with the four-feed
structure of the particular cavity investigated here [12].
ρ
z
The terms proportional to
and are negligible for a
d
rc
symmetric, well constructed cavity and are not included
here. The overall cavity phase has been set equal to
zero at the geometric center of the cavity.
Several things can be seen by inspection of the previous
equations. First, the phase of the microwave field
within the cavity is independent of microwave power
(as it should be). The effect on the atom of the
imaginary part of Hz is, however, unlikely to be
independent of microwave power.
Second, the
microwave phase can become relatively large when the
real part of Hz is sufficiently small, or equivalently, the

We extensively employ the theoretical framework
developed by Shirley [18-20] and present here the
extensions required to handle both the real and
imaginary phases of microwave field.
The Hamiltonian for the system can be written as (cf.
(7) of [20])

ωa
2b cos ω t + 2b′ sin ω t ⎞
⎛
H= ⎜
⎟,
′
ωb
⎝ 2b cos ω t + 2b sin ω t
⎠
(5)
where ωa and ω b are respectively the energies of the
upper and lower states. The interaction Rabi frequency
for the real part of the microwave field is given by
2b = µ B g Re ( H Z ) , where µB is the Bohr magneton, g
the Landé g-factor and HZ the microwave magnetic field
parallel to the quantization axis imposed by the external
c-field.
A similar expression applies for
b′, 2b′ = µB g Im ( H Z ) , the Rabi frequency due to
the imaginary part of the microwave field. Both
b ( t ) and b′ ( t ) are time-dependent, owing to the atoms
g µB
H0 .
2
In the rotating wave approximation, the Hamiltonian in
1.5 is written
⎛
ωa
( b + ib′) e−iω t ⎞ . (6)
H= ⎜
⎟⎟
ω
i
t
⎜ ( b − ib′ ) e
ωb
⎝
⎠
Note the sign change in b′ ( t ) in the off-diagonal

motion in the cavity. We also define b0 ≡

couplings. This comes about because the rotating wave
approximation selects one exponential from sin ω t in
one coupling and the other exponential in the other
coupling (Compare to (7) and (8) in [20]). Using the
“phase factored” solutions, α and β, (cf (9 & 10) of
[20]) gives us, finally, the Schrödinger equation for the
system,
b + ib′ ⎞ ⎛ α ⎞
⎛ −∆
d ⎛α ⎞
i
⎜ ⎟= ⎜
⎟ ⎜ ⎟ . (7)
∆ ⎠⎝ β ⎠
dt ⎝ β ⎠
⎝ b − ib′
With the initial condition α ( 0 ) = 1 and β ( 0 ) = 0 then α
is the probability amplitude that the system remains in
its initial state and β the probability amplitude that the
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, where ω 0 = ω a − ω b is the hyperfine splitting of the
2
atom. ∆, b, and b′ are all real, possibly time-dependent,
quantities.
We have given a solution to (7), valid through first
order in ∆ and b′ , under the assumption that the
detuning is small compared to the Rabi frequency, in
[21]. We quote here only the final results.
Using our solutions mentioned above and assuming that
the real part of the excitation is the same for both
Ramsey pulses leads to a transition probability of
P=

⎤
⎧( ε − ε ) csc b0τ + ⎫⎪
sin 2 ( 2b 0τ ) ⎡
⎢1 + cos δω TR + ⎪⎨ 2 1
⎬ sin δω TR ⎥ .
⎢
⎥
2
⎪⎩(η1 + η2 ) sec b 0τ ⎪⎭
⎣
⎦

(8)

Distortion of Ramsey Fringe (PL-PR)

δω

Normalized to optimum (π/2) excitation

system changes state. ∆ is half the detuning δω from
1
the
atomic
resonance
ω0:
∆ = (ω − ω 0 ) =
2

10

5

0

-5

-10
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Microwave Excitation (units are b0τ=π/2)

Figure 2. The distortion of the Ramsey fringe plotted caused by
distributed cavity phase with respect to the microwave excitation
(number of π 2 pulses). The distortion is proportional to the
frequency bias and the data shown here are normalized to the shift at
optimum power (one π 2 pulse).

τ

The term b0τ = ∫ b ( t ) dt , that is, b0 is the average value

4. MICROWAVE LEAKAGE

0

of b ( t ) during the excitation time τ, which amounts to

π

at

optimum

power,

and

ε1,2 and η1,2

are

4
proportional to the imaginary part of the microwave
field b′ . The transition probability, P, is clearly a
normal Ramsey fringe (the cos δω TR term) plus an
underlying fringe of small amplitude and
π / 2 displacement (the sin δω TR term). The latter
asymmetrically distorts the Ramsey curve and leads to a
frequency bias. The frequency bias is proportional to
the difference between the transition probabilities PL
and PR on the left and right sides of the central Ramsey
fringe at equal detunings. This difference is given by
⎡ ε −ε
η +η ⎤
PL − PR = sin 2 ( 2b0τ ) ⎢ 2 1 + 2 1 ⎥ ,
(9)
⎣⎢ sin ( b0τ ) cos ( b0τ ) ⎦⎥

where PL,R is the probability given by (8) on the left and
right sides of the central Ramsey fringe respectively
(that is with δω = ∓ π

, respectively). Eq (9) is
2TR
plotted below in Fig 2. The complicated nature of the
power dependence of the frequency bias associated with
distributed cavity phase is immediately apparent in Fig.
2. This signature should allow measurement of the
frequency bias associated with distributed cavity phase,
or at least allow the placing of an upper limit on the
effect.

We can use the Hamiltonian, Eq. (6), also to investigate
microwave leakage, except that in this case both
b and b′ are presumably small. We divide our
analysis into three cases: leakage before the two
Ramsey interactions, leakage between the Ramsey
pulses, and leakage after the Ramsey interactions.
Because the state-selection mechanism in NIST-F1 and
IEN-CSF1 destroys any microwave coherence and
projects the atoms into a pure F=3 state we can ignore
the case of leakage before the first Ramsey interaction.
We note however that the solution to the case of leakage
before the first Ramsey interaction can be obtained from
the case of leakage after the second Ramsey interaction
by the substitution of −t for t.
Some general results can be obtained [22]:
1.

2.

3.

Microwave leakage in phase (the b term) with
the field in the Ramsey cavity does not cause a
frequency shift.
Microwave leakage in quadrature phase (the
b′ term) does not cause a frequency shift if it
is applied symmetrically with respect to the
center of the Ramsey interaction at TR/2.
Microwave leakage in quadrature phase
applied asymmetrically with respect to TR/2
excites a Ramsey fringe shifted with respect to

(

)

the central fringe (a sin δωTR term) much like
that in Eq. (8), which can cause a frequency
bias.
We investigate the power dependence of these
frequency biases next. Full solutions to the Schrödinger
Equation for all three leakage cases are given in [22].
The various specific cases of microwave leakage are
examined below.
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excitation is some 30 times greater than the shift
expected within 0.1 dB of optimum. The measurement
at ± 3 dB therefore gives a “leverage” of 30 over the
standard operating conditions, at least for the specific
case of leakage above the Ramsey cavity.

Fractional Frequency Shift

6e-15

4e-15

6. MICROWAVE LEAKAGE AFTER THE
RAMSEY INTERACTION

2e-15

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

0

2

4

6

8

10

-2e-15

-4e-15

-6e-15

Ramsey Excitation - in π/2 pulses
Figure 3. The modeled frequency shift induced by leakage above the
Ramsey cavity in NIST-F1 and IEN-CSF1. The solid curve is the case
where the leakage amplitude is constant while the field in the Ramsey
cavity is increased. The broken curve is the case where the leakage
field amplitude is proportional to the amplitude of the field within the
Ramsey cavity. The microwave leakage power of each curve was been
chosen for convenience and has no particular significance.

In the case of both NIST-F1 and IEN-CSF1 this is the
most likely location for microwave leakage to interact
with cesium atoms. The power dependence of this shift
is shown in Fig. 5. The behavior of this shift is distinct
from that caused by leakage above the Ramsey cavity in
that its frequency with respect to the Rabi frequency is
half that of the case of leakage above the Ramsey
cavity. This signature can be used to identify the source
of a frequency bias as being caused by leakage either
above or below the Ramsey cavity. Unfortunately this
shift is difficult to distinguish from the frequency shift
caused by distributed cavity phase, as shown in Fig 6.
Various approaches to separate these two effects are
discussed in [22].

5. MICROWAVE LEAKAGE BETWEEN THE
TWO RAMSEY PULSES
Frequency Bias

The dependence of the frequency bias on the amplitude
of the microwave field in the Ramsey cavity is shown in
Fig 3. It is immediately apparent that the frequency bias
caused by microwave leakage is zero at integer
multiples of the optimum excitation amplitude,
b0τ = (2n + 1)π , n=0,1,2... . A measurement of the
2
residual frequency bias can be obtained with some

4e-14

2e-14

0

-2e-14

-4e-14
0

4

6

8

10

Ramsey Pulses (units of b0τ=π/2)

2e-14

Fractional Frequency Bias

2

Figure 5. The modeled frequency bias induced by leakage below the
Ramsey cavity. The solid curve is the case where the leakage
amplitude is constant while the field in the Ramsey cavity is increased.
The broken curve is the case where the leakage field amplitude is
proportional to the amplitude of the field within the Ramsey cavity. In
both cases the microwave power level has been chosen purely for
convenience and has no particular significance.

-3.0 dB
1e-14

-0.1 dB

Optimum
Power

0

+0.1 dB
-1e-14

+3.0 dB
-2e-14

0

1e-5

2e-5

3e-5

4e-5

5e-5

6e-5

7e-5

Leakage Amplitude in units of b0

Figure 4. The frequency bias from microwave leakage above the
Ramsey cavity can be measured in a “leveraged” fashion by
operating well away from optimum microwave power in the Ramsey
cavity. Assuming that the normal operating conditions keep the
microwave power within 0.1 dB of optimum, a leverage of about 30
can be obtained by operating 3 dB above or below optimum instead.

leverage by measuring well away from optimum power,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. In NIST-F1 the microwave
power is set to within ± 0.1 dB of optimum, denoted by
the dotted lines in Fig. 4. The frequency shift induced
by microwave leakage at ± 3 dB from optimum

7. DISCUSSION
The frequency biases caused by distributed cavity
phase and microwave leakage have distinct signatures
when measured as a function of the amplitude of the
microwave excitation in the Ramsey cavity. The
various shifts can be measured and either “fixed” by
eliminating the source of the leakage (best), or perhaps
calibrated and corrected.
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Frequency Shift - Normalized to the shift at π/2

Beam Primary Frequency Standards”, IEEE Trans.
Instrum. Meas. 37 (1988) pp. 185-190.
10

[5] A. Bauch, B. Fischer, T. Heindorff and R. Schröder,
“Performance of the PTB reconstructed primary clock
CS1 and an estimate of its current uncertainty”,
Metrologia 35 (1998) pp. 829-845.

5
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2
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Microwave Excitation (units are b0τ=π/2)

Figure 6. A comparison of the power dependence of the shift caused
by microwave leakage (dotted curve) and the shift caused by
microwave leakage below the Ramsey cavity (solid curve) as a
function of the microwave excitation of the atoms in the Ramsey
cavity.

It has been assumed here that the leakage terms must be
treated in the small detuning limit. Various other
approaches such as using the nonresonant AC Stark
shift have been applied to the case of microwave
leakage in a cesium fountain [23]. We hold that these
cases are not valid approximations in a cesium fountain;
the Doppler shift caused by atomic motion is, at 100 Hz
maximum, much too small to be considered within the
framework of an off-resonant AC Stark shift. The
frequency shift caused by microwave leakage in a
fountain depends on the amplitude of the microwave
field and not on the power (square of the amplitude).
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MICROWAVE CAVITIES FOR ATOMIC CLOCKS: PHASE VARIATIONS AND ASSOCIATED POWER
DEPENDENCES
Ruoxin Li and Kurt Gibble*
The Pennsylvania State University, Physics Department, University Park, PA, 16802 USA
ABSTRACT
We analyze the power dependent effects of phase
variations in cylindrical TE011 cavities in atomic clocks.
For a cavity with no holes, the dominant phase
variations produce frequency shifts but have no power
dependence. We calculate the power variation for
cavities with holes in the endcaps and see significant
power dependent frequency shifts due to the phase
variations. For the simplest density variations, the
power variations can be larger for two 2π, 4π, and 6π
pulses, than for two half integer π pulses.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the phase variations in
microwave cavities, their effect on the transition
probability and the apparent frequency of an atomic
clock. In Ref. [1] we have given a detailed analysis of
the phase variations in TE011 cylindrical cavities. We
will summarize key results and use them to calculate the
power dependent effects of the phase variations, which
may be helpful for the evaluation of the distributed
cavity phase shift.[2]
We begin by discussing the power variation of the
transition probability for a cylindrical cavity with no
holes in the endcap. We start with this cavity because
the three-dimensional phase variations are analytic.[1]
We first ignore the variation of the strength of the
microwave field over the cavity aperture. We then
include this variation of the tipping angle and show that
it has a significant effect on the power dependences.
Finally, we use our finite element solutions to analyze
the power dependence in real cavities with holes in the
endcaps.
2. PHASE VARIATION IN CYLINDRICAL
CAVITIES
The phase is not uniform throughout a microwave
cavity because a traveling wave delivers power from the
feed to the walls to account for the losses in the metallic
surfaces.[1,3] We first consider a TE011 cylindrical
cavity with no holes in the endcaps. The phase of the
field near the cylindrical axis of the cavity is:
ϖ δ
Φ (r ) ≈
[k12 r 2 − 2k1 z tan(k1 z)]
2d
(1)
∞
cos( k p z )
+ c mp r m
cos( mφ )
m, p
cos( k 1 z )
where δ is the skin depth, d is the height of the cavity,
kp=pπ/d, and the coefficient cmp is from Ref. [1]. For

m=0 and p=1, c01=0 and, for m=0 and p>1, the r2 term
in the Taylor series should also be included.
As an example, we consider a TE011 cylindrical cavity
with a 30 mm radius and a height of 26.075 mm that is
fed by 4 feeds around the cavity midsection.[4]
ϖ
Φ (r ) ≈ 32.9(r 2 − 2 z 2 ) − 7.2r 4 cos( 4φ )
(2)
Here Φ is in micro radians and r and z are in cm.
The first term in Eqs. 1 and 2 is azimuthally symmetric
and caused by endcap losses. It has a quadratic
variation in r and z near the center of the cavity and is
independent of the number of feeds. The second term
represents the power delivered at 4 feeds which is
deposited on the side walls and endcaps. Note that the
p=1 terms in Eq. 1 have no dependence on z. The
higher order terms, p=3, 5, 7 …, have an oscillating
variation in z that grows near the endcaps.
We note that concurrent work has treated a phase
ϖ
variation of
Φ (r ) ≈ r 2 z 2 / QR 2 d 2 where Q is the
quality factor of the cavity.[5] In Eq. 1, the terms r2z0
and r0z2 are much larger than the r2z2 terms.[1] For this
reason, the results in Ref. [5] do not accurately describe
the dominant behavior of atomic clocks with TE011
cylindrical cavities.
3.

MODEL OF POWER DEPENDENCE

We analyze the effects of the phase variations using the
sensitivity function s(t) for two pulses of arbitrary
strength that have a relative phase of π/2. The effect of
a small phase variation is:[6,7]
dΦ (t )
1 ∞
δP = − ∞ s (t )
dt
(3)
2
dt
During the first cavity passage, s (t ) = − sin [θ (r2 )]×

sin[θ (r1 , t )] where θ (r2 ) is the total tipping angle

during the second cavity passage, θ (r1 , t ) = b p

π
2

t

× −∞ H 0 , z (r1 , t ′)dt ′ is the tipping angle throughout the
first passage, H0,z is the standing wave field, and bp is a
constant we will use to vary the power. The sensitivity
function is similar for the second passage.[6,7]
To evaluate distributed cavity phase shifts, it is
helpful to integrate Eq. 3 by parts.
1 ∞ ds (t )
δP = − − ∞
Φ (t )dt
(4)
2
dt
We change variables from time to position in the cavity
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In Eq. 5, it is clear that if the effective phase throughout
the cavity is the same on both passages then there is no
effect of the phase variations.[8] Further, one must
consider the density distribution of the cold atoms
because there is no population change, or frequency
shift, if the density distribution is the same on both
cavity passages. As in Ref. [1], we consider an
expanding ball of atoms whose initial radius is larger
than the radius of the hole in the cavity ra 5mm. The
lowest order variation is a non-uniform density on the
upward passage and, because the ball expands
significantly, a uniform distribution for the second
downward passage. With N as the total number of
atoms that survive both cavity passages, the fractional
population change is:
1
ϖϖ ϖϖ
δP = 2 r r n1 (r1 )n2 (r2 )δP(r1 , r2 )dr1dr2
N
(7)
1
ϖϖ ϖϖ
r
r
=
n1 (r1 )δP(r1 , r2 )dr1dr2
2
Nπ ra
a

a

a

a

From Eqs. 5 and 6, a distributed cavity phase shift can
only occur when the density distribution has a cos(m φ)
dependence that matches the cos(mφ) dependence of the
phase variations. The lowest order variation is an m=0
azimuthally symmetric quadratic variation on the
upward passage n 1 ( r1 ) = N π ra2 [1 + α (r12 ra2 − 1 2 ) ×
cos(mφ )] , where α is small and negative. A fountain
tilt or a displacement of the ball from the cavity axis on
the upward passage leads to an m=1 term
n 1 ( r1 ) = N π ra2 [1 + α cos (φ ) r1 3 ra ] that has a linear
variation over the aperture.[9] For m=2 and 4, we take
the first quadratic variation of n1 with r1 as in the above
for m=0. For m>0, the second term in Eq. 5 vanishes if
the density on the second passage is homogeneous in
Eq. 7.
From Eq. 7 we get the frequency shift of a clock by
dividing by the slope of the Ramsey fringes. The slope
for any atom is:
∂P(r1 , r2 )
π
=−
sin [θ (r1 )]sin [θ (r2 )]
(8)
∂ν
∆ν

0.4
p=5
p=3

δP

and substitute Φ (r , φ , z ) = Φ m (r , z ) cos( mφ ) . We then
calculate δP for an atom that traverses the cavity at r1 on
the upward passage and returns downward through the
cavity at r2. During the cavity transit, we neglect the
small transverse velocity.
ϖϖ π
ϖ
δP(r1 , r2 ) = (sin [θ (r2 )]δΦ eff (r1 )
(5)
4
ϖ
− sin [θ (r1 )]δΦ eff (r2 ) )
z
ϖ
δΦ eff (r ) = b p cos( mφ ) z +∞ cos[θ (r , z )]
−∞
(6)
Φ (r , z )
dz
× H 0 , z (r , z ) m
v( z )
Here z± are the distances beyond which the fields are
negligible. Because the effect of gravity is small for all
cases studied here, we use v(z)=v.

b

0
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

p=1
- 0.4
Figure 1. The change in transition probability δ P
versus the amplitude of the microwave field bp,
where bp=1 corresponds to two /2 pulses. Here the
transverse variation of the tipping angle is
neglected. For p=1 (solid line) there is no power
variation of the clock’s frequency.
For p=3
(dashed) and 5 (dotted), there are significant power
dependences. For large cavity radii, the scale of the
phase shift Φ ra is very small for p>1. Note that

=0 for bp=2, 4, 6,…, corresponding to two integer
pulses.
where ∆ν is the Ramsey fringe width. For the
ensemble, the slope of the Ramsey fringes is:
∂P(r1 , r2 ) ϖ ϖ
1
∂P / ∂ν = 2 r r n1 (r1 )n 2 (r2 )
dr1 dr2
(9)
∂ν
N
a

a

In the following we show δP because it is never
singular. On the other hand, the frequency shift can be
singular because 1 / ∂P / ∂ν has a series of zeros as the
power is increased.
4.

ANALYTIC RESULTS FOR
CYLINDRICAL CAVITIES

It is instructive to use the analytic solution of Eq. 1 to
analyze the power dependence in a cylindrical cavity.
To understand the effect of the different dependences of
the phase on z, we first analyze a cavity where we
ignore the variation in tipping angle near the cavity axis.
We then include the tipping angle variation and show
that it changes the character of the power variations. In
the following section we show similar behaviors for
cavities with holes in the endcaps.
The above equations simplify when we ignore the
variation in the tipping angle for trajectories near the
center of a cylindrical cavity. The standing wave field
is H 0 , z (r , z ) = vk 1 J 0 (γ 1 r ) cos (k1 z ) 2 and the tipping

θ (r , z ) = b p π 4 [1 + sin (π z d )] ,

angle

where

γ 1 = k − k and k is the free space wave vector. For
2

2
1

m=0, p=1, the first term in Eqs. 1 and 2, we only
consider the r2 term because the z tan (k 1 z ) term has no
transverse variation (although it does produce power
dependent effects[1]).
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13
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- 0.5

Figure 2. The change in transition probability
δP as in Fig. 1 where the variation of the tipping
angle is included. Here the cavity radius is R=3
cm. Again p=1 terms (solid line) have little power
variation. For p=3 and 5 there are large power
dependences. Note that the power sensitivity is
significant for bp=4, 8, and 12, corresponding to
two 2 , 4 and 6 pulses.

We get:

δP = α

Φr

a

24

sin 2 b p

π

(10)

2

2

4

6

8

m=2

p=5

where Φ r = δk 12 ra2 / 2d . It is striking that this term
produces no power dependent frequency shift because
Eq. 8 has the same form. This is clear because the phase
for the p=1 terms in Eq. 1 is independent of z and
therefore constant throughout the cavity for any atomic
trajectory. For m=1, Φr = c11ra and, for m=2 and 4,
a

a

Φr = cm1ram / 2. Because the p=1 terms dominate for large
cavity radii and since they have no power dependence, it
seems that power dependences cannot be used to
evaluate distributed cavity phase shifts. However, the
tipping angle variations near the cavity axis and the
effects of the endcap holes produce significant power
dependences.

m=0

bp

0

12

δP (ppm)

δP

p=3

δP (ppm)

100×
m=4

0

100×
m=0

10

12

14

m=1

m=2
bp

2 3 100×
m=4
- 12
m=1
Figure 3. The power dependence for a cavity with
R=3cm, an endcap hole of ra=0.5 cm, and a
quadratic density variation (α=−1). The m=0, 1, 2,
and 4 terms correspond to phase variations which
vary as cos(mφ). The inset shows a magnified view
for small amplitudes. For m=0, the sensitivity is
largest for bp=4, 8, and 12, corresponding to two
integer 2 , 4 , and 6 pulses.
1

In Fig. 2 we show the change in transition probability
when we include the variation of the tipping angle. For
a cavity radius of R=3cm, the tipping angle varies by
11% over a centered 1 cm diameter. For p=1 phase
variations, it has a small effect on the population
differences.
The population differences and the
frequency shift decrease slowly for high power. This
variation in the tipping angle leads to a significant
sensitivity for p>1 and bp=4, 8, and 12 as shown in Fig.
2. The p>1 terms are very much smaller than the p=1
modes for large cavity radii.[1]

a

The power dependence for p>1 phase variations are
more interesting. We get:
Φr
π
δP = α
sin b p
24
2
(11)
π
π
π /2
× −π / 2 b p cos b p [1 + sin (x )] cos( px )dx
4
4
a

where Φ r = c 0 p ra2 , c1 p ra and c mp ram 2 for m=0, m=1,
and m=2 and 4 as above. We note that Eq. 11 reduces
to Eq. 10 when p=1. We show the power variations in
Fig. 1 for p=1, 3, and 5, α = −1, and Φ r = 1 . The
transition probability is most sensitive to phase
variations for half integer π/2 pulses, bp=1, 3, 5, …. For
integer π pulses, Eq. 11 has no effect due to phase
variations, when the variation of the tipping angle is
ignored.
a

5.

RESULTS FOR CAVITIES WITH
ENDCAP HOLES

The cavities used in fountain clocks must have holes in
the endcaps to allow the atoms to enter and exit the
cavities.
Near the aperture in the endcaps, the
microwave field is large near the surface of the endcap
and the phase of the field approaches −π/4.[1] In
addition, the standing wave field has a π phase shift
away from the center of the cut-off waveguide sections
that are added to prevent microwave leakage.
In Fig. 3 we calculate the power dependence for a
cavity[4] with endcap holes using the finite element
solutions from Ref. [1]. Here modes with definite m are
clear but the different p modes are not easily separable.
The endcap holes excite a number of p modes near the
endcap holes.

a

As in Fig. 2, we see that the effect of the non-uniform
tipping angles are large because the shifts are large at
bp=4, 8, and 12. In Fig. 3 we see that the ratio of the
shift for 2 π/2 pulses versus higher powers is very
different depending on the mode.
Therefore the
magnitude of distributed cavity phase shifts cannot be
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6.

SUMMARY

We analyze the effect of phase variations in cylindrical
TE011 cavities in atomic clocks. For a cavity with no
holes, the dominant phase variation produces a
frequency shift but has no power dependence. It is
therefore unclear whether power variation alone is
adequate to evaluate distributed cavity frequency shifts.
We calculate the power variation for cavities with holes
in the endcaps. The endcap holes, as well as the
variation of the tipping angle for different atomic
trajectories, lead to significant power dependent
frequency shifts due to the phase variations. This work
shows that, for the simplest density variations, one
should also measure the population changes for two
2π, 4π, and 6π pulses, in addition to two half integer π
pulses.
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ABSTRACT
Results of the synchronous comparison between the Cs
fountain primary frequency standards of IEN, SYRTE,
and NPL are reported. The comparison lasted 20 days
and made use of three different satellite techniques for
time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT, GPS CP and
GPS P3). The performance of the transfer techniques in
the comparison experiment have been exploited.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-cold atomic primary frequency standards realize
the SI unit of time (and frequency) at the 1 × 10−15
accuracy level [1-5]. Up to now, five laboratories have
operated Cs fountains and reported data for the
calibration of the International Atomic Scale (TAI).
These laboratories, IEN, SYRTE, PTB, NIST, and NPL,
have demonstrated the operation of metrological systems composed of stable oscillators such as hydrogen
masers, accurate and stable atomic primary references
(fountains) and high performance methods to transfer
time and frequency between remote laboratories.
The fountains at IEN, SYRTE, and NPL were compared
during the period from 26 October 2004 to 15
November 2004 (Modified Julian Date 53304-53324),.
Each fountain used a hydrogen maser (HM) as local flywheel oscillator; the frequencies of the HMs were
compared using remote satellite time and frequency
transfer methods: Two Way Time and Frequency
Satellite Transfer (TWSTFT) [6], and the Global Positioning System (GPS), with the GPS P3 code [7] and
the GPS Carrier Phase (GPSCP) techniques [8].
The Time and Frequency Division of the BIPM and the
Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB)
were also involved in this comparison, providing the
GPGP3 and GPSCP data analysis [7,9]. PTB and NIST
have participated in the comparison with hydrogen
masers and time and frequency transfer tools to
investigate the stabilities of all the possible links. The
results of this analysis are presented in an accompanying paper [10].

The principal aim of the experiment was to compare the
remote Cs fountain primary frequency standards at an
uncertainty level of parts in 1015. Moreover, the
comparison provided an analysis of the stability of the
different remote transfer techniques, and verified
whether the links set a limit for the comparison due to
their noise, or through the introduction of biases.
The experiment was also intended to establish whether
frequency fluctuations of the local oscillators (masers)
would be a significant limit to the accuracy of the
comparison, when the fountains operate with significant
dead time. With this aim, during the comparison period
TWSTFT was operated with an intensified schedule (12
measurements per day, spaced by 2 hours) and all the
laboratories agreed to provide fountain vs. maser
measurements averaged every two hours.
Finally, the data obtained during this experiment have
provided calibration of the TAI unit by these three
primary frequency standards over the period MJD
53304-53324.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the time and frequency
transfer scheme at SYRTE.
2. LINK SCHEME
In the experiment the TWSTFT, GPSP3 and GPSCP
methods were used as the time and frequency transfer
tools. As regards the GPSCP method, each lab
participates in the International GPS Service [11], while
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3. FOUNTAINS

Figure 2. Block diagram of the time and frequency
transfer scheme at IEN.

The fountains participating in the experiment were
SYRTE-FO2, IEN-CsF1 and NPL-CsF1. Their accuracies range between 0.7 × 10−15 and 1.1 × 10−15; their
uncertainty budgets are reported in Tables I-III.
Although the three fountains were corrected for the
same physical effects, they were operated at different
values of the magnetic field (about 0.2 µT in SYRTEFO2 and NPL-CsF1 and about 0.1 µT in IEN-CsF1),
and at different structure temperature, (about 300 K in
SYRTE-FO2 and NPL-CsF1, about 340 K in IENCsF1), resulting in different magnitudes of the 2nd order
Zeeman shift and the blackbody radiation corrections.
The methods used to evaluate the accuracy of the three
fountains are not identical, in particular regarding the
Zeeman and the collisional shifts [1-5].

Figure 3. Block diagram of the time and frequency
transfer scheme at NPL.

Table I. Accuracy budget of the SYRTE-FO2 fountain.

TWSTFT stations have been used in the past for other
comparisons [12,13]. Figures 1–3 show the schemes by
which the transfer receivers and stations were referred
to the fountains in each laboratory.
The systems implemented at IEN, SYRTE and NPL
differ at some points. At SYRTE, the hydrogen maser is
the direct reference for both the GPS receiver and the
TW station, its frequency being measured versus the
fountain SYRTE-FO2.
At IEN, the hydrogen maser is the reference for the TW
station only, whilst the GPS receiver is referred to
UTC(IEN) generated by a commercial beam Cs clock.
A further phase comparison is used to link UTC(IEN) to
the hydrogen maser and subsequently to the fountain.
At NPL, both the GPS receiver and the TW station are
referred to a hydrogen maser (HM1), while the fountain
is the reference for another maser (HM3), which is
continuously compared to HM1.
Other details of the implementation of transfer
techniques in the three laboratories can be found in [10].

Table II. Accuracy budget of the IEN-CsF1 fountain.
The stability analysis of the fountain vs. HM frequency
measurements in the three laboratories are presented in
Figure 4. Figures 5 to 7 report fountain vs. HM raw
data, averaged every 2 hours.
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Figure 5. Frequency of the Hydrogen Maser measured
versus the Cs fountain at SYRTE.
Table III. Accuracy budget of the NPL-CsF1 fountain.
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Figure 6. Frequency of the Hydrogen Maser measured
versus the Cs fountain at IEN.
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The SYRTE data show excellent stability in the short
term, due to the high signal to noise ratio in SYRTEFO2 and also to the local oscillator, a cryogenic
sapphire oscillator phase-locked to the hydrogen maser
[4]. In the medium and long term, the stability is limited
to 1 – 2 × 10−15 by fluctuations of the hydrogen maser
(figure 5).
The IEN data show a stability of 3 × 10−13 for 1 s of
integration time, limited by the signal to noise ratio of
the IEN-CsF1 fountain, which uses a BVA quartz
phase-locked to the HM as a local oscillator. The IEN
data (figure 6) exhibit good long-term stability as the
HM shows a stable linear frequency drift as low as
3 × 10−16 per day.
NPL-CsF1 was also operated using a BVA quartz
phase-locked on the HM, but the short term Allan
deviation was higher (7 × 10−13 at 1 s) owing to the way
the collisional shift was evaluated [5]. However, the
data in figure 7 show that the NPL HM was very stable
in the long term, with a linear frequency drift as low as
1 × 10−16 per day.
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Figure 7. Frequency of the Hydrogen Maser measured
versus the Cs fountain at NPL.
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4. COMPARISON SCHEDULE AND DATA
ANALYSIS
10000

100000

τ (s)

Figure 4. Allan deviation of the fountains SYRTEFO2, IEN-CsF1 and NPL-F1 during the comparison.

The whole comparison period (20 days) was divided
into intervals of 2 hours. For each interval, a measurement of the maser frequency with respect to the
fountains and a measurement of the frequency
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difference between the masers via the transfer method
was provided. The measurement interval for TWSTFT
was 2 hours and the GPSP3 and GPSCP data were
available even more frequently: it was thus possible to
synchronize the time tags of all of these measurements
(with 30 minute accuracy due to the TWSTFT schedule
for different pairs of laboratories).
Once the time tags of the fountain and link
measurements were synchronized, the frequency
differences between the pairs of fountains (IEN-CsF1 –
NPL-CsF1), (IEN-CsF1 – SYRTE-FO2), (NPL-CsF1 –
SYRTE-FO2) were evaluated every 2 hours. This
ensemble of values was then averaged.
This synchronous method enabled only those
measurements intervals in which each pair of fountains
to be compared was running at the same time to be
retained (with 2 hour resolution). This approach enabled
the potential limit to the comparison set by the dead
time in the fountain measurements to be overcome, at
the cost of considering only those measurement
intervals during which each pair of fountains were
running at the same time.
The common method used consisted of using the
fountains to evaluate the average values of the maser
frequencies in the two labs. By comparing these values
with the average of the maser frequency differences
obtained by the remote transfer method, the average
frequency difference between the fountains was
obtained. With this last method, the evaluation of the
frequency difference between the remotely compared
fountains requires a model for the maser’s frequency
fluctuation during the time intervals when it is not
measured (dead time). This could be a critical point,
especially in the presence of significant dead time or of
fluctuations which are not as easy to model as linear
frequency drift.

analysis. The fourth line reports the results of a standard
data analysis based on the average of the collected data
over the whole period of comparison, using in the
example the TW link.
The uncertainty of these results is 2 × 10−15 for the
GPSCP or TWSTFT methods and 4 × 10−15 with the
GPSP3 transfer. It appears that a difference of about
4 × 10−15 is present between IEN-CsF1 and the other
two fountains, whilst NPL-CsF1 and SYRTE-FO2 agree
at the 1σ uncertainty level. This discrepancy (figure8),
is yet under investigation. Further comparisons will be
useful to measure it with greater accuracy.
The uncertainty budget for TWSTFT and GPSCP is
reported in Table V, and for GPSP3 in Table VI.

Figure 8. Relative frequency differences between
IEN-CsF1, NPL-CsF1, and SYRTE-FO2 over the 20
day comparison
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0.4 - 0.6

0.6 - 0.2

Fountain-HM uB

1.1 - 0.7

1.1 - 1.0

1.0 - 0.7

TOTAL

2 x10-15

Table V. Uncertainty budget for the comparison using
TWSTFT and GPSCP transfer methods.

σ = 2 x10-15

Table IV. Results of the comparison (details in the
text)
The results of the comparison are shown in Table IV.
Each column reports the differences of the two labelled
fountains. The first three lines report the results using
the three transfer methods, using a differential data

We evaluated the contribution of the transfer method to
the uncertainty by differentiating in pairs the maser
frequency differences coming from thedifferent transfer
methods. In this way, each “double difference” cancels
out the contribution of the masers themselves and the
contribution of the link alone is present. The Allan
deviation of these double differences are reported in
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Fig. 9. The value of the Allan Deviation at ~ 4 × 105 s
has been chosen as the contribution to the uncertainty,
avoiding any hypotheses in extrapolating the instabilities reported in the graph to 20 days. This ensures a
conservative evaluation of the uncertainty.
IEN-SYRTE

IEN-NPL

NPL-SYRTE

x10-15
GPSP3 link

4

4

4

Fountain-HM uA

0.4 - 0.2

0.4 - 0.6

0.6 - 0.2

Fountain-HM uB

1.1 - 0.7

1.1 - 1.0

1.0 - 0.7

TOTAL

4.2

4.3

4.2

Table VI. Uncertainty budget for the comparison
using GPSP3 transfer method.

Overlapping Allan Deviation σy(τ)

It should be noted that GPSP3 appears to show poorer
short-term stability than TW and GPSP3. Moreover,
there is evidence that the differences TWSTFT-GPSCP
involving IEN are less stable than the those between
SYRTE and NPL. This is due to the TWSTFT modem
used at IEN, that in use at SYRTE and NPL being more
stable.
From this comparison, the conclusion could be drawn
that the TWSTFT and GPSCP transfer methods are
equivalent at the present accuracy level and their results
are in agreement, and that the same is true of GPSP3,
which exhibits poorer short-term stability. This should
be investigated further in future comparisons.
Once the Allan deviation slope for the TWSTFT and
GPSCP are verified to be constant, it will be
demonstrated that the contribution of the link via
TWSTFT and GPSCP is not a limit for this 20 day
comparison, compared to the uncertainty limit set by the
accuracies of the fountains.

NPL-IEN (TW-CP)
SYRTE -IEN (TW-CP)
NPL- SYRTE (TW-CP)
SYRTE-IEN (P3)

1E-13

1E-14

1E-15
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100000

Integration Time τ(s)

Figure 9. Allan deviation of the relative frequency
differences between IEN-CsF1, NPL-CsF1, SYRTEFO2 over the 20 days comparison

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this experiment, three Cs fountain primary frequency
standards were directly compared for the first time. A
synchronous schedule was used for the measurement,
providing maximal rejection of the noise of the
hydrogen masers used as flywheel oscillators.
Cs fountains have again been proven to be reliable
metrological systems. This direct comparison has
confirmed their realization of the TAI unit at 2 × 10−15
(1σ) uncertainty level.
Frequency differences larger than 1σ, but smaller than
3σ, were found between the fountains. This issue is
under investigation. At the current accuracy level, the
GPSCP and TWSTFT links have equivalent stability for
20 day comparisons, while GPSP3 exhibits poorer
short-term stability. Further investigation is required to
evaluate the real long-term limit set by the links.
As a forward look, further direct and synchronous
comparisons, possibly with more fountains participating, will be useful to study both the agreement
between the standards and the ultimate performance of
the transfer methods.
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Abstract
The approach to the statistical prediction of a time
scale process reported in this paper follows a sequence
of three operations: pre-processing, prediction and
post-processing. The pre-processing operation consists
into removing both the voluntary (steering corrections)
and the involuntary (accidental rate steps) statistical
discontinuities present in the original process. The output from the pre-processing is a well behaved process
with stationary statistical properties to which a statistical prediction algorithm can be applied. The postprocessing consists into adding back the removed rate
steps to transform the prediction of the pre-processed
time scale into a prediction of the original time scale.
The paper discusses the algorithms used in the prediction of UTC(CH) and reports the performance obtained.

1

Introduction

Contrary to the common practice, UTC(CH) is not a
hardware clock but a computed time scale. Currently
the Swiss time scales are computed on the basis of 3
cesium clocks and 1 hydrogen maser. Both UTC(CH)
and TA(CH) are computed using the same time scale
algorithm on the basis of the same clock measurements.
The only difference is that TA(CH) is left free running
while UTC(CH) is steered monthly to track UTC. A
small drift of TA(CH) and of UTC(CH) is observed
versus UTC because of the presence of the hydrogen
maser in the clocks ensemble. However a constant drift
is not a problem with respect to predictability. It is the
presence of statistical discontinuities in the time scale
process that makes prediction difficult.
In principle TA(CH) should be a non-stationary process with Stationary Second Increment (SSI). SSI processes constitute the class of well behaved noise pro-

cesses typical of atomic clocks for which the Allan deviation statistic is stationary. SSI processes are also
tractable regarding prediction because it is possible to
construct linear prediction operators for which the error on the prediction is stationary. On the other hand
UTC(CH), like any other steered process, is very difficult to predict because its statistical properties are
disrupted every time it is steered. For a similar reason,
accidental events affecting the rate of atomic clocks are
a major problem regarding prediction because every
step introduces a disruptive change in the statistical
properties of the time scale process.
The approach reported in this paper follows a sequence of three operations: pre-processing, prediction
and post-processing. The pre-processing consists into
removing both the voluntary (steering corrections) and
the involuntary (spontaneous rate steps) statistical discontinuities present in the original process. The output
from the pre-processing is a well behaved SSI process
to which a statistical prediction algorithm can be applied. The post-processing consists into adding back
the removed rate steps to transform the prediction of
the pre-processed time scale into a prediction of the
original time scale. This paper discusses the three processing operations used in the prediction of UTC(CH)
and reports the performance obtained.

2

Statistical Prediction

Any statistical prediction method, be it sophisticated
or simple, fails at actually predicting the future. Statistical prediction only tries to model, in a more or
less optimal way, how the consequences of the past
propagate into the future. For example optimal linear prediction [4] uses an adapted whitening filter to
transform the original process to be predicted into a
white noise process of minimal amplitude. The white
noise process is then fed to an inverse filter that reconstitutes the original process. The white noise process
is a causal source able to generate the original process
in the sense that, since the inverse filter is causal, the
present value of the original process is exclusively a
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3

Pre-proc A: Unfolding

In the case of a steered time scale such as UTC(CH)
the first part of the pre-processing consists into removing the statistical discontinuities introduced by the
rate corrections applied each month to steer UTC(CH)
vs UTC. This operation is called the unfolding of the
steered process. A linear transformation of the free
running process xf (t) exists [1]
xu (t) = xf (t) + x0 + r0 × (t − t0 )

(1)

for which the resulting unfolded process xu (t) is identical to the steered process xs (t) between the epoch t0
of the last steering and the present epoch t
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Figure 1: Original UTC-UTC(CH) process.
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function of the past values of the white noise process.
Then how can the optimal linear prediction be performed if the (future) values of the white noise process
are unknown within the prediction interval ? Simply
by setting the unknown values to zero. In other words
it is the transient of the inverse filter, when the input
is forced to zero, that performs the prediction.
The corollary of the above observation is that statistical prediction methods work as intended only if the
statistical properties of the process to be predicted are
stationary. If a statistical discontinuity occurs within
the prediction interval, there is no way a statistical
prediction method can anticipate this future event and
the quality of the prediction is degraded. On the other
hand, if statistical discontinuities have occurred in the
past and have not been removed, then the statistical
prediction parameters will be computed on the basis of
recorded data that does not have homogeneous statistical properties. The resulting prediction parameters
will be a compromise between the optimum prediction
parameter sets adapted to each statistically homogeneous segment of the recorded process.
For the above reasons it is important to pre-process
the original time scale before applying a prediction algorithm. The goal of the pre-processing is to remove
the statistical discontinuities. In the case of atomic
clocks and time scales, the goal is to transform the
original process into a well behaved SSI process.
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Figure 2: Unfolded UTC-UTC(CH) Process.
(−3.5 × 10−16 d−1 ) is obvious when one looks at the
parabolic shape of the unfolded process. This drift
comes from the hydrogen maser which participates to
the clocks ensemble.

4

Pre-proc B: Steps Removal

The unfolded process is already much easier to predict
than the original process. However when we look at
the drift removed residual, as shown on Figure 3, we
see that the residual is not random and clearly diverges
at the ends. This is a clue indicating that the model of
a combination of noise and constant drift (parabola)

40

(2)

In the above u(t − t0 ) is the unit step function, x0 is a
constant state offset and r0 is a constant rate offset. To
achieve the unfolding operation it is necessary to record
both the free running process xf (t), e.g. TA(CH), and
the steered process xs (t), e.g. UTC(CH). The unfolded
process is identical to the steered process within the
last segment and has the same statistical properties as
the free running process. Figure 1 shows the original
UTC-UTC(CH) process as published by BIPM. Figure
2 shows the unfolded process. A small frequency drift
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xu (t)u(t − t0 ) = xs (t)u(t − t0 ).
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Figure 3: Drift removed residual of unfolded UTCUTC(CH) process.
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Table 1: Rate steps removed from the unfolded UTCUTC(CH) process.

does not adequately describe the observed data. Our
first hypothesis was to assume that the drift is not constant and varies erratically. In that case the drift would
be almost impossible to model. After investigation
however it appeared that the drift is extremely stable
and that the non-stationary perturbations have their
origin in rate steps that occur spontaneously. It is very
difficult theoretically to distinguish between a random
rate step that could be explained by a flicker noise or a
random walk (which over an infinite observation time
averages to zero) and a genuine non-stationary single event rate step that changes the frequency forever.
Nevertheless in practice we observe that after a long
period of observation during which the residual shows
a random characteristic, the residual starts to diverge
and if a rate step correction is not performed the residual diverges more and more. This phenomenon really
looks like a genuine single event rate step.
This assumption is confirmed by the fact that over
an observation interval of 590 d it is sufficient to assume only three small rate steps in addition to a constant drift in order to produce a random residual with
very small amplitude. Each rate step is defined by two
parameters: an epoch of occurrence and a rate offset.
The parameters of each removed step are estimated by
minimizing the RMS drift removed residual. The three
rate steps that were estimated and removed are listed
in Table 1. The drift and steps removed residual is
shown on Figure 4. The RMS value of the residual is
only 3.6 ns over an observation interval of 590 d. With
such a small residual it is difficult not to believe in the
model. The drift appears to be extremely stable and
the rate steps hypothesis fits very well the deviation of
the residual from a parabola. The Allan deviation of
the drift removed residual is shown on Figure 5, with
and without steps removal. With the rate steps removed, the Allan deviation of the residual goes down
to 2 × 10−15 for an averaging interval of 45 d.

5

DGSF-1 Prediction

It should be noted that the accuracy of the estimation
of the rate steps does not affect the accuracy of the
prediction because the effect of each step removal during the pre-processing is cancelled out by the addition
of an identical step during the post-processing. On the
other hand the unfolding operation is deterministic and
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Figure 4: Drift and steps removed residual of the unfolded UTC-UTC(CH) process.
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Figure 5: Allan deviation of the drift removed residual of the unfolded process, with and without steps
removal.
does not contribute to the uncertainty. Therefore the
uncertainty on the prediction of the original process
UTC-UTC(CH) is equal to the uncertainty on the prediction of the steps removed residual. Again the goal
of the unfolding operation and of the steps removal
operation is to make the residual as close as possible
to a SSI process so that statistical prediction can be
applied under good conditions.
We use the DGSF-1 prediction algorithm for the prediction of the steps removed residual. The prediction
algorithm is reported in details in [3]. The DGSF-1
prediction operator is a generalization of the simple
second difference SF-1 prediction operator [2]
x̂(t + τ1 ) = x(t) + τ1 y(t, τ1 ),

(3)

where the time process x(t) is the integral of the instantaneous frequency process y(t)
Z

t

y(u)du,

x(t) =

(4)

−∞

and where y(t, τ ) is the moving average of y(t) over an
averaging interval τ
1
y(t, τ ) =
τ

Z

t

y(u)du.

(5)

t−τ
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to produce a prediction of UTC-UTC(CH) is to add
the removed rate steps to the prediction of the steps
removed residual.

individual prediction errors /ns
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Figure 6: Individual DGSF-1 prediction errors for a 45
d prediction interval.
In the SF-1 prediction the prediction x̂(t+τ1 ) is simply
the present state x(t) of the time scale process extrapolated into the future, assuming that the initial average
rate y(t, τ1 ) will not change during the prediction interval τ1 . In the SF-1 prediction the averaging interval
of the rate is identical to the prediction interval and
the RMS error on the prediction as a function of the
prediction interval is given by the Allan deviation of
the time scale process
√
rms {(t, τ1 )} = 2τ1 σy (τ1 ).
(6)
The DGSF-1 prediction operator, on the other hand,
is a simple generalization of the SF-1 prediction


1
τ2
x̂(t + τ1 ) = x(t) + τ1 y(t, τ2 ) + dτ12 1 +
, (7)
2
τ1
where the averaging interval of the rate τ2 is different
from the prediction interval τ1 . This allows an optimization of the averaging interval τ2 to minimize the
RMS error on the prediction. d is a drift parameter
that is also optimized in order to minimize the RMS
prediction error. Its function is to compensate a deterministic drift in the time scale process. Figure 6 shows
the sequence of all the individual prediction errors, for
a prediction interval of 45 d, that can be computed on
the basis of the recorded steps removed residual. For
a given prediction interval τ1 it is the RMS value of all
past predictions that is minimized for the estimation
of the optimum prediction parameters d and τ2 . In the
present case the optimum prediction parameters are
d = −3.035 × 10−3 (ns/d)/d and τ2 = 80 d yielding
an RMS value of the prediction error of only 7 ns for
a prediction interval of 45 d.

6

Discussion

-5

Post-Processing

Since the last segment of the unfolded UTC-UTC(CH)
process is identical to the actual UTC-UTC(CH) process and since the DGSF-1 prediction algorithm takes
care of the drift, the only post-processing necessary

An RMS prediction error of 7 ns for a prediction interval of 45 d is a very small value. So is the Allan deviation of the drift and steps removed residual which is
2 × 10−15 for a 45 d averaging interval. Moreover these
results were achieved on the basis of only 3 cesium
clocks and one hydrogen maser. The main comment
to be made is that to achieve a good prediction the
pre-processing, i.e. the removal of statistical discontinuities, is even more important than the choice of a
particular statistical prediction algorithm among the
set of available methods.
In practice the main problem we have for the prediction of UTC-UTC(CH) is the fact that spontaneous
rate steps are detected only after a steering correction
that does not take the new step into account has been
performed. Circular T is published by BIPM 15 d after the last published epoch and the prediction is performed up to the next publication a month later. This
explains why the prediction interval is 45 d. If a new
rate step has occurred after the last published epoch,
it cannot be detected so it it not taken into account
in the current prediction. The rate step is detected
only a month later when the next Circular T is published. By that time the UTC-UTC(CH) accumulated
error due to the undetected rate step can become much
larger than the 7 ns RMS error obtained when there is
currently no undetected rate step.
One possible solution (if one can afford it) is to operate a large number of clocks, instead of only 4, so
that a rate step experienced by one of the hardware
clocks will have a negligible impact on the ensemble
time scale.
The physical origin of the rate steps experienced by
hardware clocks is not always easy to determine. We
have observed rate steps in both our hydrogen maser
and our cesium clocks. The time scale algorithm that
we use gives a larger weight to the hydrogen maser
because it has a better short-term stability than the
cesium clocks in the ensemble. As a result a rate step
of the hydrogen maser has a larger impact on the time
scales than a rate step of one of the cesium clocks.

8

Conclusion

This paper reports a simple but practical algorithm
used to steer UTC(CH) versus UTC. An essential part
of the algorithm is the pre-processing step which consists into removing both the voluntary (steering corrections) and the involuntary (accidental rate steps)
statistical discontinuities present in the original time
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scale process. The output from the pre-processing is
a well behaved SSI process with stationary statistical
properties to which a statistical prediction algorithm
can be applied successfully. Using the DGSF-1 prediction algorithm, which is capable of compensating
a constant frequency drift, a RMS prediction error of
only 7 ns is obtained for a prediction interval of 45 d
when there is currently no undetected rate step.
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ABSTRACT
International Atomic Time TAI gets its stability from
some 250 atomic clocks worldwide that generate the
free atomic scale EAL and its accuracy from a small
number of primary frequency standards (PFS) which
frequency measurements are used to steer the EAL
frequency. While the long-term (above one year)
stability of TAI is mostly driven by the PFS and
therefore directly related to its accuracy, its stability for
averaging times from one to a few months is mostly
driven by EAL. Based on the analysis of 6 years (19992004) of TAI data, the paper presents several results.
We estimate the one-month stability of EAL and TAI
from the statistics and the estimated stability of
weighted clocks. We study different classes of clocks
which form EAL, the most important of these classes
being Agilent 5071A and Hydrogen masers, and
evidence systematic rate variations in clock ensembles.
Their effect on the long-term stability of EAL is
discussed. The long-term stability and accuracy of TAI
is estimated with respect to the latest realization of
TT(BIPM).
1. INTRODUCTION
International Atomic Time TAI, the time scale
established by the BIPM, is a realization of Terrestrial
Time TT, a coordinate time of a geocentric reference
system. TAI gets its stability from some 250 atomic
clocks kept in some 50 laboratories worldwide and its
accuracy from a small number of primary frequency
standards (PFS) developed by a few metrology
laboratories. To be more specific, in the computation of
TAI, a free-running time scale, EAL, is first established
from a weighted average of some 250 atomic clocks,
then the frequency of EAL is compared with that of the
primary frequency standards using all available data
processed with the algorithm presented in [1], and a
frequency shift (frequency steering correction) is
applied to EAL to ensure that the frequency of TAI
conforms to its definition. Changes to the steering
correction are expected to ensure accuracy without
degrading the long-term (several months) stability of
TAI, and these changes are announced in advance in the
BIPM Circular T.
Because TAI is computed in "real-time" every month
and has operational constraints (e.g. no re-computation

on a given time interval even if new data become
available), it does not provide an optimal realization of
TT. The BIPM therefore computes another realization
TT(BIPM) in post-processing [2,3], which is based on a
weighted average of the evaluations of TAI frequency
by the PFS. The latest realization is TT(BIPM2004) and
provides the best reference which allows to estimate the
achieved accuracy of TAI.
Since 1999, we have at our disposal the complete set of
electronic files relative to the computation of TAI in a
consistent form (see ftp://62.161.69.5/pub/tai). We use
this database to study the long term stability of EAL
over 72 months, from January 1999 to December 2004.
In section 2, the 1-month instability of EAL is
determined while, in section 3, some long-term trends in
the EAL frequency are studied and possible causes are
discussed. Section 4 provides the estimation of the
accuracy of TAI.
2. EVALUATION OF THE 1-MONTH STABILITY
OF EAL OVER 1999-2004
The database contains the series (wij).of weights
attributed to clock i over the month j and their rates
(rij).with respect to EAL over this month and the past
10. From these we compute the standard deviation over
one month with 11 samples σ(11, 1month) and we may
infer the Allan deviation σy(1month) by σy²(1month) =
σ²(11, 1month) / B1, where B1 is a constant (e.g. about
1.9 for flicker frequency modulation) [4]. Because EAL
is more stable than each individual clock, this provides a
good estimate of the relative frequency stability of each
clock for the month j. Then, assuming no correlation
between the clocks, we may estimate the stability Σj of
EAL over month j by Σj²= Σi(wij σi²) / Σi(wij). In this
study, we only consider clocks that were continuously
operating for the 11-month period while the actual EAL
computation takes into account all clocks that were
present for at least the past 4 months. The difference is
small, however, because the set of 11-month clocks
generally accounts for about 90% of the total weight in
EAL computation (see figure 1).
In the period considered in this paper, there were several
changes that affect EAL: Until December 2000, the
maximum weight of a clock was set to a fixed value
(0.7%) but from January 2001, the maximum weight
was set to 2/N, where N is the number of weighted
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clocks, then it was set to 2.5/N from July 2002. To these
discrete changes, we can add the significant and steady
increase in the number of reported clocks. In addition
the clocks are found to be significantly more reliable
since 2001: In four years, the number of clocks
continuously operating for 11 months and gaining at
least one tenth of the maximum weight nearly doubled
from about 120 end 2000 to about 220 end 2004 (Figure
1).
Weight of clocks used (11-month continuous w ave=0.1 w max)
HP clocks

H masers

All

100
80

%

60
40

difference between EAL and TAI (steering correction)
has almost constantly decreased since the inception of
this procedure in 1977 (see file ealtai03.ar in
ftp://62.161.69.5/pub/tai/scale). However, this rate only
approximates the actual rate of EAL because the
steering correction is decided in real-time (every month)
based on measurements of primary frequency standards
available at the time of computation. It may also be
affected by external factors such as the
Recommendation S2 of CCDS(1996) to apply the
Blackbody frequency shift to all primary standards, in
practice shifting the rate of TAI by about 2x10-14. A
more reliable estimation of the true behavior of EAL is
with respect to TT(BIPM), and is represented in Figure
3 for TT(BIPM2004). We see that, although the general
tendency is to a decrease of the rate of EAL, some
significant changes do occur e.g. from early-1997 to
mid-1998, and also, apparently, since 2004.
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Figure 1: Cumulated weight of sets of clocks with
continuous 11-month operation (Diamond: HP clocks;
Triangle: H masers; Square: All types).
Figure 2 shows the 1-month frequency instability of
EAL, Σj, computed as mentioned above for all months i
from 1999 to 2004. We see that the change of weighting
strategy in January 2001 yielded a big improvement
while that on July 2002 yielded a smaller improvement.
The computed value is at or below 5x10-16 since year
2001 and is at or below 4x10-16 since year 2003. This
improvement is in line with the previous evaluation [5].
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Figure 2: The 1-month frequency instability of EAL.

3. LONG-TERM TRENDS IN EAL
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Figure 3: Rate of EAL with respect to TT(BIPM2004).
Values extrapolated since April 2004, after the
computation interval of TT(BIPM2004).
Because the rate of EAL is that of a weighted ensemble
of clocks, we investigate whether groups of clocks may
display some systematic behavior. As a first approach,
we distinguish two groups: The Cs clocks Agilent
5071A (denoted HP in the following) and the hydrogen
masers (denoted HM in the following). For each group,
we compute the average rate drift with respect to
TT(BIPM). This is computed each month using the past
11 months, i.e. the drift value for month m is the mean
value of the drift over the year ending with m. For each
computation, we keep only clocks which had a
continuous operation over the whole year and whose
average weight was at least 10% of the maximum
weight. The results are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
We see (Figure 3) that the average drift for HM seems
to be both quite large (of order 1x10-15 per month) and
significantly biased, having the same sign for nearly the
whole period.

It has been noticed for years that some systematic longterm trends seem to occur in EAL: Indeed the rate
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From this we compute the monthly rate difference
between TAI and TT(BIPM2004), represented in
Figure 5, where the bars represent the uncertainty of
each monthly estimate following [1]. After April 2004,
the monthly estimation of the TAI scale unit, published
in the BIPM Circular T, have been used.

Drift of [TT(BIPM) - HM] computed monthly over one year
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Figure 3: Average drift vs. TT(BIPM) for the HM set of
clocks, computed monthly over the past year of
continuous operation.
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On the other hand, the average drift for HP (Figure 4)
seems to be both smaller (of order a few 10-16 per
month) and less biased, its sign changing occasionally
over the period. However HM make 10-15% of EAL
while HP make typically 70% of EAL (Figure 1). Thus
the net result on EAL of the observed drifts in HM and
HP is represented by an average drift with a significant
bias (about 2-3x10-16 per month) of which a good part
may be originating from the masers. The drift also
varies significantly (peak-to-peak variations of 1x10-15
per month) on time scales of years.
Such long-term trends correspond to a level of
instability of about 2x10-15 for 6-month averaging time.
This is very significant when comparing different
evaluations of a Cs fountain at different periods, or
when using different evaluations to estimate TAI
accuracy.
4. ACCURACY OF TAI
TT(BIPM2004) has been computed in April 2004 using
all primary frequency standards available following [3].

'
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Figure 4: Average drift vs. TT(BIPM) for the HP set of
clocks, computed monthly over the past year of
continuous operation.
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Table 1: Some characteristics of the main primary
frequency standards reported over 1999-2004. The
second column indicates Type (beam or fountain) and
type of selection (Magnetic or Optical). Values for uB
may vary over the period and are only indicative.
The period used (1999-2004) corresponds to the first
regular evaluation of Cs fountains, of which six now
contribute to the estimation of TAI frequency (see Table
1 for the main characteristics of the PFS). As a result the
uncertainty in the estimation decreased over the period
from about 2.5x10-15 in 1999 to about 1.x10-15 since
2003 (see the bars in Figure 5). This uncertainty is
mostly driven by the values of the combined uncertainty
from systematic effects, uB, reported for the PFS (see
Table 1). For some years, the steering strategy has failed
to bring the TAI frequency close to that of the PFSs
probably because the systematic frequency drift in EAL
(see previous section) was counter-acting the steering
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corrections. Since 2004, this is no more the case, and
TAI is now conform to its definition within 3 standard
deviations, as recommended by Recomendation 3 of the
Consultative Committee on Time and Frequency in
2004.
4. CONCLUSION
By a reanalysis of all clock data used in the computation
of TAI over 1999-2004, we have estimated the 1-month
instability of EAL which is at or below 4x10-16 since
2003. The 1-month instability of TAI is similar because
the frequency steering steps are kept at an average level
below 4x10-16 per month.
Some long-term trends are evident when comparing
EAL to TT(BIPM). A background frequency drift of
about 1-2x10-16 / month may be due to H-masers, and
random fluctuations with characteristic times of years
may be due to the ensemble of Cs clocks. These trends
correspond to a level of instability of about 2x10-15 for
6-month averaging time.
The accuracy of TAI is known to within 2x10-15 or
below over the recent years. Although the scale unit of
TAI has sometimes significantly diverged from its
definition, this is no more the case since mid-2004 and
TAI is now conform to its definition within 3 standard
deviations.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, we present a study of the uncertainty of
[UTC – UTC(k)]1. In the first part of the paper, we
consider an analytical solution considering the law of the
propagation of uncertainty. In the second part, we verify
the analytical results numerically, using the software used
for the generation of UTC. In the third part the first use of
this procedure in the official publication of BIPM Circular
T is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

the propagation of uncertainty. In the second part, we
carry out a numerical verification of the analytical results
using the software used for the generation of UTC. In the
third part the first use of this procedure in the official
publication of BIPM Circular T is presented.

2. THE ALGORITHMS OF EAL, TAI, AND
UTC AND WORKING HYPOTHESIS
In order to obtain the uncertainty of [UTC – UTC(k)], we
consider the general equation of the free atomic time scale
(EAL). EAL is defined using the ALGOS algorithm [2-4]
as:
N

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), the worldwide time
standard, is disseminated monthly through the publication
of [UTC – UTC(k)] in Circular T by the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM). Until now,
these values have been published without their
uncertainties, but the rules of the CIPM Mutual
Recognition Arrangement (CIPM MRA) require the
evaluation of this uncertainty. This paper reports the
computing of these uncertainties [1], and their first use in
Circular T.
UTC is derived from International Atomic Time (TAI) by
the addition of leap seconds, while TAI is derived from
the Free Atomic Timescale (EAL) through the addition of
pre-announced frequency steers determined by
comparison with a weighted set of primary frequency
standards. EAL is a worldwide weighted average of a
large number of free-running, effectively uncalibrated,
frequency standards [2-4].
The uncertainty in the
determination of EAL, TAI, and UTC, as steps in the
realization of Terrestrial Time, is affected by three major
elements: clock variations, the means of comparisons of
remote clocks (time transfer), and the time-scale
algorithm.
The uncertainties of time transfer are
particularly significant over averaging times of up to a few
tens of days, and also influence the uncertainty of the
access of the participating laboratories k to UTC, in other
words the uncertainty of [UTC – UTC (k)]. In this work
we present a study of the determination of the
uncertainties of [UTC – UTC (k)]. In the first part of the
paper, we develop an analytical solution using the law of
1

This paper is mostly based but not exclusively on a previous
paper [1] presented at last PTTI.

EAL(t ) = ∑ wi [hi (t ) + hi′(t )]

(1)

i =1

where N is the number of the atomic clocks, wi the weight
of the clocks, hi(t) is the reading of clock Hi at time t, and
hi' (t) is the prediction of the reading of clock Hi to
guarantee the continuity of the time scale. The weight
attributed to a given clock reflects its long-term stability,
since the objective is to obtain a weighted average that is
more stable in the long term than any of the contributing
elements [5, 6]. The weights of the clocks obey the
relation:
N

∑w

i

i =1

=1

(2)

Subtracting the same quantity from both sides of (1), we
obtain:
N

N

N

i =1

i =1

i =1

EAL (t ) − ∑ wi hi (t ) = ∑ wi [hi (t ) + hi′(t )] − ∑ wi hi (t )
Using (2) and rearranging we obtain:
N

N

∑ w (EAL (t ) − h (t )) = ∑ w h′(t ) .
i =1

Setting

i

i

i i

i =1

xi (t ) = EAL (t ) − hi (t ) ,

(3)

(4)

it is clear that equation (3) is of the form:
N

N

∑ w x (t ) = ∑ w h′(t ) .
i =1

i

i

i =1

i

i

(5)

The software package termed ALGOS is used in the Time
Section of the BIPM in order to generate UTC. Weights
are determined from the variance of monthly average
frequencies, subject to a maximum value [6]. The data
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used by ALGOS take the form of the time differences
between readings of clocks, written as:

xi , j (t ) = h j (t ) − hi (t ) .

(6)

Equation (5) in conjunction with the N – 1 equations (6),
results in a system with N equations and N unknowns:
N
⎧N
(
)
=
w
x
t
wi hi′(t )
∑
⎪∑ i i
i =1
⎨ i =1
⎪ x (t ) − x (t ) = x (t )
j
i, j
⎩ i

The solution is:
N

[

(7)

]

The predictions and the weights are fixed by appropriate
algorithms based on the past clock behavior and in (8)
they can be considered as time-varying deterministic
parameters. Sub optimal estimation of these parameters
would affect the uncertainty of TAI as realization of the
Terrestrial Time (TT), but they do not affect the
knowledge of the difference between EAL and clock Hj;
the measures xi,j are thus the only contributors to the
uncertainties in xj. In particular, we consider negligible
the contribution of the uncertainty given by measures of
clocks located inside the same laboratory.
Moreover, [UTC – EAL] depends only on pre-determined
leap seconds and frequency steers that do not add
uncertainty. The uncertainties of [UTC – UTC(k)] are
therefore close to the uncertainties of [TAI – UTC (k)] and
[EAL – UTC (k)].
We conclude considering the uncertainties of the links
among laboratories as the only source of the uncertainty of
[UTC – UTC (k)].
2.1 The law of propagation of uncertainty
According to [7], the uncertainty in the xj(t) can be found
using the law of propagation of uncertainty. Let’s indicate
with y a generic quantity indirectly measured by means of
direct measurements of the input quantity xi,:
y = f ( x1 , x2 ,...., xM ) .
The expression of the law of the propagation of
uncertainty [7] is given by:

⎛ ∂f
u = ∑ ⎜⎜
i =1 ⎝ ∂x i

2

M −1 M
⎞ 2
∂f ∂f
⎟⎟ u xi + 2 ∑ ∑
u ( xi , x k )
∂
x
∂
x
i
1
k
i
1
=
=
+
i
k
⎠

2

N −1 N ∂x
⎛ ∂x j ⎞ 2
j ∂x j
⎟ ux + 2
= ⎜
u(xi , j , xk , j ) =
⎜ ∂xi , j ⎟ i , j
(10)
i =1 ⎝
i =1 k =i +1 ∂xi , j ∂xk , j
⎠

∑
N

∑ wi2ux2

i, j

i =1

x j (t ) = EAL (t ) − UTC ( j )

M

u x2 j

=

If we choose a particular clock Hj, we can see that the
difference between that clock and EAL (8) depends on
weights, clock prediction, and measured clock differences.
The clock Hj may also represent a UTC (j) time scale;
therefore, we may also interpret xj(t) as:

2
y

indirect quantity y, and the uncertainty contributions are
only due to the measurement noise of the links xi,j(t).
Applying (9) to our model (8) yields:
N

x j (t ) = EAL(t ) − h j = ∑ wi hi′ (t ) − xi , j (t ) . (8)
i =1

In our case, we are interested in evaluating the uncertainty
of the quantity
x j (t ) = EAL (t ) − UTC ( j ) here playing the role of the

(9)

where the first term corresponds to the effect of the
uncertainties on the input quantities xi, and the second
term accounts for the correlation between them.

∑∑

+2

N −1 N

∑ ∑ wi wk u(x

i , j , xk , j

i =1 k =i +1

)

where u x j = u EAL − h j .
2

2

The weights of the clocks are available from the BIPM
Web site, and the uncertainties of links between the clocks
[8] are published in Circular T (see the BIPM Time
Section’s FTP server at www.bipm.org).
The propagation of uncertainty (10) could as well be
expressed by a matrix formulation using a multivariate
weighted approach [12,13]; here, we present the scalar
approach that allows one to clearly understand how the
different components contribute to the combined
uncertainty.
It can be demonstrated that the ALGOS algorithm would
generate the same results if each laboratory’s clocks were
replaced by a single “equivalent” clock whose reading
was the weighted average of the individual clocks and
whose weight in EAL was the sum of the individual clock
weights. Therefore, we can simplify the computations by
summing the weights of the clocks at each lab as follows:

WLabk =
where

N Lab

k

N Labk

∑ wi

(11)

i =1

is the number of clocks of the considered

lab k.
Since we neglect the uncertainty of the measurement
between clocks located inside the same lab, at any lab we
can consider a single equivalent clock used as reference
for the time transfer with the other labs. We note that the
formalism of equation (10) could still be applied without
these simplifying assumptions, as the double summation
would account for the 100% correlation of the time
transfer noise between clocks in the same lab.
2.2 Extension of the computation
It is not necessary to apply equation (10) to every
laboratory. If the uncertainty for a clock is known, for
example considering xj = EAL - hj, the evaluation of
uncertainty on xi = EAL - hi may be obtained by using the
second equation in (7) and applying the property of the
variance to obtain:

u x2i = u x2j + u x2i , j + 2u x j , xi , j

(12)

The last term is the covariance between the measures xi,j
and the quantity xj = EAL - hj. Since in EAL all the clocks
are included, the measure xi,j will produce a nonzero
covariance term by coupling to the same measures xi,j,
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which enters in EAL definition as many times as are the
clocks inside or behind the lab i. We obtain:

u x j , xi , j = u ⎛ N

⎞
wl hl′ − xl , j , xi , j ⎟⎟
⎜⎜ l∑
⎝ =1
⎠

N eq

=−

(

)

labi

∑w u
l

l =1

= −u ⎛ N

= −Weqi u

2
xi , j

⎞
⎜ ∑ wl xl , j , xi , j ⎟
⎝ l =1
⎠

=
(13)

2
xi , j

laboratory i, also including the clock external to that lab
but that are connected to the UTC through the lab i. We
clock
call equivalent weight Weq the sum of the N
eq labi
i
weights. This will be better explained in the next section,
where examples are given. In this case, equation (12)
becomes:
(14)
u x2 = u x2 + u x2 − 2 u x2 Weq .
j

i,j

Case A1: Let’s consider only two clocks (labelled 1 and
2) in the same lab k with no external links, as depicted in
the sketch below:
1, 2

where N
is the equivalent number of the clocks in the
eq labi

i

increases as the noise of the lab k link increases, but also
decreases as the weight of the clock increases.

i,j

i

Equation (14) gives the uncertainty of each clock Hi,
given the uncertainty of any clock Hj and the uncertainties
of the chains of measures linking clock Hi to clock Hj.
2.3 Correlations and anticorrelations
In this work we have considered the measures xi,j affected
by an uncertainty that we named “uncertainty of the link,”
which is the one reported in BIPM Circular T (Sec. 6).
Any time a link xi,j appears in a multiple link such as xi,k =
xi,j + xj,k, it gives raise to a correlation term with respect to
xi,j, and this is the meaning of the last covariance term in
(10).
A more refined evaluation should consider that in case of
TWSTFT, GPS/Glonass CV, or Melting Pot, also termed
or All-in-View [9,10]; the uncertainty of the link is due to
different contributions whose correlation properties may
differ. For example, in same cases the uncertainty is
dominated by systematic calibration uncertainties between
lab i and lab j, while in other cases the link uncertainty
reported in BIPM Circular T is mostly due to the noise of
the receivers in both sites.
Correlations will always occur in situations wherein the
same receiver or system is used to link between two
different external labs. The analysis of these effects
requires more details than are readily available about
correlation of the links. Further study is in progress and a
preliminary evaluation indicates that the final uncertainty
would change by a very small extent. Some details are
reported in the last section devoted to future work. In this
work, we will assume that the noise affecting different
non-overlapping links is uncorrelated, and that correlation
will appear only when the same intermediate link appears
in multiple links, as will be shown in the example below.
2.4 Examples of application of the method
In order to illustrate the applied procedure, we provide
some illustrative examples. In every example, one can see
that the uncertainty of each clock Hk with respect to UTC

k
The ensemble time similar to UTC would be computed
with these two clocks, and let’s suppose clock 1 realizes
UTC(k). The uncertainty of xk = [UTC – UTC(k)], by
means of equation (11), would be:
2
2
2 2
uUTC
−UTC ( k ) = uUTC − h1 = w2 u x1, 2 .

(15)

The uncertainty of the measure x1,2 was considered
negligible because the clocks are within the same
laboratory. Thus
2
(16)
uUTC
−UTC ( k ) ≈ 0 .
Case A2: Let’s consider again two clocks (labelled 1 and
2), but maintained in two different labs (k and l,
respectively) connected by one measurement link xk,l:
l
2

1
k

In this case, the uncertainty of the measurement link
would be non-negligible and the final uncertainty for
UTC(k), realized in lab k with clock number 1, would be
2
2 2
2 2
uUTC
−UTC ( k ) = w2 u x l ,k = ( 1 − w1 ) u x l ,k .

(17)

From (17) we can see that increasing the weight of clock 1
from lab k decreases the uncertainty of [UTC – UTC (k)].
Case B1: Let’s consider three clocks (labelled 1, 2, and
3), maintained in two different labs (k and l) connected by
a measurement link xk,l according to the sketch below:
k
1

2, 3
l

For site k, with UTC(k) realized by clock 1, the
uncertainty on [UTC – UTC (k)] would be:
2
2 2
2 2
uUTC
−UTC ( k ) = w2 u x 2 ,k + w3 u x3 ,k + 2 w2 w3u( x 2 ,k , x3 ,k )
(18)
2
2
= (w2 + w3 ) u x2l ,k = (1 − w1 ) u x2l ,k
since u22,k = u32,k = u(x , x ) = ul2,k , because clocks 2 and
2 ,k 3 ,k
3 are in the same laboratory.
Case B2: Let’s consider three clocks (labelled 1, 2, and
3), located in three different labs (k, l, and m). We are
interested in the uncertainty of UTC (l) realized with clock
2 inside the lab l, and at first assume the links between lab
(l,k) and lab (l,m) are uncorrelated:
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2.5 Formulas for the UTC newtork

l
2

3

1

m
k

Using (10), where the double summation is zero since the
links are not correlated, we obtain,
2
2 2
2 2
(19)
uUTC
−UTC ( l ) = w1 u x k ,l + w3 u x m ,l
For the case where the links between lab (l,k) and lab (l,m)
were correlated through site-based noise in the receiver
in lab l, but the total noise in both links was the same and
equally contributed by the two labs, we would have
u (xl , k , xl , m ) = .5 u l2,k = .5 u l2,m and
2
UTC −UTC ( l )

u

=w u

2 2
1 xl ,k

+w u

2 2
3 xl , m

+ 2w1w3u(xl ,k , xl ,m )

= ( w12 + w1w3 + w32 ) u x2l ,k

Starting from the example above, we evaluated the
uncertainty corresponding to the network of links
currently used for the computation of UTC.
USNO, NIST, NICT2, and NTSC3 act as intermediate
pivots and that all the measurements are referenced in the
end to the PTB laboratory.
Since the PTB plays a central role, we can use (10) to
obtain the uncertainty for
[UTC – UTC(PTB)]
considering the “equivalent weights” for the intermediate
pivot laboratories USNO, NIST, NICT, and NTSC. The
final expression turns out to be:
2
u UTC
−UTC ( PTB ) =

+

(20)

N1 +1

∑ Wi 2 u x2i ,UTC ( PTB ) +
i=2

( N1 + N 2 )+1

∑W

k = N1 + 2

( N1 + N 2 + N 3 )+1

( N1 + N 2 + N 3 + N 4 )+1

2
k
k = N1 + N 2 + 2

2
k
k = ( N1 + N 2 + N 3 + 2

∑ W)
(

u x2k ,UTC ( NIST ) +

∑W )

2
k

u x2k ,UTC (USNO )

u x2k ,UTC ( NICT ) +

+ Weq2USNO u x2UTC ( PTB ),UTC (USNO ) + Weq2 NIST u x2UTC ( PTB ),UTC ( NIST ) +

Case B3: Let’s consider three clocks (labelled 1, 2, and
3), located in three labs (k, l and m), topology as for Case
B2 above. The uncertainty is evaluated for lab k and lab l
acts as “pivot” to connect lab m to lab k. The clocks in lab
m are connected to lab k by a double link xk,m = xk,l + xl,m.
We can see that the noise of the link xk,l affects either the
measures of clocks of lab l or clocks of lab m, and this
noise correlates the clock estimates.
Assuming the two links xk,l and xl,m are uncorrelated we
obtain, from (10):
2
2 2
2
2
2
u UTC
−UTC ( k ) = w 2 u xl , k + w3 u xl , k + u x m , l +
(21)
2
+ 2 w 2 w3 u (xl , k , xm , k ) = (w 2 + w3 ) u x2l , k + w32 u x2m , l

[

]

where the correlation between xk,l and xk,m is due the
common path (l,k):
(22)
u(xl ,k ,x m ,k ) = u x2l ,k .
This example shows that, for uncorrelated links, the
weight of labs behind a pivot lab is added to the weight of
the pivot lab itself. We call “equivalent weight” Weq the
i

weight of the pivot laboratory i, which includes also the
weights of the clocks behind that pivot lab. Weq was also
i

introduced in (13). The last term in (21) takes into account
the noise from the pivot (lab l) to the remote lab m,
weighted by the weight of clocks in lab m.
If we consider the case of links correlated through sitebased noise, the equations leading to (21) would apply,
and:
2
2
2
2
(23)
uUTC
−UTC ( k ) = ( w2 + w2 w3 + w3 ) u x1, 2
For links dominated by site-based noise, this would be
expected, since the dominant noise of that site implies that
all ways to combine the external links would yield the
same results.

(24)

+ Weq2 NICT u x2UTC ( PTB ),UTC ( NICT ) + Weq2 NTSC u x2UTC ( PTB ),UTC ( NTSC ) +
2
+ W JACT
u x2UTC ( NTSC ),UTC ( JACT )

Here N1 = 25 is the number of laboratories directly linked
to PTB with one single link (IEN, AOS, SP, LT, etc.),
excluding the four labs acting as intermediate pivots; N2 =
4 is the number of laboratories linked to USNO (namely
NRC, CNMP, APL, ONBA); N3 = 4 is the number of
laboratories linked to NIST (namely TCC, ONRJ, CNM,
IGMA); N4 = 13 is the number of laboratories linked to
NICT (SG, TL, NAO, MSL, etc.); Weq are “equivalent
i

weights” of laboratories as introduced in (13).
The “equivalent weight” of the USNO is, for example:

WeqUSNO = W NRC + WCNMP + W APL + WONBA + WUSNO .
Similar expressions hold for the other intermediate pivots,
NIST, NICT, and NTSC, and Wlab was defined in (11).
Once the uncertainty of [UTC – UTC (PTB)] is evaluated,
the expression (14) can be used to compute the uncertainty
of [UTC – UTC (k)] for every other laboratory k.
It has to be stressed that the results obtained by the
application of equations (24) and (14) hold till all the
other quantities involved are constant, in particular the
clocks number and weights are to be constant and this is
true only within the month of UTC evaluation. On a
subsequent month, the clock number and weights may
change leading to a different uncertainty evaluations.

3. A MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
The analytical approach presented in the previous section
was tested by a Monte Carlo simulation using the BIPM’s
software ALGOS, on the full set of clock and time transfer
data used to generate the Circular T of July 2004. For that
2

NICT is the new name of CLR lab.
All the acronyms appearing in this paper are in agreement with
the list reported in BIPM Time Section Annual Reports.

3
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i,j

T, we performed a simulation by assuming that every link
measure is described by a random variable with Gaussian
distribution, mean value equal to the obtained
measurement value a, and standard deviation equal to
ux2 .
i,j

The Monte Carlo simulation consists in picking up
different values for the measure xi,j coming from its
statistical distribution and computing [UTC – UTC (k)]
with the simulated measure values. This gives an
indication of the variability of the results [UTC – UTC (k)]
due to the variability of the measures xi,j , which are, in
our assumption, the only source of variability and, hence,
of uncertainty.
We proceed in the simulation step by step firstly
evaluating the effect on [UTC – UTC (k)] of only one
noisy link (all the other links are considered with
negligible noise); then the noise is inserted link by link
and we compare this obtained “experimental” variability
with respect to the expected theoretical results coming
from the analytical estimation (11).
3.1 One link

• Experimental results
Using N = 10 000 simulated measurement values, we
observe a normal distribution of the obtained values [UTC
– UTC (PTB)] with a mean value equal to –16.7087 ns
and standard deviation equal to 0.0063 ns; the value [UTC
– UTC (PTB)] for that date published in Circular T was in
fact equal to –16.7 ns. Therefore, the mean value and the
standard deviation of [UTC – UTC(PTB)] obtained by
simulating the noisy link PTB,LT correspond to the
published value and to the expected theoretical
uncertainty.
For the laboratory LT we obtained a normal distribution of
mean value equal to 226.161 ns with a standard deviation
of 5.2 ns. The published value in Circular T was [UTC –
UTC (LT)] = 226.1 ns.
The same results are depicted in the figures below, where
the histogram reports the obtained results from the Monte
Carlo simulation, while the solid line (in red) represent the
expected statistical distribution of the values according to
the theoretical analysis.
The analytical and simulation results agree perfectly.
70

Relative distribution/ arbitrary
i

month, the pivot laboratories were PTB, USNO, NIST,
NICT, and NTSC.
Since the source of uncertainty in [UTC – UTC (k)] are the
links whose uncertainty u x2 is listed in the BIPM Circular

60

50

MJD 53144 [UTC (LT) – UTC (PTB)] measurement value
was equal to –242.8 ns. We generated a large number N
of experimental values of [UTC(LT) – UTC(PTB)],
normally distributed around the central value [UTC (LT) –
UTC(PTB)] = –242.8 ns and with a variance of
2
2
uUTC
( LT ) −UTC ( PTB ) = 27.25 ns .
• Theory
Using (11), with only the link (PTB,LT) corrupted with
noise, we have
2
2
2
uUTC
−UTC ( PTB ) = wLT uUTC ( LT ) −UTC ( PTB )
2

⎛ 0.119 ⎞
−5
2
=⎜
⎟ (27.25) = 3.85 x10 ns
⎝ 100 ⎠
Thus

uUTC −UTC ( PTB ) = 0.0062 ns ,
and from (17)

uUTC −UTC ( LT ) = 5.21 ns .
Alternatively, using equation (11) directly referenced to
LT lab, which correspond to having the total clock weight
in PTB with the exception of the LT clock, we obtain the
same theoretical result:

⎛ 0.119 ⎞
uUTC −UTC ( LT ) = ⎜1 −
⎟ ⋅ 27.25 = 5.21 ns .
100 ⎠
⎝
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0
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-16.73

-16.72

-16.71

-16.7

-16.69

-16.68

-16.67

[UTC – UTC (PTB)]/ns
Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental distribution of the
values [UTC – UTC (PTB)] considering only one link
with noise.
0.08

Relative distribution/ arbitrary unit

We began by studying the effect of the uncertainty of the
link between the PTB and the LT labs using the data of
July 2004. Laboratory LT has one clock of percentage
weight wLT = 0.119; the uncertainty of the link [UTC (LT)
2
2
– UTC (PTB)] is uUTC
( LT ) −UTC ( PTB ) = 27.25 ns , and on
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0
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Figure 3. Theoretical and experimental distribution of the
values [UTC – UTC (LT)] considering only one link with
noise.
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3.2 Complete system

Relative distribution/ arbitrary unit

The Monte Carlo results are here reported for the
complete system of links, using N = 20 000 simulated data
for any measure. Figure 4 shows the close agreement for
example between the theoretical and experimental results
for the values of [UTC – UTC (NIST)]. In Table 1, we
can see the analytical compared to the simulation results
obtained considering every links with noise.
The
agreement between the two estimation methods is quite
impressing giving complete confidence on the analytical
development.
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[UTC – UTC (NIST)]/ns
Figure 4. Theoretical and experimental distribution of the
values of [UTC – UTC (NIST)].
Table 1. Analytical and numerically estimated
uncertainties for July 2004 of all the UTC participating
laboratories, considering every link with noise.
u[UTC – UTC (k)]/ns
k
AOS
APL
AUS
BEV
BIRM
CAO
CH
CNM
CNMP
CSIR
DLR
DTAG
HKO
IEN
IFAG
IGMA
INPL
JATC
JV
KRIS
LDS
LT

Analytical
method
5.6
5.7
7.3
5.5
20.6
21.2
5.4
21.0
8.4
20.3
5.4
10.6
7.3
2.4
5.3
20.8
10.9
21.2
20.7
7.1
20.3
5.6

Numerical
method
5.6
5.7
7.3
5.5
20.6
21.0
5.3
21.1
8.4
20.6
5.4
10.5
7.3
2.4
5.3
20.9
11.0
21.3
20.6
7.2
20.2
5.6

MSL
NAO
NICT
NIM
NIMT
NIS
NIST
NMC
NMIJ
NPL
NPLI
NRC
NTSC
OMH
ONBA
ONRJ
OP
ORB
PL
PTB
ROA
SCL
SG
SMU
SP
SU
TCC
TL
TP
UME
USNO
VSL

20.7
20.6
4.4
20.4
20.7
20.3
5.0
20.7
7.0
5.3
20.3
15.2
7.1
20.2
8.9
21.2
5.4
5.3
5.4
1.9
5.4
11.6
20.5
20.7
10.4
6.1
21.2
6.7
5.8
25.1
2.3
5.3

20.8
20.7
4.4
20.3
20.9
20.6
5.0
20.8
7.0
5.2
20.4
15.1
7.0
20.5
8.9
21.3
5.4
5.4
5.3
1.9
5.4
11.6
20.6
20.7
10.5
6.1
20.9
6.7
5.8
25.1
2.3
5.3

4. APPLICATION TO CIRCULAR T
COMPUTATION
The formulas developed in Section 1.5 for UTC network
have been applied to the link uncertainties as listed in
Section 6 of BIPM Circular T. They are used
operationally for the computation of Circular T since
January 2005. Results for Circular T 205 of January 2005
are reported in Figure 5 below.
In the BIPM Circular T the last column values denoted by
u correspond to the combined standard uncertainty of
[UTC – UTC (k)] for any lab k. The values uA and uB are
the components of the combined standard uncertainty u
originating from type A and type B evaluations listed in
Section 6, respectively. The following relationship holds:

u = uA 2 + uB 2
Again, it has to be reminded that the application of
equations (24) and (14) separately to the type A and type
B evaluations is permitted only when all the other
quantities involved are constant, in particular the clocks
number and weights are to be constant and this is true only
within the month of UTC evaluation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a preliminary study of the
determination of the uncertainties of [UTC – UTC (k)]. An
analytical solution is derived from the law of the
propagation of uncertainty, taking into account that leap
seconds and deterministic frequency steering of EAL do
not affect these uncertainties. The analytical results were
verified through Monte Carlo simulations using the
software used to generate UTC, and a perfect agreement
was found, giving complete confidence on the analytical
estimation. A more detailed analysis is in progress,
including full inclusion of all available calibration
information, more details for the correlation between the
links, methods for optimizing the link structure, given
uncertainty information, non-Gaussian behaviour, and
different correlation properties of uncertainties due to
calibration or due to random noise.
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ABSTRACT
A Kalman filter based clock predictor is developed, and
its performance evaluated using both simulated and real
data. The clock predictor is shown to possess a near to
optimal Prediction Error Variance (PEV) when the
underlying noise consists of one of the power law noise
processes commonly encountered in time and
frequency measurements. The predictor’s performance
in the presence of multiple noise processes is also
examined. The relationship between the PEV obtained
in the presence of multiple noise processes and those
obtained for the individual component noise processes
is examined. Comparisons are made with a simple
linear clock predictor. The clock predictor is used to
predict future values of the time offset between pairs of
NPL’s active hydrogen masers.
1. INTRODUCTION
National Measurement Institutes and Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) operators have both shown
considerable interest in constructing atomic timescales
that are maintained as close as possible to UTC.
Because of the well-known latency in the publication of
BIPM’s Circular T, it is necessary to predict the future
performance of an atomic timescale over periods of up
to 50 days in order to maintain a local timescale that is
close to UTC. Several authors have developed clock
predictors. These range from the simple yet effective
[1] to more elaborate designs for specific applications,
e.g. GNSS [2].
Most clock predictors will provide a close to optimal
prediction in the presence of a single well-specified
noise process. The aim of the work described in this
paper is to develop a clock predictor that will provide a
close to optimal prediction in the presence of all noise
processes commonly encountered in time and
frequency measurements and in the presence of linear
frequency drift. This is achieved by employing a twostage analysis process. Initially, an adaptive Kalman
filter is used to estimate the magnitude of the noise
processes present within the clock measurements. The
Kalman filter now possesses accurate noise parameters.
This filter is then used to estimate the clock drift

parameters, from which predictions of the future clock
offsets may be obtained.
A description of the noise processes encountered in
atomic clocks and the approach used in this paper to
model them is described in section 2. The design of the
Kalman filter is described in section 3. The clock
predictor’s performance in the presence of both single
and multiple noise processes is discussed in sections 4
and 5, respectively. The relationship between the
Prediction Error Variance (PEV) obtained in the
presence of multiple noise processes and those obtained
for individual component noise processes is examined.
The Kalman filter predictor’s performance is compared
directly against that of a simple linear predictor. An
example of the application of the clock predictor is
described in section 6, and concerns the prediction of
future values of the time offset between pairs of NPL’s
active hydrogen maser.
An adaptive Kalman filter method has been employed
to estimate the magnitude of the noise parameters. The
method is based on the work of Meyer [3], the
technique being modified and updated so as to estimate
the noise parameters used in the clock models used in
this paper. A detailed account of the noise parameter
estimation method will be published shortly.
2. CLOCK NOISE AND DRIFT PARAMETERS
The noise processes occurring in atomic clocks and the
associated measurement systems are traditionally
modelled as a linear combination of five well known
power law noise processes [4], these being White Phase
Modulation (WPM), Flicker Phase Modulation (FPM),
White Frequency Modulation (WFM), Flicker
Frequency Modulation (FFM), and Random Walk
Frequency Modulation (RWFM). An exact model of
either FPM or FFM cannot be incorporated into a
Kalman filter.
In this paper we describe the noise processes
intermediate in structure between WPM and WFM and
between WFM and RWFM as a linear combination of
Markov and integrated Markov noise processes,
respectively [5]. This model enables us to construct a
good approximation to all FPM and FFM power law
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noise processes intermediate in character between
WPM and RWFM. In addition, we are able to describe
noise processes observed in atomic clocks that are not
well modelled as a linear combination of power law
noise processes but may be described well using the
Markov and integrated Markov noise processes.
The deterministic characteristics of atomic clocks may
be described in terms of time offset, frequency offset,
and in many situations linear frequency drift offset,
drift parameters. In addition the relaxation “memory”
associated with both the FPM and FFM noise processes
is described approximately as a finite number of
Markov drift parameters.

respectively, where R pi is the time constant of the ith
Markov process,

The clock predictor is implemented using the standard
Kalman filter equations [6]. The measurements are
assumed to be noiseless.
The state vector at measurement n is given by
x n where
xn = (ξn , ηn , ζ n , m1n Λ mjn , p1n Λ

pkn )

T

. (3.1)

Here, ξ n , η n , and ζ n are the time offset, frequency
offset, and linear frequency drift offset components of
the state vector, and m in and p in are the frequency and
time offset of the ith Markov frequency and phase
components respectively.

parameter.
3.2 Initialisation
To initialise the Kalman filter, the updated parameter
covariance matrix P + is set to P0+ where P0+ contains
only diagonal elements described by the vector T0
where
T0 = ∞, ∞, ∞,

H = (1,

0,

0,

0

Λ

0,

1

1 ) . (3.2)

Λ

The state propagation matrix Φ and process
covariance matrix Q are based on equations (3.3) and
(3.4) of [5]. The matrices described in [5] are extended
to include components that operate on the Markov
phase components of the state vector. The off-diagonal
elements of these additional rows and columns are zero,
and the vectors describing the diagonal elements are
given by
Φ p = (exp(− Rp1τ 0 ) Λ

and

(

Qm = τ 0 a22 ( Rp1τ 0 )σ p21 Λ

exp(− Rpkτ 0 ) )

T

(3.4)

σ m21
2Rm1

Λ

σ mj2

σ 2p1

2Rmj

2Rp1

Λ

T

σ 2pk

. (3.6)

2Rpk

The T0ξ , T0η and T0ζ components are set to very large
values, and the T0 mi and T0 pi components are set to the
“steady state” variances of the Markov processes. All
elements of the state vector estimates x̂0+ are set to zero.
In the situation where we are confident that linear
frequency drift is not present in the clock
measurements, e.g., in the long term comparisons of
two caesium fountain clocks, then the ζ linear
frequency drift parameter component of the state vector
may be removed or alternatively T0ς is set to zero.
3.3 Prediction
To obtain a prediction of the clock offsets and the
corresponding uncertainties we need to run the Kalman
filter beyond the last available measurement yc. The
−

state vector estimates xˆδ , and parameter covariance
matrix Pδ− at prediction length

δ

are obtained using

+
c

P where
xˆ δ− = Φ (δ ) xˆ c+ ,
and

The design matrix H is given by

is the ith Markov noise

measurements, and σ pi2

3. DESIGN OF THE CLOCK PREDICTOR
3.1 Kalman filter design
A clock predictor is used to estimate the future offsets
between two clocks, using both current and previous
measurements of the time difference. The Kalman filter
clock predictor provides estimates of the deterministic
parameters of the offset along with the PEV.

τ 0 is the spacing between successive

(3.7)

Pδ− = Φ ( δ ) Pc+ Φ T ( δ ) + Q ( δ ) .

The time offset prediction

(3.8)

ŷδ and the associated PEV

K

Vδ are then given by

yˆ δ = Hxˆδ−

(3.9)

and
V δ K = HP δ − H

T

.

(3.10)

Combining equations (3.8) and (3.10) gives the
following expression for the PEV:
V δK = H Φ (δ ) Pc+ Φ T (δ ) H

T

+ HQ (δ ) H

T

.(3.11)

τ 0 a22 ( Rpkτ 0 )σ 2pk ) ,(3.5)
T
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The first term on the right of equation (3.11) depends
on the uncertainty in the extrapolation of the current
estimate of the clock offset drift parameters, while the
second term depends completely upon the stochastic
processes occurring within the clocks.

predictors are shown in figure 1. The linear predictor is
optimised at each prediction length δ.
0
-0.05

4. PERFORMANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF A
SINGLE NOISE PROCESS

process.

2

2.5

3

-0.15
-0.2
-0.25
-0.3
-0.35
-0.4
-0.45
-0.5

δ)
Log10(δ
PED Kalman filter
PED linear predictor

RMSE Kalman filter
RMSE linear predictor

Log10 (σ δ / δ ) , against
Log 10 (δ ) , obtained from the Kalman filter predictor
(black and pink), and the simple linear predictor (blue
and red), obtained both from theory (PED) and from
simulations (RMSE) (2000 estimates).

Figure 1 shows plots of

4.2 WFM Noise
In the presence of only WFM noise, assuming an
infinite length data set and known linear frequency drift
parameter, both the Kalman filter and simple linear
clock predictors provide optimal predictions. This
prediction is obtained from two infinitely spaced data
points resulting in exact knowledge of the frequency
offset parameter. The PEV and σ y2 (δ ) are then related
by

1.5

-0.1

Log10(σ
σ d/δδ)

4.1 Comparison with simple linear and optimal
predictors
We compare the performance of the Kalman filter
clock predictor against that of a simple linear predictor
and where possible against that of an optimal clock
predictor. The minimum possible PEV V M has been
previously calculated in the case of several power law
noise processes from the power spectral density of
those noise processes [1, 7]. Where possible we relate
the PEV to the Allan variance σ y2 (δ ) of the noise

1

M
V WFM
= δ 2 σ y2 ( δ ) = δσ

2
WFM

.

(4.1)

4.3 RWFM Noise
In the presence of RWFM noise and known linear
frequency drift parameter, the optimal PEV is given by
M
VRWFM
= δ 2σ y2 (δ ) =

δ3
3

2
. (4.2)
σ RWFM

The PEV of the Kalman filter predictor is given by
VRWFM =

δ3
3

2
2
+ δ 2σ RWFM
σ RWFM

τ0

. (4.3)

12

The optimal PEV is only reached when we use
infinitely small data spacing. This is due to the
frequency offset parameter changing during the interval
between the two measurements.
4.4 Single integrated Markov noise process
To study the performance of both the Kalman filter and
simple linear predictor in the presence of FFM it is
useful to determine the performance of these predictors
in the presence of a single integrated Markov noise
process. The relative performances of the two

Graphs of Log10 (σ δ / δ ) against Log10 (δ ) are plotted in
figure 1, where σ δ is the prediction error deviation.
The results are presented in this form so that the
gradients of the curves would be similar to, and hence
easily compared with, graphs of Log10 (σ y (δ )) against
Log10 (δ ) . The Prediction Error Deviation (PED)
values obtained from theory and Room Mean Square
Error (RSME) obtained from simulation agreed well.

A single Markov process is considered where R =
1.18x10-2 s-1, τ 0 = 10 s , and the data length is ten times
the maximum prediction length. The PEV was found to
be lower in the case of the Kalman filter predictor at the
“centre” of the Markov process. At long and short
prediction lengths where the noise process resembles
WFM and RWFM, respectively, the PEV values
obtained from the two predictors were found to be
similar.
5. PERFORMANCE IN THE PRESENCE OF
MULTIPLE NOISE PROCESS
5.1 PEV inequality
The following inequality applies to the PEV obtained
for a fixed when multiple noise processes are present:

VAM+ B ≥ VAM + VBM

(5.1)
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where VAM+ B

is the minimum PEV for the sum

x A ( t ) + xB ( t ) of two independent noise processes, and

steady state, and that the linear frequency drift term is
either known or absent.

VAM and VBM are the minimum PEV values obtained
individually.

To understand the origin of the above inequality we
examine further equation (3.11). The second term on
the right hand side of equation (3.11)

V S = HQ (δ ) H T

(5.2)

is the stochastic component of the PEV, its origin is due
to noise occurring within the clock after the last
measurement has occurred. When two or more noise
processes are present this component of the PEV will
add linearly.
The first term on the right hand side of equation (3.11)

V

D

= HΦ(δ ) P Φ(δ ) H
+
c

T

T

(5.3)

gives the contribution to the Kalman filter PEV from
uncertainties in the extrapolation of the drift
parameters. The PEV inequality occurs within this
“parameter extrapolation” term. When only the
individual noise processes are present, the individual
PEV values V A and V B are obtained using optimal
values of the Kalman gain, K A and K B respectively.
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Log 10 (δ )
PED (WFM)

RMSE (WFM)

PED (RWFM)
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RMSE (WFM and RWFM)

(PEV (WFM) + PEV (RWFM))

0.5

0.5

(MSE (WFM) + MSE (RWFM))

Figure 2 slowing plots of Log10 (σδ / δ) against
Log10 (δ ) , obtained from the Kalman filter parameter
covariance matrix (PED) and from simulation (RMSE)
(500 estimates), in the case of WFM (pink), RWFM
(green), a combination of WFM and RWFM (brown)
and the sum of the individual noise process PEV values
(blue).
The parameter covariance matrix then propagates
according to the steady state Kalman filter equations

noise processes we are using a different value K A + B

P − = ΦP + Φ T + Q

(5.4a)

K = P − H T ( HP − H T ) −1

(5.4b)

P + = ( I − KH ) P −

(5.4c)

where

Φ=

sum of the individual V A and V B PEV values and so
leads to the inequality. If we used the same Kalman
gain in all three cases the inequality would not occur,
however the PEV values would then in most situations
be sub-optimal.

and [8]

5.2 Combination of WFM and RWFM noise
processes
Consider the following example where there is a
mixture of WFM and RWFM noise processes present
2
2
and σ RWFM
. We assume an
with magnitudes σ WFM

H = (1 0) ,
noiseless

infinite data set so that the Kalman filter has reached a

2.5

-0.8

When we compute the PEV V A+ B from the combined
for the Kalman gain. In general the K A+ B value of the
Kalman gain will not be the optimal Kalman gain when
computing the PEV for either component noise process.
Hence the resulting PEV V A+ B will be greater than the

2

-0.6

Log10(σ
σδ /δ
δ)

In previous literature [1, 7] the above inequality has
been assumed to be an equality. While this may in
some situations provide a reasonable approximation it
may lead in many examples to significant errors in the
PEV estimation.

-0.2

Q=

2
+
τ 0σ WFM

1 τ0
,
0 1

(5.5)

2
2
τ 03σ RWFM
τ 02σ RWFM

2
τ 02σ RWFM

3

2

P+ =

(5.6)

2
τ 0σ RWFM

2
and because

,

the
0
0

measurements are

0 .
p

(5.7)

Solving the above simultaneous equations (5.4) for p
and then substituting into equation (3.11) gives
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2
VδK = δσ WFM
+

δ3
3

2
2
σ RWFM
+ δ 2σ RWFM (σ WFM
+

τ 02
12

2
σ RWFM
)1 / 2 .(5.8)

The right hand term of (5.8) contains terms that include
the multiplication of σ WFM and σ RWFM , the
inequality given in equation (5.1) is clearly evident.
Comparing the brown and blue curves of figure 2 we
observe that the PEV equality is clearly evident with
the PEV values obtained from the combined noise
processes (brown) possessing the higher PEV values.
5.3 Performance in the presence of FFM
FFM noise is present in active hydrogen masers. The
optimal PEV obtained in the presence of a FFM noise
process has been previously calculated [1, 7] as
V =

σ y2δ 2
ln(2)

.

6. PREDICTOR EVALUATION USING REAL
CLOCK AND TIME TRANSFER DATA
The performances of both the Kalman filter and simple
linear predictors have been examined using 150 days of
clock measurements made between NPL’s three active
hydrogen masers, with minimal spacing τ0 of 600 s.
The three pairs of clock differences were examined
separately. The magnitude of the noise parameters were
estimated as outlined in section 6 assuming that the
clock noise may be described as a linear combination of
integrated Markov noise processes. Clock predictions
were made throughout the length of the data sets, and
these were then compared against the actual clock data.
The method was repeated using a simple linear
predictor with optimal “point spacing”.
-14

(5.9)
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Figure 3 slowing plots of Log10 (σ δ / δ ) against
Log 10 (δ ) obtained from the Kalman filter predictor
(blue and pink), simple linear predictor (green and
black), and from an optimal predictor (red); obtained
both from theory (PED) and from simulations (RMSE)
(2000 estimates).
The performance of both the Kalman filter and simple
linear clock predictors in the presence of FFM and in
the absence of linear frequency drift is shown in figure
3. These plots were obtained using simulated data and a
data set that is ten times the maximum prediction
length. The performance of the Kalman filter clock
predictor is close to that of an optimal predictor, except
at prediction lengths that are only a small multiple of
the minimum data spacing τ0. In contrast, the simple
linear predictor does not provide an optimal prediction.
The best linear prediction was found to occur where the
predictor point spacing was equivalent to the prediction
length.

RMSE (HM2 - HM1)

PED (HM2 - HM1)

RMSE (HM3 - HM1)

PED (HM3 - HM1)

RMSE (HM3 - HM2)

PED (HM3 - HM2)

Figure 4 showing plots of Log10(σd/δ) against Log10(δ)
for all three pairs of maser differences obtained from
theory (PED) and simulation (RMSE) using the Kalman
filter predictor.
Figure

4

plots

of

Log10 (σ d / δ ) against

Log10 (δ ) show that the RMSE obtained from the
clock data and the PED estimates obtained from the
Kalman filter agreed well at all prediction lengths. This
helps confirm the validity of our model.
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1 Introduction
During the whole history of atomic timing in Russia the
National Universal Coordinated Time scale UTC(SU) have
been generated quite autonomously, except for leap second. It
means that no continuos steering correction were introduced
in it. Naturally as far as time links became more accurate and
requirements on synchronisation of UTC(k) relative to UTC
become more and more insistent [1, 2] some once-only
correction have been introduced into TA(SU) and UTC(SU)
[3, 4].
Statistical analysis of the clocks contributing to the
UTC(SU) and data published in the BIPM Circular T for the
period of last years shows that UTC(SU) performances can be
considerably improved for sample interval starting from few
months in case of properly introduced steering corrections.
This paper presents proposals on possible realization of
steering time scale, based on Phase-Lock Loop ideas, steering
algorithm, estimations of time scale steering ability based on
data stimulation, and first experimental results.

2 Current status and necessity of steering time
scale
It seems obvious that sooner or later any autonomous time
scale will gain any preassigned time error compare to
reference one. The problem is elapsed time only. Statistical
analysis of the data for UTC – UTC(SU) published in the
BIPM Circular T for the period of last few years shows, Fig

.1, that existing UTC(SU) gains about 100 ns for one year.
This value is within CCDS Recommendation S5 (1993) [2].
On other hand time link between UTC and UTC(SU) and
stability performances of UTC(SU) itself estimated basing on
official publications of the BIPM Time Section [5] enables
maintain |UTC-UTC(SU)| difference within much more less
limits in case of corrective actions introduced into UTC(SU).
The achievable level of time uncertainty will mainly depend
on UTC(SU) stability in autonomous mode and a time
elapsed between steering corrections. Because of UTC itself
is a postponed time scale, delayed about half a month
regarding the end of previous interval the minimal interval to
apply steering corrections will be next month compare to
current. More over, because of one need to have a proper time
interval to estimate a value of steering corrections and this
interval have to be at least not shorter than prediction period –
one month – the total time step will be at least about three
months. Referring to Fig.1 that corresponds to theoretical
limit of gained time error about 10 ns.

3 Possible realization and proposed algorithm
Possible realization of steering UTC(SU) system is
considerably blown by Phase-Lock Loop ideas [6]. In this
case one get phase raw difference information (or time
difference) from BIPM Time Section publication (PD – Phase
Detector), process it (Filter) and apply a steering correction
(frequency step) to the UTC(SU) (VCO – Voltage Controlled
Oscillator in PLL terminology) in a way to minimise UTC –
UTC(SU) time difference. In contrast to usual analogous PLL
the problem is that control correction (steering correction) is
UTC – UTC(SU)
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considerably delayed (is applied every other step).
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Let us suppose that we are living in the middle of
November, Fig.2. At that period we get UTC-UTC(SU) data
from BIPM ending the October. Basing on two months data
block one may predict UTC-UTC(SU) for the December and
foresee steering correction of such a value that compensate
the expected time difference at the end of December. There
will be no problem with next steering correction which have
to be estimated in the middle of November and be applied in
January, because of data for November have not been affected
by corrections. In contrast to these two steps each next
evaluation have to take into account previously applied
steering correction. The example of steering actions is
demonstrated for time slew dependence, Fig. 3.
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Fig .5

4 Data stimulation and preliminary accuracy better. On other hand looking at Fig.5 one may see that first
mode of operation does not solve steering problem
estimations

completely – steering scale continues gain uncertainty strictly speaking with much more lower rate compare to the
source.
The results for other data stream which includes
frequency drift are presented at two next pictures, Fig. 6 and
7.
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First of all we tried to estimate possible uncertainty level
for steering time scale basing on data stimulation. We have
tested two stimulated data sequences. The instability of fist
may be expressed as the quadratic sum of three components
with τ in 5 days:
a white frequency noise of 1×10-15 ×τ-½
a flicker frequency noise of 1×10-15
and a random walk frequency noise of 1×10-15× τ½
The other data stream apart from first sequence included
term corresponding to possible frequency drift 15×10-17×τ . It
seems interesting because of our clock ensemble consists of
H-masers.
The data stimulation results for source and steering time
scales and corresponding estimations are presented on Fig.4
and 5. Some commentaries. On Fig.4 there are two
realizations of the steering time scales. The upper one
corresponds to the mode when steering correction is applied
to the source scale without any analysis – one gets correction
value and apply it immediately. The lower, less dense curve
corresponds to the mode when along with steering correction
value one estimates the uncertainty of it and introduce
correction when value of estimated corrections exceed
uncertainty at least twice – approximately 95% probability.
Despite that in latter case corrections have been applied not at
every step integral steering result looks at least twice more

,

Fig. 6
There is a qualitative difference between steering
behaviour in presence and absence of frequency drift, Fig.4
and Fig.6. And this difference became more obvious when
one doesn’t control application of frequency correction steps.
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Even in case of controlled frequency correction steps the
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steering time scale is somewhat biased (15±32 ns) and its

to cancel frequency difference between UTC and UTC(SU)

Fig. 7
integral uncertainty is more then without drift. The problem to
our understanding originates from second order PLL, which
can’t track frequency drift. So, our further steering filter
stimulation have to include into prediction model possible
frequency drift.
As a next step of evaluation of possible improvement in
steering time scale we tried to estimate what would one get if
applied the proposed algorithm to real UTC-UTC(SU) scale
difference starting beginning of 1999, MJD ~ 51200. Fig. 8
depicts the obvious improvement more two times from more
than 50 ns RMS to 21 ns.
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The proposed algorithm seems to work and considerably
decreases time deviation of steered time scale regarding to
reference one. The rest part of year will show us in practice
the achievable uncertainty. On other hand in a full agreement
to control theory frequency stability of the steered time scale
is somewhat worth compare to original one, at least for
sample time comparable to prediction and feedback time
constant.
So it is obvious that as a next step of steering time scale
behavior study we are going to investigate some ideas to
Fig. 9
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decrease steering time scale stability degradation and to
improve tracking ability.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale Galileo Ferraris
(IEN), National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), National Physical Laboratory (NPL),
Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais –
Observatoire de Paris / Systèmes de Référence Temps
Espace
(OP),
and
Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) performed an intense
comparison campaign of selected frequency references
maintained in their laboratories during about 25 days
in October/November 2004. The active hydrogen
maser reference standards used at all laboratories
served at the same time as frequency references for the
institutes’ fountain frequency standards. The fountains
of IEN, NPL, and OP were operated for most of the
time during the same period, and results of the
fountain comparisons are given in an accompanying
paper. Three techniques of frequency (and time)
comparisons were employed. Going beyond the
standard procedures, two-way satellite time and
frequency transfer was performed in an intensified
measurement schedule of 12 equally spaced
measurements per day. The data of dual frequency
geodetic GPS receivers were processed to yield an
ionosphere-free linear combination of the code
observations from both GPS frequencies, typically
referred to as TAI P3 analysis. Last but not least, the
same GPS raw data were separately processed
allowing GPS carrier-phase based frequency
comparisons to be made. These showed the lowest
instability at short averaging times of all of the
methods. The instability was at the level of 1 part in
1015 at one-day averaging time, similar to what was
achieved with TWSTFT. The GPS TAI P3 analysis is
capable of giving a similar quality of data provided
that averaging over two days or longer is acceptable.
The analysis presented here shows that all techniques
provide the same mean frequency difference between
the standards involved within the measurement
uncertainty of a few parts in 1016.

The study of time and frequency transfer is an
important sector of time and frequency metrology in
general since it is essential for the wide application of
state-of-the-art frequency standards. In recent years,
research into primary frequency standards has led to
several devices whose uncertainty to realize the SI
second is at the level of one part in 1015 or below and
whose frequency instability is good enough to verify
this accuracy during averaging times of one day or
even below [1-5]. Data from these clocks have been
regularly used by the Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures (BIPM) as an input for the realization of
International Atomic Time (TAI) and of Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC). Generally speaking, two
different methods of time transfer have traditionally
been used by BIPM for maintaining the network of
participating laboratories, Global Positioning System
(GPS) common view (CV) and two-way satellite time
and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) via geostationary
satellites [6, 7]. Classical GPS C/A code analysis is
not discussed in this article since it does not provide
the required measurement resolution. A step forward
has been the use of geodetic GPS receivers providing
dual frequency code observables which allow the socalled TAI P3 analysis to be made [8]. The use of GPS
phase observables for frequency transfer has been
proposed for similar purposes [9, 10] and has already
been used to compare the fountain clocks CSF1 of the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany
(PTB), and F1 of the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, USA (NIST) [11].
Three further institutes, the UK National Physical
Laboratory (NPL), the Italian Istituto Elettrotecnico
Nazionale Galileo Ferraris (IEN), and the French
Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais –
Observatoire de Paris / Systèmes de Référence Temps
Espace (abbreviated as OP throughout the paper),
agreed with NIST and PTB on a campaign of
comparisons among their fountain type primary
frequency standards, to be effected during 20 to 25
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Tab.1 Institutes involved and equipment in use
Institute

Clock or frequency reference

TWSTFT modem

IGS station code

IEN

HM: Symmetricom,
UTC(IEN): Agilent 5071
HM: Symmetricom,
representing UTC(NPL)
HM: Symmetricom,
representing UTC(NIST)
HM: Symmetricom

MITREX

IENG

SATRE

NPLD

SATRE

NISU

SATRE

OPMT

SATRE

PTBB

NPL
NIST
OP
PTB

HM: VREMYA-CH
UTC(PTB): primary clock CS2

GPS receiver
antenna
ASHTECH Z-XII3T,
ASH701945C_M
ASHTECH Z-XII3T,
AOAD/M_T
NOV EURO4-1.00-222,
NOV600
ASHTECH Z-XII3T,
3S-02-TSADM
ASHTECH Z-XII3T, ASH700936E

Tab. 2 TWSTFT measurement schedule and Mitrex codes assigned to the stations. The receive (RX )and transmit
(TX) frequency in Europe differs for the inner-European and the US-Europe link.
Measurements during each
second hour of a day in UTC
OP
NPL
PTB
IEN
NIST
First
Last
Duration
hh:mm:ss

Hh:mm:ss

(s)

TX

RX

TX

RX

00:10:00
00:13:00
00:19:00
00:22:00
00:25:00
00:28:00
00:37:00
00:40:00
00:49:00
00:52:00

00:11:59
00:14:59
00:20:59
00:23:59
00:26:59
00:29:59
00:38:59
00:41:59
00:50:29
00:53:59

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

0

1

1

0

0

4

0

6

0

1

4

1

6

1

6

TX

RX

TX

RX

4
4
4

6
0
1

6

4

6
6

0
1

6

days in October and November 2004, Modified Julian
Days (MJD) between 53304 and 53329. The five
institutes are part of a regularly operated TWSTFT
network, and for the duration of the campaign an
intensified measurement schedule was agreed upon.
The institutes also operate geodetic GPS receivers and
their stations belong to the network of sites of the
International GPS Service (IGS) [12]. The institutes
obtained the support of the Astronomical Institute of
the University of Bern (AIUB), Switzerland, which
processes the GPS data with an innovative software,
providing long-term monotonous series of clock
solutions for the stations involved with extremely high
resolution, based entirely on the GPS carrier phase
(GPS CP) [13]. Last but not least, the BIPM provided
the TAI P3 analysis of the GPS data [8].
It finally turned out that the fountains of NIST and
PTB were not ready to provide data during the
campaign, so that fountain comparisons were only
carried out between the IEN CsF1, the NPL CsF1, and
the OP-FO2. The results are reported in a separate
paper [14]. Also in this paper, particular attention is
given to the properties of the time links between the
three relevant institutes. But the analysis included all
available links and techniques, which has not been
done before in such depth. Clearly, only a selection of
the results could be presented in this paper, and we

4

6
6

6

TX

RX

6
6
6
6

0
1
4
6

aimed at showing the achievable performance as well
as pointing to some features that were not understood.
Results beyond those presented here will be made
available elsewhere.
In the following sections we will detail the equipment
and time transfer techniques involved before
presenting results for each technique and for intercomparisons among techniques.
2. DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE AND TIME
TRANSFER TECHNIQUES
2.1 Station equipment
In Tab. 1, we describe the equipment involved in the
participating stations. In all cases, the hydrogen
masers served as the fly-wheel oscillators for
comparisons with the fountain frequency standards,
and the maser signals were connected to the time
transfer equipment. This most straightforward
configuration is depicted in Fig. 1, indicating the three
different time transfer techniques connecting the
masers at the remote sites. In the cases of NIST and
NPL, the maser output represented the local UTC
scale, UTC(NIST) [15], and UTC(NPL), respectively.
In the case of IEN and PTB, however, the GPS
receiver was connected to UTC(IEN) and UTC(PTB),
respectively, which are derived from caesium clocks, a
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going up to almost 1.5 ns for some links. This fact is
discussed further below. At the end of a session, a
quadratic function is fitted to the data and the TOA
midpoint values derived from the fit are exchanged via
file transfer through the internet. This allows the
quantity of interest, T(RefA)  T(RefB), to be
calculated, as explained by Kirchner [7] and in an
ITU-R Recommendation [17]. For the purpose of an
intense comparison, TWSTFT sessions were
performed nominally once every two hours. The data
sets contained very few gaps, on some links about 315
out of 320 possible data points were recorded, while in
a few cases about 20 data points were missing. The
TWSTFT measurement schedule including the
assigned Mitrex codes is reproduced in Tab. 2. One
can recognize that measurements were not taken
perfectly simultaneously.
B

Fig. 1 Configuration of frequency comparisons during the
campaign, the frequency standards at left and at right,
respectively, are operated in different institutes.

commercial model at IEN, and the primary clock CS2
at PTB [16]. As a result, further steps in the data
analysis were required to reference all techniques to
the same frequency standard. The time differences
UTC(PTB) – HM(PTB) were available only on an
hourly basis and this dictated the minimum averaging
time for GPS CP and GPS TAI P3 data presented
below. At IEN the corresponding measurements were
taken more frequently so that a more complete data
analysis could have been performed in principle. This
has, however, not been included in this paper.
In the sections dealing with results links are often only
denoted by the station acronyms, e. g. by PTB-NPL
for simplicity. In the graphs, connecting lines serve
the purpose to guide the eye.
2.2 TWSTFT analysis
The stations involved performed TWSTFT, coordinated by the CCTF Working Group on TWSTFT,
following standard procedures: At each pair of
stations, named A and B for now, a characteristic
pseudo-random noise (PRN) spread spectrum signal
which is designated by a certain Mitrex code (see Tab.
2), synchronous with the local 1 PPS time references
T(RefA) and T(RefB), respectively, is generated on a
70 MHz intermediate frequency. It is up-converted to
the rf region (Ku-band, up link at about 14 GHz) and
transmitted to a geostationary telecommunication
satellite, in the present case the IS-903 of Intelsat
Corp., located at 325.5° East. At the satellite, the
signal is translated to the downlink frequency (about
12 GHz) and sent back to earth. The time of arrival
(TOA) of the PRN coded signal from station A (B) is
determined at station B (A) by cross-correlation of the
received and down-converted PRN signal with a local
replica of the same PRN code, synchronous with the
local reference clock. TOA measurements are made
each second during sessions of two minutes per station
pair. The time differences exhibited a 1 V - standard
deviation of below 400 ps in favourable cases, but
B

2.3 GPS carrier- phase analysis
All five participating institutes contribute to the IGS
network. The observations are provided in RINEX
format and contain pseudorange (code) and carrierphase measurements from the two GPS frequencies
for all tracked satellites with a sampling interval of 30
seconds. The midnight epoch is missing in the
observation files from the stations OPMT and NPLD,
but the receiver tracked continuously. Therefore, this
has no effect on the GPS CP solution (apart from the
missing results for this particular epoch).
The GPS CP analysis was performed at AIUB using
the Bernese GPS Software, Version 5.1 [18]. The
solutions are based on the contributions to the IGS of
the Analysis Center CODE (Center for Orbit
Determination in Europe) hosted at AIUB. CODE is a
collaboration between the Astronomical Institute of
the University of Bern (AIUB), the Federal Office of
Topography (Swisstopo, Switzerland), the Federal
Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG,
Germany), and the Institut Géographique National
(IGN, France). The satellite orbits, Earth orientation
parameters, station coordinates, and troposphere
delays are introduced from the (geodetic) three-day,
double-difference solution calculated for the IGS at
CODE. In the clock estimation procedure the receiver
and satellite clocks are solved for along with other
parameters (e.g. phase ambiguities). The result is a
network solution with a set of consistent receiver and
satellite clock corrections for each epoch. All receiver
clock comparisons (baselines) are extracted from this
network solution, hence all loops of extracted
baselines give zero. The GPS CP method imposes no a
priori information on the clocks by any filtering. The
clock corrections are freely estimated for each epoch.
The GPS CP solution used in the current campaign
contains no day boundary discontinuities because the
phase ambiguities from the daily data processing are
reconnected before estimating the clock parameters.
As in addition frequency transfer has been the main
interest, the code observations have been discarded.
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Such an approach, using only phase information and
neglecting code information, has never been made
before for a several-weeks long campaign by the
AIUB and, as far as we know, has also not been
published by any other group. A detailed discussion is
given in [13].
2.4 GPS TAI P3 analysis
The GPS TAI P3 technique has been used since 2002
by the BIPM, with about 15 participating laboratories
equipped with geodetic GPS receivers. The dualfrequency P1 and P2 observables delivered by the
receivers are linearly combined to form the
ionosphere-free P3 observable. They are transferred to
the CGGTTS format used in standard GPS time
transfer [8, 19] using locally recorded broadcast GPS
parameters. This format dictates in particular the
sampling rhythm for the time differences of 16
minutes, and that the tracking schedule shifts in time
from day to day. The CGGTTS data files are gathered
by BIPM and used to compute time links after
applying different corrections: precise satellite orbits
and clocks obtained from the IGS, and station
displacement due to solid Earth tides. The six time
links (no data from NIST were processed) were
computed using the common-view technique. For
each 16-minute interval, all available common-view
differences were formed and averaged with a
weighting scheme based on the satellite elevation,
after a first screening for big outliers. BIPM provided
unsmoothed and Vondrak smoothed data, the results
shown below were derived from the former.

Fig. 2 Example of data collected during one day on the
NPL – OP link; GPS CP (open circles), TWSTFT (red dots),
and GPS TAI P3 (black dots), offset by 2 ns for clarity.

In Fig. 3 the general performance of the hydrogen
masers involved is illustrated. Here UTC(NIST) was
chosen as the common reference, and GPS CP time
differences to all other masers at an hourly separation
were evaluated, linear trends were subtracted, and the
residuals to the linear fitted functions were plotted. It
can be ssen that the NPL maser performed very well
except for a kink towards the end of the campaign, and
the OP maser had a significant non-linear frequency
change during the period.

3. RESULTS
3.1 General observations
To give an example, data obtained on the link NPL –
OP during one day are depicted in Fig. 2. With a small
offset in the epoch of data taking, the TWSTFT
measurements once every two hours (red dots, one
data point missing) follow the GPS CP data (open
blue circles) obtained at the full hour. As it is
important to eliminate as far as possible the effect of
clock instabilities when comparing the two techniques
(see Section 4.1), in such cases the GPS CP
measurement taken closest in time to the TWSTFT
measurement (see Tab. 2) was used. The TAI P3 data
at 16-minute intervals (black dots) are offset by 2 ns
for clarity.
A few data points were in general missing for all
links, and even complete GPS TAI P3 data would not
represent a continuos time series. In all stability plots,
however, the minimum W was chosen as the nominal
value irrespective of the actual mean separation in
time between measurements as the availability was
quite high and the impact of missing data on the plots
was considered as minor in the current study.

Fig. 3 General characteristics of the frequency standards at
NIST (common reference), IEN (red), NPL (cyan), OP
(magenta), and PTB (blue) during the study period, MJD
53303 – 53330; residuals to linear fits to time differences
UTC(NIST)  local references obtained via GPS CP.

3.2 TWSTFT results
The extended TWSTFT schedule provided valuable
insight in the stability of TWSTFT links. At an
averaging time of about one day the measurement
noise (white phase noise) tends to become
insignificant compared to the instability of the masers
involved. It turned out that links to NIST, which
utilize a different transponder on the satellite than the
intra-European links, are in all cases more noisy. Fig.
4 showing PTB-NPL and PTB-NIST data may serve
as an illustration, and Fig. 6 below gives further proof.
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Fig. 4 Time differences PTB – NPL (cyan), and PTB –
NIST (green) obtained via TWSTFT, mean time offset and
mean rate removed.

Fig. 5 Observed instability of the TWSTFT data for the
links PTB-NPL (upper) and PTB-NIST (lower); standard
deviation in ns of the individual one second measurement
data recorded at PTB (blue diamonds), NPL (cyan circles)
and NIST (green triangles), respectively, around the
quadratic regression function during the comparison
campaign.

Here we find VX(W = 2 h, PTB-NPL) = 0.12 ns, and
VX(W = 2 h, PTB-NIST) = 0.28 ns. These findings are
seemingly in contradiction to the observed standard
deviation of individual one second measurement
results around the quadratic regression function
obtained at the respective sites which are reported in
Fig. 5. Apparently, the short-term measurement noise
whose origin is not yet understood is efficiently
averaged, and longer term variations dominate the
links to the US. Presumably, these are in general due
to the longer baseline which may have an impact due

to unaccounted satellite motion (respectively incorrect
time tagging of the measurements) or due to
uncorrelated environmental effects. Errors due to
unaccounted satellite motion are distinctively
sinusoidal in shape (with a one day period), and this
was not observed. The temperature sensitivity of the
NIST ground station as well as the unaccounted
ionospheric delay (small at Ku-band anyway) can be
ruled out as causes. What remains as a potential cause
is the instability of the transponder on the satellite,
which was also noted by the United States Naval
Observatory (which is routinely part of the TWSTFT
network, but which did not participate in the extended
measurement schedule).

Fig. 6 Relative frequency instability, expressed by
modVy(W), in the TWSTFT comparison of masers at NPL
(upper graph) and OP (lower graph) to the other
participating stations explained in the insets to the figures.

The frequency instability obtained from the TWSTFT
comparisons of all institutes with respect to the masers
at OP and NPL is depicted in Fig. 6. The lowest
measurement noise is observed in the links between
NPL, OP, and PTB. The slightly excessive noise in the
links to IEN is probably due to the older TWSTFT
modem (of Mitrex type) still used at IEN. When
forming the so-called “closure” (OP  NPL) + (PTB 
OP) + (NPL  PTB) a 0.34 ns deviation from zero is
observed, which can be partially explained by the
mean clock rate of the OP maser of about 28 ns/day
and the fact that the two measurements involving OP
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are separated by about 9 minutes (see Tab. 2). A real
closure error would point to the fact that the signal
delays in the receive path of at least one of the stations
depend on the received PRN code. The closure data
exhibited a standard deviation around the mean value
of 0.14 ns, which represents the combined
measurement noise of three TWSTFT measurements
plus the time stability of the frequency standards over
9 minutes. The closure results are depicted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 TWSTFT “closure” results – in total 312 data points
- combining the three individual measurements OP  NPL,
PTB  OP, and NPL  PTB collected during the campaign
according to the schedule represented in Tab. 2

hourly data were dealt with. The results of GPS CP
frequency comparisons were previously used as
illustration (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 8 we provide the
frequency instability derived from these data. Two
plots were added which give further proof of the
merits of this technique. When the frequency step of
the NPL maser (see Fig. 2-3) after MJD 53328 is
removed from the data, the NPL-NIST instability is
further lowered (open squares). The frequency
instability of UTC(NIST) has been estimated based on
an analysis with respect to the group of active
hydrogen masers in operation at NIST [15].
Subtracting this noise contribution from the previously
mentioned data should allow the combined instability
of the frequency transfer and the NPL maser (green
squares) to be assessed.
3.4 TAI P3 results
In the TAI P3 analysis the same raw data provided by
the geodetic GPS receivers are employed as in the
GPS CP analysis discussed before, but the code
measurements rather than the phase data are
employed. Thereby the analysis is simplified, and in
fact BIPM does the analysis on several links routinely
as part of the monthly work of generating TAI. To
fully assess the quality of the TAI P3 data it would
have been necessary to resample the GPS CP
measurements according to the epochs of the
midpoints of the TAI P3 16-minute average values.
This was postponed for a further refinement of this
study. In Fig. 9, the frequency instability results
obtained in the three links connecting to NPL are
depicted. Only the link to OP connects two hydrogen
masers and is suited to assess fully the merits of the
TAI P3 analysis. The IEN (red) and PTB (blue) data
are characterized by white frequency noise (slope
1/2) at averaging times around one day, and the
observed instability is very close to the expectation
value for a commercial caesium clock in the case of
IEN and for the primary clock CS2 of PTB [16].

Fig. 8 Relative frequency instability, expressed by
modVy(W), in the GPS CP comparison of UTC(NIST) with
masers at OP, NPL, PTB, and IEN, see coding of symbols in
the inset. Additional plots: instability after removal of the
frequency step of the NPL maser (open squares), and after
subtracting thereof the estimated instability of UTC(NIST)
(green squares).

3.3 GPS CP results
The GPS CP data analysis revealed a very low level of
measurement noise and thus an assessment of the
instability of the frequency standards involved at the
shortest averaging time was possible. As explained
before, the original data of AIUB had UTC(PTB) and
UTC(IEN) as the references. In order to get a
meaningful comparison of the three frequency transfer
techniques, local measurements were used to provide
the link to the masers at PTB and IEN, and only

Fig 9 Relative frequency instability, expressed by
modVy(W), in the GPS TAI P3 comparison of UTC(NPL)
with the maser at OP (magenta), and UTC(IEN) (red), and
UTC(PTB) (blue).
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data represent the combined uncertainty of two
techniques, the PTB-NPL-OP data prove the
capability of frequency comparisons with a
measurement uncertainty of close to 1 part in 1015 at
averaging times of 1 day, and the potential to do much
better once a longer averaging time is accepted.

Fig. 11 Stability analysis of double differences TWSTFT 
GPS CP for all links referenced to OP, see inset for the
coding of the symbols.

Fig. 10 Double differences of TWSTFT  GPS CP results,
mean offset subtracted, upper: NPL  OP, lower: NIST 
OP.

4. COMPARISONS
4.1 Discussion TW – GPS CP
During this campaign, the signal delays in the time
transfer equipment were not of relevance since
frequency comparisons, not true time comparisons,
were the major concern. In this case only the
variations of such signal delays matter since they
could cause an erroneous frequency measurement
result, which would in turn be detrimental for the
success of the fountain comparisons [14]. TWSTFT
data and GPS CP data obtained for the same epoch within the 30 s separation of the GPS CP data - were
compared. In Fig 10 two examples are depicted. In
both cases, the mean offset in the data was subtracted.
Whereas in the NPL-OP data all points are scattered
almost within a 1-ns interval, a significant drift of
about 2 ns is obvious in the NIST-OP data. If the latter
was attributed to one of the techniques it would
constitute a frequency error generated by the varying
delays of only slightly less than one part in 1015 which
is at the margin of being acceptable. A drift of the
same magnitude is found when the link NPL-NIST is
analyzed, but only half the magnitude is observed in
case of NIST-PTB. No significant drift is visible in the
links among NPL, OP, and PTB. When the stability of
the data between OP and all four stations are analyzed,
the results depicted in Fig. 11 are obtained. Since the

4.2 Link comparisons and discussion of the frequency
transfer uncertainty
In the graphs of Fig. 12 we compare the instability of
a frequency comparison for the links NPL-OP, NPLIEN, and IEN-OP using the three techniques. In all
cases the same frequency references were used. In
addition, the graphs contain the calculated instability
for the double differences TWSTFT minus GPS CP.
These graphs represent in a certain way the summary
of the finding presented in different graphs before. We
notice that the instability of GPS CP frequency
transfer reaches the clocks’ instability at about half a
day; in the case of TWSTFT a full day is needed, and
about 2 days are needed in the case of TAI P3. In case
of longer averaging times there is no significant
distinction between the three techniques visible from
the graphs because of the clocks’ instability. The
instability of double differences reflects the long-term
delay variations of the equipment involved. Since the
equipment is the same for GPS CP and TAI P3 we
cannot expect a difference in the long-term
characteristics of the two techniques. This could of
course be proven from a long-term comparison of TAI
P3 and TWSTFT links which are routinely evaluated
independent of a specific campaign.
In conclusion we compare the mean frequency
differences obtained for selected links using the
different techniques. The mean values were calculated
in a straightforward manner, (GT(end) – GT(start)) /
measurement interval. We chose the triplets of stations
IEN-NPL-OP and NPL-OP-PTB. TAI P3 data with
reference to the PTB maser were calculated based on
its average frequency with respect to UTC(PTB)
during the full period. The results are compiled in
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Tab. 4 Mean relative frequency differences in parts in 1015
during the interval 53304 to 53324 (inclusive, 21 days)
between hydrogen masers at NPL, OP, and PTB and the
closure results.
TWSTFT
GPS CP
TAI P3

PTB  NPL
-74.24
-73.88
-73.67

PTB  OP
-410.25
-410.13
-410.07

NPL  OP
-336.08
-336.25
-336.5

Closure
0.07
0.1

Tables 3 and 4. As said before, in the GPS CP analysis
all loops comparing stations give zero. The maximum
deviation within one column is 1u10-15, but is
typically much smaller.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on the results of a campaign
originally stimulated by the intention to compare
caesium fountain frequency standards in five
institutes. GPS CP based analysis was used for the
first time in such a campaign comprising a network of
institutes. The campaign has provided much data not
all of which could be presented in detail here. The
following results are very encouraging:
1. TWSTFT in an intensified schedule and GPS CP
analysis have allowed a frequency comparison
between remote standards with a statistical
uncertainty of 1u10-15 at averaging times of one
day.
2. All studied techniques seem to be equally suited
for the comparison of fountains without
contributing significantly to the combined
uncertainty of such comparisons, provided that a
few days of averaging are allowed.
3. Systematic errors in frequency comparisons using
any of the techniques did not exceed 1u10-15
during the period under study.
Further studies should address the following subjects

Fig. 12 Relative frequency instability, expressed by
modVy(W), obtained for the three techniques, TAI P3
(squares), GPS CP (circles), and TWSTFT (symbol triangles
up). In addition, the instability of double-differences
TWSTFT  GPS CP (triangles down) has been illustrated
for each link; upper graph: link IEN-NPL: middle graph:
link IEN-OP; lower graph: link NPL-OP.
Tab. 3 Mean relative frequency differences in parts in 1015
during the interval 53304 to 53323 (inclusive, 20 days)
between hydrogen masers at IEN, NPL, and OP, calculated
using the three frequency comparison techniques, and the
closure results
TWSTFT
GPS CP
TAI P3

IEN  OP
-430.8
-430.8
-431.6

IEN  NPL
-95.3
-94.5
-95.1

NPL  OP
-336.1
-336.3
-336.5

Closure
0.6
0.0

1. the nature and magnitude of drifts in the
comparison to NIST;
2. the cause of the excessive noise observed in some
TWSTFT links;
3. the optimum use of TAI P3 data, in continuation of
previous work done by Petit and Jiang [20].
The low measurement noise provided by GPS CP at
averaging times of less than one day makes it the first
choice for use in comparisons among remote optical
frequency standards since it is currently very
challenging to operate such devices for extended
periods. In the existing network such a comparison
could be organized between NIST, NPL, and PTB,
whose standards would be almost immediately ready
for such purposes, and the experiences provided by
the current study could be helpful in organizing such a
comparison.
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Abstract
The paper addresses the main achievements of a Field
Trial Campaign successfully concluded on July ’04
dedicated to the assessment of the performances
achievable by a novel Time & Frequency Dissemination
System based on ESA Patent 407.
The Field Trial campaign was performed in the frame
of the ESA ARTES 5 program “ Use of satellite Time
Signal for Communication Systems”.
The method allows transferring the accuracy and
stability features of a state-of-the-art ground clock to a
lower performances clock module on board a satellite .
Following the patent methodology the on board clock
module inherits the accuracy and stability of the ground
clock reference, becoming the master Time and
Frequency dissemination source to all ground terminals
located in the footprint of the satellite hosting the
module.
The field trial tests were performed at SES ASTRA
premises in Betzdorf, exploiting ASTRA 1A satellite.
The Field Trial experiment topology was based on
satellite double hopping access using one On Board
Clock module placed on ground, representative of a
future flight Time & Frequency Dissemination Payload.
Three Terminals were actually deployed, performing
respectively the roles of Master Clock Station (Ground
Reference), On Board Clock Module (Time &
Frequency Dissemination Payload) and Auxiliary /
Timing Station (User terminal / Ground Reference
Station backup).
The methodology on which the system is based, the
theoretical analyses performed for the estimation of the
expected performances and the previously performed
system level activities, including the Field Trial

campaign setup, were addressed in a precedent paper
presented at EFTF 04 (Recent Developments in Time &
Frequency Dissemination Systems, ref. [1]).
The present paper is the logical continuation and
conclusion of the previous one and provides the
description of the test campaign and of the main results
achieved , as a first step for proceeding with the setup
of a pre-operational system.
The test campaign confirmed the validity of the method,
the expected performances and the design of the
instrumentation. In particular, the test campaign
measurements assessed a time stability of approximately
50 ps rms over an uninterrupted measurement interval
of 8hrs and an extrapolated frequency stability over one
day of the order of 10-15, fully confirming the theoretical
estimations.

1. Program Background and Objectives
The Time & Frequency Distribution system concepts
developed in the frame of the subject ESA ARTES 5
program are based on the innovative principle to
distribute a very accurate and stable ground-based time
reference by means of a satellite network, in agreement
with ESA Patent 407.
O
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This is done by synchronizing a low performance Onboard Oscillator (slave clock) with a very accurate
Ground Time Reference (master clock) and then
distributing the space clock time to ground users.
In this way the on board clock module actually becomes
the master Time & Frequency Dissemination source for
all the ground terminals located in the footprint of the
satellite hosting the on board clock module.
The Field Trial (FT) campaign featured a system
architecture where the space segment, i.e. the
telecommunications satellite hosting the on board clock
module, is replaced by a double-hop satellite access
allowing to locate on ground a representative prototype
of an on-board clock module, without the need of flying
the on board clock module, as planned in the final target
system.

2. System Description
The Field Trial configuration general block diagram is
shown in the following figure.
The system is composed of three stations, called MCS
(Master Clock Station), P/L Simulator (PS) and
AUX/2nd station.
For reasons of system configuration optimization this
last station is capable of a double function, depending
on the software loaded.
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This approach allowed to proof the concept with an easy
deployment before embarking the “real space segment”
on satellite.
The Field Trial Project team was leaded by Carlo
Gavazzi Space and composed by TEMEX Neuchâtel
Time, KYTIME and ALCATEL Space.
Carlo Gavazzi Space, as Prime Contractor, has been
responsible for project management and technical coordination, system definition, definition of design,
development and AIT plan, system integration and
testing, management of the links with the satellite
operator and field trial campaign results evaluation.
Moreover, Carlo Gavazzi Space developed the TDMA
Terminal and the Station Controller which are the core
elements of the Stations exploited during the
experimental campaign, namely Master Clock Station,
Satellite Payload Simulator and Auxiliary/Timing
station.
TEMEX Neuchâtel Time was responsible of the
specification and setup of the instruments to be
exploited for the test campaign, including Atomic
Clocks (RAFS, LPFRS), Measurement Subsystem
(Picotime) and Micro Phase Stepper.
KYTIME supported Carlo Gavazzi Space in the
implementation of the concepts defined in the ESA
Patent 407, in the theoretical analyses, in the definition
of the measurement methods employed during the test
campaign and in the interpretation of the test results.
Alcatel Space supported Carlo Gavazzi Space on system
definition aspects.
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Field Trial Configuration General Block Diagram
The Timing Station is slaved to the P/L Simulator
Clock, to perform performance measurements of the
Time & Frequency Distribution function, or behaves as
auxiliary/backup station, capable to take the role of
MCS in case of MCS failure.
Each of the three stations is equipped with a couple of
70MHz IF input/output links to the SES ASTRA
Ground Station exploited for the experiment and
eventually to the transparent transponder hosted on
board the ASTRA 1A satellite via Ku band links.
Any communication among the three stations is routed
through the satellite.
Data exchanged between the stations is inserted into a
dedicated slot of a P/L simulator generated TDMA
frame. This implies that each station (MCS and AUX)
must perform a TDMA slot acquisition when starting to
transmit.
The M&C section is divided on its turn into two parts:
the System Monitoring and Control block and the
Measurement block.
The System Monitoring and Control block is based on a
commercial environment (PC, commercial operating
system and graphical MMI tool), connected to the three
stations via serial links, running a MMI program; this
block performs the acquisition and visualization, also in
a graphical form, of the system parameters for each
station.
This allows showing the contents of each station
internal register and the output of the running
algorithms, like the one for Delay and Doppler
correction, for diagnostic purposes.
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From the control program it is possible to send specific
commands to each station, such as the ones dedicated to
the programming of the internal registers controlling the
station operations.
The Measurement block is based on two Picotime
(Picosecond Resolution Test Set) devices from TEMEX
Neuchâtel Time.
In the field trial configuration these equipments measure
in real time the stability of the two slave clocks
(Payload Simulator and 2nd / Auxiliary Station) with
respect to the MCS clock, computing the Allan
variance. The measurements are stored into dedicated
test files and results are shown in real time to the
operator in a graphical form.
The Picotime software, running on a personal computer,
is able to show the time stability results as well as the
frequency or phase samples in real time.

The two stability measurement devices, Picotime
, from TEMEX Neuchatel Time, are installed in
one 3U drawer. Both units are connected to the
Measurement Controller PC via a dedicated serial
interface line.
Both Picotime Units get as reference input the MCS
clock while the two “Device Under Test” inputs are
respectively connected to the P/L Simulator clock
and to the Auxiliary Station clock, for measuring
the related performances with respect to the MCS
clock.
Microphase Steppers
Two Microphase stepper units were not used
operationally in the FT system configuration under
test but were used as laboratory instruments in case
a precise phase step was necessary to adjust the
clocks during the field trial campaign.
TM

•

3. Field trial System layout
The system part specifically provided for the
experimental campaign is hosted in a 19'
'33U rack,
except the RF subsystem and the Experiment and
Measurement controllers. The rack layout is shown in
the following Figure.

TEMEX Neuchatel Time Picotime and Phase
stepper
•

Power Control & Distribution Unit
This 4 U drawer is dedicated to the power
distribution, feeding all the units of the rack
powered by a 220 V AC power.
In addition to the Units physically installed in the rack
there are the two PCs running respectively the
Experiment Controller and the Measurement SS SW.

FT Configuration Instrumentation Rack Layout
The main units inserted into the rack are:
•

•
•
•
•

Dedicated Electronics Unit
This unit houses the electronics of the three stations
(MCS, P/L Simulator and Aux.). The 3 boards
composing each station (Station Controller, Digital
and IF boards, developed by Carlo Gavazzi Space),
have been placed side by side.
Power Electronics Unit
This unit contains the DC power supply modules
feeding all the units of the rack
MCS Clock (RAFS)
This drawer houses the MCS reference clock.
P/L Simulator and Auxiliary Station Clocks
This drawer contains the two clocks (LPFRS) for
the P/L Simulator ad the AUX stations
Measurement Subsystem Front End (Picotime)

CGS TDMA Terminal: IF, Station Controller and
Digital boards

4. Field
Trial
achievements

Campaign

main

Two measurement types were basically required in
order to assess the ESA Patent 407 method
effectiveness:
1. Measurement of the time difference between the
Master clock and P/L SIMULATOR clock, locked to
the master clock via the proposed technique. This
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allows a direct verification of the synchronization error
of the Space clock against the master clock, including
the errors introduced by the Doppler compensation. This
is a peculiar measurement not accessible in the real
system.

Locked state. The deviation of the phase difference
values around the mean value is about 100 ps peak to
peak, as it is shown in the following figure.

MCS-PS phase difference during the locked state

Test configuration 1
The following main test sessions were performed as part
of the test campaign, as documented in the following:
• Performance verification of the doppler compensation
system by comparing the measured 2-way delay with
the indipendent measurements performed by the
ASTRA tracking station. The test was performed in
conditions of important doppler (Df/f=0.5E-7 @
16m/s).
• MCS – PS Synchronization test: during this phase
only MCS and P/L Simulator are active, Aux Station
is not yet part of the configuration. The tests results
are spitted into two steps.
a. The first one shows the behaviour of the MCS –
PS frequency / phase difference during the
transient phase, when PS starts locking to MCS.
b. The second session shows the behaviour of the
MCS- PS locking process at steady state, after the
completion of the initial synchronization period
The following figure shows the behaviour of MCS–PS
frequency difference during transient phase, when the
PS starts tracking the signal received from MCS. The
sample duration is 1 s.

MCS-PS Frequency Difference during transient phase
The main transient phase lasts about 30 seconds. After
this period the frequency difference is reduced and
becomes about 0. After this transient, the frequency
difference between MCS and Payload becomes less than
50e-12 Hz peak to peak with mean value equal 0.
The following figure shows the behaviour of the phase
difference between the MCS and PS clocks during the

2. Measurement of the time difference between the
Master clock and the Auxiliary station clock, locked to
the master clock via the proposed technique. This
allows a direct verification of the User Terminals
synchronization errors introduced by the technique,
including the errors of double hop Doppler
compensation. These measurements were performed by
connecting the Master clock and slaved clocks (PS and
Aux. Station) 10 MHz outputs to the two Picotime units
part of the Measurement subsystem.

Test configuration 2
The following main test sessions were performed as part
of the test campaign, as documented in the following:
• MCS – PS – Aux Station Synchronization test: After
PS clock has been synchronized with the MCS clock,
AUX Station starts the synchronization process with
the MCS clock via the PS. During the TFD FT test
campaign the AUX station behaves as a two way user
of the Time & Frequency Dissemination System.
Also during this test session it was tested first of all
the behaviour during the transient phase and later on
the behaviour during the steady state, when the Aux
Station gets synchronized to the PS.
• MCS - Aux Station Hand-over Process performances
test: The purpose of this test session was to verify the
performances of the T & F Distribution process during
the so called handover process, i.e. when in case of
MCS failure the function of system master is passed
from MCS to a backup master station, in this case
simulated by the Aux Station.
The following figure shows the transient phase during
which the AUX station starts tracking the signal
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received from PS. The diagram shows the Aux- MCS
frequency difference.

The hand-over process lasts few seconds (about 5s).
The Standard Deviation of the processed data (PS AUX phase difference) is equal to 2.37e-11, as shown
in the following figure. The x axis (index) is expressed
in seconds.

AUX - MCS Frequency Diff. during transient phase
As in the PS-MCS synchronization process, the main
transient phase lasts about 30 seconds. During this
period the frequency difference is reduced and becomes
about 0.
After this transient, the frequency difference between
MCS and Payload becomes less than 50e-12 Hz peak to
peak with mean value equal 0.
The following figure shows the AUX vs. MCS Allan
DEViation, Modified Allan DEViation and Time
DEViation. These results show that the dominant noise
process is a white phase noise corresponding to an
ADEV improving as tau-1and a MDEV improving as
tau-3/2 .

PS - AUX phase difference during switchover

5. Experimental Campaign Conclusion
The following table provides a comparison of the Time
and Frequency Distribution System performances
estimated during the Field Trial study theoretical
analysis phase against the ones actually achieved during
the experimental campaign.

Time Stability
(PL)
Time Stability
(User)
Freq. Stability
1 day (PL)
Freq. Stability
1 day (User)

Expected
Performances
(Simulations)

Standard Deviation
100 ps
Standard Deviation
250 ps
Allan Deviation
10-15
Allan Deviation
2*10-15

Field Trial
Campaign
Measurements

Standard Deviation
49 ps
Standard Deviation
71 ps
Allan Deviation
1.23*10-15
Allan Deviation
1.76*10-15

Comparison of the Time and Frequency Distribution
System performances

AUX Station vs. MCS Allan Deviation Plot
In the following figure the frequency difference
between MCS and AUX during the switch over is
shown.

MCS-AUX frequency difference behavior during
switchover process

The one day Allan deviation is extrapolated from the
result obtained with the measurement over 8 hrs.
From the above data it can be noted that some
measured performance figures are even better than the
ones evaluated during the theoretical analysis phase.
This is explained by the fact that the field trial
configuration initially considered at theoretical analysis
time was simplified and improved during the program
evolution, reducing therefore the potential noise sources
impacting the system performances.
Moreover, the following table provides the
performances expected by the ESA patent 407 for the
Time & Frequency Dissemination System.
The expected performances are given as function of the
Symbol Rate used by the system and of the phase error
featured by the Unique Word Detection Circuit part of
the TDMA terminal. The Field Trial configuration
setup is evidenced by the arrow while after the table are
reported the performance figures actually measured
during the experiment.
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ESA Patent 407 Expected Performances
The system loop time constant is of about 100 s. So, the
loop is not acting on the short term but it is used to
reduce the frequency drift of the slaved oscillator. The
phase noise mask of the locked clock remains
unchanged, but the long term behaviour of the clock can
be improved.

6. Addressable market
The market for timing applications is characterized by
its heterogeneous structure. It can be separated into the
following major segments:
• the scientific / institutional market: it is the most
demanding in terms of performance, but only very
few users exist. This segment can be covered only
by (inter)national entities who should take care of
the creation and operation of such a "network".
Such technique could of course be used for precise
time transfer and experiments over much longer
baseline will need to conduct to get this technique
qualified for such application.
• the mobile communication market: it is driven
by requested performances, overall costs, but also
by quality of service. Same technique with fully
integrated digital solution can be used in GSM
/TDMA like transmissions in order to do precise
frequency lock loop between base stations. Such
solution could be interesting if costs can be
reduced within few tens of per base station.
• Emerging request for mobile location in relation
with rescue (911) requirements is requiring precise
timing for the computation of the mobile position.
Such technique is a good alternative to GPS
receiver in each mobile phone.
• The military market: secure networks using
TDMA transmissions could be also used for
precise synchronisation in relation to fast pseudorandom code acquisition used in positioning or
code acquisition. Bi-static radar imaging
techniques could also benefit from such very
precise synchronisation mean over short base line.
• Heterogeneous sub-segments exist within each of
these segments with specific needs in respect of
the relevant performance parameters.

The markets show varying price sensitivities, ranging
from high in the scientific / institutional market, over
high/medium in the industrial sector, to medium, with a
trend towards low, in the commercial sector.
The timing market has considerable potential for
growth. It has been estimated that in 2005 the market
size will be of the order of 35 Millions euros Worldwide
(10M euros in Europe) and it is expected that it will
grow up to 10% per year.
The main part of the timing applications market is
within the highly industrialized areas of the world
(advanced economy status). Even though the
concentration of potential appliances within the third
world countries and especially in the emerging nations
will increase, the relevance cannot yet be compared
with the potential of the highly industrialized nations.
On the other hand, especially those regions of Europe
and the neighbouring countries not covered yet by longwave time transmitters (such as DCF-77) might gain
importance, too. These countries offer a considerable
potential as TFD users due to non-established standards.

7. General conclusions and suggestions
about future activities
The results of the experimental campaign have fully
proven the validity of the Time & Frequency
Dissemination Methodology described in ESA patent
407 and the relevant achievable performances.
Moreover, the development of the equipments required
for the performance of the experiment allowed the
project team to acquire a very deep experience which
will be very valuable for the auspicated follow-on
phases.
This is particularly true in the case of the TDMA
terminals, which were fully developed in the frame of
the program due to the unavailability on the market of
equipments with the required characteristics.
The knowledge acquired will be of great help not only
in the development of the ground terminals but also in
the development of the flight terminals required by
system configurations with the on board clock module
located on board a satellite.
Moreover, the program due to its experimental nature
allowed to acquire a good experience on all the involved
topics, ranging from algorithms for Clocks locking,
Doppler effect compensation and technology aspects
related to the implementation of the system most critical
components.
New design ideas related, for example, to the PLL
architecture, have been generated which could allow to
increase further the performances achieved with the
current field trial configuration,.
The test campaign has also demonstrated that it is
possible to achieve valuable Time & Frequency
dissemination performances even in the Field Trial
configuration with the payload located on ground.
This is of major importance for short-medium term
follow-on activities because it was demonstrated that
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with this configuration, fully deployed on ground
without the need to fly an on-board clock module, it is
already possible to satisfy the requirements of a wide
range of potential users.
The field trial configuration might therefore be
upgraded in order to support a pre-operational Time &
Frequency Dissemination service without the need at
this time to build a flight version of the on-board clock
module.
The full validation of the system accuracy for
metrological applications will require experiments
involving independent and remotely located ground
stations.
This exercise could be performed in a fairly limited
timeframe and with an optimized budget due to the
expertise acquired during the Field Trail Program and
thanks to the predeveloped products.
The final goal of the program at medium-long term is
however to build a flight version of the on board clock
module and to fly it on a satellite in order to implement
the final configuration foreseen in the ESA 407 patent.
The early exploitation study has also shown that the
proposed
methodology
and
the
developed
instrumentation can be effectively applied in fields other
then the pure time and frequency dissemination, like for
example satellite precise ranging, and that it will
possible to apply this methodology also in applications
far beyond the earth environment, like in the case of
space exploration missions.
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Abstract
The use of GPS Carrier Phase (CP) techniques is now widely
accepted as an inexpensive and practical method to compare
time and frequencies over large distances. A collaboration between the Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern
(AIUB) and the Swiss Federal Oce of Metrology and Accreditation (METAS) has produced a dedicated Geodetic Time
Transfer Terminal (GeTT-Terminal) which was the subject of
earlier communications.
Whereas in the past these terminals have been used as mobile
units and deployed on various locations, a permanent station
has now been set up at METAS and shall become a site of the
International GPS Service (IGS) network. In parallel AIUB,
responsible for the development of the processing software and
the processing of the data, has improved the time and frequency transfer tools of its Bernese GPS Software package.
Small discontinuities in the resulting time series occur if
the data are analysed in daily independent computation
batches. Depending on the mean noise behaviour of the code
observations a magnitude of up to one nanosecond may result
for these articial \clock jumps". Implementations in the
Bernese GPS Software have been carried out to overcome the
day boundary discontinuities:
the hand{over of the receiver and satellite clock parameter
at midnight, and
the stacking of the ambiguity parameters at the day
boundaries.
For the geodetic time and frequency transfer these implementations allow to generate a solution for an innite time interval.
The paper describes the algorithms and focuses on an additional benet from these developments: A geodetic frequency
transfer solution can be computed based on the phase measurements only without using code data at all. In this case inconsistencies between the code and phase data caused by internal
receiver clock events will not aect the solution. The stacking of ambiguities at the boundaries of independently analysed
time intervals allows to generate a frequency transfer solution
for a long time interval that is only limited by a loss of lock to
all satellites.

1 Introduction
The Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern
(AIUB) and the Swiss Federal Oce of Metrology and Accreditation (METAS) have been collaborating for a long
time in the eld of geodetic time transfer, i.e. the use
of the GPS carrier phase observations for time transfer
(GPS CP). The development of the hardware was carried
out at METAS some years ago resulting in the so called
Geodetic Time Transfer Terminals (GeTT) (a description
may be found, e.g., in 1]). One of these devices has been
running since October 2003 (GPS station ID: WAB1) and
a second one since August 2004 (ID: WAB2) at METAS
in Bern, Wabern. It is planned for the near future to submit the data from WAB2 to the International GPS Service
(IGS).
At AIUB the capability of the clock estimation was implemented in the Bernese GPS Software package 2]. With
the Version 5.0 released last year to the user community
a high standard in the analysis of the GPS carrier phase
data for time and frequency transfer has been reached.
Since that time the development for a continuous time
and frequency transfer solution without discontinuities at
the day boundaries has been enforced. The algorithms are
summarized in Section 2.
One of the motivations for the collaboration between
AIUB and METAS is to compare the primary frequency
standard at METAS (FOCS-1, 3]) via GPS CP with similar devices of other metrology institutes. For this purpose a frequency transfer is sucient. The software developments for the continuous geodetic time transfer oer
the opportunity to compute a geodetic frequency transfer
solution for several days without using the pseudorange
measurements at all. In a conventional geodetic time or
frequency transfer solution the pseudorange data are analized together with the carrier phase measurements to get
access to the time information and to \connect" the independent daily solutions. This new approach is discussed
in Section 3.
To demonstrate the successful application of the geodetic
frequency transfer using only the phase data, four weeks
in autumn 2004 (MJD 53303 to 53330) are selected. A
number of IGS stations mainly located at time laborato117
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REYK
QAQ1

PTBB
NPLD
BRUS
OPMT
WAB2
IENG

ALGO
NISU

USN3

Figure 1: Location of the IGS stations included in the network
analysis

ries are analysed in a network solution together with the
GeTT data at METAS (see Figure 1). The GPS receivers
at BRUS (ORB, Brussels, Belgium), NISU (NIST, Boulder, Co., USA), NPLD (NPL, Teddington, UK), OPMT
(OP, Paris, France), USN3 (USNO, Washington, DC,
USA), and WAB2 (CH, Wabern, Switzerland) are driven
by H-Maser clocks whereas the GPS receivers at PTBB
(PTB, Braunschweig, Germany) and IENG (IEN, Torino,
Italy) are connected to a Cesium standard. All these sites
are equipped with ASHTECH Z-XII3T receivers except
NISU.

2 Continuous
Transfer

Geodetic

Time

Using the GPS carrier phase measurements (GPS CP)
very accurate results for time and frequency transfer can
be achieved because of the low noise of the phase observations. The draw-back is that the estimated receiver and
satellite clock corrections are correlated one-by-one with
the unknown phase ambiguity parameter. This means
that only the change of the clock corrections from epochto-epoch can be derived from the phase data with high
accuracy. If the phase ambiguity parameters to all satellites in view have to be reinitialized at one epoch independent pieces of high accuracy epoch-to-epoch solution
for the clock correction arise. This is, e.g., the case if
the receiver loses the lock to all satellites or if the data
are processed in independent processing ows (e.g., daily
computing batches).
To get access to the absolute value of the clock corrections
the GPS pseudorange measurements (code data) are included in the clock estimation with a proper weighting
according to their higher noise level. Consequently the
accuracy of the geodetic time transfer depends on the
mean noise behaviour of the code measurements in the
time interval of an independent piece of high accuracy
epoch-to-epoch solution mainly obtained from the phase
data. Independent pieces of the epoch-to-epoch solution
from phase data are connected by the estimated absolute
values for clock corrections from the code data for each
piece. Therefore, small discontinuities in the time series

of the clock corrections may result depending on the noise
behaviour of the code measurements. Assuming a daily
independent processing scheme discontinuities at the day
boundaries have usually a magnitude of up to 1 ns 4].
In fact, the day boundary discontinuities induced by the
daily independent processing strategies are one of the
main issues limiting the geodetic time transfer method.
Several strategies to overcome these discontinuities have
been discussed by dierent groups within the last years:
solutions for multiple days in one analysis step, baselinewise concatenation of daily solutions by applying osets
estimated from overlapping analysed time intervals (e.g.,
5]). In both cases important advantages of the geodetic
time transfer are lost: a consistent network solution for
all contributing receiver and satellite clocks can in fact be
computed for a long time interval with a high sampling
without any assuptions to the epoch-to-epoch clock characteristics.
At AIUB a number of developments in the Bernese GPS
Software have been carried out within the last year to
overcome the day boundary discontinuities already in the
data analysis. The advantage is that the correlations between the parameters can correctly be considered and that
no further steps after the processing are necessary to generate a continuous time series of clock corrections. The
algorithms can be applied for a data analysis over a long
time span.

Parameter hand-over

If an epoch (e.g., the midnight epoch) is included in the
processing of the data from consecutive days the estimates
for the parameters at midnight (including the clock corrections) from one day can be introduced directly for the
parameter estimation of the following day. This implementation is easy to understand because for each epoch
there is exactly one set of clock corrections results (an extended description of the algorithm is given in 6]). There
are two disadvantages in this strategy: the continuity depends on the availability of the observations of a single
epoch (e.g., the midnight epoch is missing in the datasets
from a number of IGS stations) and no data after the
midnight epoch contribute to the solution for this particular epoch (an extension of the algorithm that xes this
problem is reported in 7]).

Ambiguity stacking

The main problem when dividing the phase data into independent time intervals for processing is that the continuous phase ambiguity parameters are interrupted at the
day boundaries. To reconcatenate these parameters in
the analysis is simple in principle but needs a very involved bookkeeping in the analysis software. In addition
it is crucial to check that the ambiguity parameters can be
connected (no cycle slip event and no internal receiver initialization at midnight). The number of parameters that
have to be handled to generate a continuous solution is
118
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3 Geodetic Frequency Transfer
The new developments in the Bernese GPS Software allow to generate a continuous solution across day boundaries without limitation for the processed time interval. If
the absolute time information is not required (frequency
transfer) the code observations are not necessary at all.
Since the ambiguity parameters can be connected at the
day boundaries a geodetic frequency transfer solution covering several weeks or months can be generated using
phase observations only. The only limitation is the loss
of the ambiguities for all satellites in view at one epoch
due to a receiver reset or due to the loss of lock to all
satellites. The benets from a phase-only solution are obvious:
As in the geodetic applications only the phase data
of the geodetic receivers are used depending on the
receiver type the quality of the code data varies considerably. The noisy code observations are not introduced into the analysis.
Inconsistencies between the internal receiver clock for
code and phase measurements do not aect the solution no additional ambiguities for all satellites have
to be introduced to restore the consistency in a common analysis.
In contrast to code observations the impact of multipath and other related eects on the solution is much
smaller for phase data. Because of the application
of cycle slip detection algorithms the impact on the
nal solution cannot exceed the half of a wavelength
in any case 8].
For most stations in Figure 1 providing the test dataset
a continuous geodetic frequency transfer solution without
disconnected ambiguity parameters could be generated for
the four weeks period analysed here for demonstration (see

0.5

BRUS − WAB2 in ns

much higher than in the parameter hand-over procedure
but the ambiguity stacking is more robust with respect to
any (non-detected) data problem. A detailed description
of the algorithm is given in 7].

0.4
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Figure 3: Comparison of dierent analysis methods for the
baseline WAB2 to BRUS. A polynomial of second degree
was subtracted for generating the plot.
Gray line: Geodetic time transfer results obtained from
daily independent solutions (classical GPS CP analysis)
Black line: Geodetic frequency transfer results obtained
from a solution with continuously connected ambiguity
parameters using only the phase measurements (new analysis strategy)

Figure 2). The interrupts at the IGS station NISU are
associated with tracking problems of the receiver.
Figure 3 shows the geodetic frequency transfer solution
(black line) of the baseline from WAB2 to BRUS (distance 487 km) where the ambiguity parameter at the midnight epochs are connected and where only the phase
observations are used. For comparison a conventional
GPS CP solution (gray line) is superposed. Code and
phase data are analysed together in daily independent solutions. The original clock dierence time series mainly
shows a parabolic behaviour. Because both GPS receivers
are driven by H-masers this can be interpreted as a frequency drift of the external clocks. Because the main
interest in our study is the behaviour of the frequency
transfer analysis methods a polynomial of second degree
was subtracted from the computed clock dierence time
series.
An expected consequence from connecting the ambiguity
parameters at the midnight epoch is that the day boundary discontinuities of the daily independent solutions vanish. Whereas the discontinuities for the daily independent geodetic time transfer solution reach values up to
0.3 ns (for other baselines up to 1 ns) they are smaller
than 0.01 ns for the geodetic frequency transfer solution
using only the phase data. The remaining small discontinuities are caused by the introduced orbits and station
positions which stem from independently computed threeday solutions.
In a next step the dierences between the time transfer solution from the daily independent, combined anal2004−300
2004−305
2004−310
2004−315
2004−320
2004−325
ysis of code and phase measurements (classical setup for
Day of year
GPS CP) and the frequency transfer solution using only
Figure 2: Time intervals continuisly connected by phase ambi- phase data (new GPS CP analysis) can be computed for
guity parameters for the geodetic frequency transfer solu- each epoch (see Figure 4). Individual mean dierences for
tion
each day are caused by the mean noise behaviour of the
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code measurements of the day in the classical GPS CP
analysis. They result in the day boundary discontinuities at the midnigth epochs. In addition a pattern within
each day can be seen. The hardware conguration as well
as the data are identical for both solutions except that
code measurements are used only in one of both solutions.
The code data are very noisy compared to the phase measurements. That's why they are introduced with a lower
weight into the common data analysis. Nevertheless, the
code measurements seem to cause an additional noise of
the combined solution with a magnitude of about 50 ps to
0.1 ns. One reason is that code data is much more aected
by multipath eects than phase observations.
To compare the noise behaviour of the daily independent
time transfer solutions based on code and phase data with
that of the frequency transfer results obtained with continuously connected ambiguity parameters using only phase
measurements the Allan variance for both solution types is
computed and shown in Figure 5. Before computing the
Allan variance a polynomial of second degree was subtracted.
In Figure 5(a) the Allan variance for the baseline from
WAB2 to BRUS is displayed. ( ) reaches 10;15 after an
averaging time of about 30 hours for the daily independent
solutions using code and phase data. With the new analysis strategy with connected ambiguity parameters using
only phase observations ( ) reaches 10;15 after an averaging time of about 12 hours. The limit of 10;15 for ( )
for this baseline can be attributed to the GPS receiver
clock driven by H-masers at both sites (see the time series
in Figure 3).
In the case of the baseline from WAB2 to NISU (see
Figure 5(b), distance 7743 km) ( ) reaches 10;15 after
100000 seconds but it continues to decrease for longer averaging time intervals. Because of interrupts in the continuity of the connected phase ambiguity parameters for
station NISU (see Figure 2) the Allan variance for long
time intervals (several days) is not well determined. The

100000

1000000

(a) Baseline WAB2 to BRUS
1e−12

Allan Variance σ(τ)

Figure 4: Dierences between the daily independent geodetic
time transfer solutions from a common analysis of the
code and phase data and the geodetic frequency transfer
solution with continuously connected ambiguity parameters obtained from phase measurements only for the baseline WAB2 to BRUS.
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(b) Baseline WAB2 to NISU

Figure 5: Allan variances for the geodetic time transfer solution
analysing the code and phase data together (gray lines)
and the geodetic frequency transfer solution obtained only
from phase measurements (black lines). A polynomial of
second degree was subtracted from the time series before
computing the Allan variances.

Allan variance for the daily independent, combined code
and phase solution is aected by about one hour of corrupted code observations that clock jumps { likely of the
internal receiver clock because nothing is known about
events at the H-maser in NIST for that epoch { of about
minus and plus 10 ns at day of year 306.

4 Code and Phase Consistency
As reported in 6] inconsistencies between code and phase
measurement of a geodetic GPS receiver may occasionally
occur. As a consequence for geodetic time and frequency
transfer, code and phase data refer to dierent clocks after internal receiver clock events. To recover consistency
the ambiguity parameters for all satellites have to be interrupted at the epoch of the internal receiver clock event
when analysing code and phase data together.
Geodetic frequency transfer { as described in this paper
{ is not aected by such events because only the phase
measurements are used. On the other hand independent
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Figure 6: Dierences between a phase-only frequency transfer and a code-only time transfer solution for the baseline WAB2 to BRUS. Both solutions are computed with
identical geometrical information (satellite orbits, station
positions, and troposphere parameters).

(a) Geodetic time transfer solution using the code and phase
measurements in a common data analysis. A polynomial of
second degree was subtracted for plotting.

OPMT − WAB2 in ns
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Code only solution
Phase only solution

8

solutions using only the code and only the phase data can
be generated. If all geometry information from the phaseonly solution is introduced into a code-only solution that
only solves for the receiver and satellite clocks. A comparison of both the estimates clock corrections from both
solutions oers the possibility to compare the internal receiver clock as it is seen by the code and the phase data.
The dierence is expected to be a constant oset for all
time intervals connected by phase ambiguity parameters.
Day of year 2004
The reason is that the phase-only solution refers to any
(b) Geodetic frequency transfer solution using only the phase
undened clock value because of the one-to-one correlameasurements with connected ambiguity parameters (black
tion of the phase ambiguity and the clock parameters.
line) and a corresponding code-only time transfer solution
The noise in the dierence originates from the code-only
(gray dots). A polynomial of second degree was subtracted
solution.
for plotting.
In Figure 6 the dierences between a phase-only frequency
transfer and a code-only time transfer solution are displayed for the baseline WAB2 to BRUS. As expected the
graph shows a wide scatter around a constant oset. For
both stations no interrupts occured in the phase ambiguity
parameters for all satellites in the analyzed time interval
(see Figure 2). That's why no discontinuity in the dierences can be found. In addition, no signicant trend in the
oset can be detected which conrms the consistency of
the code and phase measurements during the four weeks
for this baseline.
The results of the common analysis of the code and phase
Day of year 2004
measurements in daily independent solutions for the baseline from WAB2 to OPMT (distance 438 km) displayed in
(c) Dierences between a phase-only frequency transfer and a
Figure 7(a) show day boundary discontinuities { as excode-only time transfer solution. Both solutions are computed
pected { below 0.5 ns for most of the midnight epochs.
with identical geometrical information (satellite orbits, station
positions, and troposphere parameters).
Three large jumps can, however, be observed: ;1.0 ns at
the midnight epoch for day of year 301, ;0.6 ns for 302,
and +1.6 ns for 303. The phase ambiguity parameters for Figure 7: Comparison of dierent solution types for the basethese midnight epochs are connected and thus the phaseline WAB2 to OPMT
only frequency transfer solution is continuous for this time
interval (black line in Figure 7(b)). On the other hand the
code-only time transfer solution shows two discontinuities and 302.3 which can clearly be seen in the dierences bewith a magnitude of about 5 ns at the epochs 301.8 tween the code-only and the phase-only solution shown in
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Figure 7(c). No event in the hardware conguration at OP
is known to have occured at these epochs. Because of the
continuous change in the dierence between the code-only
and the phase-only solution environmental eects inuencing multipath eects are a likely cause In fact, code
measurements are much more sensitive to multipath than
phase observations. Figure 7(a) shows that also the results
from a combined analysis of the code and phase measurements may be aected. It is therefore preferable to use
only the phase measurements for the geodetic frequency
transfer whenever possible.
Receiver clock events leading to an inconsistency between
code and phase data were not detected in the analysed
four weeks of data. A number of millisecond jumps (see
6] for more details) are detected in the measurements of
stations NPLD (day of year 300 and 317) and OPMT (day
of year 300) that are corrected in the phase observations.

5 Summary
With the latest developments of the Bernese GPS Software
concerning the estimation of receiver and satellite clock
corrections it is possible to connect the phase ambiguity
parameters at the boundaries of independently analysed
daily data pieces. As long as the receiver does not reinitialize the phase observations counter and no interruption
in the observations to the satellites for any other reasons
occur, time series of clock corrections with continuous ambiguity parameters can be generated for several weeks or
even months. If absolute time information is not needed a
geodetic frequency transfer solution can be computed for
such a time interval without using the code measurements
at all.
In contrast to the classical geodetic solution based on a
common analysis of code and phase data the geodetic frequency transfer solution using only the phase observations
has no day boundary discontinuities, a lower noise level
in the estimated time series of receiver clock dierences,
and a lower sensibility to multipath eects. It is therefore preferable to use only the phase measurements for
the geodetic frequency transfer whenever possible.
For the remote comparison between Cesium Fountain Primary Frequency Standards between four European National Metrological Institutes and NIST in November 2004
the geodetic frequency transfer solution was computed using only the phase measurements applying the analysis
strategy described in this paper. In 9] the solution is
compared with the results obtained from other independent time transfer techniques (in particular TWSTFT and
GPS P3).
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Abstract— In this paper we present a model describing the
mode splitting effect in a whispering gallery mode resonator.
The whispering gallery mode is represented by a equivalent
transmission line ring resonator in which a localized perturbation
is introduced. This perturbation induces a coupling between the
two counter propagating waves which in turn lifts the degeneracy
of the whispering gallery modes. This simple model explains
almost all the line shapes experimentaly observed. It shows in a
straightforward way how the coupling on the two twin modes are
affected by changing the coupling probe and the perturbation
angular positions. In that sense it is usefull to make easier
the resonator adjustment. Moreover the same approach can be
used to simulate any microstrip ring resonator with localized
perturbation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mode degeneracy is common to any cylindrical ring
resonator structure. Any geometrical imperfection affecting
the resonator cylindrical symmetry lifts this degeneracy
and each resonance splits in two modes. This problem is
particularely prejudicial to high–Q Whispering Gallery (WG)
mode sapphire resonators. Indeed at cryogenic temperature
these microwave resonators present Q–factors in excess of
107 and a resonnance doublet is observed for every WG mode
[1]. In high quality sapphire resonator the mode splitting
ranges from few Hz to few kHz changing from a mode to an
other. If the distance between the two twin modes is of the
order of their bandwidth their line shapes are distorded which
can affect the effective Q–factor. Moreover the coupling
factors of the two modes obtained at low temperature are
hardly pretictible. As even a 10kHz splitting is not observable
at room temperature, it is impossible to favour only one mode
by adjusting the coupling before cooling. The coupling factors
depend on the angular position of the coupling probes and of
the dominant perturbation causing the mode splitting. Since
the latter is not known, the experimentalist is confronted to
a three varying angular parameters problem which can be
hardly solved with several iterations.
Although based on very basic assumptions, the model
presented in this paper correctly explains the mode splitting
and the line shapes experimentally observed. It then
contributes to understand the changes in coupling and in line
shapes during the resonator adjustment step.

It should be noted that one elegant solution to solve the
problem of mode splitting has been proposed in [2]. A
localized dielectric perturbation was added to the sapphire
resonator. By rotating this perturbation with respect to the
coupling structures, it is possible to provide controlled
coupling to only mode. Our model provides another
representation of this mode selection principle.
Eventually, this model can be applied to microstrip ring
resonators which are commonly used to stabilize microwave
oscillators, design filters [3], measure dielectric constant of
materials or to characterized high–TC superconducting films
[4], [5]
II. M ODE

SPLITTING EFFECT

A. Model for the WG Mode Resonator
A microwave high–Q WG mode resonator is composed by
a sapphire rod machined in a low defect Al2 O3 single crystal.
A resonator diameter R of 30–50mm and a thickness h of 15–
30mm are typical for X–band operation. The C-axis of the
crystal is parallel to rod axis z within less than 1◦ . Quasi–
TE (W GEm,l,n ) or quasi–TM (W GHm,n,l ) can be excited in
the rod depending on the coupling structure. The subscripts
m, n and l refer respectively to the azimuthal, radial and axial
variation of the electromagnetic field components. The usefull
modes are characterized by m ≥ 5 and l = n = 0. In this case
the mode energy density is confined between the cylindrical
dielectric–air boundary ρ = R and the inner caustic surface
ρ = RC (see Fig. 1). Elsewhere the waves are evanescent and
the Q–factor is essentially limited by the sapphire dielectric
loss. The sapphire rod is generally placed in the center of a
metallic cavity which has a low influence on the frequency
and on the Q-factor of the high azimutal order WG modes.
In a standing waves WG mode resonator, two counter–
propagating waves are allowed to travel in the sapphire rod as
guided in a bent waveguide forming a ring. The height of this
waveguide is h whereas its width is R − Rc which depends on
the caustic radius and then on the considered WG mode. This
waveguide ring can be linken to an equivalent transmission
line ring (TLR) (see Fig. 2). The length and the characteristic
impedance ZC of the transmission line depends on the WG
mode we consider. If necessary these parameters could be
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Fig. 1.
The Whispering Gallery Mode Resonator seen as a dielectric
waveguide ring resonator.

Fig. 3.

b+

Perturbation on the propagation line

the perturbation plane are given by:

a+

θ=

T=

a−

0

Fig. 2. The Whispering Gallery Mode Resonator seen as a propagation line
ring resonator

determined from the waveguide model of the WG resonator
[6].
To describe the waves in the resonator the azimutal angle
θ is the relevant parameter. The plane θ = 0 corresponds
to the location of the resonator coupling element. In this
plane two counter–propagating waves are generated with
the same amplitude and the same phase. Using the classical
scattered waves formalism we define in any plane θ the
incident a+ (θ), a− (θ) and the reflected waves b+ (θ), b− (θ).
At resonance the phase shift Φ accumulated by the waves
during one revolution along the ring should be equal to 2mπ.
Indeed the incident waves should verify:
(
a− (θ) = a− (θ)e− jΦ
=⇒ Φ = 2mπ
(1)
a+ (θ) = a+ (θ)e− jΦ
In a perfect sapphire crystal the two counter–propagating
waves a− (θ) and a+ (θ) are completely independant. The
position of the nodes of the stationnary wave pattern is only
set by the resonator coupling structure located at θ = 0. Along
the ring the voltage is :
V (θ) =

a− (θ) + a+ (θ)
√
= V (0) cos mθ
ZC

(2)

B. Ring resonator with a localized perturbation
A discontinuity in the propagation line such as a localized
change in the waveguide dimensions or in the dielectric
constant can be represented by a reactance jX shunting the
line (see Fig. 3). A wave approching the discontinuity from
either side is then partially reflected and partially transmitted.
The two counter propagating waves are now coupled.
Taking x = X/ZC the normalized reactance value of X, the
transmission coefficient T and the reflexion coefficient Γ of

2 jx
1 + 2 jx

;

Γ=−

1
1 + 2 jx

(3)

The equations (1) have to be modified to take into account
the coupling between the two counter–propagating waves.
The resonace condition is now given by:
(
a− (θ) = Ta− (θ)e− jΦ + Γa+ (θ)e− jΦ
(4)
a+ (θ) = Γa− (θ)e− jΦ + Ta+ (θ)e− jΦ
The resolution of these coupled equations is straightforward.
The equation system (4) has a non–trivial solution only if
e jΦ = T ± Γ. Then a resonance occurs for two values of the
phase shift Φ. Assuming a small perturbation , i.e. x  1,
the phase shift can be approximated by Φ = 2mπ + δΦ where
δΦ  1. The two resonant modes are then given by:
(
e jΦ = T − Γ =⇒ Φ = 2mπ
=⇒ δΦ = 0
(5)
e jΦ = T + Γ =⇒ Φ = 2mπ + 1x =⇒ δΦ = 1x
If νm is the W Gm,0,0 mode frequency for the unperturbed
resonator mode, the value of mode splitting δν due to the
presence of a small perturbation is given by:
δΦ
1
δν
=
=
νm
Φ
2mπx

(6)

The degeneracy is lifted by the perturbation and two
resonances separated in frequency by δν can be observed.
The frequencies of the two twin modes are:
(1)

νm = ν m

(2)

νm = ν m 1 +

Mode WGm,0,0 :
Mode WGm,0,0 :

(1)

(2)

1 
2mπx

A typical mode doublet for a 50 mm diameter, 30 mm
thick sapphire resonator at 4.2K is presented in figure 4.
The W GH16,0,0 mode doublet is characterized by a frequency
ν16 = 11.425GHz and a mode splitting δν ≈ 24kHz. The Q–
factor for the two twin modes are of the order of 450 × 106.
A perturbation such as x = 5 × 104 is sufficient to induce
the 24kHz mode splitting. The modulus of the corresponding
reflexion coefficient is |Γ| ≈ 1 × 10−4 (swr=1.0002) which is
a very low value.
The voltage at the discontinuity can easily be calculated.
For the first solution for which the resonator phase shift
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Fig. 4. W GH16,0,0 mode doublet for a 50 mm diameter, 30 mm thick sapphire
resonator at 4.2K. This plot represents the magnitude of the resonator S 21
coefficient around 11,425 GHz (center frequency). The frequency span is
10kHz. The verticale scale is 10dB/div and the reference value (center of
the screen) is -60dB
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A. Resonator coupling and losses
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To go further in the description of the WG resonator we have
to take into account the energy losses in the resonator itself and
in the external circuit and then to define unloaded and loaded
Q–factors. Assuming the losses homogeneous in the sapphire
rod, the wave attenuation for one revolution is noted α. After
one revolution a wave will be then attenuated by a factor e−α .
The resonator coupling is generally ensured by coaxial probes
as small magnetic loops or a straight antennas. In the coupling
plane two counter–propagating waves a1 and a2 are generated
in the sapphire rod (Fig 5A). To be consistent with the TLR
description of the WG resonator we replace the actual coupling
structure by an equivalent adjacent transmission line feeded by
a 180◦ hybrid coupler (Fig. 5B).
The scattering parameters describing the coupling between
the adjacent line and the resonator are deduced from the theory
of the directional couplers. The different waves in the coupling
plane verify the following equation [7]:


a1

√
1 − k2

III. F ULL RESONATOR

jk

√
1 − k2

remains unchanged, i.e. Φ = 2mπ, there is a voltage node
in the plan of the perturbation. Conversely for the second
mode, i.e. Φ = 2mπ + 1/x, there is an voltage antinode at
the discontinuity. In the perturbed resonator the position of
the standing wave pattern is no longer determined by the
coupling system.

b0e

√
1 − k2

Fig. 5.

jk

b0e

be

e−(α+ jΦ)

b1

a2

jk

e−(α+ jΦ)

a1

b1

Fig. 6. Equivalent flow graph of the one port whispering gallery mode
resonator. As an example the path P linking the input wave ain to the
circulating wave a1 is depicted in bold line. The loop L represents the
recycling of the counter clockwise waves in the resonator.

In this graph the two indenpendant pathes correspond to
the two counter–propagating waves travelling indenpendanlty
in the rod. By appling the Mason’s rule [8], any wave can be
determined as a function of the input wave ain . For example,
the transmission function from ain to a1 may be written as :
P
jk
e−(α+ jΦ)
a1
√
=
=√
ain
1−L
2 1 − 1 − k2e−(α+ jΦ)

(7)

where P defines the only path linking ain to a1 . This path is
depicted in bold in the figure 6. L is the signal loop describing
 the recycling of the clockwise travelling waves.

 
jk
ae
2
  a0 
0
By taking the absolute value squared aain1 and calculating
× e 
√
a1
1 − k2 
the half power points, we derived the loaded Q–factor:
a2
0
p√

The parameter k is the voltage coupling coefficient. It depends
on the geometry and on the distance separating the dielectric
rod and the coupling line. It is now straightforward to represent
the resonator and its coupling structure by the signal flow
graph given in Fig. 6:

QL = mπ

1 − k2 e−α
√
1 − 1 − k2 e−α

(8)

which is consistent with the travelling wave model presented
in [9]. By assuming a low loss resonator, i.e α is small, the
expressions given both the unloaded and loaded Q–factors
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have been derived:
mπ
α

;

QL =

Q0
(1 + k2 /2α)

(9)

The coupling coefficient to the resonator is then: β = k 2 /2α.
B. Two ports resonator with a localized perturbation
In high stability oscillator applications, the WG mode
resonator is generally configured as a two ports resonator
implemented in the positive feedback loop of a microwave
amplifier. Setting as previously the input coupling probe in
the plane θ = 0, we note ψ the angular position of the output
coupling probe and ϕ the position of the localized perturbation.
The two port resonator is schematized as shown in figure 7.
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Fig. 7.

(11c)

By applying the Mason’s rules the resonator transmission
coefficient S21 is calculated:
S21 =

bout
P1 (1 − L1 ) + P2(1 − L2) + P3 + P4 + P5
=
ain
1 − L 1 − L 2 − L 3 + L 1 L2

(12)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
a3

a1

L3 = (1 − k12 )(1 − k22)Γ2 e−2(α+ jΦ)

b4

a6

ψ

(11b)

This coefficient can be computed as a function of the phase
shift Φ and for different values of the parameters x, α, k1 and
k2 .

bout
jk2

q
q
1 − k12 1 − k22 T e−(α+ jΦ)

L2 =

ain

Full TLR model for the Whispering Gallery Mode Resonator

The equivalent signal flow graph is given in figure 8.
In order to simplify the discussion we asssumed that the
impedances connected at the resonator input and output ports
are perfectly matched. Then aout = 0.
To derive from this flow graph the resonator transmission
coefficient S21 = bout /ain , we have to search for all the
different paths linking the input wave ain to the output one
bout . Five independant pathes can be identified:
k1 k2 −(α+ jΦ) ψ
2π
P1 = −
e
2
ψ
k1 k2
P2 = −
T e−(α+ jΦ)(1− 2π )
2
q
ϕ
ψ
k1 k2
P3 = −
1 − k12 Γ e−(α+ jΦ)(2− π + 2π )
2
q
ϕ
ψ
k1 k2
1 − k22 Γ e−(α+ jΦ)( π − 2π )
P4 = −
2
q
q
ψ
k1 k2
1 − k12 1 − k22 Γ2 e−(α+ jΦ)(2− 2π )
P5 = −
2

To test the validity of our model we conducted experimental
measurements at room temperature on the W GH5,0,0 mode
of a resonator constituted of a cylindrical sapphire crystal
50mm diameter and 20mm height. This resonator was placed
in the center of a copper cavity 100mm diameter and 40mm
height. Two coaxial antennas parallel to the cylindrical axis are
anchored in each cavity lids to perform the resonator coupling.
For the unperturbed resonator this mode is characterized
by a frequency of 4.866GHz and a unloaded Q–factor of
290.000. As the actual non homogeneities of the crystal are
not sufficient to give an observable mode splitting at room
temperature we force a perturbation by gluing a small aluminia
pie shapped piece on the sapphire rod as depicted in figure 9.
The sapphire crystal and the output probe can be rotated. A
dial bearing an angular mark every 5◦ has been attached to
external face of the cavity bottow lid. A pointer attached to
the piece mainting the sapphire allows the measure of ϕ. In
this section the angle are given in degres(◦) to be consistent
with the experimental values.
output port








 

perturbation

20 mm

Q0 =

Moreover waves recycling occurs in three different loops
defined by:
q
q
L1 = 1 − k12 1 − k22 T e−(α+ jΦ)
(11a)

4 mm
e =0.6 mm

(10a)

Input port

(10b)
(10c)

sapphire

copper

(10d)
(10e)

Fig. 9. Experimental set-up. The two angles Ψ and φ can be independantly
adjusted
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Fig. 8. Signal flow graph for the full TLR model of the Whispering Gallery Mode Resonator. As an example the bold line represents the path P 1 , the dashed
line depicts the loop L3 . As we assumed a perfectly matched load at the output port (aout = 0), the signal pathes emerging from aout (dotted lines) are not
taken into account in the calculation.

Firstly, the resonator without the perturbation was placed
in the cavity. We roughly set the two antennas diametrally
opposed; i.e. Ψ ≈ 180◦. By rotating the output probe, we
adjusted the angle Ψ to minimize the resonator insertion losses
for the W GH5,0,0 mode. Indeed every WG mode presents an
antinode diametrally opposed to the input coupling structure.
For Ψ exactly equal to 180◦ the insertion losses should be
minimized. The ouput probe position was marked out and the
upper lid removed to install the dielectric perturbation. With
the dielectric perturbation in place, the measured frequency
separation between the two twin modes is δν = 385kHz. The
bandwidth of the two twin modes is 35kHz which corresponds
to a loaded Q–factor of 140,000. The resonator coupling
coefficients have been set to β1 = β2 = 0.5. The unloaded Q–
factor is then 280,000 which don’t differ notably from the Q–
factor of the unperturbed resonator. By applying the equations
(6) and (9) we deduced the set of TLR model parameters:
m = 5;
x = 400,

α = 5.6 × 10−5;

ν5 = 4.866GHz
k1 = k2 = 0.0075

These parameters have been used to compute the scattering
coefficients from equation (12) setting Ψ = 180◦. The comparison between the experimental and theoritical transmission
coefficient modules are given in figure 10.
As previously stated, the position of the nodes and antinodes for each mode are determined by the position of the
perturbation plane, i.e. angle ϕ. The antinodes planes for each
mode are represented in figure (11) for three positions of the
perturbation plane. When ϕ = 18◦, the two antennas assumed
to be diametrally opposed are in the antinode plane of the
(1)
mode W GH5,0,0 . In this case, we should only observe one
resonance centered on the frequency ν5 . When the perturbation
plane is rotated antennas couple the two twin modes. The exact
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Fig. 10. Comparison between experimental and theoritical S21 coefficients
assuming Ψ = 180◦ .

coupling coefficients for these modes depend on ϕ. When
φ = 36◦ the two antennas couple only the perturbed mode
at ν5 + δν.
That is exactly what we observed when ϕ was varied
from 20◦ to 50◦. We note that for 20◦ only one mode is
(1)
strongly coupled. This mode corresponds to the W GH5,0,0
mode which is at the same frequency than the W GH5,0,0
mode of the unperturbed resonator. When ϕ is increased
(2)
the coupling for this mode decreases whereas the W GH5,0,0
◦
mode appears. Eventually when 36 , the second mode only
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(1)

W GH5;0;0 antinode plane

(2)
W GH5;0;0

0dB
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Fig. 11. Rotation of the perturbation plane. The two antennas are assumed
to be diametrally opposed: Ψ = 180◦ . Dashed lines: antinode planes for the
(1)
(2)
W GH5,0,0 mode at ν5 . Solid lines: antinode planes for the W GH5,0,0 mode at
ν5 + δν.
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V. C ONCLUSION
A simple model for the mode splitting effect in a whispering
galery mode resonator has been presented. The dielectric whispering galery mode resonator is represented by an equivalent
transmission line ring resonator where a single perturbation
is located. This perturbation is responsible for the coupling
of the two counter propagating waves allowed to propagate
in the ring. This coupling modifies the resonance condition
and then each resonator mode splits in a doublet. In our
model the resonator coupling structures have been represented
by two adjacent transmission lines. The full resonator model
has been analysed with the flow graph method to express
the quadrupole scaterring parameters as a function of the
resonator geometry. A dedicated experiment has been realized
to verify the theoretical prediction. Measured and calculated
scaterring parameters agree very well demonstrating thus the
validity of our assumptions. The principle advantage of our
model is its simplicity. The parameters of the model are
simply deduced from frequency and Q-factors experimental

ϕ = 40◦

4.866GHz

Ψ = 183◦

4.867GHz

ϕ = 50◦

−80dB
0dB
−40dB

4.866GHz

Afterwards, we realized that the adjustement method we
used to set Ψ ≈ 180◦ was not very efficient. It is not very
sensitive with respect to the angle Ψ and moreover the
resonator insertion losses can be affected by the presence
of spurious modes and by the geometrical defaults of the
structure. By making more carefull angle measurements we
deduced that the actual angle was Ψ = 183◦ ± 1◦ . We then
repeated the simulation with Ψ = 183◦ . The calculated spectra
better fit with the experiments as demonstrated in figure (12).

Ψ = 183◦

calculation
4.867GHz

−40dB

−80dB calculation

remains observable. This behavior is well represented by the
simulation although some discrepancies exist. Especially for
ϕ = 20◦ , the small S–shaped resonance corresponding to the
second mode and appearing in the right wing of the main
resonance is not correctly represented by the model. Moreover
for the other ϕ values the calcultated relative amplitudes of
the two twin modes differ from the experimental data.

4.866GHz

calculation
4.867GHz

4.866GHz

calculation
4.867GHz

4.866GHz

4.867GHz

Fig. 12. Comparison between experimental and theoritical S21 coefficients
assuming Ψ = 183◦ .

measurements. By comparing the experimental and theoretical
scaterring parameters it is then possible to deduce the angular
position of the main perturbation. The resonator can then be
rotated to adjust the coupling on one mode of the doublet.
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Abstract— Residual paramagnetic impurities are present in
high quality sapphire crystal. This phenomenom was exploited as
paramagnetic spin compensation at liquid helium temperature to
build a high Q Cryogenic Sapphire Resonator Oscillator (CSRO).
In this paper we present the characterization of an intentionally
Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator oscillator. The 12.7 GHz mode
operates at 34K and exhibits a frequency stability order 2×10−13
for 8s < τ < 20s with the use of a Gifford-MacMahon cryocooler
as a cold source. This corresponds to state-of-the-art line splitting
of the order of 10−7 . A second experiment with a Pulse Tube
cryocooler shows a short term frequency instability improvement.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last few years a lot of work has been done to develop ultra stable microwave sapphire-resonator oscillators at
temperatures achievable with commercial cryocoolers or with
a solid nitrogen bath. For temperatures above 10K the high
frequency-temperature sensitivity of Whispering Gallery Mode
Sapphire Resonators (WGMSR) means that the development
of thermal compensation techniques are necessary to obtain
high frequency stability. Various methods of temperature compensation are described in the literature: mechanical compensation [1], a composite resonator comprising monocrystalline
sapphire and rutile [2], a dual mode compensation technique
which implements two orthogonal Whispering Gallery (WG)
modes [3] and a deposition of a thin film of rutile on sapphire
single crystal [4].
In contrast, at liquid helium temperature the presence of
residual paramagnetic impurities [5] (a few ppm concentration
of Ti3+ ,Cr3+ , Fe3+ , Mo3+ , ...) in high quality sapphire crystal
provides temperature compensation of the mode frequencies in
the range 5-13K, without the complication of imposing other
conditions mentioned above.
A few years ago, Hartnett and Tobar [6] have shown that 0.03
- 0.1 % doping by weight of Ti3+ ions in pure monocrystalline
sapphire gave frequency temperature compensation in the 20 77K range, with quality factors of a few million . The principal
advantages of such resonator are the monolithic structure (less
sensitive to vibrations) and the small thermal time constant
between the sapphire and the perturbation (Ti3+ ions).
In this paper we present the characterization of a Ti3+ doped
sapphire resonator oscillator (as opposed to one with residual
impurities). Two configurations are compared : the use of

Gifford-MacMahon (GM) and Pulse Tube (PT) cryocoolers as
cold sources. The resonator parameters, electronic noise floor
and relative frequency stability are also given.
II. R ESONATOR
The resonator consists of a HEMEX Ti3+ doped sapphire
single crystal (0.1% by weight) disk of 25 mm diameter
and 20 mm high mounted in a silver plated OFHC copper
cavity. Two magnetic loops in the sapphire equatorial plane are
used to excite the Hϕ component of the operating mode (the
quasi–transverse magnetic field WGH8,0,0 ) at 12.7093 GHz. A
drawing of the resonator is shown in figure 1.

Cavity Axis

E modes
excited with loops

Doped crystal
Cavity

Thermal regulated base plate
Fig. 1.

Schematic diagram of the Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator.

Then the resonator was fixed to the cold finger of a GM cryocooler. Heaters and a "Cernox" sensor, with 1mK resolution
at 34K, were anchored in the cold finger to enable temperature
stabilization using a commercial Proportional Integral Derivate
(PID) controller. The cavity was first cooled down to 12K, then
its temperature was raised with the heater. Figure 2 shows
the evolution of the WGH8,0,0 frequency as a function of
temperature around its temperature turning point.
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Frequency to temperature plot of E(8,0,0) mode
12.70382250

f(x)
’wgh8.dat’

Frequency (GHz)

12.70382200
12.70382150
12.70382100
12.70382050
12.70382000
12.70381950
12.70381900

32 32.5 33 33.5 34 34.5 35 35.5 36
Temperature (K)
Fig. 2. Frequency to temperature characteristic of the W GH8,0,0 around its
temperature turning point.

The experimental data have been fit with a second order polynomial. Around the turnover temperature T0 = 34.286K the
resonator frequency temperature sensitivity can be expressed
as :
1 ∂ν
= A∆T
ν ∂T

(1)

where A, expressed in K −2 , characterizes the curvature of the
frequency temperature plot. For the W GH8,0,0 the curvature
is estimate to be A = 6.04 × 10−8 K −2 . Assuming both the
ultimate temperature stability and the departure from the
turning point are of the order of magnitude of the temperature resolution (i.e 1mK) we get from (1) the limit relative
frequency instability achievable with this kind of temperature
control which is : ∂ν/ν = 6 × 10−14.
At 34K the resonator loaded Q factor was 8.2 × 105 , the
input coupling coefficient β1 = 0.93 and the output coupling
coefficient β2 = 0.01.
III. O SCILLATOR

CHARACTERIZATION

A. Oscillator circuit
The temperature compensated resonator stabilized around
34K has been implemented in the oscillator loop shown in
figure 3.
Cryocooler G.M

12.7 GHz

VCPS

Pound
servo

6 dB

Tun.

AFS 6
(40 dB gain, 11 dBm output power)

Hϕ

VCPS

3+

VCA

Power
servo

Ti doped sapphire

Tun.

Modulation (600 kHz)

Hϕ

10 dB

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the oscillator based on the Ti3+ doped sapphire
resonator.

Oscillation on the W GH8,0,0 is ensured by a commercial
GaAs amplifier with 40 dB gain and a band pass filter.
Two Voltage Controlled Phase Shifters (VCPS) and a Voltage
Controlled Attenuator (VCA) have been inserted in the circuit
to control the phase and the amplitude of the signal in
the loop. We used two VCPS to realize independently the
phase modulation and the electronic control of the oscillator
frequency in order to minimize the residual AM modulation
generated by non ideal VCPS. The resonator access planes are
fixed by a set of three ferrite isolators. A circulator placed at
the input resonator access enables extraction of the reflected
signal which is detected by a highly-efficient backward diode
placed outside the cryocooler.
The loop electrical length is controlled by a Pound frequency
stabilization servo by locking the oscillation frequency to the
center of the resonance [7]. The carrier is phase modulated by
one VCPS at fm = 600 kHz. The backward diode signal is then
demodulated by synchronous detection. The resulting error
signal is filtered and sent back to the second VCPS. The noise
floor of the frequency stabilization servo has been evaluated
considering the experimental slope of the error signal, the
noise at the lock-in amplifier input and the backward diode
power to voltage conversion efficiency. It leads to a noise floor
of ∆ν/ν = 1 × 10−13 × τ−1/2 .
We have also implemented a direct current to prevent frequency instability due to power fluctuations [8]. The resonator
relative frequency sensitivity to power has been measured
and it is of the order of 8 × 10−10/mW . The loop power
fluctuations are detected by a backward diode, temperature
controlled at 313K by a Peltier element, and corrected by
the VCA. The diode and VCA are at room temperature and
so power fluctuations in the microwave coaxial copper cables
linking the resonator to the loop oscillator are not corrected.
B. Oscillator relative frequency stability
The oscillator signal is mixed with the signal of a microwave
synthesizer (Agilent 8254A) referenced to an Hydrogen Maser.
The resulting 20 kHz beat-note is sent to a high resolution
frequency counter (Agilent 53132A) and then the fractional
frequency Allan deviation is computed. The Allan deviation
is shown in figure 4.
At one second integration the relative frequency instability
is 2 × 10−12. Between one and 10 seconds the slope seems to
be τ−1 . For long integration times, 30s ≤ τ, it clearly appears
a frequency drift of the order of 5 × 10−10/day. For 10s ≤
τ ≤ 30s we can see the contribution of the frequency drift and
the short term perturbation. The minimun relative frequency
instability, 2 × 10−13, is obtained for 8s ≤ τ ≤ 16s. When the
drift is removed the relative frequency instability is of the order
of 2 × 10−13 for 8s ≤ τ ≤ 200s. This result is comparable with
the ones obtained by using different temperature-compensation
techniques [9] and represents a line splitting factor of order
10−7.
The data, with the drift removed, used to estimated the oscillator Allan variance has been computed with FFT software
in order to determine the signal power spectral density. The
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Fig. 4. Relative frequency instability of the Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator
oscillator in Gifford-MacMahon cryocooler : (a) raw data; (b) drift removed.

temperature control, ∂ν/ν = 6 × 10−13, which is not sufficient
for our application. We have designed a thermal filter with a
200 seconds of time constant to minimize the effect of the cold
finger temperature fluctuations on the thermal regulated base
plate. A 86 mm diameter and 11 mm high piece of Nylon was
then fixed between the cryocooler cold finger and the thermal
regulated base plate. The Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator was
then fixed on the temperature regulated plate and cool down
to 34K. The temperature compensated resonator has then been
introduced in the same kind of oscillator loop as presented in
figure 2. For this experiment coupling to the sapphire resonator
and Pound servo parameters was changed a little. We had
β1 = 0.8, β2 = 0.001 and the Pound servo noise floor was
estimated to be of the order of ∆ν/ν = 6 × 10−13 × τ−1/2 .
The 12.7035GHz signal oscillator was then compared to the
microwave signal of the Agilent (8254A) referenced to an
Hydrogen Maser. On the next plot we represent the standard
Allan deviation (σy (τ)) of this oscillator.

result of this computation is represented on figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Power spectral density of the Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator oscillator
in Gifford-MacMahon cryocooler.

On this plot there clearly appears a big "spike" at 0.34 Hz.
This spike, attribuated to the GM cryocooler vibrations creates
an excess noise for 0.1Hz ≤ f ≤ 1Hz. We can conclude that
the short term frequency instability of the oscillator is limited
by the GM cryocooler vibrations.
C. Pulse Tube cryocooler
As mentioned in the previous section GM cryocoolers generate a lot of vibrations, which limit the short term frequency
stability of our oscillator. At FEMTO-ST we recently got a
Pulse Tube cryocooler well known to produce less vibrations
than a GM cryocooler. But, in preliminary measurement, we
find that the temperature of the thermal regulated base plate,
fixed on the cryocooler cold finger, was not very stable. Indeed
temperature fluctuations of the order of 4mK on the cernox
sensor was measured when the PID controller was running.
If we use such temperature fluctuations in (1) we get the
minimum frequency instability achievable with this kind of

1

10

1000
100
Integration Times(τ ), s

10000

100000

Fig. 6. Relative frequency instability of the Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator
oscillator in Pulse Tube cryocooler : (a) raw data; (b) drift removed.

Compared to the GM cryocooler experiment this measurement with the PT cryocooler is not disturbed at short integration times. For τ ≤ 32s we have reached a flicker floor
of 5 × 10−13 representing a line splitting factor of 4 × 10−7.
The obtained flicker floor at short integration times can be
attribuated to the power servo control. This power servo has
been used for a liquid helium temperature sapphire resonator
oscillator. The relative frequency stability measurement of
that oscillator showed a flicker floor of ∆ν/ν = 2 × 10−14
for a relative frequency to injected power sensitivity of
4 × 10−11 /mW . It means that this power servo controls the
power fluctuations of the loop in the 0.5 × 10−6W level. If
we consider this level of power control with the relative
frequency to injected power sensitivity of the Ti3+ doped
sapphire resonator (8×10−10/mW ) it leads to a flicker floor of
∆ν/ν = 4 × 10−13 which is consistant with our measurement.
This quite high noise floor of the power servo is due to the
effects of the room temperature fluctuations on the DC level
of the backward diode used in the power servo. To remove
this effect the backward diode will be temperature controlled
in the cryogenic environnement in the future.
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At long integration times the oscillator frequency exhibits the
same frequency drift as was observed in the GM cryocooler
experiment (i.e 5 × 10−10/day).
The drift removed data have been also computed in the FTT
software to confirm that the short term relative frequency
instability in the GM cryocooler was limited by the mechanical
vibrations. The result of this computation is represented on the
next plot.
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Fig. 7. Power spectral density of the Ti3+ doped sapphire resonator oscillator
in Pulse Tube cryocooler.
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As we can see on this plot, by using a pulse tube cryocooler,
the spike has disappared on the spectrum and so the oscillator
short term frequency instability is no more disturbed at short
integration times. This confirm the hypothesis made on section
3.B.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We have demonstrated in this paper the capability of
Ti3+ temperature compensated sapphire resonator oscillator to
achieve a frequency stability of 2×10−13 for 8s ≤ τ ≤ 16s limited by the GM cryocooler vibrations at short integration times
and 5×10−13 at short integration times with the PT cryocooler
with an unloaded resonator Q factor of only 1.6 million. These
results correspond respectively to a line splitting factor of
1.6 × 10−7 and 4 × 10−7. In both case the oscillator long term
frequency stability is limited by the resonator ageing leading
to a frequency drift of 5 × 10−10/day.
In 1999 J.G. Hartnett et al [10] have shown that quasi
transverse electric mode (i.e WGE) excited in Ti4+ doped
sapphire resonator exhibits unloaded Q factor better than 5
millions at temperature turnover above 30K. Moreover WGE
modes are less sensitive to temperature fluctuations than WGH
modes [11]. Then if we are able to get the same line splitting
factor with the Ti4+ doped sapphire resonator a relative
frequency instability below 10−13 is achievable. This Ti4+
doped sapphire resonator will be tested in the future.
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Abstract— We report the first observation of maser oscillation on a whispering-gallery (WG) mode in an electromagnetic resonator. The quasi-transverse-magnetic WG
mode, with a loaded (non-magnetic) Q of approx. 4.5 × 108 ,
is defined by a cylinder of mono-crystalline sapphire, held
at a temperature at or slightly above 4.2 K. The mode’s
frequency is approx. 12.038 GHz, which coincides with
that of a paramagnetic resonance in Fe3+ ions, that are
substitutively included within the sapphire’s lattice at a
concentration of a few parts per billion. By applying
c.w. ‘pump’ power to the resonator at a frequency of approx. 31.339 GHz, a population inversion between the lowest
two paramagnetic levels of the Fe3+ ion is obtained with no
applied d.c. magnetic field. Despite the low concentration
of Fe3+ ions within the sapphire, continuous maser selfoscillation is achieved on the whispering-gallery mode due to
its high Q. Our first measurements demonstrate a frequency
stability (Allan deviation) of a few times 10−13 for sampling
intervals up to 1000 s.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Short-term fractional frequency stabilities better than
1 × 10−14 have only ever been achieved at microwave
frequencies with oscillators incorporating cryogenic (sub
10 K) resonators with Q values in excess of 100 million [1]. Such oscillators have been used successfully
as ultra-frequency-stable ‘flywheels’ for cold-atom frequency standards [2], as reference oscillators for (closein) phase-noise measurements [3], or in fundamentalphysics experiments [4]. In each realization reported to
date, the resonator has functioned as an entirely passive,
linear (either 1- or 2-port) device, as can be modelled
with scattering parameters (e.g. S21 ).
In recent years, the most actively studied sorts of resonators have been those that support whispering-gallery
(WG) modes, defined by dielectric cylinders or rings of
mono-crystalline sapphire [5]–[7]. With these, the resonator is maintained at a temperature lying conveniently
above 4.2 K, where a frequency-versus-temperature turnover point is located. The turnover point can be precisely
sat upon through a temperature-control system employing

resistive heaters, with no need to pump on the helium
bath. An oscillator in a Pound-stabilized-loop (PSL)
configuration [8] is built around the resonator, with all of
its active (i.e. power-consuming) components, including
the amplifier(s), located outside of the cryostat at room
temperature.
The PSL oscillator is a spatially extended system ; at
least two microwave lines, each typically > 1 m in length,
are required to connect the cryogenic resonator to the
room-temperature section of the oscillator’s loop. In reality, each line comprises a series of semi-rigid microwave
cables that are connected by feedthroughs between the
cryostat’s different chambers and sections. To achieve
stabilities at the 1 × 10−14 level, several auxiliary cables
and sensors, supporting the control of the resonator’s
temperature, the Pound servo, loop-power regulation [9],
... all need to be wired into the cryostat. Pound stabilization does suppress, within a finite bandwidth, the phase
(thus frequency) shifts associated with mechanical vibrations and/or temperature fluctuations along the microwave
lines. Residual amplitude modulation, causing offsets in
the Pound servo’s d.c. error signal remains a problem,
however [10].
In this paper, we report the observation of maser [11]
oscillation in a cryogenic sapphire resonator that is simply
excited with c.w. microwave (‘pump’) power. Such a
WG-mode maser oscillator, or ‘WGMO’, offers several
immediate and significant advantages over the PSL configuration described above : (i) the system comprises far
fewer critical components ; (ii) there simply is no Pound
stabilization ; (iii) the oscillator’s amplifier is located in
a stable cryogenic environment ; (iv) the number and/or
complexity of the remaining auxiliary control circuits
can be reduced (at least in less critical applications).
Furthermore, the setting up of a PSL oscillator, where
the cryogenic resonator needs to be appropriately coupled
both in reflection and in transmission, is still not a wholly
straightforward task. The couplings required for optimal
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maser oscillation are, in contrast, far less critical.
Almost half a century ago, a number of seminal
research works were undertaken in the field of electron
paramagnetic (or spin) resonance (i.e. ‘EPR’, or ‘ESR’)
in solids [12], and in particular towards the development
of solid-state masers [11], [13]. Sapphire crystals doped
with Cr3+ ions (i.e. ruby), and also Fe3+ ions [14], [15],
were studied. A few maser amplifiers and oscillators
were developed as research instruments/prototypes using
the latter ion [16]–[18]. Since the technological goal for
this research was the realization of wideband low-noise
amplifiers for satellite communications and astronomy, as
opposed to frequency standards per se, maser oscillators
with crystals containing paramagnetic ions at extremely
low (parts-per-billion) levels of concentration, within
resonators exhibiting the extremely high (> 1 × 107 )
Q values necessary to reach maser threshold were, to the
best of our knowledge, never realized.
II. D ESCRIPTION

−20

100 Hz
−40

−60

OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Our active electromagnetic resonator, shown in figure
1, comprises a monocrystalline sapphire (HEMEX) cylinder, 50 mm in diameter and 30 mm high, mounted
coaxially within a copper cavity, whose interior cylindrical wall is silver-plated.

Transmission coefficient S21 of the W GH17,0,0 mode at
12.038 GHz. The full span is 1kHz.
Fig. 2.

Note that this spectrum departs dramatically from the
Lorentzian lineshape expected for a ‘linear’ (single-pole)
resonance. Next, by operating the N.A. in c.w. mode (with
the interrogating frequency held fixed at the W GH17,0,0
mode’s line centre), the resonator’s transmission coefficient S21 was recorded as a function of the applied
reference signal’s power level (with the resonator still at
4.2 K) ; see figure 3.

sapphire

T=4.2K
Experimental set-up

Two coaxial probes couple to a quasi-transverse-magnetic
mode of whispering-gallery type within the resonator.
This ‘W GH’ mode is dielectrically guided by and predominantly confined within the sapphire cylinder ; its
azimuthal mode-order is 17 and it has no radial or axial
nodes ; let us refer to it henceforth as the W GH17,0,0
mode. The copper cavity is mounted within a vacuum can
on the end of the cryostat’s insert, which is loaded into a
large liquid-helium dewar. Microwave transmission lines
comprising lengths of semi-rigid RG-405 cable connect
the resonator’s probes to connectors on the insert’s top
flange ; each line is approx. 1.5 m long.

−10
−20
Transmission coefficient S21

copper cavity

12.038 GHz

1.5 m

cryostat top flange

Fig. 1.

The resonator was first cooled to the base temperature
of the liquid-helium cryostat (i.e. approx 4.2 K), with
no active temperature control. We then observed the
resonator’s transmission spectrum around the W GH17,0,0
mode with a network analyzer (N.A.), whose output
reference signal was set to a power level of -20 dBm ;
see figure 2.
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Fig. 3. Anomalous behavior of the resonator’s S21 coefficient as
a function of the injected power. The full line has been recorded
when the power was increased from -30 dBm to 0 dBm. For the
dashed line, the power has been swept from 0 dBm to -30 dBm.

Depending on the direction of the power sweep, one of
two thresholds is observed. At low applied powers, the
W GH17,0,0 mode cannot be observed. It then suddenly
appears when the power is raised above a threshold of
-18.6 dBm. When the applied power is reduced from
a high level, the mode remains observable down to a
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second threshold at -26 dBm, upon falling below which
it suddenly vanishes.
Though the sapphire monocrystal was not intentionally doped, one can reasonably expect that it contains
paramagnetic Fe3+ ions as residual impurities at a low
concentration, substituting for Al. These ions exhibit an
ESR at a frequency of approx. 12.04 GHz, corresponding
to the |1/2i ↔ |3/2i transition shown in figure 4 ; at
4.2 K, this ESR has an expected linewidth of a few
tens of MHz [?]. The observed phenomenon of bistability can only be explained by the saturation of the
Fe3+ ion’s ESR at 12.04 GHz in conjunction with the
W GH17,0,0 mode’s extremely high (non-magnetic) Q. The
phenomenon is wholly equivalent to the behaviour of
an optical cavity loaded with a saturable absorber, for
which bistability effects are well known [19]. To use
the technical vernacular, our system’s ‘cooperativity’ (a
dimensionless, characterizing parameter) is sufficiently
large to cause bistability [20]. By fitting the relevant socalled state equation to the hysteresis loop shown in figure
3, we estimate the concentration of the paramagnetic
Fe3+ impurities to be approx. 2.4 parts per billion.
The Fe3+ ion’s paramagnetic energy levels at zero
d.c. magnetic field are represented in figure (4). Each
of these three levels is in fact a degenerate Kramers
doublet [12], [16]. At liquid-helium temperature, there
are significant differences in the populations of these
levels, in accordance with the Maxwell-Boltzmann law.
Transitions between any of these three levels are allowed,
though they vary significantly in strength [15] ; their
linewidths are all expected to be a few or several tens
of MHz (again see ref. [?]).
Our whispering-gallery-mode maser oscillator
(WGMO) exploits Bloembergen’s classic three-level
scheme [13], though note at zero applied magnetic
field. |1/2i ↔ |3/2i transitions at 12.04 GHz are
stimulated by the resonator’s W GH17,0,0 mode, whose
frequency lies well within the transitions’ linewidth.
With no pump applied to the resonator, these stimulated
transitions extract net power from the mode –above
and beyond the losses associated with its regular, ‘nonmagnetic’, loaded Q. Application of c.w. pump power
at approx. 31.29 GHz, however, causes a net transfer of
Fe3+ ions from the |1/2i level to the |5/2i level. The
population of the |3/2i level is in turn increased through
non-radiative transitions. At sufficient pump power, a
population inversion is obtained between the |3/2i and
|1/2i levels. The W GH17,0,0 mode then receives power
from the |1/2i ↔ |3/2i transitions that it stimulates. If
this received power can match the losses associated with
the mode’s loaded Q, i.e. if the WGMO exceeds the
threshold for active masing, sustained maser oscillation
on the W GH17,0,0 mode will result.
C.w. microwave pump power from a microwave
synthesizer was injected into the resonator through one
of its probes. The resonator exhibited many different

|5/2i
31.34 GHz

12.038 GHz

31.34 GHz

|3/2i
12.038 GHz
|1/2i
The Fe3+ ion energy level diagram at zero magnetic
field and the maser principle.

Fig. 4.

modes within the anticipated 50 MHz or so linewidth of
the |1/2i ↔ |5/2i transition at 31.29 GHz. We tested
a few of them (they no doubt had different couplings
to the pump probe and also different overlaps with the
W GH17,0,0 mode ...) and found experimentally that a
-56 dBm maser signal at 12.038 GHz could be obtained
with the pump generator (viz. an Agilent E8254A
synthesizer) set to 31.339 GHz and an output power
level of 2 dBm. The successful pump mode has yet
to be identified though, based on its sharp frequency
dependence, it is suspected to also be a whisperinggallery mode.
III. P RELIMINARY

PERFORMANCE

The whispering-gallery-mode maser oscillator’s output
signal (at the cryostat’s top plate) was amplified by 70 dB
then mixed (in a DBM) with the signal from a second
microwave synthesizer (a Wiltron 69137A) referenced
to a hydrogen maser. The resulting ≈ 90 kHz beat–
note was sent to a high-resolution frequency counter (an
HP 53132A).
E8254A Synth.
31.339GHz

69.137A Synth.

70 dB
Counter

7.939K
Fig. 5.

Measurement set-up

By slowly increasing the resonator’s temperature whilst
recording the beat–note’s frequency, we observed that
the WGMO’s frequency had a turn-over temperature at
7.939 K. The resonator was stabilized at this temperature, and then the beat–note measured against time ; the
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corresponding fractional-frequency Allan deviation was
subsequently computed, with the result given in figure (6).

σy(τ)

1e−11

1e−12

1e−13

1

10
100
Integration time τ (s)

1000

Frequency stability of the WG Maser Oscillator ; the
dashed line is the intrinsic instability of the reference.

Fig. 6.

In the same figure, we show the synthesizer’s own
instability as a frequency reference, which limited the
measurement resolution for sampling intervals τ < 20 s.
For greater sampling intervals τ < 100 s, the WG maser
is characterized by a frequency stability better than 4 ×
10−13 .
It should be noted that the microwave lines within
the cryostat were not at all designed to operate above
18 GHz. Between the feedthrough connector on the
insert’s top flange and the corresponding connector that
feeds the resonator’s pump probe at the bottom of the
insert, we measured before cooling down an insertion
loss of 13 dB with a 31 GHz test signal. Allowing for
a 1 dB reduction in the cable loss upon cooling, we
crudely estimate that the forward power received by the
resonator’s pump probe to be no more than -10 dBm.
For lack of appropriate KA -band equipment, the power
reflected back from the pump probe, hence the coupling
to the 31.339 GHz pump mode, could not be determined.
Moreover, no isolators (for either X-band or KA -band)
were placed in any of the microwave lines between the
resonator and the top plate within the insert. Fluctuations
in the standing-wave pattern in these lines could thus have
significantly ‘pulled’ the WGMO’s output frequency.
Assuming a spin-lattice relaxation time (‘T1 ’) of around
7 ms [15], we estimate that the measured -56 dBm level
of maser signal power is consistent with a concentration
of Fe3+ ions at the part-per-billion level (it is doubted
that the |1/2i ↔ |5/2i transition was fully saturated at the
2 dBm level of applied pump power used in the reported
experiment.) The origin of the long-term degradation in
the frequency stability has yet to be positively determined. We plan to evaluate the WGMO’s sensitivities to
pertinent experimental variables including the pump power and frequency, the degree of signal- and pump-mode
coupling, the VSWRs in relevant sections of transmission
line (due to reflections from microwave components and
feedthroughs), tilt, and either a deliberately applied and/or

the incidental magnetic field.
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ABSTRACT
Recent experiments based on cryogenic microwave
[1,2,3] and optical [4,5] oscillators have tested the
isotropy of the speed of light (Michelson-Morley
experiment) at sensitivities of the order of a part in 1015.
Further improvements of the accuracy in this type of
experiment are not expected due to the already long data
set and systematic error limits [2]. We have constructed
a new rotating Michelson-Morley experiment consisting
of two cylindrical cryogenic sapphire resonators. By
rotating the experiment our sensitivity to light speed
anisotropy is increased, as the relevant time variations
are at the rotation frequency where the frequency
stability of the cryogenic oscillators is the best.
Preliminary data has been analyzed using the
frameworks of Robertson, Mansouri and Sexl (RMS)
and the Standard Model Extension (SME), and the
results are presented.

Experiments that test the isotropy of the speed of
light (Michelson-Morley experiment) have placed upper
limits on any violation of LLI to a few parts in 1015
[1,3,4] and generally rely on the Earth’s rotation. To this
point reductions in the upper limit of LLI have been
enabled by advances in the stability of atomic clocks and
macroscopic resonators. Further improvements may be
achieved by actively rotating the experiment in the lab
frame [10], which is being undertaken in this work. The
advantage of rotating the experiment is two-fold: the
data integration rate is increased by three orders of
magnitude and the relevant signals are translated to the
cryogenic sapphire oscillator’s optimal operating regime.
2 METHODOLOGY
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.
The experiment can be separated into 3 main elements:
the cryogenic sapphire oscillators, the rotation system
and the data acquisition system.

1 INTRODUCTION
The Einstein equivalence principle (EEP) is at the
heart of special and general relativity [6] and a
cornerstone of modern physics. One of the constituent
elements of EEP is Local Lorentz invariance (LLI)
which, loosely stated, postulates that the outcome of any
local test experiment is independent of the velocity of the
freely falling apparatus (a fundamental hypothesis of
special relativity). The central importance of this
postulate in modern physics has motivated tremendous
work to experimentally test LLI [6].
Numerous test theories that allow the modeling and
interpretation of experiments that test LLI have been
developed. Kinematical frameworks [7,8] postulate a
simple parameterization of the Lorentz transformations
with experiments setting limits on the deviation of those
parameters from their special relativistic values. Also, a
general Lorentz violating extension of the standard
model of particle physics (Standard Model Extension,
SME) has been developed [9] whose Lagrangian
includes all parameterized Lorentz violating terms that
can be formed from known fields.

Figure 1. Experimental overview

2.1

The cryogenic sapphire oscillators
This Michelson-Morley experiment is based on two
cylindrical cryogenic sapphire resonators. The sapphire
cylinders each have a diameter of 31.60 mm and height
of 30.05 mm. They have a spindle at either end and are
supported by both spindles within superconducting
niobium cavities of internal diameter 49.80 mm and
height 48.90 mm. The resonators are oriented on their
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sides orthogonal to each other and perpendicular to the
normal to the Earth’s surface. Both resonators are
excited in the whispering gallery WGH8,0,0 mode by
separate oscillators with frequencies of approximately
10.000224 GHz and 9.999998 GHz at 4.2 K. Straight
antenna probes mounted in each lid couple microwave
power to the resonators.

oscillator loop, the oscillator circuits are mounted on the
suspended dewar, along with the control electronics. A
detailed description of oscillator circuit operation and
control systems can be found in [11].

The mounting structure for the resonators is shown in
Fig. 2. The structure is placed inside a small stainless
steel vacuum cylinder, sealed with Mylar gaskets. The
small vacuum cylinder is in turn sealed inside a large
stainless steel cylinder that is supported by the insert
inside the dewar. The double vacuum provides thermal
isolation to the sapphire loaded cavities, and avoids
sapphire contamination from microwave components
located between the two cylinders. The cavities are
thermally connected to the liquid helium bath via a
copper post that joins a stainless steel post connected to a
triangular plate. This plate is bolted to three copper heat
sinks which protrude into the liquid helium bath. The
stainless steel post provides some thermal filtering of
bath temperature fluctuations. A foil heater and a carbonglass temperature sensor are attached to the copper post
just above the cavity between the two vacuum cylinders
to control the set point of operation, with mK stability.

Figure 3. Rotation system for the experiment. Inside the dewar a
schematic of the two orthogonally oriented resontors is shown, along
with the Poynting vectors of propogation S1 and S2.

The suspension arrangement used is multiple "V"
shaped loops of elastic shock cord, which avoids high Qfactor pendulum modes by ensuring that the cord has to
stretch and shrink (providing damping losses) for
horizontal motion as well as vertical. A table mounted on
the bearing carries peripheral equipment such as the
temperature controller and power supply. The rotation
system is driven by a microprocessor controlled stepper
motor, with the ability for the rotation to be
automatically controlled by computer.

Figure 2. The two resonators are positioned orthogonal to each other
in the mounting structure. One of the sapphires can be seen mounted
inside the superconducting niobium cavity. The spindles are firmly
held in each lid by sprung brass bushes.

2.2

Rotation System
The rotation system is shown in Fig. 3. The
cryogenic dewar containing the insert is suspended
within a ring bearing and hangs below the floor level of
the laboratory. To avoid flexing of cables in the

A rotating connector located at the bottom of the
dewar allows the boil off from the liquid helium bath to
be collected and re-liquefied. This connector is mounted
at the bottom of the pit on a scissor action bracket,
allowing the connector to move vertically with the dewar
as the helium boils off. A combination of two rotating
electrical connectors is located above the experiment. A
commercial 18 conductor slip ring connector with a
hollow through bore transfers electrical power to the
rotating experiment and monitor signals to the data
acquisition system. The second mercury based coaxial
rotating connector is mounted inside the larger slip ring
connector in the same axis of rotation. The sole purpose
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of the connector is to transmit the difference signal to the
stationary frequency counter.
2.3

3.1

Turning Point Power Dependence
The excellent performance of cryogenic sapphire
oscillators is made possible by the existence of a turning
point in the temperature dependence of the resonator
frequency. The turning point results from the effect of
paramagnetic impurities on the sapphire’s susceptibility,
and the changing penetration depth of the microwave
cavity [12,13]. In this experiment we are able to
manufacture a turning point in the difference frequency
by careful selection of the microwave power incident on
each resonator. Measurements have shown that the
turning point temperature of each individual resonator is
dependent on its incident microwave power, with a
relatively small effect being observed in the other
resonator. An example is given in Fig. 4. This power
dependence has not been observed in previous work with
single
cavity
cryogenic
sapphire
oscillators
[12,13,14,15], suggesting that it may be due to
temperature gradient effects between the sapphire and
the cavity, enhanced by the poor thermal contact
between the two. A plot of the frequency turning points
is shown in Fig. 5.
Turning Point Temperature (K)
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3.2

Frequency Stability
Typical frequency stability results are shown in Fig.
6. Systematic effects associated with the rotation of the
experiment can be seen up to 20 seconds. For the
Lorentz Invariance tests these systematics play an
important role and need to be investigated and well
understood. However, to evaluate the intrinsic stability
the systematics were removed from the data using a least
squares approach. Comparison with the raw data
suggests this is the source of the short term instabilities,
as the typical noise floor of a cryogenic sapphire
oscillator is recovered.
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Figure 5. The frequency temperature turning points of the individual
resonators and the difference frequency, measured simultaneously.
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Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system logs the dual-oscillator
difference frequency as well as monitoring systematic
effects including the temperature of the resonators, liquid
helium bath level, ambient room temperature, oscillator
control signals and tilt. The difference frequency is
measured using a HP53131A frequency counter,
configured for minimum dead time, and communicated
to a computer using GPIB. The data acquisition is
triggered by the orientation of the experiment,
determined from a series of infra-red LEDs located
around the circumference of the rotation table.

Resonator 1 - 10.000224909GHz
Resonator 2 - 9.999998813GHz
Beat - 226096Hz
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Figure 6. Square Root Allen Variance (SRAV) frequency stability
measurement. The hump at short integration times is due to systematic
effects associated with the rotation of the experiment. These have been
removed and the SRAV replotted for comparison.
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Figure 4. The effect of incident microwave power on the frequency
turning point temperature. The power control monitor is proportional
but not equal to the power incident on the sapphire.

4 ANALYSIS
Inside the sapphire crystals standing waves are set up
around the circumference of the two cylinders with the
dominant electric and magnetic fields in the axial and
radial directions respectively, corresponding to a
propagation (Poynting) vector around the circumference.
The observable of the experiment is the difference
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frequency, and to test for Lorentz violations the
perturbation of the difference frequency with respect to
an alternative test theory has been derived. In the photon
sector of the SME the frequency perturbation may be
calculated, to first order, as the integral over the nonperturbed fields (Eq. (34) of [9]), and subsequently
expressed in terms of 19 independent variables. The
change in orientation of the fields due to the laboratory
rotation and Earth’s orbital and sidereal motion induces a
time varying modulation of the difference frequency,
which is searched for in the experiment. Alternatively,
with respect to the RMS framework, the change in the
Poynting vector direction with respect to the cosmic
microwave background is analyzed as a second order
effect. A complete verification of LLI in the RMS
framework [7,8] requires a test of (i) the isotropy of the
speed of light (PMM = δ − β + 1/2 ), a MichelsonMorley (MM) experiment [16], (ii) the boost dependence
of the speed of light (PKT = β − α − 1), a KennedyThorndike (KT) experiment [17], and (iii) Ives-Stillwell
(IS) experiments [18,19], which measure the time
dilation parameter (PIS = α + 1/2). Because our
experiment compares two cavities it is only sensitive to
the isotropy (MM) parameter and cannot measure the
boost (KT) parameter, contrary to the previous
experiment that compared a sapphire oscillator to a
hydrogen maser [1,3].
The amplitude and phase of any Lorentz violating
signal is determined by simultaneously fitting the
parameters of equation (1) to the data, with the phase of
the fit adjusted according to the test model used. A and B
determine the frequency offset and drift, and Ci and Si
are the amplitude of a cosine and sine at frequency ωi
respectively.
∆ν

ν

= A + Bt + ∑ C i cos( ω i t ) + S i sin( ω i t )

(1)

i

The data used in this analysis was acquired over a 3
day period during December 2004. In the final analysis
we fit 5 frequencies to the data, i={2ωR, 2ωR ± ω⊕, 2ωR
± 2ω⊕}, as well as the frequency offset and drift using
the ordinary least squares (OLS) technique. ωR is the
rotation frequency and ω⊕ is the sidereal frequency.
Upon inspection the residuals resulting from an OLS fit
exhibit a significantly non-white behavior. In the
presence of non-white noise OLS is not the optimal
regression method and it is more appropriate to use
weighted least squares (WLS) [1]. WLS involves premultiplying both the experimental data and the model
matrix by a whitening matrix determined by the noise
type of the OLS residuals. Fig. 7 shows the total
amplitude resulting from a WLS fit to the data over a
range of frequencies about 2ωR. It is evident that the
systematic at 2ωR is affecting the fitted amplitude of the
sidereal sidebands 2ωR ± ω⊕.

Figure 7. Spectrum of amplitudes calculated using weighted least
squares, showing the level of systematicleakage about 2ωR. ω⊕ is the
sidereal frequency.

In the photon sector of the SME [9], Lorentz violating
terms are parameterized by 19 independent parameters,
which are in general grouped into three traceless and
symmetric 3 × 3 matrices (κe+, κo-, and κe-), one antisymmetric matrix (κo+) and one additional scalar, which
all vanish when LLI is satisfied. The 10 independent
components of κe+ and κo- are constrained by
astronomical measurements to < 2×10−32 [9,20]. Seven
components of κe- and κo+ have been constrained in an
optical and microwave cavity experiment [4,3] at the
10−15 and 10−11 level respectively, while the scalar κtr
component recently had an upper limit set of < 10−4 [21].
The remaining κe-ZZ parameter could not be previously
constrained in non-rotating experiments [3,4]. In this
work we have measured a value of 20.1 (1.3) × 10−15 for
κe-ZZ. Since the result is dominated by systematic effects
at 2ωR, the constraint is taken as being the amplitude, 2.0
× 10−14. Our experiment is also sensitive to all other
seven components of κe- and κo+ and improves present
limits by up to a factor of 2, as shown in Tab. I. To
calculate the expected signal we transform to the SCECF
using the standard transformations as in [9], and add
rotation in the laboratory frame in a similar way to [21].
A complete analysis of the κe- and κo+ terms requires at
least one year of data to decorrelate their contributions to
a Lorentz violating signal. In the same way as [22] we
have assumed that there is no correlation, and hence no
cancellation, between the κe- and κo+ terms, allowing us
to place limits on them.
In the RMS frame-work, a frequency shift due to a
putative Lorentz violation is given by equation (2) of [1],
where v is the velocity of the preferred frame wrt the
CMB, θˆ j is the unit vector in the direction of the
azimuthal angle (direction of propagation) of each
resonator (labeled by subscripts 1 and 2), and ϕ is the
azimuthal variable of integration in the cylindrical
coordinates of each resonator.

∆ν 0

ν

=

( ) ( )

2
PMM ⎛ ˆ 2
⎜ v.θ1 − v.θˆ2 ⎞⎟dϕ
⎠
2πc 2 ∫ ⎝

(2)
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Perturbations due to Lorentz violations occur at the
same five frequencies as the SME, but in this work we
do not consider the 2ωR frequency due to the large
systematic, as we only need to put a limit on one
parameter. We determine a value of 2.3 (5.7) × 10-10 for
PMM, a factor of 3 better than [4].

[1]

[2]

[3]

κ~e−XY

κ~e−XZ

κ~e−YZ

[4]

from [3]

-5.7 (2.3)

-3.2 (1.3)

-0.5 (1.3)

[5]

this work

-0.3 (0.9)

-1.2 (1.0)

-0.9 (1.0)

~ YY
κ~eXX
− − κ e−

κ~ ZZ

from [3]

-3.2 (4.6)

-

this work

-1.43 (2.27)

20.1 (1.25)

κ~o+XY

κ~o+XZ

κ~o+YZ

from [3]

-1.8 (1.5)

-1.4 (2.3)

2.7 (2.2)

this work

-2.3 (1.2)

0.7 (0.89)

-0.6 (1.4)

[6]
[7]

e−

[8]

TABLE I.
Results for the SME Lorentz violation parameters,
using Lipa’s method of assuming no cancellation between the κe- (in
10-15) and κo+ (in 10-11) [22].

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

5 CONCLUSION
A new Michelson-Morley experiment based around
two cryogenic sapphire oscillators has been described in
this work, and the results of the first operation have been
discussed. An analysis in both the RMS and SME
frameworks has shown an improvement of a factor of 3
in the former over previous results [4], and a factor of 2
in the latter as compared to [3]. The performance of the
experiment will be enhanced further by implementing tilt
and environmental control, and to remove the
assumption that the κe- and κo+ do not cancel each other
data integration will continue for more than a year.
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ABSTRACT
The Galileo System Test Bed (GSTB) V1 is the first
experimental phase in the Galileo project supported by the
European Space Agency (ESA). The aim is testing the
Galileo algorithms in a mixed configuration where the
space segment is given by the existing GPS constellation,
while the ground segment is an experimental set-up as
close as possible to the Galileo architecture. In the
framework of the GSTB V1, Alenia Spazio and the
Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale (IEN), had the
responsibility to design and realize an infrastructure able
to generate the Experimental Galileo System Time (EGST) which is the reference time for all the GSTB V1.
The infrastructure that allows the realization of E-GST is
the Experimental Precise Timing Station (E-PTS), which
is implemented at the IEN facilities, Turin, Italy.
The paper reports the main results of the E-PTS
experimentation carried out during the whole 2004
addressing the E-GST overall performance with respect to
the demanding GSTB V1 goals. Besides, the lessons
learnt from the experiment are also pointed out in the
paper, together with some recommendations to be taken
into account in the design of the Precise Timing Facilities
(PTFs) of the Galileo ground segment1.

The main goal for the GSTB first stage (GSTB V1) is to
conduct a set of experiments to verify, in a real context,
the Galileo concepts defined in the Galileo B2 phase [4].
These major objectives have been pursued relying on the
existing GPS constellation and realising a ground
infrastructure close to the final Galileo set-up where the
critical algorithms (system time generation, orbit
determination, time synchronisation and integrity) could
be implemented and tested continuously for a significant
period (12 months).
In this scenario, an Experimental Precise Timing Station
(E-PTS) has been designed and implemented by Alenia
Spazio, Italy and Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale (IEN),
Turin, Italy, to test the Galileo system time algorithms in a
real environmental condition.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL PRECISE
TIMING STATION (E-PTS)
The E-PTS infrastructure (Figure 1) that provides the EGST is installed and continuously operated since 2003 at
the IEN premises in Turin, Italy.

1. TIMEKEEPING INSIDE GSTB V1
During the GalileoSat Definition Phase an early
experimental stage, named Galileo System Test Bed
(GSTB), was defined as an integral part of the Galileo
Design Development and Validation Phase in order to
mitigate program risks [1,2,3].
1

This paper is mainly based but not exclusively on the paper
[20] presented as a poster to the 36th Precise Time and Time
Interval (PTTI) meeting, Washington DC, December 2004.

Figure 1: The E-PTS architecture and its major functions.
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The E-PTS architecture partially re-uses the IEN atomic
clocks ensemble, that is a hydrogen maser (H-maser) and
3 commercial Cesium (Cs) clocks [5,6]. Moreover, the
remote time transfer equipment (TWSTFT station and
GPS Common View receivers) for comparison with
external UTC laboratories, namely PTB (Germany) and
NPL (UK), are also shared with IEN institutional duties.
Because both systems are driven by the local UTC(IEN)
time scale, their measures are then related to E-GST by
means of supplementary internal measurements.
All the other new hardware equipment especially procured
for E-PTS are located in dedicated rack hosted in the IEN
laboratory (Figure 2). Here two independent local
measurement systems perform the measurements of the
time difference between couples of clocks readings, as
required by the time scale generation algorithm.
The primary measurement system is based on a 1PPS
signal multiplexer followed by a high-resolution time
interval counter (TIC), providing hourly measures to the
E-GST generation algorithm. In addition, a multi-channel
phase comparator (MCPC) acts as an auxiliary system that
performs simultaneous high rate (down to 1 Hz)
measurements of all the E-PTS clocks, aiming an effective
real-time monitoring and analysis of the behaviour of each
oscillator.

Processing Center (GPC) at ESA/ESTEC premises,
Nordwijk, The Netherlands.
The frequency output of the H-maser is fed to a high
accuracy phase micro-stepper (namely an Auxiliary
Output Generator, AOG) which do not degrade the
intrinsic short-term stability of the H-maser. A frequency
correction is then imposed to the AOG according to the EGST algorithm: the output of the AOG (5 MHz and 1PPS
signals) is the physical realisation of E-GST, a real-time
hardware time scale.
A dual-frequency GPS receiver (a Javad Legacy receiver)
is also operated by the E-PTS as an element of the GSTB
V1 sensor station network. This receiver is directly
connected to the physical realisation of E-GST (10 MHz
and 1PPS signals), allowing the orbitography algorithms
to be referenced to E-GST within the Orbit Determination
and Time Synchronisation (OD&TS) experimentation
activities.
2.1 Early E-PTS Versions
During the deployment phase of the overall GSTB V1
core infrastructure, a reduced functionality E-PTS has
been established to support the early operations of the
GSTB V1 (integration and verification activities).
In particular, since April 2003, a first version called EPTS V1.1 has been operated, providing raw data from an
IEN-property dual frequency geodetic GPS receiver (an
Ashtech Z-12T) directly referenced by the local
UTC(IEN) time scale.
Once the installation and verification of the E-PTS sensor
station has been completed (July 2003), an additional
provisional version has been delivered to provide 1 Hz
raw data referred to a free-running active H-maser of the
IEN Time and Frequency laboratory. This version, called
E-PTS V1.2, was used as a very stable reference during
the OD&TS preliminary experimentation.

Figure 2: The E-PTS installation at the Italian timing
laboratory (IEN, Turin).

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL GALILEO
SYSTEM TIME (E-GST)

The timely processing of the data provided by both
measurement systems is allocated to the E-PTS
operational software, which is also in charge of the
following main functions:

As a prototype of the final Galileo System Time (GST),
the E-GST needs to have optimal characteristics for both
navigation and time dissemination purposes. E-GST is
realised in real time and with a hardware representation.

automated schedule and overall management of the
E-PTS operation;

To fulfil the time dissemination purposes of Galileo, its
reference time has also to be strictly synchronised
(modulo 1 second) to the international reference time,
called Universal Time Coordinate (UTC). To this aim, EGST is then steered versus the International Atomic Time,
TAI (which differs from UTC by an entire number of
seconds), by the use of continuous comparison
measurements versus several local national time scales
UTC(k). It’s worth mentioning that in the final Galileo
architecture the steering function to TAI will be

real-time generation, steering and physical realisation
of the E-GST time scale;
algorithm testing in different scenarios (off-line
experimentation);
experimental results (core products) generation,
formatting, archiving and transfer to the GSTB
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accomplished by the use of an external Time Service
Provider (TSP) [7].
The real-time E-GST (referred as the on-line version) is
realized following a basic scenario involving only the EPTS clocks and a baseline algorithm based on the Galileo
Phase B2 algorithm [8], with additional features suitably
devised for the GSTB V1 purposes. The real-time E-GST
generation algorithm is given by the three steps process
following also the recommendations in [9]:
at first, an ensemble time scale, called GSTR’, is
computed every day as a weighted average of the EPTS Cesium clocks;
the ensemble time scale GSTR’ is in turn compared to
TAI every month, as soon as the BIPM Circular T
data are available, and then corrected in frequency
with the aim of being in agreement with TAI in the
long term. The resulting steered time scale, called
GSTR, is then kept in agreement with TAI;
the frequency drift of the E-PTS master clock (the
IEN active H-maser) is daily estimated versus the
steered time scale GSTR. The frequency correction is
then applied to the H-maser through the AOG,
providing the real-time physical realisation of E-GST.
It follows that the resulting E-GST should provide:
the good short-term stability of the E-PTS H-maser to
support the navigation tasks of Galileo (mainly orbit
determination and time synchronisation;

Starting from March 5th, 2004, the E-PTS is in the final
configuration. The hardware E-GST time scale is
continuously generated in real-time, according with the
computation performed by the algorithm, and it is then fed
to the sensor station obtaining the GPS pseudo-ranges
referenced to E-GST.
The E-PTS performances in term of E-GST figures has
been assessed comparing the resulting E-GST physical
time scale versus the TAI reference (available a posteriori
with about 1.5 month delay, 5 days spaced) and using
UTC(IEN) as an intermediate time scale. The needed time
offset between E-GST and UTC(IEN) has been provided
by the E-PTS measurement system with a sub-nanosecond
uncertainty.
4.1 E-GST Accuracy versus TAI
The time offset between E-GST and TAI is given in
Figure 3 starting from March 5th, 2004, and up to the end
of November 2004 covering a period of 9 months. The
behaviour of E-GST versus PTB and NPL time scales,
through both TWSTFT and GPS CV, is also reported in
Figure 4.
It’s worth to mention that the initial value (about –30 ns)
is the time offset of the E-PTS free-running H-maser
versus TAI at time when the AOG was enabled. Such an
offset has been maintained to avoid phase jumps on the EGST time scale over the software-to-hardware transition,
accepting then a non-zero but known initial bias between
the two time scales.

the medium-term stability of the Cesium clocks
ensemble, allowing the estimation of the E-PTS
clocks parameters (in particular, the frequency drift of
the H-maser);
the long-term stability (and the accuracy) of TAI and
UTC to fulfil the time dissemination purposes.

4. E-PTS PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Table 1 reports the E-PTS performance targets as required
[4] in the frame of GSTB V1, together with the goals
expected for the final Galileo.
GSTB V1

Galileo

Offset of E-GST
versus TAI

< 1 µs

< 50 ns
(95%)

Stability @ 1 day of
E-GST versus TAI

< 5.5 ⋅ 10-14
(2σ)

< 5.5 ⋅ 10-14
(2σ)

Uncertainty of the
prediction of E-GST
versus TAI

33 ns (2σ)

28 ns (2σ)

Table 1: E-PTS performance targets (from [4]).

Figure 3: Time offset between E-GST and TAI.
Maximum: 85.8 ns; minimum: -35.7 ns; mean: 17.5 ns.
Major events occurred in the E-PTS are also marked.
Figure 3 shows that the initial offset of E-GST with
respect to TAI was quite well maintained in the first
three/four months of the E-PTS operation. However,
because several events occurred in the E-PTS during the
experiment (such as operational software troubles, Cs
clock substitution and uncontrolled rising of the laboratory
temperature), the E-GST versus TAI accuracy slightly
degraded in the following months.
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Despite these problems and the limited set of clocks in the
E-PTS ensemble, a good accuracy performance has been
achieved, quite promising for designing the final Galileo
algorithm and its Precise Timing Facility (PTF). As
reported in Figure 5, the absolute value of the E-GST to
TAI offset was below 71 ns for 95% of the time (< 50 ns
for 70% of time). Even if the GSTB V1 goal has been
met, this performance would not fully satisfy the
demanding specifications for final Galileo (50 ns, as
reported in Table 1).

τ, days

ADEV (1σ)

1

1.45 ⋅ 10-14 (¹)

5

6.5 ⋅ 10-15

10

8.0 ⋅ 10-15

20

8.6 ⋅ 10-15

50

7.8 ⋅ 10-15

Table 2: E-GST stability versus TAI in term of Allan
deviation (ADEV). ¹ = extrapolated value.
Since the BIPM data are spaced by 5 days, the stability at
τ = 1 day (as requested by GSTB V1 specification [4]) has
been extrapolated starting from the value obtained for 5
days. Assuming that E-GST is mostly affected by a white
frequency noise, the extrapolation expression is:

σ y (1day ) = σ y (5days) ⋅

Figure 4: E-GST comparison versus TAI (yellow
diamonds), PTB (blue) and NPL (red) time scales, both by
GPS CV (circles) and TWSTFT (triangles), up to
December 21st, 2004. Steering of E-GST started on
March 5th, 2004 (MJD 53069).

(5days)
=σ y (5days) ⋅ 5
(1day )

Even if this expression seems to be pejorative (especially
further to the findings below concerning the E-GST shortterm stability analysis), the resulting stability of 2.9 ×10-14
(2σ) is fully compliant with the dissemination
requirements reported in Table 1.
Moreover, for observation intervals up to one day, the EGST stability is expected to be the H-maser stability apart
from possible corruption due to the AOG and the signal
distribution chain as well as the daily steering procedure.
To evaluate such an impact, the time offset between EGST and the free-running H-maser has been measured by
the MCPC (1 Hz acquisition rate). Since E-GST is just a
frequency steered replica of the same H-maser, the
difference provided by MCPC drops out the contribution
of the H-maser itself. Only the augmentation of the AOG
plus distribution chain plus steering procedure is then
taken into account, giving a figure of the noise added by
these equipment.

Figure 5: Time distribution of the offset between E-GST
and TAI (histogram) and associated cumulative
probability.
4.2 E-GST Stability (Short and Long Term)
The long-term stability of E-GST versus TAI has been
estimated through the computation of the Allan deviation
(ADEV) [10] of the time difference between E-GST and
TAI. Following Table 2 reports the ADEV values at
different observation times t, up to 50 days, over the 9
months period of interest.

Stability results in term of ADEV are given in Figure 6
below for observation interval from 1 second up to about
1 day. The nominal stability of the E-PTS H-maser and
the intrinsic limit of the measurement system are also
reported for comparison purposes.
The measurement system acts as a lower bound for the EGST behavior detection up to some tens of seconds.
Whereas, the E-GST generation and distribution chain
doesn’t degrade the H-maser frequency stability, except
for a “bump” around an observation time of 2000 seconds
may be due to a thermal effect. Further to these notices,
the E-GST short-term stability could be estimated as the
thick red line plotted in Figure 6. This stability has been
clipped with a 3.0 ⋅ 10-15 floor according to the
manufacturer specification of the H-maser [11].
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Figure 6: E-GST short-term frequency stability versus the
free-running H-maser (dotted red line), together with the
stability of the E-PTS H-maser as provided by
manufacturer specifications (dashed blue line) and the
intrinsic limit of the measurement system (solid blue line).
To summarize, the short-term stability estimated above
along with the long-term stability measured versus TAI
(Table 2) give then a complete characterization of the
actual E-GST stability (from 1 second to 50 days). The EGST stability over one day required by the Galileo
specifications (5.5⋅10-14) and estimated by an extrapolation
(2.9 ⋅ 10-14) was possibly an over-estimation, because
value from real experimentation seems even better (< 3.0 ⋅
10-15).
Besides, the E-GST short-term stability as measured
inside the E-PTS is still not the last evaluation. Actually,
E-GST is visible from outside the E-PTS through the GPS
measurement (and the subsequent processing) provided by
the dual frequency GPS receiver acting as the E-PTS
sensor station in the frame of the OD&TS experimentation
activities.
Aiming to get an estimate of E-GST as seen through
external measurement systems, the E-PTS sensor station
data have been processed using a Precise Point
Positioning (PPP) technique [12,13], referring E-GST to
the International GPS Service Time (IGST) scale [14]. In
addition, the time offset between E-GST and the
UTC(USNO) as estimated by the OD&TS process have
been taken into account [15]. Stability results in term of
ADEV are given in following Figure 7, starting from a
300 seconds (5 minutes) observation interval.

Figure 7: E-GST frequency stability as estimated versus
the IGST time scale by a Precise Point Positioning, PPP,
technique (green line) and versus UTC(USNO) by
OD&TS processing (blue line). The E-GST stability as
measured inside the E-PTS is also reported (dashed red
line) as a reference.
4.3 Uncertainty of the Prediction of E.GST versus TAI
The E-GST to TAI time offset is known from BIPM data
only 1.5 months a posteriori. When BIPM data are
available, a prediction of the E-GST to TAI offset is
evaluated for the subsequent 1.5 months (45 days). When
fresh data from BIPM are available, the difference
between predicted versus real measures is evaluated. This
difference is the prediction error. As reported in Table 1,
the GSTB V1 requirements ask to have a prediction error
within 33 ns (95%).
For the 9 months of E-PTS operation, the prediction error
as a function of the prediction length has been evaluated
and the results are reported in Figure 8 below.
As expected, the prediction for a short period is more
accurate than the prediction on a long period. In particular,
it can be seen that at 45 days the prediction error covers a
region of about ±40 ns, which is outside the specification.
Besides, the worst prediction errors are for the months of
July and August, where several troubles in the E-PTS
operation has been experienced.

As expected, the plot shows that the E-GST stability is
degraded by the external measurement systems (receiver
equipment and data processing algorithms). In addition,
also the intrinsic noise of the external time scales used as
reference (namely IGST and UTC(USNO)) affects the
overall E-GST stability.
Figure 8: Prediction error on the E-GST versus TAI time
offset, evaluated for the 9 months of E-PTS operation.
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The 95% boundary provided by a theoretical model [16] is
also reported.
In addition to these experimental results, the prediction
error has been also estimated by means of a theoretical
model detailed in [16]. As mentioned before, in GSTB V1
the E-GST steering versus TAI is obtained through
different intermediate steps that firstly steer the Cs clocks
ensemble on TAI, then steer E-GST versus the steered Cs
ensemble. The evaluation of the uncertainty of the E-GST
to TAI offset becomes therefore quite complicated and an
approximated evaluation was performed basing on certain
assumptions:
the TAI prediction is obtained as a linear
extrapolation of the past month of BIPM data;
the medium long term stability of E-GST is
completely driven by the Cesium ensemble stability
(i.e., the H-maser steering algorithm is working very
well following the Cesium behaviour for observation
time larger than one day);
the Cs clocks are mostly affected by a white
frequency noise (WFN) of about 3 ⋅ 10-14 at one day
and they have a frequency offset that is estimated
versus TAI on the previous month of BIPM data;
the steering versus TAI does not corrupt the Cs
ensemble stability.
Under these hypothesis, [16] shows that the uncertainty
prediction for an interval t depends both on the number of
Cs clocks and on the uncertainty of the measures linking
E-GST to TAI (through TWSTFT or GPS CV). In
particular, the uncertainty of the TWSTFT link (used to
connect UTC(IEN) to UTC) was estimated to be 1.4 ns
(1σ) [17,18]; therefore, the prediction uncertainty for a
period of 45 days results to be about 37 ns (95%, N = 3).
In case a GPS CV technique was used, the prediction
uncertainty would become about 41 ns (95%, N = 3),
because the higher uncertainty (5.1 ns, 1σ).
Following Figure 9 plots the prediction uncertainty for a
different number of Cs clocks as estimated applying the
theoretical model above and assuming to use a TWSTFT
link. It can be seen that with 3 Cs clocks the uncertainty is
about 37 ns (95%), while a value of about 28 ns (95%), as
required in final Galileo, would be ensured by operating 6
Cs clocks, at least.
Besides, comparing the 95% boundary obtained by this
approximate theoretical model with the experimental data
(as reported in Figure 8), it follows that a good agreement
is then achieved.

Figure 9: Uncertainty of the E-GST to TAI offset
prediction for a different number of Cs clocks, as
estimated using the theoretical model described in [16].

5. CONCLUSIONS
According with the experimentation conducted up to now,
the results can be summarised in the following Table 3.
It follows that the GSTB V1 targets have been reached
apart the uncertainty on the prediction of E-GST with
respect to TAI. Moreover, the comparison respect the
Galileo targets gives the confidence that with a dedicated
laboratory with, i.e., an higher number of Cs clocks and
redundant systems, the targets could be reached even if
they are demanding.
GSTB V1
Target

GSTB V1
Results

Galileo
Target

Offset of E-GST
versus TAI

< 1 µs

< 71 ns
(95%)

< 50 ns
(95%)

Stability @ 1 day of
E-GST versus TAI

< 5.5 ⋅ 10-14
(2σ)

< 2.9 ⋅ 10-14
(2σ)

< 5.5 ⋅ 10-14
(2σ)

Uncertainty of the
prediction of E-GST
versus TAI

33 ns (2σ)

40 ns (2σ)

28 ns (2σ)

Table 3: E-PTS performance results with respect to targets
Many lessons have been learned by the E-PTS team from
this long time, day-by-day operation and experimentation.
To summarise, following valuable recommendations on
hardware, software and algorithm can be then issued in
view of the future work for the Galileo ground segment
about the PTFs design and implementations:
apart from redundancy needs, additional Cs clocks in
each PTF ensemble is highly advised, mainly aiming
to maintain the demanding agreement of Galileo
system time versus TAI (50 ns, 95%). As a
consequence, the future PTF architecture (in term of
both hardware and software) shall be designed in
order to be able to process an higher number of clocks
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(12, for instance) and allow a safe management of the
introduction and removal of a clock (e.g. for purpose
of maintenance);

a manual recovery action should be available,
providing a configurable time or frequency step to be
triggered by the PTF operator.

one or even two H-masers are not able to allow the
monitoring of its behaviour (i.e., performance
analysis and anomalies detection). The procurement
of three H-masers for each PTFs should be then taken
into account during the architecture design;

The main challenge of the experiment was the completely
automatic generation of E-GST asking for robustness on
clock measurement, clock monitoring, ensemble algorithm
evaluation, loading BIPM data, steering versus TAI,
evaluation of the H-maser frequency correction, real-time
hardware E-GST generation, connection to a GPS
geodetic receiver and automatic data exchange to Control
Center, time transfer with PTB and NPL, real time
monitoring of operation.

since most of H-masers allow a limited range of
operating temperature only (e.g., 4°C around 22°C for
the equipment used in GSTB V1), the clocks room
inside PTF should be designed to avoid large
temperature oscillations even in case of malfunction
of the thermal control system. This will prevent that
severe failure could affect the H-masers and the Cs
clocks as well. Moreover, all the hardware equipment
involved in the clocks measurement system and in the
GST physical realization (namely the AOG and the
distribution system) should be placed in the same
temperature-controlled room;
even if the E-GST baseline algorithm (as defined in
Phase B2) meets most of the requirements and it is
also accepted as the Galileo system time algorithm,
some improvements should be addressed by next reengineering stage. In particular, it is suggested to
insert an additional check on clock anomaly (with
respect to the expected behaviour) at the very
beginning of the data pre-processing, to avoid
inserting “bad” measures in the GST computation;
the check on the frequency steering correction to be
imposed on the H-maser through the AOG was too
weak and did not protect versus large anomalies (as
experienced in the last months of the
experimentation). It follows that a more robust check
should be addressed, maybe taking into account a
configurable threshold with respect to the last
imposed correction on the H-maser;
it is possible that for some intentional or accidental
reasons, a clock may suffer a time or frequency
jumps. However, such jumps have to be compensated
before using those clocks in the GST algorithm, not to
inject false instabilities. It follows that the time and
frequency jumps compensation features should be
included and fully managed inside the GST
processing algorithm;
because very strong correlation between a single
clock and the average time scale based on a small
ensemble of clocks, a single clock may influence very
much the average time scale and degrade its stability
in case of clock malfunctioning. To reduce the risk of
the so called “clock ensemble correlation” [19], a
corrective factor should be then applied;
the current baseline algorithm is designed to maintain
E-GST in agreement with TAI but no recovery action
are envisaged to cope with possible degraded
situations. In case of a GST is too far away from TAI,

The main experienced difficulties may be summarised as
follows:
hardware failures (PPS generator, signal distributor,
temperature control…);
algorithm robustness (anomaly protection, tuning…);
software failures (bugs, network traffic, PC virus…);
Moreover, a good early interface between T&F scientists
and industrial software team (analysis, design, and
development) would be advisable.
In addition, it must be noticed that some PTF key
activities were not planned in the GSTB V1
experimentation, mainly devoted to test critical algorithms
in a real but experimental set-up. Nevertheless, hardware
matters (such as, H-masers automatic switching system,
architecture redundancy and its impact on the
performance, 2nd PTF switching) should be fully
investigated in the early steps of Galileo program, in order
to have a reliable design.
At last, it’s worth mentioning that in the final Galileo
architecture the steering function to TAI will be
accomplished by the use of an external Time Service
Provider (TSP) [7].
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ABSTRACT
The Galileo Time Service Provider (GTSP) is the entity
that will act as the interface between Galileo and the
global time standard, Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC). This paper reviews the concepts behind the
GTSP and identifies top-level design options. It reflects
ideas of the authors regarding the work to be undertaken
during the following three years of Galileo development
until the In-Orbit Validation experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION
As GPS, Galileo offers not only positioning, but also
time synchronization capabilities to its users. Thus,
Galileo timekeeping has to deal with a specific
metrological
timekeeping
function
to
enable
dissemination of the Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC) through Galileo. To support this function, the
reference time scale of Galileo, the Galileo System
Time (GST), has to be closely synchronized to UTC
(but without introduction of leap-seconds that is done on
UTC to maintain its conformance with the rotation of
the Earth). The residual offset GST-UTC has to be
determined and broadcast in the Galileo navigation
message.
The continuously improved quality of GPS time
dissemination services which broadcasts a real-time
prediction of UTC derived with the help of the US
Naval Observatory (USNO), sets the benchmark for
Galileo. The ability of Galileo to offer a comparable or
better accuracy of time dissemination will contribute to
Galileo acceptance in the user community and widen the
potential Galileo market.
To implement the metrological timekeeping function,
Galileo will need to rely on European timing institutes
which support the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures (BIPM) in calculation and distribution of
UTC. These institutes possess both scientific
competence in the metrological time keeping and
practical experience in maintaining real-time
realizations of UTC (UTC is computed by BIPM as a
“paper-clock” available only post factum).

Unlike the United States where hardware resources and
timing expertise supporting GPS are concentrated at the
USNO, these resources and expertise are spread
amongst several institutes in Europe. Therefore, to meet
the GPS benchmark, it has to be achieved that these
institutes behave as a well-coordinated network
producing high-quality timing products for Galileo. The
networking effect would also stimulate concentration of
the European timing expertise and, thus, ensure the
competitiveness of Galileo. The cooperation between
Galileo and the timing institutes will be organized and
coordinated by the Galileo Time Service Provider
(GTSP).
The role of the GTSP has been addressed in two
definition studies:
ESA-funded working group on Galileo timing
interface (2000-2001)
Galileo Mission Implementation Activity (20032005) which was launched by the Galileo Joint
Undertaking (GJU) (see [2] for more details on
the outcome of this study).
GTSP implementation – also funded by GJU – is to start
this year.
The main objective of GTSP is the provision of a
specific service to Galileo to link GST to UTC. This
service comprises also coordination of the actors
involved into the GTSP operation, and scientific support
for Galileo on specific aspects related to the
metrological timekeeping. Thus the GTSP has to bridge
the commercial world of Galileo with the state-funded
metrological institutes in Europe, and to become the
focal point for the European timing expertise to ensure
the competitiveness of Galileo. This paper presents an
independent view of the GTSP architecture and
organization developed by a team of research and
timing institutes and commercial companies. It does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of GJU.
From the team point of view, GTSP development
should be driven by the following principles:
High integration of existing European resources
(expertise and facilities)
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Excellent performance (quality and availability
of products etc.) of the GTSP surpassing the
formulated requirements
Meeting stringent requirements of Galileo
facility operations as concerns reliability and
security of GTSP services
Close cooperation with the timing community
from the outset and encouraging participation in
GTSP activities for UTC laboratories worldwide
(potentially, also non-European, i.e. Canadian,
Russian, Chinese, Israeli laboratories etc.)
Promotion of the Galileo brand and the Galileo
services through initiation of a Galileo
awareness program for the timing community
and timing users
Cost-efficient implementation and operations of
the prototype GTSP through following the
principles of sufficiency-for-purpose. The basic
philosophy will be to acquire data from the UTC
laboratories and the PTF without impacting their
internal operations.
Translation of these principles into GTSP organization
and architecture is discussed further on.
2. GTSP FUNCTIONS
In 2000, the GalileoSat Time Interface Working Group
completed a preliminary study on the establishment of a
system time scale for Galileo and its interface to the
international timescale UTC. Following this activity,
ESA has identified that the navigation function is safety
critical (Galileo will provide Safety-of-Life navigation
services) and should be kept within Galileo. On the
other hand, the metrological function is non-critical for
safety-of-life applications, but it is one of the key
factors to ensure Galileo competitive abilities vs. GPS
and, thus, its successful introduction into the market.
Separation of the responsibilities for the navigation and
the metrological function was considered to be a way to
allow Galileo to achieve a competitive level of timing
performance. It was proposed to outsource the
responsibility for the metrological function to GTSP, an
external body with respect to Galileo, which has to
establish a link between Galileo and the European
timing community. Through this model, Galileo will be
able to benefit from the long-term scientific experience
and the high-quality products of the timing community.
Properly implemented, this solution can become
mutually stimulating for both Galileo and the timing
community, and hence will allow:
to support the overall expertise within the
Galileo program through the link with the
European timing community
to reduce Galileo operational costs and risks
through re-use of products of European time
laboratories, and as an additional effect

to improve the cooperation within the European
and the international timing community and
create a focal point for perspective
developments in the domain of timing
metrology.
Obviously, the main objective of GTSP is to satisfy the
relevant performance requirements, and to provide a
robust, secure, and cost-effective operational solution.
Also, the positive effect of GTSP activities onto the
timing community needs to be carefully considered.
GTSP activities may stimulate an improvement of the
quality of UTC laboratories’ products which in turn will
improve the quality of Galileo services.
The main functions of GTSP are:
to provide Galileo with information on GSTUTC offset to support timing services provided
through Galileo
to provide Galileo steering corrections to enable
GST to stay in agreement with TAI/UTC (the
timescale International Time Atomic (TAI)
differs from UTC only by an integer number of
seconds, these two timescales will not be
distinguished further)
to monitor the performance of the GST (and
potentially, also performance of Galileo time
dissemination).
The GTSP shall become responsible for organizing and
processing data from the Galileo Precise Time Facility
(PTF) (see [1] for details of PTF design), UTC
laboratories, the BIPM and the International Earth
Rotation Service (IERS) in order to fulfill these
functions. Thereto, GTSP has to obtain access to
existing time transfer equipment and time scales within
the Galileo PTF and facilities of UTC laboratories.
Beyond the operational tasks to support GST generation
through linking it to TAI, the GTSP can assist
monitoring and validation of Galileo time products.
GTSP has to assist in the building up of user trust in
Galileo products and services through providing a
competent and independent verification of the GST
performance.
Finally, the contribution of the GTSP to the
development of the Galileo business plan and its
potential role in Galileo marketing requires careful
considerations. On one side, the GTSP may allow
Galileo to benefit from using the products of renowned
European timing institutes; it will support establishing
the Galileo’s own brand-mark. On the other hand,
supporting Galileo may become an important factor for
the timing institutes themselves, advertising their
research and innovation potential and stimulating their
further development in a pan-European framework. Our
philosophy is to propose an “open-architecture” GTSP
which would be able to cooperate with numerous
European timing institutes.
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3. GTSP ACTORS AND ROLE
The GTSP operations will involve the three basic
players:
GTSP itself
Galileo
Timing community (represented by European
UTC laboratories, the BIPM, and the IERS)
GTSP will act as an agent between Galileo and the
timing community (see Figure 1) linking the GST which
is produced at the Galileo PTF to the international
reference time scale UTC/TAI which is computed by
BIPM a posteriori. Real-time representations of UTC
are produced by national timing institutes (further
referred to as UTC laboratories).
GTSP has to collect data generated by the time transfer
equipment at the PTF and UTC laboratories. From
processing of these data and additional information
from BIPM (offsets between the time scale of UTC
laboratories and the UTC), GTSP will estimate the
GST-UTC time offset and GST-UTC steering
correction, and provide this information to Galileo PTF.

Beyond the exchange of data and calculation of the
steering corrections, several administrative and
supervising functions should be addressed:
To forward the time transfer observations and
clock measurements from the PTF to the BIPM
To retrieve the leap second information from
IERS and to provide this information to Galileo
To arrange the collaboration with the involved
timing laboratories
To organize the operation of the TWSTFT time
transfer links between PTF and the timing
laboratories, including negotiations with satellite
service providers
To organize calibration exercises for initial and
later periodical calibration of the GNSS
Common View and TWSTFT links between
PTF and the timing laboratories.
To monitor the GST-TAI offset using historical
data from BIPM

Satellite time transfer links
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Timing community

Time transfer data
to GST, other data
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Figure 1. GTSP actors and interfaces

4. GTSP IMPLEMENTATION PHYLOSOPHY
According to our analysis, GTSP implementation
activities should be concentrated on:
ensuring the ability of the GTSP to fully support
Galileo tests and verification activities during
the Galileo In-Orbit Validation (IOV) phase,
and to implement the presently developed
version of GTSP (which is considered as a
prototype) in such a way that its operation can
continue, when necessary, over the IOV phase

until Galileo reaches the Fully Operational
Capability and potentially even longer;
ensuring the performance (quality and
availability of products etc.) of the GTSP to be
considerably better than the specified
performance requirements to strengthen Galileo
competitive abilities;
achieving the implementation and operations of
the GTSP in a cost-efficient manner. The major
goal should be to ensure that the GTSP can offer
high-quality services for an attractive price to
the Galileo Operating Company;
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establishing a close cooperation with the timing
community from day one and making
participation in GTSP activities open (also, in a
flexible way) for all UTC laboratories
(potentially, also non-European, i.e. Canadian,
Russian, Chinese, Israeli laboratories etc) which
are willing to commit to necessary performance
standards;
contribution to establishing and promotion of
the Galileo brand, and promotion of Galileo
services through supporting the development of
the Galileo business plan and starting a Galileo
awareness program for the timing community.
The following principles for implementation of the
GTSP can be emphasized:
GTSP should be integrated with the core Galileo
infrastructure and shall be fully operational
during the IOV phase to support the overall
Galileo validation program;
GTSP should act as an agent for the information
and expertise provided by the European timing
institutes which is required for Galileo to
provide high-performance time services;
GTSP should become at the same time an agent
between Galileo and the community of time and
frequency users;
GTSP should be developed in such a way that
its services will allow GST to meet relevant
requirements immediately. In the same time, the
GTSP should be able to rapidly adapt its
services to growing needs of Galileo and its
users and to technological developments in the
timing metrology (new types of precise clocks,
advanced time transfer techniques etc.).
Preferably, GTSP should be implemented as an
independent commercial entity. Accordingly,
UTC laboratories should not be part of this
entity, and should be linked externally to assure
GTSP independency and flexibility to adapt to
future developments;
GTSP should make maximal use of already
existing expertise and facilities in order to
minimise development risks and costs;
An
important
constraint
on
GTSP
implementation is avoiding any negative impact
on the routine operation of UTC laboratories,
BIPM, Galileo and other actors involved.

anticipated that this relationship will have a commercial
character.
BIPM and IERS are international organizations with
public mandates. According to their status, it will be
hardly possible for the GTSP to contract them for
specific provisions related to timing products. The
easiest solution for GTSP is to act on the same basis as
any metrological institute presently, receiving BIPM
and IERS products with no charge through public
channels.
For the relation with the timing institutes one can
consider the following models:
Both, GTSP and UTC laboratories, are
contracted by the Galileo operating company
(GOC) directly,
GTSP is contracted by the Galileo operating
company, and the UTC laboratories are
contracted in turn by the GTSP.
The second option seems to be favorable since it will
simplify the task of the Galileo Operating Company,
and will facilitate an effective collaboration between
GTSP and the timing community.
The relationship between the Galileo Operating
Company and the GTSP should be independent of any
other sub-contracts placed on an operating entity – the
GTSP should remain as an agent between the UTC
laboratories and the Galileo Operating Company and
should ideally not be subjugated to either party. This
solution can ensure the quality of GTSP products and
the ability of the GTSP to perform its work in a
commercial manner, but with the necessary scientific
independence so essential for the long-term evolution of
this activity.

5. GTSP MODELS
GTSP has to establish three important relationships:
with Galileo,
with UTC laboratories,
with BIPM and IERS.
Relationship with Galileo will be governed by
regulations of the Galileo Operating Company, and is a
subject for negotiations later. Presently, it can be only

Figure 2. Open-architecture GTSP model

We have elaborated an “open-architecture” GTSP
model. The corresponding liability layers are illustrated
in Figure 2. The proposed model foresees two kinds of
relationship with UTC laboratories: affiliation and
cooperation.
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Affiliated laboratories are to be contracted to ensure
GTSP performance. They should guarantee a certain
level of product quality, and accept certain regulations
and restriction on operations of the time transfer
equipment and data transfer to GTSP. Affiliated
laboratories are to be selected based on the performance
of their timescales. It is deemed that four laboratories
are sufficient to ensure the necessary level of GTSP
performance and to provide the necessary redundancy.
Cooperating laboratories are those volunteering to
support GTSP operations. These laboratories could be
involved on a free-of-charge basis to further increase the
quality of the GTSP products and to facilitate its
consolidating effect on the European timing community.
To enable this model of involvement of cooperating
laboratories, GTSP has to ensure promotion of its
activities, so that participation in them becomes a signof-quality for timing institutes.
6. GTSP ARCHITECTURE
The basic idea of GTSP operations should be to acquire
data from the UTC laboratories and the Galileo PTF
without disturbing their internal operations.
GTSP will perform the necessary processing on datasets
provided by these entities and provide its products to
Galileo as required. Another responsibility of the GTSP
is delivering of timing products from Galileo PTF to
BIPM in order to ensure GST visibility for the
metrological community.
A potential sharing of responsibilities between the
actors involved into the GTSP operations is illustrated
in Table 1.
The GTSP may include the following elements:
GTSP processing facility and GST monitoring
facility being responsible for
o control and monitoring of GTSP
operations

acquisition of relevant data from
specific
sinks:
Galileo,
UTC
laboratories, BIPM, IERS
o data processing and generation of
GTSP products
o distribution of GTSP products and
other necessary data to clients
(Galileo, UTC laboratories, BIPM,
other potential users)
GST monitoring facility being responsible for
the a posteriori monitoring of the GST
performance vs. TAI
Time transfer links between UTC laboratories
and PTF
Interfaces (data links) to UTC laboratories,
Galileo, BIPM, IERS, and potential users
o

A cost-effective solution for implementation of time
transfer links between PTF and UTC laboratories would
be to re-use already available time transfer equipment at
UTC laboratories (TWSTFT stations and/or GPS
Common View receivers which are used for time
transfer in the frame of regular operations of the
laboratories). Compatible time transfer equipment
meeting metrological standards and practices should be
installed at Galileo PTF. In addition, the laboratories
and the PTF should be responsible for operation of their
time transfer equipment and provision of the time
transfer data to GTSP.
Another cost effective option is to organize the data
provisions from the PTF and the laboratories through
password-protected FTP servers which can be accessed
by the GTSP (this is also a standard practice of BIPM
and IERS for making their products available to the
metrological community). GTSP products may be made
available to Galileo in a similar manner.
To support Galileo promotion and dissemination of
GTSP products to Galileo user community, GTSP may
establish a dedicated Web-interface (a dedicated Web
server) where these products will be made available to
potential users. The server may become a part of the
GTSP processing facility.

R e spo ns ib i li ty o f l abo rat ori es

R es pon si bi l i ty of G TS P

R es pon si bi l it y of G al i le o

Ensure availability of time transfer
equipment

Coordinate time transfer observation
(negotiate schedule)

Ensure availability of time transfer
equipment

Establish data links

Coordinate/organize calibration
campaigns; support calibration of time
transfer equipment at PTF

Provide access to PTF time transfer
equipment for calibrations

Support calibration of time transfer
equipment

Collect data from UTC laboratories,
Galileo, BIPM and IERS

Establish data links to GTSP

Perform time transfer observations with
PTF following the schedule

Compute GST-to-TAI offset and GST-toTAI steering correction

Perform time transfer observations with
UTC laboratories following the schedule

Make time transfer data available to
GTSP

Make computational results available to
Galileo

Make time transfer data (and other
relevant data) available to GTSP
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R e spo ns ib i li ty o f l abo rat ori es

R es pon si bi l i ty of G TS P

R es pon si bi l it y of G al i le o

Monitor performance of real-time UTC
representations and report failures
and/or unavailability to GTSP

Provide PTF clock measurements and
time transfer data to BIPM

Inform GTSP about operations planning

Support trouble-shooting

Monitor GST performance vs. TAI

Support trouble-shooting

Monitor quality of data from PTF and
UTC laboratories and provide feed-back
Coordinate operations with Galileo;
lead trouble-shooting
Table 1. Sharing of responsibilities between GTSP actors

The GTSP overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.
The proposed solution relies on long-term practices in
timing metrology and will have minimal impact onto the
regular operations of all GTSP actors, thus leading to
minimization of GTSP development costs and
associated risks in the spirit of fit-for-purpose
philosophy adopted by the authors.
Furthermore, it may be emphasized that the GTSP
should make use of the primary products of UTC
laboratories – the real-time representation of UTC they
maintain. The mandate of the laboratories is to ensure a
high quality and availability of these real-time
representations. Through their utilization, GTSP can
benefit from the expertise and technical excellence of
the laboratories, since in the leading laboratories the

TT equipment

FTP
server

UTC
laboratories

real-time UTC representations are generated from novel
ultra-stable clocks (like Caesium fountains) or by
elaborated timescale algorithms which compute an
average of multiple commercial clocks. In addition,
making use of the real-time UTC representations will
allow the GTSP to become a natural extension of the
European metrological infrastructure, and achieve a
clear allocation of responsibilities between itself and the
timing laboratories without violating their intellectual
property rights.
The technical feasibility of this approach and the ability
of the GTSP to meet and even to best the required
performance level have been demonstrated in [3].

GTSP

FTP server

FTP
server

BIPM

FTP server

FTP
server

IERS

GST Monitoring
Facility

TT equipment

FTP
server

Processing
Facility

PTF

Galileo Ground
Component

GST Monitoring Facility
Public network, TCP/IP protocol
responsible for independent
Time Transfer (TT) links
monitoring of GST-TAI offset
Secure link to GGC
Figure 3. GTSP architecture
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ABSTRACT:
In this paper we describe recent work undertaken as
part of the EC Framework Programme 6 to better
define the Galileo Time Service Provider (GTSP), the
entity that will act as the interface between Galileo,
Europe’s planned contribution to global satellite
navigation systems, and Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC), the global standard for time.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Galileo Mission Implementation (GEM) project in
EC Framework Programme 6 is led by France
Development Conseil (FDC) and provides Galileo with
wide-ranging support on standardisation and
certification issues, radio spectrum allocations and
mission development issues. Here we report on one of
the GEM work packages concerning the Galileo Time
Service Provider (GEM WP5210), which was
undertaken jointly by IEN, PTB and NPL. The GEM
study was a precursor for the development and
implementation of a GTSP for the in-orbit validation
(IOV) phase of Galileo planned for 2007/2008. As
such, this paper can be viewed as an interim report on
the progress towards an operational GTSP.
2. THE GALILEO TIME SERVICE
2.1 An Overview of Galileo’s Timing Functions
As with other Global Navigation Satellite Systems,
Galileo will establish its own reference system time,
known as Galileo System Time (GST). GST will be
formed from a composite of the clocks that are
operated in the Galileo Precise Timing Facilities (PTF),
Galileo’s own timing stations based on hydrogen
masers and caesium atomic clocks. Other clocks in the
Galileo system, such as those on-board the satellites,
will be synchronised to GST via pseudo-range
measurements linked to the PTF and processed by
Galileo’s
Orbit
Determination
and
Time
Synchronisation (ODTS) software. We understand that
the possible inclusion of these other clocks in the
generation of GST will be considered after the ODTS
process is operational and its estimation errors have
been fully characterised.

The GST specifications state that it will be steered to
TAI with a maximum offset of 50 ns for 95% of the
time (over any yearly time interval) and that the
difference will be known with an uncertainty of 28 ns
(95% confidence). The uncertainty stems mainly from
the need to predict GST-TAI for real time applications,
because International Atomic Time (TAI) is known
definitively only in deferred time with a maximum
delay of 45 days. The offset between GST and UTC
will be an integer number of seconds, information that
Galileo will broadcast as part of its time service. In
terms of the links between GST and TAI, it has been
decided that the Galileo Operator will be responsible
for systems necessary for the navigation mission, while
a Time Service Provider will be responsible for the
additional facilities necessary to provide a UTC time
service via Galileo. The metrological time-keeping
function for the Galileo time service will be performed
through co-operation with the Galileo Time Service
Provider (GSTP) and with selected European UTC(k)
laboratories.
2.2 Galileo development phases
The main development phases going forward are:
In-Orbit validation (IOV) Phase: Its scope is to early
validate/verify Galileo (segments, operations and
service provision) before the full deployment of the
overall system. The IOV results will finalise the
definition and development of the segments and
operations. The Galileo Development and In-Orbit
Validation (IOV) Phase is subdivided into three main
sub-phases, namely:
- Phase C (detailed design)
- Phase D (manufacturing)
- Phase E1 (initial deployment, system
validation and operations)
During the IOV phase, there will be only one
operational PTF, which will be physically implemented
at the Galileo Control Centre (GCC). In addition, there
will only be a limited number of Galileo satellites
during the IOV phase. The consequences on the GTSP
design from these constraints are that:
- The GTSP is likely to have an important role
in validating the PTF at IOV, via comparisons
with UTC(k) laboratories;
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-

It will be difficult to test the GTSP’s role in
PTF-PTF handover procedures at IOV;
The GTSP will not be able to rely on Galileo
common-view receivers for time transfer in
IOV, and hence will have to make use of
either TWSTFT or GPS common-view
techniques.

Long Term Operations Phase: Its scope is to provide
guaranteed services to end users, dealing with the
provision of the full Galileo service and the
maintenance/replenishment of the constellation. The
current baseline design considers a minimum phase of
20 years operation. During the eventual FullOperational Capability (FOC) phase, a hot back-up
PTF, identical to the master PTF will be implemented
in a hot back-up GCC and steered to the master PTF.
At FOC, it will be possible for the Galileo operator to
switch the role of master or slave between the two
PTFs.
The impact on the GTSP design when moving from
IOV to FOC is than that:
- The GTSP will have an important role in
assessing GST-TAI offsets, but Galileo will
be able to cross-compare PTF performances
and therefore to detect and act on faults itself;
- It will be possible to test the GTSP’s role in
PTF-PTF handover procedures at FOC;
- The GTSP will be able to rely on Galileo
common-view receivers for time transfer in
FOC, allowing a choice between TWSTFT,
Galileo and GPS common-view techniques.
2.3 Galileo Time Service Provider Developments
The GTSP issue was considered by ESA’s GalileoSat
Working Group on the Galileo Time Interface
(GWGGTI) between 1999 and 2000 [1] and provided a
number of recommendations on the way forward for
the GTSP.
The Galileo System Test Bed V1 (GSTB V1) ran from
2002 to 2005 and was used to test time scale
algorithms for the Galileo PTF, both for GST
generation and for steering GST to TAI. The core of
the GSTB V1 timing experiment is based at IEN,
building on existing UTC(IEN) facilities. The
UTC(PTB) and UTC(NPL) facilities are also employed
in the experiments, mainly in support of calibration
experiments (PTB) and for TAI steering experiments
(both PTB and NPL). The results of these GSTB V1
experiments are reported elsewhere at EFTF05 [2].
The GEM Project reported here is a precursor study
before the main development of the GTSP for the
Galileo IOV Phase, which is the subject of detailed
contract negotiations at the time of writing.

3. THE GTSP REQUIREMENTS
The Galileo Time Service Provider (TSP) is the entity
that will act as the interface between Galileo and the
global time standard, Coordinated Universal Time
(UTC). In its simplest form the key GTSP
requirements can be stated as follows:
(i)
To provide Galileo with UTC information
for the Galileo time service;
(ii)
To provide steering corrections to enable
GST to stay in agreement with TAI;
(iii)
To monitor the performance of the
Galileo Time Service.
In practice, the UTC information will be passed to
Galileo as a TAI-GST offset and a UTC-TAI offset
(i.e. leap second information). The accuracy
requirements for the Galileo Time Service dictate that
the GTSP will have to predict TAI in advance of the
official publication of the BIPM Circular T. In the
remainder of this section, we identify the key
components needed to achieve these top-level
requirements, according to four functional categories,
and comment on which components were analysed
further in order to guide the GTSP design process.
Data Measurements: The raw data for the GTSP
function are the offsets between various clocks in the
UTC and Galileo timing systems, based on
measurements of time transfer links and phase offsets
between the clocks at each participating laboratory.
Together, they provide a data set that maps the
behaviour of all the measured clocks relative to each
other, which can be used to meet objectives (i) and (ii)
above.
- UTC(k) and PTF clock data
- UTC(k) and PTF time transfer data
The first set of data is needed only for composite clock
schemes while the second set is needed for all GTSP
data processing schemes – see section 5 below for
more explanation. In addition, to validate the Galileo
Time Service from a user perspective, it is necessary to
measure the following parameter:
- UTC(k) – GST data from Galileo signal-inspace measurements
System Reports: In addition to the raw measurements,
the GTSP will need to track system changes that
introduce phase discontinuities (e.g. introducing a
different phase delay in a measurement when replacing
a cable; recalibrating a time transfer receiver; etc.)
- UTC(k) and PTF clock steering reports
- UTC(k) and PTF configuration change reports
- Calibration reports
Also, data will have to be gathered from other
organisations such as the BIPM or IERS:
- UTC – TAI reports from the IERS Bulletin C
- UTC – UTC(k) reports from the BIPM
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Data Processing: The computation of the TAI
predictions is an essential precursor to computing the
products identified in objectives (i) and (ii) above:
- TAI predictions (e.g. TAIp – UTC(k))
The outputs associated with objectives (i) and (ii)
above need to be computed:
- UTC – GST offset computations (e.g. based
on UTC(k) – GST measurements, TAI
predictions and reports from the IERS and
BIPM)
- GST steering computations
Finally, the output associated with objective (iii) needs
to be computed:
- UTC(k) – GST computations from Galileo
signal-in-space measurements
Data Management: Finally, arrangements need to be
in place to share, validate and archive the various data
sets and products associated with the GTSP:
- data communications (to/from Galileo, BIPM,
IERS, UTC(k), users, etc.)
- data validation
- data archive
Many of the components identified above are well
known and – from a top-level view – offer a clear
design path to be followed. For example, the IERS and
BIPM services in support of UTC are well established
and therefore the Galileo GTSP will simply adapt to
those existing services. Equally, there are some
components that offer detailed design choices, but
where top-level input here is not required. For
example, the GTSP can leave the choice of counter
timers and phase comparators for clock data
measurements at the UTC(k) and PTF to the designers
of those systems without undue risk. Also, the details
of the data management functions are assumed to be
uncontroversial and hence were not analysed further in
this study. However, there are some issues at the
interfaces of the Galileo and UTC laboratories where
the GTSP needs to ensure that proper coordination
takes place. This is particularly true of the time transfer
links. A superficial view suggests simplicity, but a
more careful analysis reveals potential for unnecessary
duplication of equipment and effort and, at worst,
incompatible time transfer implementations at the
UTC(k) and PTF. This issue is explored further in
section 4. In addition to the GTSP interfaces, there are
some core GTSP responsibilities that would benefit
from a top-level design justification. Specifically, we
have in mind the algorithms for TAI predictions and
GST steering computations. These are discussed
further in section 5.

Segment (GMS) documents: The GMS Requirements
Document [3], the GMS External Interface
Requirements Document [4], and the GMS Time
Service Provider Interface Control Document [5]. The
length of this conference paper prevents a detailed
review of the different GTSP requirements. However,
we note that the requirements as currently formulated
remain high-level and leave considerable room for
interpretation. It seems inevitable that the GTSP
requirements will evolve with the PTF development
during CDE1 phases of the GalileoSat programme, and
be defined in more detail to address issues such as
service availability, data provision delay, and detailed
data contents (detailed format, resolution of
measurement values, report of measurement
uncertainties etc.).
4. SELECTION OF TIME TRANSFER LINKS
The GEM study considered two issues in relation to
time transfer links: (i) whether the selected time
transfer techniques were fit for purpose and (ii) how to
avoid the unnecessary duplication of requirements for
time transfer facilities for Galileo, GPS and UTC?
The first issue was addressed by comparing the
stability of the caesium clocks and hydrogen masers
against the candidate time transfer techniques: TwoWay Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer
(TWSTFT), Geodetic GNSS Time Transfer and GNSS
Common-View. The different time transfer techniques
were adequate for the steering targets for GST (|TAIGST|<50 ns). However, there are implications on how
often steering decisions can realistically be made.
Noise processes in active hydrogen masers start to
become visible across TWSTFT and Geodetic time
transfer links after averaging times of one day. Across
a common-view link, the averaging time is extended to
between 3 and 10 days. Hence, while common-view
links should be able to support the GST-TAI target of
50 ns, it is better to use TWSTFT and/or Geodetic GPS
with time scales based on active hydrogen masers –
particularly if the Galileo time service is to emulate the
performance of GPS.
The second issue was addressed in a review the various
Galileo and UTC interfaces that require time transfer
links – including some outside the strict scope of the
study but which may influence design choices for the
GTSP. The interfaces considered were:
-

The Galileo-to-GPS interface, to measure the
Galileo/GPS Time Offset (GGTO) parameter
[6]

-

The PTF-to-PTF interface, to synchronise the
GST outputs from the two Galileo PTF at
FOC

Finally, we note that the GEM study reviewed these
ideas in relation to the following Galileo Mission
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-

The PTF-to-ODTS interface, to synchronise
the Galileo satellite clocks to GST via pseudorange measurements taken by Galileo Sensor
Stations (GSS)

-

The UTC(k)-to-UTC(k) interfaces, to measure
the time offset between the various UTC(k)
time scales.

The baseline for each of these links is shown in Table
1, both for Galileo IOV and FOC phases.
A concern here is that there are potentially three
different TWSTFT networks (i.e. for the PTF, GGTO
and UTC) and that the GTSP might generate a need for
a fourth TWSTFT network. The cost of TWSTFT
satellite time can be up to 2 MEuro p.a. for a dedicated
transponder (although actual cost can be much less
depending on the details of the transponder usage).
Similarly, although less costly than TWSTFT, there
may be a need to duplicate GNSS timing receivers at
the PTF and UTC(k) laboratories unless arrangements
are made share data from receivers and to harmonise
on common data formats.

The change of TWSTFT network from the IOV phase
would offer the GTSP greater security than that
available on a “pre-emptable” basis. As a back up for
the Galileo FOC phase, the GTSP would aim to
process GPS and Galileo common-view data from
receivers at the PTF and UTC(k) laboratories.
5. GTSP DATA PROCESSING APPROACH
Four approaches to the TAI predictions were
considered in the study.
“EGNOS model”: EGNOS Network Time (ENT) is
computed on the basis of all clocks in the system and
steered to GPS system time. Using this model as an
analogy, the core GST algorithms would then take
responsibility for managing the steering process, with
the GTSP tasked to provide reliable TAI predictions as
an input to the GST algorithm. However, in practice,
Galileo is working to a different model and therefore
this approach was excluded.

Discussions with the Galileo Project Team provided
guidance that has helped to narrow down these options.
Firstly, it became clear that Galileo Sensor Stations
(GSS) would not be made available for the GTSP
application, but data from the GPS timing receivers
installed at the PTF for the GGTO application could be
provided. Secondly, Galileo would not lease a
TWSTFT transponder for the GTSP in the IOV phase,
although the TWSTFT equipment installed at the PTF
for the GGTO measurements could, in principle, be
made available for GTSP applications. Similarly, it
was hoped that equipment sharing at UTC(k)
laboratories might be negotiated so that the GTSP
would be able to draw on data from the PTF and
UTC(k) for its computations.

“UTC(k) reference model”: A second approach
would be to use a UTC(k) reference laboratory to
determine the offset between GST and UTC, via time
transfer link measurements and the BIPM Circular T.
The data could then be used to predict future values of
the (TAI – GST) time offset, using the stability of GST
or the UTC(k) as the underpinning ‘flywheel’ until the
next BIPM Circular T is published. This particular
approach has merit because of the relative simplicity of
the scheme. Some care is needed to avoid single point
failure (e.g. more than one UTC(k) needs to be used as
a reference) and to allow sufficient redundancy for
quality control of the data (i.e. that one has sufficient
independent reference points – clocks and/or time
scales - to detect anomalous behaviour in advance of
the next BIPM Circular T). The main limitation of the
technique is that it uses only a sub-set of the clocks in
the participating laboratories for its (TAI - GST)
predictions.

The solution identified for the PTF-UTC(k) links
following this analysis draws on the facilities already
in place for UTC and for Galileo’s other time
interfaces. For the Galileo IOV phase, the hope is that
the single Galileo PTF will join the UTC TWSTFT
network if agreed with Intelsat and UTC laboratories,
with the GTSP responsible for processing the sub-set
of data necessary for its application. This preferred
solution recognises that the European and North
American UTC laboratories have access to their
transponder on a “pre-emptable” basis (i.e. the UTC(k)
laboratories can lose that access if demand rises from
other fee-paying customers). As a back up for the
Galileo IOV phase, the GTSP would aim to process
GPS common-view data from receivers at the PTF and
UTC(k) laboratories. For the Galileo FOC phase, the
hope is that the Galileo TWSTFT network will be used,
with selected UTC(k) laboratories joining that network.

“Distributed GTSP Processing model”: A third
approach would be to distribute the TAI prediction
responsibilities between a number of laboratories, with
the GTSP required to carry out the computations for
the PTF and to then combine the predictions to a
common conventional value. In this scenario, each
UTC(k) laboratory supporting the GTSP would
generate a free running time scale based on all of its
atomic clocks, along with a prediction of the offset of
this composite timescale from TAI. GST would then be
steered to a weighted mean of each of the UTC(k)
laboratories’ prediction of TAI, along with the TAI
offset predictions obtained from the two PTF
laboratories. In principle, this approach uses the
stability of all the available clocks to minimise the
offset of GST from TAI. The division of
responsibilities also allows for consistency checks in
the various TAI predictions to improve the integrity of
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the overall prediction (although instabilities in the base
time scales dictate that there will always be small scale
divergences). This particular approach is feasible in
principle but, was excluded because it is not currently a
standard approach in UTC(k) laboratories and therefore
would require significant coordination effort to
implement effectively.
“Centralised GTSP Processing Model”: A fourth
approach would be for the GTSP to operate a single
TAI prediction algorithm based on all the clocks in the
two PTF and the participating UTC(k) laboratories.
Each UTC(k) laboratory and the two PTF laboratories
would report individual clock data to the GTSP. A free
running GTSP composite clock would then be
generated. The (TAI–GST) timescale offset is then
predicted each month shortly after the publication of
the BIPM Circular T, and GST is then steered to this
prediction of TAI. This method should produce a more
accurate prediction of TAI since we are combining all
clocks in a single algorithm, although its value at short
averaging time may be reduced because of correlated
noise in common time transfer systems. The approach
has merit in terms of more reference points for quality
control and the use of all available clocks in the
prediction to achieve the most accurate (TAI – GST)
prediction possible. However, these benefits have to be
weighed against the greater data processing complexity
than that of the other viable scheme, the UTC(k)
reference model.
In conclusion, our analysis presented two viable
schemes with which the GTSP concept could be
developed: The UTC(k) reference model and the
Central GTSP Processing model. The choice
between them is a balance between a relatively
straightforward implementation of the GTSP concept
but without using the full potential for the underlying
hardware, versus a more complex data processing
scheme that can take advantage of that underlying
hardware.
6. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND
ARCHITECTURE DEFINITION
The study structured information on the GTSP in terms
of the different functions to be undertaken and the
architecture necessary to carry out those functions.
This information format is designed to guide the
engineering design work to follow. It helps to clarify
how the GTSP requirements (in term of operations,
performance, liability, etc.) map to specific GTSP
functions and then onto its architecture sub-systems. A
diagram showing the core GTSP architecture is
presented in Figure 1. Ensuring a simple but modular
framework, here each facility implements one of the
core functions allocated to GTSP, such as the data
management (T-DMF), the GST to TAI steering
correction computation (T-GPF) and the independent
monitoring of the resulting steering performance (T-

IPMF). In particular, the latter one could actively
contribute to the GTSP tuning process. Unfortunately,
the length of this conference paper prevents a detailed
explanation of each element but it is hoped that the
titles are self-explanatory.
7. OTHER GTSP EXTERNAL INTERFACES
While this study concentrated on the core interfaces for
the GTSP (i.e. BIPM, UTC(k), IERS and Galileo
links), it also noted the following as yet undefined
interfaces that may be considered as the GTSP is
developed into an operational entity:
Users: The GTSP is currently specified as a service to
Galileo rather than to users of the Galileo time service.
Galileo documents [4] imply that information on its
services will be provided to users via a Galileo service
centre rather than via the GTSP. It is not obvious from
a first principles approach that this is the intended
solution, a point flagged in the study reports;
EGNOS: The interface with the EGNOS time
provision is relevant to the users of Galileo and
EGNOS, but it has not been defined in this study;
EUROMET is a forum for discussing time metrology
activities in Europe, and hence it may be appropriate to
establish liaison mechanisms in future, even if such
links are not essential for the technical operation of the
GTSP;
Standards and Accreditation Bodies: We noted that
various standards organisations refer to UTC and GPS
for time traceability in their recommendations. As with
EUROMET, it may be appropriate to establish liaison
mechanisms in future even if such links are not
essential for the technical operation of the GTSP.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described the work undertaken in
the GEM Project of EC Framework Programme 6, the
precursor study before the main development of the
GTSP for the Galileo IOV Phase. That next phase is
the subject of detailed contract negotiations at the time
of writing. We note that the Team selected to take the
GTSP development forward to the Galileo IOV phase
in 2007/2008 will need to address the following:
• Detailed interpretation of Galileo
requirements;
• Review and refinement of the Architecture
and Development plan;
• Development and implementation of the
GTSP, including communication links and
data processing algorithms;
• The active involvement of the BIPM, IERS
and UTC(k) laboratories, in the GTSP
operations.
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PTF-ODTS

Time Transfer methods at Galileo IOV
Primary
Backup
Galileo GSS

Time Transfer methods at Galileo FOC
Primary
Backup
Galileo GSS

PTF-PTF

not applicable

PTF-GPS

TWSTFT
(GGTO network)

TWSTFT
(PTF network)
GPS/Galileo
SIS comparisons

UTC(k)-UTC(k)

TWSTFT
(UTC network)
TWSTFT
(UTC network)

PTF-UTC(k)

GPS/Galileo
Geodetic Time
Transfer
GPS CV

TWSTFT
(UTC network)
TWSTFT
(PTF network)

GPS CV

Galileo GSS
TWSTFT
(GGTO network)
GPS/Galileo CV
GPS/Galileo CV

Table 1: Time transfer links as foreseen at Galileo’s In-Orbit Validation ( IOV) phase and for Full Operational
Capability (FOC).

T-AMF
Administrative
Management Facility

T-OMCF
Overall Mission Control Facility

T-TTMF
Time Transfer Links
Management Facility

[TBC]

External
Interfaces

T-EDMF

T-DRF

T-GPF

External Data
Management
Facility

Data Repository
Facility

Global Processing
Facility

T-DMF (Data Management Facility)

T-IPMF
Independent Performance
Monitoring Facility

Core TSP
Figure 1: Core GTSP architecture overview
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Abstract
Time and frequency activities in Poland are conducted within a consortium of seven time
laboratories belonging to public service and research, industry, and military. National time
laboratory of Lithuania contributes also to this work. The main research work concentrates on
development of stable and accurate national time scales UTC(PL), UTC(AOS) and TA(PL).
Contributing laboratories have a strong interest in access to accurate time with an uncertainty of a
few nanoseconds. This requires differential calibration of GPS time receivers used in these
laboratories against a reference receiver. This paper reports on the calibration exercise conducted
by the Astrogeodynamical Observatory (AOS) using a TTS-2 portable receiver. The reference
receiver was another TTS-2 operating at the AOS. This receiver was calibrated several times in the
past by the BIPM. Estimated uncertainty of the reported here differential calibration ranges from 3
ns to 5 ns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Polish Atomic Time Scale TA(PL) was officially started on June the 1st, 2001. At present it is
based on the indications of about 14 atomic clocks installed at several public and commercial
institutions [1]. In the realization of the TA(PL) also participates the Semiconductors Institute
(LT) from Vilnius, Lithuania, with two cesium standards. The participating laboratories are
referenced to Central Office of Measures (GUM) using multi-channel GPS receivers – TTS-2
developed by the Astrogeodynamical Observatory in Borowiec (AOS) in co-operation with
the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) [2]. Using the same TTS-2 receiver
Time and Frequency Laboratory of GUM is connected to the UTC system through the
Physikalish-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig, Germany – Figure 1 [3].

Figure 1. Organization of TA(PL) links.
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TA(PL) is realized as weighted average of the participating clocks, using algorithm similar to
ALGOS [1]. The main research work concentrates on development of stable and accurate
national time scales UTC(PL), UTC(AOS), and TA(PL). TA(PL) is obtained as the weighted
average of about twelve atomic clocks working at seven laboratories, and two clocks in
Lithuania. The long-term stability of the TA(PL) is in the range of 2*E–15. Now,
developments concentrate on predicting and forming UTC(PL) and UTC(AOS) using TA(PL).
Soon, instead present monthly, a weekly solution for TA(PL) will be used. This should allow
keeping Polish realizations of UTC within twenty nanoseconds of UTC computed by the
BIPM. A contribution of Polish UTCs to GALILEO Time System Provider is also considered.
The participation to TA(PL) network allows connection of local atomic clocks to Polish
Official Time UTC(PL) [4]. Contributing laboratories have a strong interest in access to
official time with an uncertainty of a few nanoseconds. This requires differential calibration of
GPS time receivers used in these laboratories against a reference receiver.
Three of the participating laboratories the AOS, GUM and LT provide their own realizations
of UTC(k) [5] and directly participate in TAI and UTC and were several times calibrated by
the special BIPM ‘travelling’ receiver (Table 1.).
Table 1. Clocks and time transfer receivers at laboratories participating to TA(PL), and dates
of past calibrations.
Laboratory
Space Research Centre (AOS)

Clock

Receiver

Rec. SN

1 Cs

TTS-2

Prototype 3

TTS-2
TTS-2
TTS-2
TTS-2

12
23
11
22

TTS-2
TTS-2

30
34

2003**
2003**

TTS-2

20

2002*

Polish Telecom (CBR)
2 Cs
Central Office of Measures (GUM/PL)
3Cs, 1 Hm
Institute of Telecommunication (IŁ)
2 Cs
Institute of Tele- and Radio Electronics
1Cs
(ITR)
Air Defence Centre of Metrology (SOM)
1Hm
Metrology Centre of Polish Army
1Cs
(COMW)
Semicoductors Institute (LT), Vilnius,
2 Cs
Lithuania
* Calibrated by the traveling BIPM receiver.
** Calibrated after assembling at the AOS.

Dates of Past
Calibrations
1996*, 2000*, 2002*,
2003*
1996*, 2002*
-

This paper reports on the calibration exercise conducted by the AOS using a TTS-2 portable
receiver. Estimated uncertainty of the reported here differential calibration ranges from 3 ns to
5 ns.

2. DIFFERENTIAL CALIBRATION EXERCISE
From 17 June 2003 to 10 July 2003 the AOS has conducted a differential calibration exercise
using a special TTS-2 portable receiver with antenna and antenna cable. The reference
receivers were two other TTS-2 operating at the AOS and GUM. These receivers were
calibrated several times in the past by the BIPM [6]. Visited laboratories during this exercise
were the IŁ, CBR, GUM, and AOS.
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The SOM and COMW have the receivers, antennas and the connecting cables, assembled and
calibrated at the AOS before shipment, and did not participate to this exercise. The ITR could
not participate due to some technical difficulties at the time of this calibration.
At each side, the portable receiver antenna was placed in the vicinity of the local antenna with
its coordinates estimated with a few centimeter uncertainty, and the portable receiver was
connected to the same clock as local receiver. The block diagram of the calibration set-up at
the AOS is presented in Figure 2.
All receivers involved in this exercise used 0.5 V trigger level for measuring the beginning of
the rising 1pps pulse. The antenna cable delay was measured using pulse, method with the
Stanford Research SR-620 counter steered by the frequency from cesium HP standard [7].

Antenna

A011

TTS-2
AOS reference
receiver
1 PPS
F-001

10 MHz

2
HP 5087A
Freq. Distribution
Amplifier

5 MHz

Caesium
1 PPS
Agilent Technologies
HP5071A, opt. 001 T-027

Datum Pulse
Distribution Unit

1
10 MHz

Antenna

UTC(AOS)
A-001

1 PPS
T-014

Portable
TTS-2, s.n. P3

Figure 2. The block diagram of the calibration set-up at the AOS.

3. RESULTS
Classic common view method was used. First, for each track i observed in laboratory l, the
time differences were computed between portable calibration receiver CAL and local receiver
LOC:

dt l ,i = (Clock (l ) − GPS time) CAL,i − (Clock (l ) − GPS time) LOC ,i
Then, for each of the visited laboratories, the noise exhibited by the time series dtl was
analysed, by the use of the modified Allan variance. In each case, white phase noise was
exhibited up to an averaging interval of at least one day (Figure 3.).
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Figure 3. Square root of the modified Allan variance of time series dtAOS for the period
4 July 2003 (MJD 52824) to 10 July 2003 (MJD 52830).
The averages for one day are shown in Figure 4. The uncertainties of the one-day averaging
are, as well as obtained offsets are given in Table 2. At the end, the mean offsets for full
interval of observation at each laboratory were computed (see Table 3).
100.00

[ns]

IŁ
AOS

50.00

GUM

0.00
CBR

-50.00

[MJD]

-100.00
52800.00

52810.00

52820.00

52830.00

52840.00

TTS-2(CAL) - TTS-2(LAB(i))

Figure 4. Daily averages of dtl,i.for each laboratory.
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Table 2. One-day offsets obtained for each laboratory during the campaign.
Institute of Telecommunications - IŁ
Mean offset
RMS
MJD
Common views
/ns
/ns
52807
34
3
275
52808
33
2
471
52809
31
2
445
52810
31
3
459
52811
30
3
507
52812
30
2
442
52813
30
2
170
Research and Development Centre of Polish Telecom - CBR
Mean offset
RMS
MJD
Common views
/ns
/ns
52814
–34
5
174
52815
–35
4
208
Central Office of Measures – GUM/PL
Mean offset
RMS
MJD
Common views
/ns
/ns
52817
6
3
200
52818
6
3
483
52819
6
3
532
Astrogeodynamical Observatory - AOS
Mean offset
RMS
MJD
Common views
/ns
/ns
52824
10
2
433
52825
10
2
434
52826
10
2
127
52827
8
2
241
52828
8
2
419
52829
8
2
466
52830
8
2
455

Table 3. Mean differences between portable and local time receivers for the full duration of
comparison.
CAL – LAB(i)
CAL – IŁ
CAL –CBR
CAL – GUM/PL
CAL – AOS

Mean offset
/ns
+31.0
–34.0
+6.0
+9.0

RMS
/ns
2
4
3
3

Then we derived from Table 3 differential time corrections which should be made (added) to
time differences derived during the GPS comparisons of the clocks kept by the laboratories.
The results are summarized in Table 4. We have chosen as reference laboratory the GUM/PL
which realizes Polish Official Time UTC(PL) [4]. The GPS equipment of this laboratory is
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also well calibrated by the BIPM. Corrections related to another laboratory, for example the
AOS, might be derived from Table 3 in the similar way. The uncertainties given in this table
are conservative. They are mainly driven by the uncertainty due to the instability of GPS
receiving equipment hardware. The uncertainty for the CBR is higher. This might be to some
changes in the hardware during the calibration.
It is interesting to notice that the delays of GPS receiving equipment of two laboratories the
GUM/PL and the AOS are in agreement within involved uncertainties. The equipment of both
laboratories were calibrated several times in the past by the BIPM (see Table 1).
Table. 4. Differential time correction d to be added to[Laboratory clock (i) – UTC(PL)], and
its estimated uncertainty u(d) for the period of comparison (1σ).
[Laboratory clock (i) – UTC(PL)]
[Clock(IŁ) – UTC(PL)]
[Clock(CBR) – UTC(PL)]
[UTC(AOS) – UTC(PL)]

d/ns
+25
–40
+3

u(d)/ns
3
5
3

4. PREPARATION FOR ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION

•
•
•

Space Research Centre together with the Military University of Technology in Warsaw
prepare the absolute calibration of GNSS timing receivers. The aims are:
To prepare absolutely calibrated TTS-2 C/A receiver for future calibration trips.
To estimate how the different hardware configurations change the internal delay of the TTS-2
receivers.
To absolutely calibrate the new TTS-3 receiver. This is a multi-system
(GPS/GLONASS/EGONS:WAAS), double frequency unit able to carry the C/A and P-code
observations. To obtain the assumed uncertainty of one ns for time transfer, it is necessary to
measure the internal delays for C/A code, P1 and P2 observations. The delays for L1 and L2
frequencies are especially important for the P3 ionosphere-free solution (to remove the errors
caused by the ionosphere for one have to now the L1 and L2 delays. GLONASS satellites use
not only L1 and L2 frequency channels, each satellite uses its own different frequency.
For this absolute calibration the Spirent Communications STR-4760 is used. This is a 16channel, single frequency simulator with C/A and P1 code. The L2 (P code) is expected to be
added in 2005. The calibration will be done separately for the receivers, for the antenna cables
and for the antennas.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The differential GPS calibration exercise conducted in Poland in June and July 2003 provided
valuable results. Involved laboratories have now accurate access to Polish Official Time
UTC(PL) [4] with an uncertainty of several nanoseconds. It is expected that in the near future
other calibration exercises will be organized to check reported here results and calibrate
laboratories which were not yet visited.
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Concerning absolute calibration of TTS-2 and TTS-3 receivers, there is a good progress, and
in the late 2005 first results are expected.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE 113Cd+ ION ATOMIC CLOCK
B. M. Jelenkovi , S. Chung, J. D. Prestage, L. Maleki
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91108, USA.

1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for the development of the new Cd+
atomic clock is to test for a possible variation of the
fine structure constant, as previously proposed for the
SpaceTime mission [1]. Flying two (or more) atomic
clocks through the strong gravitational field of the
Sun and measuring changes in the ratio(s) between
the frequencies of different clocks, operating based
on hyperfine transitions, will be a unique test of the
variation of the fine structure constant. As shown [2]
a search for a variation in
on the gravitational
potential is possible by comparing the rate of drift of
two clocks that are based on two elements. A time
variation of the ratio of transition frequencies, i.e.,
the hyperfine interaction constants A, for two
elements with atomic numbers Z1 and Z2 is

a)
2P
3/2

2P
1/2

The lamp-excited atomic frequency standards based
on buffer gas cooling of trapped ions in a rf linear
trap have been demonstrated to be amongst the most
stable available standards [3]. The prerequisite for the
lamp-excited frequency standards is the efficient
optical pumping of the clock ion. This requires an
element with one isotope with nuclear spin I=0 (lamp
ion) and another with a simple hyperfine level
structure (clock ion). Also, for efficient optical

F=1
F=2

2.1
0.726

F=0
2.45

F=1

1.036

1.0
113

+

Cd , F = 1

0.8
106

+

Cd

0.6
0.4

113

+

Cd , F = 0

0.2
0.0
-4.00E+009

0.00E+000

4.00E+009

8.00E+009

Frequency (Hz)

A
d
1 dα
ln 1 = [ F ( Z 1 ) − F ( Z 2 )]
dt A2
α dt

F(Z) is a strong function of for high Z nuclei that
can be used to detect the temporal or spatial (d/dt
replaced by d/dU, where U is the solar gravitational
potential) variation in . For two clocks, based on
Cd+ and the existing Hg+ [2] clock the difference
F(ZHg) – F(ZCd) = ~1.7 [1].

b)
Emission, Absorption (a.u.)

We describe the set up and operation of a lampbased, buffer-gas cooled 113Cd+ ion apparatus that is
developed towards the realization of an atomic
frequency standard. We present measurements of the
microwave spectra of the 113Cd+ hyperfine resonance.
The resonance width obtained during 5 sec
microwave interrogation time is 0.17 Hz at
15.1999862906 GHz. The estimated short-term
stability of the 113Cd+ ion clock is 5 x 10-13 -1/2.

pumping the excited levels of both isotopes have to
spectrally overlap within the Doppler broadened
emission from the lamp and absorption by the
trapped ions. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic energy
level diagram of 113Cd+ and 106Cd+ isotopes. Figure
1(b) illustrates an estimated overlap of the trapped
ion 113Cd+ ion absorption profile with the 106Cd+ ion
emission profile. The first is based on an assumed
trapped-ion temperature of 500 K and the second on
an assumed lamp-ion temperature of 1000 K. The
two graphs in Fig. 1(b) are for transitions from 2P1/2
and from 2P3/2. The dotted curves on the graphs are
for the Doppler broadened absorption lines from
excited hyperfine levels of the 2P state. Pumping of
the 113Cd+ ion to F=0 hyperfine level of the ground
state can occur via both D1 and D2 line. Based on
this, Cadmium is a promising candidate for the lampbased trapped ion frequency standard, similar to the
Hg+ atomic clock [3].

1.0

F=0
15.2

2S
1/2

F=1

F=1/2
113Cd

106Cd

Emission, absorption (a.u.)

ABSTRACT

0.8
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+

Cd

113

+

Cd , F = 2

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-4.00E+009

0.00E+000

4.00E+009

8.00E+009

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 1. a) 113Cd+ and 106Cd+ ion energy level
diagram and the pumping scheme The numbers
indicate energy separation in GHz. b) Emission from
106
Cd+ lamp, illustrated at 1000 K (solid curve) and
trapped 113Cd+ ion absorption to 2P1/2 (top) and 2P3/2
levels (bottom graph).
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2. EXPERIMENT
2.1 Ion trap
The 113Cd+ ions are confined in a linear quadrupole
Paul trap. We use a similar linear trap geometry as
that described in [4]. The ions are produced by
electron ionization of Cd atoms vaporized from a
isotopically enriched solid piece of 113Cd placed in an
oven. The oven is typically heated to temperatures
ranging from 50-80 0C. A piece of ~5 mg 113Cd metal
lasts for many months of nearly continuous oven
operation. Typically, the trap rf amplitude was at 150
Vpp at 1 MHz for radial confinement of ions, with 12
V on the end caps to confine ions in the axial trap
direction. The trap was inserted into the stainless
steel vacuum chamber evacuated to a background
pressure below 6 x 10-8 Pa. For the data presented
here a He buffer gas was used at a pressure range of ~
3 x 10-3 Pa to aid ion loading and cooling. Microwave
radiation entered the trap region through a vacuum
window and propagates through the trap nearly
perpendicular to the trap axes and to the direction of
the UV light from the rf lamp. The trap region was
not shielded from the ambient magnetic field.
2.2 Cadmium rf lamp
Our Cd rf lamp is a quartz bulb (12 mm in diameter
and 30 mm long) inserted into a copper rf cylindrical
resonator with resonant frequency at ~160 MHz. The
bulb has ~ 1 Torr of Ar and 1- 2 mg of 106Cd metal
piece. The UV spectra from the lamp are shown in
Fig. 2. These spectra were obtained in a separate
experiment by sending the UV lamp light to a
monochromator
and
subsequently
to
a
photomultiplier detector. Cd I line is much stronger
than CdII D1 and D2 lines and is
200000
Cd II (214 nm)

120000

-1

Photon count (sec )

-1

Photon count (sec )

80000

160000

40000

0

80000

40000
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228.6 nm
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0

Cd II
2
2
S1/2 - P3/2
214.5 nm

Temperature ( C)

165

170

175

Cd II
2
2
S1/2 - P1/2
226.6 nm

separated from the D2 line at 226.6 nm by only 2 nm,
and can be a source of a high UV stray light
background.
2.3 Optics and detection
Two six inch diameter spherical mirrors were used to
focus the UV light from the 106Cd lamp to the trap
region and to collect the scattered light from the ions
on the detector (Fig. 3). The mirrors were coated [5]
so that their reflectance has a maximum of ~97% at
214 nm, 50% at 226 nm and 20 % at 228 nm. This
reduced the light from Cd I line to ~ 4%, in two
reflections from these mirrors. The light signal was
detected using a photomultiplier. Figure 3 shows
schematically the whole setup of the Cd+ ion atomic
clock., optics, detection, microwaves, and the ion trap
cross section.

UV photon
detector

113Cd

UV rf discharge 106Cd
lamp

oven

15.2 GHz

Figure 3. Schematic of the Cd+ ion lamp-based
atomic clock
The microwave interrogation signal at ~15.2 GHz
was produced by summing a 950 MHz signal power
with ~ 7 MHz signal. The resulting signal was
subsequently introduced into a step recovery diode
and the 16-th harmonic of the signal was used. The +
7 MHz sideband of the 16-th harmonic signal was
swept for frequency scan around the hyperfine
resonance. Both the 950 MHz and the signal at
~7MHz were referenced to a hydrogen maser.
3. MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY

0
212 214 216 218 220 222 224 226 228 230 232

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2. UV spectrum obtained from 106Cd lamp.
The insert shows the intensity of Cd II line at 214.5
nm vs the lamp temperature.

Figure 4a) shows the fluorescence sequence as the
ions are first loaded in the trap and then the electron
gun was switched off. The 1/e change of the ion
number occurs during ~ 85 min. The lamp rf power,
its temperature, and therefore the light intensity were
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The high power line shape of the microwave spectra
of 113Cd+ ions in the rf trap at ~15.2 GHz is shown in
Figure 5. The figure shows the broad spectrum of
113
Cd+ at different microwave power levels. The ion
interrogation time was 1 sec. The top graph shows
the motional side bands, the lower frequency axial
sidebands near the resonance, and much weaker high
frequency sidebands due to the transverse secular
motion across the cloud diameter. The middle graph,
at reduced power shows only near-in motional
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Figure 5. Spectra of the hyperfine transitions around
15.2 GHz for various microwave power.
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the field components propagated perpendicular to the
trap axes. There is no pedestal here since the applied
power is too low to detect transitions from Doppler
broadened different velocity classes, with reduced
numbers of ions.
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a)

lower microwave power, shows the narrow resonance
due to the Lamb-Dicke regime that applies to all ions
excited by

Photon count (sec-1)

kept constant throughout the sequence. At the end of
the sequence, after ions were dumped from the trap
by grounding an end cap electrode, the fluorescence
level returns to nearly the same level as at the
beginning of the sequence, indicating stable lamp
operation. In Fig. 4b) the microwave signal at ~15.2
GHz was turned on for 2 s while the lamp was dim.
After the lamp goes bright again the fluorescence
shows an overshoot which happens while the ions
relaxed into the F=0 level. The counting gate was 0.5
s.

30

40

Time (sec)

Figure 4. Fluorescence sequence of a) ion loading
with electron current at 90 A and ion number decay
measurements and b) the end of ion loading, lamp
dim and microwave on for 2 sec, then lamp on and
photon count with 0.5 sec gate.
sidebands, only the Doppler broadened pedestal due
to propagation of component(s) along the direction of
the trap axes. Under certain conditions, i.e, the
specific propagation and polarization direction of the
microwave field with respect to the trap axis and
external dc field, the sideband structure will vary [6].
The spectrum in the lower graph, obtained with a
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Figure 6. Rabi microwave resonance for ion
interrogation time of a) 2.5 sec and b) 5 s. The
microwave frequency steps are 50 ms and the counter
gate was 1 s. There is no averaging for the data on
graphs.
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4. RABI RESONANCES
Rabi-type microwave-optical double resonances
spectra are shown in Figure 6. Each point on the
graphs was obtained after applying the following
sequence at each frequency. For the signal plus
background: lamp bright (optical pumping) – lamp
dim – microwave interrogation– lamp bright – photon
count. The background was measured with the same
sequence, but microwave power off, and then
subtracted from the photon count with microwaves
on. The resonance in Figure 6a) was obtained with
the microwaves applied for 2.5 s and its width is 0.35
s. For the resonance in Figure 6b), microwaves were
applied for 5 sec and show width of 0.17 s. The
resonance frequency is 15.1999862906 GHz. This
value is 48 Hz higher then the value previously
reported for zero magnetic field [7] and is due to
unshielded ambient magnetic fields from the Earth’s
field and nearby electronics, etc. The short term clock
stability estimated from y

σ y (τ ) =

Tc
∆f
πf 0 SNR τ

is 5 x 10-13 -1/2. Here SNR is determined from the
signal size measured at half maximum of the
resonance and Tc the time of the total measuring
cycle.
4. CONCLUSION
We have described the construction and the
performance of a lamp-pumped trapped 113Cd+ ions
apparatus which will be used as a frequency standard.
We have shown that optical pumping time with the rf
lamp with the 106Cd+ rf lamp pumping the 113Cd+
clock ions to the dark F=0 state in about one second.
The preliminary investigation of the performance of
the clock give very promising characteristics like a
good short-term stability of the order of 5 x 10-13 -1/2.
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ABSTRACT
The classical Bernoulli'
s approximation is usually used
to compute the frequency of a flexural resonator (like
tuning fork resonator) and to determine its frequencytemperature behaviour. This approximation is valid for
beams with a large length/width ratio. For short beams,
the effects of shear stress and rotatory inertia may play a
significant role for temperature compensated resonators.
These effects have been taken into account by
Timoshenko for the prediction of frequency of resonance
of isotropic beam. The aim of this paper is to discuss the
extension of Timoshenko'
s shear coefficient in the case
of an anisotropic material and to compute the frequencytemperature characteristic of a X + θ cut resonator when
the shear stress and the rotatory inertia have been taken
into account. Comparisons between the classical
(approximated) and the present "exact" treatments are
given for quartz. Furthermore, we compare the numerical
predictions obtained by using the different sets of data
available for thermal sensitivities of elastic coefficients.

2. THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF A RESONATOR
ACCORDING TO TIMOSHENKO THEORY

2h
y
u

l

Figure 1
In static Timoshenko’s flexure theory, the rotation of the
cross section of the beam is taken into account and the
shear stress components T4 and T6 are related to the
bending force P. Since the resonant frequency of flexural
resonator is low, one considers that these relations,
established in the static case, remain valid. By definition
of the Timoshenko’s shear coefficient, one has

1. INTRODUCTION
For beam vibrating in flexure mode, when the
length/width ratio becomes small, the influence of shear
stress cannot be neglected, mainly if we want to consider
the thermal behavior of such resonator. This kind of
problem has been first treated by Timoshenko [1]-[2] for
isotropic beam. Even if the correction on the value of the
resonant frequency calculated from the classical
Bernoulli'
s theory is small, it can induce a significant
change of frequency temperature behaviour for quasi
thermally compensated resonators. The main difficulty
to extend the Timoshenko’s theory for anisotropic
materials, like quartz, is to compute the shear coefficient
in such a case. There exist several generalizations of the
shear coefficient. In this paper, we consider two of them.
The first one is given by Kawashima [3], who use the
Cowper’s definition [4] of the shear coefficient in the
case of a singly rotated beam around the X axis (X-Cut)
vibrating in the XY’ plan. The thermal coefficient of a
resonator predicted by using this coefficient is given as a
function of length/width ratio and of cut angle θ. The
results are compared with a computation of the second
one shear coefficient based on an energy definition [4] in
the case of a beam purely oriented along the Y axis.

2b

A T6 dA

= k A G S6

(1)

where A is the cross section and G the shear modulus.
The vibration of the beam at the frequency ω is governed
by the equation [2]:
∂ 4 u ( y)
∂ y4

+

m
kAG

+

m r2

ω2

∂ 2 u ( y)

Y Iz

2 2 4
ω
+m r
u ( y) = 0 (2)
2
∂y
kAGY I z

where u(y) is the mechanical displacement, Y the Young
modulus, and
4
I z = b3 h
3
m = ρA
(3)

b2
3
the rotating inertia, the mass per unit length and radius of
gyration, respectively. By putting
(
)
u ( y) = u e λ y / l
r2 =

0

α=

r2
l2
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Y Iz

η=

kAG l
Ω=3

=

2

Yα
kG

(4)

ρ ω2 l 4

Y b2
in (2) one obtain the relation between the reduced
frequency Ω and λ:

λ4 + Ω (η + α )λ2 − Ω + Ω 2 η α = 0
(5)
This leads to four roots for λ and the general solution for
u(y) is
u ( y) = a sin(λ1s) + b cos(λ1s)

+ c sinh(λ 2 s) + d coh (λ 2 s) Ω

(6)

s=y l
The boundary conditions, for a perfectly clamped beam,
are

Definitions of the coefficients are given in appendix I.
The second expression of k used in this paper is based
upon an energy definition. For a beam along the Y axis,
the corresponding expression is:
kl =

(

T22

)

A −+hh −+bb (T6 )2 + (T4 )2 d x1dx 3

(11)

The expressions of T2, T4 and T6 are given in appendix
II. In this case, k is function of the cross section ratio.
The variation of kk with respect to the cut angle θ is
plotted in Fig. 2. The two curves are obtained by using
the numerical of elastic coefficients according to
Bechmann [5] and Koga [6].

u (s ) = 0
Ψ =

η

kAG
×
l(k A G − ω 2 m r 2 )

∂ 3 u (s )

M =

∂s

Y Iz
l

T =

3

2

kAG
l3

(

+ 1 + η2 Ω
∂ 2 u (s )
∂ s2

)

s = 0

∂ u (s)
∂s

+ η Ω u (s )

(7)

= 0

= 0
s =1

∂ 3 u ( s ) + Ω (η + α ) ∂ u ( s )
∂s
∂ s3

Fig. 2: Variation of Timoshenko’s shear coefficient with
respect to the cut angle θ.

= 0

Ψ, M and T are the rotation of a section, the bending
moment and the shear force, respectively. The boundary
conditions (7) and the frequency equation (5) allow to
determine Ω as function of η and α. Once Ω determined,
the resonant frequency is known by
ω=

b

ΩY

2

3ρ

(8)

l
The limit case (Bernoulli'
s approximation) is obtained
when α (and η) tends to zero. In order to compute the
thermal sensitivity of ω, we have computed numerically
the following expression for Ω, for the first mode of
vibration

(

Ω = 12.3624− 57.454 (η + α) + 247.48 η2 + α 2

(

3

)

(

2

)

+ 806.3η α − 906 η + α3 − 7160 η α 2 + η α
To determine the thermal dependence of
necessary to know the thermal sensitivity of
coefficient k. Kawashima has given the
expression of k for a singly rotated bar
independent of the cross section ratio [3]
10 c'
22
kk =
11c'
+
2
ĉ
22
44 (ĉ 44 + c'
66 )

)

The first, second and third order thermal coefficients
(TCs) of kk are plotted in Fig. 3. Three sets of data of
thermal coefficients of elastic constants have been used:
the classical data of Bechmann, Ballato and Lukasek [7],
the values published by James [8], and the data
published in [9]-10] referred as LCEP (See Appendix
III). The thermal coefficients have been computed by a
numerical method and the second and third order curves
smoothed in order to reduce the noise of computation.
(3a)

(9)

Ω it is
the shear
following
which is
(10)
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(3b)

(4a)

(3c)

(4b)

Fig. 3: First, second and third order TCs of kk.

(4c)

A comparison of thermal sensitivity of both definitions
of k is given in Table 1 for square cross section and
θ = 0°. The comparison is made for coefficients
computed with the numerical values of ref. [7].
T(1)k k (10-6/°C)

6.6

T(2)k k (10-9/°C)

0.24

(3)

T

kk

-12

(10 /°C)

T(1)k l (10-6/°C)
(2)

T

kl

-9

(10 /°C)

T(3)k l (10-12/°C)

-24.7
5.3
10

Fig. 4: First, second and third order TCs of frequency
(θ = -5°).

-55.3

(5a)

Table 1: Comparison of thermal sensitivity of both
definitions of shear factor (square cross section, θ = 0°).
The first, second and third order temperature coefficients
of the frequency of a beam as functions of the
length/width ratios are plotted in Fig. 4 to 7 for various
cut angle (θ = -5°, 0°, +5° and +10°). We may note
significant differences between the values computed by
using the three sets of thermal coefficients. For a
length/width ratio greater than 50 the values are close to
that obtained with the simplified model of Bernoulli.
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(5b)

(6c)

(5c)

Fig. 6: First, second and third order TCs of frequency
(θ = +5°).
(7a)

Fig. 5: First, second and third order TCs of frequency
(θ = 0°).
(6a)

(7b)

(6b)

(7c)

Fig. 7: First, second and third order TCs of frequency
(θ = +10°).
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The frequency versus temperature curve of a resonator
for which the length/width ratio is equal to 12.5 is
plotted in Fig. 8a, while the corresponding relative curve
(normalized with respect to the frequency at 25 °C) is
reported in Fig. 8b. For comparison, curves predicted by
the Bernoulli model with the same set of data are also
plotted. All curves are computed by using the shear
factor kk of Kawashima. We may notice that in this last
case, the turnover point occurs at a lower temperature
than for the Timoshenko’s model. We may also notice
that there is a significant difference between curves
computed according to the several sets of thermal
coefficients of elastic constants.

The use of the second definition of the shear factor kl
(eq. 10) leads to a slightly different thermal behavior.
With this second definition, the curves are not also
depending of the length/width ratio, but are also
functions of the cross section ratio (b/h). The
temperature of the turnover point increase when the
length/width ratio is lowered and the cross section ratio
increased.
(9a)

(8a)

(9b)

(8b)

Fig. 9: Frequency vs. Temperature curves computed with
shear factor kl of eq. (10) (θ = 0°).
3. CONCLUSION
(8c)

For
temperature
compensated
resonator
the
Timoshenko’s model gives a better agreement with the
experimental results. The turn over point is predicted by
Bernoulli model at a lower temperature. Significant
differences on the curvature of frequency vs. temperature
curves are obtained from the different sets of material
coefficients.
4. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
This work is supported by the DGA.

Fig. 8: Frequency vs. Temperature curves computed with
Kawashima shear factor kk (θ = 0°).
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APPENDIX I
DEFINITION of COEFFICIENTS APPEARING in (10)
According to [3]
2
2
c'
22 = c 22 − c12 / c11; c 22 = c 22 − c 23 / c 33
2
2
c'
44 = c 44 − c14 / c11; c 44 = c 44 − c 34 / c 33
2
c'
24 = c 24 − c12 c14 / c11; c11 = c11 − c13 / c 33
'
2
'
ĉ 44 = c '
44 − c 24 c 22 ; c12 = c12 − c13c 23 / c 33
2
c'
66 = c 66 − c 56 / c 55 ; c14 = c14 − c13c 34 / c 33

(1a)

APPENDIX II

For quartz material we neglect the terms containing s14 in
the above relations. Accordingly to the classical
treatment of bending of bars, one can put
P(l − x 2 ) x1
T2 = −
(2d)
I x3
T1 = T 3 = 0

Putting (2c) into (2b) with the help of derivatives of (2a),
one can check that the equations (2c) are verified,
excepted the fourth and the sixth which give the
following relations
s 44 T 4,11 + s55 T 4,22 + s 66 T 4,33
= −(s 66 + 2 s12 )T 2,23

(2e)

s 44 T 6,11 + s55 T 6,22 + s 66 T 6,33 = 0
These relations can be rewritten

DERIVATION OF THE SHEAR COEFFICIENT
The stress appearing in (11) are computed when a static
load P is applied at the free end of the beam (fig 10)

s 44
s 66
T4,11 + T4,22 + T 4,33 + T 2,23 = 0
2 s12 + s66
s 44
s 44

(2f)

s66
T6,11 + T6, 22 + T6,33 = 0
s 44

The equilibrium equations (2a) reduce to
T 6, 2 = 0
T 4, 2 = 0

2h
y

P

2b

l
Figure 10
From a general point of view the stress must verify
equation of equilibrium are
T1,1 + T 6, 2 + T 5,3 = 0
T 6,1 + T 2,2 + T 4,3 = 0
T 5,1 + T 4,2 + T 3,3 = 0

(2a)

in addition the relationships between strain components
are
S1, 22 + S2,11 = S6,12 2 S1, 23 = S5,12 + S6,13 − S4,11
S2,33 + S3, 22 = S4, 23 2 S2,13 = S4,12 + S6, 23 − S5,22

(2b)

S3,11 + S1,33 = S5,13 2 S3,12 = S4,13 + S5, 23 − S6,33
The strain-stress relations for a singly rotation about X
axis are
S1 = s11 T1 + s12 T 2 + s13 T 3 + s14 T 4
S2 = s12 T1 + s 22 T 2 + s 23 T 3 − s14 T 4

S3 = s13 T1 + s 23 T 2 + s 33 T 3
S4 = s 44 T 4
S5 = s 44 T 5 − 2 s14 T 2
S6 = 2 s14 T 5 + s 66 T 6

(2c)

T 6,1 + T 4,3 = −

P

x1

I x3
The integration of these equations gives
P x12
T6 = Φ,3 −
+ f ( x 3)
2 I x3
T 4 = − Φ,1
Introducing
2s + s
s 66
k = 23 44
α2 =
s 44
s 44
and putting (2h) into (2g), one obtain
P
+ f ,33 = 0
Φ ,11+ α 2 Φ ,33 ,3 + (k − 1)
I x3

(

)

(Φ ,11+α 2Φ ,33),1 = 0

(2g)

(2h)

(2i)

(2j)

Integrating (2j-1)
Φ ,11+ α 2Φ ,33 = (1 − k )

P
Ix3

x 3 − f ,3

The boundary conditions are
T6 = 0
x1 = ± b
T4 = 0
x3 = ±h
In view of (2h)
P b2
f ( x 3) =
2 I x3
Making the substitution
z
x3 =
x1 = x
α
one find that Φ is solution of

(2k)

(2l)

(2m)
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∂2Φ + ∂2Φ = 1 − k P z
∂ x 2 ∂ z2
α I x3
x = ±b
Φ (x , z ) = 0
z = ± αh

(1)

(2n)

The expression for Φ is given in classical text book [1].
Thus
ν P 8 α3 h 3
Φ=
×
1 + ν I x3 π4

(−1)

m+n

∞

∞

m = 0 n =1

where
ν=

1− k

α + k −1

(2m + 1)π x1 sin nπ x 3
cos
2b

(2o)

h

(2m + 1) n (2m +1)2 α
s 23

(2p)

s 44 s 66 + 2 s 23
Finally, the stress T4 and T6 are

4 α3 h3 P
×
1 + ν π3 b I x 3
(−1) m + n sin (2m + 1)π x1 sin nπ x 3
∞ ∞
2b
h

T6 =

(

P b 2 − x12

)+

2 I x3

∞

m = 0 n =1

(2q)

(−1)m + n cos (2m + 1)π x1 cos nπ x 3
2b

2 2

h + 2
n
4 b2

APPENDIX III
THERMAL COEFFICIENTS FROM REF. [9] and [10]
Thermal coefficients listed below are computed from
those in Lagrangian description in [9] and [10] by using
the connecting formulas. First order coefficients T(1) are
given in 10-6/°C, second order T(2) in 10-9/°C and third
order T(3) in 10-12/°C.
(1)

T
T(2)
T(3)

E
c11
-41.2
-120.7
-91.9

E
c12
-2488
-2884
-1734

E
c13
-693.6
-1044
-40.8

s E44
212.8
276
126
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A PERTURBATION METHOD FOR PREDICTING THE MASS LOADING AND
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITIES OF QUARTZ VIBRATING STRUCTURES SIMULATED BY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

S. Ballandras
Institut FEMTO-ST, UMR CNRS UFC ENSMM UTBM 6174, Département LPMO, 32 Avenue de
l’Observatoire, F-25044 Besançon Cedex
Abstract :
The optimisation of parametric sensitivity of vibrating
acousto-electric devices still represent a critical point for
the fabrication of robust devices. A variational
perturbation method is presented in this paper to compute
the thermal and gravimetric sensitivity of any crystal
structure, taking advantage of finite element analysis for
simulating its initial dynamic behaviour. The theoretical
approach is detailed and illustrated for both 2D and 3D
Quartz devices.

I.

Introduction

Theoretical methods developed for the prediction of the
temperature sensitivity of vibrating structures cannbe
easily counted. The most popular, simple and often
implemented approach is conform to the celebrated
Campbell & Jones approach for surface acoustic waves,
consisting in using effective temperature constants to
represent the evolution of a material properties versus
thermal variation [1]. This enables one to compute the
actual material coefficients (elastic, piezoelectric,
dielectric, mass density) at a given temperature and then
solve the equilibrium equations, giving access to the
resonance frequency or the phase velocity. One then can
extract temperature coefficients of frequency (TCF) by
solving the problem for different temperature and by a
second or third order polynomials fitting procedure. This
approach is quite efficient for devices exhibiting strong
temperature sensitivities but is revealed not accurate
enough to predict temperature effect compensation
phenomena comparable to those arising in quartz [2].
Dulmet and Bourquin [3] have proposed a revised version
of this model for which the intrinsic limitation of this
method (mainly related to the tensorial behaviour of these
effective constants) are corrected. However, it requires
the capability to solve the dynamics equation with
reduced symmetry properties, yielding for instance the
dissociation of the dynamical displacement gradients
(∂ui/∂xj≠∂uj/∂xi). This kind of computation is not
supported by standard computation tools nor finite
element codes.
Another way to address the problem relies on the
perturbation method proposed by Sinha and Tiersten [4].
This approach is based on the use of a variationnal
formulation of the dynamics problem, combined with a
rigorous development of thermodynamics properties of
the considered material, introducing the first temperature
derivatives of the fundamental elastic constants [5]. A

pertubation tensor then can be computed for the whole
structure or even locally and mixed with dynamics
equations within the variationnal formulation. By
properly combining variationnal equations of the
perturbed and non perturbed configurations of the
vibrating device, one can extract a frequency shift
proportional to the change of physical properties of the
device by only computing its non perturbed vibration
distribution. The main limitation of this approach is
related to the accessibility of the material constants
required for the calculation of the perturbation tensor.
Consequently, this method is limited to the prediction of
first order temperature effects on quartz devices for which
Sinha and Tiersten have provided an accurate set of data
[5]. One can also consider some isotropic materials for
which the first temperature derivatives of the elastic
constants have been computed [6]. This is particularly
attractive when computing thermal sensitivities of devices
taking into account their metallization pattern [7].
In this paper, we propose to use the variationnal
formulation of finite element analysis (FEA) which
appears very close to the one used in the Sinha-Tiersten
perturbation method for the computation of the thermal
sensitivity of any quartz vibrating structure, and the
computation of stress sensitivity coefficients as well as
gravimetric effects due to electrode loading for instance.
The idea is that the integration of the dynamical terms of
the perturbation method is already performed in the finite
element analysis. The perturbation computation then
simply reduces in replacing the elastic constants by the
perturbation tensor in the variationnal FEA formulation.
The frequency shift then is proportional to the ratio
between the perturbed stiffness matrix and the non
perturbed mass matrix. Consequently, once the dynamic
displacement distribution of any vibrating structure has
been computed, it is possible to use the intermediate FEA
computation results to calculate the sensitivity
coefficients.
The first section of the paper describes the fundamentals
of the proposed approach. The second part of the paper
shows some validation results for different structures such
as bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators or tuning fork
devices. Finally, further developments of the proposed
approach are discussed
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2.

Description of the proposed approach

2.1. Fundamentals
In the proposed approach, only the perturbation of the
elastic constants are considered. For instance, we do not
take into account the contribution of piezoelectricity nor
dielectric constant variations due to thermo-elastic effects
[8, 9, 10, 11]. The 3-D variationnal formulation of a
purely elastic problem is written in Lagrangian
coordinates as follows :
∂δui∗
∂u0
Cijkl l )dV =
(−ρ0ω02ui0δui* +
∫∫∫
(1)
∂a j
∂ak
Ω

∫∫∫δu F dV + ∫∫δu T n dS
∗ 0
i ij

* 0
i i

Ω

j

Γ

The upperscript 0 denotes unperturbed fields
(displacement ui, surface stress Tij.nj, volume forces Fi)
and values (angular frequency ω, mass density ρ), i.e.
without any static deformation. This formulation can be
used even for complex fields (* holds for complex
conjugation). Cijkl are the elastic constants and δui is the
variationnal unknown which can take any value, a priori
non dependent of the non perturbed solution (it will
coincide with the solution in the Galerkin approach [12]).
The same formulation can be written in the same system
of axes, but for a wave or vibration taking place in a
medium submitted to a parametric perturbation of small
magnitude, for which a local linear approximation of the
non linear properties can be used without loss of
accuracy. This reads :
∂δui0∗
∂u
(−ρ0ω 2uiδui0* +
Aijkl l )dV =
∫∫∫
(2)
∂
a
∂
ak
j
Ω

∫∫∫δu

F dV + ∫∫ δui0∗Tij n j dS

0*
i
i

Ω

Γ

Since the mass conservation has to be respected, one
could expect the mass density to differ in eq.(2) from
eq.(1). Actually, we consider that the ratio between mass
density in perturbed and non perturbed states corresponds
to the Jacobian of the geometrical transformation from
one system of axes to another [13], and that this ratio can
be approximated to 1 in the case of small amplitude fields
superposed on a bias [4,13]. The variational unknown and
the solution are then confounded (Galerkin) in both
equations. We retrieve eq.(1) to (2), and then we express
the difference between the angular frequencies in
perturbed and non perturbed states [4,7,8,9,10,11]. In that
matter, we assume that ω+ω0=2ω0, which is acceptable
because this term only appears as a weighting coefficient
and thus only introduces a second order bias (considered
negligible). We finally obtain the so-called Sinha-Tiersten
perturbation equation [4] :

∂ui0∗
∂ul0
(
)dV
H
∂a j ijkl ∂ak
ω −ω0 ∆ω ∫∫∫
Ω
= =
ω0 ω0 2ρ0ω02 um0*um0 dV
∫∫∫

internal forces Fi. The perturbation tensor resulting from
the difference between the elasticity tensor with and
without pre-deformation also can depend on the space
coordinates. In the general thermo-elastic problem, this
tensor reads :

Hijkl =δ ikTjl +CijkluvSuv +C pjkl

∂ui
∂u dC
+Cijql k + ijkl (θ −θ0) (4)
∂ap
∂aq dθ

where Cijkluv are the 3rd order (non linear) elastic constants,

u i , S ij and Tij are the space-dependent quasi-static
displacements, linear deformations and stresses
respectively. These terms also can depend on the
temperature θ, which then must be known at each point of
the medium. The dependence of the fundamental elastic
constants versus temperature must be taken into account
carefully, according to Tiersten et Sinha’s developments
[5] via its 1st order derivatives versus temperature. The
expression (4) of the perturbation tensor must be consider
for instance in the case where differential thermal stresses
arise (for instance a compound substrate with at least two
material exhibiting different thermal expansion
coefficient). Simpler expressions of this tensor can be
derived when considering structures composed of only
one material and submitted to slowly varying perturbation
phenomena, as shown in the next section.
2.2. Structures with infinitely thin electrodes.
We assume first an homogeneous temperature distribution
within an isolated structure only composed of quartz, the
electrodes are assumed infinitely thin (we neglect the
mass loading). In that case, we can write for the whole
device :
(5)
Tij =0 ⇒ Sij =αij (θ −θ 0)
We add one more non-rotation condition which allows to
substantially enhance the symmetry of the operator, then
yielding :

∂ui
=S
∂a j ij

(6)

consequently, (4) can be written as follows :

Hijkl =(Cijkluvαuv +C pjklα pi +Cijqlαkq +

dCijkl
)(θ −θ0)
dθ

(7)

The perturbation tensor then does not depend on space
variables any more, and (3) can be split in “static” and
“dynamic” parts as :

∆ω =U

ω0

θ
ijkl

Hijkl(θ −θ0)

(8)

with :
θ

Hijkl =Cijkluvαuv +C pjklα pi +Cijqlαkq +

dCijkl
dθ

(9)

and
(3)

Ω

In order to compute eq. (3), the vibration distribution in
the non-perturbed regime must be known as well as the
steady pre-deformation. Equation (3) was established
assuming stress-free border conditions and the absence of

Uijkl =

∫∫∫(
Ω

∂ui0∗ ∂ul0
)dV
∂a j ∂ak

2ρ0ω02∫∫∫um0*um0 dV

(10)

Ω

Practically, one easily can estimate the values of θHijkl by
a simple tensorial rotation (for a given crystal cut, one
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rotates all the constants of (9)). However, a dynamic
model is required to access the displacement field to
correctly compute (10). We further show how this
perturbation method is combined with FEA.

E

∑ ∫∫∫(−ρ eω0δui*euie +
e =1 Ωe



 δui*e Fi e dV + δui∗eTije n j dS 
∑
∫∫∫
∫∫


e=1  Ωe
Γe


∫∫u

0* 0
i ij j

∆ω =

T n dS

Γ

ω0 2ρ0ω02 um0*um0 dV
∫∫∫

(11)

where the index e signifies that terms are related to the eth
element of the whole domain composed of E elements.
We then assume that the solution for each element can be
written as a polynomial interpolation built on the N nodal
values ui(n) of the displacements (the independent
variables) :

j

M

(ω0 )] {ui }

We remark that similar forms appear in the perturbation
equation (10) and in the FEA formulation (12),
particularly the mass matrix and some terms of the
stiffness matrix. Rewriting (10) accounting for the FEA
digitalisation yields :
E

3.

Perturbation method coupled to FEA

We now describe the coupling between the exposed
perturbation method and the FEA. We take advantage of
the coincidence between (1) and the variationnal
formulation implemented in the FEA (also called the
Lagrangian) which describes the energy equilibrium of an
isolated body. The main fundament of the finite element
method consists in digitalizing the integration domain in
such a way that continuous integrals in (1) are
decomposed in sums of elementary integrals
corresponding to the different elements of the digitalized
domain. It then reads :

∂ui0∗(e) e ∂ul0(e)
H
)dV
∂a j ijkl ∂ak

∑∫∫∫(

∆ω = e=1 Ωe

ω0

2ρ0ω

2
0

(12)

It is of course possible to directly solve the whole
problem including the electrodes but it still represents a
costly operation (particularly in 3D) since the electrode
are generally thin compared to the author dimensions of
the vibrating device, obliging to densely mesh the metal
media to preserve accuracy. Predicting the evolution of
the electromechanical coupling also would consists in an
exciting issue. In that approach, one has to first compute
the resonance fr then the anti-resonance fa and then
determine the frequency variations due to the electrodes
for a given configuration. The actual coupling strength
then is evaluated using the usual definition of Ks2=
2×(fa−fr)/fa. This would significantly help in reducing the
computation duration and allow for characterizing the
computation stability.

(14)

Note that if the displacement distribution corresponds to
an eigen-mode of the structure, the ui(n) are real.

Ω

ij

e

e

N
 ui  = P (x, y, z) ui(n) 
δu  ∑ n
δu (n) 
 i  n =1
 i 

the dynamic stresses of (11) can be easily accessed using
FEA, providing a relation between stresses and
displacements at the quartz/metal interface at ω0 :

{T .n }= [Z

(13)

E

2.3. Influence of the electrodes
The previously obtained perturbation method is valid for
structures with infinitely thin electrodes. In the real case,
massive electrodes are deposited on the structure to excite
and detect high frequency vibrations or electrical charges
induced by a given perturbing effect. As shown in [7], one
also can treat the influence of the electrode using a
perturbation method. In that case, (3) is split in two terms
termes respectively representative of the volume and the
device surface. We then express the continuity of the
stresses and displacements at the crystal/metal. The
corresponding term will be null for non metallized
surfaces. At room temperature, only the surface term
persists :

∂δui∗e e ∂ule
Cijkl
)dV =
∂a j
∂ak

E

∑∫∫∫u
e =1 Ωe

(15)

0*(e) 0(e)
m
m

u dV

The denominator of (15) actually corresponds to the mass
matrix in non-perturbed regime, whereas the numerator
requires the dynamic displacement gradients computed
for the stiffness matrix and for which the elastic constants
have been replaced by the perturbation tensor. One must
be able to re-use the corresponding elementary matrices
defined in (13) to implement the perturbation method
together with the FEA. However, it must be underlined
that the perturbation tensor does not exhibit the symmetry
properties of the elastic constant. Consequently, the
denominator must be computed taking accounting for that
specific point. Finally, one can write (14) under the
following matrix form :

∑ u [K ] {u }
=
2ω ∑ u [M ] {u }
E

∆ω

ω0

0* e
i

e =1

2
0

E

e =1

e

0 e
l

ijkl

0* e
m

e

0 e
m

=

[ ]

ui0* Kijkl {ul0}
2ω u
2
0

0*
m

[M ] {u }

[ ]

(15)

0
m

[ ]

where K represents the perturbed stiffness and M
the unperturbed assembled mass matrix (the one of the
FEA). It appears that solving (15) only requires the nodal
unperturbed values of the displacement field, the
assembled mass matrix and the dynamic displacement
gradients to compute the regarded frequency variation.
this formulation can be implemented to simulate
temperature effects but also the stress sensitivity
coefficients and more generally any parametric quasistatic perturbation modelled using a linear model.
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4.

Numerical applications

The first example presented in this section concerns the
well-established problem of BAW resonators on singly
rotated quartz cut. Our model is expected to predict the
TCF of fundamental pure shear waves piezoelectrically
excited between two flat surfaces (see fig.1).
x2

Fig.3 FEA mesh of a Z-cut quartz tuning fork resonator

x1

Fig.1 Geometry of the BAW resonator considered for the
model validation
A very simple mesh was implemented with sufficient
number of elements along the thickness to properly
predict the resonance frequency (at the present time, the
perturbation model is implemented using 1st degree
polynomials). The resonance was fit for each angle
configuration using an approximate form of the electric
admittance written Yp/(ω-ω0) via a 3-point method [14].
The perturbation is then applied at resonance, yielding the
following curves (fig.2).
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(a)

-120
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Fig.2 Resonance frequency and TCF fur shear BAW
excited in a 100µm thick singly rotated quartz plate
It is seen from fig.2 that of course the resonance is well
predicted by FEA but also the TCF is nicely found in
agreement with literature (see refs). This simple helped in
setting the computation procedure, and gave confidence in
the proposed approach. However, for the sake of
demonstrating the interest of the proposed approach, it is
not the better choice. We then moved toward the
simulation of 3D structures. In that matter, we have
chosen to compute the TCF of quartz tuning fork, which
actually represents a complex three dimensional structure.
We of course have taken into account the electrode
pattern and then we did compute the resonance frequency
as well as the TCF. Figure 3 shows the implemented
mesh. It still consists in 1st degree interpolation elements,
then yielding sensible deviation between theory and
experiments. However, it is shown in fig.4 that the loci of
1st order TCF cancelling are well predicted by the model.
We actually find a zero TCF close to the Z cut, which is
one of the most used crystal orientation for such structure.

(b)
Fig.4 TCF of the quartz tuning fork resonator simulated
using the mesh of fig.3
(a) TCF for any quartz cut (b) focus on the zero TCF loci
Finally, we want to illustrate the possibility to simulate
mass loading effects using the proposed model. We turn
back to the classical BAW resonator, for which we want
to demonstrate that massive electrode effects can be
predicted by only computing the unperturbed resonance
of the resonator and then perturbing it using the acoustic
contribution of the electrode, according to the abovedescribed procedure. We then consider meshes of fig.5
that have been magnify for the sake of readability.
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Abstract
Based on Tiersten’s analysis [1] an accurate calculation
of the coupling coefficient dependence on geometrical
dimensions and mass-loading effect for quartz and
langasite monolithic structures has been performed [2].
In this paper we have studied the influence of the
material constants on the attenuation characteristics of
two-pole langasite monolithic filters by calculation of the
dependence between the coupling coefficient and elastic
constant c66, piezoelectric constant e26 and Voigt’s elastic
constant γ11. The relation between the coupling
coefficient and the material constants is discussed on
crystal grown by various laboratories. The influence of
the material constants on electrical characteristics of
langasite resonators is also presented.

1. Introduction
In some of our previous contributions [3,4,5] we have
elaborated an accurate method to design narrow-band
quartz monolithic filters and wide-band langasite (LGS)
monolithic filters. We have shown that in order to get a
much better agreement between input data and
experimental results than that obtained with the relation
currently used [6] it is necessary to calculate rigorously
the dependence of coupling coefficient on geometrical
dimensions and mass-loading.
The calculation of geometry of the two – pole structure
using the relations between parameters of electric
equivalent circuit, deduced from synthesis and
geometrical dimensions represents an important step of
the monolithic filters design. A relation between coupling
coefficient and dimensions (plate thickness, electrode
lengths, electrode spacing) is proposed in [3] and another
one is deduced by us using an original program based on
Tiersten’s analysis. This one allows a better correlation
of the input data of filters with experimental results.
In the method described by Tiersten the threedimensional equations of elasticity are converted into a
series of two-dimensional equations by expanding the
mechanical displacement and electrical displacement in a
series of powers of the thickness coordinate of the plate.
It was considered an infinite Y-cut rotated plate of

thickness t with two pairs of strip electrodes deposited on
it. For a narrow frequency range near the cut-off
fundamental thickness-shear frequency only the
contributions of the fundamental thickness-shear and
fundamental flexure mode are retained.
Based on this new and accurate theoretical calculation of
the coupling coefficient dependence on structure
geometry and mass-loading, in this paper we evaluated
the influence of several material constants (elastic
constant c66, piezoelectric constant e26 and Voigt’s elastic
constant γ11) on the coupling coefficient of two-pole
monolithic filter. The results show that a small dispersion
of material constants values for langasite crystals grown
in various laboratories strongly modifies the bandwidth
of monolithic filters. The influence of the material
constant on electrical characteristics of langasite
resonators is also discussed.

2. The dependence of coupling coefficient of
monolithic filter on material constants
The physical properties of the crystal strongly influence
the relation between the coupling coefficient k and the
geometrical dimensions of the bipolar structure. The
behaviour of coupling coefficient is influenced by the
material constants, but the effects of these constants are
very different. For applications is interesting to know the
weight of each constant on control of the coupling
coefficient value. That is why we tried to make a
systematic study of the influence of material constants on
the piezoelectric coupling coefficient behaviour.
The calculations were performed using the relation
deduced from Tiersten'
s analysis in which was retained
only thickness - shear and flexure modes of vibration. As
a consequence, only the influence of elastic constant c66,
piezoelectric constant e26 and Voigt’s elastic constant γ11
was studied.
The study was performed for two-pole langasite
monolithic filter. In Figure 1 is presented the structure of
the two-pole monolithic filter with the next sizes:
t - langasite plate thickness; te – electrode thickness;
d - distance between electrodes;
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the piezoelectric constant e26 is obtained for small
electrode spacing values.

lx - electrode length in X direction;
lz – electrode length in Z direction.
z

40

d=0.1 mm

20

d=0.5 mm

x

lz

∆k / k (%)

d=0.9 mm

0
20
40
60

lx

d

To evaluate the spread effect of these material constants
we
defined
three
sensitivity
coefficients:
(∆k/k)/(∆c66/c66), (∆k/k)/(∆γ11/γ11) and (∆k/k)/(∆e26/e26).
These coefficients are calculated for various electrode
spacing d of langasite two-pole structure with massloading R, lx and plate thickness t (R=0.0015, lx=9t).
The relative variation of k versus relative variation of
material constant c66 is practically the same regardless
the electrode spacing values, but changes with the
electrode spacing values in case of e26 and γ11.
The sensitivity coefficient of k with c66 is –1.246 in the
left side of (0, 0) point and –0.6 in the right side (Fig. 2).

d=0.5 mm
d=0.9 mm

0
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Figure 3. The relative variation of k versus relative
variation of piezoelectric constant e26.

lx

Figure 1. Two-pole monolithic structure
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∆e26 / e26 (%)
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t

∆k / k (%)
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For relative variation of e26 below zero we obtained the
next values for the sensitivity coefficient 1.18
(d=0.1 mm), 0.12 (d=0.9 mm) and above zero the values
of this coefficient are 0.67 (d=0.1 mm), -0.57
(d=0.9mm).
Another kind of influence has the electrode spacing on
the relative variation of k with the relative variation of γ11
(Fig.4): for small values of d, the values of γ11 give small
changes of the coupling coefficient. The sensitivity
coefficient for negative values of ∆γ11/γ11 is 0.39 if the
electrode distance d=0.1, 0.99 if d=0.9mm.
For positive values of ∆γ11/γ11 this coefficient is 0.22 for
d=0.1 mm and 0.88 for d=0.9 mm.
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Figure 2. The relative variation of k versus relative
variation of elastic constant c66.
In Fig. 3 is presented the dependence of relative variation
of k on the relative variation of e26 for three values of
electrode spacing. The highest sensitivity of k function of

Figure 4. The relative variation of k versus relative
variation of piezoelectric constant γ11.
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The calculations based on Tiersten'
s analysis, in which
was retained only thickness - shear and flexure modes of
vibration, shown that the influence of elastic constant c66,
piezoelectric constant e26 and Voigt’s elastic constant γ11
is dominant on coupling coefficient behaviour.
0.8

k (%)
γ11(1-35%)
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c66

1
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0.6
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Figure 7. The coupling coefficient versus d / t for large
variation of the elastic constant c66.

d/t
Figure 5. The coupling coefficient versus d / t for large
variation of the Voigt'
s elastic constant γ11.

3. Coupling coefficient dispersion for various
langasite samples.

From the behaviour of these coefficients we can conclude
that the most sensitive material constant for filter design
are the elastic constant γ11 and the piezoelectric constant
e26 while the filter design is weakly dependent on the
elastic constant c66.The dependences of k function on d / t
for an arbitrary variation (± 35 %) of material constants
have been evaluated.
Fig. 5, 6, 7 show that the coupling coefficient increases
with the piezoelectric constant e26 and with Voigt'
s elastic
constant γ11 and decreases with the elastic constant c66.

Another purpose this work was the study the influence of
material constants dispersion on coupling coefficient
behaviour for langasite monolithic filter.
The values of the c66, e26 and γ11 constants of seven
samples grown in different laboratories have been
selected from literature. They are presented in Table 1.
We observe that for c66 the maximum difference between
the minimum and maximum is ±2%, for e26 is 2.5% and
for γ11 ±1.5 %.

k (%)
e26(1-35%)
e26
e26(1+35%)

Table 1. Material constants of several langasite samples

0.8

Sample
0.6

1 [7]
2 [8]
3 [9]
4 [8]
5 [10]
6 [11]
7 [6]

0.4

0.2

0

c66
(10 N/m2)

e26
(C/m2)

4.35
4.2
4.216
4.32
4.22
4.2
4.235

-0.41
-0.45
-0.43
-0.45
-0.44
-0.44
-0.45

10

0

2

4

6

8

d/t
Figure 6. The coupling coefficient versus d / t for large
variation of the piezoelectric constant

γ11
( 10 N/m2 )
12.3027
12.0823
12.0829
12.0769
12.1633
12.1425
12.0743
10

Using the accurate method [] we calculated the
dependence of the coupling coefficient function of
diameter and plate thickness ratio for langasite two-pole
monolithic structures for the constants values of these
seven samples (Fig. 8).
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k (%)
0.7
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5

79
73
67
61
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55

0.4

49

0.35

43

0.3
0.5

1

The dependence of the inductance L and capacitance C
on material constants e26 and c66 are presented in figure 9
and 10.
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Figure 8. The variation of coupling coefficient versus
d / t for seven langasite samples presented in Table 1.

Figure 8 shows that the maximum difference of the
coupling coefficient (~11 %) is obtained for material
constants dispersion within ±2.5% for small values of
d / t (wide bandwidth filters); for narrow bandwidths
(large values of d / t) the difference between coupling
coefficients corresponding to minimum and maximum
constant values is about 4 %.
The spread of the material constants is characteristic for
langasite crystals. Langasite is an incongruent-melting
material [12,13]. The solidification in the ternary system
La2O3-Ga2O3-SiO2 is a very complex process and easily
can lead to the precipitation of other phases than
langasite (or beside langasite). If the synthesis and crystal
growing processes are correctly conducted, the pure
langasite phase is obtained in a relatively narrow interval
of compositions. Function of growing conditions and the
composition (maintaining the composition in the allowed
interval for good langasite crystals), the material
parameters of the langasite crystals, such as c66, e26 and
γ11 may vary. The spread of the devices parameters could
produce serious difficulties for design and for mass
production.

4. Influence of material constants
L, C of Y-cut langasite resonators

on

The variation of motional inductance L and capacitance
C of Y-cut langasite resonators with 5 MHz fundamental
frequency, 14mm diameter, 0.275 mm plate thickness has
been calculated for e26 and c66 dispersion of ±3%.
Relation between electrical characteristics and physical
parameters (density, plate thickness, electrode area, e26,
c66) are:
L= ρt3 / 8A e262
C= 8Ae262 / π2tc66

Figure 9. Inductance variation with piezoelectric
constant e26

Figure 10. Capacitance variation with elastic constant c66

5. Conclusions
The effect of some material constants on coupling
coefficient behaviour was estimated for langasite
structure by the calculation of sensitivity coefficients of
elastic constant c66, piezoelectric constant e26 and Voigt’s
elastic constant γ11.
The influence of the elastic constant c66, piezoelectric
constant e26 and Voigt’s elastic constant γ11 are dominant
on coupling coefficient behaviour.
The most sensitive material parameter for filter design is
the elastic constant γ11 and piezoelectric constant e26,
while the elastic constant c66 has a small influence on the
filter design.
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The coupling coefficient increases with e26 and with γ11
and decreases with c66.
The maximum dispersion of c66 value of these 7 samples
is ± 2%, for e26 is ± 2.5% and dispersion of γ11 is ± 1.5%.
The relation between the coupling coefficient and d/t
ratio calculated using the accurate method for all LGS
samples point out that the maximum variation of the
coupling coefficient is obtained for small d/t values.
For 1-2.5% dispersion of langasite material constants
(consistent with published results) can result in up
to∼20% variation of langasite monolithic filter
bandwidth.
The spread of the devices parameters could produce
serious difficulties for design and for mass production.
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Abstract
The possibility to use oriented single-crystal thin layer for
the excitation of guided acoustic waves opens new
perspective in the development of passive high frequency
signal processing devices. The combination of Y-cut
LiNbO3 atop Silicon is theoretically and experimentally
investigated, thanks to the development of a process at
the CEA-Leti allowing for the fabrication of such
compound substrates. It is shown that non lossy pure
shear wave can be excited and detected, exhibiting
coupling factor larger than standard bulk substrates and
maximising the properties of elastic waves excited using
thin piezoelectric layers.
1.

Introduction

A lot of work has been dedicated to the fabrication of
acoustic wave devices for radio-frequency (RF)
applications on stratified media, taking advantage of
piezoelectric layers deposited on high acoustic velocity
substrates (Sapphire, C-diamond or Silicon). These layers
usually are deposited by physical vapor deposition
techniques (sputtering), providing C-oriented films
exhibiting properties more or less close to those of bulk
materials. For LiNbO3 (as for most of highly-coupled
single-crystal materials), this crystal orientation is far
from the best solution for the excitation of well-coupled
surface acoustic waves (Ks2 must be larger than 5%).
A process has been developed by the CEA-Léti to transfer
oriented single-crystal piezoelectric layers onto (100)
Silicon, based on the association of an ion implantation
and molecular bonding [1]. Combining LiNbO3 and
Silicon is particularly attractive for the excitation and
propagation of strongly coupled transverse modes (the
best solution for RF applications). Theoretical predictions
as well as experimental measurements of the Rayleighlike and shear waves on a 4” LiNbO3(YX)/Silicon wafer
operating at 1 GHz already have been presented and
compared to the state of the art [2]. These preliminary
results have shown that this kind of wave-guide represent
the most efficient approach for the excitation of guided
elastic wave in the RF domain.
Considering theoretical predictions, one can expect a
factor of 2 for the coupling and reflection coefficients
when exploiting this mode at twice the tested frequency.
As a consequence, a new set of resonators has been
fabricated on our substrates in order to reach the optimal
working point which correspond to a frequency-thickness

product equal to 1 GHz.µm (1 km.s-1). In the first section
of this paper, we briefly recall theoretical results obtained
using a model based on the combination of a boundary
integral method (BIM) and finite element analysis (FEA).
We then analyse previous experimental results to try and
identify the actual operating conditions of the device to
try and accurately predict the wave characteristics at the
tested working points. We then report the corresponding
experimental results and conclude about the relevance of
the proposed approach.
2.

Theoretical analysis

In this section we briefly recall the BIM-FEA
implemented for the prediction of guided wave
characteristics in stratified layers. The model is detailed in
ref. [3]. We first introduce the basic geometry of the
problem, i.e. an infinite periodic grating lying along x1
deposited atop a compound substrate composed of
piezoelectric or metallic layers stacked along x2 as shown
in fig.1 (the first layer must be at least dielectric but is
generally piezoelectric).
Si Si
x3

−

p
2

vacuum

x1
x2

h
a

Layered
Structure

+

electrode

p
2
0

t1
p

t2

tn or +∞

Fig.1 Typical geometry of an infinite grating of period p
along x1 atop a stratified substrate stacked along x2. a/p is
the metallization ratio and h/2p the electrode relative
height
Practical interdigital transducers used for the excitation of
surface waves generally exhibit apertures large enough to
neglect the dependence of the fields along x3. We assume
a spatial harmonic excitation driving the electrode
grating, allowing for considering only one period in the
formal description of the problem. Using the well
established Green’s function formalism, the relation
between the generalized surface stress Tjk.nk (including
the normal electrical displacement) and the generalized
displacements ui (including the electrical potential) is
given by :
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+p

u i ( x1 ) =

2

∫ G (x
p
ijk

−p

1

− x ' , f ) T jk ( x ') n k dx '

2

p

where the periodic Green’s function G ijk is defined
according to the Floquet theorem combined with the
Bloch function.In the following, the normal nk is
considered normal to x1 without any loss of generality.
There is no obvious general analytical solution for eq.(1).
As a consequence, the generalized displacement and
stress fields are developed as orthogonal polynomial
series
(Chebychev
in
this
development).
+∞

∑α

T2 j ( x1 ) =
u i ( x1 ) =

n = −∞

jn

C n ( x1

1 − x1

+∞

∑

n = −∞

)

2a
x1
a
x1 <
2

x1 =
with :

2

β in C n ( x1

)

(2)

In (2), Cn are the Chebyshev polynomials, αin and βjn are
the development coefficients which become the actual
unknowns of the problem. Inserting (2) into (1) and then
projecting the obtained form over the Chebyshev base
provides the relation between the stress and displacement
coefficients (αin and βjn).

β im = Aimjn α jn

(3)

where
Aimjn = ν n

π2
p

j m−n

+∞

~
∑ G (γ + l , f ) J

l = −∞

ij 2

m

 πa

 πa

 p (γ + l )  J n  p (γ + l ) 





In (3), Jn are the Bessel’s functions of nth order and of
first kind and νn accounts for the orthogonality properties
of the Chebyshev polynomials [3].
Additional equations are required to solve the problem.
They are provided by the boundary conditions imposed at
the propagation surface. The mechanical stress and
displacements are assumed continuous at the
electrode/substrate boundary and the normal stresses
vanish elsewhere :
u i = Lij (T2 j ) for
T2 j = 0 for

a
2
p
a
< x1 <
2
2
x1 <

β 40 = 1. and

(1)

(4)

β 4 m = 0. for m ≠ 0

(7)

The linear system constructed with the above equations is
solved using standard linear algebraic equation tools. One
has access to the harmonic admittance of the structure by
computing the total electrical charge Qtotal under the
electrode. The harmonic admittance YH can be
normalized to be expressed in Siemens (S) as follows:
πa
(8)
YH ( γ , fp ) = j 2π fp
α 40
2
From this harmonic admittance, one can extract general
data about the excitation and guiding of any mode of the
structure, i.e. the velocity, the electromechanical
coupling, the propagation leakage and the wave
diffraction due to massive electrodes. Thanks to FEA, no
restriction has to be considered about the electrode shape
and height.
3.

Theory/experiment assessment

3.1 1 GHz Resonators
In the first set of experiment, synchronous resonators
were built consisting in a 50 finger pair central interdigital transducer (IDT) surrounded by two Bragg mirrors
composed of 50 grounded electrodes. In ref.[2], the
experimental results were compared to theoretical
predictions, pointing out the fact that the phase velocity as
well as the coupling coefficient did not match the
expected values for the shear wave. The experimental
data were respectively found equal to 4385 m.s-1 for the
phase velocity, and 6% for the electromechanical
coupling, with a 7,7% reflection coefficient on a single
electrode (h/2p=2,5%), in comparison with theroerical
values respectively equal to 4824 m.s-1, 12% and 11.2%.
The silicon substrate was assumed intrinsic, but the actual
resistivity of the substrate was evaluated to 14 Ω.cm,
which is far to correspond to an intrinsic material (more
than 1000 Ω.cm). We then reconsidered these results and
our theoretical predictions, simply inspecting the case of a
conductive substrate. Figure 2 compares the dispersion
curve corresponding to those two extreme cases.

The mechanical contribution of the electrode is simulated
by FEA. One can establish the relation between αin and
βjn generated by the electrode as follows :

β im = Dimjn α jn
and

Dimjn =

[∫ P C ] [K
m

q

ij

with : i, j = 1,2,3

− ω 2 M ij

] [∫ P C ]
−1
Γ

n

k

(5)
(6)

where ω is the angular frequency, and the matrix [∫PmCq]
symbolically holds for the integration of the product of
FEA interpolation and Chebyshev polynomials when
mixing the FEA and the boundary integral formulation of
(1). Finally, an electric boundary condition is imposed,
considering a flat electrode assumption set to 1V., fixing
then the corresponding M Chebyshev development
coefficients as follows :

Fig.2 Comparison between dispersion behaviours of the
pure shear wave on LiNbO3/Si assuming intrinsic or
conductive silicon
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It must be specified that these experiments were
conducted at a frequency-thickness working point equal
to 0.5 km.s-1, which is far to be the optimum. One can
actually see in fig.2 that doubling the frequency-thickness
product should yield a coupling coefficient twice larger.
We then have decided to perform a new set of resonators
operating at a frequency close to 2 GHz to check this
hypothesis.
3.2 2 GHz resonators

LiNbO3 (YX) / Si (100) : ep=0.5 µm - p=1µm - h=1000 A - W=100 µm
2.5
a/p=0.4
a/p=0.5
a/p=0.6

Admittance (S)
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0
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(a)
LiNbO3 (YX) / Si (100) : ep=0.5 µm - p=1µm - h=1000 A - W=100 µm
1.5
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As in previous experiments, the tested devices consist in
single-port synchronous resonators composed of a 50
finger-pair IDT surrounded by two 50-electrode Bragg
mirrors. The mechanical period p was 1 µm, and 3
metallization ratio have been tested (0,4 ; 0,5 ; 0,6) to
point out the influence of this parameter on the wave
characteristics. The electrode height was set to 100 nm
(h/2p = 5%), and an acoustic aperture of 100 µm was
chosen to get reed of any unwanted diffraction effect.
Experimental measurements are plotted in fig.3. The
wave characteristics have been extracted from these
measurements and reported in Table 1. Harmonic
admittance of the device also have been computed, as
shown in fig.4, allowing for the characterization of the
regarded mode near 2 GHz.

1900

Fréquence (MHz)

Admittance (S)

Two obvious characteristics arise from this comparison,
i.e. the coupling factor dramatically reduces when
assuming conductive Si, but consequently the average
velocity (between metallized and free surfaces) falls down
(the metallized velocities are super-imposed). One can
actually see that for a 0.5 km.s-1 frequency-thickness
product, a Ks2 smaller than 5% is predicted for the
conductive Si instead of 12% for the intrinsic Si. We then
have computed the harmonic admittance corresponding to
conductive Si, yielding an electromechanical coupling of
6.2% and reflection coefficient equal to 9%, which fairly
approaches the experimental values. There is still a
problem with the velocity which remains too large
compared to experiments (above 4700 m.s-1). No
improvement was obtained for the Rayleigh wave,
because it is much less sensitive to the electrical
properties of the substrate compared to the shear wave.
However, the Rayleigh-like wave characteristics were
found in good agreement with theory. Another point is
that contrarily to what was expected if the silicon would
behave like an insulator, we do not meet the optimal
conditions for the pure shear guided wave. This aspect
will be discussed in the conclusion of the paper.

1900

2000

2100

2200

2300

Fréquence (MHz)

(b)
Fig.3 Experimental measurements of synchronous
resonators operating near 2GHz
(a) conductance (b) susceptance

a/p=0.6

V (m/s)

|R| (%)

Ks²(%)

“Rayleigh”

3777

4.2

1.3

Shear

4200

15

12.5

Table 1 Experimental characterization of the Rayleighlike and pure shear modes
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Fig.4 Theoretical harmonic admittance of infinitely
periodic electrode gratings on (YX)LiNbO3/conductive Si
(p=1µm, h/2p=5%)

Fig.5 Temperature coefficients of frequency of the 2GHz
resonators
4.

The characteristics have been computed for the pure shear
wave, yielding a theoretical velocity of 4300 m.s-1, a
electromechanical coupling equal to 14.5% as well as the
reflection coefficient. Even if the experimental coupling
as slightly smaller than the predicted one, it is shown that
the material almost behave like expected. The shear mode
electromechanical coupling and reflection coefficients are
actually doubled when operating at 2 GHz. Also the
Rayleigh-like wave properties change significantly : the
coupling clearly decreases whereas the reflection
coefficient increases. Considering these new results at 2
GHz (Ks2 equal to 12.5 % and 15% for the reflection
coefficient), we definitely establish the state of the art of
SAW excited via piezoelectric layers. One can also note
that the frequency shift between the three metallization
ration is well predicted (comparison between figs. 3 and
4). The resonance of the Rayleigh-like wave arises at the
end of the frequency stop-band (negative reflection
coefficient). It is found experimentally and theoretically
almost insensitive to the metallization ratio.
We also have measured the temperature coefficient of
frequency (TCF) of the pure shear mode. This result is
reported in fig.5. The previous TCF characterisation
which were performed on small LiNbO3/Si parts did
provide a value of –38 ppm/K, which was twice smaller
as expected theoretically [2]. In the present set of
experiment, the TCF is found in the range of –50 ppm/k
(see fig.5). Such a value is also quite different from
theoretical predictions, and tends to indicate either that
the theoretical assumptions of the TCF calculation do not
match the real situation, or that some thermo-elastic
properties are affected by the bonding process. The
second hypothesis is coherent with the fact that
discrepancies still persist between theory and experiment
concerning the phase velocities of the Rayleigh-like and
pure shear guided waves.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have reconsidered the simulation of
elastic wave guided in single-crystal thin layers of (YX)
lithium niobate deposited atop silicon using a molecular
bonding process. Considering a conductive silicon
substrate instead of an intrinsic one, a good agreement is
found between theoretically predicted and experimental
electromechanical coupling coefficient of the pure shear
wave (the second mode of the structure). A new set of
resonators operating in the vicinity of 2GHz has been
fabricated and characterized. The electromechanical
coupling coefficient of the pure shear wave has been
doubled, and a reflection factor equal to 15% has been
measured. Theoretical predictions of these characteristics
are in good agreement with experiments. As a
consequence, improving the knowledge of the elastic
properties of the substrate remains the main difficulty to
enable the use of such substrates for real filtering
applications. Moreover, as shown theoretically, the tested
operating points are far from the optimal one,
corresponding to a frequency-thickness product equal to
3 GHz. Consequently, we can expect better result if using
thicker niobate layers. Another way to benefit from the
optimal operating conditions would consists in reducing
the grating period down to 0.25 µm. In both cases
technological difficulties have to be overcome, but one
should note that the obtained characteristics are quite
sufficient to address modern filter requirements, yielding
a very interest for this above-IC solution for integrated
signal processing devices.
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ABSTRACT
The chemical dissolution of gallium orthophosphate in
phosphoric acid is reminded with the influence of
different additives, in particular phosphate compounds.
For more important dissolution depths than 40µm, the
H3PO4-GaPO4 mixtures solutions are not suitable,
producing very important surface defects like holes. A
(NH3 – K3PO4) basic solution is used to dissolve up to
250µm of material thickness. The measure of the
roughness either with a profilometer or with AFM
spectroscopy method gives an average roughness
parameter Ra of 0.02µm without generating holes or
important surface defects. The piezoelectric properties
of the etched plates are measured by the air-gap method
during the reducing of the thickness. No modification of
the quality factor Q is observed up to 200µm etching
depth.
A three dimensional dissolution process (mechanical
mask) is then developed in order to manufacture AT
antimesa resonators. Up to now, according to the raw
material quality, the highest obtained frequency for the
fundamental mode is 26.5MHz (QF= 1.1*1012) and
16.5MHz (QF= 1.6x1011) after 88µm and 150µm
dissolution depth in H3PO4+GaPO4 and NH3+K3PO4
solvent respectively.
1. INTRODUCTION
Gallium orthophosphate is now a well known material
in the quartz isotypes group. Due to its physical and
piezoelectrical properties (coupling coefficient k=16%
and thermal stability up to 950°C) GaPO4 is a good
candidate for high tech applications such as pressure
sensors
at
high
temperature,
viscosimeters,
microbalances and VCXO devices [1-3]. However, the
required resonance frequencies for electronic devices
are increasingly higher, thus the manufacturing process
must be further developed. In the case of shear-mode
BAW devices, the resonance frequency is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the piezoelectric plate.
Thus, the reduction of the plate thickness is an essential
step in the resonator manufacturing process. The
chemical dissolution is often selected to gradually
reduce the thickness of the plates. In the case of AlPO4

material, it has been shown [4, 5] that it is possible to
reduce the thickness of the plates, improving in the
same time the surface state, by using the solvent suitable
for the crystal growth which contains an important
solute concentration. In this work the mixture AlPO4
2.7M – H3PO4 9M was selected to manufacture high
frequency resonators. The same way was followed for
quartz chemical dissolution and the selected solvent was
NaOH [6-9].
For GaPO4 material, the chemical etching of AT-cut
plates has been studied in orthophosphoric acid
solutions containing different solute concentrations for
dissolution depths up to 40 microns [10]. Anisotropy of
the dissolution velocity was characterised by using
different crystallographic plate orientations [11]. For
very important dissolution depths (up to 250 microns of
dissolved material), a new solvent is used. Moreover a
masking process is developed to dissolve only the
central part of the plates in order to manufacture high
frequency antimesa AT-plates.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The initial GaPO4 single-crystals are grown from either
the slow temperature increasing method or the vertical
temperature gradient method [12, 13]. Then, the plates
are cut along different crystalline orientations. The ATcut samples are issued from crystal grown by Piezocryst
Company*.
The plate thickness decrease during chemical etching is
followed by measuring the resonance frequency (F =
K/e) using the air gap method [14] with a HP 8753
network analyser.
The frequency constants K of the different cuts are
calculated with elastic constant set of Reiter and al [15].
KX = ½ √(C11/ρ) =2159 MHz/µm
KY = ½ √(1/2(C11-C12)/ρ) = 1252 MHz/µm.
KAT = ½((C66cos2θ+C44sin2θ+2C14cosθsinθ)/ρ)1/2=
1226 MHz/µm (with θ= -15.9°)
The thickness of the Z-plate is evaluated by using a
micrometer because Z-cut orientation is not
piezoelectrically excited.
* Piezocryst, Graz, Austria.
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During the dissolution process, the concentration and
the temperature are maintained constant.
The surface state evolution is checked by optical
microscopy observations with an Olympus BX51
microscope with different magnifications and polarised
light. The roughness average Ra is measured with a
Mahr surface profilometer. An Autoprobe CP
ThermoMicroscopes Atomic Force Microscope is also
used to analyse more accurately the surface.
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3.1 Dissolution kinetics in NH3 – K3PO4 solvent.
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Figure 1: Dissolution rates in NH3-K3PO4 solution
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Figure 2: Determination of the parameters of the
dissolution rate equations.
The general expression of the dissolution rate R is: R=
Aexp(-Ea/RT)x[solvent] α. Only the temperature
influence (Ea computing, fig.2 and Table I) can be
determined because we have just studied one solvent
concentration.
Table I: Ea calculation for different orientations.
Cut orientation
Ea (kJ x mol-1)
X-cut
53.1
Y-cut
62.5
Z-cut
69.9
AT-cut (Y-17.4°)
53.9
3.2 Surface state evolution in NH3 – K3PO4 solvent.
The evolution of the average roughness parameter Ra
depends on the plate orientation and the initial surface
state (fig 3). After 300µm etching depth, the average
roughness of a polished X-cut is quite constant and the
initial rough surface state (Ra= 0.4µm) of a AT-cut (Y17.4°) becomes smoother (Ra= 0.2µm). The surface
states of Y and Z-cuts are deteriorated by the dissolution
process; Ra parameter increases drastically up to 0.8
and 0.9µm respectively.
1.0

Average roughness parameter Ra (µm)

Because of the very low boiling temperatures of the
solutions in the NH3-H2O system, it is very difficult to
maintain constant the concentration of the solutions.
Nevertheless by dissolving K3PO4 compound in the
solution, the boiling point is increased. Finally the (NH3
3.5M + K3PO4 1.5M) mixture is selected for GaPO4
dissolution study. The dissolution rates vary from
several µm/h to 160 µm/h in the 35°C-80°C temperature
range for the four studied crystal orientations (fig 1). As
for the study of the dissolution in the phosphoric acid
solvent [11], the fitting of experimental data by least
square method carry out analytical expressions for the
dissolution rate versus temperature.

120

2.5

1.0

Like for AlPO4 material, first results have been obtained
on GaPO4 chemical etching in phosphoric acid solvent
with different solute concentrations. The complete
dissolution kinetics law has been determined for the
AT-cut. Concerning the surface state evolution, it has
been demonstrated that these solvent can be used for
removing up to 40µm of material [10]. For deeper
chemical etching, holes can appear according to the raw
material quality. Very different etching rate values have
been measured for the four different orientations [11].
The orthophosphoric acid solvent reveals the anisotropy
of the material structure and consequently the structural
defects. For increasing the etching depths, a new solvent
is studied: NH3+K3PO4.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 3: Roughness average evolution during the
chemical dissolution in NH3-K3PO4 solution.
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All these roughness measurements are in a good
agreement with the surface observations by using the
Atomic Force Microscope instrument. The surface
profiles are recorded on initially polished AT-cut plates.
The effect of the phosphoric acid solvent and ammonia
solvent are compared (figs 4a,b).
m face {01-10}
r face {10-11}

0.27µm/div

This part concerns the air-gap piezoelectric
measurements of the previous AT (Y-17.4°) sample that
the surface roughness has been measured after each step
of chemical dissolution in NH3-K3PO4 solution (figs 6a
to 7d). The surface was initially rough with a Ra
parameter value of 0.32µm (see the figure 3).
All these results are presented with the same amplitude
scale of 10dB/div that allows directly appreciating the
improving of the piezoelectric response. The first signal
is that of a bad resonator, and then the signal is
improved up to 175µm etching depth. For 250µm
etching depth the amplitude begins to decrease and the
bandwith enlarges.

y [010]

x [100]

z [001]

(a)
(a) : 0µm

(b) : 68µm

(c): 175µm
(d): 250µm
Figures 6: Piezoelectric measurements for different
etching depth of a AT-cut plate with an initial rough
surface state.

Figure 5: AFM 3D-profiles of AT-cut plates
(a) H3PO4 9M/GaPO4 0.4M/K3PO4 1M T= 82°C
and 80µm etching depth (Ra= 0.1µm)
(b) NH3 3.5M/K3PO4 1.5M T= 80°C and 64µm
etching depth (Ra= 0.02µm)
The phosphoric acid solvent tends to reveal the structure
of the material with deep etch figures. The planes m
{01-10} and r {10-11} appear proving that the
dissolution rate is the weakest for these directions. This
is also the lowest crystal growth direction. The
ammonia solvent produces smoother etch patterns and
the Ra parameter is lowered by using NH3 solvent (Ra=
0.02µm) instead of H3PO4 solvent (Ra= 0.3µm).
Moreover, no hole is observed for prolonged etching
depths in ammonia solvent.

The performances (Bandwidth +/-3dB and the Q factor)
of this resonator have been precisely measured (figures
7 and 8). After 200µm etching depth, the bandwidth
value increases and the QF factor begins to degrade.
500

Band width +/- 3dB (Hz)

(b)

F0= 2.16MHz

400

300

200

100

0
0

50

100

150

200
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300

350

Etching depth (µm)

Figure 7: Bandwidth evolution during the chemical
dissolution

3.4 Evolution of piezoelectric properties during the
dissolution in NH3-K3PO4 solvent.
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Before etching

After chemical dissolution
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2,5
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3,5

4,0

4,5

5,0

5,5

Resonance Frequency (MHz)

Figure 8: QF factor evolution during the chemical
dissolution
3.4 Antimesa plates design.
To reach high frequency plates, the thickness of the
plates have to be very thin (lower than 50µm). To
ensure the mechanical resistance of the samples, it is
necessary to keep a thicker crown on the peripheral
zone of the plate to manufacture antimesa plates (fig
9.a). From our knowledge about chemical etching
during a long time [10], it is necessary to use a
mechanical mask to maintain the sample into the
solution and to protect, in the same time, the peripheral
crown against the dissolution (fig 9.b).

(a)

K3PO4,H2O 2M
H3PO4 9M
F0= 10.43MHz (117.5µm)
F= 14.444 MHz (85µm)
QF= 2.2x1011
After chemical dissolution
holes

Before etching

(b)

Figure 9. a) Antimesa plates
b) Mechanical mask in PTFE
All the samples are initially AT polished plates with two
diameters: 5 and 10mm.
a. Plates with 10mm diameter:

F0= 9.154MHz (134µm)

External
crown
(antimesa
design)

After chemical etching

K3PO4,H2O 0.5M
H3PO4 9M
GaPO4 0.4M
F= 26.4MHz (46.5µm)
QF= 1.1x1012

Figures 11: Antimesa resonators manufactured in
phosphoric acid solutions.
Figure 10: Antimesa plate at 18MHz manufactured in
H3PO4/GaPO4 solvent starting from 10MHz (54 µm
chemical engraving)

Although holes are formed in the piezoelectric
membrane, good piezoelectric signals are measured on
the good parts of the plates chemically etched in
phosphoric acid solutions.
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Before chemical etching

After chemical dissolution

F= 5.786MHz (230µm)

F= 16.573MHz (80µm)
QF= 1.6x1011

External
crown
(antimesa
design)

4. CONCLUSION
The chemical controlled dissolution of GaPO4 material
has been studied by using two kinds of solvent: one
based on orthophosphoric acid and the second one based
on the ammonia solvent. According to the intrinsic
material quality, acid solutions produce some holes
above 40µm etching depth while based ammonia
solvent allows dissolving up to 200µm without
generating any hole in the plates. However the QF
factor is less than that of quartz due to the material
quality. Well designed antimesa plates for high
frequencies have been obtained by using a masking
process but the experimental dissolution process is not
yet optimised and needs to be improved to ensure a
good circulation of the solvent around the plate in order
to obtain very flat and parallel piezoelectric membranes.
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Figure 12: antimesa resonator manufacturing in
NH3+K3PO4 solution.
After 150µm etching depth in NH3+K3PO4 (fig 12), the
surface state is good (only some stripes due to initial
polishing appear) and no hole is formed during the
dissolution. The piezoelectric signal is improved (QF
=1.6x1011) but does not reach very high value. This
could be due to the intrinsic quality of the material and
particularly to the OH-content.
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For very high resonance frequencies, smaller plates are
used (5mm diameter). Results of experiments of
chemical engraving realized with NH3-K3PO4 solvent
are shown in figure 13. The external crown is well
design and the surface state is homogeneous. Only one
big defect appears due to an isolated defect in the raw
material. The light diffraction bands observed in fig.13
proves that the piezoelectric membrane is not perfectly
parallel. This problem could be due to the bad
circulation of the solvent around the plate during the
dissolution.

Figure 13: Antimesa chemically designing in NH3K3PO4 solution (etching depth= 76.3µm).
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DESIGN AND FIRST RESULTS OF THE NEW PTB CAESIUM FOUNTAIN CSF2
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ABSTRACT

vacuum pump

At PTB a second caesium fountain clock, CSF2, is in
the process of being set up. It differs from the first PTB
caesium fountain standard CSF1 in a number of details,
which are consecutively specified. First cold atoms have
been prepared in the new apparatus.
1.

Introduction

The caesium fountain frequency standard CSF1 has
been operating at PTB since 1999. So far, CSF1 has
contributed fifteen times to international atomic time
(TAI) as a primary frequency standard. A relative short
term instability of 2·10-13 (τ/1s)-1/2 and a relative
uncertainty slightly below 10-15 have been obtained
[1,2]. However, further diagnostics and improvements
are hampered by the fact that in our laboratory only
hydrogen masers can reasonably be used as frequency
references, which often exhibit daily relative frequency
variations of several 10-15. This was a major reason for
the decision to start construction of a second fountain
standard. CSF2 differs from CSF1 in a number of
details. It will become operational in the near future.
2.

Design features of CSF2

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of the new PTB fountain CSF2.
Differing from CSF1, in CSF2 a (1,1,1) laser beam
geometry makes it possible to use six large-diameter (22
mm at the 1/e2 intensity points) laser beams for cooling
of the atoms in an optical molasses. Fiber output
couplers with integrated collimating lenses are directly
attached to six ports of the cooling chamber. The
direction in which atoms are launched can be controlled
by a swivel device which allows us to swivel the bottom
part of the fountain including the cooling region and a
25 l/s ion pump below it around a pivot point at the
center of the cooling region. The small ion pump
improves the residual gas pressure in the cooling region.
A stainless steel TE201 state selection cavity is installed
just above the cooling region, followed by the detection
region, so that one of the horizontal detection laser
beams can be used for pushing the remaining F = 4
atoms after the state selection process following the
launch of the atoms. The dimensions of the cavity are
chosen such that this cavity is suited as well for a state
selection of rubidium atoms (87Rb, 6.8 GHz), if needed
for future operation.

magnetic
shields
C field coil

vacuum
enclosure

microwave
resonators
detection
zone
laser cooled
atoms
caesium
reservoir
swivel
mount

vacuum pump

Fig. 1: Sketch of the CSF2 setup
The TE011 Ramsey cavity is a copy of the cavity used in
CSF1 [3].
The detection region comprises two photodetectors with
the respective optics for imaging of the atomic
fluorescence, located at opposite sides of the fountain
and aligned for the two detection zones for F = 4 and
F = 3 atoms, respectively.
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The main vacuum tube is made of copper. This ensures
a higher thermal conductivity than for the titanium that
is used in CSF1. A three-layer magnetic shield was

designed with improved geometry and better contact
between the shielding cylinders and their end caps.
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4
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A portion of the master laser beam is frequency
modulated (AOM 1) and used for locking to a crossover
line of the caesium saturated-absorption spectrum.
Hence there is no frequency modulation on the
corresponding cooling and detection light beams.
The laser light is coupled into polarization maintaining
optical fibers and guided to the cooling and detection
regions of the fountain, respectively.
As a last point, it should be mentioned that the
electronics for the control of the optical system has
undergone a complete redesign. It now uses phaselocked loop techniques instead of several arbitraryfunction generators and single-sideband mixers, as it
was initially the case for CSF1.

3.

Cooling
from
above

Stabilization
to 4 -> (4,5)CO

−1 × 125 MHz

Fig. 2: Sketch of the optical system for CSF2 (W1-W20: half-wave plates)
The optical system (Fig. 2) has been redesigned and
includes two commercial extended-cavity diode laser
systems (DL 100, TOPTICA), which are used as master
and repumping laser, respectively. The master laser
injects two 150 mW slave laser diodes, which provide
the laser light for cooling and detecting the atoms using
the F = 4 → F' = 5 transition.
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1

|

Present status of CSF2 and future plans

The vacuum system has been completed recently and a
base pressure of less than 10-7 Pa is obtained. We
succeeded to cool first clouds of cold caesium atoms in
an optical molasses recently.
Next steps will be the implementation of the new
control electronics, launching of atoms, homogenization
of the C field by supplementary coils and generation of
Ramsey fringes.
For the frequency synthesis initially a system built for
the conventional PTB primary caesium clocks will be
used, which is based on a commercial high performance
BVA quartz oscillator. Recently the development of an
improved frequency synthesis system in collaboration
with the NPL India has been started. The new frequency
synthesis system will also be capable of applying phase
modulation instead of frequency modulation for the
interrogation of atoms.
In the medium term, for a better control of the effects
of cold collisions we also plan the implementation of
the technique of population transfer by adiabatic
passage [4].
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4.

Outlook and conclusions

The second PTB caesium fountain CSF2 will become
operational in the near future. Full operational capability
as a primary standard is not expected before 2006,
however.
With two caesium fountains in our laboratory we expect
to make effective progress in the uncertainty and
instability evaluation of both fountains, as in the past the
lack of a proper reference was a major obstacle. In the
longer run it is envisioned that one of the fountains
could contribute to TAI on a near-continuous basis
while the other fountain may be used for further
investigations.
5.
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ABSTRACT
We describe modeling and experimental results related
to different variants of lumped element filters suitable
for 0.5-3 GHz frequency range based on spiral inductors
in combination with planar capacitors and segments of
transmission lines. The inductive elements with
conductor width of several tens of microns can have Qfactor exceeding 2000-3000 or even better depending on
the film quality and thickness. These elements together
with different designs of lumped capacitors can form a
basis of high performance RF filters.
1. INTRODUCTION
Very low surface resistance of thin-film high
temperature superconductors (HTSC) at 0.5-3 GHz
allows making highly selective filters with very small
dimensions. The filters can consist of distributed or
lumped elements as well as of their combinations.
Narrow but low loss HTSC strips can be quite long and
they require folding in order to preserve small size.
However the coupling between distributed elements
limits the size reduction possibilities. Lumped elements
often present more options to confine electromagnetic
fields and therefore such structures can provide denser
placement [1-5].
Multiple turns planar coils take little space on the
substrate surface and present sufficient inductance
values. The electromagnetic field of a multiple turns
coil is relatively well confined around it and this feature
allows reasonably close spacing of the sections of a
multiple poles filter. Miniature resonators are built with
such coils that can have Q>1000 at about 1 GHz [3-5].
A serious limitation of HTSC materials is that single
layer designs are often preferable due to frequent
degradation of the film during the double side
deposition on a substrate. Another concern is related to
difficulties of preparation of bridge structures
connecting inner contact of a coil to an outer circuit.
Thus ordinary filter configurations such as ladder or
bridge type are not easily realized. We have found
several approaches for building wideband and
narrowband filters with good properties and we describe
the layouts and the properties of such filters in detail.
Our modeling results are in reasonable agreement with
the experimental data.

2. PREPARATION TECHNIQUES AND THEIR
LIMITATIONS
HTSC thin films for microwave and RF applications
most often consist of YBa 2 Cu 3 O7-x (YBCO), however
instead of Y almost all rare earths metals can be used
with relatively little impact on processing and properties
of the films. Bi, Tl and Hg based compositions with
superior critical temperature (Tc) are less widely studied
as candidates for microwaves, however they have to
some extent similar properties concerning sample
preparation.
As a rule in order to grow low microwave surface
resistance HTSC films the choice of substrate is limited
to materials with proper crystallographic structure and
dielectric properties such as LaAlO3, NdGaO3 and some
others [6]. These substrates are presently available in
sizes up to 50 mm. Another limitation is that relatively
high temperature has to be used during HTSC film
growth (about 600 C and higher) and very little
temperature variation (several degrees C) over the wafer
area can be tolerated in order to obtain reasonable
deviation of HTSC film properties.
Most laboratory-scale processes of HTSC epitaxial
films deposition are based on single side deposition (the
double side large area deposition although reported [7]
being not widely available to date) and on very small
deposition area: quite often the substrate size does not
exceed 1 cm2 . Besides the robustness of the film against
water and acids is very low, while oxygen is easily
released at elevated temperatures (>300 C). Any
additional processing, such as deposition of films under
and on top of HTSC films (especially on YBCO)
irreversibly damage their properties by solid state
chemical reaction even at room temperature quite fast
(in several days or hours). This is the reason why this
technology finds way to applications very slowly and
requires very special approaches to the design strategies.
The most established fabrication process uses single
side YBCO deposition with film thickness under 300500 nm with subsequent wet or dry etch patterning
(with conventional photoresist) and silver/gold contact
pads formation. A selective etch for gold or silver (I-KI
water solution) fortunately exists that does not attack
YBCO and other HTSC compositions [8, 9]. We prefer
to use for etching YBCO films a water free solution of
concentrated HCl 5% of volume and H3 PO4 5% of
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volume in glycerol. In order to reduce undercut we add
NH4 F into this solution sequentially by little amounts
and check the etching speed of dummy samples. The
etch is ready for use when the film of required thickness
is completely removed in about 30 seconds.

about 85 K and a relatively good quality in terms of
crystalline properties. The limitation of the Q factor at
the level of 1500 is most probably due to NdGaO3
substrate properties in the present case.

The procedure of noble metal deposition on contact
pads does not permit the use of adhesion layers (they
slowly react with YBCO later) and therefore usually
requires techniques for adhesion improvement and
oxygen content restoration. The latter procedure is
performed by annealing in flowing oxygen at more than
300 C. Additional dielectric layers on top of HTSC
films can in principle be formed [10], however their
choice is limited and if another HTSC layer is required
the processing is led at high temperature (over 600 C)
[11]. Such processing inevitably affects the lower layers
and that is the reason why single layer microwave
devices without ground plane are most often preferred
in present designs.
3. PROPERTIES OF PLANAR COILS
In order to test different films properties in about 1 GHz
we use an originally designed resonator with a single
layer spiral HTSC coil that has capacitive coupling to
input and output lines. The resulting resonator
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a single resonator
The corresponding layout variant in Fig. 2 has
maximum size less than 4 mm in order to fit on the
surface of a 5*5*0.5 mm3 NdGaO3 substrate. This
design provides the resonance frequency below 1 GHz
on this substrate.

Fig. 3. Q-factor and central frequency behavior of a
planar coil based resonator

The behavior of the resonator frequency reflects the
inherent properties of superconductors. This change of
about 0.5-1% is due to kinetic inductance together with
the change of dielectric properties of the substrate and
the dimensions of the structure. As for HTSC devices
one would expect relatively high working temperatures
(close to 70-77 K) special care should be taken for
efficient temperature stabilization of the device.
4. FILTER DESIGNS

Fig. 2. Single layer resonator layout
With this designs electromagnetic properties of HTSC
films are estimated from resonators parameters and
compared to their other physical properties related to the
preparation process and to the choice of substrates. Fig.
3 shows a typical data processing result obtained from
measurement of the resonator frequency response versus
temperature. This film had a critical temperature of

As was mentioned above there are many interesting
designs of HTS lumped elements filters, which were
offered by different researchers. However only a small
number of published designs include spiral inductors. In
fact the spiral coil gives the largest inductance value and
the lowest resonator frequency of a lumped element
inductor when the inner and the outer ends of the coil
are connected to a lumped element capacitor. All
distributed element types of resonators require larger
substrate area and present more problems to close
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placing because of the wider electromagnetic field
distribution. The challenge of the filter design with
spiral multi-turn planar coils is related in overcoming
the difficulties of connection to the spiral inner end. In
the printed circuits technology the most evident type of
connections of the inner end of the coil to the rest of the
structure is implemented with different kinds of bridges.
Known examples [1,2,12-15] include deposition of thinfilm conductive bridges over dielectric insulation (or an
air gap) in multi-layer structures, formation of bonded
wire bridges, or fabrication of conductive via bridges
through the substrate. All these types of connections are
ordinary to the normal metal technology.

of normal metal coating in the region of wide contact
pads and short wires has resulted in relatively high
value of single resonator’s unloaded quality factor
(about 1000) that could be further increased by
duplicating the number of gold wires. The application of
normal metal ribbons could in principle further reduce
the influence of this critical element. This filter design
provides the smallest area the possible occupied by the
multiple turns inductive element with a small inner
contact pad area, while interdigital capacitive elements
give a reliable way to obtain sufficiently large
capacitors with high enough Q.A filter layout for
narrow band operation is shown in Fig. 5.

However realization of the bridge connection between
two high temperature superconducting pads is
complicated due to technological difficulties.

The measured response of this filter is shown in Fig. 6.
The filter response corresponds quite well to modeling
results (Fig. 7) and the filter size is among the smallest
achievable with lumped element techniques for a strip
width wider that 50 microns.

In this paper we discuss 3 design concepts of filters,
which evolved in attempts to step away from a
complicated fabrication procedure to a simplified one.
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4.1 Design with wire bridges
The first filter design has been realized on a substrate
with both sides coated by superconducting thin films
[3]. The equivalent circuit of third order filter is shown
in Fig.4. We have chosen as the inductive element of the
resonator a 3 turn 20 nH planar coil with very narrow 30
µm wide conductors.
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Fig. 6. Measured frequency response of realized lumped
element filter (|S21 | - solid line, |S11 | - dashed line) at
20K
Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of a passband filter
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The connection between inner ends of inductive coils
with the remaining circuit has been fabricated by using
ultrasonic bonding of 40-microns gold wires.
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Fig.7. Calculated frequency response of the lumped
element filter (|S21 | - solid line, |S11 | - dashed line)
Fig. 5. Three-pole filter design
These wires were bonded to the inner pads of the coil
covered by a silver film (annealed at 300 C in flowing
oxygen) in order to ensure good adhesion for wire
bonding and low conductivity loss in contacts. The use

4.2 Design without bridges
In the second filter design we have suggested a concept
that avoids bridge connections while preserving the
advantages of planar spiral coils [4,5]. In this filter wide
inner and wide outer pads form relatively large
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|S21|, |S11| [dB]

capacitors together with the ground plane thus resulting
in a small area occupied by each resonator. The
equivalent circuit of a 4-pole filter for this design is
shown in Fig. 8, and the layout variant is shown in Fig.
9.

Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit of a passband filter
Frequency [MHz]

Fig. 11. Measured 4-poles 1-turn filter frequency
response with Al ground plane
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Fig. 9. Layout of the four-pole lumped element
bandpass filter
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Another variant of such filter that presents more
flexibility for response synthesis is shown in Fig. 10.
The shift of the sections allows reducing the coupling of
resonators in this area.
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However as the size of the coil itself is usually larger
than the substrate thickness, the influence of the ground
plane conductivity on the resonator Q-factor is
significant, that is why a thin-film superconducting
ground plane is still preferred for both of these designs
(for the previously discussed design and for this one).
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Fig.12. Calculated frequency response of the lumped
element filter 13 /4 turns.
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Fig. 10 A design variant with reduced coupling between
central sections.
We have realized all these filters (the first and the
second types) with Al ground planes and we have
obtained a quite reasonable filter response, shown in
Fig. 11,13.
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Fig.13. Measured frequency response of realized
lumped element filter 13 /4 turns at 20 K temperature
(|S21| - solid line, |S11| - dash line).
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It is well known, that the growth of HTSC films on both
sides of a substrate and further processing significantly
increase the difficulties of filter fabrication and quite
often the HTSC film on the backside of the substrate
degrades by the end of preparation operations.
4.3 Design without bridges and ground plane
In the third design concept we tried to avoid this weak
point of the previous filters designs. Now we present a
new variant of filter design with 2? turns planar coils as
inductance elements, which do not require a ground
plane (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Layout of the two-pole lump ed element
bandpass filter realized in one layer.
Filters fabricated with this design do not require
substrates with both sides coated by superconducting
thin films. The whole structure of this filter is located in
a single HTS layer. Obviously these types of design
require more sophisticated software and more skilled
designers, however this is a further very important
simplification of the technological process that increases
the reliability of fabrication and repeatability of filter
characteristics.

Fig. 15. Modeled frequency response of the lumped
element filter with 2? turns coils.

The modeled response of this filter is shown in Fig. 15.
As a rule connections to outside circuits require bonding
or soldering (or gluing with silver paint) and in all cases
the HTSC film has to be covered with a contact metal
layer of Ag or Au/Ag. In this case coated
superconductor kinetic inductance gets short-circuited
by metal layers at RF and this part of layout behaves
almost as normal metal and not as a superconductor.
The simulation of the same design with contact
elements partly consisting of normal metal (Ag) at 20 K
is presented in Fig. 16.

Fig.16. Simulation of the same design with contact
elements partly consisting of normal metal (Ag) at 20 K
frequency response of the lumped element filter 23 /4
turns.
As could be expected some loss (0.5 dB) is present
however it is relatively small because main elements –
the turns of the coils are still superconducting. This loss
can be further improved by removing metal from
unnecessary regions and leaving it only at the contact
pads regions.
5. DISCUSSION
Most of filter designs described in this study are
narrowband. Nevertheless relatively wideband filters
with steep slopes can also be made on the basis of
planar coils.
One important feature has to be kept in mind, when
designing and applying such filters. As soon as the
dimensions decrease the width of the conductor in the
spiral decreases. At the same transmitted power level
the current density becomes higher. In high Q
resonators the current in the coil may be quite strong
and thus it may easily surpass the critical current density
of the HTSC film. In this case the frequency response of
a resonator behaves in a nonlinear way. At high power
level the region around the resonance frequency flattens
and Q drops to very small values. A filter response of
the filter types described above drops in the vicinity of
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the central frequency and the filter serves as a powerlimiting element.
While this feature is acceptable and sometimes useful in
receiver front ends, it may not be tolerated in more
powerful circuits, and this is one of the limitations of
the spiral coils designs in comparison to larger
distributed elements designs.
Another major limitation is cryocooling. As these filters
require cooling to at least 77 K in order to become
operative the final dimensions of the system may not
drop below several tens of centiliters and the power
consumption below Watts level. This limits the
application area to either relatively large moving
systems, or stationary systems or to systems where this
temperature is obtained just because it is ambient in
some places as in the shadow of a satellite in space.
The operation costs are also relatively high as the
excessively multiple cooling-heating cycles with a
temperature difference of 200 C are slowly damaging
most of ordinary materials forming the hermetic
package as well as the filter itself due to the difference
in expansions of the HTSC film and of the substrate.
This fact means that keeping a device cool for all its
working life is a good but expensive way to ensure the
correct long-term operation.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Due to inevitable use of cryocooling such filters do not
compete with mass-production solutions based on
SAW, on FBARs, or on dielectric resonators. However
they may occupy a relatively narrow niche of
exclusively low loss devices in exceptionally
demanding applications, such as in astronomy, base
stations for mobile communications and some others.
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CONTROLLABLE TRIMMING OF SAW FILTERS AND RESONATORS ON LANGASITE AND LITHIUM
TANTALATE
S. A. Zhgoon, A. S. Shvetsov
Moscow Power Engineering Institute, 14, Krasnokazarmennaja, Moscow, 111250, Russia. zhgoon@ieee.org

We have studied the magnetron reactive sputtering of
Yb 2 O3 as concept feasibility verification process, for
controllable trimming of SAW devices and we have
proven that dense oxides may be quite efficient for fast
and repeatable processing of SAW (LSAW) resonators
and filters. Our technological equipment is provided
with capabilities of frequency response acquisition in
situ during the deposition of the trimming film and
continuous response monitoring is carried out until the
response reaches desired shape specifications.
In this paper we extend the choice of substrates by
including experiments with trimming of relatively low
frequency LGS resonators and we provide recently
obtained data on ageing during storage. We discuss the
strategies of film deposition and result monitoring for
individual trimming of already connected and coverless
packaged devices taking into account the heating during
processing. We discuss the influence of this procedure
on temperature stability of the devices and on power
handling capability.
This process seems to have all features necessary for a
promising candidate in attempts to introduce on-wafer
controllable trimming into volume production of SAW
devices.
1. INTRODUCTION
The yield of SAW devices depends on processing
conditions and in most cases of device failure the
frequency specifications are not met due to substrate,
film thickness or metallization ratio inhomogeneity over
the wafer area. We describe an efficient process that
allows decreasing the excessively high device working
frequency with possibilities to individually monitor the
trimming results during the process. This process is
based on deposition of ytterbium oxide (Yb 2 O3 )
dielectric thin film on ready devices.
SAW and LSAW velocities are altered by deposition of
thin-film coatings on the substrate surface. Some
coatings may efficiently increase the SAW velocity in
case of Rayleigh waves, however application of such
coatings to trimming of LSAW based devices is very
limited due to loss increase related to acoustic fields
spreading in this case. When SAW or LSAW velocity
decreases the loss related to energy leakage is generally

not high and the loss in the layer material becomes more
meaningful. That is why proper choice of such materials
is important.
Using thin layers of gold for SAW resonators trimming
has been presented in [1]. The application of this
established for BAW devices process is limited in the
case of SAW devices to relatively small frequency
shifts, defined by coalescence of isolated islands during
the film thickness growth and the formation of
conducting paths. On the other hand, due to the high
density of some materials, notably of langasite and of
lithium tantalate, the choice of dielectric materials that
provide noticeable velocity decrease by deposition of
very thin layers is limited. One has to choose among
oxides, nitrides, carbides and some other chemical
compounds of rather high atomic mass elements. It is
preferable that these compounds are denser than the
substrates in order to provide efficient mass loading of
the surface.
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Fig. 1. Modeling of SAW velocity dependence on
Yb 2 O3 film thickness to wavelength ratio. The curves
are numbered in accordance with the substrates: 1 –
LT-42 open surface, 2 – short circuited surface; 3 –
LGS open, 4 – short; 5 – ST-quartz open, 6 – short; 7
– LN-128 open, 8 – short.
Dielectric oxides are materials that are among the
easiest to deposit. As a rule they present good dielectric
properties, and quite often their acoustic properties are
good enough for trimming application. The selection of
oxides with densities higher than 9 g/cm3 is restricted.
We find in the list of such oxides tantalum and tungsten
oxides, ytterbium, lutetium and hafnium oxides and
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some more exotic materials that fall into this category.
Tungsten and tantalum oxides can form several different
compositions with different oxygen content and this
may influence the stability of the process, lutetium is
very expensive, hafnium was not available and that is
why we have stopped on Yb 2 O3 [2]. The Yb 2 O3 film
slows down the velocity on lithium tantalate very
efficiently. The films thickness required for similar
trimming results is only about 2-3 times higher than the
required thickness of gold or platinum. This choice has
shown to be representative and successful, and that is
why we continue to discuss it in this contribution.
However, we suppose that other prospective materials
that did not enter in our brief list above deserve careful
investigation for different processing and performance
benefits that they may bring.
Modeling of SAW propagation on the surface of several
most important substrates covered with Yb 2 O3 thin film
(elastic data taken from [3]) is presented in Fig. 1. The
cases of the film deposition on an electrically open
surface and on electrically short-circuited surface are
considered for each of the 4 substrates: lithium tantalate
with orientation yxl/42° (LT-42), langasite with
orientation yxlt/48.5°/26.6° (LGS), quartz with
orientation yxl/42.75° (ST-quartz) and lithium niobate
with orientation yxl/128° (LN-128). As it could be
expected, the trimming is more efficient for substrates
with higher SAW velocity (LN-128 and LT-42) or with
lower density (ST-quartz). The velocity change on LGS
is about 2-3 times less pronounced than on LT-42 and
about 3-5 times less pronounced than on LN-128 and
ST-quartz. However our estimation of Yb 2 O3
mechanical parameters is based on the data from [3] and
it may differ from the parameters of a real Yb 2 O3 thin
film. That is one of the reasons why experimental
verification of trimming possibility on LGS was
undertaken in this work.

The device under test was packaged and mounted lidless
on a holder with SMA-type connectors. The holder was
placed at a distance of 8-10 cm from the target, in a way
that the open substrate surface with electrodes faced the
target.
Our vacuum chamber was fitted with two hermetic RF
connectors that allowed connecting to a two-terminal
SAW device. The S11 or S21 response was registered
continuously with an HP8505 network analyzer during
the deposition. Although the device and the transducers
electrodes were to some extent immersed in plasma, the
concentration (and consequently the conductivity) of the
latter was small enough to influence the response in 50Ohm track very little. No impedance matching elements
were used in our present tests. The change in the device
response during plasma on and off states was in the
range of a tenth of a dB.
Initially we tended to disconnect the leads from the
network analyzed in order to preserve it from damage,
when we were switching the plasma on. However we
finally understood that the voltage induced by plasma in
our particular arrangement into the RF circuit was
negligible and our model of network analyzer would not
be damaged by it. This feature allowed us to keep the
response monitoring and registering continuously and
also to observe continuous changes in the response
without losing meaningful details. In order to avoid the
equipment damage we would not recommend other
researchers to rely on our experience and to connect any
type of network analyzers to any device in any other
arrangement without prior careful verification of plasma
induced voltages by proper means with proper
equipment.
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The DC magnetron sputtering of ytterbium oxide from
an Yb metal target was carried out in a mixture of Ar
with about 1% of oxygen. Transparent non-conductive
film formed with deposition rates 0.3-1.0 microns per
hour. This film has good adhesion to the LiTaO3 and to
the langasite substrates and it also has good adhesion to
the Al film. The process was reproducible and very
stable.
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Fig. 3. Gradual change of an LGS resonator
frequency response during continuous trimming.

Fig.2. Lidless packaged LGS resonator on a
holder ready for trimming.

A typical behavior during the continuous trimming
process is presented in Fig. 3, where a relatively low
frequency single-port LGS resonator was series
connected between two ports of a network analyzer. The
response recordings (thin lines) were taken each minute
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(except the first trimming stage duration of 75 seconds).
The total of 6 trimming stages were carried out. Then
the sample was left to cool down back to room
temperature. The thick line in Fig. 3 corresponds to the
final state after cooling down to room temperature.

-20

The influence of heating on the frequency response shift
is essentially a nonlinear effect. It accumulates with
time and it is not only different for different substrates
with different types of temperature coefficients (close to
linear for LT-42 and LN-128 and parabolic for STquartz and LGS), it changes with sample mounting
conditions, heat transfer, plasma torch shape and it is
also dispersive as the series and parallel resonances
react in a different way on substrate temperature
change.
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Fig. 4. Gradual change of an LT-42 resonator
frequency response during trimming.
The same type of process, with about the same
deposition rate has been applied to a resonator on LT42.
The behavior of the LT-42 resonator response during
the trimming process is shown in Fig. 4. Recordings are
taken after cooling down intervals following each 60seconds deposition run. More detailed data for this
process was published in [2]. If we compare the effect
of trimming in Fig. 3 and 4 the relative fractional
frequency change for LGS (in cooled down state) is
about 0.08% and for LT-42 it is about 0.8%. If we take
into account the wavelengths ratio (about 4) – we obtain
that the trimming efficiency for LGS is about 2.5 times
smaller than that for LT-42, this ratio is quite close to
our modeling results.
3. INFLUENCE OF SUBSTRATE HEATING
As the deposition rate for the LGS sample was rather
high strong heating of the substrate was observed.
Depending on heat transfer between the substrate and
the sample holder the temperature could in principle rise
up to about 150-180°C in a continuous deposition
process. This temperature change has resulted in
additional decrease of the observed response central
frequency and thus obscured to some extent the
monitoring of the trimming process. As shown in Fig.3,
the heating of the substrate in the case of LGS has
resulted in about 0.2 MHz of additional frequency shift
that has to be extracted from the total shift (including
heating effect) of about 1 MHz. So the heating in the
present case was creating an about 20% additional
frequency shift during processing.

The above considerations mean that seemingly
equidistant shifts in response recordings in Fig.3 after
equal time intervals are in fact a combination of many
factors, so that the prediction of exact frequency after
trimming by the readings of monitored frequency
response is not an easy task. In order to transfer this
approach to volume production and to on-wafer
controlled individual device trimming process several
strategies could to be adopted for reduction of
temperature influence on the final trimming results.
For relatively short trimming times for this particular
sample and process we would probably estimate the
final frequency shift to be about 10-20% lower than the
monitored reading. And if the trimming accuracy of this
range is acceptable – then the expected result should
simply be corrected by this value. For example, for a
particular type of samples a restricted number of runs
with complete cooling of test structures could be used to
give a relation between the mo nitored response and the
response at a particular temperature after a particular
time of trimming (or after achievement of particular
frequency shifts). The average wafer (or sample holder)
temperature should also be monitored in the case when
many devices are subjected to the heat spreading from a
processed sample or wafer region.
In this approach after establishing a particular trimming
rate one can approximately trim each sample for certain
time following to the pre-trimming wafer mapping
without connecting to each sample during the trimming
process. This deposition time-based strategy seems to be
the easiest for wafer stage trimming process through a
pre-programmed moving window because introduction
of individual connectors to an on-wafer device under
processing is a very complicated design challenge.
However, as the processing is still targeted to be
individual for each sample, such connectors, if ever
designed, will be very beneficial for the reliability of
final trimming results, as they will in-situ monitor any
unwanted change in the process rate and produce an
early warning of any failure.
For lithium tantalate and especially for lithium niobate
the temperature coefficient is quite high and
intermediate cooling steps could be relatively efficient
as in Fig. 4, where after each 60 seconds of processing
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the sample was allowed to cool down for 3 minutes
before the response was recorded.
Efficient heat transfer sample holder design should
facilitate the cooling and speed up the process in this
strategy. Water-cooled (fixed temperature) wafer holder
with means for reliable wafer fixation with heat-transfer
grease (or other means) could probably release this
problem completely.

related frequency shift is expected to be lower than
about 150 ppm. The latter figure is comparable to
frequency shift related to a 4°C temperature decrease on
this substrate (with a realistic temperature specifications
range of about –30°C to +85°C) and it can certainly be
tolerated in RF-filters.
-10

Careful temperature monitoring of processed regions or
samples is a good way for temperature effect prediction.
It is not a trivial technique either because the required
accuracy of data is high, while it is difficult to place
temperature sensors in identical conditions with the
processed sample. When lidless packaged samples are
trimmed instead of a temperature sensor one can keep a
closed-lid sample near the processing position and
extract the temperature related frequency shift from the
result observed. Interchanging a number of such lidded
samples simultaneously with changing of trimmed
samples may reduce the cooling stage time for these
"temperature sensors".
Finally, the heating of the processed sample can be
substantially reduced by modifying of the magnetron
gun design, introducing a larger distance from the target
to the sample and by careful filtering of higher energy
particles that re-sputter the substrate and the growing
film without contributing to the film growth. In case of
oxides sputtering bombardment by neutral oxygen
atoms is often the case and as our experience shows
facing targets magnetrons arrangements and other
known solutions are quite efficient in these goals. These
facts mean that further improvement of the process
seems feasible.
4. AGEING
Initial data on ageing of trimmed samples is shown in
Fig. 5. The sample was subjected to an excessively long
processing run. The final frequency shift was about 7%
and the corresponding ytterbium oxide film thickness
estimate was in the range of 5% of the wavelength (or
about 0.7 microns). So this example corresponds to an
extreme case and ageing effects in more realistic
trimming ranges are expected to be even less
pronounced. The after-storage frequency shift for a
lidless sample shown in Fig. 5 is less then 0.1% of the
central frequency.
While this value is in the range of our measurement
accuracy for this particular experiment (different cables
used, room temperature not monitored) it still can be
estimated as being below 1.5% of the total trimming
value (about 7% of the central frequency), that seems to
be reasonably small for many SAW applications. For a
more realistic trimming range of about 1% the ageing
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Fig. 5. Response of a device on LT-42 with very thick
Yb 2 O3 coating just after deposition and after 5-months
of storage.
If the trimming is applied to devices with tightened
requirements to frequency stability (based on ST-quartz,
for exa mple) one has to be more careful about changing
material properties too much with increased thickness of
additional coatings. However these devices are
narrowband as a rule, and they use relatively low Al
thickness, so that the trimming range required might be
much smaller – about 0.1% or similar. In this case the
ageing and other Yb 2 O3 film related drawbacks are
reduced in accordance with the film thickness decrease.
We would also speculate that accelerated ageing
processing could be applied as well as the deposition
regime optimization in order to reduce these effects.
5. DISCUSSION ON POWER HANDLING AND
TEMPERATURE STABILITY
Following our past experience the deposition of
different oxide films on top of Al electrodes in devices
on LT-42 as a rule increased the speed of the electrodes
damage (often referred as acoustical migration, or as
stress migration, for example [4]) in our power handling
tests. The reason for this behavior seems to be in the
presence of additional stress induced by such films on
electrodes surface. A film with 1% relative thickness
required for about 1% frequency trimming should
already be quite perceptible in this sense. We would
expect that the power handling capability might
deteriorate with increasing the amount of frequency
trimming.
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The temperature behavior of thin-film covered SAW
devices depends strongly on the layer material elastic
constants and their temperature behavior. Among
known materials Al and is the best studied and we can
expect that some useful estimates for Yb 2 O3 behavior
could be deduced from the comparison with this
material.
The data available for temperature behavior of Young
modulus and Poisson ratio [3] are given for ceramic
material with some porosity, this means that the
estimates based on these data should be used only as a
zero order approximation. Our modeling of SAW
velocity temperature behavior versus film thickness has
shown that the Yb 2 O3 film changes the TCD on LT-42
and on LN-128 significantly less than the Al film of the
same thickness and the TCD can both increases and
decreases. Therefore we can expect that the trimming
influence on the temperature behavior is quite weak on
these substrates. The temperature behavior of SAW
devices on LGS and on ST-quartz changes significantly
with the deposition of an Yb 2 O3 film. According to our
estimation a frequency shift by 1% resulting from
trimming shifts down the turnover temperature by 40°C
for both substrates. For comparison aluminum
electrodes producing this amount of turnover
temperature shift will have the thickness equal to about
2.5% of the wavelength for LGS and about 1.5% of the
wavelength for ST-quartz.

[4] M. Hikita, N. Shibagaki, K. Asai, K. Sakiyama, A.
Sumioka. New Miniature SAW Duplexer Used in GHz
Band Digital Mobile Cellular Radios. Proc. IEEE
Ultrason. Symp. 1995, p.33.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This process seems to have many features necessary for
a promising candidate in attempts to introduce on-wafer
individual controllable trimming into large-scale
production of SAW devices.
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STATISTICALLY LIMITING ERRORS OF PASSIVE REMOTE SAW SENSING
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ABSTRACT
A statistical analysis is given of the limiting estimate
errors of the time delay (phase diﬀerence) between
two reﬂectors of the passive wireless surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor with single diﬀerential phase
measurement (DPM). Rigorous and approximate solutions for the mean and mean square errors along
with the error probability for the estimate to exceed
a threshold are studied in detail. The errors are estimated in a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios and
thresholds. Practical recommendations for designers
of the remote SAW sensor interrogating systems with
DPM are also given.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Figure 1: Operational principle of remote SAW sensing

Passive remote wireless surface acoustic wave (SAW)
sensing has gained currency during a couple of
decades to measure temperature, force (pressure,
torque, and stress), velocity, direction of motion, etc.
with a resolution of about 1% [1]. Several passive
wireless SAW devices were recently manufactured to
measure temperature [1], identify the railway vehicle
at high speed [2], and pressure and torque [3].
The information bearer in such sensors is primarily
the time delay of the SAW. Therefore, most passive
SAW sensors are designed as reﬂective delay lines,
which basic operation principle is sketched in Fig.
1. The interrogator transmits the radio frequency
(RF) pulse that is received by the antenna of the
SAW sensor at some time instant t0 . The interdigital transducer (IDT) converts the electric signal to
SAW and about a half of its energy distributes to
the reﬂector. The SAW propagates on the piezoelectric crystal surface with a velocity v through double distances (2L1 and 2L2 ), attenuates (6 dB per
µs delay time [3]), reﬂects partly from the reﬂectors
(R1 and R2 ), and comes back to IDT. Inherently,
the SAW phase delays on the piezoelectric surface.
Afterwards, the SAW is reconverted by IDT to the
electric signal, and retransmitted to the interrogator.
Finally, two noisy RF pulses appear at the coherent
receiver at the moments t1 and t2 , in which an inter distance time delay ∆τ21 = 2(L2 − L1 )/v bears
information about the measured quantity.

with DPM: (a) basic design of passive SAW sensors, (b)
two reflected RF pulses at the coherent receiver detector

The most widely used method to estimate ∆τ21 is
the diﬀerential phase measurement (DPM) at coherent receiver [4] employing the maximum likelihood
function approach. Here the orthogonal components
of the reference signal are formed, and the detector yields the inphase (I) and quadrature phase (Q)
components of the received RF pulses. The phase of
the RF pulse relative to the reference is then estimated by
Q
(1)
θ̂ = arctan
I
to range from −π/2 to π/2 or by
⎧
⎨ arctan(Q/I),

I≥0 
Q≥0
θ̂ =
⎩ arctan(Q/I) ± π, I < 0,
Q<0

(2)

to lie between −π and π. Finally, the phase diﬀerence
between two pulses is calculated as
Θ̂0 = θ̂2 − θ̂1 .

(3)

To obtain the estimate (3) with a reasonable accuracy, the interrogating signal must bear a suﬃcient
energy, obtaining a large enough value of the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) in a RF pulse. In this paper we
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bring a mathematical tool to evaluate errors of such
sensors at receiver with single DPM.
2.

STATISTICAL SIGNAL MODEL

The transmitted interrogating RF pulse very often
has a near Gaussian waveform [1] and is modeled as
a real pulse,
√
2
2
(4)
x(t) = 2Se−q (t−t0 ) cos(2πf0 t + ϑ0 ),
where 2S and θ0 are its peak power and initial phase,
respectively, f0 is a carrier frequency, and q is a constant. Note that noise does not perturb (4) substantially at the SAW sensor.
At the receiver, the reﬂected RF pulse attains the
form of
√
2
2
s1 (t) = 2Sα1 (t)e−q (t−t1 ) cos[2πf0 t + ϑ1 (t)], (5)
where α12 (t) is a normalized instantaneous energy of
the RF pulse caused by its propagation. The phase
shift relative to the carrier is ϑ1 (t) = φ(t) − ψ1 + θ0 ,
where ψ1 = 2πf0 (2L1 /v) and φ(t) is a phase shift
caused by wave propagation, Doppler eﬀect, frequency instability, etc. At the receiver, (5) is contaminated by an additive stationary Gaussian noise
n(t) with a known variance σ 2 . A narrowband and
mean zero, n(t) = 0, model of this noise is
n(t) = A(t) cos[2πf0 t + ϕ(t)],

(6)

where A(t) ≥ 0 is the random amplitude distributed
by Rayleigh and |ϕ(t)| ≤ π is the uniformly distributed random phase mod 2π. A mixture
y1 (t) = s1 (t) + n(t)

(7)

Θ(t) = θ2 (t) − θ1 (t).

as (3), using (1) or (2). It is important that at the
ideal receiver (having uniform amplitude response
and linear phase) distributions of (11) and its estimate (3) are equal.
3.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE
DIFFERENTIAL PHASE

Distribution of (11) for the ﬁxed Θ0 and peakinstantaneous SNRs in the pulses,
γ1 =

Sα12 (t1 )
Sα22 (t2 )
and
γ
=
,
2
σ2
σ2

were pioneered by Tsvetnov in [5] and [6]. In [7], we
showed that these distributions are also valid for the
linearly varying amplitude and phase. Because SNRs
in the received pulses may or may not be equal, we
distinguish below (and through out the paper) two
cases plausible in passive remote SAW sensing.
3.1. Diﬀerent SNRs in the RF pulses
Here we suppose that the SNR in the second reﬂected
pulse is lower, γ2 < γ1 , owing to the SAW attenuation with distance. The modiﬁed form of Tsvetnov’s
pdf for this case was oﬀered in [8]; that is,
p(Θ|γ1 , γ2 , Θ0 )
1
=
4π



π/2

−π/2

(1 + 2γ+ − E) e−E cos zdz,

p(Θ|γ1 , γ2 , Θ0 )
(8)

in which V (t) ≥ 0 is a positive valued random envelope distributed by Rice and |θ1 (t)| ≤ π is a modulo
2π random phase. The second reﬂector produces the
response y2 (t) of the same performance (5) and (8),
in which the subscript 1 is merely substituted by 2.
For a constant Doppler frequency, the actual phase
diﬀerence between two reﬂectors R2 and R1 ,
Θ0 = ψ1 − ψ2
L2 − L1
= −2πf0 ∆τ21 ,
v
is estimated at coherent receiver via
= −4πf0

(12)

where E = γ+ − γ− sin z − λ cos z, γ+ = (γ1 + γ2 )/2,
γ− = (γ2 − γ1 )/2, λ = γ× cos(Θ − Θ0 ), and γ× =
√
γ1 γ2 . For the computational purposes, Tsvetnov
proposed in [6] to extend (12) to the Fourier series,

represents a noisy signal at the receiver,
y1 (t) = V1 (t) cos[2πf0 t + θ1 (t)],

(11)

(9)
(10)

=

1
1
+
2π π

∞


cn (γ1 , γ2 ) cos n(Θ − Θ0 ),

(13)

n=1

where cn (γ1 , γ2 ) = cn (γ1 )cn (γ2 ) is combined with the
coeﬃcients

cn (γ) =

√
γ
γ
πγ −γ/2 
e
+ I n−1
I n+1
2
2
2
2
2

, (14)

in which Iv (x) is a modiﬁed Bessel function of the
ﬁrst kind and arbitrary v-order.
3.2. Equal SNRs in the RF pulses
A situation with γ = γ1 = γ2 is that when RF pulses
at the receiver have equal amplitudes. Tsvetnov’s
pdf for this case is
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e−γ
e−γ
+
p(Θ|γ, Θ0 ) =
2π
2π

π/2
(γ cos z + λ) eλ cos z dz
0

(15)
that may also be computed by (13).
3.3. Von Mises/Thikhonov approximation
We showed in [9] that, with an inaccuracy of less
than 0.6% corresponding to a case of equal SNRs,
(15) may be modelled using the von Mises/Tikhonov
pdf,
1
ea cos (Θ−Θ0 ) ,
p(Θ|γ, Θ0 ) =
2πI0 (a)
where a SNR sensitive coeﬃcient a(γ) is
a(γ) = γ(1 + 0.525e−1.1503γ )
and γ = 2γ1 γ2 /(γ1 + γ2 ). For a large diﬀerence between the SNRs, the error of such an approximation
increases up to several percent.
4.

LIMITING ERRORS WITH DPM

The error of passive remote SAW sensing with DPM
ε = Θ0 − Θ̂0 is estimated by the factors such as the
mean error and MSE [7], respectively,
ε = Θ0 − Θ̂0

,


ε2 = Θ20 − 2Θ0 Θ̂0 + Θ̂20

(16)
,

(17)


or root MSE (RMSE) ε2 . In regard to (16) and
(17), we have two feasible cases to analyze.
4.1. Estimate error for diﬀerent SNRs
It was shown in [7] that the estimate bias (16) is
calculated for (3) by
N

(−1)n+1
cn (γ1 , γ2 ) sin nΘ0 ,
ε(γ1 , γ2 ) = Θ0 − 2
n
n=1
(18)
where the series length may be limited by N ≥
2 max γ. It follows that (18) reaches zero if Θ0 = 0
irrespective of the SNRs in the pulses. Next, for
Θ0 = 0, the bias rises dramatically if one of the SNRs
tends toward zero (lost of pulse). Finally, the bias
vanishes almost fully and independently on Θ0 as the
minimum SNR exceeds 10 dB.

The MSE is calculated, by (17), to be
N

 π2
(−1)n
+ Θ20 + 4
βcn (γ1 , γ2 )
ε2 (γ1 , γ2 ) =
3
n
n=1
(19)

Figure 2: Limiting mean error of remote passive SAW
sensing employing single DPM at the ideal coherent receiver.
where
β=

1
cos nΘ0 + Θ0 sin nΘ0 .
n

Its maximum value π 2 /3 + Θ20 is kept by zero SNR
in one of the pulses ignoring the SNR in the other
one. The MSE diminishes to zero asymptotically and
very slowly by increasing both SNRs. The following asymptotic solution ﬁts properly the actual data
with large SNRs, namely

γ1 + γ2
.
ε2 (γ1 , γ2 ) min γ>13dB ∼
=
2γ1 γ2

(20)

4.1. Estimate error for equal SNRs
In this particular case of γ1 = γ2 = γ, (18) degenerates to

ε(γ) = Θ0 − 2

N

(−1)n+1 2
cn (γ) sin nΘ0 ,
n
n=1

(21)

having the same common properties. Figure 2 illustrates (21) for a variety of actual angles Θ0 . It
follows that the maximum bias of < 1.8◦ is achieved
if |Θ0 | < 10◦ and it rises by increasing Θ0 . Yet, the
value γ > 10 dB makes the bias to be < 1.8◦ for
the angles |Θ0 | up to 130◦ . On the whole, we notice,
the SAW sensor operation with angles Θ0 lying in
the narrow range around zero is preferable from the
standpoint of small regular error obtained and low
SNR values allowed.
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5.1. Error probability for diﬀerent SNRs
For this case, the error probability is speciﬁed in two
equivalent forms [7]
PE (ζ|γ1 , γ2 )
γ× sin ζ
=
2π

π/2
−π/2

e−(γ+ −γ− sin t−γ× cos ζ cos t) dt
,
γ+ − γ− sin t − γ× cos ζ cos t

(24)
N

2
ζ
1
cn (γ1 , γ2 ) sin nζ .
PE (ζ|γ1 , γ2 ) = 1 − −
π π n=1 n
(25)

Figure 3: Limiting RMSE of remote passive SAW sens-

It follows that the error probability reduces as a reciprocal of γ1 , γ2 , and ζ. Furthermore, degrading
amplitude in one of the pulses increases error so that
with small thresholds and near zero SNR in one of the
pulses (lost of signal) the error probability reaches
almost unity.

ing employing single DPM at the ideal coherent receiver.

The MSE of the estimate is calculated by
N

 π2
(−1)n 2
ε2 (γ) =
+ Θ20 + 4
βcn (γ) .
3
n
n=1

(22)

Figure 3 sketches the RMSE associated with (22) in
a broad area of angles Θ0 . Observing Fig. 3, we
resume that
• The maximum value π 2 /3 + Θ20 is kept by zero
SNR in one of the pulses ignoring SNR in the
other one,
• Having large angles |Θ0 | results in substantial
RMSE with low SNR that in the 
limiting case
of γ = 0dB and |Θ0 | = π/2 yields ε2  ∼
= π/2,
• With γ > 13dB the RMSE changes linearly in
the logarithmic measure and is invariant to Θ0 .
With large SNRs, one may consider instead an
asymptotic solution

1
ε2 (γ) γ>13dB ∼
= .
γ

(23)

On the whole, to get the RMSE with a single DPM
to be less than 1.8◦ , the interrogating pulse must
provide the SNR of more than 30 dB at the receiver
detector and this is irrespective of the value of Θ0 .
5.

LIMITING ERROR PROBABILITY

Another measure of errors in the passive SAW sensing employing DPM is the error probability for the
estimate Θ̂0 to exceed a threshold ζ. Traditionally,
we consider two cases.

With large SNRs, the following asymptotic is available

 
γ1 γ2
∼
(26)
PE (ζ|γ1 , γ2 )|γ1 ,γ2 >10dB = erfc ζ
γ1 + γ2
 

2γ1 γ2
= 2Q ζ
,
γ1 + γ2
where
1
Q(x) = erfc
2



x
√
2

(27)



is the Gauss Q-function and erfc(x) is the complimentary error function.
5.2. Error probability for equal SNRs
By γ = γ1 = γ2 , (24) and (25) produce

PE (ζ|γ) = 1 −

N
21 2
ζ
−
c (γ) sin nζ
π π n=1 n n

e−γ
sin ζ
=
π

π/2
0

eγ cos ζ cos t
dt ,
1 − cos ζ cos t

(28)

(29)

having, for γ > 10dB, the asymptotic solution
  
∼ erfc ζ γ
(30)
PE (ζ|γ)|γ>>10dB =
2
√
= 2Q (ζ γ) .

(31)

Figure 4 illustrates the error probability in a wide
range of SNRs and thresholds.
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• Having γ > 10 dB makes the bias less than 1.8◦
for the angles |Θ0 | up to 130◦ .
√
• The RMSE of the estimate diminishes by 1/ γ
for arbitrary Θ0 if γ exceeds 13 dB; the RMSE
becomes less than 1.8◦ if γ ≥ 30 dB and 0.18◦ if
γ ≥ 50 dB irrespective of the value of Θ0 .
• The error probability of PE < 0.01 for the
threshold of ζ = 1.8◦ and arbitrary Θ0 is
achieved with γ > 40 dB.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the low-loss natural single phase
unidirectional transducer (NSPUDT) SAW filters,
which use SAW propagation direction reversal without
the reversal of NSPUDT directivity. In this design the
input and output NSPUDTs are placed in parallel
acoustic tracks. SAW transmission between these tracks
and propagation direction reversal are provided by a
double reflection from the inclined reflectors. An
asymmetric Quartz crystal orientation was chosen where
conventional IDTs with the λ/4 electrodes have SAW
unidirectional radiation (λ is the SAW wavelength on
the central frequency of the filter). The 56 MHz and 172
MHz experimental filters with the LC-matching showed
an insertion loss of 8-10 dB and low ripple within the
passband.

SAW transmission between the parallel tracks is
provided by a double reflection of SAW from inclined
reflectors (Fig. 1). As seen in Fig. 1 in this design the
low-loss NSPUDT SAW filter is realized by the SAW
propagation direction reversal without the reversal of
NSPUDT directivity. To obtain the low-loss SAW filter
with inclined reflectors it is necessary to provide a 90°

Wafer flat

2. OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND DESIGN
CONCEPT
A filter design similar to the widely known structure
with a double reflection [6] but an asymmetric STQuartz crystal orientation with SAW propagation +25°
relative to the X-axis is used as a piezoelectric substrate.
A SAW unidirectional radiation and detection is
possible by a conventional IDT with an electrode width
of λ/4 along this direction [1]. In the suggested design
the input and output NSPUDTs are placed in parallel
acoustic tracks. The inclined reflectors are placed on the
side of the primary SAW radiation direction from the
NSPUDTs.

α

25°

х

1. INTRODUCTION
For development of the low-loss NSPUDT SAW filters
the reversing a directivity of one of the NSPUDT is
commonly used [1-4]. This complicates the manufacture
technology and reduces design flexibility. Another way
of obtaining the low-loss proposes the reversal of
NSPUDT directivity. In this case inclined NSPUDTs
are used and SAW transmission between them is
provided by a single reflection of SAW from a polished
edge of a piezoelectric substrate [5]. However this
solution can be used only when the IDTs are placed
symmetrically at specific angles equal to ±25° in
relation to the X-axis on ST-Quartz. These features limit
the design flexibility and application of NSPUDT SAW
filters. This paper presents another design concept of
low-loss NSPUDT SAW filters which uses SAW
propagation direction reversal without the reversal of
NSPUDT directivity. The design uses a simple singlelevel technology and increases the design flexibility of
low-loss NSPUDT SAW filters.

Primary
SAW
radiation

NSPUDT
ST-cut Quartz

-z
Fig. 1: Design concept of the low-loss NSPUDT
SAW filter with inclined reflectors arrays
SAW reflection in the inclined reflectors. For this
purpose we must choose an optimal angle β between a
perpendicular to reflector electrode and SAW
propagation direction on ST (X+25°) Quartz. A solution
of this problem is illustrated in Fig. 2. The inclined
reflectors are characterized by an angle β and pitch d.
The angle β is determined from a condition when a
phase shift of an incident SAW (on segment Linc) equals
to a phase shift of a reflected SAW (on segment Lref):
(ω/Vinc)Linc=(ω/Vref)Lref, Linc/Lref= Vinc/Vref,
β = arctg(Linc/Lref)=arctg(Vinc/Vref).
Here ω = 2πfo, Vinc, Vref is a velocity of the incident and
reflected SAW, respectively; fo is a synchronism
frequency of the IDT.
The pitch d is determined from a condition when a
phase shift of the incident SAW on a segment L is equal
to 2π:
(ω⋅Vinc)⋅L=2π, L= Vinc/fo,
d=L⋅cos(β)=(Vinc/fo)⋅cos(β)=λ⋅cos(β).
Here λ = Vinc / fo is an IDT period.
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L
d
Vinc

Lref
β

Linc

Vref

Fig. 2: The incident and 90° reflected SAW in the
inclined reflectors
The calculated data for the incident and 90° reflected
SAW on ST(X+25°) Quartz are presented in Table 1
(here k² is electromechanical coupling coefficient).
Table 1: Calculated data for the incident and 90°
reflected SAW on ST(X+25°) Quartz
Parameter

Incident SAW

Reflected SAW

Euler angles (0°,132.75°,25°)

(0°,132.75°,115°)

Phase velocity 3249 m/s

3455 m/s

k²

0.03%

0.135%

β

43.2°

d

0.73 λ
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental samples of the filters were developed
on two central frequencies fo: 56 MHz and 172 MHz.
The design parameters for these samples are given in
Table 2.
Table 2: Design parameters of the filter samples
Parameter

f0 =56 MHz

f0 =172 MHz

58 μm

18.7 μm

402

402

300

300

Aperture of IDT

5800 μm

1870 μm

Aluminum thickness

0.4 μm
1.7 μm
2900 μm

0.4 μm
0.6 μm
936 μm

46.8°

46.8°

IDT period (λ)
Number of
electrodes

IDT

Number of the
reflector electrodes

Gap between IDTs
α

The measured frequency response of the 172 MHz
unmatched filter in a 50-Ω system has shown in Fig. 3.
An aluminum thickness h was 0.4 μm. The insertion

Fig. 3: Measured frequency response of the 172 MHz
unmatched low-loss NSPUDT filter (h=0.4 μm)

loss for the 56 MHz filter and the 172 MHz filter was 16
and 17 dB respectively. To demonstrate that the
NSPUDTs used the asymmetric crystal orientation for
achieving the unidirectivity the device was fabricated on
ST-Quartz substrate that had been rotated on 180°. In
this case the inclined reflectors will be placed on the
opposite side of the primary SAW radiation direction
from the NSPUDTs (Fig. 1). The frequency response of
the filter has a typical dip of 15 dB in a passband (Fig.
3). This characterizes the directivity of the NSPUDT for
ST (X+25°) Quartz with an aluminum thickness of
0.4 μm.
To decrease the insertion loss it is necessary to match
the filters with a 50-Ω system. Matching was provided
by the LC elements (Fig. 4). Fig 5,6 show the measured
input/output impedance characteristics of the 172 MHz
filter after matching. As will be seen from Fig. 5,6 at the
center frequency of 172 MHz the input/output
impedances of the filter are close to real value of 50 Ω.
Z=50Ω

L

L

C

C

Z=50Ω

Fig. 4: Matching circuit of the filter
Fig. 7 shows the measured frequency response of the
filter matched with a 50-Ω system. The insertion loss
was reduced to 11.5 for the 56 MHz filter and to 12.5
dB for the 172 MHz filter. The ripple in the passband
became very low. The 3-dB bandwidth was 178 kHz for
the 56 MHz filter and 550 kHz for the 172 MHz filter.
The sidelobe suppression was about 20 dB. Evidently
the directivity of the NSPUDTs and SAW reflection
from the inclined reflectors depend on an aluminum
thickness. The measured frequency responses of the
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Fig. 5: Measured input impedance of the
172 MHz filter after matching
55.5 MHz and 172 MHz matched filters with an
aluminum thickness of 1.7 μm and 0.6 μm, respectively,
have shown in Fig. 8, 9. The insertion loss was reduced
to 8.2 for the 55.5 MHz filter and 10.5 dB for the 172
MHz filter. Fig. 9 shows measured frequency response
of the 172 MHz filter with an opposite directivity. The
typical dip in the passband came to 45 dB, 30 dB more
than in the case when the thickness was 0.4 μm (Fig. 3).
As seen in Fig. 8, 9 the sidelobe suppression was about
20 dB. The calculations show that increasing sidelobe
suppression is achieved by decreasing the number of the
electrodes in one of IDTs. The measured frequency
response of the 56 MHz filter (h=0.4 μm) with the
number of the electrodes reduced to 160 in an output
IDT has shown in Fig. 10. The filter provides the
sidelobe suppression over 30 dB. The insertion loss was
increased to 12 dB by means of the degradation of the
NSPUDT directivity with the reduced number of
electrodes.

Fig. 8: Measured frequency response of the
55.5 MHz low-loss NSPUDT filter
with matching (h=1.7 μm)

Fig. 6: Measured output impedance of the
172 MHz filter after matching

Fig. 7: Measured frequency response of the
172 MHz low-loss NSPUDT filter
with matching (h=0.4 μm)

Fig. 9: Measured frequency response of the
172 MHz low-loss NSPUDT filter
with matching (h=0.6 μm)
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Fig. 10: Measured frequency response of the filter
with reduced number of the electrodes in one of IDTs
4. TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS
The temperature characteristics were investigated on the
172 MHz filter with an aluminum thickness of 0.4 μm.
We measured a fractional change of the center
frequency Δf/fo and change of the insertion loss versus
temperature. The range of the temperature variation was
from -60°C to +60°C (Fig. 11). The measured
temperature coefficient of frequency (TCF) was ≈ -8.3
ppm/°C, which is close to the calculated TCF=-11.9
ppm/°C for ST(X+25°) Quartz [2]. The insertion loss
was changed to ≈ ±4 dB. This is associated with the
temperature dependence of a power flow angle of the
NSPUDTs. This effect degrades the reflection of the
inclined reflectors. To improve the temperature stability
of the NSPUDT filters we can increase an angle Θ of
the rotated Y-cut Quartz and simultaneously decrease a
chosen angle of SAW propagation direction in relation
to the X-axis [2]. It is necessary for NSPUDT operation.
This will lead to a re-calculation of the angle β for the
inclined reflectors.
5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a design of the low-loss NSPUDT
SAW filter with SAW propagation direction reversal
but without the reversal of NSPUDT directivity. The
conventional IDTs with the λ/4 electrodes are used in
the filter. These input and output IDTs are placed in
parallel acoustic tracks on the ST(X+25°) Quartz.
Unidirectional SAW transmission between the parallel
tracks is provided by a double reflection of SAW from
the inclined reflectors. The presented concept of the
low-loss NSPUST SAW filter essentially simplifies the
filter design and increases the development flexibility of
the similar filters. The 56 MHz and 172 MHz
experimental samples of the filters had an insertion loss
of 8-10 dB and very low ripple with matching. The
temperature characteristics were shown. Evidently the

Fig. 11: Temperature characteristics of the lowloss NSPUDT SAW filter
presented results are not limiting values for the
investigated design. The achieved level of the insertion
loss is still high, sidelobe suppression is low and
temperature stability is not enough. The further studies
of the suggested design of the low-loss NSPUDT SAW
filter will be devoted to the above indicated problems.
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ABSTRACT

2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Three different all-optical repumping schemes aimed to
improve the contrast of the dark resonance in thermal
87
Rb vapor are considered: excitation by a σ + polarized bichromatic laser radiation and σ + − σ −
bichromatic co-propagating fields, and a novel
excitation method with transversal laser pumping.
Qualitative considerations are confirmed by numerical
calculations

In this work we use the density matrix approach. We
take into account the real hyperfine (hf) and Zeeman
structure of the states involved as well as the exact
values of the probabilities of the optically-induced
one-photon transitions and spontaneous relaxation of
the optically excited states. Effects of the thermal
motion of atoms (Doppler broadening) also have been
taken into account.

1. INTRODUCTION
At present, quantum frequency standards are becoming
important for a variety of applications. There are two
main problems in this area: 1) the maximum obtainable
stability and 2) the size of a standard, which should
occupy a reasonable volume. E.g., on-board atomic
clocks for space systems must have the stability of
about 10-14 and the volume in the range 1÷100 cm3.
These parameters, in principle, can be achieved for
frequency standards using a gas cell with 87Rb atoms as
the main element. In this paper we consider all-optical
frequency standards based on coherent population
trapping (CPT) effect.
The CPT effect of atoms interacting with a resonant
electromagnetic field is well known (see reviews [1,2]
and references therein) and widely used in various fields
of atomic and laser physics. Efforts to design and build
CPT-based atomic clocks were undertaken by several
scientific groups [3-11]. The main advantage of
quantum frequency standard based on the CPT effect is
that the corresponding RF resonance (so-called dark
resonance) is excited by all-optical methods. However,
practical use of the CPT phenomenon requires thorough
optimization of the two-photon resonance parameters
(width, amplitude, contrast). We analyze three different
excitation schemes for a quantum frequency standard
based on CPT in the 87Rb gas cell and compare the
dark-resonance parameters for these schemes.
*

For 87Rb at 300 K the Doppler widths of the D1 and D2
lines are about 400 MHz, what is more then the hf
splitting of the excited state with J ' = 3 / 2 , but less
then the hf splitting of the excited state with J ' = 1/ 2
(about 800 MHz)
We assume that the collisional quenching of the
excited state is negligible. Therefore optical relaxation
(i.e. population relaxation from excited state to the
different sublevels of the ground state) is provided by
spontaneous
transitions
with
the
rate
γ = γ sp ≈ 3.6 ⋅107 s −1 both for the D1- and D2-line.
Relaxation of coherences between ground and excited
states is assumed to be equal to γ sp / 2 .
Also we suppose, when considering the counterpropagating σ + − σ − laser beam configuration, that
the vapor cell contains a buffer gas that provides
Dicke narrowing of the hf transition [8].
The relaxation rate Γ of coherences between the
different hyperfine- and Zeeman sublevels of the
ground state was supposed to be equal to Γ ≈ 200 s −1 .
The depolarization rate in ground state is supposed to
be equal to Γ .

E-Mail: kazakov@quark.stu.neva.ru
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3. EXCITATION BY A σ + -POLARIZED
BICHROMATIC LASER FIELD

4. EXCITATION BY σ + − σ − BICHROMATIC
CO-PROPAGATING FIELDS

In CPT based clocks, the Zeeman sublevels
1 = F = 1, m = 0 and 2 = F = 2, m = 0 of two

One of the possible solution to this problem is to use
both σ + - and σ − -fields (see Fig. 2.). This scheme
contains no “pockets”. However, such an excitation
scheme belongs to the co-called closed loop class. It
leads to sufficient dependency of dark-line parameters
on total phase of laser fields [9].

ground-states hyperfine components of an alkali metal
atom are the working energy levels. The coherence
between these transitions is created by a two-photon
Raman transition induced by a circularly-polarized laser
field containing two components with the frequencies
ω1 and ω 2
r
r
e
E ( z , t ) = +1 ( E1e− i (ω1t − k1 z ) + E2 e − i (ω2t − k2 z ) ) + c.c.
2
in the presence of a level-splitting static magnetic field
r
r
r
oriented along the z axis. Here e+1 = − (ex + iey ) 2 is
the unit vector of the right-handed circular polarization
and E1,2 are the amplitudes of corresponding frequency
components. Let us introduce the two-photon detuning
Ω as
Ω = (∆ hfs − (ω1 − ω 2 )) / 2 .
When Ω is scanned across zero, a narrow dip (dark
resonance) is observed in the absorption spectrum.
The dark resonance width is determined by the rate of
the atomic coherence relaxation and the laser field
parameters [1,2].

Fig.2. Scheme of optically-induced transitions in 87Rb
atom in σ + - σ − fields. Optical fields are tuned in
resonance

with

F =1 → F ' = 2

the

F =2 → F'=2

transitions.

«Closed

and
loop»

involving the working transitions is shown by bold black
lines

A scheme involving counter-propagating light waves
with orthogonal polarizations has been proposed [5],
but in that case, a significant periodic variation of the
resonance amplitude emerges. The period π /(k1 − k2 ) ,
where k j = 2π / λ j is the wave number of the laser
field of the frequency ω j , is due to the difference of

Fig.1. Scheme of optically-induced transitions in 87Rb
+
atom in σ -fields. Optical fields are tuned in resonance
with the

F =2 → F'=2

and

F =1 → F ' = 2

transitions. The working states 1 , 2

are marked by

black circles, and the “pocket” is marked by an asterisk.

However, in the case of circularly-polarized fields
there is always a trapping state of an alkaline atom (socalled “pocket”, see Fig. 1). Atoms are accumulated in
the pocket and do not contribute any more to the signal
formation on the working transition. It leads to a drastic
decrease of the amplitude and contrast of the signal.

the wavelengths of the two frequency components of
the laser radiation. For example, this period is equal to
approximately 2 cm for 87Rb atoms. Therefore spatial
averaging over the cell decreases the dark resonance
amplitude for the cell length L ≥ π /(k1 − k2 ) [6]. On
the other hand, small cells of the length
L << π /(k1 − k2 ) are characterized by large values of
the atomic relaxation at cell walls. To decrease the
adverse influence of the wall relaxation, one needs to
apply high buffer gas pressure (150 Torr in a cell of 12
mm3 volume [7]). However, there are also inelastic
collisions of the alkali atoms with the buffer gas
destroying the coherence on the working transition
and thus resulting in decrease of the amplitude and
significant broadening of the dark resonance. Thus the
scheme proposed in [5] yielded practically only a
small (1.4-fold) increase of the amplitude [7]
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compared to the usual co-propagating light waves
configuration.

F =1 → F ' =1

transition, both these transitions

belonging to the D1-line (see Fig.5)

We considered theoretically the case of co-propagating
bichromatic σ + and σ − laser fields, which is shown to
be free of aforementioned disadvantages. These fields
are supposed to be the decompositions (in the terms of
the circular polarizations) of two bichromatic linear
polarized fields with orthogonal polarization planes:
r er
E = x E1 exp [i (k1 z − ω1t ) ] +
2
r
ey
+ E2 exp [i (k2 z − ω 2 t ) ] + c.c.
2
In such a configuration shown in Fig. 3, the optimum
total phase of excitation over the closed loop is
maintained through the whole cell, resulting in
overcoming the size limitations inherent to the scheme
of Ref. [5]. Similar schemes were proposed in [10,11].

Fig.4. The proposed Rb Gas Cell Frequency Standard
for the novel transversal pumping scheme

Fig.3. Spatial configuration of the atomic vapor cell and
+
−
the laser beams for σ - σ co-propagating excitation
scheme

5. EXITATION SCHEME BASED ON THE
PERPENDICULAR PUMP-PROBE LASER
BEAMS
In order to preserve atoms from leaving the working
sublevels and thus enhance the amplitude and contrast,
we propose a new method, based on the use of a twofrequency optical pumping, as shown in Fig.4.
(pumping scheme with a similar spatial configuration
was considered in a different context [12])
87

Let us suppose that Rb atoms in a cell interact with the
linearly-polarized laser field (the pumping field)
r
r
ez
E pump = ( E3 exp [i (k3 x − ω 3t )] +
2
+ E4 exp [i (k4 x − ω 4 t ) ]) + c.c.

Fig.5. The scheme of optically-induced transitions
between the energy levels of 87Rb. Atoms are
accumulated in the two working levels (black
rectangles) due to optical pumping via the transitions
indicated by bold vertical lines and spontaneous
relaxation. The transitions excited by the probe field
are shown by thin inclined lines.

One of the components of the pumping field is tuned in
resonance with the F = 2 → F ' = 2 transition and

In this case, atoms are not pumped out from the
working
levels
1 = F = 1, m = 0
and

the second component is tuned in resonance with the

2 = F = 2, m = 0 , since the corresponding Clebsch-
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Gordan coefficients and, hence, transition dipole matrix
elements are equal to zero [13]. As a result, after few
optical pumping cycles (coherent excitation followed by
spontaneous relaxation of the optically excited state) all
the atoms will be accumulated on the working sublevels
1 and 2 . Note that the two frequency components of
the pumping field don't need to be correlated.

e
⋅ κ = γ ⋅ e ⋅ N ⋅ ρe ⋅ κ
hω
where e is elementary charge, κ ≈ 1 — effective
quantum efficiency. In our calculations we suppose
that the vapor cell contains N = 1011 Rb atoms, that is
typical for a cell of the volume ~10 cm3 at 300 K [14].
I 0 − I = δ U probe ⋅

Suppose now we switch on the weak (compared to the
pumping field) probe field
r
r
e +1
E probe =
( E1 exp [i(k1 z − ω1t )] +
2
+ E2 exp [i (k2 z − ω 2 t ) ]) + c.c.,

which is circularly polarized and consists of the two
correlated frequency components tuned in resonance
with the transitions from the ground state components
to the optically excited state with J ' = 3 / 2 (see Fig. 5).
Since all the atoms are accumulated in the working
sublevels, the contrast and amplitude in the probe beam
absorption signal is greatly enhanced.
6. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
We have performed numerical calculations of the
absorption in a 87Rb vapor cell at room temperature. We
propose that the vapor cell is filled with a buffer gas and
contains N alkali atoms in the evaporated phase at the
temperature of about 300 K. Let us denote the total
population in excited states (for the σ + and σ + - σ −
excitation schemes), or the total population on all the
sublevels of the J ' = 3 / 2 excited state (for the scheme
with transversal pumping) as ρ e .

Fig.6. Qualitative picture showing the dark resonance
line shape. Γ S is a width of dark resonance

We find ρ e from the density matrix equations. Then the
absorbed power of probe field δ U probe is equal to the
power emitted by spontaneous transition:
δ U probe = γ ⋅ hω ⋅ N ⋅ ρ e ,
where hω is the optical transition energy. The
“absorbed photodetector current” is equal to the
difference between the photodetector current without
( I 0 ) and with ( I ) the presence of the gas cell, see
Fig.6:

Fig.7. (a) Amplitude, (b) contrast, (c) amplitude-towidth ratio (d) amplitude-to to-width ratio, divided by
the square root of the probe field intensity of the dark
resonance versus the probe field intensity. Solid line is
for the novel scheme involving perpendicular pumping
beam with the intensity U 0 = 10 mW / cm 2 (in this case
about 90% of atoms are accumulated on the working
levels). Dashed line is for the traditional scheme
involving the σ + -polarized probe beam only. Dotdashed line is for the co-propagating σ + - and σ − probe beams.
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The amplitude A of the dark resonance is defined as
the difference between the photodetector current I r on
under the two-photon resonance condition and the same
current I nr far from this resonance. The contrast C is
the ratio of the amplitude to the “absorbed current”
I 0 − I nr far from the resonance.
The results of numerical calculations are shown in Fig.
7. It shows that the amplitude-to-width ratio, divided by
the square root of intensity (that determines the figure
of merit of quantum frequency standard [14] in the case
when the noise is determined by photodetector shot
noise) for transversal pumping scheme and σ + - σ −
scheme are one order of magnitude larger than for
the σ + -polarized beam only. So we can conclude that
schemes with σ + - σ − co-propagating laser beams and
with transversal laser pumping can give much better
stability than σ + -polarized beam only. Standard
stability estimations [14] demonstrate that the best
short-term stability attainable by these schemes
is σ y ≤ 10−13 τ .
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03-53-5175, by the Ministry of Education and Science
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with GaAs resonant structures. An
analytical model is used to design the resonator
vibrating in flexural mode. Theoretical cross sectional
shapes are derived from the simulator TENSOSIM.
Frequency changes and modifications in cross sectional
shape induced by small misalignment remain negligible.
1.

+

a
--

b

+

--

--

+

-+

INTRODUCTION

Recently new mechanical sensors based on piezoelectric
effects in GaAs have been investigated [1, 2]. The
possibility of fabricating mechanical devices in GaAs
by bulk micromachining sustains the interest in these
resonant sensor applications. This paper gives more
complete information on the metrological performances
and on the micromachining of 3D GaAs structures in
order to design new resonators on (hhl) GaAs
substrates.
2.

configuration of electrode (Fig. 1a) and an out-of–plane
vibration in the first configuration (Fig. 1b).
x'
2

x'
3

x'
1

Fig.1 Two configurations of electrodes
In the same way, a large value of d’31 induces an outof-plane vibration in the case 1b and an in-plane
vibration in the case 1a. In order to obtain pure flexural
mode, the piezoelectric coefficients d’2k and d’3k with
k≠1 must remain low with respect to d’21 and d’31
respectively. Figure 2 shows polar plots of d’21 and d’31
(d’i1 versus the in-plane azimuthal angle ψ) on (115)
and (441) planes.

THEORY OF PIEZOELECTRIC RESONATOR

Some previous works on GaAs resonant structures deal
with shear, longitudinal and flexural modes of vibration
[1, 2]. But, these studies are always limited to (100) and
(110) wafers. We propose in this paper to give some
metrological performances of GaAs resonators
fabricated on (hhl) planes and vibrating in flexural
mode. The study is performed using an analytical
modelisation. The possibility of piezoelectrically
activating different modes of vibration is determined by
the rotated piezoelectric coefficient d’ik. In the
crystallographic coordinates system, only one
independent coefficient differs from zero: d14= -2.69
pC/N.
We remark that this coefficient is comparable to the d11
constant of the commonly used quartz crystal for
piezoelectric applications (d11= -2.3 pC/N). The
resonator is a built-in-free beam whose cross section
orientation is shown in figure 1.
2.1 Piezoelectric excitation:
Let us recall that the flexural mode can be split up into
traction and compression on both sides of the neutral
fibre. Consequently, the flexural vibration can be
activated by the components of [d’ik] that act in the
longitudinal mode: d’21 and d’31. Suitable electrode
geometries are given in figure 1. A large value of d’21
gives an in-plane flexural vibration in the second

a

b

Fig.2 d’ij polar plots on (115) plane (case a) and (441)
plane (case b)
Figure 2a shows that the coefficient d’21 is large for ψ=0
(d’21=1.26 pC/N) and for ψ=90° (d’21=1 pC/N). These
alignment directions are particularly suitable for
exciting flexural vibrations. Moreover, for both
alignment angles d’31 exhibits low values and d’25, d’35,
d’26 and d’36 are equal to zero. Figure 2b shows that d’31
firstly takes greater values than d’21 and secondly
presents a maximum for ψ=0 (d’31=1.3 pC/N). For this
orientation, calculations give for d’25, d’35, d’26 and d’36
values equal to zero which means that torsional mode is
not excited. According to above results, we retain the
following orientations:
(i) plane (115) and alignment ψ=0 (direction
<110>)
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(ii) plane (441) and alignment ψ=0 (direction

<110>)

dA

ρAs11

u 2(3),1111 + &
u&2 (3) = 0

(1)

1
3ρs'
11

(3)

where λ is the length, 2b the thickness, 2a the width of
the beam and n the partial rank.
It may be of interest to follow the evolution of
resonance frequency firstly with the temperature T and
secondly with a misalignment ∆ψ of the beam. In the
expression of fR, three terms depend on T: the
compliance, the density and the geometrical parameters.
The dilatation tensor is isotropic. Consequently the
angles of cut do not change with T. Three different
values of temperature coefficients Tsij are introduced in
the frequency response. The dependence of resonance
frequency is shown in figure 3 in the case of (115) and
(441) planes.
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Introducing equation (2) in equation (1) and taking
account the boundary conditions of the beam, we
determine the resonant frequency fR:

b( a )
2πλ2

-4

-2 5

where A represents the surface of the cross-section and
ρ the density.
The displacement u2(3) can be expressed as a product of
two functions:
u2(3) (x1, t)=g(x1)f(t)
(2)

f Rn = (β n λ) 2

0
-6

-1 5

430

Temperature (K)

Fig.3 Effect of the temperature on the resonance
frequency
Figure 3 reveals a linear evolution of ∆fR/fR with T. The
slope of the linear plot is estimated at 51 ppm/K. In
conclusion, we can say that the variation of fR is only
slightly dependent on temperature (deviation less than
0.1% for ∆T=20K).
A misalignment ∆ψ of the beam often appears during
the process of photolithography. So, it is of interest to
know the deviation of fR with ∆ψ. Formulation (3) is
used to obtain the numerical results presented in figure
4.

Fig.4 Effects on the resonance frequency of a
misalignment ∆ψ
Curves of figure 4 exhibit non linear variations with a
deviation of fR with ∆ψ that is twice greater for (115)
beam than for (441) beam. But deviations remain
negligible for any orientations.
2.3 Metrological performances:
A main parameter of the resonator is the
electromechanical coupling coefficient k. It is
determined using the expression of elastic Um,
piezoelectric Up and electric Ue density of energy [3]. Ue
and Up are given by:

εV02 C 0
8ab
1
∂V
Up =
d'
dx 2 dx 3
2 ( 3)1T1
8ab A
∂x 2(3)
Ue =

(4)

In these expressions, V is the electrostatic potential of
the beam, Vo the applied potential at the electrodes and
C0 the normalized static capacitance. Moreover an
equivalent circuit is generally used to describe the
piezoelectric performances of resonator near the
resonance frequency. It is well known that for low
coupling materials such as GaAs the dynamic
electromechanical coupling factor is nearly equal to the
ratio of the motional capacitance (Cm) to the static one
(C0). The ratio V/V0 is determined using conformal
transformations [4]. The microfabrication process is
more easier when we adopt an in-plane electrodes
configuration. We suppose that the electrode
configuration is symmetric and we call g the gap
between the in plane electrodes and e the width of one
electrode. The size parameters of the beam are supposed
to be: 2b= 200µm and 2a=400µm. So, figures 5 and 6
display the evolution of the electromechanical
coefficient and the motional capacitance in the case of
in plane electrodes configuration.
4,5
4

coupling coefficient (%)

2
2 ( 3)

∆ (f)/f (ppm)

10
5

2.2 Resonance frequency:
The size of the beam allows us to use Bernoulli-Euler
model. The equations of equilibrium lead to the
following relation:

x
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Fig.5 Evolution of k with the width of electrodes
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The theoretical cross-section of the other interesting
orientation for resonant GaAs cantilever (i.e. (115)
orientation) is shown in Fig. 8. Here again the simulator
generates a cross-section with two protuberances. So
that at this point the choice between the two possible
orientations is not easy. Consequently it may be
interesting to investigate effect of misalignment or of
disorientation on the etching shape of cantilevers.

2 e /2 a

Fig.6 Evolution of the motional capacitance with the
width of electrodes
The coupling coefficient passes through a maximum
value for a width of electrode 2e=280µm. We observe
that this value increases with the ratio b/a. The motional
capacitance increases with 2e and equal 1.4 fF in the
case of 2e=280µm. According to the above results, an
optimisation of the resonator design can be performed.
3.

ETCHED SHAPES

3.1 Micromachining
Anisotropic etching of crystals is a technique for bulk
micromachining of mechanical devices such as microresonators. Silicon is the most used crystal. But etchings
of GaAs crystal in H2SO4: H2O2: H2O systems are also
found [5, 6] to be anisotropic. Recently [5] the
1H2SO4:1H2O2:8H2O etchant has been extensively
studied and a database composed of dissolution
constants was determined from experiments. This study
shows that effectively GaAs microstructures can be
fabricated by wet etching even if the anisotropy ratio k
is small (k≈2.4). But the non-centrosymmetric nature of
GaAs complicates fabrication and analysis of {hhl}
structures because the two sides of structures must have
different etching shapes. New software applications are
added to the simulator TENSOSIM [5] in order to
derive 3D etching shapes for (hhl) cantilevers
micromachined with double sided masks. The present
study focuses on (441) and (115) cantilevers aligned
along the above metrological directions. Let us first
examine predictions for (441) cantilevers. Fig. 7 gives
the cross-sectional theoretical shape of a (441)
cantilever aligned along the [ 11 0] direction (x’1 axis)
just at the opening of the structure. As expected the
structure exhibits no symmetry. Moreover the crosssection is composed of two protrusions that can affect
the frequency response.

Fig.8 The theoretical shape of the (115) section

3.2. Effect of misalignment and of disorientation
Taking into account the complexity of the crosssectional etching shape we have limited our study of the
influence of disorientation and of misalignment on
cross-sectional shapes at the opening to change in the
width of cantilever as measured just beneath the mask.
Let us first focus on (441) cantilevers and to effect of a
misalignment ∆Ψ of the cantilever with respect to
<110> direction. Fig. 9 illustrates changes in crosssectional shape caused by misalignment of the mask or
by small uncertainty ∆θ in the orientation of the GaAs
substrate. At this point it should be mentioned that
owing to the mirror symmetry (Fig. 10) related to {110}
planes misalignment of ± ∆Ψ about the <110> direction
lead to similar changes in shapes and in width.
Consequently only cross-sections related to positive
values of ∆Ψ are drawn in Figs 9A and 9B. We observe
that in fact the shape of (441) cross-section varies
slowly with increasing misalignment or disorientation.

A

B

a

b

Fig. 9 Effects on etching shape of a misalignment ∆Ψ
(A,B) and of a small disorientation of substrate (∆θ<5°)
x’3

[010]
<110>

Fig.7 The theoretical shape of the (441) section

<110>
[100]
Fig. 10 The mirror symmetry associated to {110} plane
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Fig. 11 Effects on the width W of a misalignment ∆Ψ

The symmetric plot in the relative changes ∆W/Wo in
the (441) cantilever versus the misalignment ∆Ψ is
displayed in Fig. 11. Apparently until the misalignment
remains in the range ±5° the departure does not exceed
0.5%. Changes in the width induced by small deviations
in the angle of cut θ can be depicted in Fig. 12. It may
be seen that the changes ∆W/Wo are also very moderate
(typically less than 2%).

Fig. 14 Effects on the width W of a misalignment ∆Ψ

Results for disorientation of the GaAs substrate about
the (115) orientation are displayed in Figs. 13a, 13b and
15. Here again we observe that cross-sectional (117)
and (114) etching shapes resemble to (114) shape.
Consequently (Fig. 15) the width of cantilever is only
slightly dependent on the angle of cut θ.
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Fig. 15 The width W of the cantilever as a function of θ

-1,5

Fig. 12 The width W of the cantilever as a function of
the angle of cut θ

Let us now turn attention to the currently technical
problem of misalignment that can be encountered when
we micromachine (115) cantilevers. Figs. 13A and 13B
reveal that very slight modifications in cross-sectional
shapes result from misalignment. In particular the two
protrusions are still present when the misalignment
reaches 10°. At this time plot of ∆W/Wo versus ∆Ψ
(Fig. 14) reveals that ∆W/Wo increases approximately
by 2.5% when the misalignment increases from 0° to
10°.

A

B

a

b

Fig. 13 Effects on etching shape of a misalignment ∆Ψ
(A,B) and of a small disorientation of substrate (∆θ<5°)

4.

CONCLUSION

The analytical model of piezoelectric resonator allows
us to predict metrological performances of beams
vibrating in flexural mode. Two orientations of
substrates are retained; these orientations furnish
favourable metrological performances such as
electromechanical coupling coefficient and equivalent
electric parameters when the cantilever is aligned along
<110> direction. The model allows us also to optimise
the geometry of the resonator and the associated
electrodes.
Experimental and theoretical investigations on the
micromachining of GaAs crystals call for the possible
fabrication of (hhl) cantilevers. Effects of a
misalignment or of a disorientation of substrate on
structure shape and dimensions are very weak as
expected for an etching process characterized by a small
anisotropy ratio. Another consequence of this small
anisotropy is that compensation masks are not needed.
effectively micromachined resonant GaAs cantilevers
are free of significant convex undercuts. However in
return it not possible to affirm that protrusions formed at
the opening of the structure can easily disappear with
prolonged etching. So in the future we plan to develop
new software to have after opening a detailed evolution
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of cross-sections of (hhl) cantilevers as a function of
etching time.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the investigation was defining the influence
of different kinds and thickness of thin metal electrodes
on the resonators' equivalent dynamic parameters and
their amplitude frequency characteristics (AFCs) as well
as estimating the changes of thin films’ properties.
Scanning
Electron
Microscopy
(SEM)
and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) carried out
the morphology investigations of thin metal films. The
surface morphology of Au, Al and Ag films were
compared. The grain size changes of all studied films as
a function of the electrodes thickness were estimated
too.
The main parameters as the equivalent dynamic
resistance (Rq), the quality factor (Q) and AFCs were
studied as a function of the different kinds of electrodes
and thickness and at the same mass loading. The best
Rq and Q – factor (9,09Ω and 57583) were obtained for
resonators with Ag electrodes (1200Å).
The measured resonators AFCs showed dependence
from electrode thickness, but AFCs retained identical
for all electrode metals at the same mass loading.
As a result of the investigations the conclusion is that,
the selection of electrodes material and its thickness are
of a great extent responsible for the resonators acoustic
parameters. They could be affected significantly by
changing the kind and the thickness of the electrodes.
1. INTRODUCTION
The thin one-component films of Al, Au and Ag were
commonly used as electrodes for quartz resonators.
Their properties depend on numerous conditions as: the
purity of the film material, the temperature and the rate
of deposition, the kind of deposition process. Thin films
of various materials can be produced by evaporation of
a source material in vacuum with low energy atoms (0,
1 eV). The high vacuum conditions cause a little surface
damage and less residual gas.
Each electrode mentioned above has specific
characteristics. Aluminium is a highly reactive metal
and wasn’t the preferred material for quartz resonator,
because of the changes at metal-quartz interfaces. Gold
is the preferred electrode material: it isn’t highly
reactive and doesn’t form an oxide. Au adheres weakly
to quartz, but enough for electrodes used. The porous
gold electrode can replace commonly used electrodes
[1]. Silver is known with catalytic reaction at the
electrode surface. The electrode affects the quartz
crystal resonator to a great extent. Surface morphology
and structure partly defines modifying the physical

properties of the films used in quartz crystal resonators.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) are used for morphology thin
film studying and modification after deposition [2-5].
The influence of electrode changes on resonators
usually is registered by measuring equivalent dynamic
parameters [6-8].
The aim of the investigation is defining the influence
of different kinds and thickness of thin metal electrodes
on the resonator parameters as well as estimating the
morphology changes of the films.
2. EXPERIMENT
The resonator structures are created by a standard
technology. AT – cut quartz plate with 120µm thickness
and 8mm diameter are used. After standard chemical
treatment the plates are divided into 5 groups for
forming Ag, Au and Al electrodes with different
thickness. All electrodes are deposited by thermal
evaporation using sources with purity as follow: Au and
Al – 99,995%, Ag and Cr – 99, 9995%. The plates are
maintained at temperature 260°C ±2°C to obtain high
quality films. Cr is used as sub-layer for improving
weakly adhering Au film. The deposition rate of 65Å –
70Å is achieved for all metal films. Resonators with
electrode diameters 4mm and thickness Al-1200Å and
4800Å, Ag-1200Å and Au- (200Å Cr–580Å Au) and
Au-(200Å Cr–1200Å Au) are created. The film
thickness during the deposition is measured with high
accuracy by quartz crystal monitor and after deposition
by Talystep “Taylor - Hobson”.
The main studied thin layer parameter is the
morphology. The investigations are carried out by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) on JSM 5300
with magnification of 20000 and electron beam energy
of 29 kV. The resolution of the method is increased by
evaporation of carbon and gold subsequently on all
samples. In aim of more precisely investigation of the
electrodes, all samples are analyzed by transmission
electron spectroscopy on EM Philips-400. The samples
are prepared for observation by method of two steps
replica gelatine-carbon-platinum.
The motional parameters of resonator’ structures are
measured by a Selective Level Meter PSM-14 from
Wander and Golderman. The equivalent dynamic
resistance (Rq), and the quality factor (Q) are defined as
the main for our investigation.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology and structure
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The uncoated quartz surface is smooth. The metal
layers’ surface, determined by SEM, shows an
homogenization when the Al layers are in the range:
1200 Å – 4800 Å. Such a change is not observed at Au
layers – a possible reason could be the presence of Cr
sub-layer. Comparing the three kinds of metal at one
and the same thickness (1200 Å), it is obvious, that Au
has the smoothest surface, while Ag - the roughest one.
The Al surface takes the middle position between the
other two. The results can be explained with highest
mobility of Au atoms, followed by those of Al and Ag
atoms.
TEM studies showed that Au layers are amorphous
with rarely encountered micro regions with defects.
These results do not depend on the layer thickness (580
Å –1200 Å) - Fig.1.

Figure 3 shows a typical structure of Al layers with a
thickness of 4800 Å.

Fig. 3. Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of the
4800 Å Al thin layer.

Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of the
1200 Å Au thin layer.
The structure studies of Ag electrodes show a twophase growth. The layers are amorphous with micro
crystals continuously distributed throughout the films.
The size of the greater part of them is between 0.1 µm
and 0.2 µm but micro crystals in the range 0.5 µm up to
2 µm are observed, too (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of the
1200 Å Ag thin layer.

The thicker Al layers are amorphous with micro
crystals (< 1 µm) distributed unevenly. In the case of Al
growth this type of structure could be explained by
hillocks generation at the Al-quartz interface, caused by
the presence of free silicon atoms. Their availability is
due to a chemical reaction between the silicon oxide and
Al. It is well known [9] that Al possesses stronger
affinity to oxygen than Si. So a replacement of Si from
the SiO2 is possible and as a result Al2O3 and free Si atoms are formed. The latter could provoke the hillocks’
nucleation.
SEM and TEM studies show that the surface
morphology and structure of thin evaporated metal films
depend on the layer’s kind and thickness. These two
parameters are responsible for the adhesion and longterm stability of resonators’ structures.
3.2. Resonator acoustic parameters
The kind, thickness and morphology changes of
electrodes may be partial responsible for resonator
parameters. The measured Rq and Q parameters for
different Au electrodes thickness do not show changes
in the Rq average value (13, 49 and 13,63 Ω) and Q
value (39 796 and 36 721) for Au thickness (200Å Cr 580Å Au) and (200Å Cr - 1200Å Au) respectively. The
same parameters are measured when Al electrodes are
applied. The resistance measured for the samples with
4800Å Al thickness is 9,67Ω, which is twice lower than
the thin (1200Å) Al film – 15,68Ω. The Q factor
presents the same tendency - 53388 and 32846
respectively. These results support structure studies,
which showed that when Al thickness increase a
homogenization takes place leading to the decrease of
Al layers resistivity.
Fig. 4. and Fig.5. illustrate the Rq and Q factor change
as a function of the kind of the metal at the same mass
loading. The resonators with Ag electrodes have the
lowest resistance measured (9,09Ω); no more different
is Rq of Al resonators (9,68Ω), while the Rq of Au
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resonators significantly increases (13,49Ω). The Q
factor values are the best ones concerning the Ag
electrodes – 57583 and Al electrodes – 53388, while the
Au electrodes are quite lower - 36721.
Au (200A Cr-580A Au)
Al (4800A)
Ag (1200A)
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16
15
14

Rq, Ω
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Fig.6. A typical amplitude frequency characteristic of
quartz resonator - Au electrodes (200Å Cr - 1200Å Au)

9
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7
1

2
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5

Number of the resonators

6

Fig. 4. Rq of the resonators with Au, Al and Ag
electrodes
Au (200 Cr - 580 Au) Rq av. –13,49 Ω
Al 4800 - Rq av. – 9,67 Ω
Ag 1200 - Rq av. –9,09 Ω

Equal anharmonic couple strongly suppressed resonance
is measured, 20 dB lower than the main resonance.
Frequency shift of the anharmonic from the main TS
mode resonance frequency resonance is 90 kHz and 120
kHz respectively. The difference between the
anharmonic resonances is 30 kHz.
Figure 7 presents a typical amplitude frequency
characteristic of quartz resonator with Au electrodes
(200Å Cr - 580Å Au).

Au (200A Cr-580A Au)
Al (4800A)
Ag (1200A)

75000
70000
65000

Q-factor

60000
55000
50000
45000
40000
35000
30000
1

2

3

4

5

Number of the resonators

6

Fig. 5. Q-factor of the resonators with Au, Al and Ag
electrodes
Au (200 Cr - 580 Au) Q av. –36721
Al 4800 -Q av. –53388
Ag 1200 -Q av. –57583
Conclusion is that the selection of the metal electrode
type and its thickness are responsible for the resonators’
Rq and Q- value to a great extent.
3.3. Amplitude frequency characteristics (AFC)
The AFC of all sample are measured and the typical
ones for each group are shown. Fig.6 presents a typical
amplitude frequency characteristic of quartz resonator
with Au electrodes (200Å Cr - 1200Å Au).

Fig.7. A typical amplitude frequency characteristic of
quartz resonator – Au electrodes (200Å Cr - 580Å Au)
Compare to Fig. 6 there are more strongly expressed
anharmonic resonances. The amplitude of the first
anharmonic resonance is 13,9 dB lower than the main
one, and the second anharmonic resonance is 11dB
lower. In this case there is a less suppressed resonance
(6dB) vs. the thick gold film resonators (Fig.6). The
frequency sifts of the secondary resonances are 104 kHz
and 154 kHz (difference 50 kHz), which is higher
compare to those on Fig.6.
Figure 8 shows a typical amplitude frequency
characteristic of quartz resonator with Al electrodes
(4800Å). A couple of weak anharmonic resonance with
the same amplitude suppressed with 18 dB vs. the main
resonance is measured.
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At the same mass loading the best parameters are
measured for resonators with Ag-electrodes, while the
AFCs showed identical character.
Varying the types of the electrodes, their structure and
thickness, the acoustical characteristics of resonators
could be improved.
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EFFECT OF HYDROGEN FLUX ON LOOP CONTROL MODEL IN PASSIVE HYDROGEN MASER
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ω m : Modulation angular frequency

ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the flux-dependent Spin
Exchange (SE) shift and broadening, together with the
cavity pulling effect into the loop model of the Passive
Hydrogen Maser (PHM), completing the previous study
given in [1]. In contrast to the Active Hydrogen Maser
(AHM), the PHM frequency at SE tuning is slightly
dependent on the H flux, even neglecting the spin
exchange parameter ε H . In addition it depends upon
typical parameters as the interrogation power and the
phase selection for the Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO)
and Auto Cavity Tuning (ACT) loops.
For some phase selection and at low H flux the model
shows that the maser output frequency could be
independent from the cavity frequency or even decrease
by increasing the cavity frequency. The zero cavity
pulling and the negative cavity pulling situation is
confirmed by the experiment.
1. INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen flux plays a significant role in PHM: the
actual hyperfine transition frequency ω 0 is affected by
the SE shift, the line width is broadened by SE effect,
the oscillation parameter α and the saturation factor at
resonance S 0 are both functions of the hydrogen
density.
Hereafter the magnetic inhomogeneity shift and
broadening are assumed to be negligible, which is close
to our experimental situation.
2.1 Spin Exchange frequency shift
Taking into account of the SE shift ∆ωe :

αβ 2 +ωm2 (1+S 0 )γ 2
( ωc −ω) +∆ ωe
α (β 2 +ωm2 ) β

(2)

ω0' : Hyperfine transition angular frequency not
shifted by SE.
For PHM with fast frequency modulation, the SE shift is
determined by [4]:

∆ ωe =−

(λ

+ 2ε H σ ex )hυr α
γ 2 +2ε Hγ 2e
4µ 0 µ B2η ' Qc 1+ S0

ex

(3)

where, σ ex : H spin-exchange cross-section

2. FLUX-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
For PHM based on the ‘Single frequency modulation,
phase discrimination’ approach, in the conventional

β ⎞ π (max H
operational phase selection φa =arctan⎛⎜
⎟−
⎝ ωm ⎠ 2
error signal in USO loop), the maser frequency offset
from atomic resonance frequency is determined by the
cavity pulling effect [1]:

αβ 2 +ωm2 (1+ S0 ) γ 2
(ωc −ω )
α (β 2 +ωm2 ) β

interrogation power
α : Oscillation parameter
S 0 : Saturation factor at resonance

ω −ω 0'=

Previous studies performed on the PHM [1,2] have not
addressed the effect of the flux variation on USO and
ACT loops. Even if such effects are relatively small, as
shown in the present study, they are of practical
importance and start to pay a sensible role at the level of
the stability of the Galileo Space Passive Hydrogen
Maser (S-PHM) which has demonstrated a flicker floor
below 1×10 −14 [3].

ω −ω 0 =

β : Half cavity line width in rad/sec
γ 2 : Transverse or coherence relaxation rate for zero

(1)

where, ω : Interrogation angular frequency, i.e. maser
oscillation frequency
ω 0 : Actual atomic H hyperfine transition angular
frequency
ω c : Cavity resonance angular frequency

λex : H Spin-exchange frequency shift cross section
ε H : Frequency shift parameter related spinexchange collisions
µ 0 : Magnetic permeability of vacuum

µ B : Bohr magnetron
h : Planck’s constant divided by 2π
η ' : Filling factor of the bulb (geometric constant)
υ r : Mean relative velocity of hydrogen atoms
Qc : Loaded quality factor of the cavity, Q c =

ωc
2β

γ 2 e : Transverse SE relaxation rate
The λex related term is dominant and more than 10
times bigger than the ε H

related term which is
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associated to the interruption of the hyperfine
interaction during SE collisions between hydrogen
atoms.

Therefore the flux or interrogation power dependent
parameters are deduced as following:
(11)
γ 1 =5.86+1. 48×10−12Ψ

2.2 Spin Exchange broadening contribution to the
line width
The line width is contributed by several compositions:
(4)
γ 2 =γ b +γ 2w +γ 2 e

γ 2 =5.11+ 7.39×10− 13Ψ

γ1 =γ b +γ1 w +γ 1e

(5)

Where,
γ 1 : Unsaturated longitudinal or hydrogen population
difference relaxation rate
γ b + γ 1 w and γ b + γ 2 w are limiting longitudinal and
transverse relaxation rates at zero flux. They do not
depend on atomic flux and are constant for a specified
storage bulb.
γ b : Storage or geometric relaxation rate

γ 1w ,

γ 2 w : Longitudinal and transverse wall

relaxation rate respectively, due to atomic collisions
with the wall of the storage bulb.

γ 1w ≅

4
γ 2w
3

(6)

γ 2e =σ exυr Ψ
Vbγ b
γ 1e = 2γ 2 e

(7)
(8)

Ψ : H atomic flux entering the cavity in the (1,0)
hyperfine state
V b : Volume of the storage bulb
2.3 Oscillation parameter and saturation factor at
resonance
The oscillation parameter α is function of flux, and the
saturation factor at resonance S 0 is the function of flux
and interrogation power:

µ 0µ B η 'QcΨ
hVbγ1γ 2
k
c
S0=
Pin
γ 1γ 2
α=

−

Pin : Interrogation power
For the Engineering Model (EM) of the Galileo S-PHM,
the following physics parameters are obtained from the
experiment and analysis :
'
Qc =6730, V b =0.4 liter, η =0.5, γ b =2.9 rad/s, γ 2 w =2.3
rad/s, ω m =78.5 krad/s, k c =4.9×1012 .

8.73×10 Ψ
−13Ψ )(5.86+1. 48×10−12Ψ )

(13)

S0 =

4.88×1012 Pin
(5.11+7.39×10−13Ψ )(5.86+1.48×10−12Ψ )

(14)

(5.86 +1.48×10

4 .88×1012 Pin
⎛
⎞
⎟
Ψ )⎜⎜ 1+
−13
−12
⎟
(
)
(
)
5
.
11
7
.
39
10
5
.
86
1
.
48
10
+
×
Ψ
+
×
Ψ
⎝
⎠

−12

(15)
Under the nominal operation condition and the
interrogation power of –82dBm, Ψ =5.6×1012 atoms/s,

α =0.37, S 0 =0.43, γ 2 =9.2 rad/s, ∆ωe =-0.033 rad/s
corresponding
−3.7×10 −12 .

to

a

relative

frequency

shift

of

3. SPIN EXCHANGE CROSSING POINT
The following calculation is performed considering two
different arbitrary values of the atomic flux, marked
respectively by subscripts 1 and 2 and assuming that a
single value of the cavity resonant frequency exists for
which the maser oscillation frequency ω does not
depend on the atomic beam flux.
From the general cavity pulling equation:
(16)
ω −ω 0'=F(ωc −ω)+∆ωe
The two maser oscillation frequencies ω1 and ω2 have a
common value of ωt when the cavity is tuned to ωc _ SE :

ωc_ SE =ωt − ∆ωe1 −∆ωe2
F1− F2

(17)

For the AHM, the cavity pulling factor is:

F=

(9)

Where,
k c : Constant independent of the atomic flux

(5.11+7.39×10

9 .25×10−14 Ψ

2

(10)

α=

∆ωe =−5. 93×10 −16Ψ

γ 1e , γ 2 e : Longitudinal and transverse spin
exchange relaxation rate respectively, dependent on
atomic flux Ψ

(12)

− 12

γ2
β

(18)

The spin exchange shift coupled with the condition for
self-sustained maser oscillations [5] is given by

∆ωe = −0 .29×2 2υ a0 h γ 2
µ0 µBQcη '
2

(19)

υ : Mean velocity of hydrogen atoms, υ r = 2υ

a0 : Radius of the first Bohr orbit
In this approximation corresponding to neglecting the
ε H related term, both F and ∆ωe are in direct
proportion to the flux-dependent γ 2 , the quantity

γ 21 −γ 22 factorizes on the right side of Eq. (17) and we
obtain
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and

(20)

ωt =ωo'

The results show that, with the assumption made, the
cavity SE tuning point ωc _ SE is independent of the
atomic density. For an AHM the various cavity pulling
curves at different fluxes cross at the single point
representing the unshifted oscillation frequency ωo ' .
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α
β 2 +ωm2 β

4.5
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(21)

Fig. 1 Atomic flux and H2 low pressure vs. purifier current for
S-PHM EM

Even omitting the negligible ε H term of Eq. (3), the
spin exchange shift is
(22)

so Eq. (17) becomes

α1 γ − α 2 γ
1+ S01 21 1+ S02 22
(23)
ωc_ SE =ωt −Kwf
1+ S01
1+ S02
γ −
γ
α1 21 α 2 22
and
ωt ≠ωo'
where K wf is a constant for a certain physics package,
λex hυ r β (β 2 +ωm2 )
(24)
K wf =−
4µ 0 µ B2η' Qcωm2

0.15
0.1

ω -ω 0' [rad/s]

λexhυ r
α γ2
∆ωe =−
4 µ0 µ B2η' Qc 1+ S0

4.0
Purifier current [A]

However, in PHM the cavity pulling factor is

F=

0.02
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ωc_ SE =ωt + 0 .29×22υ a0 hβ
µ 0µ BQcη '
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Eq. (23) is a complex function of flux-dependent
parameters γ 2 , α and S 0 , and the flux cannot be
factorized. Therefore for PHM the crossing of various
cavity pulling lines at different fluxes is not at a single
point, although the spread is relatively small.
Taking the example of S-PHM EM values at the
interrogation power of –82dBm for three fluxes, i.e. the
purifier currents of 3.5A, 4.0A and 4.5A, which
correspond the low H2 pressure of 0.03,0.05 and 0.07
mBar, and the useful H atomic flux of 3.5×1012 ,

5.6×1012 and 7.6×1012 atoms/s, respectively (see Fig.
1), from Eq. (2) we obtain
For Ipur=3.5A: ω −ω0'=−0.0236 +0.0000121⋅(ωc −ω)
For Ipur=4.0A: ω −ω0'=−0.0328+ 0.0000143⋅(ωc −ω)
For Ipur=4.5A:ω −ω0'=−0.0397 +0.0000167 ⋅(ωc −ω)
As shown in Fig. 2, the SE cavity tuning point is at
ωc _ SE −ω =3487 rad/s (555Hz) with the spread of 528
rad/s (84Hz), and the corresponding maser oscillation
frequency ωt is slightly offset by 0.018 +/- 0.008 rad/s
from the value of the unshifted atomic transition
frequency ωo ' .

0.02

ω t-ω0'

0.015
0.01
0.005
0
2500

ω c_SE-ω
3000

3500

4000

4500

Fig. 2 Maser frequency offset vs. cavity frequency detuning
for different purifier current

4. AUTO CAVITY TUNING POINT
In a PHM the microwave cavity is tuned by the ACT to
the interrogation frequency, i.e. ωc _ ACT −ω =0.
Therefore in our case the ACT tuning point is smaller
than the ‘SE tuning point’ by approximately 555 Hz. (as
shown in Fig. 2).
According to Eq. (16),

ωc _ ACT =ω=ω0'+∆ωe

(25)

ACT tuning point ωc _ ACT varies with the SE shift ∆ωe ,
which is dependent on the atomic flux and the
interrogation power (see Fig. 3,4). The effect to ACT
tuning point is negligible.
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Spin Exchange Shift [rad/s]
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Fig. 3 SE frequency shift vs. purifier current for

F'
Replaced with typical physics parameter values,
F

=K

is a function of the interrogation power, flux and phase
offset.

-0.02

At nominal Pin=-82dBm, K varies with the phase offset
for different purifier currents (shown as Fig. 6):
K_ 3.25A=1+0.387854 Tan[d ]
K_ 3.5A=1+0.313778 Tan[d ]
K_ 4A =1+0.261692 Tan[d ]
(27)
K_ 4.5A=1+0.252738 Tan[d ]
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Fig. 4 SE frequency shift vs. interrogation power for Ipur=4A

5. CAVITY PULLING FACTOR
As shown in Eq. (21), for the conventional phase
selection, the sign of the cavity pulling factor is always
positive for any level of the flux.
Taking into account of the atomic flux impact on γ 2 , α
and S 0 (which is also dependent on the interrogation
power) determined by Eq. (12-14), F is the function of
atomic flux Ψ and the interrogation power Pin .
Fig. 5 gives the variation of the cavity pulling factor
against the purifier current, for different values of the
interrogation power.
2.0E-05

Cavity Pulling Factor Relative Error K

Spin Exchage Shift [rad/s]

)]
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Fig. 6 Cavity pulling factor relative error vs. phase offset for
different purifier current at Pin =-82dBm

Fig. 6 shows that
1. At ∆φ =0, i.e. phase selection of φa , the cavity
pulling is F.
2. When ∆φ =±π , the cavity pulling is infinite, which

1.8E-05

2

1.6E-05

Interrogation
Power

1.4E-05

-92dBm
-86dBm
-82dBm
-76dBm

1.2E-05
1.0E-05
8.0E-06
3

3.5

4
Purifier current [A]

4.5

5

Fig. 5 Cavity pulling factor vs. purifier current for different
interrogation power

In case the phase shift in H loop is φ a + ∆φ ( ∆φ : Phase
offset) [1], the cavity pulling factor relative error is:

indicates that the H error signal is null for this
particular phase and only a cavity error signal is
present in USO loop. This is in agreement with the
design of the loop phase selection: φa selected for
obtaining a maximum H error signal in USO loop,
and the ACT loop phase shifted by 90° from φa for
obtaining a pure cavity error signal in the cavity
loop.
3. Region A of Fig. 6 shows that for every hydrogen
flux there exists a certain phase offset, for which the
cavity pulling is zero, i.e. a pure H error signal is
obtained in USO loop.
4. Also in region A near the zero cavity pulling, for a
certain phase offset, the cavity pulling factor goes
from positive to negative when the flux decreases.
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Fig. 7 shows the variation of the cavity pulling factor
relative error against the purifier current, for the
nominal interrogation power and ∆φ =-1.24 rad/s.
cavity pulling factor
relative error K

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

7. CONCLUSION
The present study has demonstrated that the SE tuning
in PHM is basically different than in the AHM due to
the passive mode of the operation. In addition typical
parameters such as interrogation power, error signal
phase selection for the H and cavity loops, as well as the
H flux, are playing a role which is no more negligible
for the stability actually reached by the Galileo S-PHM.
The loop model selected for this PHM is completed
with the introduction of these small effects.

-0.8
3

3.5
4
Purifier Current [A]

4.5

Fig. 7 Cavity pulling factor relative error vs. purifier current at
Pin =-82dBm and ∆φ =-1.24 rad/s

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 8 gives measurement results performed on S-PHM
EM in a configuration different from the one to which
refer the previous calculation reported in Fig. 2. It
shows that the cavity pulling factor, represented by the
slope of the curve, decreases from positive values to
zero and to negative values by decreasing of the H flux.
For the purifier current of 3.25A, the cavity pulling is
negative. The measurement also shows that in the
present experiment the difference of SE tuning and ACT
tuning is 1.3 +/- 0.3 kHz. These results confirm the
validity of the loop model and in particular the
possibility of obtaining zero cavity pulling in the USO
loop.
Fractional Output Frequency

1.E-10

Ipur=3.25A
Ipur=3.5A
Ipur=4A
Ipur=4.75A
Linéaire (Ipur=3.25A)
Linéaire (Ipur=3.5A)
Linéaire (Ipur=4A)
Linéaire (Ipur=4.75A)

8.E-11
6.E-11
4.E-11

The model is validated by the experimental results. It
shows that the SE tuning point is slightly dependent
upon the H flux and in particular that it is possible to
select the phases of the H loop error signal for reducing
or even nullifying the cavity pulling effect in the H
loop. The study of the practical advantages of this phase
selection is out of the scope of the present work. Due to
the implication on the cavity and H error signal levels of
the phase selection, a careful assessment of the zero
cavity pulling technique requires the determination of
the resulting trade-off between the short and long term
stability - which is possible only with an ad hoc
measurement campaign.
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TOWARDS AN OPTICAL FREQUENCY STANDARD AT 729 NM
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Physique des Interactions Ioniques et Moléculaires (UMR 6633 CNRS-UAM1),
Université de Provence, Centre de St. Jérôme, Case C21, 13397 Marseille Cedex 20, France
oscillator. The progress we have made on this topic will
be resumed in this contribution.

The development of an optical frequency standard is a
possible way to improve the actual stability (in terms of
the Allan variance estimator) of today's atomic clocks.
One solution is to lock the frequency of a local
oscillator (a laser) to the narrow transition of a cooled
single ion [1]. The calcium ion is a very promising
candidate because of its ultra-narrow dipole-forbidden
transition at 729 nm. In this paper, we will summarize
the progress we have made regarding the spectral
quality of the local oscillator at 729 nm.
INTRODUCTION
The study of trapped ions is of great interest for
quantum information [2], spectroscopic issues [3] and
development of frequency standard in the optical
domain [4]. In our group, we study the opportunity to
develop a frequency standard based on a single Ca+ ion
stored in a miniature trap [5]. The proposed clock
transition is the electric quadrupole transition 4S1/2-3D5/2
at 729 nm (see figure 1), with a natural linewidth below
one hertz. A frequency standard on such a narrow
transition requires an ion sufficiently cold to access the
Lamb-Dicke regime (which implies the reduction of the
42P1/2

ION COOLING
The calcium ion is trapped at the center of a miniature
Paul-Straubel trap. The transitions involved in the
cooling of the ion are the 4S1/2-4P1/2 transition at 397 nm
and the 4P1/2-3D3/2 transition at 866 nm (see figure 1).
In order to reach the Lamb-Dicke regime on the very
narrow transition, the localization of the ion in the trap
should be inferior to a fraction of the clock wavelength.
This is achieved by adding compensating DC voltages
to the confining pseudo-potential in order to set the
average position of the ion in the zero-field point of the
trapping potential. The degree of localization of the ion
can essentially be measured from observation of
vibrational sidebands in the excitation spectrum of the
narrow clock transition. This can be realized by
visualizing the quantum jump statistics for different

20 s
fluorescence
1000 cts/200 ms

ABSTRACT

32D5/2

Figure 2 : Quantum jumps of a single Ca+ ion

866 nm

32D3/2

397 nm

729 nm

laser frequencies of the clock transition. Figure 2 shows
a typical signal of these quantum jumps where the
fluorescence signal at 397 nm is represented as a
function of time.
STABILIZATION OF THE 729 NM LASER

42S1/2
Figure 1:Energy levels of Ca+

discrete Doppler spectrum to few vibrational sidebands)
[6].
We have recently proposed a novel method to control
the localization of a single ion in a trap [7]. We have
also evaluated the systematic frequency shifts for such a
frequency standard as well as the best interrogation
protocol for a minimum clock linewidth [8]. One of the
major points to control in view of a frequency standard
application concerns the spectral quality of the local

At present, the local oscillator at 729 nm is a broad area
laser diode mounted in an external cavity in Littrow
configuration [9]. This multimode diode has a nominal
optical output power of 100 mW. Recently, we have
improved the stabilization of this laser on a reference
cavity. This cavity is a Fabry-Perot long of 10 cm length
provided by an ULE (ultra low expansion) spacer. The
width in frequency of one interference fringe of this
Fabry-Perot is 10 kHz (corresponding to a finesse of
10000). The frequency of the laser is stabilized on this
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reference cavity by the Pound-Drever-Hall technique
[10].
The output of the external cavity is shaped by three
cylindrical lenses (L1,L2,L3) and one spherical one
(L4) to reduce the astigmatism of the beam and to
produce an almost spherical waist. The beam passes

The reflection signal from the cavity is demodulated at
40 MHz, which produces a dispersion shape which
allows a very high frequency lock signal. This signal is
separated in three components. The low frequency part
(below 300 Hz) drives, via a PZT actuator, the length of
the extended cavity of the laser with an important gain

BAL diode
at 729 nm
in extended
cavity

demodulation

L1
optical
isolator

HF photodiode

L2
L3

L

λ/2

λ/4

λ/2
E.O.M.

ULE cavity

PBS

L4
ion trap

Figure 3 : set-up of the stabilization of the 729 nm laser diode
then through an electro-optic modulator which is
and an integrator device. The high frequency part drives
resonant at 40 MHz and mounted as a phase modulator
with a small gain the input current of the laser (directly
on the anode of the laser diode). Finally, the
(see figure 3). With a beam waist of 200 µm at the
intermediate frequency corrections are applied to the
entrance of the cavity, we succeed to couple almost 15modulation input of the diode’s current supply with an
20 % of the input beam power into the high-finesse
adjustable gain. The optical power sent to the cavity is
cavity. By the way of a polarization beam splitter and a
quarter-wave plate, the reflection beam is detected by a
almost 100 µW.
The lock described has allowed us to reduce the jitter of
high frequency pass band photodiode (DC to 125 MHz).

laser locked
(FWHM 15 kHz)

amplitude
(dBm)-60

RWB : 3 kHz

laser unlocked
(FWHM 500 kHz)

-65
-70
-75
-80
136450

136500

136550

136600

136650

frequency [kHz]

Figure 4 : reduction of the laser jitter
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the laser from 500 to 15 kHz. These widths have been
measured with an auto-correlation method [11]. We mix
two signals coming from the laser on a high-frequency
photodiode. The first is sent through an optical fiber of
10 km length and the second passes through an acoustooptic modulator (mounted in double pass for the first
order). The resulting frequency beat signal between both
signals is monitored on a spectrum analyzer (HP ESAL1500A). Some precautions are necessary to employ
this technique. First of all, the resolution band width
(RBW) of the spectrum analyzer should be smaller than
the width of the analyzed signal. Secondly, the
recording time is the limit in time on which this method
can provide information. With these precautions taken,
an important reduction of the spectral linewidth,
obtained with the described technique, has been
observed as depicted in figure 4. At twice the AOM
driving frequency, the jitter of the laser can be seen
directly, the measured linewidth of the beat signal is 15
kHz. This result is promising, however it does not take
into account the absolute stabilization of the cavity,
which will be one of the important steps that remain to
study.
We have used the described diode laser to excite the
proposed clock transition directly, to observe quantum
jumps in a single trapped calcium ion and to monitor the
quantum jump statistics for the measurement of the
natural lifetime of the metastable 3D5/2-level [3]. It has
turned out that the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) background emitted by the diode is too important

to allow the use of this laser as a clock laser. Moreover,
the possibility to reduce the linewidth of the diode laser
down to the values we aim (a few hertz on one second)
is not guaranteed. Indeed, the Schawlow-Townes limit
corrected by Henry [12] gives for this diode laser a
spectral linewidth of a few kHz. As a consequence, we
have started to build a home-made titanium-sapphire
laser which has much tighter intrinsic spectral
specifications [13]. In this solid-state laser, the highfrequency corrections are made on an intra-cavity EOM,
allowing to achieve a very high stability.
As a next step, the reference cavity will be mounted in a
vacuum vessel, to isolate it from acoustic and
environmental noise. The cavity will be mounted in a
way to minimize mechanical vibrations and thermal
fluctuations. At least two stages of active thermal
stabilization will be added. We will eventually opt for a
new reference cavity, longer than the actual one and
with a higher finesse (length 20-25 cm, finesse >
100 000). With the TiSa laser and the stabilization of
this new reference cavity, we hope to obtain in a near
future a local oscillator with a jitter of a few hertz at one
second and with stability in the same order of
magnitude. In parallel, we will continue to explore the
opportunity of an “all-diode” set-up, which is one of the
main advantages of the calcium ion. Its realization
depends mainly on the commercial existence of singlemode laser diodes at 729 nm.
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Abstract
The strut positioned in the stream of flowing medium induces in this medium vortices
with frequency depending on medium velocity and strut shape and diameter. This relation is
described by Strouhal Number. The vortices frequency measurement gives information about
the medium flow velocity. In most commercial vortex flow meters the vortices existence is
detected by pressure measurement or by mechanical vibration of bluff body measurement.
It is also possible to measure them by ultrasound waves. The ultrasonic beam located
downstream from the small strut, is transmitted through the vortex pattern.. The measuring
system consists of transmitting and receiving transducers positioned on opposite sides of pipe
in which the medium flow is measured. The vortices change the structure of received signal.
This signal is detected and the vortices frequency is measured . In the paper the principle of
vortex flow meter operation and detector circuits are described, and results of practical
measurements are presented.
1. Principle of vortex flowmeter acting
The Strouhal Number for round strud is the quotient of vortex number n in[ Hz] times
strud diameter D in[ m] and flow velocity V in [m/s].
n⋅D
S=
V
This number for Reynold’s Number in range 400< Re <5000 is a constant value 0,21. Below
Re = 400 its value falls and is equal to 0,12 for Re=60.
Transforming this equation one can obtain relation for flow speed calculation:
S ⋅n
V=
D
As D and S are known, measurement of the vortices frequency gives the flow velocity.
This frequency can be measured by ultrasonic beam passing through the flowing medium
perpendicular to the flow direction and direction of the strud. The vortices induced by the
strud, modulate the frequency of passing signal because of Doppler effect. Frequency change
depends on the ratio of disturbing bar diameter to distance between transducers and on sound
velocity in a medium between transducers.
∆f =

f 0 ⋅Vm ⋅ d
2h ⋅ V d
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where: f0 - transducer’s work
Vm- medium’s speed
Vd - velocity of sound in a medium
d – disturbing bar diameter
h – distance between transducers
The principle of vortex flowmeter is presented in fig 1.

Fig 1. Vortex flowmeter principle of acting.
2. The instrument construction
The flowmeter probe consists of metal cylinder with square window perpendicular to
the cylinder axis. In this window, on opposite sides, perpendicular to the cylinder axis are
mounted two piezoceramic transducers. One of them is working as ultrasound transmitter and
the second as ultrasound receiver. The disturbing strud is mounted parallel to transducers
surfaces on the edge of window. The frequency modulation is detected in electronic circuit,
where the frequency modulation is converted to electric signal corresponding to the frequency
of vortices. The flowing medium speed is calculated from equation:
V=k·f
Where: k – coefficient typical for measuring head
f - vortices frequency
The flowmeter electronics is physically placed on three printed circuit boards. One of
the boards contains the oscillator that produces the input signal to transmitting transducer, the
other board contains the signal processing circuitry that amplifies, demodulates and further
transforms the output signal of receiving transducer The third board contains clamps for
connecting power and input and output signals. The third board will in future contain the
pressure and temperature measurement electronics.
The block diagram of the transducer output signal processing circuit is presented in
fig. 2. The main blocks are input amplifier/limiter with quadrature detector (built around SA
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604A integrated circuit), post detector amplifier (1/2 LM 358), Schmidt comparator (1/2 LM
358) and frequency/current conversion circuit.
The input amplifier is broadband matched to 50 Ω transmission line. The transducer
output signal level is about 0.1 mV RMS (depending on the actual transducer used). SA 604A
has enough amplification to convert it to square wave at its demodulator output. In the
quadrature demodulator a 1 MHz quartz resonator has been used as a parallel resonant circuit.
It offers very good sensitivity and works very well up to 5 kHz modulation frequency and 1
kHz deviation as detector linearity is not a specially important issue. At 100 Hz modulation
frequency and 100 Hz deviation, the signal at the detector output is 300 mV RMS.
The signal at SA 604A demodulator output is further amplified by a factor of three by
operational amplifier (first half of LM 358). The 3 dB cutoff frequency of the amplifier circuit
is about 3 Hz. Another operational amplifier (second half of LM 358) forms a comparator
with hysteresis (the hysteresis is set at about 400 mV to prevent the transitions at comparator
output without any flow) that transforms the amplified signal to pulse train suitable for
external frequency meter and frequency/current converter.
There are 7 V and 12 V voltage regulators on the signal processing board. The 12 V
fixed regulator supplies power to most of the circuits. The 7 V regulator (MIC5205) supplies
power to SA 604A and LM 358.
One of the problems is direct transmission (through electromagnetic radiation) of
oscillator output signal to the input of SA 604A IF amplifier. If this direct signal is
comparable or greater than transducer output signal (100 µV RMS) it diminishes the effective
deviation of signal at demodulator input causing lower level of demodulated signal.
SIGNAL PROCESSING BOARD

IF AMPLIFIER
AND DEMODULATOR

POST DETECTOR
AMPLIFICATION AND SHAPING
1 MHz
f/I

SA 604A

CONVERTER
LM 358

7V

OUTPUT
STAGE

24V

12V

1 MHz QUARTZ
OSCILLATOR

OSCILLATOR BOARD

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the flowmeter electronics
3.Experimental results
The aerodynamic tunnel with diameter 75 mm was equipped with vane anemometer
with flow velocity measurement range 0,3÷30 m/s and resolution 0,1 m/s. In this tunnel
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different kinds of measuring heads and electronic circuits were investigated in the flow range
0,5÷15 m/s. The typical characteristics are presented in fig 3.
500
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Fig.3. Typical characteristics of vortex flowmeter.
We observed the nonlinearity of frequency versus flow velocity characteristics. These
characteristics were dependent of head shape and construction and on parameters of detector
circuit.
The quadrature detector output signal has been sampled by digital oscilloscope and
converted by Fourier transform into frequency domain. The spectra for 1.5 m/s , 3 m/s, 9 m/s
and 15 m/s flows are presented below.
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Fig.4 Fourier transformation for 1,5 m/s
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Fig.5 Fourier transformation for 3 m/s
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Fig.6 Fourier transformation for 9 m/s
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Fig.7 Fourier transformation for 15 m/s

It can be observed that for small flow velocity the spectral line corresponding to
vortices frequency is quite strong. As the flow speed increases, the spectrum becomes more
complex and many other spectral lines appear. Some of them move with flow speed increase
and some of them remain stationary. Around the speed at which the flow speed – frequency
characteristic bends, the intensity of parasitic lines becomes higher than the intensity of main
line.
Further measurements have been carried in aerodynamic tunnel with flow speeds up to
60 m/s. Optimized shape of inlet enables linear flow speed measurement up to 30 m/s and
monotonic characteristic up to 40 m/s.
4.Conclusions
The vortex flowmeter is predisposed to small and medium flow speeds measurement.
Maximum measurable flow speed with head shape and construction used in our instrument is
30 m/s. The limitation on maximum measurable flow speed comes from vortices caused by
head body parts. To increase the measurement range it is necessary to modify the channel
shape so as to eliminate unwanted vortices. It is also possible to read the flow speed from
Fourier transform of the signal at the detector output, however this necessitates the use of
complex microprocessor circuit and still the level of unwanted vortices should be as low as
possible.
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Abstract
During more then 30 years, Shanghai Astronomical
Observatory has developed three generations of
hydrogen masers, 6 laboratory models and more than 50
engineering units of active hydrogen masers as well as 5
compact passive hydrogen maser. They have been used
in several fields, including one is in Australia. This paper
describes their design features, applied performance
specifications and their applications.
The Development of Applied Hydrogen Maser
A new generation of hydrogen maser has been
developed[1] since 1985, and so far 46 this kind of
hydrogen masers have been built and put to use in China.
The new masers are compact, relatively light-weight,
rugged, and easily transportable standards, Entire
standard was to be self-contained in a single standard
rack cabinet. All electronics including the phase-lock
receiver were to be mechanically and electrically
integrated into the overall design. It is a relatively small
instrument weighing 150Kg. The left of Fig1 shows the
photograph of the complete maser system with 108cm
high, 52cm wide, 68cm deep. All parameters of the
maser can be monitor-controled either by a
microcomputer built in inside front panel or by
microcomputer in office through an IEEE 232 interface.
A comprehensive series of environmental and stability
tests on the new masers has been evaluated[2]. Table 1
shows their performance specifications.
A cavity auto-tuning system (CAT) is installed in the
masers. The masers with auto-tuning system can be
worked alone either in CAT ON manner or in CAT OFF
manner. It shows that there is only minimal degration of
the maser short-term stability due to the introduction of
the injected signal of the cavity auto-tuner. However, the
long-term stability of the maser has greatly been
improved.
The Development of Compact Hydrogen Maser[3]
At present, Shanghai Observatory meanwhile is
developing the third generation of hydrogen maser, a

passive hydrogen maser which employs a compact
cavity design, resulting in significant size and weight
reductions compared to a conventional maser. The right
of Fig1 shows the photo of the miniature passive
hydrogen maser which is 70cm high, 40cm wide, 52cm
deep and weighs 40kg.
1. Quantum hydrogen discriminator
A “magnetronic” cavity was used with more mechanical
strong to be built. The dimension of the cavity, which is
made of aluminum ,is inner diameter about 15.2cm ,
height 14cm. The Q-factor of the cavity is about 5500.
4-pole state selector is used in the compact passive
hydrogen maser. The bore diameter of the magnet is
1mm and its length is 59mm.
Other designs in the physical part of the passive
hydrogen maser are similar to transportable active
hydrogen masers(SOHM-3) produced by Shanghai
Observatory.
2. Electronic system
Electronics of the passive hydrogen maser comprises
two frequency lock-loops. 10MHz crystal oscillator
frequency is locked to the hydrogen emission line and
resonant cavity frequency is locked to the crystal
oscillator frequency.
3. Data measurements
With the SOHM-3 active hydrogen maser as a reference,
the initial test of the passive maser indicates that
the frequency stabilities exhibit approximately (2,
)=3×10-12 -1/2(1s< <1×104s). At present, there is still
some work to be done to analyze the various factors
influencing the passive hydrogen maser so as to improve
its performance.
The Application Aspects
To equip Chinese VLBI network and satisfy some
scientific/engineering subjects in China, Shanghai
Observatory has commercially produced active hydrogen
masers, SOHM-3, since 1989, and so far more than 50
SOHM-3 hydrogen masers have been built. The
following is a brief introduction to their applications.
1. Applications for VLBI
Chinese VLBI network consists of two stations,
Sheshan, Shanghai and Nanshan, wurumoqi, with a
25-meter antenna each station, and one mobile station
with 6-meter antenna, located FengHuang shan, kunming.
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Shanghai Observatory’s 6 hydrogen masers have been
used in the VLBI network, with two H-masers each
station.
Also, for VLBI work, one of Shanghai Observatory’s
H-maser went to Australia to join ATNF VLBI
Observations in 1993.
2. Applicalions for positioning system
Atomic clocks are the essentials for navigationpositioning system. Some units of Shanghai
Observatory’s H-masers have been used in Chinese radio
and satellite navigation-positioning system.
3. Applications for communication and tracking
system
Radio communication and tracking station need high
precision time frequency standards. Several units of
Shanghai Observatory’s H-masers have been used in
these systems, including one of which being used in
mobile tracking station.
4. Applications for T/F metrology
Atomic hydrogen maser can be used as a metrological
reference standard to evaluate secondary standards such
as Rb, crystal oscillator, and even Cs standards etc. 5 of
Shanghai Observatory’s H-masers have been used for
these purposes.
5. Applications for time-keeping
Hydrogen masers, of course, can be used for
time-keeping, especially hydrogen masers with cavity
auto-tuning. 6 of Shanghai Observatory’s hydrogen
masers have been in continuous operation to be as
reference standards for time-keeping.
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Figure 1. A photograph of the transportable active
hydrogen maser and the passive hydrogen
maser constructed at Shanghai Observatory

Table 1. Performance data for Shanghai Observatory’s active hydrogen maser
Items
Frequency Stability
Accuracy
Reproducibility
Temperature
sensitivity(1)
Temperature
sensitivity(2)
Magnetic
Sensitivity
VoltageVariance
(220V± 20%)
Phaser noise
(5MHz)
Frequency resolution

CAT ON

10ms
3E-11

100ms
4E-12

Performance
1s
10s
4.0E-13
5E-14
5×10-13

±3×10-14
(after 24 hours switching off)
1.4×10-14
( 20 -35 )
( From 20

<5.3×10-14
to 35 and to 20

100s
8E-15

105s
5E-15

1000s
6E-15

±2×10-13
( after transportation)
1.8×10-14
(35 – 20 )

in the 24 hours )

-14

1.4×10 /G
< 4×10-14
1Hz
-100dBc

10Hz
-120dBc

100Hz
-140dBc
± 7×10-14

1000Hz
-150dBc

10000Hz
-150dBc
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ABSTRACT
A theoretical method is presented for calculating the
higher-order terms of series in powers of the black-body
radiation (BBR) field for the Stark-state wavefunctions,
dipole transition matrix elements and corresponding
frequency shifts of hyperfine splitting in the ground
states for Cs atoms. A theoretical approach for
calculating the BBR shifts in Cs atoms is based on the
Green function method for summation over all
intermediate states and exact Dirac-Fock wavefunctions
for the resonant transitions to the first excited s-, p- and
d-states. By comparing the calculated BBR shift with
results of measurements employing atomic frequency
standards, the BBR effects on the ground state of Cs
atoms are analyzed.
Keywords: Black-body radiation, hyperfine structure,
ac Stark effect.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although the BBR effects are most dramatic in
Rydberg atoms it is important to note that the ac Stark
shifts are quite substantial even in ground state
systems, in particular, on the reference 133Cs hyperfine
transition 62S1/2 [(f=3,Mf=0)- (f=4,Mf=0)] in atomic
cesium fountain [1]. Therefore, the BBR shift is large
enough to be observable in the modern measurements,
which could limit the accuracy of this kind of
frequency standard.
In our paper, a general method is presented for
calculating the higher-order terms of series in powers
of the BBR field for the Stark-state wavefunctions and
corresponding frequency shifts of hyperfine splitting in
the ground states for Cs atoms. The ac polarizabilities
and hyperpolarizabilities are calculated, starting from a
formal expansion of the second- and fourth-order
energies in terms of the complete set of field-free
wavefunctions. We used a multiconfiguration DiracFock program for determination of the radial matrix
elements. Alternatively, we have been developing a
semi-empirical model potential method which, by
simplifying the description of the valence electron –
atomic core interaction, makes it possible to study
complex atoms by conventional few-electron
configuration-interaction methods. Atomic units are
used throughout

2. GENERAL FORMULATIONS
The spectral properties of an atom in a field F of a
light wave are determined by the quasienergies,
corresponding to the nonperturbed atomic spectrum.
Except for some special cases the perturbation of
spectra in the first nonvanishing order turns out to be
quadratic with respect to the electric field amplitude F
of the wave (dynamic or ac Stark effect). In the general
case, the energy shift ∆E = E − E0 of an atomic
level under the action of monochromatic radiation with
electric-field strength

ρ
ρ
ρ
F(t) = F Re e exp(
[ k ⋅ rρ − ωt)]

{

}

ρ

(where e is the unit polarization vector and
wavevector) is the root of the secular equation

(1)

ρ
k is the

det|| ∆E δ MM ' − U MM '|| = 0,

(2)

where U MM ' is the matrix element of the atom-field
interaction operator.
The ac polarizabilities and ac hyperpolarizabilities are
calculated starting from formal expressions for the
second- and fourth-order quasienergy in terms of the
field-free wave functions 0 and the reduced quasienergy Green functions G [2]:

F2 ρ
2)
∆E(2) = U (MM
= −
α(e, ω)
4
(3)
= − 0| HGH|0 ,
4)
∆E(4) = U(MM
= −

F4 ρ
γ(e,ω)
64

= − 0|HGHGHGH|0 + 0|HGH|0 0|HG2H|0
(4)

m

GE =
m

ε

(0)
m

m
,
− E

(5)

where the double brackets indicate the integration over
the spatial variables and averaging over time, α and
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γ

are

polarizability

and

hyperpolarizability,

ε = E + ω is the quasi-energy,
interaction Hamiltonian.
(0)
m

(0)
m

H is the

) ρ
) ρ
) ρ
H(r,t) = V(r)e −iωt + V +(r)eiωt,

where

(6)

(7)

ρ
d is the atomic dipole moment.

After averaging over time, the frequency dependent
electric field of blackbody radiation has the form:

1 2
1
F (ω ) = u(ω , T ),
8π
3
where

= (8.319V / cm) 2 [T ( K ) / 300]

(11)

The ac Stark effect in the hyperfine-structure (hfs)
occurs as a result of disturbance of atomic levels under
the influence of the interaction between electron and
nuclear magnetic dipole moment (in the first order) as
well as the interaction with BBR electric field (in the
second order). If the field are weak enough the center
of multiplet is shifted and there occurs the splitting of
sublevels of hfs-multiplet to second order in the field
(6).
The general expression for the second order corrections
in(6) for the energy level f, M f is [4]:

(8)

∆E(f, M f) =< f, M f| HGH hfsGH|f, M f >

+ 2 < f, M f| H hfsGHGH|f, M f >

u(ω , T ) is the spectral energy density

α3
ω3
u(ω , T ) =
.
π 2 eω / kT − 1

1∞ 2
4π3 3
4
F (ω )dω =
α ( kT )
20
15
4

In the dipole approximation

1
) ρ
ρ ρ
V(r) = − F (e ⋅ d ) ,
2

< F 2 (ω ) >=

(9)

− < f, M f| H hfs|f, M f >
× < f, M f| HGGH|f, M f >
(12)

Therefore, in the lowest order the total shift of the state
|a> due to BBR effect can be calculated by using
second order perturbation theory [3]:

1
2
∆E a =
< a | r |b >
4 b
∞
1
1
× F 2 (ω )
+
dω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
ω
−
−
−
+
a
b
b
0
a
∞
2 α3
2
−1
=
< a|r| b > ω 3 (eω /kT − 1)
3π b
0
1
1
×
+
dω
ωa − ωb − ω
ωa − ωb + ω
(10)
By consideration of (6) as a quasistatic perturbation
[3], it is necessary to take into account the average
(rms) value of the BBR electric field

f is the total atomic moment, M f is its
projection, H hfs is the non-relativistic Hamiltonian of
Here

hfs interactions including the contact, magnetic dipolar
and tensor terms, respectively. In particular case of the
ground S-state , the energy shift may be represented in
the form [4]

∆E(f = I + 1 / 2, M f )

α2 µ

I
F 2 {α0 + α1 (1 − Q / α 2 µI )
3
(I + 3 / 2)(I + 1 / 2)
×
I(2I + 1)

= −

}

α µ
I

(13)

2

∆E(f = I + 1 / 2, M f ) = −

3
2
+ α1 (1 + Q(2I + 3) / α µI(2I − 1))

×

(I

2

− 1 / 4) − 3 M f2
I(2I + 1)

F 2 {α0

}
(14)
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I is the nuclear spin, µI is
the nuclear magnetic moment, Q is the quadruple
In the formulas (13), (14),

moment, α0 and α1 are scalar and tensor parts of
polarizability (radial parts) :

Ahfs
< a|rg1g1r'|a >
3α 2µI
2
Rk(0)
− Ra(0)
< k|rg1r'|a >,
k Ek − Ea
9
2
[< a|rg1r'− 3 g1r''|a >
α1 =
15

α0 =

+ 2 < a|r − 3g1r' g1r''|a >],
(15)

r = 0 ,
A hfs is the hyperfine structure constant (without
electric field), g 1 is the radial Green function (see the
where R(0)is the radial wavefunction at

3. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR GREEN
FUNCTION
The problem of exact calculations of the quantities
(13)-(16) is very difficult and involves calculating
spectral sums over the complete set of unperturbed
states, including direct summation over the discrete
spectrum of intermediate states and integration over the
continuous spectrum of intermediate states, which
represent the Green function (5).
In the present work the second- and the fourth-order
BBR contributions are calculated using Sturmian
Green's functiom method [2]. It provides a reliable
control for the accuracy of the calculation with the
finite sums of discrete states. The angular part of the

(ρ

Sturmian functions :

ρ ρ
G E (r1, r2 ) =

The general expressions for fourth-order energy shift
are much more complicated. Taking into account the
hfs-interaction as the first-order perturbation potential,
we can express the fourth-order Stark energy shift by
means of the one-particle Green's function for valence
electron [5]:

ρ
× Y *lm (n1 ),

{

×

where

+ 2[< a| DGh(GD)|a > − < a| DGD|a >
3

lm

∞ U kl
k =0

ν =

2Z r1

ν

− < a| DG 2D|a >< a| DGhGD|a >

× exp −

+ < a| h| a > [< a| DG 2D|a >2

U kl

2Z r 2

ν

,
(17)

k!
xλl
Γ(k + 2 + 2 λ l)
x 2λ +1
(x).
Lk
2
(18)

}

2
2
× < a| DG 3D|a > − < a|(DG)(
DG)|
a >] .

(16)
Here h represents the full set of hfs interactions, D is
the z -component of the electric dipole moment of the
atom. The final expression for ∆E may be written
in the form in analogy to the second-order
contributions (13)-(14) and has been omitted here for
brevity.
(4)

ν

Z
and
− 2E
U kl (x) =

− 2 < a| DG 2D| a >< a| DGDGh|a >

4Z

k + λl + 1 − ν

2
a >
× < a| DGhG 2D|a >]+ < a|(DG)2 h(GD)|

3
− 2 < a| DG(DG)|
a > +2 < a| DGD|a >

ρ
g l (E; r1 , r2) Y lm (n1 )

g l (E; r1 , r 2) =

F4
4
2[< a| h(GD)|
a >
4!
− < a| DGD|a >< a| hGDG 2D|a >
− < a| DGD|a >< a| hG 2DGD|a >]

)

g l (E; r1 , r2) we have taken an expansion in

next section).

∆E(4) = −

ρ

Green's function G E r1, r2 is simply the product of
spherical harmonics, while for the radial part

Llm (x) is the Laguerre polynomial and Γ(x)is
the gamma function. The radial functions Rnl (r) are
Here

obtained from the residues of the Green's function at
the poles of

g l (E; r1 , r2) :

ν = ν nl = nr + λ l + 1 ,

(19)
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with

1 2,... the radial quantum number,
nr = 0,,

λ l the effective orbital momentum and ν nl the
effective principal quantum number. These effective
quantum numbers for the ground and metastable levels,
are discussed in [6].
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The quantitative relation between shift and splitting of
atomic levels
with respect to the BBR is thus
determined by relations between the set of the secondorder contributions (polarizabilities) and the fourthorder contributions (hyperpolarizabilities), presented
above.
In the present paper, we estimate the temperaturedependent shift induced by the BBR electric field on
the ν=6S1/2(f=3,Mf=0)- (f=4,Mf=0) clock transition in
Cs atoms, including calculations for the higher-order
field contributions (hyperpolarizabilities):

δυ
T
= −16.8 × 10− 15
υ0
300K
× 1 + 0.014

T
300K

4

2

− 756
. × 10− 11

T
300K

4

(20)
The first term in Eq. (20) corresponds to the lowest
order of BBR shift (polarizability).The second term is
a correction due to separation in the frequency for D1
and D2 lines [7]. The last one connected with higherorder Stark effect (hyperpolarizability). Note, that recalculated value for the hyperpolarizability in (20) is
much smaller, compared with previous calculated
value, presented in [8]. These results (20) have been
obtained by using a multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
(GRASP) program code for matrix elements of
polarizability and the model potential calculations for
the higher-order terms. Alternatively, by applying
model potential approach, the main numerical term in
(20) is

δυ
T
= −174
. × 10− 15
υ0
300K

4

These re-calculated values for the BBR shift in the
lowest order agrees both with a measurement [1] and
previous theory [7,8] and differs from the recent data,
reported in [9].
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Abstract
MIKES (Centre for Metrology and Accreditation) has two
Kvarz hydrogen masers, passive CH1-76 and active CH175A. The phase difference between them is monitored using a
high-resolution phase comparator, giving short-term stability
as a result. The long-term behaviour is studied with a GPSmonitored Cs-clock as a reference.
The aging of the passive CH1-76 maser seems to diminish
exponentially; the time constant is approximately 180 days.
At the beginning aging was 5·10-15 per day but now it is less
than 3·10-16 per day. There is something peculiar in the active
maser CH1-75A, because the aging has been relatively high,
2·10-15 per day with CAT (Cavity Automatic Tuning) on.
The short-term stability of the phase difference of CH1-76
and CH1-75A is excellent, Allan FDEV is 1·10-12 /τ between
1 and 10 s. At longer integration times it approaches 4·10-15.

1 Introduction
The Electricity Group of MIKES takes care of official time
and frequency in Finland and calibrates customers' standards.
An excellent short-term stability is important in calibration of
atomic reference oscillators of telecommunication industry
and naturally for the study of the performance of our own Csatomic clocks. As a solution we have acquired two hydrogen
masers, first a passive Hydrogen Maser CH1-76, later an
active Hydrogen Maser CH1-75A and a corresponding 5/10
MHz Phase Comparator to match the excellent short-term
stability of the masers. It is capable of better than 1·10-13
resolution in one second. Masers have been continuously
cross-checked using the above-mentioned phase comparator.
Nowadays we can measure the short-term stability of
practically any oscillator. In principle the short-term stability
of our measurement system is 10 fs (SD) but the stability of
the current reference, the passive hydrogen maser, limits it to
1 ps. The active hydrogen maser should improve the stability
of our reference by one decade.
As a long term frequency and phase reference we have used
HP high stability Cs-clock (HP5071A) which in turn is
continuously compared to our four GPS-receivers.

Now both masers have been running continuously, the
passive one since February 2003 and the active one since
December 2003.

2 Measurement system
Our primary time and frequency standard is HP5071A high
stability version supported by another HP5071 standard
version and four GPS-receivers. This system guarantees
correct long term (> 1 day) frequency, short-term accuracy is
limited by inherent stability of Cs-clock to 1·10-11 level (τ =
1s). The phases of second ticks of both hydrogen masers are
continuously compared to that of HP5071A at 10-minute
intervals using time interval counter HP 53132A.
Because the short term stability of a hydrogen maser is up to
two decades better compared to that of caesium clock, we
can't use caesium as a reference in short term stability studies.
The only way is to compare the masers to each other. The
resolution of a phase difference measurement system must be
better than 0.1 ps. A special phase comparator (Kvarz) is
capable of resolving 0.01 ps, when 5 or 10 MHz outputs of
masers are compared.
Masers are sensitive to ambient fluctuations. They need
accurately (< ± 0.1°C) controlled ambient temperature. In our
case masers are located in a standard laboratory where
temperature may vary ±1°C until our new laboratory building
is ready. Therefore, we can’t obtain the best possible accuracy
at the moment.

3 Results
Fig. 1 shows the long-term stability of CH1-76. At the
beginning the aging rate was 5·10-15/day but it has decreased
exponentially down to less than 0.2·10-15/day during 2 years.
It has suffered some electronic component failures, too, see
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the long-term stability of CH1-75A. In this case
the aging rate has been stable, around -2·10-15/day (CAT ON).
This rate is out of specifications (0.3·10-15/day when cavity
autotuning (CAT) operates). Therefore, Dr Demidov from
Kvarz visited us in Nov. 2004 (MJD 53330) trying to solve
the problem, but at the moment the aging rate seems to be the
same as earlier.
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Fig. 2: The long term stability of the active hydrogen maser
CH1-75A
Fig. 3 shows the DAC readings of the CAT system and maser
frequency (frequency adjustment is removed). Assuming that
the unit of the DAC reading is about 1·10-15 (according to the
manual) the aging without CAT is around 20·10-15 /day and
the CAT “gain” only 10.
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Fig. 4: Stability on of the maser CH1-76, CH1-75A as a
reference
The short-term stability of CH1-76 (passive maser) seems to
be better than its specifications (stars). Without another active
maser it is difficult to judge whether CH1-75A is within its
specifications (circles) but it can't be far from them.

4 Discussion
The passive hydrogen maser CH1-76 is clearly within its
specifications and its aging rate is very low. The only
problem is the reliability of the associated electronics; two
simple but fatal component failures have occurred within one
year. Our CH1-76 is an old production model; probably new
versions have more reliable electronics. The maintenance
provided by Kvarz works well but the loss of continuous
phase/time is a problem.
The active hydrogen maser CH1-76A works well but its aging
rate is still out of its specifications. According to the opinion
of Dr Demidov, the problem is in physics package, not in
CAT electronics. Its short-term stability is probably better
than that of the passive maser as it should be. Slight
temperature fluctuations, (up to ±1°C) in our laboratory make
it difficult to judge its stability more precisely. The flicker
floors seem to be reached in approximately one day.
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THE QUARTZ RESONATOR WITH INDEPENDENT (ORTHOGONAL) DUAL-MODE EXCITATION
Alexander N. Lepetaev, Anatoly V. Kosykh
Omsk State Technical University, Omsk, RUSSIA
644050, Mira Avenue 11. intecs@mail.ru
It is known, that thermocompensated oscillators
with best parameters of stability may be performed using
dual-mode resonators in which the first oscillation mode
is used as reference signal, and another mode – as
temperature sensor [1, 2, 3]. However simultaneous
excitation of two oscillation modes in one resonator is
the difficult problem which has been not solved up until
now. Oscillator circuits with dual-mode excitation can
provide stable excitation of both modes only at the
certain parities of resistance of these modes [3, 4]. At
changing of resonator temperature a failures of activity
both the basic and a temperature oscillations (dips are
independent each of other) may take place; thus the
parity of motional resistance of modes can strongly
change and fall outside the limits area of stable dualmode excitation.
It is possible to change a situation if use a resonator
excitation by a method of parallel field. The matter is
that at use of this method there is the additional degree
of freedom connected with a choice of an azimuth of an
electrode gap. For each oscillation mode there is such
azimuth of a gap at which the given mode can be
completely suppressed. Then other oscillation mode can
be raised without spurious, but it is necessary that the
excitation circuit had sufficient activity and provided
excitation of this oscillation mode even at of activity
dips. The problem of single-mode excitation is well
studied. There is a set of oscillator circuit which can
provide excitation of one oscillation mode even at
greater changes of its resistance. In this case the problem
of dual-mode excitation turns to a problem of creation of
such electrodes system at which two independent
oscillators excites two oscillation modes, and there is no
interaction of these modes.
It is possible to offer some variants of this problem
decision.

At this figure H is the thickness of resonator plate, G
is the width of an excitation gap, and S is the value of
shift of a gap concerning the plate center. In such design
the effective electric field is directed under a corner to a
plane of a plate. Because the polarization vector of
concrete oscillations mode also directed under a corner
to a plate plane, it is possible to provide an orthogonality
of a polarization vector to effective vector of electric
field by choosing of shift S. Thus the given mode of
oscillations no longer interacts with excitation
electrodes. For this statement confirmation the numerical
modeling of electric fields in this construction has been
carried out (program FlexPDE 4.0.0d was used). For
calculation following parameters were used: thickness of
a plate of resonator H = 0.54 mm (corresponds to SC-cut
resonator excited on third harmonic with resonance
frequency of 10 MHz), width of gap width G = 0.1 mm.
Anisotropy of dielectric properties was not considered,
as it is insignificant (ε changing vs. field direction does
not exceed 3 %). The average value of quartz absolute
dielectric constant, equal to 40 pf/m, was used in
calculation. The potential of the shield was considered
equal to zero. Fig. 2 show the picture of lines of electric
potential near gap area at S = 0.2 mm.

VARIANT 1. «THE MATCHED ELECTRODE GAP».
The essence of this variant is that for creation of a
parallel field bilateral excitation electrodes are used, and
gaps in the top and bottom electrodes are shifted each
from other. The schematic figure of design cross-section
is shown at Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Lines of electric potential level.
Fig. 3 show the picture of an excitation vector field
weighed by relative amplitude of polarization vector on
the third harmonic. Also here schematically represented
the direction of an electric displacement vector (created
by oscillations of the given mode).

Fig. 1. Resonator with excitation by bilateral electrodes
with gape shift (cross-section).
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It is visible from this Figure that for some range of
polarization vector corners there are such electrode shift
S values at which the energy of electrodes and
oscillations interaction becomes equal to zero. Then it is
possible to offer a design of the resonator with
orthogonal excitation which is schematically represented
on Fig. 5. At this figure the Y’-axis is perpendicular to
drawing planes and directed aside the observer. Two
electrode gaps divide electrodes into 4 parts. Azimuths
of gaps are designated as A1 and A2. The azimuth of a
gap is lay off from X’-axis aside Z’-axis Four electrodes
are labeled as E1, E2, E3, E4 accordingly. For
definiteness, we shall realize numbering from X’-axis
clockwise. An azimuth of gaps selects to provide full (or
partial) suppression of one mode in one gap and other
mode in other gap.
Fig.3. A picture of electric field vectors weighed by
amplitude of polarization at excitation on the third
harmonic.
It is visible from these figures, that the electric field has
some primary direction. Energy interaction of electric
field and the electric displacement created by the given
mode of oscillations, is defined by expression:

effect = ò ( E × D )dV

(1)

(1)

(1)

V

As gradients of fields in a direction along an electrode
gap much less than corresponding gradients in a
perpendicular to gap direction, the estimation of
interaction energy is possible by integration in this plane
of section. At Fig. 4 the values of expression (1) are
resulted at integration in a plane of section depending on
shift S (at different values of a angle between a direction
of projection of polarization vector on a plane of section
and a plane of a plate (corner A on Fig. 3)). Numbers on
lines of these plots correspond to value in degrees of
corner A.

Fig. 4. Normalized couple energy of oscillation.

Fig. 5. The schematic image of the resonator with
orthogonal modes excitation.
In such resonator two opposite electrodes must
connected to the common wire, and two remained
electrodes must connected to two separate oscillation
circuits (we shall call it as G1 and G2) which will excite
different modes of oscillations (are named as «1» and
«2»). Possible variants of connections are listed below in
the table.
Variant
E1
E2
E3
E4
Gap E1-E2
Gap E2-E3
Gap E3-E4
Gap E4-E1

1
Comm.
G1
Comm.
G2
Mode 1
Ortog. 2
Ortog. 1
Mode 2

2
Comm.
G1
Comm.
G2
Ortog. 2
Mede 1
Mode 2
Ortog. 1

3
G1
Comm.
G2
Comm.
Mode 1
Mode 2
Ortog. 1
Ortog. 2

4
G1
Comm.
G2
Comm.
Ortog. 2
Ortog. 1
Mode 2
Mode 1

Here «Ortog. 1» and «Ortog. 2» corresponds to such
values of shift S at which orthogonality of a field of
excitation in relation to corresponding mode of
oscillations is provided. «Mode 1» («Mode 2») are
designate, that the S-value is chosen to provide the
maximal coupling with the mode 1 (mode 2).
Now the resonator turns from a bipolar component
to a two-port component that complicates its model. At
Fig. 6 one of possible variants of representation of the
equivalent scheme of such resonator, presented in the
form of macromodel of programs MicroCAP is
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VARIANT 2. «THE COMPENSATED EDGE».

introduced. Here components E1…E4 are the voltage
sources controlled by a voltage (VofV) (they modeled a
direct piezoeffect), G1…G4 – the current sources
controlled by voltage (IofV) (they model reverse
piezoeffect). Four resistors of 1t (1 teraOhm) value,
connected in parallel to inputs, do not influence on
properties of model and are necessary only for
elimination of "hanged" nodes. Parameters of model are
values of motional resistance, frequencies and Q-factors
of modes C and B at zero value of electrode shift S and
at parallel connection of electrodes segments at which it
turns to an ordinal bipolar component. Parameters of
mode C are measured at connection c1b1 to c1b2, and
c2b1 to c2b2, and parameters of mode B are measured at
connection c1b1 to c2b1 and c1b2 to c2b2. Parameters
kc1, kc2, kb1, kb2 corresponds to correction factors
depending on size of gape shift S, for four gaps. Index b
and c in designations of these factors corresponds to a
designation of a mode excited by a gap, figures in the
end designate conditional number of a pole of an
electrode for other mode (an equivalent of "plus" and
"minus"). An individual (by default) value of these
factors corresponds to zero value of electrode shift S.
Values of these factors can be received from Fig. 4. by
normalization on value at S=0.

As in the first variant only a half of full electrode
gap is used for excitation of any mode, a quite logical
step is eliminate one of grounded electrodes.
In some cases using of first variant is impossible. As
apparently from Fig. 4, at small values of angle A (see
Fig. 3) for maintenance of separation from one of
oscillations modes the value of shift S can appear
excessively greater. At A = 0 the full separation is
impossible at any value of S.
It is possible to change an electrode configuration to
reduce value of S and to make its comprehensible even
at A=0. For this purpose the model of the resonator with
grounded electrode removed has been considered.
Calculations have shown that removal of such electrode
almost does not influence on energy of interaction, and
plots on Fig. 4 almost do not change. It is related by that
the grounded screen (which is present at model of the
resonator on Fig. 1) incurs a role of the removed
electrode.
However it is possible to change a configuration of
an electric field near to electrode edge if to add there an
additional grounded electrode performed in the form of a
narrow strip, parallel to electrode edge. We shall name
this additional electrode as "compensator". The
schematic diagram of cross-section of such design is
shown at Fig. 7.

Lateral field excitation of B & C modes macromodel
.param eters(C0=0.25p,Fc=10Meg,Rc=500,Qc=100k,Fb=11Meg,Rb=1500,Qb=50k, kc1=1, kc2=1, kb1=1, kb2=1)
.help Fc "C-m ode series resonance frequency"
.help C0 "Sector to s ector s tatic capacitance"
.help Fb "B-m ode series resonance frequency"
.help Rc "С-m ode resistance"
.help kc1 "Shift dependent coupling coeff. of m ode C at firs t B-pole"
.help Rb "B-m ode resistance"
.help kc2 "Shift dependent coupling coeff. of m ode C at s econd B-pole"
.help Qc "C-m ode Q-factor"
.help kb1 "Shift dependent coupling coeff. of m ode B at firs t C-pole"
.help Qb "B-m ode Q-factor"
.help kb2 "Shift dependent coupling coeff. of m ode B at s econd C-pole"

.define Lc Rc*Qc/(2*Pi*Fc)
.define Lb Rb*Qb/(2*Pi*Fb)
c1b1

c1b2

Rc

1t

1t
G1

G2

C0

.define Cc 1/(2*Pi*Fc*Rc*Qc)
.define Cb 1/(2*Pi*Fb*Rb*Qb)

0.25*kc1/Rc

C0

0.25*kc2/Rc
Lc

c2b1

c2b2
E2

kc2*Cc/C0

kc1*Cc/C0
Rb

1t
C0

E1

Cc

1t
G3

G4
0.25*kb1/Rb

C0

0.25*kb2/Rb
Lb

E4
kb1*Cb/C0

Cb

E3
kb2*Cb/C0

Fig.6. The macromodel of the two-port resonator
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The results of coupled energy calculation (similar
to shown at Fig. 4) at W=0.4 mm and G=0.1 mm are
given at Fig. 8. It is visible from this figure, that now
for any value of a angle A there is value S at which the
separation with the given mode is carried out.

Fig. 7. The schematic image resonator design of with a
free electrode and the compensator

PRACTICAL CALCULATIONS FOR SOME
KNOWN CUTS.
For definition of concrete values of parameters of
a design of the resonator (azimuths of gaps A1 and A2,
and values of size of shift S) calculations of orientation
of vectors of polarization have been made for some
cuts. The angle φ between X’-axis and a projection of a
vector of polarization to a plane of the resonator (the
positive direction corresponds to turn from X’-axis in a
direction to Z’-axis) and an angle θ between Y’-axis
and a vector of polarization was defined. Results of
calculations are listed below in the table.
Cut
BT
AT
V1
DP
FC
IT
SC
RT
TC

Fig. 8. Normalized free edge coupled energy with
compensator.

Rotate angles
α (º)
β (º)
0
-49.2
0
35.25
5
35
13.9 34.67
15
34.67
19.1 34.25
22
34.5
15
-34.5
13.9
-32

Mode C
φ (º) θ (º)
0
90
-90
35.3
-68
37.1
-38.3 48.1
-35.7 49.9
-26.4 56.8
-22.3 61.1
170.2 76.1
172.6 78.3

Mode B
φ (º) θ (º)
90
49.2
180
90
-171.6 78.2
-155.3 58.8
-153.3 57.0
-144.4 49.5
-140.9 47.5
44.8
44.3
45.1
41.4

Angle A (Fig. 3) may be obtained as: A = 90 – θ,
and value of S may be obtained from curves in Fig. 8.
The feature of resonators with parallel excitation
field is the small range of the electrical tuning,
therefore it is expedient to use the resulted decision for
ovenized oscillators [6] or for thermocompensated
oscillators on base of frequency synthesizers [5]
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Abstract
We present studies of two-dimensional transverse laser
collimation of a continuous cold cesium fountain. We
compare both red-detuned and blue-detuned optical molasses
resulting from polarisation gradient cooling on all hyperfine
components of the D2 line. We also give results for
magnetically induced laser cooling on the F=3-F'=2 transition
and show how it enables efficient diagnosis of transverse
magnetic fields.

process is improved if atoms are first pre-cooled to a
temperature below 10 µK so that they are all trapped in the
potential wells of the 2D lattice. This pre-cooling could be
achieved using a separate lattice located just below the
sideband cooling one, the pre-cooling laser being tuned to a
suitable transition. In addition, however, one might arrange
for Sisyphus cooling to take place in the same lattice as that
producing sideband cooling. Thus, we have undertaken a
broad study of sub-Doppler cooling in our 2D linear-θ-linear
lattice, the geometry of which is described in [5](Fig. 1).
Repumping beam (or Stark shifting laser)

1 Motivation
The S.I. second is defined in terms of the frequency of the
transition between the ground state hyperfine levels of the Cs
atom. The best realisations of the second use atomic fountain
clocks operating in a pulsed mode. Our group has developed a
continuous Cs fountain clock, (FOCS1) now installed at the
Federal Office of Metrology and Accreditation (METAS) in
Bern. Continuous fountains have the advantage of a lower
atomic density for a given signal-to-noise ratio than their
pulsed counterparts, which helps minimise collisional shifts.
Furthermore, the use of such a fountain enables one to
eliminate the Dick effect [4,10] associated with local
oscillator noise. In order to take full advantage of the
continuous fountain approach, however, we need to increase
the useful flux by collimation of the atomic beam.
In previous work, our collaboration reported
collimation in a two-dimensional lattice using Zeeman
induced degenerate Raman sideband cooling in a far-offresonance lattice [2,5]. This provided temperatures as low as
1.6 µK and a fourfold gain in flux compared with the simple
moving molasses (transverse temperature 60 µK). However,
with this technique the atoms are prepared in the magnetically
sensitive F=3, mF=3 state, unsuitable for a primary time
standard. A more promising approach proposed by two of us
[18] would be to use the a.c. Stark effect of a linearly
polarised laser tuned near resonance with the Cs D1 or D2
lines, since this prepares atoms in the mF=0 sublevel, ideal for
clock applications. This technique is harder to put into
practice due to hyperfine depumping by the Stark shifting
laser. Furthermore, in both approaches, the efficiency of the

λ/4

B

β

y

x

λ/2
α

PBS
Lattice beam

Fig. 1: Optical lattice geometry. Two wave plates allow us to
control the linear polarization (α and β are the tilt angles with
respect to the vertical). PBS: Polarizing Beam Splitter; B is
the static magnetic field.
Here a laser tuned to a hyperfine component of the Cs D2 line
is used in a phase-stable, power-recycling geometry with
coplanar, counterpropagating beams intersecting at right
angles. This is simpler to implement than the minimal lattice
with three independent coplanar beams interesecting at 120°
and has the intrinsic advantage of higher power and thus
deeper lattice potentials [6]. We have compared laser cooling
on all hyperfine components of the D2 using a repumping
laser on either the D1 or D2 lines. Note that the use of a D1
repumper precludes the existence of second-order processes
such as non-degenerate Raman transitions. While studies on
the cycling 4-5' transition are ubiquitous [13], and those on
the 3-2' transition well documented [19,21], work on the other
lines is somewhat rare.
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In this article we describe two cases of interest. The
first is where θ=π/2 (α=22.5°,β=0 in Fig. 1), the lin-perp-lin
configuration with maximum polarisation gradient. The
second is laser collimation induced by a transverse magnetic
field when θ=0 (i.e. α=β=0).

an optical lattice, however, we need to consider the possiblity
of cooling on other hyperfine

2 Experimental set-up

The apparatus, sketched in Fig. 2, is essentially the same as
that described in [5]. Cs atoms from a moving optical
molasses are launched continuously in a parabolic flight with
an initial longitudinal velocity vz of 3.6 m/s [1]. In a region
located 22 cm above the source, the slow beam is collimated
using the 2D linear-θ-linear optical lattice, 1/e2 intensity
radius = 5.7 mm, truncated at a radius of 9 mm.The lattice
laser is tuned near resonance with a given hyperfine
component of the Cs D2 line. The lattice beams are reflected
from gold-coated mirrors to maximise reflectivity (R>97 %)
and minimise birefringence; improvement is expected from
silver ones [8]. At the end of the flight, the atomic flux is
probed via laser-induced fluorescence of the F=4 to F'=5
transition of the D2 line. By adding a D2 re-pumping beam in
the probe region tuned to the F=3 to F'=4 transition, we can
detect the atoms arriving in both the F=3 and F=4 hyperfine
levels. We measure transverse temperatures by translating
laterally the whole detection system (probe and repumping
lasers and detection optics) in the horizontal plane and
measuring flux as a function of position. The data are fitted to
a gaussian curve (collimated atoms) superimposed on a slope
representing the wings of a much broader distribution of
uncollimated atoms. Depending on the atomic flux, a
resolution of of 0.2 µK can be achieved.

Detection
Collimation

Photo
-diode

Pre-cooling
v=3.6m/s

Continuous
Source

0.8m

z
x

Fig. 2: Scheme of the experiment. The source of the atomic
beam is a six beam moving molasses, four of which are
shown (horizontal beams in and out of the page).

3. Polarisation gradient cooling and the role of
the repumping transition.

The Cs D2 line has six hyperfine components resulting from
the hyperfine splitting of the 6s 2S1/2 and 6p 2P3/2 levels
(Fig. 3). The vast majority of laser cooling experiments on the
Cs atom use the cycling F=4-F'=5 transition, with a
rempumping laser tuned to a hyperfine component of the D2
line. The lowest temperatures reached are about ten times the
recoil limit. In our work geared towards sub-recoil cooling in

Fig. 3: Energy levels of Cs used for laser cooling and
repumping transitions. The wavelengths are D1: 895 nm,
D2:852 nm.
Line
D1

F'=2
3
4
5
F=3
1/4
7/12
F=4
3/4
5/12
D2
F=3
1
3/4
5/12
0
F=4
0
1/4
7/12
1
Table 1: Branching ratios for spontaneous emission F-F' of
the hyperfine components of the Cs D1 and D2 lines.
components of the D2 line as well as the use of a D1
repumping laser. The reasons for this are several fold, each
transition having its own particular advantage or special
feature. In this section we consider in turn each of the six
hyperfine components. We have studied the effects of lattice
laser power, repumper power and frequency as well as the
influence of the angle θ between the polarisation vectors of
the lattice beams. Depending on the particular repumping
hyperfine transition (a component of the D1 or D2 line),
whether or not the repumping laser is exactly resonant or just
close to resonance, uniformly polarised or not, laser cooling is
more or less efficient, or even impossible. Given the huge
number of possible configurations, we do not yet have a
complete picture. Figs 5 and 7 show how the atomic flux
density at the end of our fountain varies as a function of D2
laser frequency for the repumping laser tuned to different
hyperfine components of the D1 line. (The D1 laser is a
travelling wave directed nearly along the y-axis of the lattice
(xy) plane, the pumping laser of Fig. 1. As a result, this laser
alone cannot produce polarisation gradient cooling). For the
results presented in this section, the polarisation of the lattice
laser beams is lin-perp-lin with polarisation vectors inclined
at 45° to the vertical. Magnetic fields are cancelled to within a
few milligauss using the technique described in section 4. The
role of branching ratios and dark states is found to be
essential to explain our observations. Let us consider each
transition in turn.
F=4-F'=5 and F=3-F'=2
The 4-5' transition is currently the one used to collimate the
continous beam in the FOCS1 fountain clock. At present, two
independent standing waves tuned to the 44'-45' crossover
(44' +175 MHz) produce a 2D optical molasses. The resulting
temperature is 7 µK. In our work on optical lattices we have
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30

Lattice 44' + 120 MHz
Lattice 44' + 160 MHz
Lattice 44' + 200 MHz

25
20
15
10

7

saturated absorption

6

45'

44'

43'

5

Fluorescence signal [mV]

Transverse temperature [µK]

obtained a lower temperature (3.6 µK) for the same detuning
(Fig. 4). This improvement we ascribe to the greater phase
stability of the folded lattice compared to the two-standingwave molasses. Fig. 4 shows how the transvserse temperature
varies with lattice power in this case for detunings around the
crossover.
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1

5
0
0
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-100

120

F=4-F'=4 and F=3-F'=3
For transitions of the type ∆F=0, laser cooling occurs for blue
detuning. This means that, for example, a laser red-detuned
from the 4-5' line produces some cooling on the 4-4' line too.
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Fig. 5: Two-dimensional collimation of the continuous Cs
fountain as a function of D2 laser frequency for different D1
repumping powers. Upper figure: lasers as in Fig. 3a):Lower
figure: lasers as in Fig. 3b). The dispersion curves are the
saturated absorption error signals used to identify the
hyperfine components.
10

Temperature [µK]

It would be natural to implement this geometry for the next
fountain clock FOCS2. Comparable results can be obtained,
however, if one cools instead with a lattice on the F=3-F'=2
transition. In this case, the laser must be tuned to the blue to
produce grey molasses. With blue detuning, atoms
accumulate around regions of low light intensity where there
is less scattering and hence less heating due to spontaneous
emission. In our case, we obtain similar temperatures to those
with the 4-5' transition. Under the most favourable conditions
(δ= +3Γ, I≈3 mW/cm2) the required laser power is lower and
the flux density about 10% higher. For this reason and
because we are interested in a pre-cooling mechanism for
Stark sideband cooling (where the atoms are trapped in F=3),
we have studied in detail the 3-2' transition. Like the 4-5'
hyperfine component, it is a closed transition so the
repumping laser plays only a minor role. At high laser
intensity we have found a departure from usual grey molasses
similar to the case reported by Lucas et al. [12] for Rb. In a
search for the lowest temperature and maximum flux density,
we have studied the effect of laser power for a fixed detuning
(Fig. 6). There appear to be two zones leading to different
slopes of temperatures versus power, one at low power where
grey molasses operates,. the other at larger power where
higher temperatures are obtained. In neither case, however,
does the temperature vary as the ratio of Rabi frequency
squared to detuning, as it would for Sisyphus cooling [3].
A search for an optimum angle between the laser
polarisation vectors also led us to consider the case of θ=0
where the influence of transverse magnetic fields is decisive.
This is discussed in section 3 below.

Fluorescence signal [mV]

Lattice power [mW]

Fig 4.: 2D Sisyphus cooling using an optical lattice tuned
between the 44' and 45' components of the D2 line. Variation
of transverse temperature with lattice power for different
detunings. The repumping laser is tuned to D2 34'.

0

8
6
4
2
0

0

10

20

30

40

Laser power [mW]

Fig. 6: Laser cooling on the F=3-F'=2 transition. Study of
transverse temperature as a function of laser power for a blue
detuning of 3Γ. Repumping laser 0.1 mW tuned to D1 43'

The 4-4' line is of interest to us because in the Stark sideband
cooling scheme, the lattice laser might be locked to the 4-4'
transition. For a lattice laser exactly resonant with 44', we
should get no Sisyphus cooling due to the 44' line itself, just
the far red wing of the 45' transition. Indeed some studies
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elsewhere considered only the role of the 4-5' transition,
whatever the laser detuning [7]. However, by detuning the
lattice to the blue of 44', we might produce some Sisyphus
cooling [11] which would help pre-cool untrapped atoms. The
cooling efficiency on open transition, such as 44', is
determined by the effectiveness of the repumping laser.
Different results are obtained for a D1 repumper tuned to
either the 3-3' or 3-4' hyperfine components (Figs. 5 and 7). In
particular the 3-3' transition repumps atoms more efficiently
back to F=4 from where they begin a new cooling cycle. For
the D2 line, the branching ratios of these transitions are
inverted as shown in Table 1. This means that, for example,
wheras the D1 3-3' repumper works best for a given cooling
transition, for a D2 repumper, 3-4' works better. In the
simplest Stark cooling scheme, the D1 F=3 laser is blue
detuned by a few linewidths from 3-3' so its repumping
efficiency is less. This degrades the pre-cooling efficiency
and suggests the need for an additional laser tuned to 3-4' to
optimise the pre-cooling process. The most striking aspect in
Figs. 5 and 7 is perhaps the existence of a peak midway
betwen the 44' and 45' transitions. This "crossover cooling"
feature, where both red-detuned and blue-detuned molasses
seem to co-exist, merits further investigation.
For comparison we have studied laser collimation
due the 3-3' transition using a D1 repumper laser on 4-3' or 44'. Indeed one might image a Stark sideband cooling scheme
in which the far-off-resonance lattice is locked to 33' so as to
trap atoms in F=4. The Stark shift would be produced by a
laser tuned to the blue of 4-4' which would serve as a weak
repumping laser. Using in our case a D1 repumper resonant
with 4-3', we have measured temperatures as low as
3.0(5) µK for P=1 mW and a detuning of 3Γ. The maximum
flux is about three times lower than for the 3-2' transition,
making this component the less attractive of the two for
simple collimation. The curve of flux versus detuning is of
comparable width for both 3-2' and 3-3.'
F=4-F'=3 and F=3-F'=4
For completeness we have also studied laser cooling on the
remaining two hyperfine components of the D2 line. For the
cooling laser tuned to the blue of the 4-3' transition, laser
collimation can be obtained provided the D1 repumping laser
is locked to the hyperfine component 33' (Fig. 5) but not 34'
(Fig. 7).
Fluorescence signal [mV]
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Fig. 7: Two-dimensional laser collimation using the F=4F'=3,4,5 components of the D2 line. Here the D1 repumper is
tuned to 3-4' and no collimation is observed on the D2 4-3'
component.

In order for laser cooling on an open transition to be efficient,
there must be effective repopulation of the ground state
hyperfine level by the repumping laser. Two factors govern
this effectiveness: hyperfine branching ratios and the
existence of dark states. Hyperfine depumping implies
heating by the repumping process. If a mean number of
spontaneous photons <Nsp> close to unity is emitted per
cooling cycle, laser cooling can occur without too much
heating. On the other hand, if <Nsp> is too high, say close to 2
or more, there will be greater heating due to spontaneous
emission. In the case of cooling on the 4-3' transition, <Nsp>
=4/3 with a D1 repumper on 3-3' but 12/5 with a D1
repumper on 3-4'. Dark states come into play when the
repumping laser is of constant polarisation (no gradient). An
atom falls into a state from which no re-excitation is possible
and is lost forever from the cooling cycle. Yet hyperfine
redistribution seems to predominate- otherwise one would
expect D1 3-4' (no dark state) to be a better repumper than 33' (one dark state, here mF=0 for vertical linear polarisation).
When we lock the cooling laser to 4-3' and scan the
D1 repumper frequency, we observe some interesting curves
whereby cooling occurs when the repumper laser is detuned
from resonance but not when it is on resonance. This implies
that at resonance hyperfine depumping by the repumper is too
strong.
In the context of Stark sideband cooling, we could
produce a far-off-resonance lattice to trap atoms in F=3 with a
laser tuned to the 4-3' hyperfine component. By detuning the
lattice laser to the blue, some Sisyphus pre-cooling could be
obtained provided 3-3' were an efficient repumper (which it is
for the D1 line).
Finally, let us consider the 3-4' transition. Quite
simply, we never observe laser cooling on this hyperfine
component, whatever the experimental parameters. We
believe this is due to two factors. First, the branching ratio
from 2P3/2 F=4' means the F=4 ground hyperfine level is
populated more than F=3 so the repumping laser is a critical
element (Table 1). Second, both repumping transitions 4-3'
and 4-4' have dark states for our linearly polarised D1
repumper so neither can be effective enough. Further
investigation, using for example a repumper with a
polarisation gradient , is needed to elucidate this matter and
might also shed light on the D2 4-3' cooling transition as well.

4. Magnetically induced laser cooling
For the Stark-induced degenerate Raman sideband cooling
mentioned in the introduction, it is desirable to cancel
magnetic field components in situ in the region of the optical
lattice. The best way to do this is to use the atoms themselves
as a probe. To detect fields at the few milligauss level, a
measurement of the Zeeman shift (a few kilohertz) on the
optical transition is too insensitive due to the large natural
width of the D2 line (5.3 MHz). Non-degenerate Raman
transitions between F=3 and F=4 ground hyperfine levels
would be a suitable spectroscopic tool but require phaselocked lasers. By far the simplest way is to use magnetically
induced laser cooling (MILC). Here, in absence of a
polarisation gradient, laser collimation can still take place
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5. Conclusion
We have studied two-dimensional cooling of a continous cold
Cs fountain using a phase-stable, power recycling optical
lattice. As shown by Table 2, the use of a lattice in place of
two independent beams leads to higher flux and lower
temperatures. We have investigated polarisation gradient laser
cooling on all hyperfine components 3-F' and 4-F' of the D2
line using either a repumping laser tuned to a hyperfine
component of the D1 or D2 lines. In addition to the wellknown 45' cycling transition, the 32' line looks useful both for
beam collimation and preparation of atoms for more efficient
degenerate Raman sideband cooling. The 33' and 44'
components could be used for Sisyphus cooling in the same
lattice as that used for Raman cooling. Collimation on the 43'
transition can be obtained with a suitable repumping
transition. By contrast, with a repumping laser of uniform
polarisation, no cooling looks possible on the 34' line, no
matter what the repumping laser frequency. Using the 32'
transition with no polarisation gradient, we have identified
magnetically induced laser cooling as a sensitive way to
detect and hence cancel transverse magnetic field components
at the few millgauss level.
Cooling
mechanism
2-beam Sisyphus
44'-45' crossover
Sisyphus
44-45
crossover (lattice)
Grey
molasses
32'+3Γ in lattice
Zeeman-induced
degenerate Raman
sideband

Flux
(106 at.s-1)
0.2

T⊥
(µK)
7

2.6

3.6

1.9

3.5

0.5

1.6

Comment
Used
on
FOCS 1
Characteristic
peak
Requires
magnetic
fields

Table 2: Flux of atoms in mF=0 and lowest transverse
temperatures measured at the end of the fountain obtained
from different collimations schemes thus far investigated. 45'
: 2S1/2 F=4-2P3/2 F'=5 etc.
40

160

Temperature [µK]

140
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20

80
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40
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0

0
-200

-100

0

By[mG]

100

200

Flux maximum [109] at/s/m2

provided a transverse magnetic field is present. The
measurement of the atomic flux density at the end of the
fountain thus provides a measure of such a field. One can then
adjust the field components to minimise the flux. We have
studied laser collimation essentially on the F=3-F'=2
component of the D2 line. A detailed communication on this
subject has been submitted for publication elsewhere [16], so
here we provide only a brief summary including some data
not supplied therein.
Although MILC was described more than a decade
ago [17,20,23,24], most work has been on J to J+1 transitions.
Indeed, we observe the effect for red-detuned molasses using
the F=4-F'=5 component of the Cs D2 line. By contrast,
published data on J to J-1 transitions are rarer. The group of
Metcalf mentions results for the textbook case of 1D
collimation of a thermal 87Rb beam on the F=1 to F'=0
transition using a weak transverse magnetic field and a σ+σ+
standing wave with no polarisation gradient [9] and obtained
unpublished data for the lin-parallel-lin case [15]. Nienhuis et
al. [14] calculated a graph of reduced force versus reduced
velocity for 1D cooling of a J=2 to J' =1 transition in a similar
configuration but with a strong magnetic field. The only work
on Cs of which we are aware is that of Valentin et al.
[21,22,25] who studied the F=3 to F'=2 component of the D2
line. In all these experiments, a thermal atomic beam was
collimated in a 1D standing wave to sub-Doppler transverse
temperatures in either strong magnetic fields (Larmor
frequency ΩZ ≥ ground-state light shift ∆LS) or weak ones (ΩZ
< ∆LS). In all of the above, results describe cooling to zero
transverse velocity in low fields and non-zero velocity in high
fields. All calculations were numerical simulations and, to the
best of our knowledge, no expressions for the transverse
temperature T⊥ as a function of B⊥ were given. Our own
experiment is different in that it concerns 2D collimation of a
continuous Cs fountain using an optical lattice with parallel
linear polarisation vectors; the magnetic fields are always
weak (B⊥<1.2 G) and the atoms, already cold to begin with
(longitudinal temperature 75 µK, T⊥ =60 µK), are transversely
cooled to about 5 µK.
In short, we have measured flux density and
transverse temperature as a function of transverse magnetic
field for different laser powers (1 to 32 mW) and detunings
(3Γ to 15Γ). As shown in Fig. 8, the characteristic features of
this process are minimal cooling in zero transverse field and a
quadratic increase in T versus B away from the maximum.
The T2 coefficient varies as (const.+1/P) where P is the lattice
power (Fig. 9). The flux density versus magnetic field curves
exhibit a dip, the width of which ∆B varies as the cube root of
the lattice intensity. This behavoiur can be understood from
simple theoreticla arguements. Whereas grey molasses,
produced on the 3-2' transition with a polarisation gradient is
destroyed by an applied magnetic field, be it transverse or
longitudinal, the mechanism studied here only works when a
transverse magnetic field is applied. By measuring the flux
density, we are able to cancel out transverse fields at the few
milligauss level in this way.

9

2

Fig. 8: Variation of transverse temperature (+) and flux (•) as
a function of transverse magnetic field for P=8 mW. The
lower solid line is a quadratic fit to the temperature data.
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Fig. 9: Variation of B2 coefficient of the temperature curve of
Fig. 8 as a function of inverse lattice power (1/P) for laser
cooling on the F=3-F'=2 component of the D2 line.
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ABSTRACT
Optical frequency standards with laser-cooled neutral
alkaline earth atoms can reach low relative uncertainties
and high frequency stabilities due to the high numbers
of atoms (107) and narrow clock transitions involved. In
our Ca-frequency standard with 3·107 atoms Dopplercooled to a temperature of 12 µK we have realized a
relative uncertainty of 1.2·10-14. It is limited mainly by
the black body shift due to the Ca oven an the temporal
phase chirp during the excitation pulses. Here we
present a detailed investigation of systematic
uncertainties in the calcium frequency standard. The
fractional frequency stability of 2·10-14 in one second
mainly limited by Dick effect and detection laser noise
was obtained. Different noise sources that contribute to
the stability of the frequency standard and future
improvements are discussed.

magnitude due to the elimination of the black body
shift of the Ca-oven. By optimizing the loading rate, an
improvement of the stability to the theoretical limit
given by the quantum projection noise (QPN) of 6·10-16
in one second with 108 atoms per second is expected.
2. PREPARATION OF THE ULTRACOLD
ENSEMBLE
The thermal beam of Ca atoms from an oven at 900 K
is first slowed by a Zeeman slower from a velocity of
600 m/s to a velocity of about 40 m/s (Fig. 1). Then the
slow atoms are deflected by 10° and collimated with a
2D molasses into a magneto-optical trap (MOT).
Compared with the previous setup the new one
provides an increased atom flux into the MOT and
avoids the black body radiation from the hot oven that
was limiting the recent measurements [2].

1. INTRODUCTION
Optical frequency standards based on narrow
transitions with exceptionally high Q-factors
( Q = ν / ∆ν ) have a potential to compete with the
primary standards for frequency and time, the Cs-clock,
since for a given linewidth ∆ν , a higher quality factor
Q is obtained for optical frequencies.
Two different concepts of optical frequency standards
are pursued using single ions and neutral atoms. Singleion standards are expected to reach levels of fractional
inaccuracy of 10-18 [1]. However, the fractional
instability is limited to the lower 10-15 range due to a
limited signal-to-noise ratio.
Neutral atom standards based on alkaline earth atoms
use a high number of atoms (106 to 108) with the
prospect to achieve extremely low instabilities. Relative
inaccuracies in the 10-16 range are expected [2] for
ballistically expanding clouds and below 10-17 for
atoms trapped in an optical lattice [3]. Due to the high
stability this accuracy level can be reached in less than
one second.
In this paper we present the status and future prospects
of the Ca-frequency standard. During our last frequency
measurement in October 2003 we achieved a fractional
uncertainty of 1.2·10-14 and a stability of 2·10-14 in one
second. We present our new experimental setup that
will allow us to reduce the uncertainty by one order of

Fig. 1: Experimental setup for laser cooling of Calcium
atoms
At the first cooling step Ca atoms are cooled on the
allowed 423 nm transition 1S0 – 1P1 (Fig. 2) and
captured in a MOT consisting of a magnetic quadrupole
field with a gradient of 0.9 T/m and six independent
laser beams with an intensity of 1.7 mW/cm2 each and
1/e2 radius of 7.3 mm. In 10 ms about 107 atoms are
collected in a cloud with a size of 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm x
0.5 mm at a temperature of 2 mK. That is close to the
Doppler limit of 0.8 mK for this cooling transition. The
lifetime of the first stage MOT is 1.2 s.
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A second stage cooling is applied using the forbidden
657 nm transition 1S0 – 3P1. For efficient cooling the
scattering rate is increased by quenching the upper
metastable 3P1 state by excitation of the 453 nm
transition level to 4s4d 1D2 state. With this method the
atoms are further cooled down to 12 µK, corresponding
to an rms velocity of 10 cm/s.

The line width of the laser system of around one Hertz
was determined by recording the beat between two
identical but independent systems.
3.2 Influence of the temporal laser phase
The temporal phase during the spectroscopy pulses can
be perturbed by thermal and transient effects in the
laser system. For example a heating or electronic phase
shifts in the acoustic-optical modulators (AOM) that
cut the excitation pulses from the cw laser beam can
lead to parasitic phase shifts. To quantify this effect the
optical phase of the excitation pulses was measured
with
an
optical
homodyne
Mach-Zehnder
interferometer at different AOM center frequencies [5].
To rule out parasitic electronic phase shifts, e.g. of the
photodiode, and to remove the background from a
single beam, the measurements were performed on the
positive and negative slope of the fringes and taking the
difference between both signals.

Fig. 2: Partial energy level scheme for 40Ca
3. PROBING THE CLOCK TRANSITION
For precision spectroscopy of the calcium clock
transition with a resolution close to the natural line
width a highly stable spectroscopy laser and the
utilization of atom interferometric methods are
necessary. After the cooling sequence all fields are
switched off to allow to probe the undisturbed clock
transition 1S0-3P1 at 657 nm. Since the atoms are nearly
at rest the separation of the excitation region can be
realized with laser pulses applied in a time sequence
like in a 4-pulse Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometer [4]
where two counterpropagating pairs of pulses act as
beamsplitters. This method provides high spectral
resolution and at the same time has the whole velocity
distribution contributing to the signal. Both outputs of
the atom interferometer are measured with high
efficiency using an electron-shelving scheme.
3.1 Interrogation laser
The laser to interrogate the clock transition is an
extended-cavity diode laser that is stabilized to a highly
stable reference resonator described elsewhere [5]. To
provide sufficient power for exciting the atoms two
slave lasers are injection-locked to the ultrastabile
master laser (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Interrogation laser setup

Fig. 4: The quadrature components of the electric field
Eq of the excitation pulses normalized to the maximum
field Emax for different center frequencies of the AOM.
We observed large phase excursions at the edges of the
pulses (Fig. 4) which lead to frequency shifts up to 100
Hz depending on the AOM centre frequency. The
measured frequency shifts as a function of the AOM
center frequency is shown in Fig. 5. These
measurements were compared with the frequency shifts
calculated from the measured phase excursion by
solving the optical Bloch equations for a 4-pulse atom
interferometer.

Fig. 5: Calculated and measured frequency shifts in the
4-pulse interferometer
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The influence of the phase excursions in a 4-pulse atom
interferometer was measured for different pulse
separation times T (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Resolution dependent shift in a 4-pulse atom
interferometer as a result of the influence of the
phase excursions
The constant phase shift due to the phase excursions
leads to a frequency shift proportional to 1/T. Therefore
this results can be used to correct the temporal phase
during a frequency measurement.

The uncertainty is mainly limited by the black body
shift due to the Ca-oven in the old setup an the
temporal phase chirp during the excitation pulses. The
measurement of the chirp-induced phase shifts will
allow further reduction of the influence of the temporal
phase, e.g. by operating the AOM at center frequency
that minimized the shift. Since the black body shift
from the oven will be avoided with the new setup using
a Zeeman slower and a 2D molasses to deflect the
atoms into the MOT a fractional uncertainty of the
calcium frequency standard of 2·10-15 can be reached in
the next frequency measurement.
5. FREQUENCY STABILITY
To realize an optical clock the interrogation laser is
locked to the atomic transition. Therefore any noise in
the interrogation of the atomic line will lead to
frequency fluctuations and degrades the stability of a
clock.
The stability of the Ca-frequency standard during the
last frequency measurement is shown in Fig. 7.

4. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
The
transition
frequency
of
the
calcium
intercombination line at 657 nm was determined with
respect to the primary standard on time and frequency,
the caesium clock, using a self-referenced optical
frequency comb generator. The measurement took
place in October 2003.
Table 1 summarizes all contributions to the uncertainty
budget of the calcium frequency standard.
The measured frequency of the 1S0 (m = 0) to 3P1 (m =
0) transition in 40Ca is ν Ca = (455 986 240 494 144 ±
5.3) Hz.

Fig. 7: Stability of the Ca-frequency standard. The
stability of the Ca stabilized lasers with respect to a
cavity-stabilized laser is shown by full triangles and
the stability of two cavity-stabilized lasers is given
by full circles. The calculated fractional instability
of the Ca standard of σ y (τ ) = 2 ⋅ 10 −14 τ 1 / 2 / s1 / 2 is

indicated by dashed line.

Table 1: Uncertainty budget of the frequency
measurement in October 2003 (second column) and
uncertainty expected with the new setup (third column)

The stability for short times can be determined from a
comparison between the Ca-stabilized laser and a laser
stabilized to a second ultra-stable resonator. For times
above the attack time of the lock to calcium (ca. 20 s)
and below time where the drift of the resonator prevails
(ca. 300 s) the stability of the Ca-frequency standard is
close to σ y (τ ) = 2 ⋅ 10 −14 τ 1 / 2 / s 1 / 2 (dashed line) in
agreement with the calculated noise.
The relative frequency stability of an atomic frequency
standard is described by the two-sample Allan
deviation y( ) as a function of the averaging time [6].
For white noise in the detection, e.g. uncorrelated
between single interrogation, it is given by [6-7]
1 1 Tc
1
σ y (τ ) =
(1)
κ Q τ S/N
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where Q = 4 ⋅ T ⋅ν Ca is the quality factor of the atomic
line and is a constant depending on the shape of the
resonance. For a Ramsey-Bordé interferometer this
constant is equal = [8]. Tc is the cycle time and S/N
is the signal to noise ratio. Noise contributions to the
Ca-frequency standard are listed in Table 2. The present
stability of 2·10-14 in one second is mainly limited by
Dick effect and detection laser noise.
Noise source

QPN

y(1s)
(October
2003)
Tc = 300 ms

y(1s)
(expected)
Tc = 30 ms

6·10-16

6·10-16

-16

-17

Photon shot noise

2·10

Electronic noise

7·10-16

6·10

2·10-16

Detection Laser

1·10-14

4·10-17

Dick effect

2·10-14

2·10-17

Table 2: Noise and equivalent frequency stability
contributions for the most recent measurement and
expected improvements
5.1 Quantum projection noise
The quantum projection noise contribution to the
frequency stability of an atomic frequency standard
with N atoms is given by [9]
1 1 1 Tc 1 − p e
σ QPN , y (τ ) =
(2)
κ QC τ
pe N

leads to a change in the laser detuning due to the
Doppler shift. This detuning results in a higher
sensitivity to the frequency fluctuations of the detection
laser. The contribution of the detection laser to the
relative frequency stability is σ det, y (1s ) = 1 ⋅ 10 −14 in one
second. For improvement in this point we want to use a
standing wave at higher saturation. Since in this method
the atoms are at rest the detected signal is less sensitive
to the frequency fluctuations. This will allow us in
principle to reduce the contribution of the detection
laser to σ det, y (1s) = 2 ⋅ 10 −17 in one second.
5.4 Dick effect
The Dick-Effect is an aliasing effect of the spectral
density Sy of fractional frequency fluctuations of the
interrogation laser at harmonics of the cycle frequency
fc due to the non-continuous interrogation of the atoms
[10]. This aliasing effect leads to a frequency stability
of the locked laser given by

σ 2 y (τ ) =

1

∞

S y (kf c )

gk
g0

2

(3)
τ k =1
where gy und gk are the 0th and kth Fourier components
of the sensitivity function g. The sensitivity function
g(t) describes the change in the signal, e.g. the change
in the excitation probability at the operation point of the
frequency standard due to a small -like frequency
fluctuation of the interrogation laser at time t. Fourier
coefficients of the sensitivity function for a 4-pulse
Ramsey-Bordé interferometer [11] for two different
cycle times are shown in Fig. 8.

where C is the contrast of the Ramsey-Bordé fringes
and pe the excitation probability.
The quantum projection noise sets a theoretical limit to
the relative frequency stability of σ QPN , y (1s ) = 6 ⋅ 10 −16
in one second for N = 3 ⋅ 10 6 atoms and cycle time of
Tc = 30 ms .

5.3 Detection laser
The output of the interferometer is read out using a
shelving detection method. Directly after the
interferometry we shine in a 60 µs long laser pulse
which is resonant with the 1S0-1P1 transition at 423 nm
with saturation parameter of s
1. From the
fluorescence induced by this pulse the number of atoms
in the ground state can be determined. During the delay
time of 1 ms the accelerated atoms leave the detection
region and the atoms exited on the clock transition
decay into the ground state. Therefore their number can
be detected with the second detection pulse.
Since in the present detection method we use a running
wave, the atoms are accelerated during the pulse. This

Fig. 8: Fourier coefficients of the sensitivity function
(top) and spectral density of the frequency noise of
the interrogation noise. For clarity, the data for a
cycle time Tc = 30 ms are offset by a factor of 10.
To estimate the frequency stability due to the Dick
effect the contributions of the measured noise spectrum
at harmonics of the cycle frequency were weighted by
the Fourier coefficients of the sensitivity function and
summed up to σ y (τ = 1s) = 2 ⋅ 10 −14 .
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Formula (3) shows the way to reduce the influence of
the Dick effect. By increasing the cycle frequency from
3 Hz up to 33 Hz the contribution of the Dick effect can
be reduced to 7·10-15 in one second. This is due to less
points in the low frequency range that have to be
summed up.
To further minimize the Dick effect the frequency noise
of the interrogation laser must be reduced especially in
the low frequency range. At present the increase of the
frequency noise of the interrogation laser towards lower
frequencies is due to coupling of acoustic and seismic
noise to the length of the resonator. With an improved
setup we expect a reduction in the range above 10 Hz to
Sν1 / 2 ≈ 0.1 Hz/ Hz that would lead to an improved
frequency stability of 2·10-17 in one second.

[5] C. Degenhardt, T. Nazarova, C. Lisdat, H. Stoehr,
U. Sterr, and F. Riehle, Influence of chirped
excitation pulses in an optical clock with ultra
cold calcium atoms, @ IEEE Trans. Instrum.
Meas., in print.
[6] D. W. Allan, Statistics of atomic frequency
standards, @ Proc. IEEE, vol. 54, pp. 221-230,
1966.
[7] C. Audoin and B. Guinot, The Measurement of
Time: Time, Frequency and the Atomic Clock,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, New
York, 2001.

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

[8] J. Vanier and C. Audoin, The Quantum Physics of
Atomic Frequency Standards, Adam Hilger,
Bristol and Philadelphia, 1989.

In conclusion we have shown the present status of the
PTB Ca-frequency standard with ultracold calcium
atoms. We have reached a relative total uncertainty of
1·10-14 which now can be reduced to 2·10-15 in the next
measurement. Due to the new setup also an
improvement stability approaching the quantum
projection noise limit is expected.

[9] W. M. Itano, J. C. Bergquist, J. J. Bollinger, J. M.
Gilligan, D. J. Heinzen, F. L. Moore, M. G.
Raizen, and D. J. Wineland, Quantum projection
noise: Population fluctuations in two-level
systems, @ Phys. Rev. A, vol. 47, pp. 3554-3570,
1993.
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ABSTRACT
National Institute of Information Communications
Technology (NICT) has been developing Cesium atomic
fountain primary frequency standards. For the construction of
a new fountain, we have made the most use of the
experiments and the results in the previous fountain. Also, we
improved an optical system for the stable operation and
installed a new microwave synthesizer. So far, we have
achieved the frequency stability of 6×10-13/τ1/2.

cooling area (about 8cm above the loading point). We use the
rectangular cavity, whose resonance mode is TE102 for the
state selection of the atoms. The loaded quality factor is about
100.
The laser cooling area consists of a trap chamber
with several view ports and a pair of anti-helmholtz coils,
which produce a magnetic gradient of 10mT/m. Cs atoms are
trapped by the (0,0,1) cooling geometry. At present, magnetooptical trap (MOT) technique is used to load the atoms. In the
future, we will try to capture the atoms without the magnetic
gradient to reduce the collisional shift. An additional three

1. INTRODUCTION

Three-layers
magnetic
shields

C-field coil

1620

Microwave
cavity

450

NICT has been developing Cs atomic fountain
frequency standards to aim at an operational primary
frequency standard, whose frequency uncertainty is 1×10-15,
so that the standards can contribute to the accuracy of
International Atomic Time (TAI) and Japan Standard Time
(JST), which NICT have been maintained.
In 2002, we first succeeded to observe a Ramsey
signal, which is narrower than 1Hz. Since then, we made
several efforts to improve the SN ratio of the Ramsey signal.
However, it did not become high enough to achieve the
frequency stability at the order of 10-13/τ1/2[1,2,3]. In our first
fountain, we found some points to be mended in its design
(e.g. very long distance from the loading point to the
microwave cavity, no selection cavity, low collection
efficiency of the fluorescence and so on).
So, we have started to construct a new cesium
atomic fountain with making the most use of the experience
with the previous fountain. And, reviewing the whole system
carefully, we improved the optical system and prepared stable
microwave synthesizers.
This report presents the current status of the
development of the new atomic fountain at NICT.

700

Detection
zone
Selection
cavity

2. NEW ATOMIC FOUNTAIN

Trapping
chamber

2.1 System Description
The design of the NICT new atomic fountain is
shown in Fig.1. Our fountain consists of three parts; laser
cooling area, microwave interaction region and detection zone.
The detection zone is located between the laser cooling area
and the microwave interaction region. A selection cavity,
which pre-selects mF=0 atoms, is installed just above the laser

Fig. 1 NICT new atomic fountain
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2.2 Improvements of the laser system
We use two extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs,
New Focus TLB-6017) as master lasers. Both lasers are
stabilized to Cesium D2 absorption F=4-F’=5 line and F=3F’=2 line independently by modulation transfer spectroscopy
technique.
In each system, a portion of the laser beam is picked
up from the main beams and that portion is divided into two
beams; a pump beam and a probe beam. The pump is phase
modulated by electro-optic modulator (EOM, New Focus
4001), which resonance frequency is 16MHz. The voltage
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) is used as the source of
16MHz local reference. The modulated pump beam and the
probe beams are counter-propagated and overlapped at the
inside of the temperature controlled Cs vapour cell. The
probe beam is detected by a Si PIN Photodiode (PD), and the
AC component of the output is mixed with the local reference
within a double balanced mixer. The error signal obtained by
phase sensitive detection is amplified, integrated and fed back
to the PZT and the current of the laser. In order to evaluate
the frequency stability of the laser, we employ a femtosecond
laser frequency comb system (Optical frequency synthesizer
FC8003, Menlo system GmbH). The square root of the allan
variance of the measured beat frequency is shown in Fig.2.

1E-11

Allan standard deviation

helmholtz coils are set on the flame, which supports the
trap chamber to reduce the effect of the geomagnetism.
The microwave interaction region has a C-field coil and a
cylindrical microwave cavity. The cavity has a TE011
resonance mode, whose loaded quality factor is about
15000. The whole of this region is surrounded by threelayers magnetic shield, which produce the shielding of
order 104.
The detection chamber has three laser interaction
ports where the detection beams are irradiated to the falling
atoms. The highest and the lowest ports have the spherical
mirrors each to increase the collection efficiency of the
fluorescence. The fluorescence light collected by each
mirrors is focused on a photo detector via a light pipe. Two
photodiodes, which have a large active area (1cm2), are
used for the observation of the fluorescence from the falling
atoms. The middle port is used for an optical pumping.
The trap chamber and the detection chamber are
made of 316L stainless steel and the microwave interaction
chamber is made of aluminium. Two microwave cavities
and the spherical mirrors are made of oxygen-free copper.
Two graphite tubes are mounted between the laser
cooling area and the detection zone, and between the
detection zone and the microwave interaction region
respectively as absorbers that prevent inflow of excessive Cs
vapour into the microwave interaction region. The graphite
tubes work as absorbers of the microwave leakage, too. By
using two ion pumps and two NEG pumps, very high vacuum
(<2×10-8 Pa) of the whole system has been achieved.
The height of total system is about 1.6m. The
distance between the loading point and the microwave cavity
is shortened to the length of 45cm, which is about 30cm
closer than that of the previous fountain.

1E-12

1E-13
1

10

100

1000

Averaging Time (s)

Fig. 2 Frequency stability of the master laser
The short-term stability of the laser is order of 10-12. It means
that the laser is stabilized within less than 1kHz, which is
narrow enough for the primary frequency standards based on
the Cs transition. By this method, both lasers are stabilized
strongly to the Cs transition lines. We seldom have a laser
dropout during the operation.
Two 150mW laser diodes (SDL5422) are injectionlocked to the highly stabilized ECDL to amplify the laser
power for the laser cooling. The frequency and the power of
each laser beam are controlled with acousto-optics modulator
(AOM). A direct digital synthesizer (DDS) makes
synchronization of all AOMs. Each laser beam is delivered to
the vacuum chamber through polarization maintaining fiber
(PMF). Output port of each fiber has a collimation lens and a
quarter-wave plate, which generate the circular-polarized
beams. The diameters of the laser beams are 12mm for the
vertical beams and 25mm for the horizontal beams with the
power density of at least 10mW/cm2. A portion of the high
power output is used for the detection.
The other ECDL stabilized to the F=3-F’=2
transition is used for repump. By using AOMs, the laser
frequency is tuned to the F=3-F’=4 transition to pump the
F=3 atoms back to the F=4 state. The repump beam is used
for the laser cooling and the detection.
2.3 New room for atomic fountains
Last year, our T&F groups moved to a new building,
where Japan Standard Time has been maintained under the
high security. The building has several experimental rooms
for the atomic standards. One of them is used for the
development of our atomic fountains. The room itself is
surrounded by one-layer magnetic shield, which reduces the
effect of the geomagnetism to about 10%. The room is well
temperature controlled within a range of ±0.1°C and the floor
is isolated from the other ground by an air-suspension.
Thanks to an excellent environment and the achieved
high laser stability mentioned above, we had no lasers
dropout for one month. Although Tokyo had some
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earthquakes of intensity 3 recently, our optical setup for the
atomic fountain withstood those earthquakes. Without an
intentional shock, the system will be operational continuously
for more than one month. It becomes possible to measure the
long-term frequency stability.

0.9Hz

2.4 Microwave source
As the source of 9.2GHz microwave interrogation,
we prepare a synthesizer of Spectra Dynamics Incorporation
(SDI CS-1). All VCXOs and DDS are phase-locked to the
5MHz of the hydrogen maser, which is linked to UTC(NICT).
Controlling DDS by PC, we tune the microwave frequency
with a resolution finer than 1µHz. The output power of the
synthesizer is controlled by a power servo with an uncertainty
of 0.05dB.
In order to evaluate the frequency stability of the
SDI synthesizer, we prepared two other 9.2GHz synthesizers;
the synthesizer for space clock[4], which NIST have
developed, and the synthesizer for our optically pumped
primary frequency standard (NICT-O1)[5]. By measuring the
stability of beat note between each pair of three synthesizers
by dual-mixer time difference (DMTD) method [6], we
evaluated the frequency stability. As a result, the frequency
stability of the SDI synthesizer is 3×10-13/τ , which is almost
the same as that of our hydrogen masers. So far, our
microwave synthesizer does not set limit to the frequency
stability of the atomic fountain.

3. FOUNTAIN OPERATION
3.1 Data acquisition
The operation cycle of the atomic fountain is as follows.
Cs atoms are captured in a MOT (400ms), and then cooled in
the optical molasses (20ms). The atoms are launched upward
by (0,0,1) moving molasses. In order to avoid the inefficiency
by a saturation effect of the horizontal beams at the launching
process, the horizontal lasers are turned off at the initial stage
of the moving molasses [3]. After the atoms reach to the
equilibrium velocity, the horizontal beams are turned on again
to prevent the horizontal dispersion. After giving the launch
velocity to the atoms, the launched atoms are post-cooled to
about 2µK by the polarization gradient cooling (PGC). All the
laser beams are turned off by AOM and extinguished by
mechanical shutters. In our system, in order to observe the
Ramsey fringe narrower than 1Hz, the atoms must be
launched with the initial velocity over 3.84m/s. At present,
the atoms are launched with the initial velocity of 4m/s to the
apogee of 82cm above the loading point.
Only mF=0 components of the launched atoms (F=4) are
pumped to the (F=3,mF=0) state by the π−pulse microwave
excitation through the selection cavity located at 8cm above
the loading point. Atoms remaining in the F=4 state are
blasted away by the radiation pressure of the downward
beams in the vertical direction. The (F=3,mF=0) atoms
continue the ballistic flight into the microwave cavity. Twice
π/2-pulse microwave interactions at going upward and
downward move the atom in the (F=3, mF=0) state to the
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Fig. 3 Ramsey fringe (Centre 9192631770Hz)
(F=4, mF=0) state with following the transition probability
due to the microwave frequency.
In order to avoid the cycle-to-cycle fluctuation of the
number of the launched atoms, the signal is normalized by
measuring both the number of the F=4 atoms and the number
of the F=3 atoms separately at the detection zone. At the
upper detection port, the number of the F=4 atoms (N4) is
detected, and after detection the F=4 atoms are pushed away
by the radiation pressure. The number of the F=3 atoms (N3)
is counted by the optical pumping to the F=4 atoms at the
middle port and measuring their number at the lower
detection port. The fraction P=N4/(N4+N3) indicates the
normalized transition probability.
With the initial velocity of 4m/s, the atoms are
launched to the apogee of 38cm above the microwave cavity,
which gives the drift time of 560ms. As a result, the Ramsey
fringe of less than 0.9Hz is observed. The observed Ramsey
fringe is shown in Fig.3.
3.2 Frequency Stability
In order to lock the microwave frequency to the
narrow atomic resonance, we adopt the frequency modulation
locking method, in which the microwave is toggled between
f0-∆ν/2 and f0+∆ν/2, where f0 is the microwave frequency, and
∆ν is the linewidth of the Ramsey fringe, at each cycle. By
comparing the signal intensities at the two frequencies, the
centre frequency f0 is detuned to make the intensity difference
zero. The amount of the detuning is proportional to the
intensity difference at the two frequencies. By this method,
the microwave is stabilized to the narrow Cs atomic line.
Fig.4 shows the allan variance of our new atomic fountain vs
the hydrogen maser. At the first attempt, we have already
achieved the frequency stability of 6×10-13/τ1/2 much better
than that of the previous one.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLAN
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[6] L.Sojdr, J. Cermak, and G. Brida, “Comparison of highprecision frequency-stability measurement systems” Proc.
of 17th EFTF, pp.317-325
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Fig.4 Allan deviation of our atomic fountain -hydrogen maser
NICT have been developing the new atomic fountain
frequency standard. We constructed the new vacuum vessel,
which is more compact in the size and sophisticated in the
design. Furthermore, we improved the optical system and
installed the stable microwave synthesizers. These
improvements have produced the higher stability. So far, the
frequency stability is presently 6×10-13/τ1/2, which is better
than that of the previous fountain.
We have started to estimate the several frequency
shifts and their uncertainties and evaluate the reliability as the
primary frequency standard. At the estimation of the
frequency shifts in the atomic fountain, the instability of the
reference makes the accuracy evaluation difficult. In order to
overcome the difficulty, we have been developing the stable
reference system based on the hydrogen maser and the Cs
clocks. Furthermore, it is planned to construct the next atomic
fountain and compare the data of two atomic fountains to
avoid the instability of the reference.
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ABSTRACT
The place given to the components by the designers of
radiocommunications and telecommunications systems
is smaller and smaller and furthermore the middle
frequency of the receiver is higher and higher.
In this paper, we present new filters of very small size
with a big selectivity using high frequencies monolithic
resonators operating in fundamental mode.

INTRODUCTION
The
designers
of
radiocommunications
and
telecommunications systems are always demanding
higher middle frequency for their receiver.
Furthermore they want to use components smaller and
smaller.

Fig 1

The selectivity of the receiver is most of the time given
by the selectivity of the input filter.
In addition to the selectivity, most of the receivers must
transmit numerical signal, so the filter must be linear in
the larger part of the bandwidth. That will say that the
monolithic cells must be always wider.
AR-Electronique has studied filters with very small
size and is now able to provide piezoelectric filters
with an enlarged useful bandwidth by the use of
monolithic resonators operating in fundamental mode.
AR-Electronique has developped special very small
masks devoted to these high frequencies and has
optimized a special automatic machine in order to
produce easily the high frequency monolithics.

State of the art
A piezoelectric resonator is commonly represented
under it’s simplified scheme fig 1, where L, C, R are
motional elements i.e. they transcribe mechanical
vibrations of the crystal into the electrical domain.
C0 is a physical capacitor related to the inter-electrode
dielectric. The resonator has 2 noteworthy frequencies :
Fs= 1/(2*PI*sqr(L*C))
Fp=1/(2*PI*sqr(L*C*C0/(C+C0)))
(The transmission and impedance response curves are
represented in fig 2A and 2B.

Fig 2A

Fig 2B

One usually calls the useful bandwidth of a resonator :

∆F, the difference between the resonant and the anti-

resonant frequencies.
An approximation leads to an expression for the usefull
relative banwidth : ∆F/Fs ≈ C/(2*C0)
In fact ∆F has the order of magnitude of the maximum
bandwidth able to be produced in a filter and this value
is close to the maximum tuning range of a VCXO.
When used in overtone mode the maximum relative
banwidth is divided by the square of the overtone rank.
One easily notices that wideband piezoelectric devices
are limited by overtone rank
So it is very interesting to use resonators in
fundamental mode.
There is 2 technologies to obtain blanks with thickness
smaller that 30 µm, that will say 50 MHz.
The ion etching technology and the chemical etching
technology.
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In the first case, the wafer is eroded in it’s center by an
Argon ion beam. A glass mask cover the circumference
of the blanks.
In the second case, the wafer is eroded in it’s center by
a chemical solution. A metallic layer protect the wafer
and only the center part is eroded.
The principle is given on fig 3.

Fig 4

Fig 3
On this exemple, the metallisation is simple. That gives
a discret resonator i.e. 1 pole only for a filter.

MONOLITHIC CELLS FOR FILTERS
In order to reduce the dimensions of the filter and to
use less blanks for the same synthesis, we have studied
monolithic cells, i.e. 2 resonators coupled on the same
blanks.
The working principle with the equivalent scheme of
an elementary cell is given fig 4.

A special calculation program of the monolithic cell
bandwidth has been developped, i.e. the difference
between the 2 frequencies high and low in step with the
dimension of the metallization mask and the
metallization load.
The optimum dimension of the metallization mask is
that of the trapped energy of the discret quartz.
We have developped very small metallization masks in
order to obtain the very small motionnal inductance
given by the calculation at such high frequencies.
An exemple of mask is given fig 5.

Fig 5
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We propose now to analyze some filters produced with
this technology.

70 MHz Type 60 kHz - 4 poles Filter
This filter has to stand in a case of 14 x 25 mm with
height of 8 mm.
The specification implies 4 poles :
F0 = 70 MHz
1 dB Bw ≥ ± 30 kHz
30 dB Abw ≤ ± 100 kHz
60 dB Abw ≤ ± 200 kHz
We have made the calculation with 2 monolithic cells.
The bandwidth of the cells is 56 kHz.
The theoretical curves are given fig 6.
Fig 7

Fig 8

Fig 6
The calculation of the metallization load with the
choosen mask is given fig 7.
A view of the metallized cell is given fig 8.
The electrical scheme of the filter is given fig 9.

Fig 9

The real responses curves are given fig 10, and we can
see that they are very close of the theoretical..
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Fig 11

Fig 10

75 MHz Type 36 kHz - 6 poles Filter
The dimensions of the case are 16 x 25 x 10 mm.
The specification implies 6 poles :
F0 = 75 MHz
3 dB Bw ≥ ± 18 kHz
50 dB Abw ≤ ± 75 kHz
IL ≤ 3 dB
Furthermore there is a group delay condition :
∆Tpg ≤ 10 µs over ± 18 kHz
The theoretical synthesis give us a scheme with 3
monolithic resonators. We obtain 2 different
bandwidths of cells : 61 and 27 kHz.
The scheme of the filter is given fig 11.
We observe on the real responses curves fig 12 that
they are absolutely in concordance with the theory and
that we obtain an attenuation of 90 dB including the
spurious responses.

Fig 12

70.425 MHz Type 34 kHz - 8 poles Filter
In the same small case, the specification of this filter
requests 8 poles :
F0 = 70.425 MHz
3 dB Bw ≥ ± 17 kHz
60 dB Abw ≤ ± 50 kHz
80 dB Abw ≤ ± 70 kHz
Out of band ≥ 90 dB
We have calculate a 8 poles filter designed with 4
monolithic resonators. We obtain 2 bandwidths of cells
: 30 and 22 kHz.
The scheme is given fig 13 and the real responses
curves fig 14. We can see that the out of band
attenuation is remarkable : ≥ 100 dB.
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The filter is calculated with a special synthesis type
semi-linear. That give us 2 different cells with
bandwidths of 45 and 72 kHz.
Fig 13

We have calculated 2 different masks in order to
achieve the 2 different bandwidths and to minimize the
level of the spurious in different bands of frequencies.
You can see the 2 different curves in transmission of
the 2 cells fig 15.

Fig 14

125 MHz Type 50 kHz - 4 pole
phase linear filter
The specification of this filter is very difficult because
due to the case size and price, it is only a 4 poles filter
with an important out of band attenuation and
furthermore a constant group delay in all the total
passbandwidth.

Fig 15
The real response curves of the filter are mentioned fig
16.
We can see the remarkable low variation of the group
delay, and the very good attenuation ≥ 70 dB including
the spurious.

F0 = 125 MHz
3 dB Bw ≥ ± 25 kHz
30 dB Abw ≤ ± 100 kHz
70 dB Abw ≤ ± 300 kHz
IL ≤ 3 dB
Group delay variation ≤ 2 µs over ± 25 kHz
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Fig 16

CONCLUSION
Currently
AR-Electronique
has
objectively
demonstrated its capacity to produce high frequency
monolithic filters. Up to now the frequency range is
between 50 and 130 MHz with a relative bandwidth up
to 0.1 %.
Shortly, we intend to improve our performance in
higher frequencies but for now we are limited by the
mechanical tolerances of the masks.
With this technology we are able to offer to the
telecommunication engineers a good solution in
performance and size for their filtering problems in
U.H.F.
AR-Electronique is now involved in industrial
manufacturing process of filters using monolithic
resonators in fundamental mode.
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COLD ATOM ONBOARD GRAVIMETER
ANALOGIES WITH ATOMIC CLOCKS
Fabien Lienhart, Salah Boussen, Alexandre Bresson, François Deyzac
ONERA, 29 avenue de la Division Leclerc, 92400 Châtillon
fabien.lienhart@onera.fr
We present an experimental set-up of a cold atom gravimeter after discussing briefly its principles. Notable
features are a 780 nm, <10 kHz linewidth, fibered laser source developed using a telecom laser and a PPLN
waveguide crystal, and a Titanium vacuum chamber built using an original method for sealing windows. Analogies
with atomic clocks are finally explored, leading to a proposition for a new type of gravimeter accelerometer on one
hand, and justifying the interest of our work on onboard constraints for atomic clocks on the other.

2. PRINCIPLE OF THE COLD ATOM
GRAVIMETER
The cold atom gravimeter consists of an atomic
fountain. In our case rubidium is used, and the atomic
cloud is not launched vertically but is dropped in free
fall along the vertical axis. During the free fall three
laser pulses, tuned to the hyperfine transition of the
ground state, will split (π/2 pulse), reflect (π pulse),
and recombine (π/2 pulse) the atoms. The main
difference from atomic clocks is that the transition
produces a strong velocity recoil. This is due to the use
of Raman transitions between the hyperfine sublevels
of the ground state instead of radio-frequency
transitions. Raman transitions are achieved by two
laser beams ~1GHz red-detuned from the respective
F=1->F’ and F=2->F’ transitions of 87Rb. They lead to
a recoil velocity of 12 mm/s (compared to 46 nm/s for
radio-frequency transitions), and thus to a maximised

spatial separation between the two interferometric
paths which is responsible for the dependence of the
phase difference on vertical acceleration. A matterwave interferometer is thus achieved with the phase
difference between the two paths proportional to
2
vertical acceleration by ∆ ϕ = k eff . g .T , where g is
the local gravity field, T is the time between two laser
pulses (~50 ms), and keff is the sum of the wave vectors
of the two lasers.
After the three pulses, the phase difference is
derived from the measurement of the normalised
population of a hyperfine level by fluorescence.
Note that, contrary to atomic clocks, the
interferometer phase difference does not depend on the
frequency of the hyperfine splitting. This is due to the
fact that the time T between the different pulses is kept
constant, and thus both paths experience the same
times in the different sublevels, which cancels out the
hyperfine transition contribution to the interferometer.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

20 cm

1. INTRODUCTION
Taking advantage of extensive experience in the
Time and Frequency domain, in particular for
environmental behaviour studies of USOs and atomic
clocks, of the leadership in ultra precise space
accelerometer development and of the solid
competence in laser sources and OPO in particular, a
cold atom onboard gravimeter is being developed in
our laboratory with the aim of space, military and
industrial applications.
The cold atom gravimeter operation was first
demonstrated by Kasevich & Chu [1] in 1992. This
instrument rapidly reached performances comparable
to the best conventional absolute gravimeters [3], but
was still a heavy and non transportable cold atom
laboratory instrument. Building a cold atom absolute
gravimeter for onboard use would allow for many
applications such as oil prospecting, global positioning,
earth tidal studies or even for military applications of
navigation.
We developed laser sources and mechanical devices
which satisfy onboard conditions in order to ultimately
build an onboard cold atom gravimeter. As will be
recalled in this paper, cold atom sensors are very
similar to atomic clocks. Therefore most of the results
presented here might also be useful for any onboard
cold atom experiment such as atomic fountain clocks.

Figure 1 - Schematic of the vacuum chamber.
The MOT is prepared in the top part, atoms are then
dropped. The 3 laser pulses occur during the free fall
in the central tube, and detection is achieved in the
bottom. Two 3L/s ionic pumps surround the top part.
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λ/5

λ/10

λ/20

0
Figure 2 - Left: the 15-mm thick glass is sandwiched between the machined knife-edge copper gasket and the
aluminium buffer gasket. The top flange is screwed to the bottom chamber – Right: measurement of the wave front
deformation before (top) and after (bottom) sealing. The black circle represents the 25mm diameter area maintaining
λ/10 quality.
Our set-up, sketched in Figure 1, is similar to usual
Rubidium atomic fountains, except that the atomic
cloud will not be launched. The vacuum chamber is
mainly made of Titanium in order to minimise
disturbing magnetic fields. The magneto-optical trap is
loaded with Rb dispensers.
An original method was used to seal the windows.
Windows are usually brazed to metal using Kovar
which is a magnetic material. The method developed
by Noble and Kasevich [2] consists in machining a
knife edge on a copper gasket which is placed between
the glass and the metal of the chamber. On top of the
glass an aluminium gasket serves as a buffer, and a
flange is used to fix the glass to the chamber. This
method provides two advantages: the materials used
are non magnetic, and the deformation of the window
is minimised. Wavefront deformation measurement
was performed on 40 mm diameter λ/10 quality
windows before and after sealing (see Figure 2). The
window kept a λ/10 quality on a 25 mm diameter area
after sealing.
A laser source on D2 transition of Rb (780 nm) is

also being developed. As our instrument is designed for
onboard use, a laser without an extended cavity was
preferred in order to be more robust to vibrations. It
uses a 1560 nm fibber laser which is amplified through
an Erbium Doped Fibber Amplifier (EDFA) and finally
sent into a PPLN waveguide crystal. This non-linear
crystal allows for second harmonic generation with
conversion efficiencies as high as 12%/W/cm², thanks
to its periodic poling and to the confining of light along
the waveguide. Up to 70 mW of 780 nm light come out
of the crystal with 1W of pump, but power rapidly
decreases due to photorefractive effects. This problem
comes from the low temperature at which the crystal is
operated (60°C) and should be circumvented using a
crystal with a different poling period.
Previously, free space crystals have been tested
both in single pass and in a butterfly cavity
configuration. This leads to much lower efficiencies
(0.5%/W/cm2 for PPLN) but a higher pump power
could be reached without photorefractive effects. In the
cavity configuration up to 1.1W of 780 nm light was
produced with 2W of pump.

1560 nm
Laser Diode
1560,48 nm
< 1MHz

Isolator

Er-fiber
Amplifier
Polarization
(1W)
loops

Periodically
poled crystal

780 nm

(I, T)

Figure 3 - 780nm laser source in the free-space crystal configuration. Laser Diode can easily be changed for a
fibber laser with narrower line width (< 1kHz).
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4. ANALOGIES WITH ATOMIC CLOCKS
Cold atom gravimeters and atomic clocks are in
many ways similar: they both are atomic fountains,
they both rely on the same principle of a matter wave
interferometer using hyperfine sublevels of the ground
state, and they both use a normalised detection
technique to derive the phase difference. The two main
differences are that atomic clocks use radio-frequency
transitions, whereas our gravimeter uses Raman
transitions in order to maximise the spatial separation
of the two paths. For this purpose, atomic clocks use a
π/2-π/2 interferometric sequence in order to be mainly
sensitive to the hyperfine frequency, whereas our
gravimeter uses a π/2-π-π/2 sequence which cancels
this former sensitivity and allows for a vertical
acceleration sensitivity.

Clock

The comparison of atomic clocks with cold atom
inertial sensors should be profitable for both types of
experiments. Inspired by the servo-control scheme of a
usual cesium atomic clock, a design for a new type of
accelerometer is now proposed. The main idea in
atomic clocks is to drive a radiofrequency transition by
a very stable oscillator with very good short term
properties but which drifts in time, and to remove the
drift by probing the hyperfine transition of Cs, which
remains constant in time. If now the stable oscillator is
replaced by an electrostatic accelerometer (with very
good short term properties, but drifts in time) and the
atomic clock by a cold atom accelerometer (which
provides absolute measurement), this should result in a
high accuracy absolute accelerometer (see Figure 4).

Possible accelerometer

MACROSCOPIC
OSCILLATOR

Electrostatic Space
Accelerometer
Interrogation

Correction

Atoms

Atom accelerometer

Figure 4 - Left: retroaction scheme of a conventional clock. A crystal oscillator provides the RF stability
allowing for the interrogation of the atoms, which in return is used to correct long-term drift of the oscillations of
the crystal. Right: analogous scheme for a high performance accelerometer. An electrostatic space accelerometer
measures acceleration with high precision, allowing stabilization of the mirror of the atom accelerometers, which
in return corrects the drift of the electrostatic device.

5. CONCLUSION
ONERA is developing a cold atom absolute
gravimeter for onboard use. The fruitful comparison of
atomic clocks with cold atom inertial sensors inspires a
new possible accelerometer scheme with high accuracy
and minimised drift. Reciprocally, our progress
regarding onboard instrumentation, such as a 780 nm
fibber laser source may benefit any onboard cold atom
experiment.
This research is funded by the following french
institutions : Conseil Régional d’Ile-de-France,
Conseil Général d’Essone (SOFIA Program), National
French Space agency (CNES) and Direction Générale
de l’Armement (DGA).
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1. ABSTRACT
As a result of studies provided, it was shown that, after
accelerated tests, all spectral devices maintained their
working ability and had actual lifetime up to 100,000
and more hours. This allows to use such devices in
small-size rubidium frequency standards for spacebased systems.
As regards the spectral lamps, the filing parameters
were refined and it was shown that, for supporting the
above lifetime, a minimum Rb87 quantity should be of
0.017 mg and minimum pressure of the buffer gas (Kr)
– of 2.1 Torr. The relative change in the optical
pumping coefficient for tested cell-filters was about 2 %
and did not exceed the measurement error. The relative
change in the effective frequency value for gas cells was
of (9±4)×10-10 over 100,000 hours, and a change in
signal and in temperature coefficient after tests is also
within limits of the measurement error for these
parameters.
2. INTRODUCTION
The atomic gas-cell frequency standards with optical
pumping are widely adopted in land, marine, aviation,
and space equipment due to their compactness, small
weight and relatively low price.
The rubidium frequency standards (RFS) belongs to the
category of passive atomic frequency standards in
which an atomic gas-cell frequency discriminator is
used as frequency-defining component. The RFS’s
accuracy and operation parameters are to a large extent
defined by a main unit of the atomic frequency standard
– rubidium atomic discriminator (physics package).
The physics package contains a resonance emission
source – an electrodelles spectral lamp in which the
electrodelles RF discharge is being excited; a gas cell in
which the radio optical resonance is observed; a cavity;
an optical indication system; ovens, and magnetic
shields. The lifetime of spectral devices affects
significantly the operation parameters of physics
package and device as a whole.
According to the current requirements to the spacebased systems, the lifetime of RFS should exceed 10
years. In this case, it is of great importance to consider
problems related to limiting the lifetime of spectral
devices when their weight and dimensions become
significantly lower.

This paper presents the results of studying the lifetime
of spectral devices.
3. STUDYING A LIFETIME OF THE
ELECTRODELLES SPECTRAL LAMPS
Problems related to the longevity of spectral lamps were
considered in a number of works [1, 2, 3, 4], but, when
the requirement to the lifetime achieved 100,000 hours,
the additional studies were needed. In our work the
problems are studied related to the longevity of RFS’s
electrodelles spectral lamp operating under «strained»
conditions of RF discharge and high temperature
The main requirements to spectral lamps as a light
source are value and stability of the emission intensity,
affecting the rubidium frequency standard (RFS)
stability through the light shifts mechanism. The
frequency shifts should be reduced to the minimum and
be less than 1×10-13.
Such lamp parameters are defined their filling and theirs
behavior over time, i.e. quantity of the working
substance and buffer gas pressure. In this case, the
reasons limiting the electrodelles spectral lamp lifetime
are as follows:
• gradual decrease in the buffer gas pressure in the
course of operation (this processes is known as a
«hardening» process [4]);
• dependence of lamp parameters on the content of
the introduced metal, its activity relative to filing and
lamp balloon’s material.
These processes cause frequency shifts and change in
lamp’s emission intensity, deterioration of its ignition
and, as a consequence, restrict its lifetime. There are
procedure for contact less checking these parameters
[5,6] allowing to carry out studies on determining
quantitative values of foregoing parameters being
sufficient for supporting requirements to light sources
for RFS.
In addition, emission intensity, its stability, operation
reliability of spectral lamp with rubidium vapour
depends also on the metal quantity (Rb87). The metal
quantity in electrodelles spectral lamp needed for the
long-term operation was determined in [5] as early as
70s. This allowed to introduce operative checking
against this parameter and, as a result, to eliminate
electrodelles spectral lamp failures caused by the
metal’s burn-out. Later in 80s these results were
confirmed by experimental studies in the framework of
developing RFS for GPS in the USA [7]. All this data
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, torr

were, however, obtained for spectral lamps of different
design compared to current ones which operated under
another conditions. At present, due to the decrease in
rubidium frequency standard dimensions, the spectral
lamp dimensions decreased also. Therefore one should
conduct studies for selecting optimal filling for up-todate electrodelles spectral lamp. In addition, these
studies should substantiate and support the possibility to
improve a lifetime for spectral lamp of this design up to
100,000 hours needed for space-based RFS.
The electrodelles spectral lamps being studied were
spherical glass balloons of 8 mm diameter filled by a
mixture of Rb87 and Kr. The lamps were placed into RFoscillators of elevated power for accelerating aging
processes [1].
In the course of the test, the buffer gas pressure was
measured at specified time intervals, ti, using
radiospectroscopic technique [6]. Measurement results
are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
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Fig. 1 Change in buffer gas pressure in the course of
aging
Table 1.
Change of buffer gas pressure before and after test

16-0
17-0
18-0
21-0
24-0

2.740
2.600
2.940
2.940

lamp

Buffer gas
pressure before
test, torr
3.50±0.01
3.31±0.01
3.07±0.01
2.82±0.01
2.72±0.01

Buffer gas
pressure after
test, torr
2.97±0.01
2.80±0.01
2.63±0.01
2.37±0.01
2.49±0.01

The tests were being conducted under conditions of
spectral lamp’s accelerated aging where training time
(ttr) and routine operating time ( ro) were related
through following expression [4]:

Tro = t tr × K acc ,

K acc =

(1)

Ptr
Pro

1,72

,

(2)

where tr and ro – discharge power in the lamp during
training in the course of accelerated test and when
operating in the routine mode, respectively. These
powers were determined using the calorimetric
technique [2].
Proceeding from the obtained data, the rates were
calculated for decreasing a gas pressure within studies
spectral lamps, ∆P . The results are presented in
∆t
Table 2.
Table 2.
Change velocity of gas pressure in the spectral lamps

18-0

t, hours

Training
time (ttr),
hours
3.040

where acc – acceleration coefficient for aging processes
in spectral lamps during training which depends on the
discharge power in the lamp:

lamp

∆P

∆t

, 10-6, torr/hour

16-0
17-0
18-0
21-0
24-0

6.8
7.4
6.6
6.1
3.1

∆P

6 ±2

∆t

The minimum buffer gas pressure which should remain
after ending of electrodelles spectral lamp operation
time and at which the stable discharge is maintained
should be no less than 1.3 torr [6]. In this case, for
providing a lifetime of 100,000 hours, the initial gas
pressure in the lamp should be no less than 2.1 torr.
In the context of the experiment being conducted, a
quantity of the metal was measured in the lamp before
and after the test using optical-thermic technique [5].
Table 3 presents the data on changing in the quantity of
metal ( ) in electrodelles spectral lamp in the course of
aging obtained during the accelerated test.
Table 3.
Change of quantity of metal before and after test
lamp
16-0
17-0
21-0
24-0

ttr, hour
3.040
2.740
2.940
2.940

before test,
mg
0.016±0.002
0.017±0.002
0.017±0.002
0.014±0.002

after test, mg
0.016±0.002
0.016±0.002
0.014±0.002
0.015±0.002

The rate of metal quantity changing was defined using a
following formula:
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Mn − Mk
,
(3)
Tro
where n
k – quantity of metal measured before and
after test and ro – time interval over which this change
would take place in lamp operating in the routine mode
(1). The mane rate of the metal quantity change was of
(4±3)×10-8 mg/hour.
The minimum metal quantity which should remain
when electrodelles spectral lamp works out its operating
time should be no less than 0.01 mg [4]. In this case,
when a lamps’ lifetime of 100,000 hours should be
provided, one can determine a lower limit for a metal
quantity which ESL should have:
v=

M min = 0.01 + v × 100,000 = 0.017 mg
4. STUDYING A LIFETIME OF THE FILTERCELL

The short-term stability of RFS is defined by a signalto-noise ratio which in the limit of the shot noise
depends on the spectral composition of the emission
traversing through a cavity with the gas cell (under
condition of optimal parameters of microwave field and
detection system).
In a perfect case, for achieving the maximum signal-tonoise ratio, the emission falling on the gas cell should
consist of two HF components of D1 and D2 – lines of
the Rb87 resonance doublet. The low-frequency
components should totally be eliminated.
For supporting a pumping process in RFS, one utilizes
the optical filtering of hyperfine components using a
filter-cell in a form of a glass cylindrical balloon with
transparent end planes filled by Rb85 vapour and inert
gas, argon is most frequently used. The gas is
introduced to provide a better coincidence of Rb85 and
Rb87 atoms’ hyperfine components.
The main parameter of the filter-cell is a coefficient of
optical pumping efficiency, (kopt.pump), characterizing the
increase in the optical resonance signal when installing
a filter-cell to the RFS’s optical path. kopt.pump is defined
as a ratio of the second harmonic amplitude of the error
signal measured at the output of the matching amplifier
with and without the filter-cell.
As for this work, the small-size filter-cell of 14 mm
diameter and 7 mm thickness were studied which were
filled by Rb85 vapour and Ar at a pressure of 150 torr.
The filter-cells were being placed to the oven with the
elevated temperature, and kopt.pump was periodically
measured. The data on the behavior of coefficient of
optical pumping efficiency over time is given in Table 4.

Table 4.
Coefficient of optical pumping efficiency over time
kopt.pump
ro ,

hour

FC
18-4
26-4
20-3
34-3

0
30.7
35.3
25.0
28.8

Relative
59683 104,557 change over
ro, %
25.9
30.0
2.3
28.2
34.7
1.7
26.8
23.6
5.6
30.5
30.6
5.9

The coefficient of scaling the time, acc, for the
operation in the normal mode was calculated using
relations given in [4].
The relative error at which the optical pumping
coefficient was measured was of 6.4%. Therefore,
proceeding from the data of Table 4, one can conclude
that the relative change in the optical pumping
coefficient in filter-cell does not exceed the
measurement error after their artificial aging for
100,000 hour operation.
5. STUDYING A LIFETIME OF THE GAS-CELL

One the main physics package component is a gas-cell
which defines to a large extent its accuracy parameters.
The main gas-cell parameter is a frequency of the Rb87
atomic transition which change during the RFS lifetime
is a subject of studies.
The main reasons which cause a drift of the gas-cell
frequency and, as a consequence, limit the gas-cell
lifetime are following processes being relatively
complicated to analyze and all the more to imitate:
• instability of the gas mixture in the gas-cell
during its operation due to the permeation of the
atmospheric gases to the cell and the leakage of the
buffer mixture components from the cell;
• diffusion of gases dissolved in the cell’s glass
envelope to the cell volume as well as adsorption and
desorption of the gas mixture at its inside surface;
• interaction of the rubidium with residual gases in
the cell which appearance in the cell is inevitable
during its manufacture;
• “migration” of the rubidium along the inside gascell surface and change in the absorption/desorption
rate due to the change in the inside surface area.
A reason for frequency deviation in the gas-cell is also
the sensitivity to temperature variations. Such a type of
the instability is characterized by the temperature
frequency coefficient (TC). The change in this
parameter with gas-cell aging contribute also to the
frequency drift and limits its lifetime. The procedures
for checking these parameters are described in [4] thus
allowing to conduct studies on determining their
quantitative values.
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The gas-cell being studied were spherical glass balloons
of 12 mm diameter filled by Rb87 and Ar and Ne buffer
gas mixture. The cells were placed to the oven at the
elevated temperature to accelerate aging processes [4].
In the course of their running in, at specified time
intervals, the frequency was measured using a
laboratory breadboard of the rubidium frequency
standard.
Taking into account aging processes’ acceleration at the
elevated running-in temperature, one can calculate a
relative change of frequency as:
VF =

Fbefore _ test − Fafter _ test
Fbefore _ test

.

These calculations are presented in Table 5.
Table 5.
Relative change of gas-cell frequency
VF

gas-cell
22-0*
1-90
4-3
25-95
10-97
6-98
10-98
11-98
13-98
14-98
18-98
24-98
14-99
15-99
Mean Drift over 140,057
hours

5.346×10-10
5.555×10-10
5.130×10-10
4.573×10-10
1.000×10-09
2.707×10-10
1.929×10-09
2.535×10-09
1.094×10-09
1.380×10-09
9.303×10-10
3.101×10-09
8.892×10-10
1.020×10-09

[1] G. Smirnova, V. Khutorschicov. Accelerated test of
spectral lamp and their longevity.// Thes. Repts. 6th AllUnion Conf. “Metrology in Radioelectronics”. Moscow,
VNIIFTRI, 1984, – p. 201 (in Russian).
[2] G. Smirnova. Candidate’s dissertation. – Leningrad,
LNIRTI, 1985 (in Russian).
[3] Very long lifetime expectancy design / Temex time
& frequency – http://www.temex-components.com
[4] A.S. Kazantsev, V.I. Khutorshicov. Practical
spectroscopy of high-frequency discharge. Plenum
Press: New Jorke and London, 1998.
[5] T. Nikolayeva, V. Semenov, V. Khutorschicov. On
measurement of the metal quantity in spectral devices.//
Problems in Radioelectronics. Ser. General Technique.
Issue 4. 1974, – p. 164 – 167 (in Russian).
[6] V. Khutorschicov. On measurement of pressure in
electrodelles
spectal
lamps.//
Problems
in
Radioelectronics. Ser. General Technique. Issue 2.
1975, – p. 110 – 114 (in Russian).
[7] Cook R.A., Frueholz R.P. An improved Rb
consumption model for discharge lamps used in Rb
frequency standard // Proceedings of 42nd Annual.
Control. Sympos., 1998, pp. 525 – 531.

(1.2±0.5)×10-09

* - reference cell not exposed to the elevated
temperature
In such a way, a relative change in effective frequency
value over 100,000 hours was (9±4)×10-10, thus
corresponding to the monthly frequency drift of
(6±3)×10-12.
The gas-cell TC measurement conducted in the course
of these studies has shown that the relative change was
within the limits of the measurement error and its value
was of ∼ (3 – 5)×10-11 1/°C.
REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
One of the first and main stages in
acoustoelectronic device design is the selection of
substrate
material.
For
the
applications in
acoustoelectronic devices, two most important
parameters are the velocity of acoustic waves and the
electromechanical coupling coefficient. In addition, the
following material parameters should be known for the
acoustoelectronic
device
design:
temperature
coefficients (delay and velocity), dielectric constant,
attenuation constants, anisotropy parameter, the power
flow angle, material density, electrode pair capacity.
New requirements to the performance of
telecommunication equipment have led to the fact that
new materials are to be used. New data on various
materials and their characteristics are constantly
published in contemporary scientific literature. This
information requires systematization, storage, and
convenient access to it should be provided. A database,
a part of which is the information on the main
parameters of piezoelectric materials, is under
development at the Department of physical and
theoretical fundamentals of radioelectronics of the St.Petersburg
State
University
for
Aerospace
Instrumentation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustoelectronic devices occupy the leading
position among ad-hoc electronic devices. They
sufficiently comply with the modern requirements to
functional integration, miniaturization, and constant
increase of operation frequencies. Sharp development of
acoustoelectronic devices, in particular, surface acoustic
wave (SAW) devices in the recent decades is connected
with the development of telecommunication systems,
primarily mobile telephony. Replacing their possible
competitors, acoustoelectronic devices have firmly took
this niche showing their undisputed advantages.
The principle of operation of acoustoelectronic devices
is based on generation, propagation, reflection, and
reception of acoustic waves in solids. The study and
development of such devices are connected with such
fields of science as solid-state physics, acoustics,
crystallography, radio engineering network theory, and
microelectronics.
One of the first and the main stages of the
development of acoustoelectronic devices is substrate
selection. At the same time, substrate is the base of the

entire device, converts electric power into acoustic one,
and is a medium where acoustic waves propagates.
Characteristics of the waves and thus the performance
of acoustoelectronic devices being developed depend on
the characteristics of the medium. Recently, materials
for acoustoelectronic devices have attracted more
attention, due to the fact that new materials can both
enhance the performance of the devices and widen their
functional capabilities and the area where they can be
used. Both new materials are being synthesized, and
optimal directions of wave propagation are being
searched for in already known materials. Special search
techniques and objective functions are being developed
[1].
2. THE DATE FOR THE INFORMATION AND
REFERENCE SYSTEM
The main parameters of piezoelectric materials
used for acoustoelectronic device manufacturing are
[2, 3, 4]:
• phase velocity of acoustic waves (surface,
leaking, etc., ones) on a free and metallized
surface;
• electromechanical coupling coefficient;
• material’s decay constants for acoustic waves
• temperature coefficients of delay, frequency,
velocity;
• anisotropy coefficients;
• power flow angle;
• effective dielectric permittivity;
• capacitance/finger pair/unit length;
Also are often required data on material’s density,
hardness, and other reference information. These main
parameters not only allow the developer to estimate the
possibility to use a certain material in devices with
specified parameters, they can also be further used in
mathematical simulation. The main problem is that all
those data are scattered over many sources, or even
incomplete. Data may be either evaluated or measured.
3. NEW MATERIALS FOR
ACOUSTOELECTRONIC DEVICES
In last decades, quartz, lithium niobate, and lithium
tantalate were the crystals most often used in
acoustoelectronic devices [3, 5]. But new requirements
to technical characteristics of telecommunication
equipment demand that new materials are to be used.
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Recently, so-called “quartz-like” materials attract much
attention.
Those
materials
have
temperature
characteristics similar to those of quartz, but higher
values of electromechanical coupling coefficient
provide higher relative bandwidths. SAW velocities,
lower than those of quartz, allow the developers to
manufacture smaller and thus less expensive devices.
Among those materials, langasite, langanite, langatate,
and gallium orthophosphate show particularly good
results [6…9]. Four new oriented crystals from the
langasite family, CNGS, CTGS, SNGS, STGS, have
additional advantages [10, 12, 13], showing a good
future in intermediate frequency circuitry in various
processing systems. Currently, new crystals from the
langasite family are being actively investigated [10, 11].
New data on various materials and their
characteristics are constantly being published in modern
scientific literature. Taking into account a constant
growth of information flows and the power of modern
computing, it is necessary to systematize, store, and
provide a convenient access to various reference data.
The development of the database and its control system
solves these tasks.

4. THE INFORMATION AND REFERENCE
SYSTEM FOR ACOUSTOELECTRONIC DEVICE
DESIGN
An information and reference system for
acoustoelectronic device design has been developed on
the Department of Physical and Theoretical
Fundamentals of Radioelectronics in the St.-Petersburg
State University for Aerospace Instrumentation. The
core of this system is a database containing information
on materials and literature. The Section “Materials”
contains the parameters of materials used as substrates
for acoustoelectronic devices. The database allows its
users to quickly and conveniently search and retrieve
necessary data on material’s parameters. It also provides
information about publications containing data on the
material of interest. Thus the user can obtain
information not only on the parameters but also on the
source of the information. Fig. 1 shows the result of
database work in the “Materials” Section. The result of
a search for the values of velocity and
electromechanical coupling coefficient is shown.

Fig. 1. Example of the Database work. Result on the search for the values of velocity and electromechanical coupling
coefficient.
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In the “Literature” Section, information on
books, reference books, articles, proceedings and
transactions of symposiums and conferences on
acoustoelectronic devices is systematized. Brief
summaries and keywords are included allowing for
faster search for information in the Database. For some
publications, the Database contains full texts in the
Adobe Acrobat format (PDF). Fig. 2 shows an example
of the Database work in the “Literature” section.
The software of the Database is developed
using the client-server model, the client part being a
program written on Perl. The data on the server are
stored in MySQL tables. The Database is very resourcefriendly. The following minimum hard and software are
required: a PC with at least Pentium II or alike, at least
128 MB of RAM, Windows NT/2000/XP installed, at
least 500 MB of HDD free space.

5. CONCLUSION
The developed Database is modular and can be
expanded by adding new sections, and new information
to the existing ones. The information in the Database
can be searched for, retrieve, added, and edited. The
Database
is
intended
for
specialists
in
acoustoelectronics, students, and post-graduates.
This work is financially supported by Russian
Fund for Basic Research, Grant
03-07-90176, and is
at its disposal.
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A BSTRACT
Wireless applications require wide bandwidth and high
selectivity filters in the Gigahertz range. We explore
the possibility to implement such filters by coupling
longitudinally Thin-film Bulk Acoustic wave Resonators
(FBAR) in so-called Coupled Resonator Filters (CRF).
We describe the simulation method and design rules
employed. We then focus on the fabrication before
considering the measurements and the analysis of a
preliminary fabrication result.
1. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless applications require wide bandwidth and high
selectivity filters in the Gigahertz range. With the trend
in increasing operating frequencies, new filter structures
need to be explored to provide alternative or complementary solutions to standard Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW) ladder filters. A key technology could be thin
film bulk acoustic wave resonators (FBAR) exploiting
the thickness-extensional vibration mode of piezoelectric
thin films [1]. These resonators are most of the time electrically coupled to form a ladder-type filter. Another way
of achieving a filter, fulfilling more easily the ever more
stringent size requirements, is to longitudinally couple
two or more resonators, separated by a set of coupling
layers to control the spacing between resonances, in the
so-called coupled resonator filters (CRF) [2].
We have used a plane-wave model to describe the
behavior of electromechanical waves in multilayered
structures. This model is based on a Fahmy-Adler formulation for piezoelectric materials or metals, and uses a
scattering matrix algorithm to calculate electromechanical fields in a stack of materials. We have adapted it
to the calculation of the electrical response of CRF’s.
This has allowed us to design theoretically a filter for 5
GHz applications. We have then fabricated a first set of
demonstrators.
In a first part, we briefly describe the principles and the
simulation of the filter, and give its theoretical performance. In a second part, we focus on the fabrication
process. Finally, we present measurements of devices
obtained after a first run. Their response is analyzed to

show the influence of some technological factors, as well
as of some design points.
2. S IMULATION AND DESIGN OF THE FILTER
We use a model that calculates the propagation of waves
in a multilayer structure to design the CRF. First, we
recall the principles of this model, and then the fundamental concepts of coupled resonator filter operation.
2.1. Planes waves in stratified structures
We use a Fahmy-Adler formulation [3] to study waves
in a structure made of thin film layers. The electromechanical fields in a medium are considered as a linear
superposition of partial waves (eight for a piezoelectric
or a dielectric, six for a perfectly conducting metal,
four for a fluid, such as air): two of these partial
waves are purely electrostatic in an insulating medium,
while the remaining others are purely mechanical, or
electromechanical in case of piezoelectrically coupled
partial waves in a piezoelectric. Their polarization and
propagation characteristics are obtained by solving an
eigenvalue problem depending on material constants. It
is this possible to calculate the fields in each layer in a
matrix form:
¡
¢T
u1 u2 u3 Φ T21 T22 T23 D2
h =
= F ∆ (x2 ) a,

(1)

where u is the displacement vector, Φ the electric
potential, T2i the vertical stress components, according
to the conventions depicted in Fig. 1 and D2 the vertical
component of the electric displacement vector. In the
second line, F is a matrix containing the partial waves
polarizations, ∆ a diagonal matrix containing the propagation terms along the vertical direction, and a the vector
containing the amplitudes of the partial waves.
Due to the linearity of our model and of classical
network theory, it is convenient to describe a multiport
device made of a stack of materials by its admittance
matrix, defined as




I1
V1
 .. 
 . 
(2)
 .  = Y  ..  ,
In

Vn
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transfer the reflexion matrix from one layer to the other.
The only exception is when dealing with the interface
between a metallic layer and an insulating one: the
electric displacement is not continuous any more, but
equals the electric charge accumulated at the electrode
boundary and the electric potential has to be set to 0. But
these are the only differences, and this does not modify
the physical meaning of the operation [5]. This scheme
is repeated until the reflection matrices on both sides of
the structure are transfered to the source electrode. This
way, all electric or mechanical boundary conditions, as
well as the electromechanical properties of all layers are
reported to the excitation layer.

layer n
...
transmitted

reflected

t0

layer 1
layer 0
x1

transmitted

reflected

layer −1
...
layer −m

x2

Fig. 1.
Conventions adopted for representing the
propagation of plane waves in a multilayer.
where Ii and Vi are respectively the current and voltage
applied at the port i. This means that the components of
the admittance matrix can be determined by columns,
setting for example a port j at a reference potential
while grounding all others and calculating the currents
generated by this excitation at all ports. These currents
are obtained by calculating the charge accumulated
on the metal layers, which is equal to the value of
the electric displacement at the interface between an
insulating medium and the metal. As a consequence, the
current generated in a layer, with index 0 in Fig. 1, is
obtained by
I0 = jω (D2 (x2 = t0 ) − D2 (x2 = 0)) .

(3)

To improve the stability of the original Fahmy algorithm, we use this formulation within a scattering
matrix method [4]. Partial waves are splitted into two
groups, depending on their propagation direction. These
groups are termed either "transmitted" or "reflected"
with respect to the source electrode position (layer 0
in Fig. 1). The partial waves amplitudes in these two
groups are related by the means of a reflexion matrix.
At the beginning of the algorithm, reflexion matrices
are initialized on the structure boundaries, where stress
free and optionally charge free conditions are applied,
providing total reflexion of waves, or where an infinite
medium is considered, providing no reflexion at all.
The matrices are then transfered to the other sides
of the layers by considering the propagation of all
partial waves through the layer and its consequences
for the reflexion matrix. By writing that the h vector
is continuous across the interface between two adjacent
layers, it is possible to determine how partial waves
are converted through the interface, and thus how to

Given the reflexion matrices on both sides of the source
electrode and also the mechanical properties of the metal
and of the neighboring materials, it is possible to write
a relation that links the amplitudes of the partial waves
within the -1-th, 0-th and 1st layers to the applied
voltage. Amplitudes in the other layers can then be
recursively retrieved by using once more the relations
obtained when considering the mode conversions at the
interfaces needed in the calculation of the reflexion
matrices. Thus, the calculation of the electromechanical
fields is obvious from Eq. (1), and then the components
of the admittance matrix are obtained from the electric
displacement fields using Eq. (3).
2.2. Filter design
Now that we have described the tool used for simulating
the electric response of a stratified structure, we focus on
the design of a demonstrator. The basic structure from
which we start is the Stacked Crystal Filter (SCR) introduced by Ballato et al. [6] in which two piezoelectric
resonators are in contact in order to be mechanically
coupled, as shown in Fig. 2. Such a device basically
exhibits three resonances, corresponding respectively to
the whole stack behaving like a classical resonator, to
both resonators vibrating at their resonance frequencies,
and to the third harmonic of the fundamental resonance.
Usually, only the second one is considered when looking
for transmission characteristics. But the use of this
structure is limited to very narrow bandwidths.
In order to increase the bandwidth, the degree of coupling between the two resonators has to be decreased.
1

1

2

Stacked Crystal Filter

2

Coupled resonator filter

Fig. 2. Topologies of filters exploiting the longitudinal
coupling of bulk acoustic wave resonators.
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Fig. 3. Narrow band response of a CRF as a function
of the number of coupling layers.
We have noted that the SCR has three fundamental resonances. A solution to reject the two unwanted resonances
is to use the fact that an acoustic Bragg mirror can be
fabricated by periodically piling up quarter wavelength
layers of alternatively low and high impedance materials,
and that such a mirror has a high reflexion coefficient
only within a given frequency window. So, by adjusting
the properties of the mirror, which is achieved by
modifying the thicknesses of the layers it is made of, the
rejection of unwanted resonances can be optimized. At
the same time, the mirror provides an acoustic isolation
between the bottom resonator and the substrate. The
effect of this mirror is depicted in Fig. 4.
Finally, the sharpness of the rejection is controlled by
the number of resonators included in the filter. In the
basic configuration, the filter function corresponds to a
two-pole theoretical filter response. If more selectivity
is needed, a function with more poles is needed. This
means that more resonators are required. A first way
to add resonators is to couple not only two, but three
resonators longitudinally. This makes it necessary to
deposit and pattern more layers, but the lateral size of
the device remains broadly the same. Another way is to
electrically cascade two sections. This method ensures

60
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0.7

-20
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-60

Reflexion coefficient

Transmission (dB)

Lakin et al. [2] proposed to insert a set of quarterwavelength layers forming a partial Bragg mirror between the two resonators, to form a Coupled Resonator
Filter (CRF). This takes benefit from the fact that such
a structure exhibits symmetric and antisymmetric thickness vibration modes, corresponding to Lamb waves
at their cutoff frequency. When these resonances come
close enough, the transmission spectrum of the device
exhibits a bandpass behavior. The gap between the cutoff
frequencies of two modes can be adjusted by controlling
the number of coupling layers, as shown in Fig. 3.
The rule is that the gap between the two Lamb modes
decreases with the number of coupling layers. In order to
precisely control the filter bandwidth, it is also possible
to adjust the thickness of the electrodes located between
the resonators and the coupling layers.

0.4
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Frequency (GHz)
filter with no mirror
filter with mirror (60 dB added for readability)
Reflexion coefficient

Fig. 4. Effect of the Bragg mirror on the transmission
response.

that no more layers are needed for the fabrication, but
increases the size of the final device. However, as the
dimensions of one section are very small, the addition
of another section is the best solution, as it also allows
input and output electrodes to be located at the same
level.
3. F ILTER FABRICATION
Considering the design rules presented in the previous
section, we have set up a fabrication process for a
demonstrator in the 5 GHz band. Materials are chosen to
be Aluminum Nitride (AlN) for the resonators, grown on
Platinum in order to obtain well textured piezoelectric
layers. The coupling layers and the Bragg mirror are
made of silica for the low impedance material, and
once again of AlN for the high impedance material.
Simulations using previously fitted material constants
were performed. In order to limit the mass loading of
the resonators, the electrodes must only be 60 nm thick,
for piezoelectric films of 435 nm. Two sections are
needed to obtain a selectivity that reaches the common
specifications for filters in this range. For a 50 Ω
adaptation, an active area of 50 × 60 µm2 per section is
required.
AlN films are deposited by reactive pulsed DC magnetron sputtering, using a 200 mm-diameter, 99.999
% Al target. The system is pumped down to a base
pressure of less than 2 × 10−7 mbar. The substrate is
then heated to 300◦ C in an atmosphere containing N2
at a pressure of 4 × 10−3 mbar. Where piezoelectric
properties are of importance, AlN is grown on (111)oriented Pt electrodes, which are themselves prepared
with a 100 Å Ti adhesion layer. More details about the
properties of these layers have already been presented in
other papers [7], [8]. Other AlN layers are grown directly
on the 525 µm thick Si (100) substrate, for the very first
AlN layer in the Bragg mirror, or on silica films, for the
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layers in the mirror or in the set of coupling layers.
The acoustic mirror and the piezoelectric layer forming
the bottom resonator are left unpatterned on the whole
substrate surface, whereas all electrodes and other layers,
including the coupling layers and the top resonator
piezoelectric layer, are patterned by dry etching in an
ICP reactor.
As we have already shown, electrodes are very thin,
compared to the insulating layers. Early tests have shown
that the metallic strips may not continuously cover
the steps obtained after patterning the insulating films,
which could degrade the electric connection, as appears
from Fig. 5. So, it is necessary to add an amount
of metal to cover these steps: a supplementary thick
layer is deposited by a lift-off process over the existing
metalizations, but care is taken to avoid overloading the
active areas.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. SEM view of a metallic strip trying to follow
the step corresponding to the boundary of the coupling
layers.
Fig. 6 shows a SEM view of the device implementation
at the end of the fabrication process. The whole device
holds in a 600 × 700 µm2 area, with most of its surface
dedicated to the layout of the electric connections. Fig.
7 shows a cross section of the wafer, revealing the
structure of the deposited layers. AlN films exhibit a
colonnar structure, with the column size depending on
the nucleation surface. Clearly, layers grown over silica
have larger columns than those grown over Pt or Si. This
is because silica layers provide a much rougher surface
than Pt or Si.
4. C HARACTERIZATION
The devices were measured using two coplanar probes
and a network analyzer. The transmission is shown in
Fig. 8. This latter seems quite different from the theoretical response shown in Fig. 4. A first analysis revealed
that the design of our filter is practically not adapted to
a 50 Ω load. A second reason accounting for the high
insertion losses is that at an early stage of the fabrication,

SEM view of the filter implementation.

SEM view of a cross section of the wafer.

we got problems in stripping the photoresist after a dry
etching of Pt electrodes. A chemical reaction seems to
occur in the ICP reactor between the chlorine species
in the plasma and the organic compounds in the resist,
catalyzed by platinum. This causes the resist to become
very hard to strip, and a long descum step is required
to get totally rid of it. At one step in our process,
some photoresist has remained on the electrodes, which
has caused all layers deposited afterwards to grow on
an unflat surface. Because of this, the properties of
these layers need to be degraded. The actual material
parameters have been obtained by measuring and fitting
test devices also located on the wafer. Taking these
corrections into account, but without modifying the theoretical design to account for technological dispersions in
the thicknesses of deposited layers, we obtain the second
curve shown in Fig. 8.
To some extent, the layout of the device is responsible
for some characteristics of the filter transmission. We
have investigated some effects that can arise from the
geometry of the electric strips and from the parasitics
that may appear but that we had not considered in
the first design step. All subsequent simulations were
performed using the Advanced Design System software,
from Agilent Technologies. Some lumped elements were
added to the acoustic simulations obtained using the
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Fig. 9.

Representation of parasitics by adding lumped elements to the acoustic simulation.

coefficient. Although they explain very well the high
frequency behavior of the input and the output, some low
frequency parasitics in the reflexion are not yet explained
and need further investigations.
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Fig. 8. Measured transmission compared to the theoretical response including corrections for material properties.
model described in section 2. The complete circuit is
shown in Fig. 9.
The considered parasitic effects are: (i) two transmission
lines, corresponding to the lines joining the pads were
the input and output probes are connected during measurements and the active areas of the device, need to be
considered. These transmission lines are not adapted to
a 50 Ω load and thus cause reflexions to occur at the
input and the output of the filter.
(ii) another section of transmission lines needs to be
added, to account for the fact that when the input and
output metallic strips step over the coupling layers or
the top AlN layer, the characteristics of the transmission
lines are modified. In particular, as the gap between the
strips is slightly increased, and the equivalent dielectric
constant of the insulating layers on which they are
deposited is decreased (the connexion pads lay on an
AlN layer, whereas at the end, the strips lay on an
AlN/SiO2 /AlN/Si02 multilayer), the capacitance of the
line is reduced, whereas the inductance is increased.
These two transmission lines are used to fit the reflection

(iii) the initial design staassumed the ground electrodes
of the two resonators in a section were connected
together, so that the coupling layers get shorted, which
prevents the AlN layer located between the resonators
to vibrate because of an applied electric field. However,
in the implementation, the first electrode is deposited,
then the coupling layers are deposited and patterned,
and finally the second ground electrode is fabricated.
Connexion between them is done by overlapping the
two metallic strips. The last that has been deposited
has to follow the step caused by the coupling layers.
As a consequence, the connexion may not be perfect.
Moreover, parts of these electrodes are partially covered
with insulating films, so that they cannot benefit from
the additional metalization that is added at the end of
the process. For this reason, electrodes exhibit a high
resistivity. This is modelled by inserting an inductance
and a resistance to one of the ground paths. As the electrodes may finally not be at the same electric potential,
a capacitance is added, corresponding to the area where
both ground strips are facing each other on each side of
the coupling layers, not including the active area, which
is included in the acoustic simulation. These elements
influence mostly the phase of the transmission coefficient, and allow to fit the phase of the measurements.
(iv) a capacitance is added between the input of the
first section and the output of the second one. This
is intended to simulate the capacitance that may exist
between the input and the output electrodes. This capacitance induces an electrical resonance with elements
from the transmission lines, and is responsible for the
resonance that appears between 4 and 5 GHz in the
measurements. The level of this parasitic is extremely
sensitive to the value of the capacitance, showing that
care must be taken to minimize its value in future
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Fig. 10.
Measured transmission compared to the
theoretical response including some parasitic elements.
designs. The reason is that it provides a direct path
between input and output in a given frequency range.
The sensitivity can be reduced by considering ohmic
losses at the end of the input and output paths. But even
with high resistivity (500 Ω are added between the input
and the active area), even a low value of the input to
output parasitic capacitance (9 × 10−4 pF in our fits)
has a considerable influence on the transmission.
With all these elements added, the final simulated response is shown in Fig. 10. The in-band response and
the transmission between 3 and 5 GHz are quite well
explained. But there remains to explain the rejection
floor at low and high frequency.
5. CONCLUSION
We have written a simulation program that is able to
simulate the electric response of a device implemented
as a stratified structure. This simulation tool is able to
handle multiport devices. We have used it to design a
coupled resonator filter in the 5 GHz area. We have
performed a first run for the fabrication of this filter.
Measurements have revealed some problems associated
with the layout of the device, especially the influence
of parasitic capacitances, the need to perform electromagnetic simulations to ensure that the input and output
are well adapted to a 50 Ω measurement system, and
eventually the choice of another material than Platinum
which enables to grow highly textured AlN layers but
with lower resistivity. Thus, a redesign of the layout of
the filter should be performed before another fabrication
run is performed.
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t ij =

ABSTRACT
A method of calculating the third order elastic constants
with using the local density approximation of the
density-functional theory is presented. In this work, the
method is applied for calculating the third-order elastic
constants of Si. ABINIT package is used for the
calculation. The stress tensor at defined strains is
computed with using the package and then the thirdorder elastic constants are calculated by finitedifferences. The calculated data are in good accordance
with experimental data.

During
designing
and
analysis
of
some
acoustoelectronic sensors it is necessary sometimes to
take into account the nonlinear elastic properties of
materials of the sensors. For example, these properties
are significant in designing and analysis of torque
sensors [1]. Third-order elastic constants are used for
describing such properties. These constants were
already defined for some materials, but the process of
their experimental defining is rather complex one
requiring high precision equipment. Therefore it is not
always affordable for researchers. In this connection the
possibility to define the third-order elastic constants by
computations with minimal set of initial experimental
data, which are available for all, is actual. Local density
approximation (LDA) of density-functional theory
(DFT) [2], as implemented in the ABINIT package [4],
is applied for computing the constants in the present
paper. The theory was created with using quantum
mechanics principles The peculiarity of methods based
on quantum mechanics principles or ab initio principles
is that they allow to define large variety of material
properties with basing on its internal structure.

As a result

⎛ 2
⎞
∂a ∂a j
⎜ ∂ ((1 + η ij δ ij ) i
σ st ) ⎟
∂x s ∂xt
⎜
⎟
=⎜
⎟ . (4)
∂η kl ∂η mn
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝
⎠

There are six independent third-order elastic
constants for Si [5]: c111, c112, c123, c144, c155, c456.
It is possible to expand the expression (4) for the
constants (in reduced indexes) with taking into account
the isotropy of the strain:

∂ 2σ 1
∂σ 1
2
∂η1
σ1
∂η1
+2
c111 =
−2
2
1 + η1
(1 + η1 )
(1 + η1 ) 3

c112 =

∂ 2σ 2
∂σ
(1 + η1 ) + 2 2
2
∂η1
∂η1

c123 = (1 + η 2 )(1 + η 3 )
+ (1 + η 2 )

cijklmn =

∂ 2 tij
∂η kl ∂η mn

,

(1)

where ηij – Lagrange strain.
Since ABINIT package [4], containing an algorithm
for computing stress σij, was used in the present paper it
is necessary to express the elastic constants through the
stress. For this purpose, it is possible to use the
connection between the thermodynamics tensions and
the stress [4]

∂ 2σ 1
+
∂η 2 ∂η 3

∂σ 1
∂σ
+ (1 + η 3 ) 1 +
∂η 2
∂η 3

(5)

+ σ1

2. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE
Third-order elastic constants can be expressed through
the thermodynamics tensions tij [3]

(2)

where J – the ratio of deformed element volume to
undeformed one, ∂ai/∂xk – the strain gradients in spatial
coordinates. The deformed element volume V is
connected with the undeformed one Vo by the following
expression
V = (1 + ηijδ ij )Vo .
(3)

cijklmn

1. INTRODUCTION

1 ∂ai ∂a j
σ km ,
J ∂xk ∂xm

c144

∂ 2σ 1
=
2
∂η 4

c155 =
c456 =

∂ 2σ 1
2
∂η 5

∂ 2σ 4
∂η 5 ∂η 6

In the present paper the derivatives to strain were
computed with finite-differences. The strain difference
was 4*10-5. Teter Pade parametrization [6] was used for
the exchange-correlation functional. The all-electron
potentials were replaced by norm-conserving
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pseudopotentials [7]. Monkhorst-Pack grid [8] 6x6x6
was used for the sample in the Brillouin zone.
Converged results were reached with 65 hartree kinetic
energy cutoff for the plane waves and with the cutoff
smearing 0,5 hartree.
3. RESULTS
Si is the cubic crystal of m3m class [10]. The
elementary cell of Si was presented by two atoms with
the reduced internal coordinates [9] Si1 = (0, 0, 0) и Si2
= (0.25, 0.25, 0.25).
The results of third-order elastic constants
computation in compare with experimental data [10] are
presented in the table 1.
TABLE 1. Third-order elastic constants
cmnp, 1011N/m2
Constant Present
Experiment
Experiment
work
[10]
[10]
с111
-6.14
-7,95
-8,25±0,10
с112
-3.93
-4,45
-4,51±0,05
с123
-0.84
-0,75
-0,64±0,10
с144
-1.94
0,15
0,12±0,25
с155
-2.68
-3,10
-3,10±0,1
с456
-1.06
-0,86
-0,64±0,2

[3] R.N.Thurston in Physical Acoustics, edited by W.P.
Mason (Academic Press Inc., New York, 1964),
Vol. 1A.
[4] The ABINIT code is a common project of the
Université Catholique de Louvain, Corning
Incorporated, and other contributors (URL
http://www.abinit.org).
[5] R.F.S.Hearmon, ‘Third-Order’ Elastic Coefficients,
Acta Cryst. (1953), 6, 331-340.
[6] S. Goedecker, M. Teter, J. Huetter, Phys.Rev.B54,
1703 (1996)
[7] N.Troullier, J.L.Martins, Efficient pseudopotentials
for plane-wave calculations, Phys. Rev. B43, 19962003 (1991)
[8] H.J. Monkhorst and J.D. Pack, Phys. Rev. B13,
5188 (1976)
[9] R.W.G.Wyckoff, Crystal Structures, 2nd ed.
(Interscience Publishers, New York, 1963)
[10] Акустические кристаллы. Справочник/под ред.
М.П. Шаскольской. – М.: Наука, 1982.

As can be seen in the table, the computational results
based on LDA give rather good approximation to the
experimental data. But they have 16% discrepancy from
the experimental ones in average excluding c144. The
discrepancy can be produced by the approximation
accuracy and by difference of temperature of material,
because the computations were done for 0ºК and the
experiments are usually done at about 293ºК.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the results of the DFT-LDA application
for computing third-order elastic constants of Si are
presented. Although there are rather large discrepancies
of computational and experimental data, the data are in
good accordance. It is possible to get more precise
computations with using more accurate approximations
and with taking into account the non-zero temperature
of crystal.
REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT:
It is well known that the quartz crystal is ferrobielastic
and that the induced twinning is due to the movement
of SiO4 tetrahedra from one Dauphiné twin state to the
other by applying a suitable field of mechanical
stresses. The growth of one Dauphiné twin state out of
another can be explained by the ferroic theory which
has induced classification of ferroic crystals based on
the nature of material properties that differs from one
domain to the other.
The existence of the two domains in a crystal sample
is translated by the existence of boundaries between
these domains and modification of the frequency
thickness relationship or sometimes disappearance of
the piezoelectric activity in the crystal resonator.
Furthermore, the stress level needed to complete the
volumetric transformation to the alternate twin state is
associated with the crystallographic orientation and
also with the content of impurity-related point defects
randomly distributed in the quartz lattice, without
forgetting the temperature which plays an important
role on the threshold values.
So, to realize piezoelectric high pressure and/or high
temperature sensors in new piezoelectric materials, we
have to clarify and to characterize the possible
ferrobielastic behaviour of the crystal used to
manufacture the resonator.
The aim of this paper is to study the ferrobielastic
behaviour of Langasite (LGS, La3Ga5SiO14) which is a
material belonging to the crystal class 32 and Gallium
orthophosphate (GaPO4). For that, we have applied
uniform stresses on parallelepipedic X-cut samples
having a face defined by a third angle ψ, chosen equal
to -45°. Our polished samples are prepared with the
same orientation and same dimensions that the
previous ones, built in different kind of quartz crystals
[1]. Associated to theoretical thermodynamic
considerations, we describe here the experimental
observations made on the stress-strain curves obtained
at ambient temperature.

INTRODUCTION:
According to ref [2], ferrobielastic switching
stimulated by a uniaxial static pressure in certain
specially chosen directions can occur in class 32
crystals, which are ferrobielastic. The transition of a
sample as a whole into a twinned state has been
observed repeatedly in quartz single crystals by optical
or acoustic methods [3, 4]. The switching effect has
also been observed in GaPO4 [5] and LGS [6]. This
paper reports new observations of switching in these
last new materials to compare precisely their
properties to those of quartz crystal. Indeed, in the
outlook of the realization of pressure or temperature
sensors for very severe environments (high pressure
and/or high temperature), we could consider to replace
the quartz crystal by new piezoelectric materials.
If previous papers aiming the use of quartz crystal for
Bulk Acoustic Waves resonators in pressure gauge [7,
8] confirm that the quartz gauges exhibit good long
term stabilities and high accuracy up to 100 MPa and
175°C, we assume that hysteresis, then twins and at
least fractures can occur at higher pressures and
temperatures…
BACKGROUND OF THE FERROBIELASTIC
TWINNING:
At the microscopic level, the α-β phase transformation
in quartz is a first order transition with a symmetry
breaking order parameter described by the Landau
theory and, at the microscopic level, it is a displacive
transition produced by small atomic displacements of
silicon (0.34 Å) and oxygen (0.81 Å) atoms. In the βphase of point symmetry 622, the atoms are placed in
more symmetric positions than in a α-phase of point
symmetry 32. When β-quartz is cooled below 573°C,
the SiO4 tetrahedra rotate by an angle of ≈ 16° about
the twofold axes. Two rotation senses are possible
leading to a domain structure known by mineralogists
under the name of Dauphiné twins. The domains
differ in the sign of the tilting angle and are
structurally related by a rotation of 180° about the
threefold axis. The atomic shifts needed to go from
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one domain to the other involve motions of less than
0.3 Å and require no breaking of Si-O bonds.
According to Aizu classification, quartz is a second
order ferroic crystal that belongs to the class 622F32.
The ferroic state shifts of 622F32 crystals are
accomplished by a combination of a mechanical stress
and an electric field or by a mechanical stress alone.
The response in the elastic strain is different from one
domain to another due to the differences in the
piezoelectric and elastic compliances tensors. The
spontaneous electric displacement vector and the
spontaneous strain tensor are equal to both domains.
For these reasons, is simultaneously classified as a
ferroelastoelectric and a ferrobielastic crystal.
Neglecting high order terms then the second one, the
Gibbs free energy difference between two domains, S1
and S2, may be determine as follow:

G - G0 = - 1 sijklTijTkl - dijkTijEk - 1 χijEiEj
2
2

where Ei and Tij represent the electric field and the
mechanical stress tensors, respectively. To evaluate
the differences between S1 and S2, in the piezoelectric
and elastic compliance tensors, it is necessary to apply
the symmetry operation relating S1 and S2 on each
independent piezoelectric and elastic compliance
coefficient. Furthermore, if we consider the simple
case when Ei = 0 and an uniaxial and homogeneous
compressive stress (P) is acting along X”3, an arbitrary
chosen direction of a rotated set of axes X”1X”2X”3,
by the conventional angles ϕ, θ and ψ, the Gibbs free
energy difference between the 2 Dauphiné twin states
is given by:

∆G = 2 . s14 . F( ϕ,θ,ψ) . P2

where only the s14 change its sign from S1 to S2. If the
sign of s1123 is assumed positive and if the F function
is negative, the ferrobielastic twinning is
thermodynamically favorable because the free energy
of the alternate twin state S2 is lower is lower than that
of the initial one.
For our experiences, we have chosen to work on
rectangular X-cut samples on which the quasi-uniaxial
force is applied on a direction defined by a ψ-angle
equal to +/- 45°.
PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS:
1. Quartz samples:
The Figure 1, extracted from [1], illustrates the
ferrobielastic switching when a pressure is applied in a
X”3 direction defined by an angle of -45°. We have
also shown that the threshold level (called too
“coercive stress”) differs from one sample to the other,
depending on the growth quality (natural or synthetic)
and on the content of impurity-related point defects.

800

X-cut sample

600

400

200

T = 25 °C

0
0

0,004 0,008 0,012 0,016

Fig. 1: example of stress-strain curve for a X-cut
quartz sample
The figure below, extracted from [9], presents the
strong variation of the coercive stress with the
temperature up to the α-β phase transformation in
which the ferrobielastic switching is close to zero.
800
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X-cut
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SC-cut
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0
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100

200
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Fig. 2: evolution with the temperature of the coercive
stress for X- and AT-cut samples
2. GaPO4 samples:
Previous experiments have been made at ambient
temperature on X-cut samples of GaPO4 and AlPO4 in
1997 with the same experimental arrangement than
this used for quartz. The following picture
summarized the stress-strain behavior on which the
ferrobielastic switching is clearly observed in quartz
(jump in point A). In contrary, the dashed lines shown
at the end of the curves 2 and 3 denote that the
samples were broken before removing the pressure.
Nevertheless, the stress-strain curve of the sample 3
presents little jumps identical to these observed
previously for quartz and revealing probably
ferrobielastic
switching.
Furthermore,
the
development of twin domains was optically registered
always on the GaPO4 samples but not on the samples
of berlinite.
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CONCLUSION:
New experiments are planed with similar samples cut
in each crystal (see fig. 6) of SiO2, GaPO4 and LGS /
LGT. We had to be reviewed the stressing apparatus
and so the results will be published in the next forum.
Z

Z

Z
X”

Z’
Y’

ψ = - 45°

Y

X’
ϕ = 90°

Y
’

X
’

Fig. 6: sample orientation

Fig. 3: comparison of stress-strain behavior for quartz
(1), GaPO4 (2) and AlPO4 (3).
3. Experiment on LGS:
As the Langasite, its ferrobielastic switching was
observed by measuring the change in the frequency of
the compound acoustic cavity made from a Langasite
single crystal, under uniaxial pressure. The effect was
detected from the jump in the cavity frequency at the
point of switching.

Fig. 4: relative change in the frequency of a compound
acoustic cavity vs Papplied. The arrow marks the
point of switching
4. A few comments:
If the threshold in pressure for the complete
switchover has not been observed for GaPO4 samples,
twin boundaries have appeared at pressures near 350
MPa. For quartz, the stripe-shaped domains
disappeared at about 500 MPa and an abrupt jump was
observed in T-S dependence: it is the value of the
coercive stress for quartz. The alone observation made
on samples of LGS at ambient temperature gives a
coercive stress near 750 MPa, much higher than in
quartz. Nevertheless, this value has to be confirm…
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176, Gagarin Prospect, Nizhny Novgorod, 603009, Russia
Fax: (8312) 66-55-62; e-mail: nnipi_kvarz@sinn.ru

ABSTRACT
The description of the Active Hydrogen Maser
developed by the IEM “KVARZ” with the autonomous
cavity autotuning using frequency switching method is
given. Frequency stability of 1.10-13/s, 5.10-16/day and
temperature frequency coefficient of 8.10-16/°C are
achieved.
INTRODUCTION
The IEM “KVARZ” of Nizhny Novgorod has been
developing Hydrogen Masers for nearly 40 years. In this
time 3 generations of hydrogen masers have been
developed. The last development of the IEM “KVARZ”
is the Hydrogen Maser with autonomous automatic
cavity tuning, using frequency switching method which
does not require the second analogous Maser as a
reference one. Such a system for the first time was
proposed by B. Gaigerov and G. Elkin (Russia) [1] and
then was successfully used by H. Peters (USA) [2].

The main features of the CH1-75A Hydrogen Maser are
the following:
– high-precision Maser cavity thermostats with
temperature stability of 10-4 ° C;
– efficient and light magnetic cavity shields;
– light and compact vacuum system;
– technology for fluoroplastic coating of the storage
bulb providing small frequency offset, small offset drift
and high stability of coating parameters with time;
– the Hydrogen Maser electronics (PPL system) having
low noise (and as a result low frequency instability
contribution) and low temperature coefficient of phase
change;
– the autonomous (without the 2nd Maser) cavity
autotuning system.

DESIGN OF THE CH1-75A HYDROGEN
MASER WITH AUTONOMOUS CAVITY
AUTOTUNING
The external view of the CH1-75A Hydrogen Maser
with the autonomous cavity tuning is shown in Fig. 1,
the physics package schematic – in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Hydrogen Maser physics package schematic

Fig. 1. CH1-75A Hydrogen Maser

A two-stage multizone structure has been chosen in the
process of the cavity thermostats development. The
whole cavity volume subjected to a temperature control
is divided into a number of zones: the lateral cylindrical
cavity surface, the upper cover and the lower cover. In
addition the vacuum tube connecting the vacuum
enclosure, in which the cavity is placed, with atom
beam source and the ferrite isolator connecting the
Maser output with the microwave signal receiver input
are temperature controlled separately. At the same time
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the cylindrical surface and the cavity covers have been
temperature controlled in two steps. As a result of
choosing such a construction, it becomes possible to the
achieve temperature stability on the cavity surface (at
small gradient) of~10-4 °C. The metal shells with the
oven heaters windings and the magnetic shields are
coated with a thin aluminium layer using a vacuum
deposition technique, which provides a low power (~2
W) consumption of the ovens.

the autonomous cavity autotuning (CAT) system. The
operation principle of the CAT system is similar to that
described in [1, 2]. The block-diagram of the Maser is
shown in Fig. 3.

The cavity, as in the earlier developed Hydrogen Maser
models , is made of sitall – the material having a very
low (<2.10-7/ °C) temperature coefficient of linear
expansion. Such a construction of the cavity and the
ovens allows to obtain the Maser frequency temperature
coefficient of 2.10-15/ ° C.
In order to reduce magnetic shields weight and to
increase a shielding factor, the 81 HMA perm alloy
having high magnetic susceptibility is used for the
shields manufacture. The cavity magnetic shield has
four layers of 0.5 mm width each. Three layers are
located inside the vacuum enclosure and the fourth layer
is outside. The technology of shields annealing in a
vacuum furnace has a great importance for obtaining
high shield efficiency. All these measures have resulted
in achieving the magnetic shielding factor of ~500000,
which has led to a weak dependence of the Maser
frequency on external magnetic field fluctuations, in
particular, the Earth magnetic field (<1.10–14/ Gauss).
Titanium, light and strong material, having excellent
vacuum properties is used as a basic construction
material for the vacuum system manufacture. The light
getter pumps, in which elements are made of compacted
titanium chips, are used for hydrogen pumping out. The
small ion pump having a capacity of 2 L/s is utilized for
pumping out residual gases. The heater located inside
the getter pump allows to activate the pump in vacuum
at its initial start-up. The vacuum system of the
Hydrogen Maser consists of two separate chambers. In
the first chamber, comprising the storage bulb and the
beam forming system, the vacuum of ~10-8 mm Hg is
provided with the help of the getter pump and the small
ion pump. In the second chamber, comprising the
cavity, ~10-3 mm Hg vacuum is provided by the lowcapacity ion pump. The lifetime of the getter pump is
more than15 years.
The hydrogen used for Hydrogen Maser operation is
located in a special vessel as a component of LaNi5Hn
hydride. A partial pressure of saturated hydrogen
vapours in the volume, where hydride is located at 50 °
C, is 5 atm. 250 grams of hydride at normal pressure
contain 18 litres of hydrogen, which provides the Maser
operation for a period of more than 10 years.
The main distinctive feature of the new Maser model is

Fig. 3. CH1-75A Hydrogen Maser block diagram

Hydrogen Maser cavity frequency is switched with the
help of the modulator that results in amplitude
modulation of the Maser generation signal. The
amplitude modulated signal is selected by the receiver
amplitude detector then is amplified and applied to the
synchronous detector. The synchronous detector signal
depends on the cavity frequency offset from an atom
line (it equals to zero at zero offset). This signal is used
for the cavity frequency tuning.
MODULATION FREQUENCY AND CAVITY
FREQUENCY DEVIATION SELECTION
The modulation frequency is selected from the
condition:
∆f l << f m << β,

where

(1)

fm– modulation frequency;
β – cavity band half width;
∆fl – atomic emission line half width.

In our Maser the modulation frequency fm is selected
equal to 87 Hz. The increase of the modulation
frequency favorably influences the decrease of lateral
components in the Maser output signal spectrum but can
cause frequency shifts due to the limited receiver
bandwidth.
The cavity frequency deviation (∆f) selected from the
max signal value at the receiver amplitude detector
output equals to the cavity band half width β, i.e. ≈ 15
kHz. But signal dependence on ∆f near optimum value
is weak and at ∆f =

β
the signal value is decreased only
2

by 20 %. In our Maser the cavity frequency deviation is
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selected equal to 10 kHz.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The CH1-75A metrological
experimentally investigated.

characteristic

were

The experimental curve of frequency instability
dependence of two Hydrogen Masers with autonomous
cavity tuning is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows spectral power density of the CH1-75A
Hydrogen Maser. We can see that the components with
modulation frequency of 87 Hz and its harmonics are
attenuated in relation to the carrier by more than
140 dB.
The first models of the Masers with autonomous
automatic frequency tuning were shipped to laboratories
of a number of countries (Canada, Finland, Sweden,
Korea and others).

Fig. 4. CH1-75A Allan deviation

The frequency instability equals to 1.10-13/1 s, 5.10-16/day.
The further increase of the Maser frequency stability
may be achieved in case of enhancement of an
environmental temperature keeping thanks to an air
conditioner operation. Periodic switching of air
conditioners negatively influences a frequency stability.
The best results may be achieved when the Maser will
operate in the room where the constant temperature is
provided without air conditioners (for example in an
underground basement).
The frequency systematic drift at the Maser operation
start is 2.10-15/day; after one year of continuous
operation the drift usually decreases to (2–3).10-16/day.
Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the frequency of the
Hydrogen Maser with automatic cavity tuning on time
(a) and the environment temperature variation on time
(b). From that we may define the Maser temperature
coefficient of frequency of 8.10-16/ °C.

Fig. 6. Spectral power density of CH1-75A Hydrogen Maser

CONCLUSION
So the IEM “KVARZ” has developed the Hydrogen
Maser with autonomous automatic cavity tuning having
frequency stability 1.10-13/1 s, 5.10-16/day and
temperature coefficient of frequency 8.10-16/°C. Further
frequency stability increase may be achieved at
environmental temperature keeping accuracy increase.
REFERENCES
[1] B. Gaigerov, G. Elkin “Cavity autotuning in
hydrogen
frequency
reference”,
Measurement
equipment, 1968, No 6.
[2] H.E. Reters “Design and performance of new
Hydrogen Masers using cavity frequency switching
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Fig.5. CH1-75A frequency versus time (a)
and environmental temperature versus time (b)
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SIGNAL PROCESSING PRINCIPLE IN A MICROWAVE AUTODYNE SENSOR
Boloznev V.V., Safonova E.V., Sultanov F.I., Stanchenkov M.A.
Kazan State Technical University, Russia
e-mail: ksafonova@yandex.ru, kate@c-tel.net
ABSTRACT
In this paper authors suggest to use the quantity of extracted information in a unit of time as
a criterion of sensors’ effectiveness for technological processes diagnostics. We are going to present
the results of the first stage of investigation, dedicated to proposed index estimation in application to
the sensors of combustion process. During our investigations information density, i.e. derivative
from required quantity by frequency, has been found. Two main features in measuring signal
forming: correlation interconnections of required parameter with noise, transfer characteristic
nonlinearity have been considered.
Preliminary estimations of the sensor’s perfecting opportunities by circuit technique and
design methods have been done.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Since the famous work of C.Shannon [1] was published, information capacity step-by-step
became an integrating quality index of radio systems. It has displaced traditional indexes such as
radio coverage, power consumption, carrier frequency and others. The term (information capacity)
itself and its importance became clear even to non-specialists including consumers. It happened
mostly because computing operations were applied into signal processing.
Similar occurrences didn’t happen in measuring technique and a number of quite successful
scientific attempts didn’t find support and understanding. Traditional set of errors is still dominates
in this field. In a case of technological process control these errors linked up to the current time in an
awkward way. Partly, it caused by some features in application of Shannon’s information approach
to analysis of the measuring system first element - sensor.
Not pretending for complete coverage of the problem, let’s list the titled features in
application to the microwave autodyne sensor of the system of combustion process monitoring [2]:
• Initial process, measuring signal and noise have nonuniform (nonwhite) spectrum,
• Signal and noise have been generated by one physical process and therefore
correlated,
• Sensor and some nodes of measuring system are nonlinear.
Analytical solution of the task is complicated by these circumstances. It doesn’t have any
principal difficulties, but it is too big for one article. Authors decided to do publications by parts.
Purpose of the first part of our investigation is: estimation of information quantity,
extracted by the sensor in a unit of time and in a unit frequency range. In the technical literature [3]
this value calls differential entropy difference; it can be total or conditional. We are going to use a
term “information density”.
2.

ELECTROPHYSICAL MODEL OF THE MEASURING PROCESS

Model presented on the figure 1a includes a path of measuring signal forming: controlled
technological parameter (CTP) of flame; indirect parameter – electron density N e ; directly
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measurable electrophysical parameter – plasma permittivity of flame ε ; and sensor, transforming ε
into oscillation frequency ω , which is a probing frequency also. A number of physicochemical
effects, caused by technological process and external factors (1, 2, 3, …T) work as a noise origin.
Temperature is a main one; it has a strong influence to the measuring errors.

Figure1 1a -Physical processes of measuring signal and interference factors forming in transport thermal
power engines (TPE). 1b - Spectral densities of temperature fluctuations in flame in natural conditions
(curve 1) and in TPE (curve 2).

Sensor’s antenna emits probing signal into half-space of combustion chamber, filled by
material medium (plasma of a flame) with following permittivity
bN (t )
ε (t ) = 1 − 2 e 2 ,
(1)
ω (t ) + ν (t )
where b = 80m 3 Hz 2 - coefficient, connected with mass and electron charge, ν - electron frequency of
collision with neutral particles (unburned fuel, soot, products of combustion chamber erosion).
Functional interconnection of N e with CTP stays outside authors’ competence, but it is known for a
number of application tasks in electrophysics of combustion.
Transformation N e (t ) → ε (t ) is linear. Nonlinear and noise components connected with
probing frequency ω and collision frequenciesν . Corresponding errors (that cause an information
loss from our point of view) are called truncation and implementation errors.
Measuring signal forming, i.e. permittivity ε transformation into frequency ω , and this
frequency dependence from the main origin of noise – temperature, has been seriously investigated
in [2]:

ω [ε (t )] ≈ ω 0 ⋅

Γ A (ε )
sin ϕ (ε ) ,
2Q

(2)

where ΓA , ϕ - amplitude and phase of antenna’s reflectance, Q -resonator’s Q-factor. In technical
literature similar dependences called - autodyne response. It has nonlinear character and we will
present it by polynomial.
Temperature dependence is linear [4]:
δω (T , Ω ) = K T (Ω ) ⋅ δ T (Ω ) ,
(3)
symbol Ω shows processes and linear operator K T (Ω ) dependence from the frequency of
temperature fluctuations, moreover in comparison with measuring signal spectrum, operator is quite
narrowband. In the works [4, 7] this operator, presenting contribution of three factors: materials and
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sizes of the sensor’s body and also antenna’s influence, shown as a
sum K T (Ω ) = K p (Ω ) + K L (Ω ) + K A (Ω ) .
Let’s take into account also collision frequencies variations, which are an inaccessible for
monitoring, and noise corresponded to them. As the result signal structure of an autodyne sensor has
a following view:
∆ ω = ω [ε (t ), T (t ), ν (t )] − ω 0 = ∆ ω + δω = {a ⋅ ∆ ε (t ) + L [∆ ε (t )]} + δω T [T (t )] + δω ν [ν (t )],
(4)
where linear and nonlinear signal parts ( L[ε (t )] = a 2 ∆ ε 2 + a 3 ⋅ ∆ ε 2 + ... are presented by
polynomial in braces, the rest are noise components. Vibrations, which are also the noise origin, are
still stay outside our consideration.

(

3.

)

INFORMATION DENSITY

Let’s consider N e (t ) , T (t ) ,ν (t ) as the stationary random processes with corresponding mathematical
expectations and spectral densities. With influence on the sensor they cause a response (4) with
mathematical expectation mc and spectral density

S (Ω ) = S N (Ω ) + ST (Ω ) + Sν (Ω ) = S e (Ω ) + S n (Ω ) ,

(5)

where index “ n ” represents noise.
There is an interconnection between electron density N e and temperature T. For its
description we present the noise component in (4) as
δω n = r (Ω ) ⋅ δω s + K T (Ω ) ⋅ δT + Kν (Ω ) ⋅ δν = r (Ω ) ⋅ δω s + δω H ,
(6)
i.e. in a temperature noise we extract a component, which is linearly connected with a useful signal.
Where index “s” represents signal. r (Ω ) = 2q(Ω ) ST S N , q(Ω ) - correlation coefficient. Now
spectrum of signal and noise mixture has a following view:

[

]

S (Ω ) = S N (Ω ) ⋅ 1 + q 2 (Ω ) + S H (Ω ) = S s (Ω ) + S H (Ω ) ,

(7)

moreover S H (Ω ) is a spectral density of independent noise.
According to the posed purpose and follow the Shannon methods, supplemented in [5],
let’s do following operations:
• signal normalization (4) with a scale
δ H (Ω ) = 2πS H (Ω ) / e , e - natural
logarithmic base [5]. Let’s present scaled signal as x(t ) = y s (t ) + z H (t ) ;
• finding of distribution density W ( y ) and W (x ) ;
•

finding of conditional density W ( x y ) ;

•

determination of differential entropies H (x ) and H ( x y ) ;

• determination of information density as differential entropies difference.
Determinations were made in a first approximation by nonlinear parameter.
Let’s present an information density value in two forms:

I1 (∆ω , Ω) ≈ 0,5{ log2 1 +

Ss
2π
(S s + S H ) + 1 log2 2π S H
− æ log2
SH
2
e
e

{

[

}

]}

I 2 (x , Ω ) ≈ 0 ,5(1 − æ) log 2 1 + R s (Ω ) 1 + r 2 (Ω ) ,

(8)
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where æ = a 2 ms / a , ms - mathematical expectation of the signal, Rs (Ω ) = S N (Ω ) / σ H . Both forms
are completely equivalent each other, first form (without scaling) is more convenient for the physical
interpretation, second one (after scaling) - for calculations.
On the figure 2a, 3a, 4a an approximate view of the signal spectral densities S s (Ω ) and noise have
been presented as a sum of ST (Ω ) , Sν (Ω ) and S n (Ω ) . S n (Ω ) - is a well known heat noise (on the
figures it is shown as a shaded area), which is, of course, not relating to the investigated heating.
envelope curve form S = A / Ω , which is usual for the natural and man-caused processes, in
application to the ST (Ω ) is disfigured by two factors: low-frequency fluctuations ( ≤ 1Hz )
suppressed by TPE control system, high-frequency fluctuations ( ≥ 1Hz ) suppressed by the
temperature waves’ attenuation in the sensor’s body [4]. Quantitative values here stipulated by
temperature conductivity, linear expansion coefficient and antenna’s construction (mono- and
bimetallic).
Dependences I 1 (x, Ω ) have been given for the several modifications of the sensor
construction.

Figure3 Spectral and information densities of the signal (line 1), collision interference (line 3) and
temperature interference in sensors made from different materials: titanium ( ∗ ), melted ( • ) and porous
( ) quartzes. Shaded area is a spectral density of the heat noise.

4.

DISCUSSION

First summand in I 1 (∆ω , Ω ) (8) is a linear approximation, which coincides with the
Shannon’s result. Information loss is presented by the second term with coefficient æ. Its
redistribution in spectrum depends on tree factors. Their result quantitatively depends upon the form
of initial signal and noise spectrums.
Two of these factors - nonlinearity a 2 a and working point (m s ) shift are the terms of
coefficient æ. They have an effect on result of the signal and noise multiplication (i.e. on the
logarithms sum) and cause the growth of the last one. Information loss caused by this fact is
irreversible, to be more precise, its partial restoration needs complicated reprocessing.
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Figure 4 Spectral and information densities of the signal (1), collision interference (3) and temperature
interference in multi-link sensors with a different length L=33mm ( ∗ ), L=66mm (line • ), L=100mm (line
). Shaded area is a spectral density of the heat noise.

Third factor in expression (8) is not directly seeable, it is a term æ ⋅ S s2 (Ω ) . Its absence
indicates that enclosed information has not been lost, but has been shifted into different spectrum
area, extended by nonlinear transformation. It is not too much complicated to restore this
information (i.e. to give it an initial structure). It is often does in practice, but under the condition of
measuring path band extending. Consequence of this is a heat noise band extension.

Figure 5 Spectral and information densities of the signal (1), collision interference (3) and temperature
interference (2) in the sensors with monometallic ( ∗ ) and bimetallic ( • ) antennas. Shaded area is a
spectral density of the heat noise.
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On the figures 2, 3, 4 is shown, that in a frequency band of several tens of hertz information
density reaches (4…7) bit/Hz. Power engineering specialists are interested exactly in this band,
because by hypothesis, first signs of emergency mode is appear here. Received result proves that
accurate information about these kinds of emergency mode changes can be detected by the sensor in
tens milliseconds.
Now let’s estimate an opportunities for information density increase. In parallel with well
known methods (autodyne response growth, transfer characteristic linearization) some design
measures could be very effective here: sensor’s elongation [2] and using materials with low thermal
conductivity, for example, porous glasses and ceramics [6] in its construction. Corresponding
changes in spectral densities and information densities have been shown on figures 2, 3, 4. However
it is not possible to reach complete suppression of the fluctuating heating consequences without
temperature-compensated antenna using. This antenna should be made of materials with a different
thermal expansion.
We are not going to give any quantitative estimation before we figure out, how spectrums
deform under nonlinear transformation and before calculating an information density. This material
hopefully will appear in future publications.
5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we’ve presented the first part of our investigation. It is aimed at information
opportunities discovering in control systems of combustion modes in TPE, using autodyne sensors.
By the quantity of extracted information, and therefore, by accuracy and operation speed these
sensors are perspective, especially for the accidents prevention.
Has been noted an essential increase of information volume in comparison with previous
constructions of the sensors [8] because of new circuit technology methods (multi-link resonator
application) and design measures such as dielectric body and bimetallic antenna.
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FREQUENCY AND TIME STANDARDS VCH-1006
А. Belyaev, S. Medvedev, Y. Pavlenko, B. Sakharov, P. Smirnov,
“Vremya-CH”, N. Novgorod, Russia
M. Bloch, O. Mancini “Frequency Electronics Inc.”, New York, USA
Russia, 603105, Nizhny Novgorod, Osharskaya street 67, "VREMYA-CH" JS Company,
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ABSTRACT
Frequency calibration tests of Passive hydrogen maser
frequency and time standard VCH-1006 (produced by
Russian company Vremya-CH) were performed in the
time period from Aug.2003 till March 2004 by request
of Frequency Electronic Inc.
Frequency stability tests and long term frequency
behavior at different environmental conditions have
been performed by U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington DC, (Dr. J. White) and by National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, CO,
(Dr. Thomas E. Parker).
Two ordinary industrial devices (serial numbers 020 03
and 022 03) have been tested both in stable
environmental conditions and at changing operating
temperature, humidity and external magnetic field.
SHORT TERM STABILITY
Figure 1 shows the results of short term stability
measurement (Allan deviation) made by NRL. The 5
MHz outputs were measured against the NRL maser
N1 using a Timing Solutions model 5110.

primarily on an ensemble of active hydrogen masers.
The stability of AT1 is better than the instrument under
test for all averaging times at or above 2 seconds.
Below 2 seconds the NIST reference may corrupt the
measurements.
Figure 2 shows the Allan deviation as a function of
averaging time (τ) in seconds for the range of τ from
0.01 seconds to 4x106 seconds. The data represented by
hollow circles were obtained with the TSC 5110A Time
Interval Analyzer during the last six days of testing in
NIST. Similar results were obtained in August when
the maser first arrived. The data represented by
diamonds and dots were obtained over the 95 days the
maser was in the NIST time scale measurement system.
The data recording interval here is 2 hours. The
diamonds show the Allan deviation with frequency drift
included and the dots show the stability with drift
removed. Confidence limits are shown by the error
bars. With both the TSC 5110A data and time scale
measurements the last few points were calculated using
the TOTAL deviation. Below τ ∼ 2 seconds the NIST
frequency reference may corrupt the measurements by a
small amount.

Figure 2. Short term stability (NIST)
Figure 1. Short term stability (NRL)
The data for averaging times beyond 40 seconds has a
slope of about 5x10-13/√τ. The data at less than 40
seconds shows a steeper slope. This may be due to the
measuring equipment.
In NIST during all of tests the 5 MHz output from the
VCH-1006 was compared to a 5 MHz signal from AT1,
which is the NIST free running time scale that is based

Test results show excellent maser’s frequency stability
performance:
Allan variance is about 5 x 10 – 13/√τ for time average τ
from 10 up to 10000 second and (2 – 3) x 10 –15 per
day.
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LONG TERM STABILITY
Long term stability measurements were made both by
NRL and NIST.
5 MHz outputs against the NRL maser N1 using a
Timing Solutions model 5110 data were collected at 5
minute interval on NRL’s dual mixer data system. As
shown in Figure 3, the residual phase after removal of
phase and frequency offsets indicates the presence of a
low level of frequency drift.
Figure 5. Allan deviation with removed drift (NRL)
In this chamber the temperature and relative humidity
were held constant at 23°C and 45% respectively. The
maser clearly shows a nonlinear frequency drift,
however it was becoming more linear the longer it ran.

Figure 3. Phase plot (NRL)
The calculated frequency drift rate is about 1x10-15. At
that level, it could be attributed to either the test clock or
the reference clock. Removing the measured drift
produces the residuals shown in Figure 4. The residuals
have a peak-peak span of less than 2 nanoseconds over
the data period of 19 days.

Figure 6. Fractional frequency drift with a constant
temperature and humidity (NIST)
The average drift over this entire period was -2.1x10-15
per day. During this period the frequency drift of AT1
was less than 5x10-17 per day.
Apparently from the given results, the device shows fine
characteristics:
average frequency drift is less than (1 – 2) x 10 –15 a day
in a 3 months time interval.
Figure 4. Phase residuals (NRL)
Calculating the Allan Deviation on this span of data
produces the results shown in Figure 5. As in Figure 1,
there is a distinct break in the slope of the curve.
However, in this case, the break is at around five
thousand seconds and is the point where the
measurement system noise curve meets the clock noise
curve.
Figure 6 shows the fractional frequency shift relative to
AT1 (NIST) that occurred after October 3, 2003 when
the standard was place in one of the environmental
chambers used for clocks in our time scale ensemble.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The measurements of Magnetic Field Susceptibility
were made in NRL. The maser was placed in Helmholtz
coil to determine its sensitivity to external magnetic
fields. The maser was aligned as shown in Figure 7.
Magnetic field testing was done by applying a field
in a single direction and then measuring the frequency
of the maser over a period of at least 24 hours. The
strength of the applied external field was determined by
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with the clock out of the coils. Table 1 shows the
measurement sequence. A value of + or – 1 indicates a
1 Gauss field applied in either the positive or negative
direction.
Date

Time X

10/9/03
10/14/03
10/15/03
10/17/03
10/20/03
10/24/03
10/27/03
10/29/03
10/31/03
11/3/03
11/4/03
11/7/03
11/10/03

12:00
09:00
09:00
14:37
08:56
08:11
11:26
08:49
12:42
11:06
08:11
07:39
07:57

0
+1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Y Z
applied
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1 0
+1 0
0
-1
0
+1
0
0
+1 0
-1 0
+1 0
-1 0
+1 0

X

1.22
-0.48
1.67
0.00
-2.08
-1.09
-1.67
-0.48
-1.68
-0.50
-1.67

Y
Z
measured

-0.12
-1.99
2.43
-0.72
1.16
0.25
2.43
-1.07
2.49
-1.90
2.44

0.22
0.22
0.52
-1.67
2.29
0.37
0.51
0.23
0.51
0.23
0.51

Table 1. Magnetic field test sequence
The influence of external magnetic fields on maser
output frequency is shown on Figure 8.

Figure 9. Y axis magnetic sensitivity (NRL)
The y direction result is unexpected. Typically, a
hydrogen maser will show the greatest sensitivity along
the axis of the shields. In this case, that would be the z
direction.
Similarly, one would expect that the
sensitivity normal to the shields would the same. Here
the y direction shows a sharp response but there is no
corresponding effect seen in the x axis. The apparent
curvature in response that appears in the graph is an
artifact of the data averaging. The frequency points are
done as a 12 hour running average.
It’s important to note that even at this level of
sensitivity, this clock is still relatively insensitive to
external fields. For example, a commercial cesium
clock is specified at ±2x10-13 for the same two gauss
field.
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY

Figure 8. Magnetic field test data (NRL)
The effects in the x and z directions appear to very
small and hard to quantify. However, the y direction
shows a sharp response to the change in fields, moving
about 3x10-14 for a two Gauss change, see Figure 9.

The maser temperature sensitivity measurements were
made by NIST.
Figure 10 shows the fractional frequency changes when
temperature steps were applied. A frequency drift of 4.0x10-15 per day has been removed for clarity, and an
arbitrary frequency offset has also been removed. The
temperature steps were applied in 5°C increments and
ranged from 15°C to 30°C as shown in the figure. The
air temperature in the chamber (shown in the figure)
changed in only a few minutes, though it obviously took
the standard much longer to come to equilibrium.

Figure 10. Fractional frequency changes caused by
temperature steps (NIST)
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Each temperature was maintained for approximately 2
days. There is evidence for both static and dynamic
temperature coefficients.
Between 20 and 25°C the static temperature coefficient
was found to be +1.0(±0.1)x10-14/°C. From 25 and
30°C it was also close to +1.0x10-14/°C, though the
frequency was somewhat unstable at the higher
temperature. Between 15°C and 20°C the static
coefficient was much smaller at about -1(±1)x10-15/°C.
For these temperature steps the dynamic temperature
effect is very visible (frequency transients of -3 and
+6x10-14) since the static effect is so small. A dynamic
effect is probably also present for the other temperature
ranges but the static effect hides it. The apparent time
delay between the temperature steps and the frequency
steps for the 20, 25, and 30 °C ranges is consistent with
the dynamic effect observed for the 15°C to 20°C step.
In other words the dynamic effect counteracts the static
effect for an hour or two. In all of these tests the
relative humidity was held constant at 25%, except for
the 15°C temperature where the chamber could only
hold 30%.
HUMIDITY SENSITIVITY
The maser humidity sensitivity measurements also were
made by NIST.
Figure 11 shows the affect of relative humidity steps of
40% (25 % to 65% and back) with the temperature held
constant at 20°C. The elevated humidity level was held
for about 8 days. The frequency drift and offset have
been removed in this figure.

There may in fact be two different time constants as it
appears that a relatively fast frequency change occurs
immediately after the step, and then a slower process
seems to set in. The fast response could possibly be a
temperature effect due to a change in convection
currents, whereas the longer response may be a real
humidity effect. Confirming the presence of two
different time constants would require a more intensive
investigation. In any case a total frequency shift of
about 7 to 10x10-14 occured with a 40% change in
relative humidity. Note that the step up in humidity
occurred over a period of 6 to 7 hours, while the step
down in humidity took about 3 hours.
CONCLUSION
Test results show excellent maser’s frequency stability
performance:
- Allan variance is about 5 x 10 – 13/√τ for
time average τ from 10 up to 10000 second
and (2 – 3) x 10 –15 per day
- average frequency drift is less than (1 – 2) x
10 –15 a day in a 3 months time interval.
Environmental effect tests also give quite good results:
- temperature frequency coefficient value is
less than 1 x 10 –14 / OC
- magnetic sensitivity is less than 1,5 x 10 – 14
/ Gauss.
Nowadays VCH-1006 H-maser is successfully used
as a local frequency reference at Frequency Electronic
Inc., and the company is planning to distribute in future
as a precision frequency standard in USA.
Final test results fully confirm the previous ones
performed by Neuchatel Observatory (2002) and
Russian Metrology Test Institute (2002), as well as
Vremya-CH instrument specification and show a good
perspective to its improvement.

Figure 11. Fractional frequency changes
caused by steps in relative humidity (NIST)
The frequency of the maser is clearly sensitive to
relative humidity, but with a long time constant. After 8
days the frequency had still not completely stabilized.
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THE EFFICIENCY INVESTIGATION OF 87Rb ATOMIC BEAM LASER PUMPING FOR
DESIGNING A QUANTUM DISCRIMINATOR FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE SPACE-BORNE
ATOMIC BEAM FREQUENCY STANDARD
A. Besedina, A. Gevorkyan, and V. Zholnerov
“The Russian Institute of Radionavigation and Time” PJSC, 2 Rastrelli sq., St.-Petersburg 191124, RUSSIA
E-mail: office @ rirt.ru
1. ABSTRACT
The theoretical study of optical pumping and detection
efficiency in the 87Rb atomic beam is performed. Using
“rate equations” approximation, the systems of kinetic
equations are solved for populations of eight sublevels
of the 87Rb atom ground state in a cycle of one- and
two-frequency hyperfine pumping and the results as
regards the calculation of pumping efficiency for all
schemes are given. A number of fluorescent photons of
87
Rb atoms is calculated when exciting a beam at
hyperfine transitions of D lines of various polarization.
The basis of correctness for the adopted model of
calculation is given and the borders are shown for
practical applicability of results.
The efficiencies of main schemes for pumping and
detection in 87Rb and 133Cs beam are compared. The
advantages of using 87Rb as a working substance for
both process are shown.
2.

INTRODUCTION

The 87Rb atomic beam frequency standard with laser
excitation is an interesting alternative for the conventional 133Cs frequency standards with optical pumping.
It is caused both by a simpler structure of 87Rb atom
energy levels and by a possibility to use an atomic beam
of larger cross section and density at its high collimation
and significantly lower effect of spin-exchange
interactions. In connection with it, the theoretical study
of optical pumping/detection efficiency in the 87Rb
atomic beam is topical.
The objective of studies is to determine the optimal
variants of pumping/detection in the 87Rb atomic beam
with respect to the discriminator, thus allowing to make
a rational and substantiate selection of a principal block
diagram for the Rubidium frequency standard with laser
pumping. The criteria for selecting optimal, the most
efficient pumping/detection schemes for creating the
rubidium discriminator are as follows:
a) maximum difference between populations of the
“0-0” clock transition sublevels, no-o , achieved
when using a selected optical pumping scheme;
b) maximum fluorescent photon yield, max, when
detecting a clock resonance signal at the selected
hyperfine transition for probing;
c) maximum signal-to-noise ratio when detecting a
magnetic resonance signal with a selected principal
block diagram of the Rubidium discriminator.

3.

OPTICAL PUMPING

Using a formalism of “rate equations”, the calculation
set is performed concerning evolution in time of Zeeman sublevels’ populations of 87Rb atom ground state in
a cycle of one- and two-laser hyperfine pumping.
Composed and numerically solved are kinetic equations
set for 64 possible (according to the selection rules)
pumping schemes, distinguished by selected hyperfine
transitions of the resonance D - lines and polarization of
pumping light as a function of unified parameter, eff,
taking into account intensity and spectral width of the
laser line, absorption line width in the atomic beam,
degree of emission and absorption contours overlapping
and time of beam atoms interaction with light-wave.
When composing systems of equations, such processes
were taken into account as all those permitted by
selection rules processes of absorption and spontaneous
emittance between Zeeman’s sublevels of hyperfine
structure of 5 2S1/2 and 5 2P1/2; 3/2 states (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. Energetic levels of 87Rb atom and the relative
intensities of the hyperfine transitions
The systems of equations for beam pumping look like
dnk(t)/dt = ΣJ ΣFs Σµ PµkJFs nµ - nk⋅ΣJ ΣFs Σµ PkµJFs
nk(0) = n0/[2(2I+1)]

(1)

Here nk, nµ – populations of sublevels of the | Fs, mFs >
ground state with indices k, µ = 1, 2…8;
PµkJFs – rate of pumping at subsequent absorption and
re-emittance of I( ) photons of given polarization.
(2)
PµkJFs = SµJFs⋅ΣF ρµmJFs<mFeλdµ>2⋅<mFdk>2,
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where SµJFs = π roc (fJ/NJ) ⋅ (∆ν L/∆ν abs) ⋅ IJFs( 0) – a
number of photons being absorbed by the atom over the
time unit when = 1; IJFs( 0) – a spectral density in the
center of the hyperfine component of the radiation line,
phot/(cm2⋅sec·Hz); roc = 8.45×10-3 cm2/sec; fJ oscillator force; NJ
–number of excited state’s
sublevels; eλ - vector of light wave’s polarization; d –
operator of atomic electrical dipole moment; J, F, mF
and Fs, mFs - quantum numbers of the excited and
ground states;
< mFdk > - angular part of atomic
dipole moment (NJ-1 Σk ΣF< mFdk>2 = 1); ρFJFs coefficient characterizing an overlapping degree of
radiation and absorption line’s contours when pumping
atomic beam by the resonance light; ∆νL - width of
radiation line’s contour; ∆νabs - width of absorption
line’s contour in the atomic beam.
The interaction parameter, eff, is numerically equal to
the number of photons absorbed by the atom over t
time:
1/2
r0 c fJ L/NJ · I0 t/∆νabs = SµJFs ⋅ t
eff = 2 ( ln2)
-3
10 I0 t/∆ν abs,
I0 [phot/(s·cm2)]
(3)

Our studies of Zeeman CPT effects carried out with Rb
beam and the calculation of the overlapping contours of
neighbouring hyperfine transitions have shown the
borders for practical applicability of calculation results.
The adopted calculation model can be considered
adequate when the field eliminating a coherent effect in
optical regions is no less than 0.8 G and the excitation
line’s width < 40 MHz when using
Fs=2>- F’>
transitions and ∆ν L < 3 MHz when using Fs=1>- F’>
ones.

For finding PµkJFs - values, using decomposition of the
atomic wave function by functions of the week field,
such parameters were calculated as matrix elements of
dipole moment and probabilities of electrical dipole
transitions between 5 2S1/2 and 5 2S1/2; 3/2 states.
The obtained results should be treated as maximum
possible for 87Rb atoms. Composed kinetic equations
and obtained coefficients’ matrix are the kernel for
getting more precise solutions taking into account the
coherences of various kinds, effects of adjacent
transitions and laser line’s width, interrelation between
intensity and excitation line’s width.

Fig.2. Pumping efficiency of 87Rb atom in the beam
excited by D1 line’s hyperfine components

3.1 One-frequency Pumping
The relative differences of n /n0 populations of |1,0>
and |2,0> clock transition sublevels of Rb atom for all
one-frequency pumping schemes by hyperfine components of D1 and D2 lines with the various polarization
are presented in Fig. 2, 3 ( – linearly polarized
emission in which e
B;
- linearly polarized
emission in which e
B). The B vector (quantization
axis) is direction of a weak magnetic field, B, created
within optical regions of atomic beam’s excitation for
destruction Zee-man’s coherence effects.
The maximum pumping efficiency for |1,0> and |2,0>
sublevels achieves 41.3 % when exciting at 2-2’ (D1
or D2) transition (in comparison with 15.5 % for 133Cs
atoms at 4-4’ , D2 transition). Assume that = 1, ∆νL =
∆νabs, ttr = 3·10-5 s, ef = 70, then we obtain I0( 0) 2·109
phot/(s·cm2·Hz). Pumping schemes 2-2’ , (D2 or D1)
are distinguished by a short pumping time ( eff ~ 30).
Practically, it corresponds to the excitation by the light
of mixed ( , ) polarization which agrees closely with
our measurement condition [1]. In practice ∆n/n0 32 %
in this scheme.

Fig.3. Pumping efficiency of 87Rb atom in the beam
excited by D2 line’s hyperfine components
The efficiency of one-frequency pumping is limited since
a part of atoms does not interact with the light due to the
hyperfine splitting of the ground state.
Table 1 gives stationary values of maximum efficiency of
one-frequency pumping for Fs = 1, mFs = 0 > and Fs = 2,
mFs = 0 > sublevels of the ground state of 87Rb atom being
achieved in the saturation behavior and corresponding
minimum values of the parameter eff.
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Maximum efficiency of one-frequency pumping for Fs = 2, mFs = 0 > and Fs = 1, mFs = 0 > sublevels of the
87
Rb atom by D - lines’ hyperfine components, fluorescence yield and no-o ·
values
Table 1
87
Rb
D1
D2
eλ

Fs - F′
2-2’

σ

2-1’
1-2’
1-1’
2–2’

π

2–1’
1–2’
1–1’

∆n, %

βmax

41.3
= 70)
34.4
( ef = 230)
17.5
( ef = 40)
23.8
( ef = 100)

2
(n = 6)
6
(n ~24)
2
(n = 6)
1.2
(n = 2)
2
(n = 6)
1.2
(n = 6)
2
(n = 6)
1.2
(n = 2)

(

ef

0
16.9
( ef = 30)
22.7
( ef = 30)
0

3.2 Two-frequency Pumping
A great advantage of optical methods for creating a
population inversion is the opportunity of accumulating
all beam’s atoms at a single magnetic sublevel (|Fs, mFs=
= 0>). This is achieved in two-frequency pumping
schemes using a forbidden optical |Fs, mFs=0>- |F’= Fs,
mF’ = 0> transition and simultaneous excitation of atoms
from two hyperfine sublevels of the ground state. One
laser tuned to the |Fs>
|F’ = Fs> transition should be
-polarized. The second laser with the arbitrary
polarization is tuned to the |Fs ± 1>
| F’> component
of the same or other D - line. Two-frequency pumping
can give a gain in the inversion of the “0-0” sublevels’
populations by 8 times for 87Rb atoms. The achievement
of 100 % efficiency of two-frequency pumping is,
however, related to realization a few of conditions
concerning intensity and width-line of both lasers,
interaction time and correct selection of optical
transitions. It is shown in [2] that 100 % pumping of a
133
Cs beam, for example, can be realized with two
stabilized lasers, if they are broadband and uncorrelated.
Thus, the excitation intensity should be maintained at a
level at which a pumping time, TFs, for |Fs > state
exceeds the correlation time L of each laser ray, TFs >>
L , or accordingly:
2
2
, (4)
L = 1/ L >> 1/TFs = (2 /h )· IFsF’( 0) · d FsF’
where L - time of laser wave’s coherence; IFsF’ intensity of laser emission hyperfine component.
As regards the 87Rb atom, 24 variants are possible for
realizing two-frequency laser pumping using eight
pumping transitions. These schemes are distinguished
by combination of D - lines’ hyperfine components and
polarization of those. The calculation results of the twofrequency pumping schemes are presented in Fig.4 in
the order of pumping rate lowering. The greatest

∆n ⋅⋅ β
82.6
206.4
35
28.6
0

∆n, %
41.3
= 70)
31.2
( ef = 250)
17.5
( ef = 40)
26.2
( ef = 80)
(

ef

0
20.3
45.4
0

24.1
( ef = 100)
22.7
( ef = 30)
17.8
( ef = 70)

β max
2
(n = 6)
1.2
(n = 2)
2
(n = 6)
6
(n ~24)
2
(n = 6)
0.7
(n = 1)
2
(n = 6)
6
(n ~24)

∆n ⋅⋅ β
82.6
37.4
35
157.2
0
16.1
45.4
106.5

pumping rate is provided by the scheme denoted as D2,
1-1’ ; D1 (D2), 2 -2’ .

Fig.4. Schemes for two-frequency laser pumping:
1 - D2, 1-1’π; D2 (D1) 2-2’σ
11- D2, 1-1’π; D2, 2-1’π
2 - D2, 2-2’π; D1, 1-2’π
12 - D2, 1-1’π; D1, 2-1’π
3 - D2, 1-1’π; D2 (D1) 2-2’π
14 - D1, 1-1’π; D1, 2-1’π
4 - D2 (D1), 2-2’π; D1, 1-1’σ 15 - D2, 1-1’π;
5 - D2 (D1), 2-2’π; D2, 1-2’π
D1(D2), 2-2’π
when
exciting
by
components
D2, π;
1-1’π
π;
σ
6 - D(3:1),
,
2-2’
1-2’
16
D1, 1-1’
2
D
(D
),
2-2’π
;
9 - Dand
,
1-1’
π;
D
,
2-1’σ
D
(D
),
2-2’
π
1
2
1
2
1
2
16
of two-frequency
pumping by compo10 - scheme
D1, 1-1’π;
D1, 2-1’σ
nents
D1, 1-1’π;
the equal
11÷14
- schemes
of D
two-frequency
pumping
with
1(D2), 2-2’π with
population
of 1,0of> atoms
and in
2,0 >1,0states.
accumulation
> - state and
The calculation
results
give for each
maxipopulation
of “pockets”
2, ±2scheme
>;
mum
value of two-frequency
pumping efficiency,
/n0 ,aand
are
15 - scheme
pumping nwith
concurrence of accumulation in 1,0 > and 2,0 > states,
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(3:1), when exciting by components D2, 1-1’
and D1 (D2), 2-2’ ;
16 – scheme of two-frequency pumping by components
D1, 1-1’ ; D1 (D2), 2-2’
with the equal
population of |1, 0> and |2, 0> states.
The calculation results give for each scheme maximum
value of pumping efficiency, n /n0, and are true when
L<<
F’=Fs±1 - F’=Fs - in the absence of atom leakage
effect which may be appeared at the simultaneous excitation of neighbouring hyperfine transitions at the wings
of the pumping transition’s contour (ρ≠0). The usage of
these schemes in the discriminator requires to create a
weak magnetic field within pumping and detection
regions as well as to correctly select the radiation
direction of both lasers relative to B field. This provided
the unambiguity of pumping light polarization for beam
atoms and correspondence between calculated and
realized pumping schemes.
The pumping schemes with one laser are characterized
by restricted efficiency and fast pumping. One may
observe the related shifts caused by the microwave
power. Two-frequency schemes give maximum
efficiencies with slow pumping. It increases
significantly a contribution of slow atoms to the
frequency standard’s signal. The detection at the cyclic
transition in these schemes results in the distortion of
the Maxwell distribution and the appearance of the
weight multiplier, 1/v, in the function of atomic velocity
distribution.

1-1’ ; D1 (D2), 2-2’
scheme), the detecting laser
should be tuned to the |Fs = 2>
|F’=3> transition.
When pumping with accumulation of all atoms in the
2,0> state (2-2’ , 1-2’ pumping scheme by D1 or D2
lines), it would be better to detect at the |Fs=1> |F’=0>
transition. In all these cases, the fluorescence of atoms
in the detection region, when exciting the microwave
resonance in the beam, is being observed on the zero
background and has a maximum at the resonance
frequency of the clock “0-0” transition.
The results of signal-to-noise evaluation for various
pumping and detection schemes are given in Fig. 5-8.

Fig.5. Values of S/N·(no p)-1/2 for various schemes of
laser pumping by D1 line and fluorescence detection by
probing Fs = 2> state

3.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio for various Pumping and
Detection Schemes
The evaluation of SNR, when detecting a signal of the
clock “0-0” transition, based on the analysis of the population distribution in the pumping cycle and model of
the noise shot nature, can be made using a relation
∞

S
≅
N

∆n(∞)
< P > y n0τ p f ( y)dy
n0
0
∆n(∞)
nΣ (∞)
< P >y +
n0
n0

1/ 2

1/ 2

,

(5)

where n( )/no - equilibrium value of difference in
populations of |1,0> and |2,0> operating sublevels at
the output from the pumping region; <P>y – probability
of microwave transitions between |1,0 > and |2,0 >
states in the discriminator averaged over the distribution of atoms in the beam according to velocities, f(v/ );
n ( ) – sum of populations of the |Fs > state’s Zeeman’s
sublevels proportional to a number of atoms in this state
which have not gone to the sublevel not interacting with
the light when exciting at the | Fs > | 2PJ > transition.
The value of n ( ), in such a way, characterizes a signal
of background atoms; p – time constant of the
recording system.
When using two-frequency pumping scheme with the
accumulation of all atoms in the |1,0> state (the best D2,

Fig.6. Values of S/N·(no p)-1/2 for various schemes of
laser pumping by D2 line and fluorescence detection by
probing Fs = 2> state
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Fig.7. Values of S/N·(no p)-1/2 for various schemes of
laser pumping by D1 line and fluorescence detection by
probing Fs = 1> state

The calculation of max values is based on the distinction
probabilities of dipole transitions between Fs > and F’>
- states of the hyperfine transition selected for excitation
and carried out by analogy with an example in [3]. The
calculations are made for all pumping hyperfine
transitions of D1 and D2 - lines when exciting 87Rb
atoms by light of linear popularization ( and ). The
data is given in Fig. 9, 10 as well as in Table 1 with a
number of excitation-emission cycles. < > values are
calculated for cases of coherence effects’ absence, max
(B > 0.8 G), and full trapping, cpt (B = 0).

Fig.8. Values of S/N·(no p)-1/2 for various schemes of
laser pumping by D2 line and fluorescence detection by
probing Fs = 1> state
As is seen from Fig.5 -8, even if pumping through 2’>
level (1-2’ and 2-2’ schemes) gives the same n( )/n0
values for D1 and D2 lines, the SNR values differ
significantly. The anomalously low SNR in pumping at
the 2-1’ (D1) transition is explained by an origin of
“trap” in 2, ± 2> states because the atoms from these
states are not being excited by the
- light and are
being detected at the cyclic 2-3’ transition as the noise.
4.

Fig. 9. Fluorescence yield L when exciting 87Rb atom
by D1 line as a function of a number of cycles, n

OPTICAL DETECTION

The calculations made as regards a number of fluorescent photons emitting by 87Rb atoms when exciting a
beam by the laser at pumping and cyclic transitions.
When detecting at the pumping transition a value of the
resonance fluorescence maximum signal, Imax, is not a
function of a number of absorbed photons and depends
on atomic beam intensity, Ibeam, and maximum number
of photons, max, which in the mean atom scatters before
the transition to the sublevels non-interacting with the
light. A maximum number of photons being scattered
does not depend on the exciting light intensity and is
determined by the selected atomic transition and limited
by optical pumping.
In all works on the 133Cs discriminator, in order to find
a number of fluorescent photons, , the populations nm’
of the respective excited state,
F’ >, are being
calculated, that is the systems of differential equations
are being solved for nm’ (t). When calculating a number
of fluorescent photons from Rb atoms’ beam, we
applied the other method which was of greater
simplicity and, as in a case of pumping calculation,
depending on some universal parameter. As far as a life
time of the excited state ( rad = 28 ns) is much less than
the time of atom’s transit through the detection region,
2·10-5 sec, it is possible in principle to realize several
“excitation-emis-sion” cycles which number is just that
universal parameter.

Fig.10. Fluorescence yield L when exciting 87Rb atom
by D2 line as a function of a number of cycles, n
In order to check the correctness of the calculation
method, the < max > values are also calculated for all
hyperfine pumping transitions of D – lines ( and )
when exciting 133Cs atoms. The data coincides with Lf
(133Cs) - values given in [4] and obtained using
solutions of differential equation systems.
When using the cyclic detection, a maximum rate of
photon re-emission during the atom’s transit through the
detection region is being determined by the life time of
the excited state, rad, and is equal to: max / v = 1/(2 rad).
The radiation life time of the 52P3/2 - state of the 87Rb
atom is equal to: rad = 2.65 ·10-8 s, max / v = 1.9 107
ph/s. At v 2·10-5 s, a value of (Rb) is 380 phot/at.
For 133Cs atom being excited at the Fs= 4> - F’ = 5>
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transition, rad = 3.15·10-8 s,
(Cs) 400 phot/at.

max

/

v

= 1.6·107 ph/s, and

5. EFFICIENCY OF PUMPUNG/DETECTION
SCHEMES ( no-o ·
values )
The Table 1 is composed for
no-o·
values
characterizing
the
pumping/detection
scheme’s
efficiency using difference in populations, no-o, and
fluorescence yield, max, and are given for four pumping
transitions of both D - lines when exciting 87Rb atoms.
5.1 D1 line
When using the D1 - line, the following schemes give
the largest value of
no-o ·
(a):
2 – 1’ (D1)
no-o · = 206 for 87Rb;
4 – 3’ (D1)
no-o · = 66 for 133Cs.
These schemes, however, provide a lesser signal-tonoise ratio in the discriminator due to the strong noise
caused by the long pumping time for realizing no-o
(max), and the largest number of fluorescent photons
per atom, , due to strong probabilities of transitions. In
addition, these schemes are subjected to the effect of
coherent population trapping which vanishes when
B > 0.8 G (for 87Rb) and B > 0.3 G (for 133Cs).
Proceeding from
no-o ·
parameter, the following
schemes give a lesser gain :
1 – 2’ (D1)
no-o · = 45.4 for 87Rb
3 – 4’ (D1)
no-o · = 34.6 for 133Cs
However, these schemes have a lesser pumping time (7
times for 87Rb) and are free from CPT effect due to the
– polarization.
5.2 D2 line
When using
with respect
(b):
1 – 1’
3 – 3’

the D2 line, the most efficient schemes
to the no-o·
parameter are as follows
(D2)
(D2)

no-o ·
no-o ·

= 157 for
= 48.8 for

87

Rb
Cs

133

For 87Rb, the 2 – 2’ (D2) scheme for which no-o· =
82.6 is more efficient as regards pumping ( no-o=41.3
%), but lesser efficient with respect to (3 times lesser).
This scheme has such advantages as somewhat lesser
pumping time and significantly lesser detection
constant. In
addition, when the ABT functions
according to the two-laser scheme, the stronger cyclic
(2-3’) transition is being used for the detection. For
eliminating the CPT effect, the fields of B > 0.8 G are
superimposed within both optical regions.
The respective pumping and detection schemes for 133Cs
are as follows:
4 – 4’ (D2), pumping
no-o ·
= 37.2 and
4 – 5’ (D2), detection.

The comparison of (a, b) – schemes’ efficiency for Rb
and Cs atoms shows that, for both D – lines, the
no-o· - parameter is 3 times higher for 87Rb atoms
than for 133Cs; the population difference, no-o, is 2
times higher, and the fluorescence yield,
, is 1.5
times higher.
6. CONCLUSION
• Using a “rate equations” formalism, the systems of
kinetic equations are composed and numerically solved
for populations of eight sublevels of the 87Rb atomic
ground state in a cycle of one- and two-frequency
pumping.
• Efficiency of pumping “0-0” transition’s sublevels for
all schemes using D1 and D2 – lines of various polarization is analyzed. For each scheme, using a shot-noise
limit, a value of maximum SNR ratio is estimated.
The most efficient schemes of one- and two-frequency
pumping for 87Rb atom are recognized:
2-2’ (D1) D2 which provides no-o = 41.3 % ;
2-2’ (D1) D2 ; 1-1’ , D2 (for two-frequency pumping).
It is found that the adopted calculation model and its
results are true under conditions when field B > 0.8 G;
F’ = 1; 2; 3
L ≤ 25 ÷ 40 MHz when using Fs= 2
transitions, L < 3 MHz when using Fs=1 F’ = 0;1;2
transitions (ρ ≤ 0.8%).
• Using a method of counting cycles, a number of
fluorescence photons of 87Rb and 133Cs atoms is
calculated when exciting a beam at various hyperfine
transitions of D – lines of and – polarization.
• For all excitation schemes the table of no-o· values
is composed. It is shown that, for both D – lines, the
no-o · parameter is by 3 times higher for 87Rb atoms
than for 133Cs atoms; the pumping efficiency, no-o, is 2
times higher and fluorescence yield, max, is 1.5 times
higher.
As a whole, the studies have demonstrated a great promise for using the 87Rb isotope as a working substance
as the alternative of 133Cs atoms when developing a
high-stable small-size atomic beam frequency standard
with laser pumping.
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5.

Abstract
The Anti-Jitter Circuit (AJC), announced at EFTF 1996 has
undergone progressive improvement since then (EFTFs 1997
to date and the references [1 to10]). It is a feed-forward jitter
cancellation device competing with the Phase-Lock Loop
(PLL). A System Simulation Model for AJCs and PLLs and
combinations of these has now been created using a SPICE
platform (Catena SIMetrix). This model provides the jitter
suppression transfer function together with a full
representation of all internal circuit noise sources as they
impact on the (intrinsic) noise seen at the circuit output. The
model, with the working title Toric “SpringBoard”, is capable
of modelling AJCs and PLLs separately, or as a combination
of both. Dividers or phase accumulators, as used in PLL and
DDS frequency synthesizers, can be included in the model.
The output noise spectrum and the suppression of input noise
can be computed very rapidly, typically in less than a second.
Time delays from sampling or comparator delay are included.
The transient response can also be found, but the wide ratio
between maximum and minimum frequency of interest mans
that this typically requires a minute or more for each
simulation run..

Introduction
The Anti-Jitter Circuit (AJC) is a unique feed-forward circuit
for cancelling time and phase jitter. Feedback is used for DC
stabilisation and to ensure good cancellation of input jitter.
The AJC has been progressively improved since its
introduction at 1996 EFTF [1 to 10]. Recent new techniques
include:
1.

‘AF = AC Feedback’ shown with the ‘A2S2 = AJC
Analytic System Simulator’ at Tampa EFTF-IFCS in
2002 [7] – for good spectrum filtering and transient
settling.

2.

‘EF = Enhanced Feedback’ – patented and presented
at Montreal UFFC- IFCS 2004 [10] – for very low
suppression cut-off frequency with good transient
response.

3.

‘DF = Digital Feedback’ – announced Montreal
UFFC - IFCS 2004 [10] – for low intrinsic noise.

4.

‘BF = Bridge Feedback’ – announced in the
presentation of this paper in EFTF Besançon 2005 –
for reduced size on-chip filter capacitors and good
AJC filter characteristics.

‘Step-up-step-down’ – for improved suppression and
intrinsic noise at all sideband frequencies

In

Variable phase delay
Measured period
Average period

Out

+

Fig. 1 Basic AJC Feed-forward Noise Cancellation
Process.
Fig. 1 shows that the jitter suppression in an AJC is a feedforward cancellation process. This process can be performed
by the very simple circuit shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Simple Circuit of the Basic AJC
Fig.3 shows the key parts of the time waveforms in the AJC
of Fig. 2. The input pulse stream V1 is shown with jitter on
the middle pulse. The charge pump generates equal area
pulses irrespective of the jitter and these are integrated in the
integrator capacitor to give a sawtooth waveform V2. The
current source creates the discharging down-slope. It has to
be controlled with a long time constant so that there is no
mean upward or downward drift of the integrator capacitor
voltage waveform V2.

Fig. 3 Time Waveforms of the AJC
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The jitter suppression comes from noting that jitter on any
pulses does not change the timing of the intersection of the
sawtooth down-slope with the Reference voltage level Vref.
Triggering an output monostable from these points gives an
output waveform with the jitter removed.
The feedback loop controlling the discharge current sets the
lowest frequency of suppression. At the lowest suppression
frequency, for loop stability, the loop gain must be
approximately unity. On the other hand a DC loop gain of
typically 10 is required for the AJC integrator to stay within
range as the frequency is changed over a wide range. The
way in which this can be achieved with an ‘Adiabatic AJC’ is
shown in Fig. 3.
1

Charge pump
input
2.2p

E1

D1

R3

Unity gain
buffer

C3

Current
source/sink
10p
C1

2.2Meg
R1

Integrator
Capacitor

Integrator
resistor

100k

Comparator
1
2.2G
R2

D3

D2
E2

1m

G1

large capacitors are not possible and so high value resistors or
an equivalent current source is required.
If diodes are available in the IC process a back-to-back pair
may be used to provide a ‘speed-up function for start-up and
large frequency jumps. If no resistor is connected across the
back-to-back diodes the diodes themselves provide an
equivalent resistor R1 which becomes very high after the AJC
has settled. Fig. 4 shows the back-to-back diodes; and the
value shown for R2 is the minimum effective resistance to
ensure a well damped settling response. For very fast
acquisition the value of R3 can be typically be reduced to
about 10k.

The Enhanced Feedback (EF) AJC technique
An additional negative feedback loop may be placed around
the AJC to reduce its internal noise and to lower the lowest
suppression frequency. It can relieve the requirement that the
inner loop should have a low cut-off frequency. It can also
increase the suppression obtainable at intermediate
frequencies.
The additional blocks required to implement the Enhanced
Feedback (EF) technique are shown on the right hand side of
Fig.5 (in red).

100p
C2

Fig. 4 Buffered Adiabatic AJC with Speed-up Diodes

AJC Design Rules
One purpose of a SPICE System Simulator is to confirm, or
create and confirm, the design rules for the system of interest.
The design rules for such an AJC such as the one shown in
Fig.4 are as follows:
1.

Choose the maximum integrator current as
imax = fmax × Vpp × C1

where Vpp is the peak-to-peak sawtooth voltage and fmax
is the maximum frequency of operation
2.

Choose the DC loop gain as

Fig. 5 Block Diagram of EF-AJC Technique
The phase demodulator is a high pass filter (differentiator)
with a cut-off frequency that should be at or below the lowest
frequency of interest. Its transient time response is shown in
Fig. 6.

GDC = gm × R1 = 1 to 10
where the higher value is needed to cover a large
frequency range. Gm is the transconductance of the
current source/sink.
3.

phase

Limit the AC loop gain (for critical damping and
minimum ‘peaking’):
gm × R1 × C1R1/C2R2 ≤ 1

Note that the integrator resistor R1 should be as high as
possible for the minimum loop bandwidth and suppression
frequency, 1/2πC1R1.
But then the loop gain condition (3) typically requires that the
loop filter has a long time constant, C2R2. C2 may be made
large for a ‘discrete component’ AJC on a board. On a chip

phase demodulator
output
time
Fig. 6 Phase Demodulator Characteristic
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For the EF arrangement shown as a ‘SpringBoard’ SPICE
model in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 shows the improvements that can be
obtained in suppression and self-generated ‘intrinsic’ noise,
by using the EF technique. These modelled results are better
than for most PLL VCOs. For reference on the noise vertical
1

1
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dB

Comparator
noise
C1

1k

560k
R21

100p
C6

E13

R26

Buffer gain or comparator
effective gain = Vdd/Vpp =
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Noise and Bandwidth

Comparator Gain
(effect on phase noise)
= 1/Vp-p = 10

Suppression
Output

100p

56p

E6

56
R6

Convert to phase noise
in dBc/Hz =
3.14

Output Divider
Ratio = 500m

56
Plateau
R3

E11
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10

Intrinsic
Noise
Output

E3

Total Jitter
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TJout

R17
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Approximate
Total Jitter
Output
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C8

1k

Null frequency
Capacitor

R16

100p
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ratio = 1.5
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Capacitor
100k
R29

100k

100k

R15

E7

Total Jitter
1 Scale Factor

Noise

100k
R8

1k
R25
R23

Nf

V1

axis 1µ corresponds to -120dBc/Hz of sideband phase noise,
L(f). The improvement of suppression to some 60dB at some
frequencies may also be seen.
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Fig.7 SpringBoard Model of 100 MHz Step-Up-Down EF AJC – with PLL and 1/f noise generators
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A substantial improvement (about 40db) occurs around
the original cut-off frequency of about 10kHz. The
asymptotic limit at the lowest frequency showing that
the EF technique moves the noise into the (‘wander’)
low frequency region. For period or period-to-period
jitter, the high-pass action included in the jitter integral
removes the low frequency noise and the benefit of the
EF technique remains at these low frequencies.

10n
Total Jitter with no EF

1n
100p
10p

Total Jitter with EF

1p
100f

Fig. 8 AJC Suppression and Noise Comparisons
with and without the EF loop

10f

The ‘SpringBoard’ modelling system also provides an
approximate total jitter figure of the AJC. This is
plotted in Fig.9. The value depends on the lowest
frequency included in the integration and this is plotted
as the abscissa as shown.

100a1

1f
10

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

10M

100M

1G

Frequency / Hertz
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Fig. 9. Approximate total jitter comparison with
and without EF

3.

The AJC cancellation is carried out in
differential amplifier E5. The cancellation
imbalance is set by gain value assigned to
amplifier E2. A value of unity corresponds to
perfect cancellation, 0.9 corresponds to a
cancellation of 20dB, 0.99 to 40dB and 0.997
to 50dB.

4.

A buffer amplifier E7 has been placed in the
inner feedback loop. Typically this would be a
unity gain buffer amplifying the integrator
sawtooth waveform directly. In the simplest
AJCs no buffer is used but only a directly
connected high value resistor. The loop
feedback can be taken from the output of the
comparator. This has the advantage of
providing auto-biasing of the comparator to its
correct switching point. It has the
disadvantage that an effective gain of Vdd/Vpp
appears at this point in the equivalent feedback
loop.

‘SpringBoard’ SPICE System Simulator
The Toric ‘SpringBoard’ System Simulator is a
‘baseband’ model that represents the sideband
frequency spectra of suppression and noise directly.
It can be implemented in any version of SPICE from
any vendor.
The preferred SPICE version and the version used in
development is the “SIMetrix” SPICE demonstration
version available as a free download from Catena UK.
Typical AJCs and PLLs can just be accommodated in
the demonstration version separately, but for these two
combined the full version is then recommended.
SIMetrix has some generally useful features not in
other vendor’s SPICE versions and the FFT function is
particularly to be recommended.
SpringBoard is a ‘High Level’ model in using ‘ideal’
components. For example all AJC functions are
translated into resistors, capacitors and summing
amplifiers. Although it is a high-level model, real
models of components may be substituted in the
baseband feedback loop parts of the system. . Time
delay elements can also be used to represent sampling
delays when appropriate.
Noise sources in general can all be represented by
equivalent resistors. The exception is for 1/f noise
where either the internal parameters of SIMetrix
resistors may be edited or the 1/f noise source shown in
Fig. 7, and described below, may be used.
The SPICE main functions used are:
1.

AC Analysis for plotting AJC Jitter
Suppression against frequency

2.

Noise Analysis for plotting the intrinsic noise
originating inside the AJC

3.

Transient Analysis for plotting phase settling
after a frequency step.

The first two processes run very fast with SIMetrix
SPICE, typically taking no more than a second or so.
The transient analysis process is slower by about 10
times and even longer if time delays are used.
For the SpringBoard AJC circuit in Fig. 7 significant
features and ponts to note are:
1.

The integrator capacitor C7 is also used a
means of coverting input phase into
frequency (in this case a voltage representing
frequency).

2.

The integrator resistor R1 is also assumed to
have thermal noise which can be a major
contribution to the ‘intrinsic’ or internal AJC
noise that appears at the output. (In fact all
real resistors have noise that has to be taken
into account.)

Fig. 10 AJC Suppression and Intrinsic Noise Using
Bridge Feedback
5.

‘Bridge Feedback’ (BF) can be used optionally
if an inverting buffer output is available. This
is implemented by R8, R15, and C1. (C2
represents unwanted stray capacitance.) The
carrier frequency is cancelled but the DC
negative feedback is not. C1 allows the ‘zero’
frequency to be set. Note that in this AJC
unlike the one shown in Fig. 4 the required low
gain for feedback stability is provided also
provided by the integrator resistor R1. Fig 10
shows the effect of BF on the spectra of
suppression and intrinsic noise. The intrinsic
noise is little affected by the bridge feedback
and only around the cut-off frequency. (red
and green curves). However the zero position
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6.

has a marked effect on the AJC suppression
characteristic (light and dark blue curves).

16. R3 represents the plateau noise of theAJC
output amplifier, set to -150 dBc/Hz.

Current source G2 is controlled from a low
noise DAC and an up-down counter to
provide the main feedback control of the
integrator discharge ramp of the sawtooth
waveform. This technique is known as
‘Digital Feedback’ (DF) and is found to give
major improvements in intrinsic noise (of
typically 20dB or more).

17. An approximate estimate of total time jitter is
formed by the componentsR17, C5, and E10.
A better integration of the noise should be
implementable in the future using the 1/f
(power and 1/f ½ in amplitude) filter shown at
the bottom of Fig 7.

7.

The AJC input for plotting the AJC
suppression is the source V1.

8.

The suppression is plotted from the output of
the cancellation amplifier E5.

9.

The intrinsic noise is measured at the output
of E3. The noise voltage at the input of E3 is
converted to phase noise in 1Hz bandwidth
by giving E3 a gain of π = 3.14.

18. The EF (outer) loop is formed by the
amplifiers E1 and E4, and the components
surrounding them. Note that Bridge Feedback
is being used. It is particularly advantageous
for EF as the zero has a more pronounced
beneficial effect on the stability of this
relatively high gain feedback loop. DC
feedback can be used with careful attention to
biasing. The large value capacitor C3 may be
removed.

10. The effective gain of the comparator for
phase noise is 1/Vpp and this is assigned to
E6 This shows that a large integrator
sawtooth voltage improves the AJC intrinsic
noise performance.

19. At the bottom of Fig. 7 is an 8 decade 1/f noise
filter implementable in any SPICE version.
Some of the resistor values have been fine
tuned to give an optimum flatness to the
frequency response of this circuit shown in
Fig. 11. The error is less than ± 0.5dB.

11. If a digital divider is placed on the output of
an AJC the RMS phase noise is improved by
the divider ratio, n. To represent this E11 is
given the gain value 1/n.

20. The 1/f noise filter may be used with a white
noise source to give a 1/f noise source or with
a 1/f2 noise source to give a 1/f3 noise at the
filter output.

13. All resistors act as noise sources inpractice
and SIMetrix correctly assigns thermal noise
to each resistor. It is part of the optimisation
process of an AJC to choose these to
minimise the noise contributions of each and
the overall noise of all noise sources in
combination.
It is is also possible to choose a resistor value
to represent the noise in active devices.
There are some examples of this in Fig 7:

10m

1m

100µ
Output Noise / V/rtHz

12. Amplifier E13, C8 and R21 simulate a noise
source with a flat top, a cut off frequency and
a 6dB/octave roll-off. The top value and the
cut off frequency can be set to represent the
spectrum of an oscillator on its own or a PLL
locked oscillator. In this way SpringBoard
can be used to examine the potential for a
given AJC to improve the spectra of such
sources.

10µ

1µ

100n

10n1

10

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

10M

100M

1G

Fr e q u e n c y / He r tz

14. R4 represents the noise of the current source,
and the 100 ohm value has been chosen on
the assumption of devices with a 1dB noise
figure and a 1k noise match resistance.

Fig.11. 1/f Noise Filter, 1Hz to 100MHz – Used with:
(a) white noise source for 1/f noise(b) 1/f2 source for
1/f3noise

15. R6 represents comparator noise and the value
of 56 ohms was chosen to be equivalent to a
comparator with a -150 dBc/Hz noise
performance.

SpringBoard PLL Simulator
The SpringBoard Simulator may also be applied to
optimise the design of any Phase-Lock Loop (PLL).
Fig. 12 show a representation of a type 2 third order
PLL as a control system
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Fig. 12 Springboard (SPICE) simulator for optimisation of Phase-Lock Loop noise and transient response.
As an example, Fig. 13 shows how the output noise of a
PLL is optimum if the loop bandwidth is chosen to be
the intersection of the phase comparator noise spectrum
referred to the VCO output with the VCO noise
spectrum. The middle curve and top leftmost curves
show optimum designs for low and high phase
comparator (PC) noises respectively. The bottom curve
shows the case for too low a PLL bandwidth for a low
PC noise. The top rightmost curve shows the case of the
PLL bandwidth being too low for the case of a high PC
noise.
High PC noise - correct (lower) B/W
High PC noise - B/W too high
Low PC Noise - B/W too low
Correct B/W for PC noise

10m

Output Noise / V/rtHz

1m
100µ
10µ
1µ
100n
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100p1

10

100
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10k

100k

1M

10M 100M

1G

Frequency / Hertz

Fig. 13 PLL Noise Spectrum Optimisation with
SpringBoard (Spice) Simulator
This shows that SpringBoard is useful both for PLL and
AJC optimisation.

Conclusions
Any version of the standard circuit simulator SPICE can act
as the platform for a High Level Systems Simulation of
Noise, Transfer Function, and Transient Response of PhaseLock Loops (PLLs) and Anti-jitter Circuits (AJCs) and
combinations of these.
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ABSTRACT
Phase modulation in its various forms is used to give
systems a reasonable compromise of frequency usage
and technical performance. Local oscillators that are
readily capable of giving properly phased outputs are
favoured and frequency agility precludes narrow-band
phase shifters. A differential circuit that is extendable to
a multiple local oscillator source has been designed in
the form of a single chip integrated voltage controlled
oscillator. The prototype unit is manufactured with a
0.35 µm SiGe Bi-CMOS process. The true circuit area
of the prototype is 0.9 mm2 including on-chip inductors.
The prototype chips run on 2 V supply and draw about
3.1 mA current, have a tuning range from 2.1 to 3.6
GHz and an output power of -20 dBm. The tuning
sensitivity is 2 GHz/V, frequency pushing 47 MHz/V
and harmonic level below -18 dBc in all cases. One of
the greatest difficulties was the low Q of substrate-based
coils. At 1 MHz from the center frequency the phase
noise level was -102 dBc/Hz. Some challenges in the
use of modern simulation tools for phase noise analysis
and oscillator frequency tuning are finally highlighted.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many modern communication and radar systems utilize
modulation and detection schemes, which are based on
so-called I and Q signals having a phase shift of 90
degrees. In some other designs, opposite phase signals
are encountered to give a bi-phase spectrum. An
example of such circuitry, although just of block
diagram level, is highlighted in Figure 1. These efforts
with the modulation and demodulation circuits are
targeted towards achieving an optimum balance between
band usage and transmission capacity [1].

Figure 1. An example of modern communication
receiver circuit employing multiple-output local
oscillator.

modulator devices require local oscillators giving
suitably phased outputs, for example in quadrature form
[3]. Frequency agility is typically desired [4], whereby
circuit topologies relying on inherently narrow-band
external phase shifting networks are less favourable.
This paper describes a single chip voltage controlled
oscillator concept that later enables an alternative and
easy approach with multiple outputs having appropriate
phase shifts.
2. OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
A completely integrated design having no external
components was selected as a basis for the VCO project.
A similar approach is commercially used e.g. in the
ubiquitous POS-modules manufactured by MiniCircuits.
Our prototype unit is manufactured with a 0.35 µm SiGe
Bi-CMOS process, which gives a reasonable
compromise between a high cut-off frequency of 60
GHz and low manufacturing costs. These principal
characteristics are summarized into Table 1. In fact, at
the time of design, two alternatives - a high speed and a
high voltage process were offered - but the clear benefits
of the much higher cut-off frequency are apparent. It
further supports relatively easy integration with common
CMOS-type logic modules, as indicated e.g. in [5] and
[6]. Figure 2 shows a concept view of a HBT
(Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor) that has been
processed from SiGe.
Table 1. Some selected parameters of the selected High
Speed SiGe BiCMOS process.
Parameter
Value
Maximum supply voltage
3.3 V
Metal layers
4
Poly layers
4
High resistivity poly
1.2 kΩ/sq
Poly1/Poly2 capacitance
0.9 fF/µm2
Metal2/Metal3 capacitance
1.25 fF/µm2
BVCEO
2.7 V
fT/ fMAX
60/70 GHz
The initial oscillator circuit concept is illustrated in
Figure 3. It is based on two transistors in differential

Of course, in radar work the aim is to improve detection
possibilities [2]. Regardless of application, these
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Figure 2. The principal structure of
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT).

a

SiGe

configuration. This negative resistance topology is
known to be very reliable and robust. Bias networks and
mandatory output buffer stages have been omitted from
the picture to enhance clarity. Two different oscillators
were actually designed in a very short time, partly to test
the feasibility of the new SiGe process. The first
oscillator type has no tuning input and hence no varactor
diode. However, it was clear that very valuable processrelated data can be obtained from that as well. The
second design, processed in the same run, is the actual
VCO. Figure 4 depicts the final physical lay-out of the
VCO design on SiGe substrate. One of the greatest
challenges was the low Q of substrate-based coils [7],
clearly visible in the photo that was taken with the probe
station camera. The true circuit area of the prototype is
0.9 mm2 including on-chip inductors.

Figure 3. A differential, two-transistor oscillator used in
this design project.
Because there was very little time available for the entire
design of the test circuits, very strict specifications were
avoided. However, the following target values, shown in
Table 2, were set.

Figure 4. The final VCO implementation on the
substrate as seen through the probe station microscope.
Table 2. Target values for the prototype SiGe oscillators
Parameter
Value
Center frequency
2.4 GHz
Supply voltage
<3V
Supply current
< 10 mA
Output power
> -20 dBm
Output SWR
< 1.5
Realization
no external coils
3. SIMULATED PERFORMANCE
Basically, three computer simulation tools were
available for this design task. One of the most versatile
circuit simulators is APLAC (Analysis Program for
Linear Integrated Circuits) because it is inherently open
and the user is free to modify all features and parameters
as required by the current problem at hand. However, it
has two shortcomings: first, versatility brings
unavoidably some complexity to the usage and secondly,
not all chip manufacturers support the APLAC
component models. A common simulation tool is, of
course, Agilent's ADS (Advanced Design System),
which has many useful characteristics but is more closed
in nature, e.g. there is no programming possibility. A
local limitation was the lack of certain ADS modules
necessary for design rule checking (DRC) and integrity
test (LVS). Mentor software was also theoretically
suitable for this design, but unfortunately it was most of
the time unavailable. However, mandatory crosschecks
and final output formatting (into GDS-II) were done
with it.
Some relevant examples of simulated circuit
performance are collected into Figs. 5 to 7. First, a lot of
simulation runs were done to the fixed-frequency
version. Some concern was caused by the combination
of relatively low supply power and desired final output
RF power as that might yield to distortion problems.
Figure 5 shows the time-domain plot of the final emitter
follower stage as simulated in ADS. Despite the swing is
not so high, actually 90 mVpp corresponding to -17 dBm
into 50 Ω, the characteristic shape is rather far from
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sine. If the bias current of the final stage were increased,
we would of course get rid of the lower clipping but at
the expense of increased DC power consumption. With
this time-domain performance, we can rather easily
predict the spectrum characteristics that are illustrated in
Figure 6. The level of the second harmonic in this
simulation is just -10 dBc. Finally, Figure 7 shows the
tuning transfer function of the VCO prototype.

Figure 5. Simulated output voltage waveform of the
fixed-frequency version into 50 Ω load. Test point is at
the emitter follower.

Figure 6. Simulated wide-band spectrum for the fixedfrequency version.

Figure 7. Simulated tuning characteristics of the VCO
circuit. From about 1.8 V the response is 2.6 GHz/V.
This simulation suggests a high sensitivity of about 2600
MHz/V, which is perfect for some frequency-agile
military systems, e.g. radar intermediate frequency
oscillators, but less suitable without “reduction”

capacitors (placed parallel to the actual varactor) to
typical communication applications
4. MEASUREMENTS
The manufactured prototype chips run on 2 V supply
and draw about 2.1 mA current and have a wide
measured tuning range from 2.1 to 3.6 GHz without any
component changes or re-dimensioning. Critical RF
parameters were measured with a Cascade Microtech
probing system [8] connected to a Rohde&Schwartz
FSEM microwave spectrum analyser. The measured
frequency tuning sensitivity is 2 GHz/V at nominal
supply level as can be seen in Figure 8. Frequency
pushing was observed to be 47 MHz/V. This is
illustrated in Figure 9. A fixed frequency comparison
unit on same wafer shows only 2 MHz/V. After some
consideration the reason is clear as the supply voltage
has a direct connection through the choke coil to the
other end of the varactor diode.
The measured oscillator output power level is -20 dBm.
Highest harmonic levels were below -18 dBc. A closeup of the carrier is highlighted in Figure 10 with 300
kHz resolution bandwidth in the spectrum analyzer. At 1
MHz from the center frequency, the phase noise level
was -102 dBc/Hz [9]. The entire phase noise recording
is plotted in Figure 11. Here simulated values agree
from 100 kHz but show too optimistic behaviour closer
to carrier. Extended simulations indicate that much of
the relatively high phase noise comes from the constant
current source formed by a transistor pair. Obviously the
very low Q of the spiral inductors impairs the noise
characteristics further.

Figure 8. Measured tuning performance of the first VCO
prototype. Without apparent bias error the characteristic
is very similar to the simulated one up to 2.2 V.
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Figure 9. Measured frequency pushing in the VCO
prototype. This result is apparent from the selected
circuit topology.

implementation. One of the greatest challenges is the
low Q of substrate-based spiral coils that also require
considerable area on the chip. The size can be
considerably reduced by using stacked coils. However,
at higher frequencies, e.g. at 5 GHz, their size is not
such an issue. VCO tuning sensitivity was very high but
this was partly expected as no parallel capacitors to the
varactor were used. In coming designs the varactor
operating point should also be optimised for highest Q.
Prototype oscillators had center frequencies some 10 per
cent below simulated values. Means to improve
correlation should be found as no additional tuning
components are desired. Phase noise simulation was
found to be challenging, as in this case the simulated
values agree from 100 kHz but show much too
optimistic behaviour closer to carrier. Also, some
discrepancies were occasionally found between results
obtained with different simulation packages. These were
mainly traced back to questionable parametric input and
component data, not in the hands of the typical circuit
designer.
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Abstract
The nonlinear modelling of different
microwave SiGe bipolar transistors has been
performed. Using these models, the phase noise of
an amplifier is computed, taking into account two
different types of noise, the microwave additive
noise floor and the up-converted 1/f noise. The
simulation technique combines different approaches
available in a commercial CAD software.
Theoretical results are then compared to the
experiment, both for a single stage amplifier and a
two stage amplifier. Finally, the phase noise of an
optimised sapphire oscillator is calculated.

I. Introduction
Optimizing a low phase noise oscillator is
still a very difficult task. One of the possible
approaches is to focus on the phase noise of the
amplifier included in the feedback loop, which is
the main cause of phase noise in microwave
oscillators. Inside the cavity bandwidth, the
amplifier phase noise is simply converted into
oscillator frequency noise, as described in Leeson’s
paper [1]. Thus, any improvement of the amplifier
phase noise results directly in an improvement of
the oscillator frequency noise. The advantages of
studying amplifier phase noise instead of oscillator
phase noise are numerous. Firstly, it is easier to
simulate (and optimize) an open loop circuit (an
amplifier) than a closed loop circuit (an oscillator).
The frequency is indeed externally imposed in an
open loop circuit, and this facilitates the
convergence of the algorithm. Secondly, the phase
noise measurement of an amplifier is possible from
the linear behaviour (low input power) up to strong
compression, whereas the oscillator can only be
measured in compression [2]. Studying phase noise
on such a large input power range leads to very
interesting information on the device, and is the
best way to check the validity of a modelling
approach [3]. Moreover, there is no phase loop
effect in an amplifier (this parameter is always
difficult to control in an oscillator experiment).
This paper focus on the phase noise
modelling of different commercially available
microwave bipolar transistors (hereafter referenced
as TB1 and TB2), all of silicon-germanium (SiGe)

type. The transistors have first been modelled using
a conventional large signal model extraction
technique. Then the noise sources have been added
to the device model and the phase noise has been
simulated using dedicated techniques and a
commercial harmonic balance software. Finally, the
phase noise of various amplifiers is simulated, and
the interest of some two stages circuits to get
simultaneously low phase noise and high gain
performance is pointed out.

II. Devices nonlinear modelling
Our models are based on the classical
SPICE Gummel-Poon model [4], to which extrinsic
passive elements are added in order to take into
account the device fixture. The model is extracted
from DC or pulsed I(V) characterization and multibias S parameters measurements. It is validated in
linear and nonlinear regime, using respectively S
parameter data and output power versus input
power data at different harmonic frequencies
(Figures 1 and 2). There is in both cases a good
agreement between the measured and the simulated
values, which allows us to go further in complexity
by adding the noise parameters to the model.

III. Transistor noise modelling
Phase noise in a transistor, or an amplifier,
is the results of two different processes [5]. The
first one is the conversion close to the carrier of the
device low frequency (LF) noise. The second one is
the addition of the high frequency (HF) noise. The
two processes acts very differently on the phase
noise. The LF noise conversion is a multiplicative
process, which means that the noise level follows
the signal level. The HF noise is additive, and has
thus a minimum impact on phase noise at high
signal level.
Both noise processes have to be taken into
account in order to be able to accurately simulate
the amplifier phase noise (and also, in a second
step, the oscillator phase noise).
The HF noise addition is probably easier to
model than the LF noise conversion. At low input
power, it can be calculated using equation (1).
FkT
S φ (f ) =
(1)
Pin
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f(GHz)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

where F is the amplifier noise figure, k the
Boltzman constant, T the absolute temperature and
Pin the amplifier input power. However, some
problems arise at high input power. The device
noise figure is increased because of device
compression [5] (a nonlinear noise figure can be
defined). Two approaches can then be used to
model the amplifier additive phase noise : either the
nonlinear noise figure has been measured in some
way [5], and is used to calculate, with equation (1),
the phase noise, or a nonlinear noise simulation is
performed with a dedicated software (see next
paragraph) and using the device natural HF noise
sources (resistors thermal noise and junctions
schottky noise).
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Identifying the LF noise sources in a
transistor is a more difficult task. Moreover, active
device electrical models are often far from device
physics, and finding the right location in the model
of a given LF noise source is almost impossible.
Locating the noise sources is a prerequisite to phase
noise simulation because, in nonlinear operation,
the classical equivalent noise source approach is not
valid. As an example, a noise source which affects
a nonlinear element will be converted, and another
noise source which is at the transistor output can be
very weakly converted [3]. Moreover, the noise
source itself can be affected by the RF large signal,
even if the time constants involved in the LF noise
generation are very slow compared to the signal
period. In other words, the noise does not depend
only on the transistor DC conditions (even if these
conditions include the rectification of the
microwave large signal) [6]. The way to take into
account these effects in an equivalent circuit model
is still a disputed subject. The noise source can be
associated to a nonlinear element of the equivalent
circuit [3], or considered itself as nonlinear [7].
However, an equivalent model is by no means a
rigorous representation of devices physics, and the
only accurate solution to this problem could be in
physical approaches [6] or microscopic models. But
these models cannot be used directly to compute the
noise in a complex system like an oscillator.
Our approach of the problem is a little
different. It uses transistor extrinsic LF noise
sources, but the effect of the large signal on these
noise sources is taken into account : the device LF
noise is measured under large signal conditions.
This approach is not completely rigorous, because
the LF noise measurement is rarely performed in
the same conditions that are experienced by the
device in oscillator or amplifier operation.
However, it has already proven its efficiency [8],
and it is simple enough to authorize a circuit
optimisation with the device model.
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Figure 2 : Comparison between model and
measurement TB1 output power Pout vs. input power
Pin (Vce = 2V and Ic= 10 mA)

Two extrinsic noise sources are generally
considered in a classical (linear) bipolar transistor
model: the base voltage noise source and the baseemitter current noise source. The base-emitter
current noise has a physical meaning. It is related to
the current flowing in the base-emitter junction, and
is composed of a 1/f component, proportional to
this current, and a schottky noise floor. This is, in
Spice models, the unique 1/f noise source in the
transistor. The effect of the base current noise on
phase noise is very strong. Actually, in many
oscillators, the 1/f frequency fluctuations can be
described entirely as a nonlinear conversion of this
unique LF noise source. However, it is possible to
minimize its effect using a bypass with a high value
capacitance [9] or a low impedance bias network
[8]. In this case, all the current noise flows into this
bypass, and the nonlinearity control voltage is
stabilized. What is remaining is the base voltage
noise source, which takes into account the voltage
fluctuations taking place at the base or the emitter
electrodes, but also many other intrinsic
fluctuations in the device (it is an equivalent noise
source). It is this source that has been characterized,
in our modelling approach, versus the microwave
input power. The device, used in common emitter
configuration and loaded onto 50 Ω, is fed by a
microwave signal at 3.5 GHz and its low frequency
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behaviour is analyzed through bias Tees in a
conventional way (i.e. using a low noise amplifier
on the collector access).
Figures 3 shows this type of measured data
for a SiGe bipolar device. The equivalent input
voltage noise is measured from linear (or even
static) condition up to more than 10 dB
compression. A sudden increase of the noise is
observed when the device enters into compression.
This effect has to be taken into account in the
device model (if not, the simulated phase noise
would be lower of 10 dB to 15 dB compared to the
measured phase noise).
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Figure 3 : LF equivalent input voltage noise
spectral density ; device TB1, with input microwave
power varying from 0 (quiescent device) up to +5
dBm (Ic = 10mA, Vce = 2 V)

In order to model the LF noise increase
with the microwave power, two empirical functions
of the microwave power Pin have been used : k1(Pin)
and k2(Pin). The voltage noise dependence on Pin is
described using the following formula :
S (P )=(S
+k (P )*S
)*(1+k (P ))
V in
V 1/f 1 in
V floor
2 in

(2)

Sv1/f and Svfloor being the spectral power
densities (1/f and noise floor) measured on the
quiescent device.
Fitting the noise spectra (Figure 4) leads to
the following expressions for these two functions :
P
( in )
1
b1
k = a 1 *(e
- )
1
c1

k =a 2 *(e
2

P
( in )
b2

-

1
)
c2

(3)

which are depicted in Figure 5.
Adding this “nonlinear” noise source to the
transistor nonlinear electrical model allows us to
simulate both amplifier and oscillator phase noise.
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Figure 5 : k1 and k2 vs. 3.5 GHz input power
variations, (Ic = 10mA, Vce = 2 V) – device TB1

IV. Phase noise simulation
The
above
described
model
is
implemented on a commercial software : Agilent
ADS. Various approaches may be used on ADS to
simulate phase noise. However, many of these tools
are restricted to oscillator simulation (“pnmx” and
“pnfm”) and special techniques must be
implemented to simulate an amplifier phase noise.
The first one is the quasi-static perturbation
technique, which consist in introducing a small
static voltage (or current) shift to evaluate the effect
of a LF voltage (or current) noise on the phase of
the microwave signal through the amplifier (this is
the equivalent of the ADS “pnfm” technique in
oscillator simulation). The second one takes
advantage of the ADS “envelope simulator”, which
allows to simulate the effect of a low frequency
modulation on a nonlinear amplifier. The third one
uses directly the nonlinear noise modules available
in ADS. However, the last technique seems to be
restricted to the simulation of the amplifier noise
floor, i.e. the additive phase noise, and the 1/f phase
noise must be simulated by one of the two other
techniques.
Providing such a two step process is
realized i.e. simulation of the conversion noise
using a quasi-static phase perturbation (or,
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With such a modelling approach, it is
possible not only to predict an oscillator phase
noise, but also to optimize the final result. The
optimization of the amplifier is easier than the one
of the oscillator, for already mentioned reasons
(convergence). Moreover, some simple rules may
help in designing a low phase noise oscillator with
this technique. There is actually a trade-off to find
between the gain requirements and the amplifier
phase noise. It has been found in previous studies
that matching a transistor for high gain performance
results in a poor phase noise performance [9]. On
the contrary, a resonator requires a sufficient
decoupling to reach a high enough loaded Q factor
(QL). Finally, a 6 dB losses coupling (QL = Q0/2)
can be considered as an optimum coupling both for
additive phase noise [11] or conversion phase noise
[8] contributions, in a single stage amplifier
oscillator. This means that the amplifier gain should
be higher than 7 dB or, more realistically to take
into account the circuit losses, 9 dB. This gain
performance is easy to reach at moderate
frequencies (up to 5 GHz, as an example), giving
many possibilities to optimize the transistor phase
noise versus RF loading, but is more difficult at
higher frequencies without matching the device for
maximum small signal gain (which again, is far of
being an optimized load versus phase noise
performance). Another important case is the one of
sapphire oscillators, and particularly of cryogenic
oscillators. In this case, the resonator is reached
through long cables, in order to prevent it from
being heated. These cables induce extra losses, and
the use of an amplifier featuring a small signal gain
of at least 14 dB becomes mandatory.

We found that, both for 10 GHz
applications and for cryogenic 5 GHz to 7 GHz
applications, it was impossible to get optimized
results by keeping a single stage amplifier.
Therefore, a low phase noise two stages amplifier
has been studied.
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Figure 6 (6 a and 6b) : Measured (above, 6a) and
simulated (below, 6b) 3.5 GHz phase noise of a
bipolar transistor (TB2) at different microwave input
power levels ranging from -20 dBm up to 0 dBm.
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equivalently, the envelope technique) and
simulation of the additive noise using the ADS
nonlinear noise tools or, as an alternative, the
measured nonlinear noise figure and equation (1), it
is possible to reach a very good agreement between
measured and simulated phase noise. Figure 6a and
6b represents such a comparison, for a SiGe bipolar
device maintained between two 50 Ω loads and
feed by a 3.5 GHz signal.
The device residual phase noise is
measured using previously described techniques
[5,8,10], which minimize the effect of the source
noise (and particularly, of its AM noise). The
relative increase of the phase noise floor at low
carrier level is typical of an additive noise (equation
(1)). The 1/f phase noise is almost constant at high
power level, and increases at very low input power
(-20 dBm). The phase noise is simulated from a
device nonlinear model similar to the one described
in paragraph III and using ADS and the above
described two step simulation (a different technique
for the additive and the multiplicative noise
contributions). The simulated data fit well the
measured data on the whole input power range.
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Figure 7 :Phase noise simulation – measurement
comparison at high power (0 dBm) ; TB2 at
3.5 GHz.

V. Two stages low phase noise
amplifier and cryogenic oscillator
simulation
Different combinations of the modeled
devices have been studied in order to design a two
stages amplifier. If two identical stages are
considered, the overall phase noise should be
increased of about 3 dB, if the phase noise of each
stage is not too sensitive to the input power level.
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This is probably true for the 1/f phase noise, as
shown, as an example, in Figure 6. But this is not
true for the additive noise floor, which improves
relatively to the signal at high level. Finally, the
phase noise of the two stages amplifier should be 3
dB higher than the one of the single stage amplifier
in the 1/f region, and should be imposed by its first
stage in the noise floor region.
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Conclusion
A modelling technique, dedicated to
microwave amplifier phase noise calculation, has
been presented. This technique takes into account
the two main noise contributors to phase noise in
silicon bipolar transistor amplifiers: the 1/f
converted low frequency noise and the additive
high frequency noise. CAD calculation of each
noise type is presented, taking into account the
nonlinear effects which change both the device low
frequency noise and the device high frequency
noise figure when it is pushed into compression.
This model compares well to the experiment on
various single stage microwave amplifiers. It is also
used to optimise a two stages amplifier dedicated to
cryogenic
sapphire
oscillator
applications.
Preliminary simulated results for this oscillator are
given.

f(H z )

Figure 8 :3.5 GHz measured residual phase noise of
two cascaded TB2, maintained onto 50 Ω load
(Pin =-15 dBm,-10 dBm, -5dBm and 0 dBm).

The measured phase noise of such an
amplifier, realized with two TB2 devices, is
depicted in Figure 8, for different input power
levels. The measured phase noise is very close to
the one of the single stage device (Figure 6), and is
mainly imposed in the case of this transistor by the
first stage (both 1/f and additive phase noises are
improved at high power).
Therefore, we have chosen this approach
to design a low phase noise two stages amplifier for
cryogenic applications. The gain-phase noise tradeoff is analysed and optimized on each stage, using a
single stub approach such as in previous one stage
amplifier design [8]. The transistors are biased for
low 1/f noise i.e. using a low impedance bias
network on the transistors bases [8]. The complete
circuit is still not yet available, but the oscillator
simulated results are very promising, as shown in
Figure 9. This final simulation has been performed
on ADS, using the oscillator phase noise dedicated
tools of this software.
avec A=10 L=6 Qo=2 000 000
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Figure 9 : Simulated phase noise of an oscillator
with a two stages TB1 amplifier and cryogenic
sapphire resonator @ 5 GHz (Ic = 10mA, Vce =2V)
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Abstract - This paper describes the recent
improvements on the local oscillator, used
as reference for the various experiments at
SYRTE. The new system, delivering an high
stability and low phase noise signal at 1 GHz
shows better performances than the previous
one, operating at 100 MHz. In order to explore
the new facilities offered by this local oscillator,
frequency synthesizer used as probe signal for
the atomic fountain, have been redesigned.
Accuracy impact evaluation of the synthesizers
driving atomic fountain is also presented.

I.

INTRODUCTION

At SYRTE, the reference signal is obtained by the
combination of a Sapphire Cryogenic Oscillator (SCO),
an H-Maser through a set of ultra low noise frequency
synthesizers: we commonly call this system ”Local Oscillator”. The SCO operates continuously for 25 days
between each LHe refill, and delivers an ultra low phase
noise microwave signal at 11.932 GHz. The frequency
stability (Fig. 1) of this oscillator is estimated to be
σy (τ ) ≤ 1 − 2 × 10−15 for 1 s < τ < 1000 s with a drift
of about 1.5 × 10−13 per day. The H-Maser reaches the
10−15 level stability from about 1000 s.
This local oscillator signal is distributed to all of
SYRTE metrology and physics applications. Figure 2
shows the dissemination of this reference local oscillator: three atomics fountains: FO1 [1], FOM (the transportable fountain) both based on 133 Cs and a dual
fountain (FO2)[2, 3] operating with both 133 Cs and
87
Rb. The reference signal is also distributed to inertial
sensor experiments (gyroscope and gravimeter) which
need an ultra low noise signal to reach high sensitivity.
Low phase noise and ultra stable microwave sources
are also used to drive mode-locked femtosecond lasers
in high resolution frequency comparisons between microwave and optical clocks [4]. The dissemination via
a fibre optic link of 44 km has also allowed the comparison between an optical frequency standard operating
at 30 THz (CO2 laser stabilized on OSO4 absorption)
with a microwave frequency standard (SCO of SYRTE)
[5].
A first synthesizer converts the microwave signal
(11.932 GHz) delivered by the SCO to 11.98 GHz and

100 MHz. These signals are phase coherent and slowly
phase-locked on a H-Maser which guarantees the long
term stability. The proximity of the Rb/Cs fountain
FO2 allows generating directly the Cs hyperfine clock
transition frequency at 9.192 GHz from the 11.98GHz
without significant degradation [6]. For all the distant applications (> 20 m from the SCO) demanding
metrological reference (FOM, FO1, optical frequency
standard with cold Strontium atoms and OsO4 and
SF6 at LPL), the 100 MHz signal degraded by 15 dB
comparing to the 11.98 GHz signal, was distributed via
RF cables. From this metrological signal at 100 MHz,
we designed frequency synthesis chains to generate the
9.192 GHz signal. With this scheme, we obtained on
the FO1 fountain a stability of 2.2 × 10−14 at 1 s. The
power spectral density of frequency fluctuations Sy(f)
of this local oscillator was a significant limitation for
the stability of the FO1 fountain. The work described
in this paper has been done with the aim of overcoming this limitation: we increase the distribution signal
from 100 MHz to 1 GHz. This frequency can still be
distributed with RF cables over 100-200 meters with
reasonable insertion losses (35dB/200m).

FIG. 1: Allan deviation of the SCO and the H-Maser

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DOWN
CONVERTER SYNTHESIS CHAIN
DELIVERING THE REFERENCE SIGNAL AT
1 GHZ

Our goal is to convert the microwave signal of the
SCO at 11.932 GHz to a 1 GHz signal without any
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the 1 GHz SAW and the 11.98 GHz DRO needs to be
phase coherent with the H-Maser; we use the baseband
beat signal of the SAW divided by 10 and the H-Maser
output to perform, via a computer, a slow digital phase
lock loop (τ = 1000s) controlling the DDS frequency.
We use a signal at 40 MHz, which is phase coherent
with the 1 GHz oscillator, as a clock signal for the
DDS.
A.

Experimental results

FIG. 2: Distribution schematic of the metrological signal

FIG. 4: Phase noise power spectral density of the down
converter synthesis chain at 1GHz

FIG. 3: Schematic of the down converter synthesis chain
at 1GHz

significant degradation of the SCO’s phase noise. Additionally, this new reference signal must be phase coherent with the H-Maser for the long term stability.
From the free-running SCO output signal, we produce a microwave signal at 11.98GHz (Fig. 3) by offset
phase locking a Dielectric Resonator Oscillator (DRO)
via a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS). This signal is
slightly tunable and nearly reproduces the SCO phase
noise performances. In order to transfer the low phase
noise and high short term frequency stability of the
SCO, we need to bridge the gap between 11.98 GHz
down to 1 GHz. Fig. 3 describes the synthesizer used
for this conversion. A Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
oscillator signal at 1 GHz is frequency multiplied by
using a Step Recovery Diode (SRD). This SRD generates all the harmonics of the 1 GHz signal, we select
the 12th harmonics using a band pass filter at 12 GHz.
These two microwave signals at 11.98 GHz and 12 GHz
drive the LO and RF ports of a mixer. The IF signal
at 20 MHz is compared, via a phase/frequency detector, to a 20 MHz signal obtained by frequency dividing
the SAW output by 50. The zero beat signal is used to
phase lock the 1 GHz oscillator on the 11.98 GHz signal
with a bandwidth of about 4 kHz. Finally, both signal

To measure the various performances of this new
1 GHz reference, we build two identical synthesizers
and we beat their output signals at 1 GHz. The resulting beat-note signal is used to characterize the phase
noise and the phase stability. Fig. 4 shows the phase
noise spectral density of one device measured at 1 GHz.
We observe a flicker noise at 1 Hz from the carrier
which is around Sφ (f ) = −117 dBrad2 /Hz, with a
white phase noise floor of −145 dBrad2 /Hz. From this
measurement, we deduce that there is no significant
degradation of the SCO in term of phase noise.
The phase stability is represented in term of
Modified Allan deviation in Fig. 5. We obtain a
M odσy (τ ) = 1.2 × 10−15 at 1 s τ = 1 s and a level
at 10−18 for 20000 s of averaging time.
According to this new reference signal, we redesign
new high performances synthesizers which generate the
9.192 GHz signal to drive our atomic fountains.
III. A NEW LOW NOISE SYNTHESIZER
GENERATING THE 9.192 GHZ FOR THE
CESIUM FOUNTAINS.
A.

Hardware description

Fig. 6 represents the block diagram of the synthesizer which generates the clock transition signal at
9.192 GHz from the reference signal at 1 GHz. This
349

B.

Experimental results

FIG. 5: Fractional Phase Stability of the down converter
synthesis chain measured at 1GHz
FIG. 7: Phase noise power spectral density of the synthesis
chain at 9.192 GHz

To evaluate the phase noise and the phase stability
of the previously described synthesizer, we build two
identical devices. Fig. 7 shows the phase noise spectral
density of one device measured at 9.2 GHz. At 1 Hz
from the carrier, we have Sφ (f ) = −96 dBrad2 /Hz,
with a white phase floor of −120 dBrad2 /Hz which is
compatible with the goal to do not significantly degrade the phase noise of the SCO.
A Modified Allan deviation of the phase stability is
plotted on the Fig. 8 We obtain M odσy (τ ) = 1.2 ×
10−15 for τ = 1 s of integration time and a level ≤
10−18 for 3 hours of averaging time which is compatible
with the accuracy target of 10−16 for atomic fountains.
FIG. 6: Synthesis chain generating a 9.192 GHz signal from
the new reference at 1 GHz

1 GHz output is fed to a step recovery diode which generates a frequency comb. We select the 9th harmonics
with a band pass filter at 9 GHz. To phase lock a
Dielectric Resonator Oscillator at 8.992GHz, we mix
the two microwave signals at 9 GHz and 8.992 GHz.
The resulting beat-note signal at 7.368 MHz is phase
compared to a DDS signal to phase lock the DRO via
an appropriate loop filter. The frequency clock of the
DDS is obtained by dividing the 1 GHz signal by 25.
Finally, we mix the DRO’s output signal (+7 dBm) at
8.992 GHz with a 200 MHz signal (about -40 dBm),
obtained by dividing the 1 GHz signal. The resulting low power (-60 dBm) 9.192631770 GHz signal is
well frequency shifted from the DRO output in order
to strongly reduce the microwave leakage to the fountain clock. This signal can be frequency tuned with a
resolution of 1 µHz via the DDS and the output level
can be adjusted using a voltage control attenuator at
200 MHz.

FIG. 8: Phase stability of the synthesis chain at 9.192 GHz

The previous measurement do not fully evaluate the
possible frequency shifts of the atomic resonance, induced by the synthesizers imperfections. For instance
microwave leakage, asymmetric spurious sidebands and
the phase perturbations synchronous with the fountain
350

about one day measurement. The measured frequency
offset between the two configurations is 6.5 × 10−17
fully consistent with 0 within the error bars. This result proves the synthesizers performance in term of frequency offset.

FIG. 9: Differential measurements set-up

cycle needs to be evaluated ”in situ” comparing two
synthesizers with a very different design. This measurement is done by driving the atomic fountain alternatively with the two synthesizers and the frequency
shift evaluating by a differential measurement method
described in the following.
IV. FREQUENCY SHIFT EVALUATION
WITH A DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT.

FIG. 10: Synthesizers differential measurements

The differential measurement method is commonly
used to evaluate frequency shift between two fountain
configuration which can be sequentially applied with a
measurement frames shorter than 100 s. In this way,
the long term local oscillator frequency instability is rejected and the measurement frequency stability is optimized. This differential method has already been used
in [7, 8]. In our case, frequency shifts not related to the
synthesizers, are cancelled (black body, collision shift,
quadratic Zeeman effect...). Fig. 9 shows the measurement set-up. The atomic interrogation signal is generated in two different ways: using the previous described
devices (1 GHz down converter and the 9.2 GHz signal synthesizer) and a direct conversion 11.98 GHz to
9.2 GHz synthesizer described in [6]. This two synthesizers, with a completely different design, are likely
not to have the same spurious sidebands content, phase
perturbation and microwave leakage. Thus the differential measurement lead to a realistic estimation of the
total synthesizer related frequency offsets.
The measurement sequence is done by 50 fountain
cycles (about 65 s) for each synthesizers, interlaced by
5 s of blanking time. When one synthesizer is used to
probe the atoms, the other one is switch off (100 dB
output attenuation) and frequency offset of 100 kHz
from the atomic resonance.
The frequency stability obtained with both synthesizers is 1.6 × 10−14 (see Fig. 10). This outstanding
performance, which is continuously achieved by the
FO2 fountain, allows a stringent measurement in a very
short time. In this way, the evaluation of the frequency
difference reach a resolution slightly below 10−16 in

The new reference signal at 1 GHz is fully operational with high performances. The synthesis chain,
which generate this 1 GHz signal from the SCO’s signal at 11.932 GHz , has been fully characterized in
term of phase noise and phase stability. We can now
disseminate, without any significant degradation of the
SCO’s performances (1.2 × 10−15 for τ = 1 s), this
1 GHz signal to all the experiments of the laboratory
and to distant experiments such as the Laboratoire des
Physiques des Lasers (LPL), using an optical fiber [9].
With this improved reference signal, we developed
new synthesizers to generate the Cs clock transition
frequency at a very low phase noise and phase stability
level. With this synthesizer, the frequency stability of
the atomic fountain is limited by the atomic projection
noise [10] to about 1.6 × 10−14 .
A differential measurement test has been carried out,
using the FO2 fountain, with two different microwave
synthesizers. The observed frequency difference between the two synthesizers, is consistent with 0 with a
resolution measurement of 1 × 10−16 . We can conclude
that there is no accuracy limitation from the synthesizers at a level of 1×10−16 . Despite this good results, we
will further investigate for possible frequency offset by
driving the fountain with higher power levels. The putative daily perturbation which degrades the frequency
stability from 50 × 103 s to 100 × 103 s needs to be further investigated.
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ABSTRACT
The differential delays of four two-way satellite time
and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) earth stations were
determined by using a portable TWSTFT station. This
station was assembled by TUG and visited the time
laboratories of PTB, OP, NPL, and VSL from 5th to 16th
July 2004. A number of calibration measurements was
performed during a four hours slot at each location.
These measurements were supplemented by differential
measurements between the portable and the co-located
local stations. Differential delays between the portable
and co-located earth stations show a statistical
uncertainty below 0.6 ns for a standard TWSTFT
measurement. The final closure measurement at PTB
allows a stability analysis of the differential delay
between the portable and the local station. The deviation
between the two co-locations is only 0.4 ns. We
achieved total estimated uncertainties down to 0.9 ns.
As a further test the results were checked for closing
errors and also against previous calibration results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Two-way satellite time and frequency transfer
(TWSTFT) is one of the leading techniques for remote
frequency standards and time scales comparison [1, 2].
Accuracies in the sub-nanosecond regime are
achievable. Many systematic errors which are present in
receive-only methods, such as GPS common-view time
transfer, are negligible small. While unknown delay
differences between the earth stations’ transmitting and
receiving path do not hamper comparisons of remote
frequency standards it is observed that time scale
comparisons even on the level of hundreds of
nanoseconds are impossible without a proper calibration
of the participating ground stations.
TWSTFT is being used by the Bureau International des
Poids et Mesures (BIPM) to relate the Coordinated
Universal Time UTC(i) scales realized in the institutes i.
Up to now, most of the TWSTFT time links have been
calibrated using GPS common-view measurement

results which limit the attainable uncertainty to several
nanoseconds. This can be clearly seen in the uncertainty
values of UTC - UTC(i) published for the first time in
BIPM Circular T 205 [3]. Consequently, the CCTF
Working Group on TWSTFT stimulated to perform
calibrations of TWSTFT links using an adequate
technique. The most convenient way is the use of a
portable TWSTFT station.
Beside the extensive calibration activities of the U.S.
Naval Observatory (USNO) [4], in 1998 and 2003
European calibration trips were carried out by two
persons visiting three or two European stations,
respectively [5, 6]. We report on the calibration of four
TWSTFT earth stations during a two-week schedule.
The portable station needed to be conducted by only one
person as the invited stations were well prepared and
supported the activity. We report on the evaluation
concept of the calibration and describe the execution
and results of the exercise in detail, including a
discussion of the uncertainty budget estimation. Finally,
the possible influence of so-called closing errors is
discussed.

2. THE CALIBRATION TRIP
Four European institutes agreed to have the differential
earth station delays of their TWSTFT systems in Kuband determined in a way which was successfully
demonstrated one year ago for the IEN – PTB link [6].
Pseudo-random noise (PRN) phase-modulated signals
were exchanged via the geostationary satellite
INTELSAT 903 at 325.5°E with uplink and downlink
frequencies of 14170.5975 MHz and 11120.5975 MHz,
respectively. Each station transmits a pre-determined
characteristic PRN signal at 2.5 MChip with Mitrex
compatible codes. A standard session consists of
nominal 120 time difference values (one measurement
each second). The midpoint of a quadratic fit function is
calculated at each station i, named TW(i) further down,
and exchanged among the stations, as recommended in
the ITU-R documents [7]. The travelling portable
reference station (TS), designated TUG01 and first used
in 1998 [5], was provided and operated by Joanneum
Research on contract basis [8]. The campaign is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The TS was sequentially operated at
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four different European time laboratories (the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt – PTB in
Germany, the Bureau National de Métrologie, Systèmes
de Référence Temps Espace - BNM-SYRTE (in the
following named Observatoire de Paris - OP) in France,
the National Physical Laboratory – NPL in the United
Kingdom, and the National Metrology Institute Van
Swinden Laboratorium B. V. – VSL in the Netherlands)
during a two-week schedule. The initial measurements
at PTB were verified by a second series concluding the
campaign.

schedule was enhanced by using otherwise idle time
slots of the schedule.
In Fig. 2 (e to h) the indoor setup at each site is shown.
At OP, NPL, and VSL the TS indoor equipment was
installed inside the respective time and frequency
laboratory. At PTB, the TWSTFT antenna and
transceiver of the local station are mounted on a roof top
in a distance of about 200 m from the time and
frequency laboratory where the local modem and
automation systems are located. The TS antenna and
transceiver were mounted side by side to the local
outdoor equipment and the indoor set-up was located in
the same building (in a office two floors below).
Because no reference frequency and 1PPS were
available at the TS set-up, 1 PPS and 10 MHz frequency
were supplied by a caesium clock (model HP5071A, ID
C9) from the PTB clock ensemble, which was brought
to the TS set-up for the duration of the experiment.

3. CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE

Figure 1: Schematic set-up representation of the
travelling TWSTFT station (TUG01) sequentially
operated at PTB, OP, NPL, VSL, and back at PTB.
The campaign was carried out from 5th to 16th July
2004. The TS was supplied with a new 4-segment
antenna (diameter 1.2 m) to facilitate transport and
deployment by one engineer. Most of the outdoor and
indoor equipment including cables were the same as in
previous calibration exercises [5, 6]. The TS modem
was SATRE 036. Since the last campaign some
microwave components (LNB, filter) have been
replaced due to a change of the geostationary satellite
and its transponder frequencies. Thus, comparisons with
previous results are hampered by the unknown delay
change due to the exchange of these components.
The measurements started on 6th July (MJD 53192) at
PTB, followed by measurements at OP (9th July, MJD
53195), NPL (12th July, MJD 53198), VSL (14th July,
MJD 53200), and again at PTB (16th July, MJD 53202).
In Fig. 2 photographs of the TS beside the local outdoor
equipment are depicted (a to d). There were normal
weather conditions (cloudy and sometimes rainy,
temperature ranging from 10° C to 22 °C) during the
whole trip which had no noticable impact on the results
of the campaign.
A half hour time-table was arranged between all sites
and the TS to enable TWSTFT measurements in all
possible combinations. This time-table was repeated
seven times to a total schedule lasting four hours from
10:00 UTC to 14:00 UTC. Additional measurements
before and after the schedule were recorded at all sites
between the TS and the local station. At VSL the

To determine the permanent stations’ individual
differential delays at each side, the TWSTFT equipment
was measured versus the TS, both connected to the local
realization of UTC(i). This relative delay difference is
called the common clock difference between the local
station of laboratory i and the TS and given by
CCD(i, TS) = 12 TW (i ) − 12 TW (TS)
,
+ REFDLY(i ) − REFDLY(TS)

(1)

REFDLY(TS) is the connection of the TS’s modem TX
1PPS (PPSTX(TS)) to the local UTC(i) and determined
using
REFDLY(TS) = [UTC(i ) − CLK(i )]
,
+ [CLK(i ) − REF(TS)]
1
+ 2 [REF(TS) − PPSTX (TS)]

(2)

where CLK(i) is the input reference clock for the TS’s
modem. The difference to UTC(i) has to be determined.
REF(TS) is a 1PPS generated by the indoor unit of the
TS and related to the modem reference frequency. Thus,
REF(TS) is phase coherent to the PPSTX which is the
transmission output of the modem. In the TS
measurement configuration the start input of the time
interval counter is not triggered by the PPSTX but by
the REF(TS). This configuration introduces the factor ½
in eq. (2) and differs from the normal practise in the
laboratories. In a second step, link calibration constants
were computed from the differential earth station
delays. Generally, delay differences between the
transmission and reception paths of both, the local
station and the TS, are leading to a non-zero result of
the CCD.
After determination of the CCD(i,TS) at at least two
sites k and l, a calibration constant for a time
comparison between them can be computed using
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Figure 2: The TUG portable station collocated at four European TWSTFT earth stations. The upper photographs show
the outdoor the lower photographs the indoor setup at PTB (a, e), OP (b, f), NPL (c, g), and VSL (d, h), respectively.
CALR(k , l ) = CCD(k , TS ) − CCD(l , TS)
,
+ TCD(l ) − TCD(k )

(3)

where TCD(i) is the earth rotation correction (Sagnac
effect) for the one-way path from the satellite to station
i, calculated following Ref. [7]. Having completed this
exercise, the difference of the time scales UTC(k) and
UTC(l) can be further on determined in routine
operations according to
UTC(k ) − UTC(l ) = 12 [TW (k ) + ESDVAR (k )]
− 12 [TW (l ) + ESDVAR(l )]
.
+ REFDLY(k )
− REFDLY(l )
+ CALR(k , l )

(4)

ESDVAR(i) is the monitored differential earth station
delay variation due to changes in cabling, etc. This
value is set to zero at the moment when a new
calibration value is applied.

4. RESULTS
The results of single calibration measurements between
the TS and the collocated station are shown in Fig. 3. In
the upper part the REFDLY(TS) measurements (label I
to IV) are shown in detail:
I:
II :
III :
IV :

UTC(i ) − CLK(i ) + C I
CLK(i ) − REF(TS) + C II
.
REF(TS) − PPSTX (TS) + C III
REFDLY(TS) + C IV

(5)

Constants CI - CIV have been applied for a better
visualization of the data and are summarized in Table 1.
I represents the relation between UTC(i) and the modem
reference CLK(i). At OP, NPL, and VSL both signals
were phase coherent, while at PTB the use of the clock

C9 introduced additional noise. The corresponding time
differences between UTC(PTB) and C9 during the TW
sessions were calculated by using a linear regression for
the first co-location (MJD 53192) and the mean value
for the closure (MJD 53202).

CI (ns)
CII (ns)
CIII (ns)
CIV (ns)

Table 1: Constants applied in eq. (5)
PTB1
OP
NPL
VSL
PTB2
-48660 -360
-8361 -26
-48773
-41
-46
-95
-92
-41
-731
-724
-723
-769
-731
-49074 -775
-8824 -510
-49187

Measurements II and III were ideally phase coherent.
Especially the data of the first visit at PTB reveal a
significant slope, which we attribute to warm up
processes in the modem. One may recognize the same
but very slight slope in the second PTB data. IV is the
REFDLY(i) (see eq. (4)) taken to calculate the CCD(i)
after eq. (1). CCD(i) is shown in the lower part of
Fig. 3. The black dots represent the results of the
individual measurements, the grey dots are the mean
over all data of one day. The error bars represent the
standard deviation. PTB1, OP, and VSL data show slight
drifts over the total measurement time, which do not
exceed one nanosecond at least for PTB1 and VSL. The
data of OP and NPL show a little bit more noise. The
PTB2 data reveal a local minimum which may be due to
clock drifts of the TS reference. The calibration results
shown in Fig. 3 are summarized in Table 2. The
standard deviation (sigma) of the CCD(i) is always
below 0.6 ns. In the last column the Sagnac correction
TCD(i) is given.
Table 2: Calibration campaign results
Laboratory
CCD (ns)
sigma (ns) TCD (ns)
NPL
-824.08
0.57
76.298
OP
6998.16
0.43
86.103
PTB
+7.20
0.31
94.295
VSL
-29.12
0.23
84.324
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Figure 3: REFDLY measurements of the TS (upper part, for details see the text) during the calibration trip from the 1st
visit at PTB (left) to the 2nd (right). In between the measurements recorded at OP, NPL, and VSL. The lower part
shows the single measurements (black dots) as well as the means and standard deviation (grey symbols) of the
common clock difference CCD between the TS and the local station.
The resulting calibration constants are shown in
Table 3. The overall uncertainty of the calibration
constants can be calculated using the following
equation:
U = u A2 ,k + u A2 ,l + u B2 ,1 + u B2 , 2 + u B2 , 3 .

(6)

uA,i is the standard deviation of CCD(i) determined at
laboratory i. Ideally the determination of the two
CCD(i) for one link calibration should be performed
simultaneously. In practice this is not possible. To
account for potential delay variations of the three
stations, which are involved for one link calibration, we
estimate them from the two experiments TS at PTB, the
initial and the closure. The difference between both
measurements is 0.39 ns. If this difference is shared
equally between both stations every single station shows
the same instability, and thus contributes with 0.28 ns.
Because three stations are involved for one link
calibration the total amount is uB,1 = 0.48 ns. The TS has
to be related to the local UTC(i) which requires a
measurement of the UTC(i) reference with the TS’s

time interval counter for REFDLY(i) determination. We
have to account for this by applying uB,2 = 0.5 ns
according to the time interval counter specifications.
uB,3 reflects all other systematic errors, e.g. the stability
of the connection to the local UTC (0.1 ns), influence of
code changes, Tx and Rx power, C/N0 (overall 0.2 ns).
PTB used a portable clock C9 to connect the TS to
UTC(PTB). Thus additional 0.3 ns should be assumed
for links where PTB is involved. The total estimated
uncertainty is just at the border to the sub-nanosecond
region (see Table 3).

5. COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS
CALIBRATIONS
Except the links including OP, which TWSTFT
equipment was recently established and thus had not
been calibrated, all others had been initially calibrated
with Circular T (i.e. relaying on GPS measurement and
calibration) [9]. To compare the present CALR values
(column 2 in Table 3) with old ones, one has to take into
account the values of the monitored differential earth
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Table 3: Applied calibration constants and uncertainty budget evaluation. For details see the text.
Link
CALR(k,l) (ns) uA,k (ns)
uA,l (ns)
uB,1 (ns)
uB,2 (ns)
uB,3 (ns)
U (ns)
NPL - OP
7832.05
0.57
0.43
0.48
0.50
0.22
1.02
NPL - PTB
849.28
0.57
0.31
0.48
0.50
0.37
1.02
NPL - VSL
802.99
0.57
0.23
0.48
0.50
0.22
0.95
OP- PTB
-6982.77
0.43
0.31
0.48
0.50
0.37
0.95
OP - VSL
-7029.06
0.43
0.23
0.48
0.50
0.22
0.88
PTB - VSL
-46.29
0.31
0.23
0.48
0.50
0.37
0.88
station delay variations ESDVAR (see Ref. [7]) which
may introduce additional uncertainties. We neglect
these uncertainties here.
The NPL-PTB link had been calibrated with Circular T
on MJD 52434 with an estimated uncertainty of 5.0 ns.
The expectation calibration value is 853.36 ns. The
offset of 4.1 ns to the new calibration is within the
estimated uncertainty of the previous calibration. The
link NPL-VSL had been calibrated on MJD 51434 with
Circular T with an estimated uncertainty of 5.0 ns. We
expected a calibration result of 818.93 ns which is
15.9 ns off in comparison with the actual result. The
link PTB-VSL had been calibrated with Circular T on
MJD 51017 (July 1998) with an estimated uncertainty
of 5.0 ns. The new calibration deviates significantly
from the old constant (-34.59 ns). In summer 2002
(MJD 52416), an Agilent 5071 Opt001 clock was
transported from PTB to VSL and back [10]. The result
of the clock transportation was that the TWSTFT
calibration constant of the PTB should be reduced by
7.8 ns. But this shift was never applied until now.
Considering this observation, fictively the expected
calibration value is –34.59 ns – 7.8 ns = -42.39 ns. The
difference to the actual calibration is reduced to only
3.9 ns. This is still a little bit larger than the reported
total estimated uncertainty of the clock transport of
1.5 ns.

operating parameters were detected [13]. Furthermore,
instabilities in the closing error, e.g. jumps of the same
magnitude as the effect itself, were observed [12]. In a
theoretical analysis [11] J. Davis showed that closing
errors may deteriorate the accuracy of a calibration
experiment as presented in this report. In the ITU-R
documents [7] this technique is characterized by the key
words: Portable earth station used in a relative mode
(REL). To circumvent possible closing errors Davis
proposed to use a portable earth station as an
independent time-transfer system (IND). Both
techniques are illustrated in Fig. 4. However, additional
stations can be easily calibrated only by using the same
TS in the REL mode. If the CCD of an additional station
is determined all links to the previously visited stations
would be calibrated assuming the TS has not changed
its internal delays.

6. CLOSING ERRORS
In the data evaluation of this report we assumed that the
delays of the receiving paths of all participating stations
are constant, i.e. not dependent on the station which
transmits a dedicated signal. Generally, the receive path
delay depends on the received spectrum. Because
different earth stations transmit different spectra, the
delay difference in the local earth station k determined
relatively with respect to a TS is generally different
from the delay difference during time transfer between
station k and l. Those delay differences may cause socalled closing errors [11], which can be observed if two
time scales are compared via different TWSTFT
measurement paths, i.e. direct measuring UTC(k) –
UTC(l), and using a third “relay” station m measuring
[UTC(k) – UTC(m)] + [UTC(m) – UTC(l)] [12, 13]. A
non-zero difference is called the closing error, whose
origin is not well understood. In previous studies, no
significant relations between delay variations and

Figure 4: Different calibration techniques employing a
portable travelling earth station (TS): TS used in a
relative mode (REL) and as an independent timetransfer system (IND). The dotted arrows indicate the
link to be calibrated, the red ones indicate the TWSTFT
measurements to be evaluated for calibration.
The technique REL is usually applied by TUG
campaigns, while IND is usually used by the USNO in
their calibration campaigns e.g. for the link USNO-PTB
[14]. We recorded data of all possible measurement
combinations between the participating stations to
enable a comparison between the REL- and INDtechnique for the current campaign. In Fig. 5, results of
both calibration techniques are compared. Each link
between the four sites was investigated by analyzing the
measurements of one day when the TS was located at
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one site of the link. The error bars reflect the combined
standard deviation of the two techniques. The standard
deviation of [UTC(k)-UTC(l)]REL consists of the
statistical uncertainty of both common clock
experiments at station k and l which are necessary for
calibration, as well as the TWSTFT measurement of the
calibrated link. Only two measurements contribute to
the statistical uncertainty of [UTC(k)-UTC(l)]IND, the
common clock measurement at k and the remote
measurement between TS located at site l, and k.

Figure 5: Analysis of possible common clock errors, by
comparing the two different calibration techniques REL
and IND.
No result shows a significant deviation from zero. Thus,
we expect that there is no appreciable deterioration of
the REL results. Nevertheless, a future detailed analysis
may reveal systematic phenomena which probably lead
forward to a better understanding of TWSTFT.

7. CONCLUSION
The differential delays of four European TWSTFT earth
stations were determined by using a portable TWSTFT
station. Calibration constants with a total estimated
uncertainty down to 0.9 ns were achieved. A test for
closing errors showed no significant deterioration of the
accuracy of the calibration. The exercise demonstrates
that a two-week schedule is sufficient for the calibration
of four TWSTFT earth stations and only one person is
needed to conduct the portable station during travelling,
provided that the invited stations are well prepared and
support the activity. This is important because in the
future low cost high accuracy procedures are necessary
to calibrate TWSTFT equipment of time laboratories
contributing to the Galileo System Time.
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ABSTRACT
This paper suggests a receiver time delay calibration
method using a GPS simulator. The method has been
used to get the receiver time delay of an Ashtech
Z12T receiver. The method enables to compute an
absolute time delay in the L1- and L2-frequencybands within few nanoseconds accuracy. The
measured absolute time delay depends mainly on the
GPS simulator calibration. This method has several
advantages : the radiofrequency environment is
controlled and the calibration does not depend on the
UTC-GPS time offset.

1. INTRODUCTION
Future Galileo receivers (Rx) and GPS Rx dedicated
to the time transfer involve to be able to make
accurate and repeatable calibrations of timing Rx.
The most widely used approach to calibration of Rx is
co-locating the Rx, which will be calibrated with a
reference Rx. This calibration approach, differential
calibration, has been established as a method for
measuring relative electrical delays between two Rx
[PET 00]. To accomplish this, one Rx is designated as
the reference Rx and is in constant circulation among
timing laboratories. A relative calibration is performed
between this Rx and the laboratory Rx. Therefore, this
method is cumbersome and the stability of the
calibration cannot be determined.
A better solution to this calibration problem would be
a repeatable method to measure the electrical delays
for each Rx individually. Work at the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) has shown that the delays of an
Ashtech Z-12T Rx can be measured relative to a GPS
signal simulator [WHI 01], [LAR 03]. Our method is
based on this one. The difference between the two
methods comes from the different ways used to
calibrate the GPS simulator:
the NRL method used the zero-crossing method
the CNES method used correlation functions

The CNES method improves the simulator calibration,
the time delay is indeed estimated over more than one
transition contrary to the zero-crossing method.
This paper explains the method used to calibrate GPS
Rx for time transfer. In addition, the results issued
from the Ashtech Z12T Rx calibration are shown. The
calibration is performed in two main steps:
1st step: the GPS signal simulator calibration in
the L1-and L2-frequency bands
2nd step: the GPS Rx calibration
The Ashtech Z-12T Rx has been chosen for this
experiment because it has a repeatable internal
reference. This internal reference is determined by the
difference in the time of arrival at the Rx of the 20
MHz clock input signal (the 20 MHz is generated a
10 MHz frequency reference multiply by two) and the
one pulse per second (1 PPS) input signal. Because the
20 MHz clock and 1 PPS input to the Rx are both
coherent and externally generated, the calibration
delay remains the same when the receiver power is
cycled.
During the presented experiments, Rx and GPS signal
simulator are located in a thermally controlled area,
where the temperature is equal to 20.5 degrees Celsius
with a maximum deviation of 1 degree.

2. GPS SIMULATOR CALIBRATION
2.1 General strategy
The internal delay of the simulator corresponds to the
delay between the beginning of the PRN C/A or P
ranging code and the internal one pulse per second
synchronized with the GPS time. The simulator
calibration is performed using only the PRN C/A
ranging code for the following reasons:
the chips in the C/A code and the P code have the
same rise- or fall-time, because they share the same
simulator bandwidth
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the generation of the reference P code is complex,
because the P code period is one week contrary to
the C/A code, whose period is equal to one
millisecond.
The simulator delay is estimated using the correlation
function, for each GPS frequency bands, between the
following signals:
the reference C/A code, synchronised with the
simulator PPS and sampled at 10 GHz
the C/A code generated by the GPS simulator at
the radio frequency output and sampled at 10
GHz
The 10 MHz reference frequency is generated by an
active Hydrogen MASER clock (EFOS 16 from
Observatory of Neuchâtel).

The PPS signal is transmitted with a 50-Ohms RF
cable, which induced a delay of 32.131 ns with a
standard deviation of 0.007 ns.
The RF GPS signal goes through different elements:
a 50 Ohms RF cable with an isolator :
mean group delay in the L1 frequency band:
31.578 ns
standard deviation group delay in the L1
frequency band: 0.105 ns
mean group delay in the L2 frequency band:
31.633 ns
standard deviation group delay in the L2
frequency band: 0.105 ns
an amplifier: Mini-Circuits ZFL – 2500 VH with
the following properties :
frequency range: 10 MHz to 2.5 GHz
gain: 20 +/- 1.5 dB
maximum input power: 10 dBm
mean group delay : 0.55 ns
standard deviation group delay : 0.01 ns
The RF GPS signal has a delay respectively of
32.128 ns and 32.183 ns with 0.105 ns of standard
deviation, at the input of the digital scope, in the L1and L2-frequency-bands.
2.2 Dual frequency calibration method
The calibration method enables to evaluate the GPS
internal delay in the L1- and L2-frequency bands. The
calibration is performed in four steps:
1st step: running the internal calibration of the
GPS simulator
2nd step: creating a scenario for the GPS simulator
3rd step: storing the PPS and the RF signals with
the digital scope

Figure 1 : Synopsis of the GPS simulator calibration

The GPS simulator is a Spirent STR 4760 (serial
number 2041), which is calibrated by Spirent every
year. To get the RF signal, we use the MON/CAL
OUT 1 port, which allows the GPS signal to be
monitored at a level approximately 60 dB higher than
the one on the front panel. This output port enables to
have a GPS signal level, which is well above the
thermal noise floor. That’s one reason why this port
has been used for the simulator calibration. The
second reason is that this port is used by Spirent for
the annual calibration. The PPS signal has a 1s period
with a high time of 100 ms. The PPS signal is
synchronised with 1s epochs in simulated GPS time.

4th step: processing the stored data to get the
estimated delay
Internal calibration
The internal calibration is performed to have a better
stability concerning the estimated simulator delay.
After running the internal calibration, the GPS
simulator has its optimum system performance.
The calibration utility aligns the code and carrier
phases of each channel within the simulator unit.
GPS simulator scenario
To be able to calibrate the GPS simulator, the Single
Channel Utility has been used. This utility allows one
channel of the satellite simulator to be used as a
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simple GPS signal source. The GPS signal
characteristics may be interactively controlled. These
main simulator characteristics are the following: the
PRN code, the navigation data message, the signal
level, the Doppler.
Storing the PPS and GPS RF signals
The PPS signal and the RF signal have been stored
using the digital scope Tektronix TDS 694 C. Each
signal is stored in a file with a Mathcad format. In
each file the sampling frequency is equal to 10 GHz
and there are 120000 samples.

the code offset versus the PPS generated by the
simulator
the residual carrier frequency offset
These two parameters are evaluated simultaneously.
The number of residual carrier frequency bins that
must be observed is equal to 21 with a step of 4 kHz.
The number of code offset bins that are observed is
equal to 120000 with a step of 100 ps.

The Figures 2 and 3 give a first approximation of the
simulator delay, which seems to be equal to 100 ns
(C/A code in the L1 frequency band). Looking at the
Figure 3, we can say that the zero-crossing method
cannot be used without pre-processing the GPS signal
because of the noise level.

Figure 4: zoom on the correlation function near the
maximum value (L1)

For each frequency offset, the following operations
are performed:

Figure 2 : GPS signal (C/A code in the L1 frequency band)
with the PPS signal generated by the simulator

the RF GPS signal is extended from 120000 to
131072 samples using the zero-padding method
(131072 = 2.1017). The zero-padding improves the
correlation function.
the RF GPS signal is multiplied by an oscillator,
whose frequency is equal to the L1-central
frequency (1575.42 MHz) plus the residual carrier
frequency offset
the base band GPS signal is filtered with a
Nyquist filter, whose parameters are the
following:
roll-off factor: 0.5
Nyquist frequency: 40 MHz

Figure 3 : zoom on the GPS signal
(C/A code in the L1 frequency band)

Processing the stored data
The method used to estimate the simulator delay looks
like a standard GPS signal acquisition. Two
parameters have to be found:

the base band GPS signal is correlated with the
reference signal, which is synchronised with the
PPS signal generated by the simulator
if the absolute maximum value of the correlation
function is not bigger than 90% of the roughly
estimated maximum amplitude value of the input
signal, then the whole process has to be made one
more time adding 30 degrees to the local
oscillator phase.
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The correlation function enables to know the
following values:
the estimated time offset
231.5 ns (C/A code in the L1 frequency band)
234.5 ns (C/A code in the L2 frequency band)
the estimated residual frequency offset:
8 kHz (C/A code in the L1 frequency band)
16 kHz (C/A code in the L2 frequency band)
These results have been reached adding a phase offset
to the local oscillator phase.

Before storing the signals, an internal calibration is
done each time, to get a more reliable delay estimation
of the simulator calibration.
Date

L1 correlation
delay [ns]

L1 delay [ns]

L2 correlation
delay [ns]

L2 delay [ns]

17/02/2005

239,9

105,1

243,3

108,45

18/02/2005

239,9

105,1

243,5

108,65

08/03/2005

239,8

105

243,4

108,55

09/03/2005

239,6

104,8

243,1

108,25

Average

-

105

-

108,47

Table 1: GPS simulator calibration results
L1 standard deviation [ns]

L2 standard deviation [ns]

PPS cable

0,1 ns

0,1 ns

RF cable

0,10 ns

0,10 ns

GPS simulator*

0,12 ns

0,15 ns

Interchannel biais**

0,33 ns

0,33 ns

Tick-to-phase

0,1 ns

0,1 ns

Correlation accuracy

0,1 ns

0,1 ns

Results

0,41

0,42

Table 2: Measurement errors for the simulator calibration
* the measured value is below the SPIRENT measured value from
1.668 ns
** this value is given by SPIRENT.

3. GPS RECEIVER FOR TIME TRANSFER
CALIBRATION
Figure 5 : base-band signal using the optimal residual
frequency offset (1575.44 MHz) in the L1 frequency band

3.1 Calibration method
Once the simulator internal delay has been computed,
the calibration of the GNSS receiver can start. The
calibration of the GPS receiver is based on the
pseudoranges-measurements. The GPS internal delay
is calculated thanks to the following equation:

R X R SR
−
− SD = R X D
c
c

Figure 6 : correlation function using the optimal residual
frequency offset (1575.44 MHz) in the L1 frequency band

The stored signal length is roughly equal to 12 code
chips and the pulse of the PPS signal is located in the
middle. To improve the correlation function, the
reference signal is shifted by 6 code-chips. The GPS
second is the time, where the signal exceeds the 1 Volt
level. This level has been used in the experiment (4).
Considering these two remarks, we can respectively
estimate the GPS simulator delay in the L1- and L2frequency bands: 105 ns and 108.47 ns.
2.3 Results

(1)

with,
RXR: Pseudorange computed by the GPS receiver
SR: Pseudorange simulated by the GPS simulator
SD: GPS simulator internal delay
RXD: GPS receiver internal delay
c: light celerity (299,792,458 ms-1)
The GPS simulator internal delay has been calculated
during the simulator calibration. The pseudoranges
simulated by the GPS simulator are stored in a file
with an ASCII format. The pseudoranges computed by
the GPS receiver are stored in a file with a Rinex
format. The comparison between the two sets of
measurement enables the estimation of the GPS
receiver internal delay.
As mentioned already, the Ashtech Z12T Rx, involved
in the experiment, are not the standard Z12 Rx.
Indeed, these specific receivers were designed to
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perform
repeatable
measurements.
These
measurements depend on the so called “Tick to Phase”
(TtP) value (time difference between the 1 PPS rising
tick and the next rising zero of the 20 MHz). As a
consequence the estimated GPS receiver internal delay
is related to this TtP value. The whole experiment has
been performed with a unique TtP value.
3.2 Calibration configuration
The calibration of the GPS receiver is achieved with
the following configuration.
To calibrate the GPS receiver, the output level must be
the standard GPS level. For this reason, attenuators are
added in the RF link to compensate the 60dBamplification of the simulator (see 2.1 paragraph).
The attenuation value used was of approximately 60
dB. The generated PPS signals have a 1s period with a
high time of 100 ms. The PPS signals are
synchronised with 1s epochs in simulated GPS time.

L2 frequency band
mean group delay: 5.42 ns
standard deviation group delay: 0.5 ns
3.3 GPS Simulator scenario
The GPS simulator can generate simultaneously a
radiofrequency signal issued from several channels.
Each channel is calibrated separately by the simulator,
using the tool called Channel Alignment. The
simulated scenario is a specific scenario with:
a receiver is located at a fixed-position (0° N,
0°E)
no ionosphere and no troposphere
two transmitted pseudorandom codes in the L1
frequency band: the C/A code and the P code
one transmitted pseudorandom code in the L2
frequency band: the P code
the GPS constellation is the default GPS
constellation from Spirent, with 24 healthy space
vehicles
3.4 Calibration results
The calibration has been performed on two Ashtech
Z12 T Rx, one from the BIPM (LP02944) and the
other from the CNES (5555-1122A0).
Pseudorange difference
The Table 3 is focused on the pseudorange difference,
which corresponds to the difference between the
simulated and the received pseudorange (see
equation 1).

Figure 7 : Synopsis of the GPS receiver Z-12T calibration

The RF link between the simulator and the receiver
has got the following elements:

CNES
BIPM

a 50 Ohms RF cable
The effect of the RF link is as follow :
L1 frequency band
mean group delay: 5.99 ns
standard deviation group delay: 0.55 ns

Std Dev at L1
[m]

Mean at L2
[m]

Std Dev at L2
[m]

96,763

0,165

96,557

0,682

92,353

0,205

97,443

0,671

Table 3 : Pseudorange difference

a DC block
two attenuators : 60 dB

Mean at L1
[m]

The Table 4 corresponds to the delay of this
pseudorange difference. Note the impressive
difference between the deviation at L2 frequency band
and the deviation at L1 frequency band. This point
must be cleared for the next experiments.
Mean at L1
[ns]

Std Dev at L1
[ns]

Mean at L2
[ns]

Std Dev at L2
[ns]

CNES

322,767

0,55

322,079

2,275

BIPM

308,056

0,684

325,035

2,238

Table 4 : Delay difference
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Tick-to-phase calculation
The important aspect of the Ashtech Z-12T Rx is the
repeatability of the internal reference. The 20 MHz
zero crossing that immediately follows the rising tick
of the 1 PPS signal marks the internal reference (zero)
time for the Rx. Whether this internal reference can be
determined by opening the receiver case and
inspecting the jumper on the circuit board : its position
is clearly marked as rising or falling. The 1 PPS input
does not have a zero rise time. Therefore, the rising 1
PPS signal is measured at the point it achieved 1 Volt.
A TtP of 10.1 ns has been measured. The accuracy of
determining the TtP is assumed to be 0.1 ns.
Rx calibration results
The receiver delays are computed using the equation
(1).
(RxR-SR)/c
at L1 [ns]

- SD
at L1 [ns]

- RF cable delay
at L1 [ns]

= RxD
at L1 [ns]

CNES

322,767

-105,005

-5,99

211,772

BIPM

308,056

-105,005

-5,99

197,061

Table 5 : Receiver delay at L1
(RxR-SR)/c
at L2 [ns]

- SD
at L2 [ns]

- RF cable delay
at L2 [ns]

= RxD
at L2 [ns]

CNES

322,079

-108,075

-5,42

208,584

BIPM

325,035

-108,075

-5,42

211,54

Table 6 : Receiver delay at L2

RF cable

L1 standard
deviation
BIPM-receiver
[ns]

L2 standard
deviation
BIPM-receiver
[ns]

L1 standard
deviation
CNES-receiver
[ns]

L2 standard
deviation
CNES-receiver
[ns]

0,55

0,5

0,55

0,5

Tick-to-phase

0,1

0,1

0,1

0,1

SD

0,41

0,42

0,41

0,42

(RxR-SR)/c

0,68

2,24

0,55

2,27

result

0,97

2,33

0,88

2,37

Table 7: Measurement errors for the receiver calibration

interchannel biais of the GPS simulator in order to
reduce the error budget.
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These results can not be directly compared with the
NRL’s result [WHI 00] [LAR 03], because the
measures have not been performed at the same TtP.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This experiment has succeeded in performing an
absolute GPS receiver calibration. The GPS simulator
has been calibrated thanks to a new method proposed
by CNES. The new method called “acquisition like
process” has improved the simulator calibration
accuracy as expected.
The measured receiver delays must be computed with
several TtP value in order to compare our calibration
with the NRL’s calibration. However, the isolator and
DC-block must be replaced in the next experiments.
Moreover it would be interesting to measure the
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes progress in development of
two related applications of the dual-mixer timedifference multiplication (DMTDM): for measurement
of frequency or time stability, that is currently the main
application, and for measurement of short time delays
with a very high resolution (0.1 ps) that has not yet been
investigated in the low radio frequencies (5 – 120 MHz)
because of its inaccuracy.
In the application for stability measurement, the
apparatus developed at IREE already reaches an outstanding performance (ADEV = 8×10-16 at τ= 10 s,
5 MHz). An ultimate improvement of long-term stability requires the reduction of the sensitivity to the environment.
In the application for time-delay measurement,
a different apparatus was developed on the same general basis, but with reduced mismatches and non linearity in order to improve the uncertainty of the measurement. The dependence of the measurement error on
frequency can be modeled and allows us to fit the theoretical and experimental data, thus providing an estimate of the time delay of interest. We have developed
three different models. The first and the second models
give a satisfactory agreement (4 ps) in the estimated
time delay, but do not fully take advantage of the available resolution. The third model implementation currently is in progress. It should reduce the accuracy under 1 ps and ideally to about 0.1 ps with an appropriate
processing of the data.
1.

PM floor ≈ 2 fs. The corresponding background frequency stability is 7x10-15 at 1 s and 8x10-16 at 10 s in
terms of Allan deviation (ADEV) [2].
A question arises as to whether and how this excellent noise performance can be employed in other applications besides the stability measurement. An obvious
use is for measurement of the time delay in different
elements (e.g. cables, connectors etc.) that can be inserted into one of the input signal paths. In [3] it has
been hinted that the measurement uncertainty is degraded by several effects such as signal reflections,
nonlinearities, voltage offsets, and temperature drifts,
which otherwise do not manifest themselves in the
measurement of short-term stability.
In this paper we will discuss these two uses of
DMTDM, i.e. what they have in common and what is
different about them. We will demonstrate the case on
the IREE DMTDM systems. Concerning the stability
application we will mention the problem of the determination of the noise limit, and the ways of further improvement of the IREE system.
The main attention, however, will be paid to the
time-delay measurement. Since a large portion of the
measurement error is dependent on frequency, a method
has been proposed in [3] which makes use of measurement at a whole range of frequencies while keeping the
multiplication coefficient constant. The frequency dependence of the error can be modeled and by fitting the
model to the measured data, the measurement uncertainty can be substantially improved. We will describe
the progress in application of this method which now
can be verified on the DMTDM unit designed specially
for time-delay measurement.

INTRODUCTION

The dual-mixer time-difference multiplication has
originally been devised to improve the sensitivity of
short-term frequency-stability measurement in the time
domain [1]. So far the DMTDM has almost exclusively
been used for this purpose. The excellent noise performance of DMTDM can be demonstrated on the system developed at IREE in collaboration with SYRTE.
At 5 MHz, this system provides the background time
stability of 3.5 fs in terms of time deviation (TDEV) at
the basic sampling interval τ0 = 0.2 s, with the flicker

2. MEASUREMENT BASICS
Assume a model where the time-dependent time
difference x(t) is defined by two sine-wave signals at
nominal frequency ν
v1(t) = A1 sin 2πνt,

(1)

v2(t) = A2 sin 2πν[t + x(t)]

(2)
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where A1 and A2 are the amplitudes whose variations
can be neglected. The reference time, t, is defined by
the signal v1 in this case but generally there is no preference for either of the signals.
The time difference x(t) carries the information
about the angular (time, phase or frequency) stability
between the two signals and also about the amount of
their desynchronization (for ideally synchronized signals x(t) = 0). In the real measurement, the difference
x(t) is represented by the zero-crossings of v1(t) and
v2(t), respectively, which are detected by the DMTDM
system.
A time-interval measurement setup with the
DMTDM is shown in a simplified form in Fig. 1. There,
νB is the beat-note frequency and m = ν/νB is the coefficient by which the time difference x is multiplied. The
counter thus provides samples of the multiplied time
difference, xk* ≈ mxk, at instants tk = t0 + kτ0, where k is
an integer and τ0 = 1/νB is the basic sampling interval.
It should be noted that if the counter were sensitive
enough to measure x(t) directly, there would be no need
for the use of DMTDM, but the noise related to the very
large input bandwidth of the counters does not allow for
high enough sensitivity.

Common
Oscillator
ν

ν

ν+ νB

v1

x

v2
Mixer

Low-pass
Filter

Mixer

DMTDM
Core

OP
Amplifier

Low-pass
Filter

OP
Amplifier
νB

νB

At time tk the counter provides the time difference
which can be described as
x*(tk) = m[x(tk) + ε(tk)+ E(ν, pR,j)] + ε*(tk)

(3)

where x is the input time difference, ε is the error introduced by the measurement system before multiplication,
and ε* is the error introduced after multiplication (primarily by the counter). Error ε represents the input bias
and its instability due to voltage offsets, flicker PM in
the mixers, differential phase noise of the common
oscillator, temperature variations, etc. Error E is mainly
due to signal reflections which are specific to a measurement configuration R. This error is dependent on
frequency and can be expressed in terms of j=1, … NR
parameters (pR,j) characteristic of the configuration
R = 1,2… .
The time, t, in (3) is defined by signal v1*. In order
to simplify the notation, we will denote the quantity at
time tk by index k, e.g. x(tk) = xk etc. For simplicity of
the model, we do not discern between xk and εk measured at ν, and the filtered xk and εk measured at νB.
General equation (3) applies to both stability and
time-delay measurements. Fortunately, in neither of the
two applications we need to measure x but the changes
in x.
3. MEASUREMENT OF FREQUENCY
STABILITY
In this application, the measurement setup is that
shown in Fig. 1 where the signals v1 and v2 originate
from two uncorrelated oscillators whose mutual stability
is to be measured. Thus with the common oscillator,
which is a high-quality quartz oscillator, there are three
frequency sources involved in the measurement.
When measuring highly stable oscillators, which is
typically the case, the signals v1 and v2 can be kept
quasi-synchronous, i.e. within x << 1/ν, for a considerable period of time which is the condition for rejecting
the noise contribution from the common oscillator.
The frequency stability is commonly characterized
by ADEV(τ), τ = nτ0, defined from the second difference of xk. For the first difference of x*k, we have

x *k +1 − x *k = m [xk+1 - xk+ εk+1 - εk + Ek+1(ν, pR,j)
- Ek(ν, pR,j)] + ε*k+1 - ε*k
(4)

v1

*

Time
Interval
Counter

x*≈mx
v2

*

Fig. 1. Basic measurement setup with DMTDM.

Obviously, all biases are canceled by the first difference which thus characterizes solely the variations.
Since the measurement is performed at a fixed frequency and the configuration remains the same during
the measurement, we have Ek+1 - Ek = 0, excluding very
small thermal drifts that can only be observed in long
term.
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Thanks to large multiplication coefficient (in the
IREE system, m = 106), the difference ε*k+1 - ε*k can be
neglected with respect to the multiplied differences in
the bracket and (4) can be rearranged in the form
xk+1 - xk ≈

x *k +1 − x *k
- (εk+1 - εk)
m

(5)

Without the need of writing the second difference, it is
obvious that the measured stability of x(t) is the stability
of x*(t)/m degraded by the fluctuations of the error εk.
Supposing that the IREE version-2 represents
the state-of-the-art noise performance of the classical
DMTDM structure at 5 MHz, a question arises about to
what extent the flicker PM floor of 2 fs (see Fig. 2 reproduced from [2]) reaches the DMTDM noise limit.

tors should be used, and better grounding and more
effective shielding should be ensured).
The drawback of the current IREE system is also its
relatively low bound of the flicker PM floor (≈ 100 s,
see Fig. 2). The effects (most likely due to temperature)
that manifest themselves on the long run and which
impair the system long-term performance have not yet
been appropriately investigated.
Improvement can also be made by increasing the
maximum desynchronization for which the ultra-lownoise performance is ensured, i.e. where the impact of
the common oscillator can be neglected (currently we
have x < 1 ns). Namely, the common-signal frequency
ν + νB = 5 MHz + 5 Hz (i.e. m = 106) is obtained by
dividing 10 MHz + 10 Hz by two by means of a relatively noisy digital divider. In the new version the digital divider will be replaced with a less noisy regenerative divider.
4. MEASUREMENT OF TIME DELAY

The basic measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3.

Frequency
Synthesizer
1
Power Splitter
Frequency
Synthesizer
2

Cable 11
Fig. 2. Time stability of current IREE DMTDM system
(TDEV in seconds).
This noise limit is given by a sum of flicker PM
contributions from the input components, i.e. primarily
from the mixers and slightly from the low noise preamplifiers, and possibly from some environmental effects.
Since we have made a careful choice of low-noise input
components and optimized the design, there is likely no
margin for the improvement by making further modifications in the input circuitry. In version-2, however, we
have observed the presence of non-stationary noise that
may disturb the long-term performance (positive slope
of the plot in Fig. 2), and even the flicker floor itself.
These spurious effects are due to inappropriate construction, mainly to input cabling and connectors, that
increases the sensitivity for the pickups due to environment including the motion of people in the vicinity of
the experiment. Thus a reconstruction of version-2 is a
necessary condition for any further decrease in the
flicker PM floor (semi-rigid cables and SMA connec-

v1

Cable 21
v2

ν

ν+ νB

ν,x

νB

DMTDM
Core

νB , mx

Start

Time
Interval
Counter

Stop

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for time-delay measurement.
The first measurement is performed without the delay dx in the configuration R = 1 as shown in Fig. 3.
The second measurement is carried out with dx inserted
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into the path of signal v2 at the end of cable 21 (marked
by the arrow in Fig. 3). The detail of the insertion of dx
(represented by a short cable) is shown in Fig. 4.

Power
Splitter
r1

Front Panel
DMTDM
Core

r3

4.1 Measurement reproducibility

Cable 21
Cable → dx
v2

r4 Cable 22
Mixer

Fig. 4. Configuration with inserted time delay.
Since in measurement 2 the configuration is different, we will have R = 2. Note that we have three reflection points in measurement 1, and four in measurement 2.
Assume simply that we insert the delay dx at an instant θ, tk < θ < tk+1 Referring to (3), we can write for
measurement 1 taken up to tk
x*k = m[xk + εk+ E(ν, p1,j)] + ε*k

(6)

and for measurement 2 taken from tk+1
x*k+1 = m[xk+1 + dx + εk+1+ E(ν, p2,j)] + ε*k+1

(7)

In changing the configuration, we also affect the error ε (e.g. due to larger desynchonization) but now
assume that the change in ε is negligible in comparison
with the change in E.
Denoting the averages of quantities up to tk by index 1 and from tk+1 by index 2, and neglecting again
ε*2 - ε*1, we can write the difference

x *2

− x 1* =

m [x2 – x1+ dx+ ε2 – ε1 + E(ν, p2,j)
(8)
- E(ν, p1,j)]

In (8), the biases of x and ε are canceled but the difference E(ν, p2,j) - E(ν, p1,j) may remain considerably
large. This is the essential problem of the time delay
measurement.
Fortunately the dependence of E on frequency allows us to devise a model that can be fit to the data
measured at a frequency variable within a certain frequency range. In order to avoid the impact of other
frequency-dependent effects, the range must not be too

The measurement reproducibility provides the
essential information on the potential in measurement
uncertainty. Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation of 25
measurements of the time delay of 5.3 ns which we
measured repeatedly in the range of 3 to 149 MHz in
1 MHz steps over about 6 hours. Sigma decreases as
3 ps/f (MHz), with values slightly larger than this dependence at frequencies > 40 MHz. The peaks are at
n × 5 MHz and are probably related to interferences
between several oscillators at 5 and 10 MHz. This graph
shows that with an appropriate weighting of the data,
one can expect an accuracy of about 0.1ps with such a
set of data, if the other contributions are properly modeled.
10.00

S ta n d a rd d e v ia tio n (p s )

r2

large. To perform this measurement, we use two frequency synthesizers instead of two oscillators (see
Fig. 3). The Synthesizer 1 generates the probe signals v1
and v2 at variable frequency ν while the synthesizer 2
provides the common signal at variable offset frequency
ν + νB in such a way that the multiplication coefficient
m = ν/νB = 106 is kept constant.

1.00

0.10

0.01
1

10

100

1000

Frequency (MHz)
Fig. 5. Reproducibility of time-delay measurement.
4.2 Error models and first experimental results

We start with a model based on equation (8) modified in the form
∆x* = m [∆x + ∆ε + ∆E(ν,p,j)]

(9)

where we have introduced the differential error ∆E
characterized by a set of N parameters (pj) = p1, … , pN.
The time delay dx is included into ∆E and as such it
becomes one of the model parameters, say p1 = dx.
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In the first approximation we can neglect the errors
∆x and ∆ε due to time variations in x and ε, respectively, so that we obtain
∆x*(ν) ≈ m ∆E(ν,p,j)

3.4E-09

3.3E-09

By fitting the model error ∆E(ν,dx, p2,..pN) to
measured ∆x*(ν)/ m we can find dx and the rest of the
parameters. The adequacy of the model can be assessed
through standard deviation (σ) of the residuals.
In what follows we will mention three different
models of ∆E:
1) The simplest model is based on one reflected
roundtrip between mixer and power splitter (PS). In this
model, we consider 13 parameters to be adjusted (see
details in Fig. 4): 3 delays in cables (dx, x21, and x22)
and the reflection coefficients of the mixer and of the
PS (r4 and r1) with 4 parameters each – modulus and
phase are linearly variable with frequency. The modulus
of the reflection of the third harmonic generated at the
input of the mixer is taken into account with 2 parameters. The fit is shown in Fig. 6. We have σ = 19.7 ps,
due to large fluctuations ≈ 65 ps p-p, probably related to
reflections in the connecting points which are not taken
into account in this model. The third harmonics does
not give any significant improvement. The p-p fluctuation of the residuals versus frequency is only 6 times
smaller than that of the basic measurement, which is not
a sufficient improvement. The delay of interest provided
by the fit is dx = 3226.8 ps.

Time delay (s)

(10)

3.2E-09

Model
3.1E-09

Measured

3.0E-09
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 7. Fit obtained with the parametric model.
This model gives a better result, with residuals
σ = 5.9 ps but with 25 parameters! The introduction of
the 3rd harmonic is efficient since it reduces the residuals from 19.7 ps down to 5.9 ps, though there is no
phase adjustment of the 3rd harmonic (assumed in
phase with the reflected fundamental harmonic). The
residuals are shown in Fig. 8. The delay provided by the
fit is dx = 3231.1 ps. The cable delays x21 and x22 are in
rough agreement with the expected values.

2.E-11

3.4E-09

Residual error (s)

1.E-11

Time delay (s)

3.3E-09

3.2E-09

3.1E-09

0.E+00

-1.E-11

Model
Measured
-2.E-11
0

3.0E-09
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Frequency (MHz)

Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 8. Residual error with the parametric model.

Fig. 6. Fit obtained with the simplest model.
2) Parametric model with reflections in all connecting
points r1 through r4 (see Fig.4). Its implementation requires 25 parameters including the effect of the 3rd
harmonic. The fit is shown in Fig. 7.

This approach and its results concerning the reflection coefficients are not consistent with the theory of
transmission lines, though the estimate of dx corresponds to that of the previous model within 4 ps. Both
estimates are in agreement with the measurement with a
fast scope (the latter carried out with about 100 ps uncertainty).
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3) The model with an improved consistency is based on
two unknown reflection coefficients, i.e. r4 at the mixer
and r1 at PS (4 parameters each). The other reflection
coefficients, r2 and r3 (different when seen from the left
and from the right) are calculated. We have a total of
15 parameters that are completely independent: eight
for r1 and r4, three for the cable delays (dx, x21, x21), two
for the ratios of characteristic impedances of the three
lines, and finally two for the third-harmonic modulus.
Currently this model has been implemented only
for the basic configuration (Fig. 3) without dx. The fit is
shown in Fig. 9.
1.4E-09

Time delay (s)

1.3E-09

1.2E-09

Model

1.1E-09

Measured

1.0E-09
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

error models devised so far, we can draw the following
conclusion: in spite of large residuals in the first model
and of the lack of self-consistency in the parametric
model, the estimated values of the delay of 3.2 ns measured on an inserted coaxial cable agree within 4.3 ps
(the uncertainty is not known). The parametric model
shows an interesting effect of the third harmonic component (H3), even without phase adjustment.
In principle, the third model is fully self-consistent
and it should suppress the drawbacks of the two previous. Its first results in the basic configuration of the
DMTD are consistent with the physical reality. The H3
component gives a small but not negligible improvement in the basic configuration without dx. We expect
that in the configuration with dx, the improvement will
be much larger. The phase adjustment of H3 could
bring an additional improvement. The use of the fifth,
seventh, … harmonics can also be considered in order
to enable an operation with a higher RF level which
would provide a lower noise.
It should also be noted that basically we do not
have a standard of the delay dx to directly verify the
expected measurement uncertainty on the order of 10-13
s. In a first step, the DMTDM will have to be used in
order to accurately measure the standard cables that are
compared in the framework of the EUROMET TF.TIK1 ”Comparison of time interval (cable delay) measurement”.

Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 9. Fit obtained with the improved-consistency
model.
The residuals give σ = 5.10 ps (the result at 5 MHz
removed). The values of x11 and x22 are not in a good
agreement with the values obtained with the second
model. Because of its inconsistency, this is not surprising. The values found for reflections at the mixer and
PS, r4 = 0.16 and r1 = 0.17, respectively, are possible
but larger than expected. The inclusion of the reflection
of the third harmonic has a small but not negligible
effect (σ =5.96 ps without the third harmonic).
5. CONCLUSIONS

Concerning the use of DMTDM in the stability
measurement, the noise floor of TDEV = 2 fs can possibly be slightly improved by reducing the non stationary
fluctuations related to technical aspects that are not yet
optimized. There is a good margin for improvement in
long-term performance (increase of the upper bound of
flicker PM) and also for the increase of permitted desynchronisation.
Concerning the use of DMTDM in the time-delay
measurement, a lot of further investigation has yet to be
done. That specially applies to the devising of a more
accurate error model. Summing up the results with the
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ABSTRACT
Long distance transmission systems are currently based
on SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) or SONET
(Synchronous Optical Network) frame configurations,
but IP (Internet Protocol) traffic is rapidly increasing,
and telecommunication companies are installing
Ethernet-based systems that enable them to provide
IP-based services directly. To support the reference
frequency based functions running on SONET/SDH
systems, this paper describes a new frequency and time
technique for GbE (Gigabit Ethernet); it provides the
reference clock regeneration function offered the
current SDH/SONET framework, and the time transfer
function used in reference time based services.
1. INTRODUCTION
Telecommunication
networks
currently
use
SDH/SONET systems for long distance transmission.
The traffic is quite varied but mainly consists of voice
and data services such as ATM, Frame Relay and IP.
Since SDH/SONET systems usually have a ring-based
topology, transformation functions that can convert
each traffic format into SDH frames are required at
network nodes connecting the ring to customer
premises equipment. SDH terminators or ATM
switches generally implement this function.
ATM systems offer mature traffic management
functions and the dominant choice for supporting
general high-speed service in telecommunication
networks. However, customer interfaces are changing
from ATM to Ethernet following the increasing
popularity of IP-based systems and service expansion.
Most telecommunication companies now provide
Ethernet services that accommodate to Ethernet
interfaces such as 100Base-TX and GbE. Low cost
WAN and MAN networks can only be realized by
creating efficient IP multiplexing/demultiplexing
schemes without complicated translations between
layers and hierarchies. The common expectation is that
GbE and 10 GbE systems will be introduced to
telecommunication networks systems without any
modification.
The frequency management function, with which SDH
systems are currently equipped, is essential in
synchronous transmission protocols, since the function
controls synchronous characteristics such as slip and

error rates. GbE and 10 GbE systems therefore have to
provide the same function, if Ethernet is to coexist with
SDH networks. This paper describes a discussion on
adding the reference frequency function to GbE
systems.
The other reference signal, time, is an additional
management function in telecommunication networks.
To implement video streaming services, NTT
Communications added the reference time function to
its WDM-SDH-based ATM switches[1] in its video
distribution network; the time function is needed to
control the ATM switches. Reference time is also
becoming an important tool in computer networks. A
transmission characteristic monitor and a data format
parameter, both of which are controlled by using a
time-stamp based on reference time, determine the
distribution time in large file transfers between servers
and clients. Precise parameter management based on
reference time enables computer networks to transfer
large files rapidly. This paper presents a new technique
to achieve the reference time transfer function in the
GbE physical layer.
2.
REFERENCE
FUNCTION

FREQUENCY

CONTROL

If SDH systems must interwork with GbE systems, the
SDH reference frequency distribution paths are cut by
the links of the GbE systems. The reference frequency
distribution function of GbE systems must allow GbE
systems to coexist with SDH systems. The reference
frequency transmission method based on the GbE PHY
clock frequency of 1.25GHz [2] is promising as SDH
systems conventionally adopt the reference frequency
distribution system specified in ITU-T G series
standards[3]-[6].
The SDH reference frequency distribution system
consists of PRC (Primary Reference Clock) 、 SSU
(Synchronization Supply Unit) 、 and SEC (SDH
Equipment Clock) [3]-[6]. The PRC is a master
generating the original reference frequency. SSUs are
installed as a node system at nodes other than the
master, and eliminate jitter components from the
transmitted reference frequency. They also hold the
regenerated reference frequency while the transmitted
reference frequency signal is interrupted due to
transmission system failure. This function is called
“holdover”. SEC is one of the function blocks forming
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Fig.1 Timing transmission using the GbE NEs
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Fig. 2 Frequency characteristics measurement configuration

the SDH termination equipment. Their roles are mostly
the same as those of the SSUs, but there are some
differences from the synchronization characteristics
specified by ITU-T standards.
2.1 Reference frequency transfer in GbE systems
The synchronous function is required of GbE systems
if they coexist with SDH systems. It should be similar
to that of SEC. While the GbE transmission mechanism
is asynchronous, its clock frequency, generated at a
sender node of the GbE system, is regenerated at the
receiver node. SEC functionality can be achieved by
using the regenerated clock. The functional block of
the clock in GbE-NE, shown in Fig. 1(a), is called GEC
(Gigabit Ethernet Clock)(Sublayer functions are
explained in 3.2).
This paper examines the case of 1000BASE-LX, which
transfers 1300nm optical signals over single fibers, as a
MAN/WAN candidate. Since 1000BASE-LX supports
full-duplex mode, an Ethernet frame and idle codes are
always transmitted. The GEC system shown in Fig.

1(b) is equipped with two frequency conversion
circuits to interwork the SDH system and the GbE
system timing: PLL#1: from ST (SDH Timing) to GT
(GbE Timing), and PLL#2: from GT to ST. Reference
frequency characteristics of this GEC system were
measured in the test configuration shown in Fig. 2, in
which two GbE systems were connected with
5-km-optical fibers, FS (Frequency Standard) supplies
the original reference frequency at GbE NE #1, the
reference frequency is regenerated by the GEC in GbE
NE #2. Figure 3 shows the reference frequency
perturbation as evaluated by TDEV (Time Deviation).
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Original GbE stream

methods enable GbE systems to achieve the SSM
function equivalent to that of SDH systems.
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second timing

(a) IOS replacement with no delay in IFG
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GbE stream with TOS

Data

As we mentioned in 2.2, GbE systems can transfer
operation and management information without
interrupting GbE data. In the new technique, time
information is inserted into IFGs (interframe gaps) that
are created by the minimum idle period between
adjacent frames. While the IFG function provides only
a brief recovery time to permit the reception of the next
frame in the original Ethernet framework, our new IFG
application transfers time markers that are
synchronized to the primary network reference.
3.1 New time transfer method

Data

TOS

IFG
Reference second pulse
Transferred and extracted
second timing
Delay

(b) IOS replacement with delay in IFG
IOS: Idle Ordered_Set

3. REFERENCE TIME CONTROL FUNCTION

TOS: Timing Ordered_Set

Fig. 4 Time transfer method using IFG

The measured result is much lower than the maximum
allowable wander specified by ITU-T G.813; note that
this result actually includes double wander due to the
two GECs. The GECs examined here used an ordinary
VCXO oscillator without temperature compensation as
their clock source. The result shows that reference
frequency transfer across GbE systems is promising.
2.2 Ring network considerations
Ring networks are often used due to their inherent
redundancy which offers enhanced reliability in the
face of network malfunction. SDH ring networks adopt
the SSM (Synchronization Status Message) transfer
mechanism, which can prevent the emergence of
reference frequency distribution path loops. The SSM
is transmitted by SOH (Section Overhead), a
management field of the SDH frame. ITU-T G.781
recommendation specifies SSM transfer times:
(1) Holdover message delay: 500-2000ms
(2) Non-switching message delay: 200ms
(3) Switching message delay: 180-500ms
GbE NEs can be used in the ring network configuration.
In GbE ring networks, while SSM can be transferred
via the IP layer, it is obvious that its transfer delay will
vary with network traffic conditions. The new
management information transfer method based on
IFGs (interframe gaps) is currently the best approach in
GbE systems. The node system in the ring also has to
detect input signal down within the specified time to
achieve item (1). GbE NEs can detect input signal
down through the SD (Signal_Detect) implemented in
PMD (Physical Medium Dependent) within much
shorter than the specified values. Therefore, these

A second pulse is transmitted using special codes in the
IFGs of the GbE frame as the reference time in our
method, see Fig. 4 (a). However since the second pulse
timing is not harmonized with the IFG period, the
replacement is delayed until the next IFG if the second
pulse is generated at the time when the GbE system is
transmitting general GbE data (includes MAC frame).
That means that the transferred second pulse timing is
delayed as shown in Fig. 4 (b). In our method, this
delay is measured at the sender's site, and measurement
data are transferred to the other site and used to correct
the transferred time as delay data.
3.2 Experimental GbE system
Figure 5 shows the functional blocks of the
experimental GbE system. GbE PHY (Physical Layer)
is composed of three sublayers: PCS (Physical Coding
Sublayer), PMA (Physical Medium Attachment) and
PMD (Physical Medium Dependent)[2]. PCSs code to,
decode from 8B/10B, and add and delete idle
ordered_set consisting of combined special and data
codes. PMAs realize SerDes (Serialize and Deserialize).
PMDs convert from an electrical signal to an optical
signal and vice versa.
A second pulse is transmitted by one of the two
proposed codes called TOS (Timing Ordered_Set),
/K28.5/D4.7/ and /K28.5/D15.3/, instead of IOS (Idle
Ordered_Set), /K28.5/D5.6/ and /K28.5/D16.2/. TOS is
chosen so that there is no interference with IOS. The
receiver site checks every block of 20 bits in the 10B
code stream; if these bits match combinations of
/K28.5/D4.7/ or /K28.5/D15.3/, the transmitted second
pulse is output after time delay correction.
Figure 6 shows the measured time offset of transferred
time at a receiver site relative to the reference time at a
sender site. Two 1000BASE-X time transfer boards
were connected with a pair of single-mode fibers (each
fiber was 5 km long). The two-way time transfer
method was used for time synchronization. The
resulting time synchronization accuracy was around 2.5
nanoseconds; the delay correction resolution was 6
nanoseconds. Figure 7 shows that TDEV was better
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Fig.5 Functional blocks of the experimental GbE system
than 10-11 over periods of 102 < W< 103 sec. The traffic
doesn’t influence the time transfer performance.
4. CONCLUSION
We suggested a new frequency and time transfer for
GbE systems that interwork with SDH/SONET systems.
Telecommunication networks are now evolving toward
IP-based
networks,
but
most
long-distance
transmission systems are still based on SDH. Our
method will become an important technique to support
the coexistence of GbE systems and SDH systems.
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1. ABSTRACT
Shocks and vibration are stated to be the worst
enemy of precision oscillators [1] and are nowadays
very obviously encountered in a portable
environment such as in mobile phones and various
military gear [2]. Typically a relative frequency
change of e.g. 5×10-6 is specified or tolerated but
very little has been documented about the specific
correlation between applied acceleration and
induced frequency shifts particularly for complete
oscillator circuit designs . In this paper we will
concentrate into following new aspects: possibilities
to utilize adaptation of the stiffness of the printed
circuit board together with the selected joining
technology of components and their feeding
interfaces and effects of layout of the printed
circuit board to the stiffness properties of the
mechanical construction. Special attention is paid
also to load cases of aircraft applications and to the
damping mechanisms for harmful vibrations and
impulse forces during different flight operations.
2. INTRODUCTION
In Turin at EFTF 2000 we presented results for a 5
MHz phase locked oscillator, which has been used to
evaluate the possibilities to reduce the effects of
external shocks by mechanical absorbers. Two
different frequency shift types have been recorded.
Alternatively the crystal shows a quasi-permanent
frequency step or a sharp excursion followed by a
decaying ripple. Detailed numerical values are
presented in [3]. As we explained in [3] even a slight
change in the mechanical arrangement e.g. by
immersing the oscillator unit into a viscous fluid
moves the natural frequencies or adjusts the damping
factor reducing the tendency to long-lasting frequency
shifts. In this paper we show the importance of
establishing the long time endurance of soldered joints
inside the oscillator device and we explain the
difficulties to analyze the different load cases during
various flight operations (like landing, normal flying,
takeoff, turbulence etc.). In this paper we pay special
attention to damp the force impulse during the landing
to avoid its possible affect to the oscillator
performance. We also research the options to damp the
harmful vibrations by adjusting the stiffness of the
printed circuit board inside the device by tuning its

mechanical layout as an individual spring-massdamper-element.
3. TESTED OSCILLATOR CONSTRUCTION
The tested oscillator construction is a simple 5 MHz
phase locked oscillator circuit, which characteristics
are earlier presented in [3]. The original crystal
oscillator design is modified to better withstand longterm vibrations and individual shocks. The most
important changes are: modification of layout of the
circuit, use of surface-mounted components and
modifications of connector interfaces for providing a
spring-mass system. The result of the redesign is
decreased weight and size of the oscillator
construction. In addition, the construction is more
flexible compared to the earlier design.
4. VIBRATION LOAD CASES IN AIRCRAFTS
Aircrafts and their subsystems must be able to
withstand the g forces encountered during takeoff,
flight and landing. Because the vibration spectrum of
frequencies for each type of aircraft and engine are
different, it is reasonable to accept that these effects of
g forces from impacts and vibrations can be accurately
calculated only for simple components and structures.
More efficient way is to either measure the vibrations
for each particular loading case or try to simulate the
critical phenomena by computer aided simulations or
use impact tests.
These vibrations during different flight operations
range from one vibration per second to thousands
vibrations per second. In our case we must therefore
take care of three possible risks: At first the impact
forces during landing should be limited by a welldesigned damping system under the mechanical
endurance limit of the device. At second we must
ensure that the impact would not disturb the
performance of the oscillators. At third there is a selfevident risk of fatigue failure of the soldered joints
inside the device due to high frequency vibrations.
Because the range of vibrations is varying constantly
there is also at least a theoretic risk to meet the
resonance frequency of any mechanical component of
the device during specific flight operations.
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In principal, the structures, which have very low
resonant frequencies, are preferred to reduce the g
forces and preserve structural integrity. In general, to
accomplish this, designing very stiff and lightweight
structures is very important in aeronautical
engineering. Just like the main landing gear of an
aircraft is built to sustain the extreme forces when the
aircraft touches down on the runway during landing,
all the important devices should be able to withstand
that impact force, which is still lead to the aircraft
body after the first damping effect. For military
purposes it is important to notice that this shock,
which is absorbed by the landing gear, is much more
extreme than that at touchdown on an ordinary
runway. E.g. on aircraft carriers, the landing shock
could be up to 5.5 G's

In [3] we have shown how to analyze the vibration
phenomenon with differential equations in those cases
where we assume that the aircraft is rolling on the
runway. More critical is the load case during landing:
it could be regarded more or less as an impulse or
impact force, which effects during a very limited and
short time period. In theory it would be reasonable to
lengthen the possible deflection distance or increase
the vibrating mass. However, in practical cases both of
these actions are impossible: we would like to keep the
size and the mass of the device in minimum. The most
effective tool here is therefore the use of suitable
damping mechanisms. The value for relative damping
factor ξ =c/ccr is the most important one. To analyze
the effects of impulse forces ([4] and [5]) we can solve
the generalized differential equation by assuming that
the other forces than the impulse are meaningless at
the effecting time of the impulse, which gives us Eq.1.
In this case it will be easy to calculate the amplitude X
from Eq.2.

X=

I
mωn 1 − ξ 2

)

6. VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEMS
Three different types of vibration isolation systems
can be used according to control schemes: passive,
active, and semi-active systems (see Fig. 1).
Sensor
m

m

c

k

k

c

Sensor
m

Controller
F

c

k

Actuator

Controller

(c) Semi-active

(b) Active

Fig 1. Three different types of vibration isolation
systems [6].
In our case the reason of considering the use of either
active or semi-active vibration isolation system is their
better vibration control of disturbance with varying
frequency or large bandwidth. Sensors to activate the
system could detect e.g. acceleration of the housing of
the oscillator or the position of the landing gear could
give the signal to get prepared to the impact force
caused by the touch on runway. Active systems are
based on systems, which provide an external energy to
cancel vibration (e.g. piezoelectric actuators).
However, it would make the system even more smart
if we do not need to produce any external forces but
we could change the systems damping properties
according to the vibration loading (ζ or k can be
adjusted in real time). MR-dampers are examples of
these types of semi-active systems. The basic
differences of the damping properties of these three
vibration isolation systems are presented in Fig. 2.

(Eq. 1)

(Eq. 2)

However, for more general cases, we do need to use
the so-called Duhamel’s integral (Eq. 3.) into which
we can substitute the real force function F=F(t) caused
by landing. The main difference is that instead of
maximum impact force F0 we use the time dependent
change of the force dF=F(ξ)dξ. The appropriate test
results of various landing cases for different aircraft
types under different circumstances can be found from
the literature.

Transmissibility

(

(Eq. 3)

0

(a) Passive

5. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

x = Xe −ξω n t sin 1 − ξ 2ωnt

t

x = F (0)h(t ) + ∫ F& (ξ )h(t − ξ )dξ

PS
AS
SS

ω/ωn

Fig.2. Comparison of the three vibration isolation
systems: PS= passive, AS= active and SS = semiactive system (modified from [6]).
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The schematic picture of our design is presented in
Fig. 3. The supporting mechanics of the printed circuit
board is simplified like illustrated in Fig. 4. We
wanted to find out, could it be possible to adjust the
stiffness of the circuit board according to the other
damping properties of the semi-active vibration
isolation system. For this purpose we selected two
different circuit board materials, which have a ratio of
1 : 0.7 of their spring constants ki= [48×Ei×I/li3] and
modulus of elasticity Ei. A simple impact test and a
vibration test were made to check out the possible
differences of the oscillator performance and
mechanical behavior of the system.
Sensor
md

Controller

cd

kd

cac

kac

Fig. 3. The schematic picture of our spring-massdamper design (d= device, ac=aircraft).
oscillator
k4

k1+ k2

the resonance of the structure, which contributes to the
objectionable vibration. However, performance of the
TVA is not strictly limited to resonance response,
though it will have its most profound effect for
resonance response of a structure. It is sometimes
possible to induce a "valley" in the response of a
structure for a narrow frequency range using the TVA
approach, even when no resonance exists there. The
TVA will be most effective approximately where its
own (designed) actuation resonance frequency occurs.
The tuning frequency is adjusted via the TVA mass
and the stiffness of its spring element. This spring
element is typically a complex spring having stiffness
and damping. A viscoelastic material is typically
utilized for the spring element of the TVA. If we know
exactly the vibration phenomenon it is possible to
design and produce TVA assemblies to within 1% to
2% of the target tuning frequency [7].

c2

k3

Fig 4. Simplified model of the spring-mass-dampermodel of the circuit board (k1…3 are the spring
constants of soldered connecting pins, k4 is the spring
constant of the circuit board itself and c2 is the
damping factor of the system).
7. VIBRATION ABSORBERS AND DAMPING
SOLUTIONS
Application of a tuned vibration absorber (TVA) is
sometimes the best option for control of unwanted
vibration. This countermeasure is particularly
appropriate when the vibration issue occurs for a
single frequency, or across a very narrow frequency
range. The TVA basically consists of a mass and
spring system, which is added to the structure at a
location, which exhibits high displacement for the
objectionable event. The mass is often selected from
considerations of the modal mass of the structure for

In [8] an investigation of a magnetorheological (MR)
semi-active system with a MR fluid damper is
presented. The study utilizes feedback linearization,
which is demonstrated experimentally, to convert the
non-linear damper into a linear controllable device.
Using a validated model of an MR damper, it is
demonstrated that feedback linearization can yield
significant performance improvements over more
simplistic on/off control strategies. The same strategy
could be integrated within larger scale vibrating
structures such as aircraft landing gear to implement
more complex control strategies, e.g. optimal control.
In our case this type of damping technology would
solve e.g. the vibration problems during landings and
occasional turbulence during flights if the damper is
connected directly with the housing of the oscillator
device.
In [9] a vibration control of flexible structures using
MR and piezoceramic is presented. In that research,
two different mounts fabricated from two different
smart materials were proposed for the vibration
control of a flexible structure subjected to external
disturbances. A semi-active magnetorheological (MR)
mount was firstly devised and its damping force
controllability by the current intensity was evaluated.
Subsequently, an active piezoceramic mount was
devised and its field-dependent inertial force was
experimentally evaluated. Each mount was then
installed on the flexible structure and the
corresponding control model was established. The
LQG controller was designed for each mount system
and empirically realized. Control responses of each
control system such as acceleration and displacement
were investigated in the frequency domain. [9] In our
case the whole device could be assembled on MR-gel
layer. This would make it possible to use active
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damping but the problems with required magnetic
field changes should be solved.
8. VIBRATION AND IMPACT TESTS
Calculated values of moments of inertia Ix,i, spring
constants ki for two different devices equipped with
printed circuit board materials having different values
of modulus of elasticity Ei are presented in table 1.
Also the calculated critical natural frequencies fcr,i for
both cases are presented.
Table 1. Calculated and measured values of test cases.
Σmi
Ix,i
Σki*
Fcr,i
Material
Ei
[MPa] [mm4]
[g] [N/mm] [kHz]
i
Teflon 75140 1,2555 3,4784 331,909 1,554
FR4 53700 1,0698 3,2461 282,636 1,485
Two interesting results can be discovered: The natural
frequencies are set to the critical area of normal
vibration spectrum during aircrafts typical flight
operations – the result, which we did not expect to
achieve. However, we could prove that it is possible to
adjust the value of natural frequency simply by tuning
the spring constant of the construction either by
changing the modulus of elasticity of the printed
circuit board material or by changing the supporting
mechanism of the board. In this case the difference of
+/- 5 % was calculated for two material types.
During the impact tests we tried to increase the value
of the impact force up to level about 5 G’s. The value
which interrupted our tests was about 4.5 G’s – not
because we would have noticed some malfunctioning
of the crystal itself but because of the fracture of the
soldered joint between the connecting pin of the
crystal enclosure. We repeated the shock test for both
construction types and the same phenomenon took
place. Later we noticed that the enclosure was
assembled to the most critical place on the circuit
board: the maximum bending moment did affect on
the soldered joints during the impact.
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To be able to select the most appropriate damping
system for different types of flight operations (landing,
takeoff, normal flying and turbulences) it is important
to establish the critical vibration load cases. In
addition to this the specific analysis for modified
impulse force case during the landing is necessary to
ensure the performance of the oscillator: It seems
fairly reasonable to improve the performance of phase
locked crystal oscillators by adding semi-active shock

damping structures based on some smart material
solutions either to the landing gear construction and/or
to the oscillator device and phase locked loop circuit
itself. The soldered joints inside the device, though
they were properly soldered, could also be critical.
Additional to this, the joining pins and the printed
circuit board tend to act like a spring-mass-dampersystem and that mechanism should be tuned according
to exact vibration analysis of the oscillator device.
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ABSTRACT
All satellites use Ultra Stable quartz crystal
Oscillators (U.S.O.) and need very stable frequency
stability and low phase noise compatible to space
environment. Space radiation USO sensitivity should
be considered carefully for short term, medium term
and long term stability, depending on the use of the
USO in the equipment. The paper gives USO dose
and dose rate determination method, and examples of
frequency variations observed in orbit and during
ground experiments. Preliminary analysis is also
given.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ultra Stable quartz crystal Oscillators are widely used
in space systems, and all space programs need to
verify the End Of Life (E.O.L.) frequency stability
over the lifetime (few years to 20 years), as well as
short term, medium term stability, and phase noise.
Table 1 gives some examples of O.B. USO
specifications
Applications

Function

Telecommunication
Precise
positioning

Local oscillators
GPS
Argos Doppler
positioning system
Doris precise
positioning system

OB USO
Stability specs
0.2 to 1 ppm
over 20 years
1.10-10 (1s to
1000s)
5.10-12/min
over 10 min
0.2 ppm over 5
to 10 years
4.10-13/min
over 10 min
0.2 ppm over
5 to 10 years

Table 1: Example of OB USO specifications

Theses specifications should be compliant with all on
board environmental conditions mainly temperature,
magnetic field from earth and spacecraft, and
radiations.
To verify theses radiation specifications, it is
necessary to determine the radiation environment of
the USO, and the radiation USO sensitivity.
This paper gives methods to determine the dose and
dose rate received by USO in orbit, examples of
frequency variations observed in orbit and during
ground experiments. Preliminary analysis is also
given.

2. RADIATION USO SENSITIVITY
DETERMINATION
The radiation USO sensitivity can be determined in 4
steps:
step 1: determination of the dose and dose rate
received by each part of the USO in orbit. Method
recommended by CNES is given in the paragraph 3.
step 2: determination of the sensitivity of each
USO components (crystal resonator, electronic parts)
in radiation, versus dose and dose rate received by
theses components in orbit. Component radiation
sensitivities can be found from existing data bases or
from particular radiation experiments.
step 3: determination of the frequency
sensitivities versus USO components: it is necessary
to use non linear model which gives relationships
between USO frequency and all USO components
values (resonator, transistor, amplifier, capacitor,
varactor…). The results for each components is
expressed in ∆F/F in ppm versus component variation
in ppm.
step 4: determination of the USO radiation
sensitivity: from step 2 and 3, it'
s possible to calculate
for each components of the USO the frequency
variation vs radiation, and then the global effect by
cumulating all component variations.
This method can be used for all types of USO (X.O.,
TCXO, OCXO), for E.O.L, short/medium term
stabilities as well as phase noise. Results are
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dependent of the accuracy of the model and of the
quality of the data used. Experiences show that USO
frequency sensitivity to radiation come mainly from
the crystal, and from sensitive electronic parts such as
thermistor, varactor, and transistor. It is strongly
recommended to compare theorical results with
experimental data in applying radiation (protons,
gamma…) directly to representative USO to measure
the frequency shift over radiation in order to verify all
specifications.

computation time because this function is obviously
the same for each point P and thus it is constructed
once only.
The example given hereafter concerns the
computation of the dose rate induced by the protons
belt at the heart of the quartz inside one of the
JASON_1 USO. In Figure 1, the trajectory crosses the
heart of the SAA and then crosses the antipode of the
SAA. Thus, we observe only one intense dose rate
peak.

3. USO DOSE and DOSE RATE
DETERMINATION
The radiation USO dose and dose rate are determined
from several parameters: duration of the mission,
launching date and orbit parameters. The tools used
are environment modelling codes and 3D Monte Carlo
particles transport codes which need geometrical and
physical description of the satellite, equipment, and
USO itself.
The dose rate calculations are made at evenly spaced
trajectory points. At each of these trajectory points P,
we can define a local environment spectrum
S e (P, E ) , where E stands for the energy of the
particles. These local spectrum computations are made
thanks to an environment code (SPACERAD,
SPENVIS or OMERE for example) which takes into
account the orbit parameters. It can be demonstrated
that the dose rate D (P ) , for each component inside
the satellite, is deduced by a simple numerical
integration from the environment spectrum S e ( P, E )
thanks to a transfer function

D (P ) =
FD (ξ ) =

∞
0

FD (E ) :

FD (ξ ) ⋅ S e (P, ξ ) ⋅ dξ
∞

0

Q ( E ) ⋅ Ri (E, ) ⋅ dE

where, Q(E) describes the sensitivity of the
component to the dose and Ri (E, ) describes the
shielding properties of all the materials around the
component (component can and the satellite
equipment and structure). There is one transfer
function for each component.
The transfer function FD(E) is computed using
numerical simulations. These numerical calculations
are made by using the Monte Carlo transport code
«NOVICE». First, it is necessary to construct a
geometrical and physical model of the satellite. This is
done with the FASTRAD code which allows us to
construct interactively theses descriptions. It is clear
that the use of a transfer function saves a lot of

Figure 1 : Dose rate in the resonator when JASON_1
crosses the heart of the SAA.
Regardless of the dose rate peaks computations, we
are equally interested in the knowledge of the total
mission dose integrated at different points inside the
USO (on critical components, for example). These
doses computations are made by using the
environment flux spectrum corresponding to the total
mission duration. All the environment particle types
and the braking radiation of the electrons have been
taken into account. The computations are made by
using the Monte Carlo adjoint method of the NOVICE
code. To do that, we need again the geometrical and
physical description of the USO and the satellite. In
Figure 2 represents an example of such a result. It
concerns the ionising dose and the atomic
displacement dose at three points of the electronics
and in the heart of the resonator.

Figure 2 : Ionizing and atomic displacement total
doses inside the US
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4. Radiation effects on USO
4.1 Frequency variations observed in orbit
Figure 3 and table 2 give the frequency variations
observed on several DORIS USO placed on board
several satellites.
DORIS (Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning
Integrated In Space) is a CNES, IGN and GRGS
French space program able to determine very
accurately (within 1-2 cm) the position of satellites
and ground beacons [1]. The DORIS O.B. payload has
been integrated into several satellites since 1990,
SPOT 2 to 5 series, TOPEX, Jason 1, Envisat, and will
be embarked on Cryosat, Jason 2... Spot series and
Envisat are at 830 km, TOPEX and Jason 1 at 1300
km. Using several ground beacons synchronized by
atomic frequency standard, it is possible to determine
the on board frequency USO over 1 pass (10 min)
with an uncertainty of few 10-12. The DORIS E.O.L.
and mid term performances in orbit are compliant for
each USO, except for Jason 1 for which large
frequency variations are observed.
Figure 4 gives the frequency variations of the DORIS
USO observed in july 2002 and april 2003 on board
Jason 1 satellite over a period of one day. We can
observe frequency variations of 1 to 6.10-11 peak to
peak, strongly correlated to the pass of Jason 1 over
the S.A.A.
6,E-08
SPOT4

4,E-08

DF/F

2,E-08

TOPEX

0,E+00
ENVISAT

Figure 4: Frequency variations in orbit for the Jason
1 DORIS USO
4.2 Frequency variations observed during Gamma
ray testing
Several experiments were conducted using several
type of sources (electron, protons, gamma), at high
and low dose rate, applied on crystal resonators and
USO. Informations can be founded in several
publications of RADECS, IEEE-Frequency Control
Symposium, IEEE-UFFC, IEEE-Nuclear Sciences,
and proceedings of this Forum.
CNES has conducted several experiments using
gamma ray source at high and low dose rate on AT
and SC cut quartz resonators.
4.2.1 Frequency variations at high dose rate
Figures 5 and 6 from [4] give results of frequency
variations observed on several 10 MHz SC 3rd
overtone crystal resonators submitted to gamma rays
at 5 krad per hour, from 0 to 150 krad. Frequency
variations can be positive or negative, sometimes
positive then negative. The major variations arrived
during the first 10 to 20 krad. The radiation sensitivity
is in the range of 10-12/rad up to 10 krad, and of 10-13
/rad around 50 krad.

-2,E-08
SPOT5

4 ,E -0 8

-4,E-08

25/05/03

26/03/03

25/01/03

26/11/02

27/09/02

29/07/02

30/05/02

31/03/02

30/01/02

01/12/01

-6,E-08

DATE

DF/F

JASON

2 ,E -0 8
0 ,E +0 0
0

Figure 3: 10MHz DORIS USOs frequency drift in
orbit for different space programs
Satellite

SPOT 4

SPOT 5

TOPEX

JASON 1

ENVISAT

T0 : date of
USO
turn on

March 23
1998

May 4
2002

Dec 23
1998

Dec 8
2001

March 14
2002

Aging per
day

+ 1.0 E-12

+ 4.2 E-11

- 1.8 E-12

- 1.0 E-10

-1.7. E-11

After

54 months

4 months

45 months

10 months

6 months

2000

4 00 0

60 0 0

8000

10 0 0 0

-2 ,E -0 8

rad

1 ,E -0 7
8 ,E -0 8
6 ,E -0 8
4 ,E -0 8
2 ,E -0 8
0 ,E + 0 0
0

30

60

90

120

150

Kra d

Table 2 : Aging slope per day of different 10 MHz
USO in orbit

Figures 5 and 6: Frequency deviation of 10 MHz SC
3rd Ov resonators vs irradiated dose at 10 krad, and
between 0 to 150 krad
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4.2.2 Frequency variation at low dose rate

4.3 USO radiation sensitivity analysis

Figure 7 represents an example of frequency
variations observed on USO when it is applied gamma
rays at 4 rad per hour, simulating a satellite pass over
the S.A.A.

Radiation USO sensitivity can come either from
electronic circuit, and crystal resonator.
4.3.1 Component radiation sensitivity
Electronic parts are generally defined and selected in
order to minimise the radiation effect. However, the
frequency of USO is very dependent of some
components’ behaviours such as amplifier, transistor
or varactor, which can explain part of the USO
radiation sensitivity.
4.3.2 Resonator radiation sensitivity
The most important effect is generally attributed to the
crystal resonator. Several origins (temperature,
mechanical parts, quartz crystal…) could explain the
observed frequency variations.
4.3.2.1 Thermal effect
Temperature variation induced by discontinuous
gamma rays and measured on the can of the quartz
crystal resonator is smaller than 2.10-5 °C, and so
cannot explain the observed frequency variations. [2].
4.3.2.2 Mechanical radiation effect
Mechanical deformations have been measured on
quartz discs before and after several Mrad of gamma
dose. Deformations observed by J. Bourrieau [8]
cannot explain this phenomenon.
4.3.2.3 Ionizing radiation and material defects in
quartz crystal
It is well known that resonance frequency and Q-value
of quartz resonators are altered by exposure to X- or γray. Measurements show that these radiations induce
on a select resonance frequency long live and transient
changes in the acoustic parameters of the equivalent
circuit Rm, L, C and, to a less degree, C0.
Moreover, these measurements show the limitations
and, sometimes, large frequency shifts, due to material
properties. Indeed, sensitivities to ionising radiation
can vary strongly from one to the other one quartz
blank, and even, from one growth zone to other ones
of same synthetic quartz block. So, we can deduce that
the ionic impurities and the dislocations are mainly
involved in the degradation of the expected
performances of a “time base” quartz oscillator. We
report here the first interpretations:
1. the transient frequency change is interpreted
to be due to the variation of the elastic modulus of
quartz brought by the detrapping of the positively
charged compensation ion at substitutional Al3+ (or
Fe3+) defects in the quartz lattice [12]
2. the large permanent frequency offset
experienced by natural quartz or synthetic crystal with
high level of impurities was first interpreted by King
[13] and treated more generally by King and Sanders
in [14]. They explained that the annealing of this
frequency change is simply the diffusion controlled

Figure 7: Frequency variations versus time observed
during discontinous γ radiations (4 rad/hour)
Similar effects were observed by Suter and Norton [9,
10] and Cash [11] using low dose rate protons.
All experiments conclude that the frequency variation
is non linear and could be positive or negative. The
sensitivity is higher at low dose rate than at high dose
rate.
J.Bourrieau [6, 7] had shown that USO frequency
variations versus discontinuous radiations can be
modelled by the following equation:
(1)

f (t ) = a0 + a1t + a2 e

−t

τ2

+ a3 e

−t

τ3

where:
a0 and a1 are the USO frequency drift coefficients
without radiation (long term drift)
a2 and τ2 are the amplitude and time constant
coefficients of the component 1
a3 and τ3 are the amplitude and time constant
coefficients of the second component
This model show that the drift observed have two
origins, one transient change of the frequency (rapidly
saturated and annealed), the other producing a
permanent damage (maybe with a very long term
annealing).
Amplitude, sign and time constants of the phenomena
associated to both components explain the various
signatures observed by CNES as well as those
reported by Sutter and Norton [9, 10].
Up to now, any physical explanation has been found.
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uncorrelated recombination of the cation H+
(probably), with the Al3+ trap.
Therefore, it has been shown that limitations in
performances (aging, long term drift, retrace…) of a
resonator can be essentially due to the migration of
impurities as Na+, Li+… or H+. The frequency shift is
correlated to the concentration of these impurities, its
variation being related to their motion and nature (in
term of migration energy).
Consequently, to use quartz resonators in severe
environmental conditions as in space applications, it is
necessary to select the raw quartz material (and
particularly to control the parameters of the synthetic
quartz growth) or to determine treatments to improve
frequency stabilities. Of course, the bad performances
being due to the diffusion of interstitial impurities,
they could be modified using the sweeping process
(which is an electro migration under high electric
field, at high temperature and under vacuum or not)
which theoretically permits the elimination of these
mobile impurities.
As it has been illustrated by the Figure 8 below, ATcut resonators [16] present frequency changes induced
by ionizing radiation due to specific crystal defects
which cause:
• stress relaxation
• increasing or decreasing of the mechanical
coupling of the resonator with its stress field
(coupling between stress and the acoustically
active defect).
So, if radiations have altered a defect structure in a
way to cause stress, the effective thickness-shear
elastic modulus determining the frequency is
modified.

Indeed, frequency shifts in quartz resonators induced
by proton radiation are not only dependent on total
dose but also on dose rate and proton kinetic energies.
J.J. Suter, J.R. Norton [ref 9, 10] and Cash [ref 11]
have already worked on quartz resonators which were
BVA AT-cut. Then, in order to simulate the proton
environment encountered in space by a SC cut
resonator built in unswept quartz crystal, we have to
model the actual spectrum of this radiation. A
quantitative study of a specific low-earth orbit
(TOPEX orbit) led to the development of proton
simulation tests. A preliminary test has been reached
with a synchro-cyclotron at the Center Proton-therapy
of Orsay France (CPO). The proton test configuration
was the following:
- dose rate: 10 rad/h
- kenetic energy: 110 MeV
- orbit model (= 1 cycle): 10 min radiation on /
110 min radiation off
The Figures 9 and 10 present the preliminary results
of the frequency susceptibility of one specific PFM
(Proto Flight Model) USO due to respectively γ rays
and proton particles. These results are very surprising.
Indeed, the USO seems to be non sensitive to proton
particles. However, several points must be treated
above to conclude at an eventual non-susceptibility.
First of all, the proton beam used was not continued, it
was a periodic (22 ms) pulse (20 µs, 10 krad/h) and,
more over, the noise floor of the measurements bench
was too high and must be improve for next tests.
2,8821E-07

10 rad/h

2,8820E-07

1.10-11

2,8819E-07
2,8818E-07
2,8817E-07
2,8816E-07
2,8815E-07
2,8814E-07

Proton (110 MeV)

2,8813E-07
0

Figure 8: Frequency change of 5 MHz USO using
natural, cultured unswept and swept quartz.
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Figure 9: Frequency susceptibility of a PFM USO to
proton radiation

4.3.3 Frequency variations at low dose rate in
presence of proton and Gamma: preliminary
results
Most of USO radiation problems observed in orbits
around the earth are due to protons particle. Studies
have shown that proton radiation presents a
particularly serious threat to piezoelectric resonators.
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2,8889E-07

Five quartz crystals, one natural and four synthetics
from the following suppliers: GEMMA (FR),
HIRST/ASTRIUM
(UK),
SAWYER
(USA),
VNISSIM (R) have been selected.
The goal of this study consists in the determination
and understanding of the mechanisms responsible of
the radiation sensitivity of quartz material, resonator
and oscillator in order to reduce the radiation
sensitivity of quartz USO.
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1- Abstract
Usually, for the evaluation of temporal stability, and in
order to know the top of performances on high stability
OCXO, the DUT is measured in the best metrological
conditions such as :
- oscillator supplied with a source without any ripple or
spurious
- climatized laboratory
- oscillator stabilised for a long time in inert conditions
In these conditions, we obtain the well-known Allan
Variance curves with a typical floor for τ between 0,1s
and 100s about few 10-13.
AR Electronique, involved for a long time in the
manufacturing of oscillators for airborne applications has
investigated on different ways to characterize oscillators
in severe environmental conditions, used in applications
like tactical UAV. In order to provide high reliability
products, we have to introduce dedicated characterisation
methods which well illustrate the final system behaviour.
2- Introduction
The technical requirements for oscillators involved in
airborne application like RADAR, GPS, DATA
COMMUNICATION lead us to develop high reliability
OCXO’s
with
preserved
frequency
stability
performances in spite of the environemental conditions.
Frequency stability is only needed during the flight (few
hours) but we meet shocks and high level of vibrations,
pressure variation (altitude or velocity), extended and
fast temperature changes.
The life time of the equipment is about 10 years, but the
real operational running time is about few thousand
hours.
According to this special chopped profile of life, long
term ageing is not the main parameters. Warm up time,
frequency retrace and thermal behaviour are more
important in order to reach a stabilized frequency as fast
as possible.
The oscillator structure is devoted to tactical applications
:
-Very fast warm up
-Temperature stability <5.10-9 in the range
[-40°C, +85]°C
-Very low noise
-Very low g sensitivity (<2.10-10/g worst
axis)
An adaptation of performance test procedures to the real
need of the final application lead us to choose Allan
variance analysis under environnemental conditions.
All the main frequency characteristics vs environment
have been performed by Allan Variance analysis under :

- temperature rate and warm-up
- altitude variation effects
Especially regarding vibration effects, a
comparative analysis was made with both phase noise
direct measurement in all axes and Allan Variance
under vibration characterization. The results show a
proportional degradation of the temporal stability when
G sensitivity or level of vibration increase.

3- Oscillator design
3.1 Electronic circuit :
The 10 MHz crystal is associated to a low noise
discrete oscillator electronic. The output is buffered by
a FET amplifier. The typical phase noise floor of this
structure is about -160 dBc/Hz.
A dedicated ASIC developed by ARE control the
thermal regulation of the ovenized part.
In airborne application the external supply are often
pollued (more than 100mV peak to peak ripple in a few
MHz bandwith). Both, a passive filter and a voltage
regulator are placed in order to filter the supply ripple.

Fig 1: Oscillator design
3.2 Thermal and mechanical structure :
Oscillators for tactical application required very fast
warm up. We have choosen to only ovenized the
crystal in order to reduce the time to stabilize the
frequency. An electronic compensation corrects the
temperature sensitivity of the electronic.
All the assembly is designed in order to optimize the
reliability with mechanical and thermal shocks.
The oscillator is enclosed in a hermetically sealed case.
This is necessary to reduce the effect of altitude
variation on frequency. Each manufactured oscillator is
unitary controlled under gross leak test.
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Erreur ! Liaison incorrecte.
Fig 4 a, b, c . Worst axis Gsens on several batches
Note : - All the Xtals are unitary measured in each axis
after the manufacturing process, in order to place the
crystal, if necessary, in an optimized position in the
final application.
- All the values measured < 1 10-10 /G are clipped
-10
to 1 10 /G.

Fig 2: Case dimmensions
3.3 10 MHz crystal :
The resonator used for such tactical application is a 10
MHz SC cut crystal , mounted in four points in a TO8
enclosure. The self mechanical resonances of the structure
are rejected up to 6kHz.
AR Electronique has investigated on a new design of the
mechanical structure of the 3 rd overtone SC cut 10 MHz
crystal resonator. The optimization focused on the
minimization of the Gsensitivity in compliance with
manufacturing batches of few hundred pieces per month.
The result as shown on the following graphs (samples of
different months) is more than 95% of the batch under 5
10-10/G.in the worst axis.

All these investigations for few years lead us to divide
the average Gsensitivity per batch by a 2 to 3 ratio on
10 MHz SC Xtal and extended these results to 100 MHz
AT Xtal families.
AT 100 MHz Xtal oscillators are often the spectral
reference in synthesis chain of airborne radar. AR
Electronique has focused a part of Xtal developpement
for these kind of application.
For the following, study we have choosen two 10 MHz
crystals. One with very low Gsens parameters and the
other bad in regard with the average Gsens.
The two crystals have been continuously measured in
Gsens (per 10° angle) in the X,Y,Z plane.
For instance, we show the measured results / in the XY
plane for the first, and XZ plane for the second.

Erreur ! Liaison incorrecte.
Fig 5: Gsens. Cartography XOY plane OSC 51109

Erreur ! Liaison incorrecte.
Erreur ! Liaison incorrecte.
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Erreur ! Liaison incorrecte.
Fig 6 : Gsens. Cartography XOZ plane OSC51117
The theorical Gsensitivity distribution follows a sinus
law (two tangential circle on our graph). But the
dispersion in the hardened mounting structure of the
plate, and the crystal orientation deform the curve and
modify the Gsensitivity repartition.

k

The slope in the worst condition is about 5 10-11/°C. In
order to optimize the ageing / temperature compromise,
the Xtal is ovenized on the first turning point. It‘s the
reason why the frequency decreases when the thermal
regulation stopped (after 90°C).
.
4.3 warm up :

4- Performances caracterization and experimental
results
4.1 Phase Noise :

Fig 7 : OSC. 51109 Phase noise inert
4.2 Thermal behaviour :

Fig 9a, b, c : Warm up @ -40°C, 85°C
Only the Xtal is ovenized, this provide the very fast
warm up. The power consumption at -40°C is about 9W
during 150 s.
4.4 Allan variance inert:

Fig 8 : Frequency vs temperature

Fig 10 : Allan variance on osc 51109 (inert)
The measure has been performed after 12 hours
stabilisation at ambient temperature.
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4.5 Phase noise and Allan variance under vibration
10

100

Frequency (Hz)

1000

10000

1,0E+00

When the acceleration level increases, we obtain a
vertical translation on phase noise. With temporal
analysis, we observe the same effect for time constant t
comparable to the period of vibration.

1,0E-02

2

Gamma (G / Hz)

1,0E-01

1,0E-03

1,0E-04

1,0E-05

Fig 11 : Vibration excitation profile
This profile is in compliance with norm ‘MIL STD 202
method 214 Cond. I Test Cond.A
Fig 14 : Allan variance under vibration
The following curves show the comparison between
low and standard Gsens oscillators with temporal
analysis method :
Osc 51117 : Gsens 8.2 10-10/G

INERT

1 Grms

5 Grms

10 Grms

15 Grms

Fig 12 : phase noise degradation for the nominal level
The experimental curve reaches the computed response up
to 1 kHz, mechanical structure resonances affect the
behaviour between 1 and 4 kHz.

15 Grms

Osc 51109 : Gsens 1 10-10/G

INERT

1 Grms

5 Grms

10 Grms

15 Grms

10 Grms
5 Grms

1 Grms

Fig 13 : Vibration level increasement effect
The phase noise degradation is given by the formula :

L( F ) = 20 LOG

Gsens.Fosc. γ
Fvib. 2

Fig 15 a, b : Allan variance under vibration
When vibration level increases we find the same ratio
for the degradation of the variance, and the level of
degradation is proportional to the Gsensitivity.
The ratio between the two curves is equivalent of the
ratio of the Gsens. of the two oscillators.

with :
Gsens : G sensitivity
Fosc : Oscillator frequency
Fvib : Vibration frequency
γ : Acceleration g2/Hz
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4.6 Allan variance with pressure variation :

Fig 18a, b : Variance during warm up at extreme temp.
Fig 16 : effect of pressure variation
The oscillator is hermeticly sealed, this limits the direct
effect of pressure. Only thermal exchanges modifications
are involved in the stability evolution.

We reach a level of 1 10-11 Allan variance (τ=1s) under
100s to 200s, depending of the external temperature
4.9 Allan variance evolution during thermal gradient

4.7 Internal Thermal Gradient Effect cumulated with
Gsensitivity :

Z+

Z-

Y+

Y-

X+

X-

Fig 19 : Allan variance with temperature gradient
3°C/min
Fig 17 : Osc.51109, ITGE effect on variance
ITGE contribution appears when thermal exchanges are
not the same for different position of the oscillator, it’s
naturally cumulated with G sensitivity. With this
oscillator design the thermal behaviour is constant and has
no important effect on Allan variance.

The fast temperature evolution don’t affect the Allan
variance.
4.10 Supply variation (12 V +/- 5 %) :

4.8 Allan variance during warm up

Fig 19 : effect of supply variation
The main contribution of the variation is provided by
the modification of power of heat inside the oscillator.
The effect on regulated voltage is negligible.
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4.11 Load variation (50 Ω +/- 5%) :
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Fig : 20 effect of load evolution
A small variation of load impedance don’t affect the
variance (efficiency of the output amplifier / buffer).
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Note : -All the Allan variance measures have been
performed with the Timing Solutions TSC 5110 A system.
-The frequency reference was a 10 MHz OCXO
from AR Electronique.
- The phase noise inert and under vibration is
performed by a licence LPMO / AR Electronique system
5- Conclusion
We have identified the main factors involved in the
frequency stability when the oscillators are perturbed by
the environmental condition of tactical applications.
The first is the warm up. If we want to reduce the
stabilisation time we have to deliver more and more
power at the start up of the oscillator, this can be
antagonist with the improvement of the reliability (high
thermal shock).
The second is the G sensitivity. It has to be minimized by
the optimisation of the Xtal plate mounting structure or
additionally by a mechanical filtering of vibration if
necessary.
For this kind of oscillator, the others parameters provide a
small contribution in the Allan variance contribution.
Even if the temporal analysis gives less information than
phase noise analysis , Allan variance under environmental
conditions is useful in production rate to characterize the
performance of the OCXO’s. This method is very efficient
when we just need to obtain the global temporal stability
aspect. No locked oscillator is needed to perform the
measure , however we loose spectral informations like
mechanicals resonances detection or spurious localization.

This experimental study is the first part of AR
Electronique new way of investigation for developpement
of the new OCXO involved in tactical applications.
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REGULATED SAPPHIRE RESONATORS FOR LOW PHASE NOISE
OSCILLATORS .
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A BSTRACT
Technical solutions are proposed to solve the problem of
the thermal stabilization of a high-Q whispering gallery
mode microwave sapphire resonator. This technology
enables the design of very low phase noise microwave
sources which can be used as references for phase noise
measurements or for high sensitivity radar systems. Nevertheless, the sapphire resonator presents at the ambient
temperature a high sensitivity to thermal fluctuations of

the order of 
ppm/K limiting the oscillator stability
on the long term. An original resonator thermal configuration has been designed and optimized thanks to
finite difference technique simulations. The symmetry
of the proposed thermal structure greatly limits the
influence of the thermal gradients and then increases
the thermal regulation efficiency. Coupled to a highresolution electronic regulation directly embedded on
the microwave cavity, this structure presents a very low
sensitivity to the environnement thermal fluctuations.
  
This sensitivity is better than 
ppm/K.
1. I NTRODUCTION
In the microwave frequency range, the sources presenting the lowest phase noise are based on the highQ Sapphire Whispering gallery Mode Resonator. Combined with ultra-low phase noise amplifier [1] or with
interferometric phase noise correction technique [2],
these resonators permit at the ambient temperature
the

achievement of phase noise as low as 
dBc/Hz at
1kHz Fourier frequency. Unfortunately, the sapphire resonator presents a high sensitivity to
the thermal fluctua
tions. This sensitivity (around 
ppm/K) results from
the strong dependence of the sapphire permittivity with
the temperature. It results that the intrinsic oscillator

relative frequency instability of the order of a few
is masked by the thermal fluctuations for integration
times higher than 0.1s. A very efficient temperature
control has then to be implemented.
The resonator consists in a monocrystal sapphire puck
which has typically a diameter of 30 to 50 mm and a
thickness of 10 to 30mm. This resonator is placed in the
center of a metallic cavity generally made in copper. The

thermal regulation of such a large thermal mass reveals
itself to be a difficult task. The temperature sensor is
usually separated from the crystal resonator whereas this
one is the element which has to be thermally controlled.
Moreover, the resonator is not surrounded by a perfectly
isothermal enclosure. Noncontrolled thermal paths are
still found between the outer medium and the sapphire.
In other words, the resonator is still sensitive to ambient
temperature changes while the sensor is locked at the
reference temperature.
Some solutions have been already proposed to stabilize
the resonator temperature around 300K using a Peltier
element as actuator [3] or a thermal sensitive quartz
oscillator as thermal sensor [4]. Nevertheless, at our
knowledge, the thermal analysis of the resonator structure has not focused in the litterature at lot of attention.
In the first part of this paper, a commercial finite element
simulator enables to foresee the thermal behavior of
the system taking into account the exact geometry, the
physical characteristics of the materials constituting the
resonator and its thermal shielding. In that sense, the
importance of the symmetry of the thermal resonator
configuration in relation to its electromagnetic one’s is
demonstrated.
In a second part, we propose a simple electrical analog
model for the resonator structure which can be combined, in a CAD software, with the electronic controller.
This second approach enables us for different configurations to evaluate the thermal gain, the inner temperature
gradients as well as the warm-up time.
Eventually, a high-precision electronic temperature controller has been developped and tested on an optimized
symmetrical resonator structure. The thermal behavior
predicted by the two models has been confirmed with
a great accuracy. Especially, a high rejection of the
temperature fluctuations has been obtained leading to
a thermal gain higher than 1000.
2. T HE

SAPPHIRE RESONATOR


The oscillator we
developped is based on a

diameter and 
thick cylindrical sapphire resonator
excited on the quasi-transverse magnetic whispering
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gallery mode
at 4.8 GHz. Such resonators,
characterized by the lowest dielectric losses at microwave frequencies, enable high Q-factors [5] (about
200.000 at  K). The crystal is placed in the center of
 

a
cylindrical metallic cavity to limit
radiation losses. The sapphire is supported by one or
two 10 mm diameter cylindrical posts as schematized in
figure 1. A modal selector is deposited on the top of the
resonator as described in [6].



Currently, a copper cavity is used. In order to obtain a
portable and lighter structure, we opted for a duralumin
cavity. This material presents an easier machining, a
cheaper price and interesting thermal characteristics. Indeed, compared to copper, the warm-up time to reach the
reference temperature is reduced because the duralumin
mass density-specific heat product is smaller. Moreover,
simple tests have shown us that Q-factors obtained with
a duralumin cavity are the same than those obtained with
a copper one.

" !

value attributed to the convection coefficient of the outer
     
ambient air is h= 
. Indeed, convection
fluxes
take place outside the structure such as:

#%$'&)( *

# $'&+( *-,/.10 2
(2)
where S is the surface
where the convection
 ofisthethearea
flux takes place and
difference of temperature
between the air and the foam’s one.
Finite element simulations enable us to show the temperature distribution inside the cavity in steady state for
two different configurations drawn in figure 1.
z

z
T=320K
top post

B
D

A


        







(1)


We chose to stabilize the resonator at
K ( C)
where the unloaded Q-factor is still large and equals
to 170.000.

3. T HERMAL

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The analysis is carried out with a commercial finite
element software assuming that materials are homogeneous and their thermal properties are independent



 K range. The main
of temperature in the 
physical phenomena that participate to heat transfers
are conduction and convection. Radiation is neglected
because of the working temperature range. Compared
to conduction fluxes, its effects are negligible. Also,

the microwave dissipated power ( mW) inside the
resonator is neglected face to the heating power needed
to maintain the steady state (about  W).
The whole system is divided into a few elementary
volumes. Symetries are considered in order to simplify
the analysis. Contacts between elements are supposed
perfect. Inside the cavity, the air can be considered as
quasi-motionless. Therefore, only conduction in the air
is taken into account. A temperature of  K is then
applied to some localized areas, represented by solid
arrows in figure 1. We consider in those simulations
that the cavity is surrounded by an insulating foam
         
whose thermal conductivity is
. The

!

r

O

C
T=320K

C

bottom post
(a)

T=320K

(b)

Fig. 1.
Different simulated configurations with a finite element
software.

The symmetry of the geometry is improved in configuration (b) where the crystal is thermally linked to
each lid of the cavity through a duralumin post. In the
whispering gallery mode resonator, the electromagnetic
fields are confined in a volume near the curved airdielectric interface as schematized in figure 1. Then,
we analysed the temperature in this region for the two
configurations.
In term of temperature sensitivity, we first analysed the
thermal gain
of the assembly, that is to say its
sensitivity to ambient temperature
. The reference

temperature is fixed at  K. Figure 2 shows this result
on the test point D.

-354

7698;:

320.1
not symmetrical
symmetrical
320

Gth=1850
319.9

TD(K)

The possibility to cool the resonator has been discarded
in order to keep a portable system even if the resonator
Q-factor increases at low temperatures [7]. Around the
ambient temperature, the Q-factor thermal sensitivity has
been measured to be :

D A
r

O
post

B

319.8
319.7

Gth=92
319.6
319.5
319.4
270

275

280

285

290

295

300

305

310

Tamb(K)

Fig. 2. Simulated thermal gain of the asssembly for the
rations.



configu-

We can observe that the thermal gain is divided by

 in the configuration (a) where the symmetry of the
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structure is not optimized. Indeed, 
in the worst case,
  
simulation results give a change
=
 K at the
point D of the sapphire for an outer temperature change

/
 = K, which leads to a thermal gain
=  . In the other case (b), the simulated thermal
 
gain becomes
.

2 698;:
2

7698;:

Moreover, the temperature gradients into the crystal can
be obtained. Figure 3 represents the temperature change
along the resonator radius r in the equatorial plane

 
(z=+ mm). The outer temperature is fixed  at
K
and the reference temperature is still at  K. The
mean temperature is different for each configuration
and
 then, the results are normalized  to the temperature

obtained at the point A (r=  mm, z=+ mm).
 
This temperature is equal to
K in the first
 
configuration (a) and 
K for the second one (b).
The same analysis has been done in the axial direction

for r=  mm. It’s obvious that temperature gradients are
minimized on the symmetrical structure.
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Fig. 4. Maximal
innner temperature gradients in the crystal along its
 
 .
height (r= mm, z) vs


In the best case (b), for a  K outer temperature, the
maximal temperature gradient along the height of the





(4)






  #" %$&$(' !




(5)

+



=- "
As for the symmetrical configuration, we have
) K/K
, the temperature gradient is responsible
 
for a relative frequency variation of 
for a K
ambient temperature variation. Thus, we can consider
that the effect on the resonator frequency of inner
temperature gradients is negligible face to the change of
the crystal mean temperature. Regarding these results,
the second configuration (b) has been preferred and
chosen.

  698;:

0.001





 698;:

not symmetrical
symmetrical

,



Thus, from (4), we can estimate that the resonator frequency
thermal sensitivity to an inner thermal gradient

is:

also estimated. Figure 4 presents the maximal tempera
ture gradients into the crystal along the axial (r=  mm,


z) direction for
varying from 
to  K.
0.0012

(3)

 
 
where
and
are respectively the electric field
and its complex conjugate calculated for a perfectly
homogeneous temperature inside the resonator. [ ] is the

permittivity tensor which is a function of the  cylindrical
coordinates,
is the vacuum permittivity. [ ] defines


the permittivity shift due to the thermal disturbance.
To give a crude approximation, we can assume
a simple

model for an axial gradient for which
is a non-null

constant only in the half-top of the resonator. In this
condition, equation (3) gives:

0.03

 698;: is
The evolution of these gradients as a function of




    
  
     

  
 !
 

r (m)

Fig. 3. Temperature
in the crystal along its radius (r,
  K distribution
z=+ mm) for a 
outer temperature.



 

resonator is about
mK whereas it’s about
mK in the non-symmetrical configuration (a). Along

the radius of the resonator (r, z=+ mm), the order
of magnitude of maximal inner thermal gradients is

higher. For a  K ambient temperature, the maximal
temperature gradient along the radius of the resonator is
respectively for the symmetrical configuration and the
 
non-symmetrical one  mK and  mK. Now, whispering
gallery modes propagate at the air-dielectric interface at
the periphery of the resonator, therefore it’s primordial
to limit thermal gradients in this part of the crystal.
Even if these ones seem very small, they are far from
being negligible. The temperature gradient effect on the
resonator frequency can be calculated by applying the
perturbation method to any electromagnetic resonator
model such as the matching model [8].

4. M ODELING



USING THE ELECTRICAL ANALOGY

The principle of this model is inspired of [9]. According
to the electrical analogy, temperatures are represented
by voltages and heat fluxes by currents. The structure
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is divided into
elementary
volumes: one for each
 

cavity lid (
and ), one for the cavity cylindrical



wall ( ), one for each supporting post ( and ) and


two volumes for
 the sapphire resonator ( and ).
Each volume
is represented
by a node connected to
 
a thermal capacitor
such as:



"

heat 2



sensor

V1

C1

Ta

R17

R71

V7

R76

C7
R21

Tb

V2

,

 
 

(6)

 for axial fluxes:



, 0




(7)

is the themal conductivity, l the length of the
element and S the section surface.

 for  radial fluxes:






,

"

 
 



.

(8)

R56

C5

V5

Rc

Rd

Re

Rf

Tc

R65

Td



where
is the specific heat of the material and  its
mass density.
 
is fed by input "currents" flowing through
A capacitor
resistors, which link the node representing the volume
to neighbouring nodes. The continuity of currents is
naturally set between neighbouring volumes belonging
 
to the same solid. Then, a volume
is connected to


another one
through resistors named  . In that
sense, each resistor covers a surface supposed thermally
homogeneous and is defined by:

R67

C6

V6

  

R12

Tj

Ti

R54
R23

Tf
V4
R45
R43

V3

C4
Th

Tg

R34

C3

R32

heat 1

Fig. 5. A simple electrical analog model of the symmetrical cavity
with two heating elements (heat1 and heat2).



Figure 6 represents the temperature of the sapphire
center test point  and the temperature of the sensor
  during the warm-up period, at ambient temperature
 K. In the same period, the heating power is observed.
The temperature reference is fixed at
K. We observe
that the time required to reach the reference temperature
 
&
is about
s for an ambient temperature of  K. The
necessary heating power to maintain the steady state is
smaller than  W.

6

315

is the themal conductivity, h the height of the
element. r1 and r2 are the radius of the concentric
circular surfaces.

6 : 



6

Inside the cavity, convection fluxes are neglected
and only conduction in the air is taken into account.
Similarly to the preceding section, the thermal losses
are distributed over the entire surface as if there were an

insulating
foam cm thick with a thermal conductivity
  
of
W/m/K.
The main advantage of this model is that it can be
combined with the CAD description of the feedback
control system. To analyse the closed loop operation,
we assume in a first attempt a simple proportionnal
correction.

14

310

12
305

T (K)

Resistors 
 link nodes belonging to the
sapphire crystal. These resistors describe radial conduction fluxes along the radius of the resonator. The
equivalent electrical network is set up on figure 5.
Important nodes linking the elemental volumes are noted
, ,... . One heating element is localized on each
extremity of the posts. A sensor is close to one of
them. The temperature of this one is equal to . The
temperature of the sapphire center is equal to  .

16

10
Ta − Tamb=288K
Td − Tamb=288K
Heating power − Tamb=288K

300

8

P (W)

6 ,  : , -$ , 

C2

Te

6

295
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2

0
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0
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Fig. 6. Temperatures (K) and heating power (W)"!"versus
! K. time during
the warm-up, when the ambient temperature is +

The thermal gain of the assembly, that is to say its
sensitivity to ambient temperature, can be achieved by
means of a "DC analysis". Figure 7 shows this result on
the sapphire center test point.

We can observe that the thermal gain is divided by 
if the heating is ensured by a single heating element
instead of two ones. Indeed, in the
worst case, simulation

results give a change
 = K in the center of  the
sapphire for an outer temperature change
= K,
which leads to a thermal gain
/
 = . In
the other case, with two heating elements, the simulated
thermal gain becomes   . These results correlate well





 698;:
 6 8 :    
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Fig. 9.

Ziegler-Nichols tuning and PI controller

Fig. 7. Simulated thermal gain with one or two heating elements to
heat the structure.

Vout_PID

REGULATION

T1
100kΩ

T2

2kΩ

5. H IGH - PRECISION TEMPERATURE

15V
10kΩ

with the first model’s ones. Regarding these simulation
results, we have decided to design an original symmetrical duralumin cavity. The crystal is linked to each lid
of the cavity through a duralumin post and a heating
element is placed on each extremity of these ones. A
hole is foreseen in a post to put a temperature sensor.

5.3. The power stage and control loop
 
The cavity is heated with two IRF
power transistors
which are parallely monitored. Each one is fixed on
one extremity of the duralumin post. The feedback loop
ensures the control. The total dissipated power by both

transistors is fixed at Watts (figure 10).

The feedback control system is based on a highresolution linear Wheatstone bridge, followed by an
analog PI correction and a power stage. The temperature of the direct sapphire environment is compared
with a reference. It acts on heating elements that are
electronically driven into the closed loop.

Rshunt
0.1Ω

Fig. 10.

The power stage.

5.1. Precision thermometer
6. E XPERIMENTAL
This is the heart of the electronic regulation. The sensor
is a YSI55034
CTN thermistor [10] with high sensitivity
  '
of at
K. (figure 8).

!

5V

1.25 Μ Ω
25kΩ

25kΩ

V0
sensor

Fig. 8.



reference

The thermometer. OP



 

operational amplifiers are used.

is the error signal. Its sensitivity is around
at  K.



 V/K

5.2. PI controller
This stage is a classical parallel PI controller using a
Ziegler-Nichols tuning (figure 9).

TESTS



Our resonator is placed in an original duralumin cav
ity described in 4. A WGH5,0,0 mode (
GHz at
room temperature) is excited. The high-precision electronic regulation is directly embedded on the cavity.
The frequency-temperature dependence of the resonator,
shown on figure 11, is measured for  different configurations: the structure is heated by a single transistor or
two ones.
Experimental results fit pretty well with models (see 4)
and show us that the frequency-temperature dependence
is strongly reduced when two heating elements are used:

the thermal gain is divided by  if the heating is ensured
by a single transistor instead of two ones. In the best
case, measured frequency variations of the resonator for

a  K outer temperature
range lead to a thermal

gain that is around
. The temperature coefficient is
  
then reduced at ppm/K. These results, compared at
those obtained in [11], can be considered as satisfying.

Afterwards, the evolution of the
point (see figure

5) during the warm-up time is measured for a  K
outer ambient temperature. Simulation and experimental
results, shown in figure 12, fit well.
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4.86155e+09

f(Tamb) − two heating elements
f(Tamb) − one heating element

f (Hz)

4.8615e+09

4.86145e+09
−1 ppm/K
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4.86135e+09

−0,05 ppm/K

4.8613e+09
275

280

285

290

295

300

305

310

315

Tamb (K)

Fig.
 11. Resonator frequency versus  for the symmetrical
( heating elements) and the non-symmetrical ( heating element)
configuration.

models have been developped in order to foresee the
thermal behavior of the system. The first one has to be
reserved to steady state analysis. The behavior of the
whole system (cavity + temperature regulation) can be
simulated using the electrical model. Principles of this
one can be exploited in other kind of configurations.
The necessity to keep the structure as symmetrical as
possible has been proved. A high-precision temperature
regulation, directly embedded on the cavity, has been
developped. The temperature coefficient of the sapphire
  
resonator is reduced at ppm/K in the optimal case.
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The resonator is then implemented in a microwave
oscillator. A commercial amplifier compensates losses
of the circuit. The corresponding Allan variance, for
the temperature stabilized or non-stabilized resonator,
is shown in figure 13. In the optimal case, results
 
show us a frequency instability of around
for
a 1s integration time. For longer integration times, we
observe a worst stability because the rest of the circuit
wasn’t temperature stabilized.
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sapphire resonator based oscillator.

7. C ONCLUSIONS
A well temperature-stabilized sapphire resonator has
been designed at room temperature. Original and simple
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DEMODULATION OF NOISE VERY CLOSE TO CARRIER AND
ESTIMATION OF TOTAL JITTER
Michael J Underhill
University of Surrey and Toric Limited, UK
Abstract
For a symmetrical spectrum at RF at a reasonable
distance from carrier the base-band spectrum is the
same as the sideband spectrum. For an unsymmetrical
RF spectrum this only remains true if the baseband
negative and positive frequencies are kept separate and
not combined.
A single sideband demodulation
process is then required. A phase or frequency
demodulator processes the RF spectrum into a
combined baseband spectrum. If the original RF
spectrum is not symmetric the baseband spectrum is a
combination of the two sidebands. On the assumption
that the AM (arising from the asymmetric sidebands)
is removed, the resulting baseband spectrum may then
be defined away from the carrier. Very close to carrier
the appropriate combination method may depend on
the detail of the demodulation process. One purpose
of this paper is to examine what the spectrum shape
very close to carrier can become after frequency
multiplication or division for the case of demodulation
of the classic Leeson oscillator spectrum. A high
multiplication ratio can cause ‘carrier collapse’, where
a dip or valley appears in the very-close-in noise
spectrum.
Once the detail of the noise spectrum has been
established it is possible to derive an estimate of total
time jitter. The conditions under which an integral
down to zero frequency may be used to find the total
jitter are examined. A related investigation is what
happens in the carrier region when the dominant noise
spectrum is 1/f noise.

Introduction
The 2004 EFTF paper “Estimation Of Total Jitter And
Jitter Probability Density Function From The Signal
Spectrum”, [1] showed that:
1.

The total jitter power, and the RMS jitter
amplitude, can always be calculated from the
phase noise spectrum L(f).

2.

For sideband spectrum L(f) and time jitter
spectrum τ(f) is L(f)=2πfoτ(f), where fo is the
carrier frequency.

3.

Total jitter can be found directly by
integrating the sideband spectrum as it
appears on a spectrum analyser.

4.

Spur components can be included in total rms
jitter if corrected in power level according to
the spectrum analyser resolution bandwidth.

5.

The phase noise and the total (RMS) jitter are
the ultimate determinants of analogue and
digital system performance, respectively.

6.

In digital and data systems the system Bit Error
Rate (BER) determines the final system
performance.

7.

The clock must sample the bit stream of a data
signal correctly within a time window that is a
fraction of the bit period.

8.

The (raw) Bit Error Rate (BER) is defined by
how often this fails to happen.

9.

The BER is the proportion of the Probability
Density Function (PDF) of the time jitter
amplitude that falls outside the prescribed time
window.

The questions now to be addressed :1.

What is the definition of phase noise in the
central close-to-carrier region containing 50%
of the total signal power?

2.

The total signal power can be defined as
‘carrier + sideband’ power?

3.

Assuming a ‘Leeson’ oscillator spectrum shape
for the central region, what is the shape of this
region after applying the process of :(a)
Frequency Division?
(b) Frequency
Multiplication?

4.

What are the meanings of L(f), Sφ(f) and Sν(f)
and modulation index m in this flat central very
close to carrier region?

5.

Is Differentiation of the baseband signal
followed by Phase Modulation the same as
Frequency Modulation in the central region?

6.

Are these or any processes of Frequency
Modulation or Phase Modulation reversible for
the central region?

Does ‘Carrier Collapse’ or ‘Coherency Collapse’
actually give a central null in the spectrum for typical
signals originating from Leeson model oscillators?
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Leeson Oscillator Model
D. B. Leeson’s Model is a phase noise model of any
oscillator [2].
All oscillators have phase noise. In fact the output
from an oscillator can be said to be highly filtered
phase noise. This is one interpretation of D B Leeson’s
oscillator model.
Fig. 1 shows the Leeson model block diagram. The
phase noise half of the thermal noise FkT referred to
the input of the amplifier is amplified by positive
feedback and filtered until the noise spectrum RMS
amplitude reaches the amplifier saturation limit. The
limiting action removes the amplitude component of
the thermal noise leaving a phase noise component of
½FkT, where F is the noise factor of the amplifier.

Amplifier
(Noise Factor =
F)

P3, α3, k3

Power Spectral
Density PSD in
Watts/Hz

Power P
increasing

P2, α2, k2

2β = f0/Q0 where Q0 is loaded Q of
resonator
2α = f0/Qc where Qc is the closed
loop Q with feedback
k = Qc /Q0 = Q multiplication =
closed loop gain
f0 is the spectrum central frequency
= carrier frequency

P1, α1, k1
Spectrum of
any
Oscillator

2β
3dB

Input Phase noise = ½ FkT
= Thermal PM noise at Amp
input

Frequency

Fig2. Phase Noise Spectrum of any Oscillator

Feedback of Carrier Power, P

+
+

2α at 3dB
from peak

Limiter
(removes AM)

Resonant Network
f0, Q0

O/P

Phase Noise = 1/2 FkT and kT = 4 × 10−21 watts/Hz

Fig.1 Model of any Oscillator (after D B Leeson)
If the amplification factor is M when saturation power
P is reached, the 3dB width of the oscillator spectrum
2α is M times smaller than the 3dB bandwidth 2β of
the resonator (when loaded by the rest of the circuitry).
Note that by definition
2β = f0/Q.

(1)

We also have
M = β /α

(2)

The oscillator spectrum is the original phase noise of
½FkT plus the amplified noise which has a 1/fm2
spectrum for sideband frequencies greater fm than α
The total spectrum (from more detailed analysis) is
N(f) = ½FkT (β2 + fm2)/(α2 + fm2)

(3)

In the sideband region of interest we have
N(f) ≈ ½FkT β2/ fm2

(4)

The phase noise L(f) normalised to the total carrier
plus sideband power P is
L(f) = N(f)/P =(½FkT/P)(β2 + fm2)/(α2 + fm2) (5)
In the sideband region we have
L(f) = N(f)/P ≈ (½FkT/P) β 2/ fm2
= (½FkT/P) (fo2/4 Q2 fm2 )

(6)

And this can be simplified to give the usual oscillator
phase noise equation:
L(f) = N(f)/P ≈ (½FkT/4PQ2) (fo2/fm2 )

(7)

Fig.2 shows the formation of the oscillator spectrum by
the positive feedback in an alternative more pictorial
way. We have:
1.

PSD = Power Spectral Density

2.

Plateau Noise phase component = ½FkT,
where F = amplifier noise factor.

3.

At fm= ± β = ± f0/2Q0 (where Q0 = resonator
loaded Q) the PSD spectrum lifts by 3dB then
rises at 6dB/octave towards the carrier. This
directly gives the noise spectrum as in equation
(4)

4.

P = Pav = Output power “available” for
feedback to the input. P is the total area under
the curve, excluding the ½FkT plateau of noise.
P determines Qc the closed loop Q. and height
of peak of PSD ≡ Q multiplication). Applying
this gives the phase noise equation (7):
L(f) = N(f)/P ≈ (½FkT/4PQ2) (fo2/fm2 )

(7)

Leeson Spectrum and Carrier Bandwidth
The baseband phase noise equation (3) can be plotted on
a log-log scale to show the entire noise spectrum as can
be seen in Fig. 3.
The SIMetrix SPICE simulator was used to do this by
assigning resistor and capacitor values to give a filter
with a pole at 16mHz and a zero at 160kHz. 160kHz is
the bandwidth of a resonator with a Q = 100 at 16MHz.
The Q multiplication factor in this example is 106. A
figure of 108 is more normal for a typical oscillator.
This would give a ‘carrier’ band width of 2 × 0.16 =
0.32Hz.
Note that it is useful to define ‘carrier bandwidth’ as the
distance between the3dB points on the (oscillator)
spectrum. The ‘noise sidebands’ start at and extend
above the 3dB frequencies. This definition recognises
that a carrier is actually ‘band-limited phase noise’.
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This shows that the carrier bandwidth is increased by
four times if the frequency is doubled, all else being
equal

Noise Power Spectral Density
of Central Region of Oscillator Carrier
1m

100µ

Frequency Modulation
Frequency modulation by a sine wave produces a series
of Bessel Function sidebands at multiples of the
modulation frequency.
The amplitudes of these
sidebands vary with modulation index β as shown in
Fig. 4.

Output Noise / V/rtHz

10µ
closed-loop 3dB half-bandwidth of
oscillator for Nc/(0.5FkT) = Nc/K =10^6

1µ

100n

open-loop 3dB half-bandwidth of
oscillator resonator

10n
Thermal noise level
1n

100p

1

10

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

10M

100M

1G

Frequency / Hertz

Fig. 3 Baseband Phase Noise Spectrum of Leeson
Model of an Oscillator. (The frequency has been
scaled up by a factor of 1000.)

‘Good’ Oscillators
The total power of an oscillator (spectrum) is the
power available for feedback to the amplifier input of
the oscillator. For a ‘good’ oscillator the ‘dynamic
range’ at the input before the oscillator ‘burns out’ or
destroys itself should be as high as possible. The
oscillator phase noise is reduced by making the
oscillator figure of merit PQ2 as high as possible.

Fig. 4 Bessel Functions as Amplitudes of Sinusoidal
FM Modulation Sidebands (from Haykin [3])
For large modulation indices the energy becomes moved
into the sidebands well away from the carrier, which for
certain values of modulation index can disappear
altogether. This is shown in Fig. 5.

Note that the phase noise improvement obtained by
reducing the noise figure to a minimum becomes very
small once the noise figure is better than 3dB.

Integration of the Leeson Spectrum to
Find the Total Power
For the design of a good oscillator the actual width of
the carrier does not have to be known. Nonetheless it
is of interest to be able to derive a value for this. The
following note shows how this can be achieved.
2
To find Pav = Area under PSD curve = 2 × Area from fm = 0 to ∞, but GCL ( jω ) =

1
therefore Pav = FkT × 2 0

∞

2

∞
0

β2
β2
=
α
α 2 + fm2

Qc =

π
2
0

dθ =

f 0 4 PavQ 02 2 1
=
. .
1
π f0
2α
FkT
2

β2
α 2 + fm2

β2
f
.df m . Letting tan θ = m we have
α
α 2 + f m2

πβ 2
πβ 2 1
π
= FkT .M Q .2 β . . Also
therefore Pav = FkT .
2α
2α
2
2
Q
P
2 1
and M Q = c = av . .
Q0

1
π 2β
FkT
2

Thus the area under the spectrum curve is
Pav = ½FkTπβ2/α)

(8)

Note that the carrier bandwidth is therefore
2α = (½FkT/4PQ2) (fo2 π/2)

(9)
Fig. 5 Bessel FM modulation sidebands for various
large modulation indices (from Haykin [3])
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Noise can be considered to consist of many
independent sine waves at many frequencies and
spread to give, when combined, the power spectrum of
interest. For white noise the components may be
assumed to have similar amplitudes. The amplitude of
such a noise signal is known to have a Rayleigh
distribution as shown in Fig. 6.

modulation spectrum can be expected to be similar. The
vertical scale is linear for the left hand plot and
logarithmic for the right hand plot.

If such noise is used to frequency modulate a carrier
the resulting (baseband) spectrum will have a similar
Rayleigh shape with a ‘hole’ at the carrier frequency.
For phase modulation the ‘hole’ will be filled and the
spectrum will have a flat central region.
Fig.8 The PDF of a Pure Sine-wave with No Added
Noise
If there is some random noise added to the sinusoidal
signal we can expect an FM spectrum that looks like
Fig. 9.

Fig.6 Rayleigh Distribution of Random Noise with
many independent and uncorrelated components
(from Haykin [3])
If the modulation spectrum has a dominant sinusoidal
component a Rician distribution will apply as shown in
Fig. 7.

Fig.9 Joint PDF of Sine-wave ‘Spur’ and ‘Random
Noise’
All thees spectra have dips in the central region. Wher
the dips are particularly pronounced a dip can also
appear if phase modulation rather than FM modulation
is used.

The Effect of Multiplication or Division on
the Phase Noise Spectrum Shape
Fig. 10 shows that dividing the frequency of a source by
two reduces the phase noise sidebands by four times but
leaves the time jitter unchanged.

Fig.7 Rician Distribution of Amplitude for a
Carrier Signal with Additive Gaussian Noise for
increasing Signal-to-Noise Ratios a

Fig.10 Equivalence of Phase Noise and Time Jitter

As previously shown [1] (in EFTF 2004) a pure sine
wave has a PDF as shown in Fig. 8. The FM

Similarly it can be shown that multiplying or dividing
by a factor n will respectively increase or decrease the
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phase noise sidebands by n2 (and the jitter is left
unchanged).
A different argument has to be applied to the central
‘flat’ region of a Leeson oscillator spectrum. We
argue that the 3dB bandwidth of the central region is
essentially unchanged by multiplication or division,
but its amplitude will change relative to the total power
in the sidebands according to the square of the
multiplication or division ratio.
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In addition the overall spectrum power must remain
normalised to unity after multiplication or division has
taken place.
Fig. 11 shows the effect of applying the above
processes and constraint to multiplication or division
by a factor 10 of a Leeson oscillator spectrum. The
top leftmost (blue) curve corresponds to a division by
10. The central (green) curve corresponds to the
original spectrum.
The lower rightmost curve
corresponds to a multiplication by 10. The phase noise
is given on the vertical axis in dBc/Hz.
Note that the combined effect of the two processes
does appear to make the bandwidth of the carrier
appear to be a function of the multiplication/division
ratio.
Multiplication by 10 does not appear to be enough to
cause ‘carrier collapse’, However it looks as if a ratio
of between 100 and 1000 should be enough to initiate
carrier collapse.
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Fig.11 Effect of Frequency Multiplication and
Division on a Leeson Oscillator Spectrum
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ABSTRACT
Our Laboratoire National d’Essai (LNE) associate
laboratory is accredited to deliver calibration
certificates in the short term domain. For spectral
density of phase noise and short term frequency
stability measurements, it is necessary to have the
best reference source signals. However, the noise of
the distribution amplifier has to be the weakest
possible in order to keep the lowest noise floor. In
order to deliver references signals, we achieve a high
performances distribution amplifier. In terms of Allan
variance, performance of the realized four channels
distribution amplifier is respectively better than
σy(τ = 1s) = 1,4.10-14 and 7,3.10-15 at 5 and 10 MHz.
The intrinsic spectral density of phase noise is then
better than Sϕ(1Hz) = –141,4 dB.rad²/Hz at 5 MHz
and –141 dB.rad²/Hz at 10 MHz with a 1/f slope.
KEYWORDS
Distribution amplifier, short term frequency stability,
spectral density of phase noise
INTRODUCTION
Any laboratory needs the Allan variance parameter in
order to characterize its standards in terms of short
term frequency stability for an integration time (τ)
typically in the 0.1 s - 100 s range. Of course it is
necessary to have the best references.
However, if we use 5 MHz and 10 MHz distribution
amplifiers with the lowest phase noise floor, the
performances of the reference standard are not
limited by the distribution amplifier. For an
integration time of 1 s, the frequency stability of the
distribution amplifier has to be better than the best
available quartz references which present typically
6.10-14 frequency stability.

1. DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER DESIGN AND
REALIZATION

Fig. 1. Electric schematic of the 5 and 10 MHz
distribution amplifier
Figure 1 describes the electric schematic of the
distribution amplifier. The distribution amplifier
performances have been previously evaluated
through a SPICE simulation. At 5 MHz, the isolation
is expected to be equal to –107.9 dBc whereas phase
of the signal is much closed to – 180°. We also
observe a good output power signal flatness for both
5 and 10 MHz frequencies. Our purpose consists in
optimizing the performances of this device in order to
integrate it with the best available commercial
oscillators. Moreover this distribution amplifier is
able to deliver two 5 MHz outputs and two 10 MHz
outputs.

Fig. 2. Lay out of the distribution amplifier
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In order to deliver the 10 MHz signals, on one arm,
we placed an amplifier and a x2 multiplier based on
an hybrid junction. We connected the two 10 MHz
outputs after the amplifiers and a power splitter.
Between the different output channels, the
distribution amplifier to be realized has to reject the
signals as good as possible. In the table I, we present
the rejection of the harmonic signals. A ‘4643A’
Hewlett-Packard synthesizer was connected to the
input of the distribution amplifier delivering 7 dBm.

stability. According the equivalence formula of the
frequency Flicker noise, we deduce from the phase
noise obtained in the spectral domain, the
corresponding Allan variance in the time domain.
Then these results have been compared with those
obtained by measuring the Allan variance using an
time interval analyzer TSC 5110A Timing Solutions.

TABLE I
LEVEL OF THE HARMONICS FOR A 7 dBm 5
MHz INPUT SIGNAL
Frequency
OUTPUT
(MHz)
(dBc)
10
-41
20
-56
30
-63
40
-71
50
-91

Fig. 3. 5 and 10 MHz distribution amplifier

For an improvement of the performances, we added a
filter before the input of the distribution amplifier.
We obtained the following results: -41 dBc, -76 dBc,
-91 dBc respectively for the 10 MHz, 20 MHz, 30
MHz harmonics at the 5 MHz output.

First of all we measured the spectral density of phase
noise of the VCXO on the phase noise measurement
bench. We obtained –127 dB.rad²/Hz at 1 Hz from
the carrier at 5 MHz. Then we measured the Allan
variance on the time interval analyzer as 8.8.10-14.

2. DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
PERFORMANCES
Realization of the distribution amplifier allows us to
provide several outputs distributed at 5 and 10 MHz.
As the reference standard we can possibly use an
ultra-stable 5 MHz Quartz Voltage Controlled Crystal
Oscillator (VCXO). The distribution amplifier
contains x2 multipliers developed in our laboratory.
The realized distribution amplifier is shown on the
figure 3.
Using a ‘3048’ Hewlett-Packard phase noise
measurement bench, the spectral density of phase
noise characterizing the distribution amplifier has
been measured. To achieve such measurement we
rejected an Oscilloquartz OSA 8607 5 MHz Swiss
oscillator known as an ultra-stable source. Typically
such quartz oscillators present an Allan variance
σy(τ = 1s) = 8.10-14. As it was mentioned above, the
distribution amplifier has to present a better
frequency stability performance in order to avoid
limitations in the performances for such reference.
Applying this experiment, the distributed signal on
the 5 MHz and 10 MHz outputs are able to keep the
performances of the reference in terms of frequency

Fig. 4. Distribution amplifier measured Allan
variance at 10 MHz on the time interval analyzer
Our results show a rejection of the oscillator noise,
through the distribution amplifier. Actually,
connecting two outputs of the distribution amplifier
on the time interval analyzer, measured Allan
variances are respectively equal to 4.8.10-14 and
2.3.10-14 at 5 MHz and 10 MHz. Moreover, the
obtained Allan variances σy(τ) exactly corresponds
to the instrument floor given by the manufacturer, i.e,
5.10-14 and 2.5.10-14 respectively at 5 MHz and 10
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MHz. In our case, the measure of the Allan variance
was immediately computed by the system which
counts frequencies. However it is limited by the
performances of the bench. Phase noise measurement
principle is presented on figure 5.

slope in the spectral domain, we use the following
relation [1] that allows to deduce σy(τ) versus the
spectral density of phase noise :
σy(τ)² = h1/(4π².τ²) + [9/2 + 3 Ln(2πFhτ) - Ln2]
where h1 is the coefficient of the slope at 1Hz, τ the
integration time, Fh cutoff frequency of the noise.
This equation allows us to estimate the frequency
stability
in
terms
of
Allan
variance,
σy(τ) = 1,39.10-14 at 1s for the 5 MHz signal, and
σy(τ)=7,29.10-15 at 1s for 10 MHz.

Fig. 5. Phase noise measurement principle
SUMMARY
Then we deduced the performances of the
distribution amplifier by analyzing the results of the
phase noise measurement as presented on the figures
6 and 7. Sϕ(1Hz) = – 141.4 dB.rad²/Hz at 5 MHz and
–141 dB.rad²/Hz at 10 MHz with a 1/f slope. It was
obtained by measuring the phase noise of two similar
outputs of the distribution amplifier.
-70
Isolation du 5 MHz Sphi en dB.rad²/Hz

The distribution amplifier realized in our laboratory
presents efficient performances. At 5 MHz and 10
MHz, we obtain better than σy(τ ) = 1,4.10-14 and
7,3.10-15 respectively, that corresponds to phase noise
floor better than Sϕ(1Hz) = –141,4 dB.rad²/Hz at
5 MHz and –141 dB.rad²/Hz at 10 MHz with a 1/f
slope. These results are closed to the state-of-the-art
NIST results [2].
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Fig. 6. Phase noise of 5 MHz distribution amplifier
measured on the ‘3048’ bench
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Fig. 7. Phase noise of the 10 MHz distribution
amplifier measured on the ‘3048’ bench
We deduced the value considering that the two output
have identical contribution to the noise. For a 1/f
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ABSTRACT
Most of the conventional quartz crystal oscillators are
using an amplifier to start and sustain the oscillating
signal. In this case, the oscillator can be seen as a closed
loop including a resonator acting as a passive narrow
band filter whose losses are compensated by a non-linear
amplifier circuit. Nevertheless, it is well known for a
long time that oscillation can also be sustained by using
a parametric action. In this case, the losses of the
resonant circuit are compensated by a periodic change of
an oscillation loop parameter at an appropriate frequency
(pump action).
The modulated parameter should be, for instance, the
series capacitance of a RLC resonant circuit, and the
simplest way to achieve such a modulated capacitance is
to use a varactor diode. In fact, this component basically
operates as a noiseless reverse-biased junction expected
to be a good candidate for a low noise oscillator circuit
design.
Although parametric amplifiers are widely used in the
microwave domain, they are much less used in the RF
circuits and even less for the oscillator circuit design,
probably because their development leads to a more
involved circuitry and because of the lack of suitable
simulation tools.
The paper recall the principle of the parametric oscillator
and an example of parametric quartz oscillator (PXO)
will be presented. Various methods used to analyse the
behaviour of the PXO are described, and comparison
between theory, simulation, and experimental results are
discussed. Encouraging power spectral density of phase
noise fluctuations obtained so far are demonstrated.
Simulation tools developed in the frame of this study are
currently used to optimise the PXO design.
1. INTRODUCTION
Conventional oscillators convert DC power into signal
power, through resistive elements. Parametric oscillators
make use of a reactive element to convert a fraction of
an AC power to signal power. This AC power comes
from a signal called “pump signal”.

Because an ideal reactive element does not exhibit
excess noise, parametric oscillators are a potential low
noise solution. This is one of the motivations for
investigating such a solution for crystal oscillators, and
studies on parametric RF oscillators have already been
started [1] [2].
Although the idea of parametric operation in oscillator is
attractive, its theoretical aspect is nevertheless not so
easy and usual simulation tools are quite limited to solve
this kind of problem because of its non linear behaviour.
2. FUNDAMENTALS
Let us make reference to the elementary example of the
well-known RLC circuit, where a dissipative component,
the resistor R, is in series with two reactive components,
an inductor L and a capacitor C. When this circuit is
simply looped, the current flow i through its elements
obeys Equation (1)
1
d 2i
R di
(1)
+
+
i = 0
L dt
LC
dt 2
Assuming that the capacitor charge is not zero at time
t = 0, Equation (1) leads to a damped sine wave, the
damping factor depending on the circuit losses modelled
by the resistor R.
To get an increasing sine wave, the second term of
Equation (1) must vanish. This can be achieved by
generating a negative resistance, whose absolute value is
at least equal to R. In this case, oscillations occur in the
RLC circuit, even if the capacitor charge is zero at t = 0,
(as well as the inductor initial current) because of the
inner noise of the circuit. So, the question is: how to
generate a negative resistance?
Conventional oscillators are often described from the
“two-port” point of view as shown in Figure 1. Then the
Barkhausen conditions can be used to extract the gain
condition as well as the oscillation frequency of the
system. Nevertheless, from the band-pass filter (our
previous RLC circuit) the amplifier can also be seen as a
negative resistor Rneg, according to the relationship
given in Fig.1. Then, this new series element suppresses
the effect of resistor R.
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A : voltage gain
Amplifier

i

Rin
i

i
Band-pass
filter

vin

Rout

A
i

Rneg = (Vin – Vout) / i
= Rin.(1-A) + Rout

vout

Fig. 1. Left hand: the conventional point of view for
describing an oscillator. Right hand: the negative resistor
point of view. Rneg is the equivalent negative resistance of
the amplifier, seen by the filter.

Parametric operation in a RLC circuit consists in
periodically changing one of the reactive elements.
Mechanical actions are easy to imagine. The core of an
inductor should be moved to modulate the inductance. In
the same way, a capacitance should be modulated by
changing the distance between both electrodes.
As an example, let us consider a capacitor C modulated
by some parameter x (usually called the “pump”)
according to the simple relationship given by Equation
(2)
(2)
C ( x) = C 0 . (1 + x) .
The current i, flowing in this capacitor, is:
d
i = [C ( x). u ] ,
dt

(3)

where u is the voltage across the capacitor terminals. Let
us assume that this voltage is a sine wave u = U1.sin(ωt).
An interesting and simple case is using a sine pump
whose frequency is twice the signal frequency, in this
case:
(4)
x = X 0 + X 2 . sin( 2ω.t + ϕ ) .
By using Eq. (3) the current i can be written as the sum
of three terms:
(5)
i = iR + iC + i3 ,
where iR and iC can be identified as currents flowing into
a resistor and a capacitor, respectively, i3 being a third
harmonic component. Obviously, these equivalent
parallel components are function of C0, X0, X2,ω, ϕ .
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show these equivalent resistance and
capacitance versus the phase ϕ between the signal and its
pump, for a set of numerical value of C0, X0, X2 (here,
185 pF, 1, 1), when the signal frequency is 10 MHz.
In Fig. 2, note that the equivalent parallel resistance
becomes negative when the phase between pump and
signal is within the range [-π/2, π/2].
As a consequence, a capacitor properly pumped
according to Eq. (2), is equivalent to a capacitor Cp in
parallel with a negative resistor Rpneg, plus an idler
signal. It is often convenient to transform the equivalent
parallel-circuit (Cp, Rpneg) in a series-circuit (Cs,
Rsneg). This is illustrated in Fig. 3, in the case of the
series-RLC circuit whose capacitor is pumped.
Oscillation occurs if the absolute value of the generated
negative-resistance larger than the resistance R of the
circuit.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. The equivalent parallel resistance expressed in
Ohms (a) and the equivalent parallel capacitance expressed
in picoFarads (b) of the pumped capacitor C(x), when the
pump frequency is twice the frequency of the voltage
across C(x). Here, C0 = 185 pF, X0 = X2 = 1.

C(2.ω)

R

L

u(ω)
u(ω)
L

R

CS

L.CS.ω2 = 1

RSneg < 0

i

i(3ω)

Fig. 3. Illustration of the equivalent circuit of a capacitor
pumped at 2ω according to (2). Oscillation occurs at

ω =1 / LCs

, provided that the generated negative-

resistance Rsneg is larger than R.

We can try to apply the previous parametric effects on a
crystal resonator that is equivalent to a series RLC
circuit. Obviously, its motional capacitance cannot be
modulated (at least, not easily). However, a timedependent capacitor can be added in series with the
resonator. Such a series capacitor will just shift the
overall resonant frequency. The larger its value,
compared with the crystal capacitance, the smaller the
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frequency shift. Fig. 4 is an example of SPICE
simulation: here, the controlled capacitor is modelled by
a voltage-controlled current source, modulated by the
pump voltage. Because only transient analysis can be
used to analyse a circuit containing a non-linear
capacitance, simulations are quite time- and memoryconsuming. Therefore, simulation results shown in Fig. 4
are performed with a crystal quality-factor Q deliberately
reduced.

(a)

When attempting to transpose previous ideas to an actual
crystal oscillator, the controlled capacitor is
implemented with a varactor diode. As a consequence,
Eq. (2) is replaced by a more complicated equation:
(8)
1
C (u ) = C 0 .
u M
(1 + )
VJ
for u < VJ /2, where u is the voltage across the capacitor
terminals. Usually: 0.75 V ≤ VJ ≤ 2 V and 0.3 ≤ M ≤ 1,
depending on the diode type.
Therefore, the controlled capacitance is no longer
independent of the voltage u across it, this voltage being
also the controlling parameter x (see Equation (2)).
As a consequence of nonlinearities, assuming that the
pump frequency is exactly twice the signal one, u will be
something like:
u = u 0 + u1 . sin(ω t ) + u 2 . sin(2ω t + ϕ 2 ) + u 3 . sin(3ω t + ϕ 3 ) + ...
(9)
This assumption should be questioned, and it is more
rigorous to consider that:
u =u0 +us.sin(ωst) +u p.sin(ω pt +ϕ p)+∑unm.sin((nωs +mω p)t +ϕnm)
(10)
with ω p ≈ 2.ω s
So, taking into account these observations, the problem
of generating a negative resistor is not so easy to solve.

(b)
Fig. 4. Spice simulation. (a) the analysed network where
RQ, CQ and LQ are the motional elements of the crystal
resonator. The voltage-controlled capacitor is modelled by
{E2, C9, G1}. (b) Voltage at node Q (in volts) versus time
(in µs) when the initially charge of CQ is 1V. Oscillation
occur.

In the previous example, the pump frequency is twice the
signal frequency. Nevertheless, other frequency ratios
should be used. Indeed, pumping is still efficient
provided that frequencies are related as:
1 ω p with
1 1 1
1
(6)
ν= ⋅
ν = 1, , , , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,
2 ω
2 3 4
n
where ω and ωp are angular frequencies of signal and
pump, respectively.
Moreover, oscillation occurs when Rsneg > R, that is to
say, when ϕ = 0:
∆C 2 1
(7)
> ⋅
C '0 Q ν 2
where ∆C denotes the peak to peak swing of the
controlled capacitance around its average value C0’. Q is
the quality factor of the circuit.
3. APPLICATION

First, how to generate a frequency-coherent pump wave?
Two solutions can be proposed as illustrated in fig. 5.
The first one consists of a pump oscillator phase-locked
on the oscillating loop output signal in such a way that
ωp = 2ω. The second one consists in amplifying the
second harmonic of the oscillating loop signal, assuming
that it is present.

2.ωs
VCO
PLL

ωs

ωs

C( u )

u

⋅/⋅
ωs

2.ωs
ωs
C( u )

2.ωs

u

Fig. 5. Two solutions should generate an appropriate
signal at twice the signal frequency. The bottom circuit
diagram is more closely developed.

The second solution is developed with a 10 MHz quartz
crystal resonator. In fact, amplifying the second
harmonic of the oscillating loop signal and feeding this
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loop with the amplified signal is nothing else than
building a second oscillating loop (see Fig. 5).
4. ADJUSTMENTS

advantage of the PXO, compared with a conventional
oscillator.
150

At the beginning, it is convenient to analyse the forcedmode behaviour of the oscillating loop. Operating
parameters of the varactor diode (pump voltage in
relation to signal voltage, phase, varactor type…) are
first evaluated with a symbolic mathematics software
and next, component values are calculated to generate a
negative resistance. Electrical simulations on the overall
circuit including the oscillating loop can then be
performed. The analysed circuit is shown in Fig. 6. An
inductor has been added in the crystal-resonator loop. It
is tuned with the varactor diode capacitance, at the
resonator frequency (10 MHz) so that the frequency shift
induced by the series capacitance is cancelled, and
adjustments are easier. It must be pointed out that
simulation durations are long because of the large Q
factor (time steps are short over a large analysis
duration).

L

100

RΣ (fp), Ohms
1.4 MHz

50
0
-50

9.3 MHz

10.7 MHz

-100

∆fp, MHz

-2

-1

00

1

2

(a)
50

RΣ (fp), Ohms

0

2.2 kHz

-50
-100

∆fp, kHz
-2

-1

0

1

2

3

(b)

i
C( u )

u
10 MHz

20 MHz

Fig. 7. (a) Overall resistance of the resonant loop versus
the pump frequency offset ∆fp. (with fp = ωp/2π) .The axis
origin is for the pump frequency twice the signal
frequency fp = 2f = ω/π. (b) Zoom around the origin at
∆fp. = 0. The maximum positive value of RΣ(fp) (out of the
figure) corresponds to the parallel resonance.

Experiments performed in forced mode are in good
agreement with the expected values of pump amplitude,
depending on the varactor diode type.
5. CLOSED LOOP SIMULATIONS

Fig.6. Analysed quartz crystal loop in forced-mode, and
simulation results when the motional crystal capacitance is
initially charged at 1V. Bottom curve: pump is off. Upper
curve: pump amplitude is 4.5V.

Fig 7 shows the forced-mode analytical solution giving
the total resistance RΣ of the loop versus the pump
frequency. Here, the Q factor of both elements L and C is
about 5. Note that in the case of a C-mode 10MHz SC
cut quartz crystal, the temperature sensitive B-mode,
located at 10.9 MHz, appearing as a parasitic mode for
applications in metrology is automatically rejected
without any dedicated filter. This is a remarkable

Closed loop analysis is the ultimate but also the more
critical analysis. Analytical calculation has been
performed before implementing the first prototypes. It is
based on the principle of harmonic balance and consists
in looking for a convergence of the input and the output
of the open loop 20 MHz circuit (see Fig. 5).
The varactor-diode voltage found in the previous forcedmode analysis is used as an initial pump voltage, i.e. the
input voltage of the 20 MHz open loop. This pump
voltage is then filtered and expanded in a non-linear
amplifier. The resulting varactor-diode voltage (i.e. the
output of the 20 MHz voltage) becomes the new pump
voltage of the next step, up to the convergence of both
voltages. Experimental results of these first prototypes
were in good agreement with theoretical results, as
shown in Fig. 8.
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Theoritical results
Experimental data

Fig. 8. Experimental and theoretical varactor-diode voltage
UVD, versus time. The latter is the result of a step by step
convergence of the pump and varactor-diode voltages.

Spice simulations can also complete the closed loop
analysis but take a lot of time. An example of analysed
circuit is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Schematic of 10 MHz parametric oscillator and
transient voltage at node L, i.e. the crystal inductor voltage
(Q factor is lowered from 106 to 103 to save simulation
time).

6. RESULTS
A couple of 10 MHz parametric crystal oscillators
(PXO) has been built and tested. A record of the power
spectral density of phase fluctuations shown in Fig. 10
exhibits a quite good floor noise, because of the high
level of crystal excitation. Close to the carrier, the f–3
noise is not so good and has to be improved. Note that
the loaded Q, given by the f–3 and f–1 asymptotes
intersection is rather low. This could partly explain the
poor results close to the carrier.

Fig. 10. Power spectral density of phase fluctuations
measured on a couple of 10 MHz parametric oscillator.
Slopes in f–3 and f–1 are underlined in the figure.

7. CONCLUSION
Improvements have still to be done on the tested design.
Nevertheless, results are very promising, considering
that they are measurement made on prototypes of a quite
new idea. So, a priori, the parametric crystal oscillator
(PXO) could be a candidate solution for ultra stable
oscillators.
Progress should be made on the simulation aspect.
Indeed, the transient analysis is the only type of analysis
that can be performed to simulate such a parametric
behaviour. Usual simulation tools are not optimized for
this operation. Then the development of specific tools
[3] becomes a need.
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to solve these two problems is based on the tree parsing. The method is detailed on a basic oscillator to
ease the understanding.
2. Principle of the Nonlinear Dipolar
Method
The quartz crystal oscillator is split into two parts:
the motional part of the resonator (in short “resonator” by misuse of language) and the ampliﬁer
part (including the parallel capacitance Cp ), Fig. 1
1

1’

1. Introduction
Yq

Amplifier

We develop a method to analyse the behaviour of
quartz crystal oscillators with very high quality factor. The ultimate aim is to perform a real time analysis of this type of oscillators. The method consists
in replacing the whole circuit connected to the quartz
by a nonlinear dipole whose impedance depends on
the current amplitude evaluated at the resonator frequency.
The nonlinear dipolar method [1][2][3] shows that
the knowledge of the nonlinear dipole is suﬃcient
to determine the oscillator behaviour. The nonlinear dipolar impedance is computed by replacing the
motional part of the quartz by a sinusoidal current
source at the resonator frequency. Using an external current source overcomes the drawback of the
large resonator time constant thus allowing an eﬃcient harmonic analysis.
The originality of the present approach is the compuation of the dipolar impedance from the circuit
equations by using a symbolic calculation method.
Our symbolic harmonic analysis replaces the original set of diﬀerential equations describing the circuit
by a set of nonlinear equations in the Fourier coeﬃcients of the circuit unknows (Node voltages, ...).
Nonlinear dipolar method is ﬁrst recalled, then,
the new method that replaces the dipolar impedance
calculation by a symbolic harmonic analysis of the
equations is developed. This method is faced with
two major diﬃculties: The processing of the nonlinear components and the management of a very
large number of coeﬃcients. The solution proposed

1

1’

Rq
Lq

Rq
Amplifier

Abstract— In this paper, we present the SHA
method, a Symbolic Harmonic Analysis method to
simulate the behaviour of ultrastable quartz crystal
oscillators. This nonlinear method is aimed to compute very quickly the steady state as well as amplitude
and frequency transients. The ultimate goal is to see
instantaneously the inﬂuence of a parameter change
on the oscillator’s features thank to the computation
speed. The method proposed here is a mixing of the
nonlinear dipolar method previouly developed in our
team and the harmonic method. It allows to replace
the set of algebro-diﬀerential equation of the circuit
by a nonlinear system of the Fourier coeﬃcients of the
circuit unknowns.

Cp

Cq

2

2’

Rd

Lq

Ld

Cq

2

2’

Fig. 1. Dipolar representation

The resonator is regarded as an impedance
strongly varying with the frequency and slightly with
the amplitude (because of the amplitude–frequency
eﬀect) while the ampliﬁer is considered as a nonlinear dipole whose impedance strongly depends on
the current amplitude and weakly varying with frequency. These two remarks permit to consider the
ampliﬁer part as an nonlinear dipole (Rd , Ld ) that
depends only on the current amplitude as shown in
Fig. 2 right.
Rq
Lq

Rd
Ld

Rd

i

Ld

Cq

Fig. 2. Amplifier impedance determination

The determination of the equivalent single port
network for the ampliﬁer is obtained by replacing the
resonator motional branch by a sinusoidal current
source of amplitude a and frequency equal to the
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resonator’s frequency fq as shown in Fig. 2. Then,
a SPICE transient analysis is performed for diﬀerent
current amplitudes. Eventually, for each value of the
current amplitude a Fourier transform is calculated
to obtain the ﬁrst harmonic amplitude and phase of
the dipolar voltage. The nonlinear dipole Rd et Ld
are then obtained as a function of the loop current
amplitude a.
The knowledge of Rd (a) and Ld (a) allows us to determine the behaviour of the oscillator. The steady
state amplitude a0 is obtained by solving the implicite nonlinear equation Eq. (1).
Rq + Rd (a) = 0.

(1)

The steady state “frequency” ω0 of the oscillation
is given by Eq. (2).


Ld (a0 )
(2)
ω02 = ωq2 1 −
Lq
The computation time of the curves Rd (a) and
Ld (a) is of the order of a few seconds. At each parameter change, for example a change of a resistance
value, the computation must be redone. Our aim is
to reduce the computation time for the curves Rd (a)
and Ld (a) to a few milliseconds allowing to see, in
real time, the inﬂuence of each circuit component on
the behaviour of the oscillator.
3. Principle of the Symbolic Harmonic
Method

4. Three main Problems
How to have a linear complexity? A direct and
naive application of the method to build the nonlinear system leads to an exponential growth of the
coeﬃcient numbers. That leads to an untractable
number of equations, even in the case of basic circuits. So, a method leading to a linear dependence
of the coeﬃcient number on the circuit component
number has to be found.
• How to manage nonlinear elements? An oscillator
is by nature a highly nonlinear circuit. In the case of
quartz oscillators with high spectral purity, the nonlinearities usually come from the bipolar transistors.
For example, the Ebers-Moll static model transistor
(Eq. 9, 10, 11) [4] has an exponential non linearity.
•

f (V1 (t), . . . , IL (t))
···

(3)

f (V1 (t), . . . , IL (t))

(4)

Replace the motional branch of the quartz by a
sinusoidal current source.
• Replace all the unknowns V1 (t), . . ., IL (t) by their
Fourier series limited to N terms.
•

=

IBC

=

ICT

= IS (eqVBE /kT − eqVBC /kT )

Tranform the set of ODE into a set of nonlinear
equations.

•

•

Solve numerically this system.

0
0
0

(9)
(10)
(11)

How to solve eﬃciently the nonlinear system? The
resulting system is highly nonlinear with a small density. In the case of a simple oscillator, the classical
Newton–Raphson method is suﬃcient. In the case of
an oscillator with a higher number of components,
one should develop speciﬁc algorithms. Eﬀorts are
currently made in this direction.
5. How to achieve a linear complexity?
To ease the understanding, let’s demonstrate the
method on the simple transconductance oscillator
shown in Fig. 3.

Yq

V1 = aV0 1 + aV1 1 cos(ωt) + bV1 1 sin(ωt) + · · · (5)
··· = ···
IL = aI0L + aI1L cos(ωt) + bI1L sin(ωt) + · · · (6)

f(aV0 1 , aV1 1 , bV1 1 , . . . , aVN1 , bVN1 ) =
... =
f(aI0L , aI1L , bI1L , . . . , aINL , bINL ) =

IS qVBE /kT
(e
− 1)
βF
IS qVBC /kT
(e
− 1)
βR

IBE

•

Compute the set of ODE describing the circuit
in symbolic form, including the nonlinear elements
(diode, transistor NPN, ...).

•

dV1
(t) =
dt
··· =
dIL
(t) =
dt

By using a powerful numerical algorithm, the symbolic algebraic system can be solved very quickly
(ms). Because of the quite large Q factor of the resonator, higher order harmonics have no signiﬁcant
contribution on the dipolar current so that only the
ﬁrst order harmonic coeﬃcients a1 and b1 are needed
to calculate the dipolar impedance.
•

(7)
(8)

i

A
u

G1

C1

C2

G2

Fig. 3. Transconductance oscillator

The system of equations that models the electronic circuit (Eq. 12 and 13) is build symbolically
from a circuit description by using the modifed nodal
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method (MNM)[5]. It consists in applying the Kirchoﬀ
Current Law (KCL) to each circuit node, and applying
the constitutive or branch equations to each circuit
element. The programme used is fully home–made
and does not call for any external software.
dV1
(t)
dt
dV2
a sin(ωt) + G2 V2 (t) + C2
(t)
dt
+G1 V1 (t)(1 − εV1 (t)2 )

−a sin(ωt) + G1 V1 (t) + C1

= 0 (12)
(13)
= 0

The problem is to express each equation in harmonic form, with the constraint that the coeﬃcient
number generated during this phase does not increase exponentially.
The key point of the method is to build in a binary tree relative to each equation. Each node represents an algebraic operation. The whole tree can
be expressed into an harmonic form as soon as the
method to express each leaf and to reduce each node
into an harmonic form is known.
The tree will be progressively reduced in harmonic
form from the bottom to the top: at each node new
coeﬃcients expressed in fonction of the previous one
will be generated, so we will have a linear complexity
of the generated coeﬃcient. The formal deﬁnition
of the binary tree is written in OCAML–like syntax
[6] below. This kind of deﬁnition is generally called
“abstract syntax”.
type equTree =
SUM of
| PROD of
| DIFF of
| EXP of
| COS of
| SIN of
| UNK of
| FCT of

equTree * equTree
equTree * equTree
equTree
equTree
equTree
equTree
unknown
function

For example, the binary tree (Fig. 4) represents
the ﬁrst Eq. (12).

The representation has many advantages: since
abstract syntax has a unique tree structure, it is not
necessary to reﬂect binding strength using diﬀerent
types to avoid ambiguity. Moreover, the abstract
syntax shows that the tree is binary, so each node
involves only one operation (SUM, PROD, ...).
The abstract syntax processing consists in progressively parse the tree so that, at the ﬁnal step, it will
remain only a Fourier series with manageable coeﬃcient. The processing of the nonlinear functions EXP,
COS and SIN is performed in the next section.
• UNK(V1(t)) is replaced by its Fourier series limited
to N terms, i.e. it return:
A00V1 + A01V1 cos wt + B01V1 sin wt
+ A02V1 cos 2wt + B02V1 sin 2wt
+ A03V1 cos 3wt + B03V1 sin 3wt
• FCT(G1) is already under the righ form, so it is
replaced by itself.
• SUM(S1,S2) with
S1 = A00S1 + A01S1 cos wt + B01S1 sin wt
S2 = A00S2 + A01S2 cos wt + B01S2 sin wt
is reduced by generating new coeﬃcients
TT1 = A00S1 + A00S2
TT2 = A01S1 + A01S2
TT3 = B01S1 + B01S2
... = ...
and return
TT1 + TT2 cos wt + TT3 sin wt + ...
• PROD(S1,S2), DIFF(S1) are reduced like SUM(S1,S2),
however, the equations associated with the generated
coeﬀcients are a little bit more complex than the trivial case of SUM(S1,S2).
6. How to manage the nonlinear elements?
The problem is to represent the exponential, cosinus and sinus of a Fourier series into the form of a
Fourier expansion. In other words, The problem is
to express EXP(S1) with
S1 = A00S1 + A01S1 cos(wt) + B01S1 sin(wt)
Under the form

SUM
FCT
−a sin [ωt]

S2 = EXP(S1)
= TT1 + TT2 cos(wt) + TT3 sin(wt) + ...

SUM
PROD

PROD

FCT

UNK

FCT

DIFF

G1

V1 [t]

C1

UNK
V1 [t]

Fig. 4. Binary tree of expression

The solution of the problem is quite similar to the
previous one. It is based on constructing a binary
tree and then generating new coeﬀcient function of
the previous one during the tree parsing. In this
problem, the concrete grammar to analyse is written
in Fig. 5
The deﬁnition of the tree is based on the addition
formulas. Of course, each transcendental function
EXP, COS, SIN will have a diﬀerent associated tree.
The reduction of the tree will be possible thanks to
their associated Bessel series.
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NonLinearExp

EXP


 COS


 SIN



(


TermSeq


)


TermSeq
 Term

 +


The reduction of the tree is based on the associated Bessel series of the exponential function.
Indeed, it is well known that the harmonic expansion of exp(z cos θ) and exp(z sin θ) can be expressed under the form Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) where
Ik (z) are the Bessel functions of the second kind
and of integer order [7]. This allows us to harmonize the leafs EXP(A01S1 COS(wt)) and EXP(B01S1
SIN(wt)). The terms in EXP(A00S1) are already in
the right form.

exp(z cos θ)

= I0 (z)
∞

Ik (z) cos(kθ)
+ 2

(15)

exp(z sin θ)

= I0 (z)
∞

(−)k I2k (z) cos(2kθ)
+ 2

(16)

Term

TT


 TT*cos(omega*n*t)


 TT*sin(omega*n*t)


k=1



+ 2

k=1
∞


(−)k I2k+1 (z) sin((2k + 1)θ)

k=1

Fig. 5. Concrete grammar

8. Harmonization of COS and SIN functions
7. Harmonization of EXP function
A recursive application of the addition formula for
the exponent function (Eq. 14) allows one to deﬁne
an abstract grammar that represents a binary tree of
EXP.
exp(a + b + c + · · · ) = exp(a) exp(b + c + · · · ) (14)
For example, the expression

The method used for EXP can be applied to COS and
SIN, it is just a little bit more complicated because
the trees for COS and SIN are mutually recursive.
A recursive application of the addition formula for
cos (resp. sin), see Eq. (17) and Eq. (18), allows
one to deﬁne an abstract grammar that represents a
binary tree of COS (resp. SIN). Note that the construction of the tree for COS involves the tree of SIN,
and conversely.

EXP(A00S1 + A01S1 COS wt + B01S1 SIN wt
+ A02S1 COS 2wt + B02S1 SIN 2wt)

cos(a

+

sin(a

−
+

is represented by the following binary tree (Fig. 6)
PROD
exp U1

PROD
exp U2

b + c+ ···) =
cos(a) cos(b + c + · · · )
sin(a) sin(b + c + · · · )
b + c+ ···) =
sin(a) cos(b + c + · · · )
cos(a) sin(b + c + · · · )

+

COS(A00S1 + A01S1 cos
PROD
exp U4

exp U5

U1
U2
U3

with
=
=
=
=
=

A00S1
A01S1
B01S1
A02S1
B02S1

wt + B01S1 sin

wt)

is represented by the binary tree shown in Fig. 7,
with

Fig. 6. Binary tree of exponential

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5

(18)

For example

PROD
exp U3

(17)

=
=
=

A00S1
A01S1 cos(wt)
B01S1 sin(wt)

Similary,
cos( wt)
sin( wt)
cos(2wt)
sin(2wt)

SIN(A00S1 + A01S1 cos

wt + B01S1 sin

wt)

is represented by the binary tree shown in Fig. 8,
with
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MINUS
PROD

PROD

cos U1

sin U1

MINUS
PROD
cos U2

PLUS

PROD

cos U3

sin U2

PROD

sin U3

sin U2

PROD

cos U3

cos U2

sin U3

Fig. 7. Binary tree of cosinus

PLUS
PROD

PROD

sin U1

cos U1

MINUS
PROD
cos U2

cos U3

PLUS

PROD
sin U2

sin U3

PROD
sin U2

PROD

cos U3

cos U2

sin U3

Fig. 8. Binary tree of sinus

U1
U2
U3

=
=
=

A00S1
A01S1 cos(wt)
B01S1 sin(wt)

right form.
sin(z cos θ)

The reduction of the tree is based on the harmonic
expansion of cos(z cos θ) and cos(z sin θ). These
well known formulas are recalled here for completeness (Eq. (19) and Eq. (20)), where Jk (z) are
the Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind and of integer order [7]. These equations allow one to reduce the leaf COS(A01S1 COS(wt)) and COS(B01S1
SIN(wt)). The leaf COS(A00S1) is already in the
right form.
cos(z cos θ) =
+

(19)
J0 (z)
∞

(−)k J2k (z) cos(2kθ)
2
k=1

cos(z sin θ) =
+

J0 (z)
∞

J2k (z) cos(2kθ)
2

(20)

k=1

Similarly, the reduction of the tree is based on the
harmonic expansion of sin(z cos θ) and sin(z sin θ).
These well known formulas are recalled here for completeness (Eq. (21) and Eq. (22)), where Jk (z) are
the Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind and of integer order [7]. These equations allow one to reduce the leaf SIN(A01S1 COS(wt)) and SIN(B01S1
SIN(wt)). The leaf SIN(A00S1) is already in the

=
+

(21)
J0 (z)
∞

(−)k J2k+1 (z) cos((2k + 1)θ)
2
k=1

sin(z sin θ)

=
+

J0 (z)
(22)
∞

J2k+1 (z) sin((2k + 1)θ)
2
k=1

9. Harmonization of the other functions
For all the other transcendental functions (log,
tan, acos, . . .) one proceeds by introducing an additional unknown to the equation system. This transforms the initial diﬀerential equation system into an
algebro–diﬀerential system. This handling is trivial
as shown in the following example.
· · · + tan V1 + · · · + acosV2 + · · · = 0

(23)

becomes
· · · + H1 + · · · + H2 + · · · = 0
H1 cos V1 = sin V1
cos H2 = V2

(24)
(25)
(26)

The latter equations are actually written under the
harmonized forms. The same method can be directly
applied to the inverse of a function and to the composite functions.
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10. Conclusion
In this paper, an extension of the nonlinear dipolar
method has been presented to reduce by one order of
magnitude the simulation time of ultrastable quartz
oscillators. It has been demonstrated that replacing
Spice simulations by a symbolic calculation is faced
with two diﬃculties: The processing of the nonlinear
components and the management of a large number
of coeﬃcients.
A solution to these problems has been found by
rewriting the diﬀerential equations under the form of
a binary tree. Each node of this tree corresponds to
an algebraic operation, each leaf is either a parameter
of the circuit (R, L, C, Is , ...) or an unknown of the
problem (V1 , V2 , Il , ...).
This tree is then progressively reduced. At the end
of this reduction process, the diﬀerential equation is
transformed into a nonlinear equation involving only
the Fourier coeﬃcients of the unknowns. At each
step of a node reduction, a set of equations relating
the previous coeﬃcients to the new ones is generated so that the number of equations describing the
oscillator increases linearly with the number of components.
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ABSTRACT
A method is presented to calculate the amplitude
and phase power spectral density (PSD) functions
(power laws) of an oscillatory system (resonator
and oscillator) via the PSDs of its intrinsic noise
sources and relevant transformation coeﬃcients. The
method description is given for the scalar and vector
noises. As an illustration, the noise transformation
coeﬃcients are derived and the phase PSD function is
studied of a piezoelectric series resonant branch with
noisy motional inductance, capacity, and losses.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive fundamental studies of noise in oscillatory systems were carried out by Stratonovich [1,2]
and Malakhov [3], and then by many other authors.
In engineering applications, the most inﬂuential has
been Leeson’s simple but rather heuristic oscillator
phase noise model presented in 1966 [4]. Nowadays,
we use several mathematical approaches to study oscillatory systems perturbed by noise v(t) depending
on its correlation time τv and variance σv2 , by comparison with the system time constant τs and signal power 2Ps , respectively. Regarding τv , τs , and
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) γ = Ps /σv2 , the most
widely used methods are classiﬁed as follows:
Johnson’s (thermal) noise (τv << τs ). If γ >> 1,
then the statistical linearization and harmonic balance techniques are eﬃcient. If γ ∼ 1, then the
Markov model is the most accurate.
Excess (ﬂicker) noise of slope f−1 (τv ∼ τs ), where
f is the Fourier frequency. If γ >> 1, then the statistical linearization and harmonic balance techniques
are eﬃcient. If γ ∼ 1, then the Wiener method
(Volterra series method ) is valid.
Excess (ﬂicker) noise and random walks with
slope f−n , 1 < n, (τv >> τs ). If γ >> 1, then
the quasi-static method, the statistical linearization,
and the harmonic balance technique are accurate. If
γ ∼ 1, then the quasi-static method is the best.
An analysis of several recently published results has
shown that, with some modiﬁcations, the authors
mostly follow either the above listed rigorous theories

Figure 1: Noisy oscillator system: (a) noisy system, (b)
noiseless system with input noise, (c) real and imaginary parts of the system impedance, (d) system noisy
impedance with noiseless current
or Leeson’s approximation. It is to be remarked that
the noise conversion method still remains a relatively
young tool for oscillator problems. Notwithstanding
this fact, of all the techniques listed above, this is
the one that allows the straightforward engineering
calculation of the system amplitude and phase power
spectral density (PSD) functions via the PSDs of the
system intrinsic noises. Furthermore, it clariﬁes the
rules in the PSD shaping, avoiding redundancy of
other methods and allowing the derivation of the coeﬃcients of the Leeson approximating polynomial.
In this paper we give a brief presentation of the noise
conversion method, which systematic description in
given in [5]. We suppose the oscillatory system (e.g.
oscillator and resonator) to be noisy, with high quality factor Q, and with large SNR in the signal. Having large SNR, the oscillatory system is linearized
and described explicitly (or with some reasonable accuracy) by the complex impedance.
2.

THE NOISE CONVERSION METHOD

The essence of the noise conversion method may easily be explained by supposing, for the sake of simplicity, that the oscillatory system (Fig. 1a) is the only
noise source α that is, for example, in the capacity.
We extract α to be the system input (Fig. 1b) (the
system is then noiseless) and consider, for example,
an imaginary component X (Fig. 1c) of the system
impedance Z (Fig. 1d) to be the output.
We suppose that the input has an increment δα (f)
that is the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of
fractional ﬂuctuations estimated in [6] at an arbitrary Fourier frequency f. This increment, in turn,
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induces the output increment δA (f) (that is in X, for
example) that basically is positive or negative. In
the oscillatory
 system with high Q, such increments
are small, δα2 << 1 and |δA | << 1, that allows us
to linearize the system and express the output via
the input as a linear time invariant operator such as
δA (f) = HαA (f)δα (f).
We then square the left-hand and right-hand sides
of this expression, divide them with the bandwidth
(BW ) of the narrowband ﬂuctuations acting at f
(practically [6], the BW is determined by the measurement system), and go to
2
(f)Sα (f),
SA (f) = HαA

where SA (f) and Sα (f) are the double-sided real PSD
functions of the output and input, respectively. The
2
(f) then appears to be the squared real
function HαA
transfer function or the transformation coeﬃcient
2
(f) of the input-to-output converter of the PSDs,
KαA
so that, ﬁnally,

where ᾱ(f) is the noiseless value,

∆α2 (f)
≥0
δα (f) =
ᾱ2 (f)
is
 the noise induced fractional increment, and
∆α2 (f) is the RMSD of ﬂuctuations acting in α
at f [6].
We now suppose that δα (f) creates small increments,
δr (f) and δx (f), in the real and imaginary components, respectively, of the system impedance. To
convert δα to δr and δx , we write R and X as in
[8], respectively,


R0
(5)
δr ,
R = R̄ 1 +
R̄


R0
(6)
δx ,
X = X̄ 1 +
X̄
where R0 is the system resistance at the resonance
frequency (the piezoelectric resonator motional losses
with normal drive levels, for example), R̄ and X̄ are
the relevant noiseless values, and

2
(f)Sα (f) .
SA (f) = KαA

For the known (measured [7]) Sα (f), one now needs
2
(f). Below,
to determine somehow the coeﬃcient KαA
we show how to do it employing the noise conversion
method [5].
2.1. Noise conversion
Aiming to derive generic relations for the system amplitude and phase PSD functions, we replace the system (Fig. 1a) by its complex impedance (Fig. 1d)
Z = R + jX = |Z| ejϕ ,

|Z| = R2 + X 2 ,
ϕ = arctan

X
,
R

(1)
(2)
(3)

in which R and X are real and imaginary components of the system impedance, respectively. Thus,
the total impedance |Z| (2) and phase ϕ (3) are associated, respectively, with the system amplitude and
phase noises.
It is a typical situation in oscillators and resonators
when the acting noise, by nature, is assumed to be
Gaussian white and ﬂicker [1–3,6]. Respectively, we
assume the noise in (1) to be zero mean stationary
Gaussian, additive or colored, low intensity, and with
a known PSD Sα (f), or at least with a known part
of PSD. We then perform the noisy component α as
α = ᾱ(1 + δα ),

(4)

δr (f) =

R[δα (f)] − R̄
,
R0

(7)

δx (f) =

X[δα (f)] − X̄
R0

(8)

are fractional increments in (5) and (6), respectively.
Alternative forms of (7) and (8) are as follows
δr (f) = Kαr (f)δα (f),

(9)

δx (f) = Kαx (f)δα (f),

(10)

where Kαr and Kαx are the transformation coeﬃcients of δα -to-δr and of δα -to-δx , respectively. We
notice that the linear transformations (9) and (10)
make δr (f) and δx (f) to be Gaussian, referring to the
Gaussian origin of δα .
The next step is to substitute (5) and (6) to (2) and
(3) and express either increment in |Z| and ϕ via the
increments of R and X. To be able to do so, we recall
that all increments are small, that is |δα,r,x,Z | << 1
and |∆ϕ| << π/2, and thus the oscillatory system
may be linearized. Below we derive the relevant relationships in forms of (9) and (10).

3.

AMPLITUDE NOISE

With large SNR, that is δα2 << 1, the signal envelope normalizes [1] and its increments become Gaussian without great loss in accuracy. Using this and
acting similarly to (5) and (6), we specify the total
impedance of the oscillatory system by
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R
0
|Z| = Z̄  1 +   δZ ,
Z̄

(11)

 
where Z̄  is the relevant noiseless value and |δZ | <<
1 is the noise induced fractional increment. Exploiting (2), (5), and (6), and neglecting products of small
values expresses δZ in the following forms


|Z[δr (f), δx (f)]| − Z̄(f)
(12)
δZ (f) =
R0
+ X̄δx
∼ R̄δ
√r
= KαZ (f)δα (f),
=
R̄2 + X̄ 2

(13)

is the system noise PSD matrix and Sij (f) is the
matrix generic element. If the cross PSD function
Sij (f), i = j of the intrinsic system noises is unknown then one 
may use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality Sij (f) ≤ Si (f)Sj (f) and go to the approximation, knowing that, for the uncorrelated noises,
(18) takes the diagonal form.

4.

With large SNRs, the phase of the oscillatory system
normalizes [1] and we thus may specify it by
ϕ = ϕ̄ + ∆ϕ,

where, by (9) and (10),
Kαr R̄ + Kαx X̄
(14)
KαZ ∼
= √
R̄2 + X̄ 2
is the transformation coeﬃcient of δα -to-δZ . We may
now square the left-hand side δZ (f) and the righthand side KαZ (f)δα (f) of (13), divide them with the
system BW [6], and go to the amplitude double-sided
PSD function
2
(f)Sα (f) ,
SZ (f) = KαZ

3.1. Multiple noise
For multiple ﬂuctuations, it needs describing the
noise induced fractional increment as a vector
δ α = [δα1 δα2 ...δαN ]T ,

(19)

where ϕ̄(f) is a noiseless value at f and the increment
|∆ϕ| << π/2 is induced by δα (f).
To convert δr and δx to ∆ϕ at an arbitrary f, we ﬁrst
introduce two auxiliary variables
x=

X̄(1 + R0 δx /X̄)
X
=
,
R
R̄(1 + R0 δr /R̄)

(15)

in which the transformation coeﬃcient KαZ is determined by (14) and the spectral density of the acting
noise Sα (f) is assumed to be known.

y=

X̄
R̄

and then calculate
∆ϕ = arctan x − arctan y .

(20)

For small noise, there is xy > −1 and
∆ϕ(f) = arctan

x−y
1 + xy

that allows writing

in which δαi , i ∈ [1, N ], is a generic fractional increment of ith noise source and N is the number of
noise sources. We assume that all the transformation
coeﬃcients, K1Z , K2Z ,. . . , KN Z are determined by
(14). That allows one writing the amplitude ﬂuctuations in the linearized oscillatory system as a sum
of all the eﬀects:
δZ = KTαZ δα ,

(16)
T

where KαZ = [K1Z K2Z ...KN Z ] is the amplitude
noise transformation coeﬃcient matrix. Based upon,
we go to the amplitude PSD function
SZ (f) = KTαZ Sα (f)KαZ ,

(17)

where
⎡

PHASE NOISE

⎤

S11 (f) S12 (f) ... S1N (f)
⎢ S21 (f) S22 (f) ... S2N (f) ⎥
⎢
⎥,
Sα (f) = ⎣
⎦
...
...
... ...
SN 1 (f) SN 2 (f) ... SN N (f)

(18)

∆ϕ(f) ∼
= R0

R̄δx − X̄δr
= Kαϕ (f)δα (f) ,
R̄2 + X̄ 2

(21)

where, by (9) and (10),
R̄Kαx − X̄Kαr
Kαϕ ∼
= R0
R̄2 + X̄ 2
is the transformation coeﬃcient of δα -to-∆ϕ.

(22)

The phase PSD is now deﬁned by
2
Sϕ (f) = Kαϕ
(f)Sα (f) ,

(23)

where the transformation coeﬃcient Kαϕ is determined by (22) and the PSD of the acting noise Sα (f)
is assumed to be known.
4.1. Multiple noise
Like the amplitude case, the phase PSD, for the multiple noise, calculates by
Sϕ (f) = KTαϕ Sα (f)Kαϕ ,

(24)
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where Kαϕ = [K1ϕ K2ϕ ...KN ϕ ]T is the phase noise
transformation coeﬃcients matrix, where the coeﬃcients, K1ϕ , K2ϕ ,. . . , KN ϕ , are determined in the
same manner as for the one-dimensional case, (22).
We notice that, in the one-dimensional case, (24) degenerates to (23).
5.

Π0 =

where ∆ω is the frequency shift associated with the
Fourier frequency f and
fr =

PIEZOELECTRIC SERIES
RESONANT BRANCH

It is now in order to consider an example of the
piezoelectric resonator. For the sake of simplicity,
we neglect here a static capacity C0 , noticing that
the common case is discussed in [8].
5.1. System presentation
A series resonant branch of a piezoelectric resonator
is modelled with the noisy inductance L1 , capacity
C1 , and losses (resistance) R1 , respectively,
L1 = L10 (1 + δ̃L ) ,
C1 = C10 (1 + δ̃C ) ,
R1 = R10 (1 + δ̃R ) ,
where L10 , C10 , and R10 are their noiseless values,
and
∆L1 (t)
,
δ̃L (t) =
L10
δ̃C (t) =

∆C1 (t)
,
C10

δ̃R (t) =

∆R1 (t)
R10

are their fractional ﬂuctuations, in which ∆L1 (t),
∆C1 (t), and ∆R1 (t) are zero mean stationary random components; that is,
∆L1 (t) = ∆C1 (t) = ∆R1 (t) = 0 .
We suppose that all ﬂuctuations are measured as in
[6,7] and thus their fractional MSDs at f are known,
namely,
∆L21 (f)
2
(f) =
,
δL
L210
∆C12 (f)
2
δC
(f) =
,
2
C10
2
δR
(f)

∆R12 (f)
=
.
2
R10

We then specify
1
,
L10 C10


f
,
ω = ω0 + ∆ω = Π0 Q +
2fr
ω02 =

R10
1
= 2
,
L10
Q R10 C10
ω0
,
Q=
Π0

Π0
4π

is the resonator half 3 dB bandwidth in Hertz.
5.2. Transformation coeﬃcients
In accordance with the method, the real and imaginary parts of the resonator impedance are written
as, respectively,
R = R10 (1 + δR ),

(25)

1
ωC10 (1 + δC )




f
f
f
∼
δL + R10 Q −
δC .
= R10 + R10 Q +
fr
2fr
2fr
(26)
It is seen that the noiseless parts in (25) and (26)
are, respectively,
X = XL − XC = ωL10 (1 + δL ) −

R̄ = R10 ,
f
X̄ ∼
= R10 .
fr
We now convert each of the increments δR , δL ,
and δC to the increments of the resonator total
impedance (amplitude) and phase. Based upon (9),
(10), (25), and (26), we deﬁne the relevant increments of real and imaginary components of the system impedance by


f
δL ,
δLr = δCr = 0 , δRr = δR , δLx ∼
= Q+
2fr
δCx

∼
=



f
Q−
2fr


δC , and δRx = 0 ,

where the double subscript (in δLr , for example)
means that δr is caused by δL .
Using (9) and (10), we then determine
f
KLr = KCr = 0 , KRr = 1 , KLx ∼
,
=Q+
2fr
f
, and KRx = 0 .
KCx ∼
=Q−
2fr
Finally, employing (14) and (22), we derive the transformation coeﬃcients in question,
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Qf
KLZ ∼
,
= KCZ ∼
=
2
fr + f2

(27)

fr
KRZ ∼
,
=
f2r + f2

(28)

Qf2
KLϕ ∼
= KCϕ ∼
= 2 r2 ,
fr + f

(29)

fr f
,
KRϕ ∼
=− 2
fr + f2

(30)

which now allow calculating the amplitude and phase
PSDs via (17) and (24), respectively.
5.2. Crystal resonator phase PSD
To determine the resonator phase PSD, we suppose
that L1 and C1 are purely ﬂicker noisy; that is,

Figure 2: Shaping of the phase PSD function : (a) eﬀect
of a resonator additive thermal noise, (b) eﬀect of a motional inductance and capacity ﬂicker noise, (c) eﬀect of
a losses ﬂicker noise, (d) total PSD with a noiseless load,
(e) total PSD

SL (f) = SC (f) = αX |f −1 | ,
Here, an increase in the weights of the converted
ﬂicker noises forces the slope to range beyond the
half bandwidth from f−2 to f−3 .

and that R1 is both thermal and ﬂicker noisy,
SR (f) = αR |f −1 | + 2kT P ,
where αX and αR are ﬂicker coeﬃcients, k is the
Boltzmann constant, T is a temperature in Kelvins,
and P is a power dissipated in R1 .
The resonator double-sided phase PSD is then deﬁned, by (24), as
 
2αX Q2 f4r f−1 
αR f2r |f|
f2r f2
2kT
+
+
Sϕ (f) = 





2
2 2
2
2 2
2
2 2 P
fr + f
fr + f
fr + f
(31)
and we distinguish two limiting cases, namely: (31)
may approximately be calculated, within and beyond
the half bandwidth, by
  αR
2kT
Sϕ (f) ∼
= 2αX Q2 f−1  + 2 |f| + 2 f2 ,
fr
fr P

(32)

 
  2kT 2 −2
f f . (33)
Sϕ (f) ∼
= 2αX Q2 f4r f−5 +αR f2r f−3 +
P r
In (32), two last terms may be neglected [9] and then
this approximation reduces to [8, (37)] if the coeﬃcient 4 in [8, (37)] is substituted by 2 (uncorrelated
noises) and κ = 0, having neglected the static capacity. Beyond the half bandwidth, (33), the PSD’s
slope may vary from f−2 (additive thermal noise
dominates) through f−3 (loss’s ﬂicker noise dominates) to f−5 (reactance’s ﬂicker noise dominates).
However, the static capacity of a crystal resonator
aﬀects the picture so [8] that the thermal additive
noise eﬀect attenuates even more, to the slope f−4 .

6.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We now model the phase PSD function of the crystal resonator and compare the result to those measured by Curtis in [10] and simulated in [8] at f0 =
ω0 /2π = 125 MHz with αX = 5.1 × 10−22 and
αR = 5 × 10−12 . The matched load R = R10 in the
measurement set doubles the resonator bandwidth,
producing QL = Q/2 = 3.13 × 104 and fL = 2fr =
1997Hz. The phase noise ﬂoor is measured to be 170 dBc/Hz that corresponds to P = 820µW with
T = 300K. To ﬁt the measurement, we operate below
with the one-sided PSD and its logarithmic measure
[6], respectively,
S(f) =

1
[S(f) + S(−f)] ,
2

L(f) = 10 log S(f).

(34)
(35)

Figure 2 exhibits the shaping of the phase PSD for
the examined crystal resonator. It follows that the
losses thermal noise makes only an insigniﬁcant contribution (a) and may be neglected. The motional
inductance and capacity ﬂicker noise (b) appears to
be a main shaper within the bandwidth. The losses
ﬂicker noise is responsible here for the PSD shape
in the transient range (c). Therefore, the phase
PSD with the noiseless load looks like (d). If to
account for the load thermal noise, then we go to
the phase PSD shape (e) that looks like that practically measured. We thus go to the conclusion that,
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in the resonator operating at a series resonance frequency, the resonator reactance’s ﬂicker noise is a
main shaper within the bandwidth, whereas the load
thermal noise is a main shaper beyond the bandwidth. In the transient range, all resonator ﬂicker
noises may contribute substantially.
5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we presented an eﬃcient tool, which we
called in [5,11] the noise conversion method, for calculating the oscillatory system amplitude and phase
PSD functions via the intrinsic system noises with
known PSDs. The ﬁrst signiﬁcant merit of the approach is a straightforward PSD calculation through
the transformation coeﬃcients derived from the system structure. After the latter are obtained in a way
similar to that used for the crystal resonator (28)—
(31) (or [8]) and oscillator [11], one may merely substitute the system noise PSD into (17) and (24), and
calculate the output straightforwardly. The second
advantage is that this technique allows the calculation of particular ﬁnite ranges of the amplitude and
phase PSDs such as those predicted by Leeson in [4]
and postulated by the IEEE Standard [6]. Finally,
this engineering tool seems to be simplest among all
now known.
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NEW DEVELOPMENT OF PM AND AM NOISE ANALYSIS IN
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS: AN INFLUENCE OF WIDEBAND
NOISE SOURCES
V.N.Kuleshov
Moscow Power Engineering Institute (Technical University),
14 Krasnokasarmennaya, Moscow 111250, Russia, KuleshovVN@mpei.ru
ABSTRACT
The Leeson model that is widely used for estimation of
PM noise in crystal oscillators (XO) doesn’t provide full
description of power spectral density (PSD) of output
oscillations in the vicinity of the carrier. In the paper of
S.Galliou et al. [6] an approach that is aimed to provide
more precise calculation of the XO output oscillations
PSD and PM noise PSD is developed. The authors paid
attention to the oscillation PSD asymmetry with respect
to the carrier. The reasons of this asymmetry are
discussed.
In this paper we develop a simplified version of the
approach offered in by S.Galliou et al. to calculate
PSD’s of PM and AM noise in XO due to wideband
noise sources. Both “linear” and nonlinear models of the
XO were analyzed. It is shown that the oscillation PSD
asymmetry is closely connected with influence of PM
and AM noise and their mutual correlation. The
oscillation PSD’s at different points of the oscillators
are calculated, compared and discussed.
1 INTRODUCTION
At early stages of PM and AM noise analysis in
oscillators significant attention was paid to calculation
and analysis of power spectral density (PSD) of output
oscillations caused by phase and amplitude fluctuations
[1,2,3]

other reason is connected with the fact that in practice
one usually needs the PSD of PM noise. That is why the
heuristic Leeson’s formula [4] was widely used to
estimate PM noise PSD in XO. In the paper of Sauvage
[5] the Leesson’s formula was obtained using the
feedback model of PM transformation in simple
oscillator. But this approach doesn’t give full picture of
the oscillation PSD.
The approach offered in [6] gives more information
about the oscillation PSD. But the results presented in
[6] need more detailed analysis and clarification of
some derivations that follow from this approach.
The aim of this paper is to develop and to do more
precise the approach offered in [6] and to discuss the
problems of this approach accuracy.
In this paper we analyze only an influence of wideband
noise of active device (bipolar junction transistor (BJT))
that is used in the oscillator circuit.
2. THE OSCILLATOR MODEL
To make the following results more clear we shall
obtain general formulae basing on particular case of
Clapp oscillator [6].
The circuit diagram of the Clapp oscillator is shown in
Fig.1.

As a rule the authors used nonlinear “shortened”
equations of the oscillator to calculate PSD’s of PM
and AM noise and then calculated PSD of the
oscillation with fluctuating phase and amplitude. It was
found that if there is no correlation between PM and
AM noise the PSD of the oscillation is symmetrical with
respect to carrier frequency. An influence of correlation
between these noises leads to asymmetry of the
oscillation PSD [1,2,3].
But the equations that have to be used to calculate PM
and AM noise in quarts crystal oscillators (XO) were
rather complicated and as a rule they were applicable
only to particular circuit. That is one of the reasons why
this approach was not widely used in practice. The

Fig.1. The circuit diagram of the quartz crystal oscillator
To simplify the analysis we use the simplest model of
the BJT with sources of wideband noise [3,7]. The high
frequency model of the oscillator Fig.1 is shown in
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Fig.2. In this model noise sources are presented by two
noise current generators.

and
g m1 (Vb1 ) = I c1 (Vb1 ) Vb1
(9)
- an average mutual conductivity of the BJT.
Taking into consideration an influence of the self
biasing circuit (Re, Rb1, Rb2 in Fig.1) and using (1), (2),
(3) one can calculate the function gm1(Vb1) and define
the stationary amplitude as a solution of the equation
(8). Fig.3 illustrates this solution.

Fig.2. The high frequency model of the oscillator
To calculate a stationary amplitude and frequency of
oscillations we use a nonlinear model of the BJT in
active mode of it’s operation. In this model collector
current ic(u’b) and base current ib(u’b) are defined by
formulae [8]:
'

i c (u b ) = I s

'
u /V
(e b T

'

− 1) ,

'

i b (u b ) = i c (u b ) / β ,

0

(2)

I c1 (Vb1 ) are always defined from nonlinear model of

In the steady state operation of the oscillator
'

u b ( t ) = Vb0 + Vb1 cos[ωs t + ϕ s ]
(3)
where Vb0 - is the biasing voltage. Complex amplitude
of the base voltage
& = V e jϕ s
V
(4)
b1
b1
is connected with complex amplitude of collector
current
(5)

by equation
& 0 = Z ( jω )&I (V 0 ) − Z ( jω )β −1&I (V 0 )
V
b1
m
s c1 b1
b
s
c1 b1

m

s

c1

b1

0
g m1 (Vb1 )R m (ωs ) = 1,

where
R m (ωs ) = Re Z m ( jωs ), X m (ωs ) = Im Z m ( jωs ),

0

the oscillator.
4. THE OSCILLATION PSD CALCULATION.
“LINEAR” MODEL
Let us consider an influence of the additive noise
current on this oscillator. Taking into consideration the
only noise source inc(t) we can write an equation (6) as
follows
−1
& = &I (V ) + &I
Z ( jω + jω ) V
(10)
m

(7)
(8)

s

b1

c1

b1

nc

where &I nc − complex amplitude of the noise current
inc(t).
The simplest approximate solution of equation (10) can
be obtained in the frame of “linear” model [6]. In this
model we write the equation (10) as follows
−1
& = &I
[ Z ( jω + jω ) − g (V )]V
(11)
m

where Zm(jωs) – mutual impedance connecting output
voltage of the feedback circuit with its input current,
Zb(jωs) – output impedance of the feedback circuit. To
simplify the case study we neglect here a contribution of
the base current and use the next equation
& 0 = Z ( jω )&I (V 0 ) .
(6)
V
b1

0

suppose that the stationary amplitudes Vb1 , Vc1 and

3. STEADY STATE OPERATION OF THE
OSCILLATOR

From this equation and (4) (5) we obtain
Xm(ωs) = 0,

In the following calculations of PM and AM noise we

(1)

where Is – saturation current, VT – thermal voltage, β common emitter configuration current gain.

&I = I (V )e jϕ s
c1
c1 b1

Fig.3. Graphic solution of equation (8)

s

m1

b1

b1

nc

and look for the solution in the next form
& =V
&0 +V
&
V
,
b1

b1

(12)

n, b

0

replacing in equation (11) g m1 (Vb1 ) by g m1 (Vb1 ) . In
this case, taking (6) into consideration we obtain from
(11)
0 &
−1
[ Z ( jω + jω ) − g (V )]V
= &I . (13)
m

s

m1

b1

n, b

nc

Solution of equation (13) gives an explicit expression of
&
Fourier component of the voltage V
n , b ( jω) in terms of
Fourier component of noise current &I n , c ( jω) :
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&
V
n , b ( jω) =

1

&

I ( jω)
0 n, c
−1
Z m ( jω + jωs ) −g m1(Vb1 )

(14)

The mutual PSD’s of
*

S VII , V⊥ (Ω) = S V⊥,VII (Ω) =
.
= j[Sϑn (ωs − Ω) − Sϑn (ωs + Ω)]

From (14) we obtain the next formula for PSD of noise
component of base voltage
2

S vb (ω + ωs ) =

1
−1

0

Z m ( jω + jωs ) −g m1 (Vb1 )

Sic (ω + ωs ) (15)

The same way one can obtain from (11) the formula for
& ( jω)
PSD of noise component of collector voltage V
n, c
2

−1

Z ( jω + jωs )Z c ( jω + jωs )
S vc (ω + ωs ) = m
Sic (ω + ωs ) (16)
−1
0
Z m ( jω + jωs ) −g m1(Vb1 )

From (15), (16) we obtain a ratio of noise PSD to the
carrier power at the offset ω from the carrier
2S (ω)
2S (ω)
S b (ω) = vb
; S c (ω) = vc
. (17)
2
2
V 0 
V 0 
 b1 
 c1 
Taking into consideration (6), (7), (8), we can write
& 0 = Z ( jω )&I (V 0 ) = R (ω )&I (V 0 ) , (18)
V

b1
m
s c1 b1
m s c1 b1
0
0
& = Z ( jω )&I (V ) = R (ω )&I (V 0 ) , (19)
V
c1
c
s c1 b1
c s c1 b1

Using (17), (18), (19), we obtain from (15), (17):
2

Sb (ω + ωs ) =

1
−1
R m (ωs )Z m ( jω + jωs ) −1

−1

Sc (ω + ωs ) =

−1

2Sic (ω + ωs ) ,(20)
I (V 0 )
 c1 b1 

2

2

Rm(ωs )Zm ( jω + jωs )Zc ( jω + jωs )Rc (ωs ) 2Sic(ω + ωs ) .(21)
−1

Rm(ωs )Zm ( jω + jωs ) −1

I (V0 )
 c1 b1 

2

The formulae (20), (21) are valid both for positive
offsets ω from the carrier, and for negative offsets.

VbII ( t ) and Vb⊥ ( t ) look as

follows:
(25)

Assuming that
2 =
VbII
Vb2⊥ << Vb1 ,
we can present ϑ b ∑ (23) in form

(26)

ϑ b ∑ = Vb01 (1 + a b ( t )) cos(ωs t + ϕ s + φ b ( t )), (27)
where
VbII ( t )
Vb⊥ ( t )
a b (t) =
φ b (t ) =
;
(28)
Vb1
Vb1
- AM and PM noise of the oscillator.
From (28), (24), (25), (17) we obtain
Sφ (Ω) = Sa (Ω) = 0,5[S b (ωs − Ω) + Sb (ωs + Ω)] ,(29)
b

b

and
S φ a (Ω) = − j0,5[S b (ωs − Ω) − S b (ωs + Ω)] . (30)
b b

Thus, from linear model one can calculate PSD’s of PM
and AM noise, using simple formulae (29), (30).
The main shortcoming of this model is qualitatively
incorrect result of AM noise PSD calculation: it goes to
infinity when Ω→0. In real oscillators this PSD has a
limited value at Ω =0.
To discuss the problem of accuracy of the approach
offered in [6], it is necessary to develop more precise
approach that takes into consideration nonlinear
properties of the oscillator.
6. NONLINEAR MODEL

5. PM AND AM NOISE. “LINEAR” MODEL

The main error of the “linear” model is introduced when
equation (11) is replaced by equation (13).

If we present the narrow band stationary noise ϑ bn ( t )
in the form
ϑ bn ( t ) = VbII cos[ωs t + ϕ s ] − Vb ⊥ sin[ωs t + ϕ s ] (22)

To escape this error we return to the equation (10),
considering it as a differential equation with respect to
slowly varying complex amplitudes [3]:
−1
& = &I (V )] + &I
[ Z ( p + jω ) V
(31)

the

sum

ϑb ∑

of

harmonic

oscillation

ϑ b1 ( t ) = Vb1 cos[ωs t + ϕ s ] and noise ϑ bn ( t ) can be
written as follows
ϑ b ∑ = ϑ b1 + ϑ bn = (Vb1 + VbII ) cos(ωs t + ϕ s ) −
. (23)
− Vb ⊥ sin((ωs t + ϕ s )
It is known [3,9] that PSD’s of VbII ( t ) and Vb⊥ ( t )
can be expressed in terms of PSD ϑ bn ( t ) as follows

SVII(Ω) = SV ⊥ (Ω) = Sϑn (ωs − Ω) + Sϑn (ωs + Ω) , (24)
where Ω - is Fourier frequency that is equal to offset ω
from ωs if ω > 0, and is equal to (-ω) when ω < 0.

m

s

b1

c1

b1

nc

where p=d/dt – symbol of differentiation.
In accordance with (27) we look for the solution in the
form
& =V
& 0 (1 + a ( t ) + jφ ( t )).
(32)
V
b1
b1
b
b
As
0
0
0
0
I c1 (Vb1 ) = I c1  Vb1 + Vb1a b (t )  = I c1 (Vb1 ) + σVb1a b (t )


where σ = dI c1 / dVb1 V = V 0 , we can write

[

]

b1

b1
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&I (V ) + &I =
c1 b1
nc
 
 , (33)

&I (V 0 )1 +  σ a (t ) + jφ (t ) + a (t ) + jφ ( t )
c1 b1  
b
b
n
n


  g m1 


where
0

a n ( t ) = I ncII / I c1 (Vb1 )

;
(34)
0
φ n ( t ) = I nc ⊥ / I c1 (Vb1 )
- AM and PM noise caused by addition of noise current
&I to &I (V 0 ) .
nc

c1

b1

Substituting (32), (33) in (31) and taking into
consideration (6-9), we obtain the next complex
symbolic equation:
−1

R m (ωs ) Z m (p + jωs )[a b + jφ b ] =
.
(35)
σ
=
a b + a n + j[φ b + φ n ]
g m1
To solve equation (35), we present the complex operator
−1

Z m (p + jωs ) as a sum of real and imaginary parts
−1

Z m (p + jωs ) = G m (p, ωs ) + jB m (p, ωs ) . (36)
Substituting (36) in (35) we obtain two real differential
equations that are equivalent to (35):

σ 
R m (ωs )Gm (p, ωs ) −
a b − R m (ωs )Bm (p, ωs )φb = a n , (37)

g m1 

[

]

Rm(ωs )Bm(p, ωs )ab + Rm(ωs )Gm(p, ωs ) −1 φb = φn , (38)

S φ (Ω) = S a ( Ω) =
n

[

2

]

2Si (ωs )
2
2
c
S a (Ω) =  A 21 ( jΩ) + A 22 ( jΩ) 
, (46)
b

 I 2 (V 0 )
c1 b1
2Si c (ωs ) .(47)
S
(Ω ) = [A (− jΩ ) A ( jΩ ) + A ( − jΩ) A ( jΩ )] ⋅
φba b

11

21

12

22

Ic21( Vb01)

Thus, in nonlinear model one has to find PM and AM
noise PSD’s first. After that one can calculate the PSD
of the oscillation (27) in the vicinity of ωs , using the
next formula [3]:
Sb (ωs + ω) = 0,5[Sφb (ω) + Sa b (ω) − 2 Im Sφba b (ω)] .(48)
In this formula S φ (ω) and Sa (ω) have to be
b
b
considered as even functions of offset from he carrier ω,
and Im S φ b a b (ω) is an odd function of ω. From (48) it
follows that the PSD Sb (ωs + ω) is symmetrical if
Im S φ b a b (ω) .
It is clear that calculations based on general nonlinear
model, providing correct finding both PM and AM
noise are not so simple as calculations based on linear
model.
7. COMBINED MODEL

(41)

B m ( jΩ, ωs << G m ( jΩ, ωs
simplify equations (37),
B m ( p, ω s ) = 0 :

2

(43)

Let us suppose that the PSD of inc(t) is constant in the
vicinity of ωs . Than

and

it is possible to

(38),

assuming


σ 
 R m (ωs )G m ( p, ωs ) −
a b = a n ,

g m1 

that
(49)

[R m (ω s )G m ( p, ω s ) − 1]φ b = φ n .

(42)

− Rm(ωs )Bm(p, ωs )
∆11(p) = R m (ωs )G m (p, ωs ) − 1; ∆12 (p) = R m (ωs )Bm (p, ωs );

σ

∆ 21(p) = −∆12 (p);
∆ 22 (p) = R m (ωs )G m (p, ωs ) −

g m1


; S φ a (Ω) = 0. (44)
n n

In this approach we suppose that nonlinear model is
used to find PSD of PM and AM noise at small Fourier
frequencies Ω < ΩCM (and small offsets from carrier
ω < Ω CM ). We suppose also that at small offsets

and

σ 
 Rm(ωs )Gm(p, ωs ) −1
∆(p) = Rm(ωs )Gm(p, ωs ) −
,

gm1 

2

(40)

where
∆ ( p)
∆ ( p) 
A11 (p) = 11 ; A12 (p) = 12
;
∆ ( p)
∆ ( p) 

∆ ( p)
∆ ( p) 
A 21 (p) = 21 ; A 22 (p) = 22
;
∆ ( p)
∆ (p) 

I (V 0 )
 c1 b1 

Than from (39), (40) we obtain the next formulae for
PSD’s of AM and PM noise.
2Si (ωs )
2
2
c
S φ (Ω) =  A11 ( jΩ) + A12 ( jΩ) 
, (45)
b

 I 2 (V 0 )
c1 b1

Symbolic solution of these equations looks as follows:
a b = A11 (p)a n + A12 (p)φ n ,
(39)
φ b = A 21 (p)a n + A 22 (p)φ n ,

n

2Sic (ωs )

(50)

Using these equations and (48) we obtain
2Si (ωs )
1
c
, (51)
Sφ (Ω) =
2 2
0
b
R m (ωs )G m ( jΩ), ωs ) − 1 I c1 (Vb1 )
Sa (Ω) =

2Si (ωs )
c

1

b

R m (ωs )G m ( jΩ), ωs ) −

σ

2

2

0

,(52)

I c1 (Vb1 )

g m1

S φ b a b (Ω) = 0 ,

(53)
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and from (48) we have
Sb (ωs + ω) = 0,5[Sφ (ω) + Sa (ω)] .
b

b

To calculate noise to signal ratio at the input of the BJT
(54)

As a rule in the region of small offsets from the carrier
R m (ωs )G m ( jω, ωs ) ≈ 1 + (ω ∆ω x )2 ,

(55)

where ∆ω x is the value of the order of half bandwidth
of crystal resonator, and σ g m1 ≈ 0,3 ÷ 0,5 . That is why
at the offsets
∆ω x < ω < 3∆ω x

(56)

results of calculation Sb(ωs+ω) using (54) and (20) are
close. When ω > 3∆ω x an influence of Bm(p, ωs) in
the sum (36) can not be neglected, but one can neglect
the difference between σ g m1
and 1, as
−1

R m (ωs ) Z m ( jω + ωs ) >> 1 . That is why the ratio of
noise power to carrier power can be calculated using
(20), and PSD of PM and AM noise can be calculated
from (20), (29), (30).
8. PM AND AM NOISE OF CLAPP OSCILLATOR
Let us consider the oscillator shown in Fig.1. Circuit
model of the quartz crystal resonator is shown in Fig.4.

In
the
case,
studied
here,
we
suppose:
f q = ωq 2π = 10MHz , rq = 100 Ohm, Qq = 106,
C0 = 1 pF. The steady state operation mode is chosen so
that the power, dissipated on the crystal, is equal

close

−6

to

W , and oscillation frequency fS is rather
fq

(f s − f q ) / ∆f q = 2,4 ,

where

∆f q = f q / 2Q q - half bandwidth of the resonator.
Assuming C1 = C2, we obtained C1 = C 2 = 136 pF;
0

Vb1 = 0,051V ,

R m (ωs ) = 110 Ohm. To provide the
0

normalized amplitude Vb1 / VT = 2,06 in accordance
with
Fig.3
we
have
to
take
g m1 (Vb1 ) / g m = (R m (ωs )g m )−1 = 0,69 ,
0

[

−1

]

2

where R m0 (ωs ) = ωqC1C2rq , ξ0 = (C1 + C2 ) / ωqC1C2rq ,
)
Z q (p + j(ωs − ωq )) =

1 + (p + j∆ωs ) / ∆ωq
1 + jλ[1 + (p + j∆ωs ) / ∆ωq

. (59)

∆ωq = ωq / 2Q q , λ = ωq C 0 rq , ∆ωs = ωs − ωq .
To calculate S c (ω + ωs ) one has to find the ratio:
)
−1
R m (ωs ) Z m (p + jωs ) − jξ b + Z q (p + j∆ωs )
=
, (60)
)
−1
− jξ b + Z q ( j∆ωs )
R ( ω ) Z ( p + jω )
c

s

c

s

where ξ b = (ωq C 2 rq ) −1 .
To use (58), (59), (60) in (20), (21) we need just to put
p = jω. Taking into consideration only the shot noise of
collector current as the main source of PM and AM
noise we find Sic = 2qI c0 , where q is a magnitude of
electronic charge, and for the chosen operation mode we
2

0
−15
have 2Sic (ω + ωs ) / I c1 (Vb1 ) = 1,2 ⋅ 10
1 / Hz.



Results of calculations Sb (ωs + ω) and Sc (ωs + ω)
based on linear model (20), (21) are presented in Fig.5.

Fig.4. Circuit model of the crystal resonator

Pq = 10 ⋅ 10

−1

one has to find Z m ( jω + jωs ) . For the circuit Fig.1
symbolic mutual impedance looks as follows
)
−1
−1
Z m (p + jωs ) = R m0 (ωs ) − jξ0 + Zq (p + j∆ωs ) , (58)

and

g m = (0,69R m (ωs ) )−1 = 0,013 A / V . From the BJT

model (1) g m = I c0 / VT , and we have to use collector
current Ic0 = 0,33 mA, and Ic1 = 0,47 mA. From Fig.3
one can see that at this operation mode
(σ g m1 ) = 0,45 .
(57)

One can see the asymmetry of upper and lower bands of
PSD’s both base voltage and collector voltage. In the
PSD Sc (f s ± f ) lower band is less than the upper one,
and there is minimum of this PSD at the offset from the
carrier close to [−(f s − f q )] . This result is similar to the
one obtained in [6]. In the PSD Sb (f s ± f ) upper band
is less. But the difference between these bands becomes
significant only near the offsets ±[f A − f s ] , where fA –
is antiresonant frequency of the resonator. At the offset
[f A − f s ] the upper bans of this PSD has a deep
minimum.
Using (29), (30), we calculated PSD’s of PM and AM
noises corresponding to (20), (21) (Fig.6). One can see
from Fig.6 and Fig.5 that the asymmetry of PSD’s
shown in Fig.5 is caused by the influence of mutual
PSD’s of PM and AM noises. The asymmetry is most
significant in the regions where absolute value of
mutual PSD is close to PSD’s of PM and AM noise.
From Fig.6 one can see that the PSD of AM noise goes
to infinity, when (Ω / 2π) → 0. Basing on nonlinear
model we calculated Sφ (Ω) , Sa (Ω) and Sb (ωs + ω)
b

b
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using (51), (52), (53) in the region of rather small values
of (Ω / 2π) where an influence of mutual PSD is small.
Results of these calculations are shown in Fig.7.

Fig.7. PM and AM noise PSD’s of base voltage and
noise to signal ratio S b (ωs ± Ω) , calculated using
nonlinear model of Clapp oscillator.
Fig.5. Upper and lower bands of the PSD’s Sb (ωs + ω)
and Sc (ωs + ω) in Clapp crystal oscillator (Linear
model).

calculation. That is why we considered only one noise
source in the oscillator model. Taking into consideration
an influence of other wideband noise sources (thermal
noise of base resistance, recombination noise, thermal
noise of the resonator) is possible in the frame of the
approach offered in [6] and developed in this paper. It
would give more accurate estimation of PM and AM
noise of particular oscillator at all offsets from the
carriers that are interesting for applications.
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NEW DEVELOPMENT OF PM AND AM NOISE ANALYSIS IN
CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS: AN INFLUENCE OF 1/f NOISE
SOURCES
T.I.Boldyreva
Moscow Power Engineering Institute (Technical University),
14 Krasnokasarmennaya, Moscow 111250, Russia, BoldyrevaTI@mpei.ru
ABSTRACT
The approach to analysis of power spectral density
(PSD) of crystal oscillators (XO) output oscillations and
PM noise PSD, developed in the paper [1], is applied to
calculations of PM and AM noise caused by 1/f noise
sources of bipolar junction transistor used in the XO
circuit.
The calculations gave the next results. The output
oscillation PSD (noise-to-signal ratio) is as a rule an
asymmetric function of the frequency offset from the
carrier. The type of asymmetry depends on the output
point of the oscillator. The PM noise PSD of the XO is
defined by PM noise of the BJT amplifier when Fourier
frequency is less than a half bandwidth of the crystal
resonator, in accordance with Leeson formula. When
Fourier frequency is more than a half of the resonator
bandwidth the PM noise of the XO is defined by
combination of AM and PM noise of the amplifier.
Two models of the XO were considered: a quasilinear
model and a nonlinear model. Results of their
comparison are presented.
The examples of calculation of PM and AM noise
caused by 1/f noise sources in 10 MHz XO with quality
factor of 1⋅106 are presented.

that was used to analyze PM and AM noise in BJT
amplifiers [3-5].
2. THE OSCILLATOR MODEL AND
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Following the papers [1,2] we use analysis of Clapp
oscillator (Fig.1) both to develop an algorithm of PMAM noise calculation and to illustrate its application
numerically.

Fig.1. The circuit diagram of the Clapp oscillator
Circuit model of this oscillator, which is used in this
paper, is shown in Fig.2.

1 INTRODUCTION
Most of the papers devoted to calculation of 1/f noise
influence on PM noise of quartz crystal oscillators (XO)
are based on Leeson’s model. In the paper [1] more
general approach to PM noise analysis in XO was
offered and applied to the Clapp oscillator. But to apply
this approach to prediction of PM noise caused by 1/f
noise in active device (bipolar junction transistor (BJT))
one has to develop and modify it.
In the paper [2] such development was made to
improve prediction of PM and AM noise caused by
wideband noise sources. In this paper the approach
developed in [2] is applied to prediction of PM and AM
noise in XO caused by 1/f noise in BJT. This
development is based also on the 1/f noise model of BJT

Fig.2. Circuit model of the Clapp oscillator used to
analyze 1/f noise influence
In this model fluctuation of recombination conductivity
µ( t ) = ∆g β ( t ) / g β is considered as a primary source of
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1/f noise in BJT [3-5]. An influence of µ(t) causes phase
and amplitude modulation of output current of the BJT
and input current. This modulation can be calculated,
supposing that there is no feedback circuit but the
voltages at the input and at the output of the BJT are
equal to ones that exist in steady state operation of the
XO. Then we consider this modulation influence on the
XO using its equations with closed feedback circuit and
express PM and AM noise of the oscillator in terms of
PM and AM noise of the BJT without feedback circuit.
Using these equations we express power spectral
densities (PSD) of PM and AM noise of the XO in
terms of PSD Sµ(Ω) of primary source of 1/f noise.
3. EQUATIONS OF STEADY STATE MODE OF
XO OPERATION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
Suppose that the base voltage
u b ( t ) = Vb0 + Vb1 cos[ωs t + ϕ s ]
has harmonic component with complex amplitude
& = V e jϕ s .
V
(1)
b1
b1
Assume that using the BJT model shown in Fig.2 we
calculated the first harmonic components of collector
current &I c1 and base current &I b1
&I (V ) = I (V )e jϕs − j∆ϕ c ,
c1 b1
c1 b1
&I (V ) = I (V )e jϕs + j∆ϕ b
b1 b1
c1 b1

,

(2)

Here phase shifts (-∆ϕc) and ∆ϕb are not equal to zero as
it was supposed in [2], because PM noise of the BJT is
connected with fluctuations of the (-∆ϕc) and ∆ϕb
caused by fluctuations of recombination conductivity
g β µ( t ) .
An equation of the XO steady state operation looks as
follows
& 0 = Z ( jω )&I (V 0 ) − Z ( jω )β −1&I (V 0 ) , (3)
V
b1
m
s c1 b1
b
s
c1 b1
where Zm(jωs) – mutual impedance connecting output
voltage of the feedback circuit with its input current,
Zb(jωs) – output impedance of the feedback circuit.
To simplify analysis we assume that BJT is chosen so
that
&I
b1 ≈ β −1 << 1 ,
&I
c1
where β - common emitter configuration current gain of
the BJT. Under this assumption instead of (3) we have
the next equation
& 0 = Z ( jω )&I (V 0 ) .
(4)
V
b1

m

s

c1

b1

Substituting (2) in (4) and supposing, that
−1

Z m ( jωs ) = G m (ωs ) + jB m (ωs ),
we obtain

(5)

0

B m (ωs ) = −g m1 (Vb1 ) sin ∆ϕ c ,

(6)

0

G m (ωs ) = g m1 (Vb1 ) cos ∆ϕ c .

(7)

I (V )
g m1 (Vb1 ) = c1 b1
Vb1

(8)

where

- an average mutual conductivity of the BJT.
From (6), (7) the next equation for oscillation frequency
can be obtained:
B m ( ωs )
(9)
= − tg∆ϕ c .
G m (ωs )
It is assumed further that the BJT is chosen so that
∆ϕc<0,2. Then cos ∆ϕc ≅1 and steady state amplitude is
practically the same as in the case, when ∆ϕc = 0 [2].
4. CALCULATION OF NOISE TO SIGNAL
RATIO USING QUAZILINEAR MODEL OF XO
Let us suppose that we have calculated PM and AM
noise modulation of the current ic(ub) caused by µ(t)
with ideal harmonic voltage at the BJT input. Then
complex amplitude of the first harmonic of collector
current can be presented in the form
jϕ s − j∆ϕ c + jφ i ( t )
0
0
&I
, (10)
c1, f (Vb1 ) = I c1 (Vb1 )(1 + a i ( t ))e

where ai(t) and φi(t) –relative amplitude and phase shift
fluctuations caused by µ(t). Suppose that they are
expressed in the form
(11)
a i = Ta µ( t ) ,
φi = Tφµ( t ) ,

(12)

where Ta , Tφ - transformation coefficients.
Supposing that

2

2

a i ( t ) << 1 and

φi ( t ) << 1 , we can

write instead of (10)
0
0
&I
&
&
c1, f (Vb1 ) = I c1 (Vb1 ) + I nc ,
where
&I = (a ( t ) + jφ ( t ))&I (V 0 )
nc

i

i

c1

b1

(13)
(14)

- equivalent noise current caused by 1/f noise of the
BJT.
Using (13) we can write an equation of the oscillator
that is similar to equation (10) from the paper [2]:
−1
& = &I (V ) + &I .
Z ( jω + jω ) V
(15)
m

s

b1

c1

b1

nc

When we look for the solution of this equation in the
form
& =V
&0 +V
& ,
V
(16)
b1
b1
nb
where
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and

replace

& = (a ( t ) + jφ ( t ))V
&0
V
(17)
nb
i
i
nb
in equation (15) &I c1 (Vb1 ) by

0
&
g m1 (Vb1 ) cos ∆ϕ c V
nb

we

obtain

the

formula

& in the
connecting Fourier components of &I nc and V
nb
frame of quazilinear model:
& ( jω) =
V
n, b

1
−1

0

Zm ( jω + jωs ) −g m1(Vb1) cos∆ϕc

&I ( jω) (18)
n,c

−1

0

[ Z m (p + jωs ) − g m (Vb1 ) cos ∆ϕ c ](a b + jφ b ) =
−1

−1

Z m (p + jωs ) = G m (p, ωs ) + jB m (p, ωs ).

Sb(ω + ωs ) =

−1

0

Z m ( jωs ) = g m (Vb1 ) = G m (0, ωs ).

Sinc (ω + ωs ) , (19)

where
Sinc (ωs + ω) = 0,5[Sφi (ω) + Sai (ω) − 2 ImSφiai (ω)] (20)

 G (p, ω ) 
s −  − Bm (p, ωs ) φ = ,
 m
1 ab
b ai
 G m (0, ωs ) 
G m (0, ωs )

(26)

 G (p, ω ) 
s − φ = φ ,
ab + m
1
i
 G (0, ω )  b
G m (0, ωs )
s
 m


(27)

Bm (p, ωs )

If

−1

Z m (p + jωs )

is

2

2

Im Sφ a = 0
i i
and

[

]

Si nc (ωs + ω) = 0,5 Tφ2 + Ta2 Sµ ( ω ) .

Sa (Ω) =

As Sµ ( ω ) in (23) is an even function of the offset ω
from the carrier the PSD Si (ωs + ω) is symmetrical.
nc
An influence of the XO transfer function can cause
asymmetry of the PSD S b (ωs + ω) [2]. It can lead to

Sφ (Ω) =

To analyze this transformation we need to express PM
& in terms of PM and
and AM noise of the voltage V
nb
AM noise of the current &I nc . In the paper [2] the PSD’s
of PM and AM noises were calculated directly from
PSD S b (ωs + ω) (formulae (29), (30) in [2]). But these
formulae are valid for stationary additive noise &I nc . So
they are not applicable in this case.
5. PM-AM NOISE CALCULATION BASED ON
QUASILINEAR MODEL
To express φ b ( t ) , a b ( t ) in terms of φi ( t ) , a i ( t ) we
have to use symbolic equation from which an equation
(18) was obtained [2,6]

of

p,

than

(28)
(29)

Than for PSD’s of AM and PM noises we have

(23)

transformation of AM noise to PM noise and vice versa.

function

 G (p, ω ) 
s −  = ,
 m
1 a b ai
 G m (0, ωs ) 
 G (p, ω ) 
s − φ = φ ,
 m
1
i
 G (0, ω )  b
s
 m


(21)
(22)

real

B m (p, ωs ) = 0 and from (26), (27) it follows:

is calculated using formula (48) from [2]. From (11),
(12) it follows that
Sφ (ω) = Tφ Sµ (ω); Sa (ω) = Ta Sµ (ω);
i
i

Using (25) we

obtain from (24) two equations for real variables φ b ( t )
and a b ( t ) :

2

−1
Zm
( jω + jωs ) − gm(Vb01) cos∆ϕc

(25)

To simplify calculations we put here ∆ϕc = 0. Than

This formula is similar to formula (14) from [2]. It can
be used to express the PSD of the base voltage (noise to
signal ratio) in terms of PSD of the normalized noise
current with complex amplitude
−1
Zm
( jωs )

. (24)

= Z m ( jωs )(a i + jφi )
In this equation p=d/dt. As in [2] we put

b

b

G m ( jΩ, ωs )
G m (0, ωs )
G m ( jΩ, ωs )
G m (0, ωs )

−2

−1

⋅ Sa i (Ω) ,

(30)

⋅ Sφ (Ω) ,

(31)

−2

−1

i

It means that at the region of offsets ω where
−1

Z m ( jω + jωs )

is symmetrical function of ω AM

modulation of the BJT current is transformed only in
AM modulation of the XO oscillations, and PM is
transformed in PM.
General symbolic solution of equations (26), (27) looks
as follows:
a b = A b (p)a i + A mb (p)φi ,
(32)
φ b = −A mb (p)a i + A b (p)φi ,

(33)

A b ( p ) = ∆ b ( p) / ∆ L ( p) ,

(34)

A mb (p) = ∆ mb (p) / ∆ L (p) ,

(35)

where

2

2

 G (p, ω )   B (p, ω ) 
s  ;
s −  + m
∆ L (p) =  m
1
 G m (0, ωs )   G m (0, ωs ) 
G (p, ωs )
B (p, ωs )
.
∆ b (p) = m
−1; ∆ mb(p) = m
G m (0, ωs )
G m (0, ωs )

Substituting (11), (12) in (32), (33), we obtain
a b = [ Ta A b ( p ) + Tφ A mb ( p )]µ ( t ) ,

(36)
(37)

(38)
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φ b = [Tφ A b (p) − Ta A mb (p)]µ( t ) ,

(39)

From (38), (39) we find PSD’s of ab(t) and φb(t):
2

Sφ = Tφ A b ( jΩ) − Ta A mb ( jΩ) Sµ (Ω) ,
b
2

Sa b = Ta A b ( jΩ) + Tφ A mb ( jΩ) Sµ (Ω) ,
Sφ a = [TφA b ( jΩ) − Ta A mb ( jΩ)]
b b
.
[Ta A b (− jΩ) + TφA mb (− jΩ)]Sµ (Ω)

(40)

where

(41)

A a , b ( p) =

(42)

A t , b ( p) =

Using formula
Sb (ωs + ω) = 0,5[Sφb (ω) + Sab (ω) − 2 ImSφbab (ω)] , (43)
we obtain result that coincide with the one calculated by
means of (19). But one can’t obtain (40), (41) and (42)
directly from (19).
6. PM AND AM NOISE CALCULATION BASED
ON NONLINEAR MODEL
The main shortcoming of the approach, based on
quasilinear model, is a fundamental error in prediction
of AM noise PSD at low Fourier frequencies (Ω→0).
As a consequence of this error one obtains an error in
prediction of PSD of the oscillation S b (ωs + ω) at small
offsets from the carrier.
To escape these errors one has to use a nonlinear model.
Using the approach, developed in [2], we obtained the
next symbolic equations
 G (p, ω ) σ 
B (p, ωs )
s −
 m
a b − m
φb = a i ,
 G m (0, ωs ) g m1 
G m (0, ωs )



(44)

 B (p, ω ) 


s a −  G m (p, ωs ) −1φ = φ ,
 m
b 
i
 b
 G m (0, ωs ) 


 G m (0, ωs ) 

(45)

where σ = [dI c1 / dVb1 ]V = V 0 ,
b1
b1

(46)

These equations differ from equations (37), (38) in the
paper [2] only by sources of noise ai, φi.
−1

When Z m ( jω + jωs ) is a real function of p a nonlinear
model gives Sφb (Ω) that coincides with (31). But to
calculate AM noise PSD one has to use the formula:
Sa (Ω) =
b

G m ( jΩ, ωs )
G m (0, ωs )

−

σ
g m1

2

Sa (Ω) .
i

(48)

φ b = −A t , b (p)a i + A φ, b (p)φ i ,

(49)

∆ a , b ( p)
∆ ( p)
∆ t , b ( p)
∆ ( p)

A a , b ( p) =

,

∆ φ, b (p)
∆ ( p)

,

,

 G (p, ω ) σ  G (p, ω )  B2 (p, ω )
s
s
s ,
 m
∆(p) =  m
−
−1 − m
 G m (0, ωs ) g m1  G m (0, ωs )  G 2 (0, ω )


m
s
Gm(p, ωs ) σ
G (p, ωs )
,
−
∆a,b (p) = m
−1 , ∆φ,b (p) =
Gm(0, ωs ) gm1
G m (0, ωs )

∆ t , b ( p) =

B m (p, ωs )
G m (0, ωs )

.

Using (11), (12), we obtain from (48), (49)
a b = [Ta A a , b (p) + Tφ A t , b (p)]µ( t ) ,

(50)

φ b = [Tφ A φ, b (p) − Ta A t , b (p)]µ( t ) .

(51)

From these equations we obtain the formulae for PSD’s
of ab(t) and φb(t) that follow from nonlinear XO model
2

S φ = Tφ A φ, b ( jΩ) − Ta A t , b ( jΩ) Sµ (Ω) ,
b

(47)

It predicts a limited value of the transfer function,
connecting Sa (Ω)
and Sa (Ω) , at Ω = 0. It
i
b
corresponds to real situation with AM noise.
Symbolic solution of equations (44), (45) can be
presented as follows

(52)

2

S a b = Ta A a , b ( jΩ) + Tφ A t , b ( jΩ) Sµ (Ω) ,
Sφ a = [Tφ Aφ,b ( jΩ) − Ta A t,b ( jΩ)]⋅
b b

and in the stable

steady state mode of operation
(σ g m1 ) < 1 .

a b = A a , b ( p ) a i + A t , b ( p )φ i ,

[Ta Aa,b (− jΩ) + Tφ A t,b (− jΩ)]Sµ (Ω)

(53)
.

(54)

The PSD of the oscillations at the input of the BJT can
be calculated from (52-54) and (43).
7. 1/F PM AND AM NOISE OF CLAPP
OSCILLATOR
As an example of general approach application to
particular circuit we consider Clapp oscillator shown in
Fig.1. The resonator model parameters are same as in
the paper [2]: f q = 10MHz , rq = 100 Ohm, Qq = 106,
C0 = 1 pF. We suppose that in the steady state operation
mode the power, dissipated in the crystal, is
Pq = 10 ⋅ 10

−6

W.

To analyze 1/f noise influence on the oscillator we
consider the BJT model shown in Fig.2. In the case
considered here we took the BJT that has fT = 600 MHz,
CC = 3 pF, Ce = 6 pF. An in [2] we
rb = 150 Ohm,
have chosen Ic0 = 0,33 mA. At this collector current
β = 13. The phase shift between first harmonics of base
voltage and collector current is (-∆ϕc) = -0,095.
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The transformation coefficients in (11), (12) were
calculated supposing that the average emitter current
Ic0 + Ib0 = const. The calculation gave:
Tφ = 0,013, Ta = -0,21.
(55)
Power spectral density Sµ(ω) was obtained from results
of measurements [7]. At the operating point
Ic0 = 0,33 mA.
−10  ω 

−1

  .
(56)
 2π 
To use quasilinear model (19), (23) we need the next
formulae, that were obtained for Clapp oscillator:
)
−1
−1
Z m (p + jωs ) = R m0 (ωs )[− jξ 0 + Z q (p + j∆ωs )] , (57)
Sµ (ω) = 5,5 ⋅ 10

where
)
Z q (p + j∆ωs ) =
and
∆ωs = ωs − ωq ;
−1

1 + (p + j∆ωs ) / ∆ωq
1 + jλ[1 + (p + j∆ωs ) / ∆ωq

∆ωq = ωq / 2Q q ;

frequencies the main contribution to S φ (Ω)
b

is

provided by Sφ (Ω) (31). At higher Fourier frequencies
i
a

contribution

of

[a i (t ) → φ b (t )]

transformation

predominates. At Ω = ω A − ωs the PSD’s

S φ (Ω )
b

and Sa (Ω) are equal and the notch shown in Fig.3 is
b
caused by mutual correlation of

φ b ( t ) and a b ( t ) .

One can notice also that the PSD Sa (Ω) calculated
b

−3

from linear model grows as Ω
when Ω → 0 . As it
was mentioned earlier, it is not consistent with real AM
noise PSD in the stable oscillator.

(58)

λ = ωq C 0 rq ,

2

R m0 (ωs ) = ωq C1C 2 rq , ξ 0 = (C1 + C 2 ) / ωq C1C 2 rq .
Results of base voltage PSD calculation using (19),
(23), (55) – (58) are shown in Fig.3. Using Fig.3 one
can find noise to signal ratio at negative (ω < 0) and
positive (ω > 0) offsets from the carrier. It is caused
both AM noise and PM noise. One can notice an
asymmetry of upper and lower bands, and deep notch at
the offset (ωA - ωS)/2π due to rejection of noise Fourier
components close to antiresonance frequency ωA.

Fig.4. PM and AM noise PSD’s of base voltage in
Clapp crystal oscillator. (Linear model).
Correct results of both AM and PM noise and
noise/signal ratio calculation were obtained using
nonlinear model (44), (45), (46), (52), (54) and (43)
with (σ / g m1 ) = 0,45 .
Results of PM and AM noise calculation are shown in
Fig.5. It follows from Fig.5 that at low frequencies
−1

when
Ω < ∆ωq / 2 the PSD Sa (Ω) grows as Ω
b
Ω → 0 . It is consistent with nonlinear theory of AM
noise in oscillators [6] and experimental results.
One can see that at sufficiently low Fourier frequencies
the PSD Sa (Ω) of AM noise becomes less than
Fig.3. Upper and lower bands of the PSD Sb(ω+ωS) in
Clapp crystal oscillator. (Linear model).
To calculate PSD’s of PM and AM noise contributing to
Sb(ω+ωS) (Fig.3) we use the formulae (40), (41). The
curves shown in Fig.4 present PSD’s S φ (Ω) and
b

Sa (Ω) . One can see that at low Fourier frequencies
b

S φ (Ω) changes as Ω
b

−3

. But at higher frequencies the

slope of the curve decreases up to Ω

−1

. At low Fourier

b

S φ (Ω) (in Fig.5 it is at (Ω / 2π) < 0,2 Hz ). So at low
b

Fourier frequencies PM noise S φ (Ω) predominates
b
and it gives the main contribution to the PSD of the
oscillation Sb(ω+ωS). This conclusion is confirmed by
results of Sb(ω+ωS) calculations that were fulfilled
using (44) and (52-54). They are shown in Fig.6. One
can see from Fig.6 and Fig.3 that at rather large offsets
from the carrier ( ( ω / 2π) < 10 Hz in Fig.3, 6) results of
Sb(ω+ωS) calculations based on nonlinear and linear
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models coincide. The same is true with respect to PSD’s
S φ (Ω) and Sa (Ω) .
b

b

large and one needs a nonlinear model to provide good
prediction of noise to signal ratio. Basic equations of
nonlinear model are also given in this paper.
In particular example we considered only an influence
of 1/f noise modulation of collector current on PM and
AM noise of base voltage. To obtain the complete
PSD’s one has to take into consideration 1/f noise
modulation of base current and its contribution to total
PM and AM noise PSD’s. This can be done using the
same approach, but it is out of the frame of this paper.
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Fig.5. PM and AM noise PSD’s of Clapp crystal
oscillator base voltage. (Nonlinear model).

Fig.6. Upper and lower bands of the PSD Sb(ω+ωS) in
Clapp crystal oscillator. (Nonlinear model).
But at lower offsets from the carrier nonlinear model
predicts results that are quite different from prediction
of linear model (Fig.6 and Fig.3). One can notice a very
significant asymmetry of Sb(ω+ωS) dependence on the
offset from carrier due to correlation between PM and
AM noise caused by 1/f noise of the BJT collector
current. It is predicted by nonlinear model and can not
be predicted by linear model.
9 CONCLUSION
The main result of this paper is development of
approach to quantitative analysis of 1/f noise of active
device influence on PM and AM noise in quartz crystal
oscillator.
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Abstract
The METAS Time & Frequency metrology laboratory
has acquired a hydrogen maser in 2002. The maser
was commissioned at the beginning of 2003. In June
2003 the maser started to contribute to the generation of the UTC(CH) and TA(CH) time scales. The
Swiss time scales are currently generated from 3 cesium clocks and 1 hydrogen maser. The clock results
are sent monthly to BIPM for contribution to the generation of TAI and UTC. The hydrogen maser is also
used in combination with a DDS synthesizer to generate UTC(CH.R), a real-time realization of UTC(CH).
The daily steering of UTC(CH.R) is based on a prediction of the hydrogen maser time scale over 1.5 d.
Although the hydrogen maser does not have an Automatic Cavity Tuning (ACT) system, we have found
that, despite the frequency drift, the time scale is extremely predictable.

1

Introduction

A constant drift is not a problem with respect to predictability. It is the presence of non-stationary discontinuities, such as spontaneous rate steps, that makes
prediction difficult. In principle the time scale from an
atomic clock affected by the classical set of noise processes (polynomial model) is a non-stationary process
with Stationary Second Increment (SSI). SSI processes
constitute the class of well behaved noise processes
typical of atomic clocks for which the Allan deviation
statistic is stationary. SSI processes are also tractable
regarding prediction because it is possible to construct
linear prediction operators for which the error on the
prediction is stationary. Unfortunately atomic clocks
are sometimes affected by spontaneous rate steps. It
is necessary to detect, estimate and remove the rate
steps from the time scale before attempting to apply

-50
rate UTC-CLOCK /(ns/d)

Keywords: time scales, hydrogen maser, statistical
prediction, optimal linear prediction
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Figure 1: 5 d moving average rate of UTC-CLOCK for
hydrogen maser ID 1405701.
a prediction algorithm because each step constitutes a
discontinuity in the statistical properties which is disruptive to the statistical prediction algorithm. In the
case of our hydrogen maser we have detected 4 spontaneous rate steps over a 590 d observation interval.
The steps are of the order of 1 ns/d and their origin is
unknown. One possible source could be the occasional
sudden mechanical relaxation of the glass-ceramic microwave cavity. The present paper focuses on the outstanding frequency stability and predictability of our
hydrogen maser.

2

Basic Time Scale Data

In the BIPM data base our hydrogen maser is known as
clock ID 1405701. The basic time scale data is UTCCLOCK /ns as published by BIPM. Changes in the
calibration of the TAI common view GPS link have
produced artificial time steps of -50 ns on MJD 53129
and +8 ns on MJD 53385. These steps were removed
before analysis. The recorded span is from MJD 52809
to MJD 53399 (590 d) with a 5 d sampling interval.
The 5 d moving average rate is shown on Figure 1.
The average drift is −0.0607 ± 0.0002 (ns/d)/d. The
observed stability includes both the intrinsic hydrogen
maser frequency stability and the GPS remote comparison noise.
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ns/d
-0.85
-0.92
-0.85
-0.38

10

-14
9
8
7
6
5

Allan deviation

MJD
52857
53037
53111
53352

4
3

2

Table 1: Rate steps removed from UTC-CLOCK process (clock ID 1405701).
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Figure 4: Allan deviation of drift removed residual of
UTC-CLOCK with (Allan residual SR) and without
(Allan residual plain) rate steps removal.
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Figure 2: Drift removed residual of UTC-CLOCK before removal of accidental rate steps.

3

Rate Steps Removal

The approach to statistical prediction used in this
paper follows a sequence of three operations: preprocessing, prediction and post-processing. The preprocessing consists into estimating and removing the
spontaneous rate steps present in the original process.
The post-processing consists into adding back the removed rate steps to transform the prediction of the
pre-processed time scale into a prediction of the original time scale.
The accidental rate steps are detected and estimated
by looking at the drift removed residual of the time
scale process. A diverging residual is the sign of an
undetected rate step. A rate step has two parameters:
the epoch of occurrence and the rate offset. To estimate each rate step the pair of parameters is optimized
to minimize the RMS drift removed residual.

4

Prediction Method

We use the DGSF-1 prediction algorithm for the prediction of the steps removed residual. The prediction
algorithm is reported in details in [3]. The DGSF-1
prediction operator is a generalization of the simple
second difference SF-1 prediction operator [2]

5
residual /ns

The four detected and removed rate steps are listed
in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the drift removed residual
before removal of the rates steps and Figure 3 shows
the drift removed residual after removal of the rates
steps. The drift removed residual before steps removal
has a RMS deviation of 13 ns and is clearly not random.
After steps removal the residual is more random and
the RMS deviation goes down to 4 ns. Figure 4 shows
the Allan deviation of the drift removed residual with
and without steps removal. The Allan deviation after
step removal is only 2 × 10−15 for an averaging time of
50 d.
The limited accuracy of the estimation of the rate
steps does not affect the accuracy of the prediction.
Each rate step removed from the original process to
generate the residual is compensated by an identical
rate step term used in the post-processing after the
prediction. In this sense the separation of the original process into a rate steps part and a noise residual
part is arbitrary. The requirement is that the residual
process must be as close as possible to a SSI random
process so that statistical prediction can be applied
successfully.

0

-5

x̂(t + τ1 ) = x(t) + τ1 y(t, τ1 ),
0

100

200

300
epoch /d

400

500

Figure 3: Drift removed residual of UTC-CLOCK after
removal of accidental rate steps.

(1)

where the time process x(t) is the integral of the instantaneous frequency process y(t)
Z

t

x(t) =

y(u)du,

(2)

−∞
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y(t, τ ) =

1
τ

Z

t

y(u)du.

(3)

t−τ

In the SF-1 prediction the prediction x̂(t+τ1 ) is simply
the present state x(t) of the time scale process extrapolated into the future, assuming that the initial average
rate y(t, τ1 ) will not change during the prediction interval τ1 . In the SF-1 prediction the averaging interval
of the rate is identical to the prediction interval and
the RMS error on the prediction as a function of the
prediction interval is given by the Allan deviation of
the time scale process
√
(4)
rms {(t, τ1 )} = 2τ1 σy (τ1 ).

individual prediction errors /ns

and where y(t, τ ) is the moving average of y(t) over an
averaging interval τ

10
5
0
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-10
53000

53100

53200
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MJD /d

Figure 5: Individual prediction errors obtained by applying the optimized DGSF-1 prediction algorithm to
the steps removed residual for a prediction interval of
50 d.

The DGSF-1 prediction operator, on the other hand,
is a simple generalization of the SF-1 prediction


1
τ2
x̂(t + τ1 ) = x(t) + τ1 y(t, τ2 ) + dτ12 1 +
, (5)
2
τ1

UTC(CH.R)-UTC(CH) /ns

6

where the averaging interval of the rate τ2 is different
from the prediction interval τ1 . This allows an optimization of the averaging interval τ2 to minimize the
RMS error on the prediction. d is a drift parameter
that is also optimized in order to minimize the RMS
prediction error. Its function is to compensate a deterministic drift in the time scale process.

5

Prediction Results

Figure 5 shows the sequence of all the individual prediction errors, for a prediction interval τ1 of 50 d, that
can be computed on the basis of the recorded steps removed residual. For a given prediction interval it is the
RMS value of all past predictions that is minimized for
the estimation of the optimum prediction parameters.
In the present case the optimum prediction parameters
are d = −6 × 10−3 (ns/d)/d and τ2 = 115 d. Using
the optimal prediction parameters an RMS value of the
prediction error of 5.5 ns is obtained.

6

Generation of UTC(CH.R)

UTC(CH.R) is a real-time realization of UTC(CH)
which is performed by means of the daily steering of
a DDS synthesizer which is driven by the free running
hydrogen maser. The predictive steering method is
reported in [4] and involves a prediction of the hydrogen maser time scale over a prediction interval of 1.5
d. Using the optimized DGSF-1 prediction algorithm,
the RMS prediction error obtained over this prediction
interval is 1 ns. A recording of UTC(CH.R)-UTC(CH)

4
2
0
-2

53200

53250

53300
MJD /d

53350

53400

Figure 6: UTC(CH.R)-UTC(CH).
is shown on Figure 6. Thanks to the predictive steering control algorithm the experimental RMS deviation of UTC(CH.R)-UTC(CH) is only 1.3 ns. Simulations reported in [4] predicted a RMS value of 1.9 ns.
Hence experimental performance is even better than
expected. The visible spikes are due to the transient
following each steering of UTC(CH). Just after a rate
correction of UTC(CH) the prediction of the maser vs
UTC(CH) is biased on the first day. The bias vanishes
on the next day.

7

Conclusion

After estimation and removal of the spontaneous rate
steps, the time scale of our hydrogen maser is predictable to 5.5 ns RMS over a prediction interval of
50 d. The drift and steps removed residual has an
Allan deviation of 2 × 10−15 over a 50 d averaging interval. The observation that the hydrogen maser can
have such an outstanding long-term stability without
an ACT demonstrates once more that the design of an
ACT system that actually removes the frequency drift
of the hydrogen maser without degrading its intrinsic
long-term frequency stability is a very demanding challenge. This paper shows that in some applications the
drift can be compensated by software instead of relying
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on an ACT. Unfortunately the presence of spontaneous
rate steps makes prediction more difficult. It would be
very interesting to study the physical origin of the rate
steps. The short-term predictability of the hydrogen
maser time scale is also very good as illustrated by the
performance of UTC(CH.R).
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ABSTRACT
We studied the prediction of UTC(k) time scales with
respect to UTC based on data published in Circular T
and on results of time comparisons among the UTC(k)scales obtained during the period for which the
prediction was required. Even if the predictability of
one selected scale UTC(i) was insufficient for the
envisaged application, combination with data from three
European institutes allowed to improve its predictability
considerably. The require-ments assumed were those
established for the future Galileo System Time GST, the
time scales involved were those of IEN, NPL, PTB, and
VSL. The additional time comparison data used were
those which were generated routinely, based on
TWSTFT and GPS CV.
1. INTRODUCTION
Galileo System Time (GST) shall become the time
reference for all operations internal to the future
European satellite navigation system Galileo and shall
also be useful as time reference for external users who
will access GST through the Galileo signal in space.
GST may find wide applications if it becomes a stable
and thus predictable time scale with a reasonably small
offset from International Atomic Time (TAI) and thus –
modulo an integer number of seconds – from Universal
Coordinated Time (UTC). Some details on GST will be
given in the following section. For now, one needs to
know that GST shall be realized in collaboration of the
Galileo Ground Segment and European timing institutes
under the coordination of the Galileo Time Service
Provider (GTSP). The GTSP establishment is one of the
ongoing activities pursued by the Galileo Joint
Undertaking.
In this paper we report on a study which may be helpful
to develop a simple and reliable algorithm for the
realization of GST. Our key idea is that the future GTSP
shall rely only on the standard product which each
European timing institute “k” realizes and distributes,
namely its local realization of UTC, named UTC(k).
UTC(k) is published as UTC − UTC(k) in the Circular T
of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM). Our work has been focused on the required
prediction of the offset between UTC and GST. The

proposed prediction algorithm includes the following
steps which we will detail further below:
1) Prediction of UTC – GST based on data
published
in Circular T,
2) Prediction of UTC − UTC(k) based on data
published in Circular T,
3) Measurement of GST – UTC(k) in quasi real
time,
4) Prediction of UTC – GSTf using UTC(k) as an
intermediate time scale,
5) Assessment of the quality of the prediction UTC
– UTC(k) based on historical data and
determination of a statistical weight in the
combination of inputs in step (4).
Since Circular T is published monthly, the steps 1), 2),
and 5) are repeated in the same rhythm, whereas the
steps 3) and 4) can in principle be done on a day-to-day
basis, provided that the measurement data are made
available accordingly. Our algorithm is adaptive to the
quality of data provided from month to month, and it is
open to the inclusion or suspension of institutes “k”,
whenever a new institute agrees to provide data timely
in the required format.
This paper is organized as follows. After a description
of GST itself we explain our selection of data for this
study in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5 we describe the
prediction algorithm, the time comparison data which
we used, and the results of GST prediction, respectively.
A discussion of the results and indications of shortcomings of the current study and of further work to be
done are given in the concluding section.
2. GALILEO SYSTEM TIME
Here we give a short description of the requirements
and the scheme of realization of GST. Thereby we want
to make the selection of input data and the type of
analysis understandable to the reader. GST will be a
time scale without leap seconds with a well defined and
published offset from UTC, which, however, is not
relevant in the present context. A concept of shared
responsibility regarding its realization has been adopted:
-

The Galileo Operating Company will be responsible
for systems, services, and product necessary for the
Galileo navigation mission;

-

The Galileo Time Service Provider (GTSP) will be
responsible for the additional facilities necessary to
provide a dedicated time service via Galileo.

The quality of the time service was laid down in the
following requirements (expressed in our own words):
1. GST shall be steered to TAI with a maximum offset
of 50 ns for 95% of the time (over any yearly time
interval),
2. The difference GST − TAI shall be known with an
uncertainty of 28 ns (95% confidence).
The latter requirement needs some interpretation. Due to
the nature of the realization of TAI by the BIPM Time
Section, TAI is available only in deferred time with a
maximum delay of 45 days. It is technically trivial to
ensure that the uncertainty of final GST - TAI values
which could, e. g., be published in the BIPM Circular T
is much below the required value. The problem lies in
the need to predict the difference for a full month based
on data from the past month. In this context, the above
requirement specifies the acceptable deviation between
the predicted time difference and the truth becoming
obvious some weeks later.
At least in the beginning of the system operations, GST
will be realized as a physical signal in a so-called
Precise Timing Facility (PTF) [1] which will become
part of the Galileo Ground Segment. GST will be based
on an ensemble of atomic clocks maintained at the PTF,
and will be routinely compared to several UTC(k)-time
scales of European timing institutes “k” using Two-Way
Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) and
GNSS Common View (CV) time transfer. Here GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System) stands for the US
Global Positioning System as long as the Galileo
satellite constellation is not complete. These time
transfer links will establish the relation between PTF
and the international time community. Data collected in
one institute will be forwarded to BIPM so that GST –
UTC can be calculated and published.
Further than that, the collected data shall be used in near
real-time to improve the accuracy of the prediction of
UTC – GST during the one-month period when
definitive values are not yet available. The latter process
was simulated in our study using real data collected in
the past.
Operation and evaluation of the time links,
determination of the UTC - GST time offset, prediction
of this offset for the current epoch, and advising the
PTF on the necessary frequency steering of GST are the
tasks of GTSP [2, 3]. The number and selection of
laboratories contributing in this process, and the kind of
data they should provide, is still in debate. In our study
we assumed that the number is small and, regarding the
kind of data, we chose the simplest approach: The future
GTSP shall rely only on the standard product which
each European timing institute “k” realizes and

distributes, namely its local realization of UTC, named
UTC(k).
3. SELECTION OF FICTIVE GST AND
REFERENCE TIME SCALES
As the data base for our study we wished to have
regular time scale comparison data using TWSTFT and
GPS between a few institutes over a period of about two
years. These institutes should be listed in the Circular T
so that the differences UTC − UTC(k) during the same
period are known. One UTC(k) had to be given the role
of “GST” in our study, since GST is not realized yet. It
is named GSTf in the following (f stands for fictive). As
said before, we anticipate that GST will be reported in
the BIPM Circular T as is GPS time today.
The time scales UTC(k) are typically generated in such
a way that a local frequency standard (caesium clock or
hydrogen maser) is steered in frequency so that the time
difference UTC − UTC(k) remains reasonably small,
±100 ns being a typical goal in these days. Note, that the
magnitude of this offset itself has no impact on the
usability of a certain time scale in our study. The
frequency steering applied in the laboratories needs to
be known in order to be able to predict UTC − UTC(k)
for the period following one for which data were
published in Circular T. With these data available, we
could perform the two steps
1) Prediction of UTC – GSTf based on data
published in Circular T,
2) Prediction of UTC − UTC(k) based on data
published in Circular T.
It turned out that “good” TWSTFT data, with few
interruptions, were available between four European
institutes, IEN, NPL, PTB, and VSL for the required
duration of almost two years for our simulation study.
TWSTFT data were also available for the same period
between these institutes and USNO whose UTC scale of
exceptional stability could serve as a very stable source
of excellent predictability, as will be shown later in
Section 5.6. As IEN has the particular role of providing
the experimental system time E-GST in the Galileo
System Test Bed GSTB-V1 [4, 5] whose active phase
ended with the end of 2004, UTC(IEN) seemed to be a
natural choice for the representation of GSTf in our
study. As will be shown subsequently, GSTf was not
always fully compliant with the requirements for GST
mentioned in Section 2. We shall show that prediction
of UTC − GSTf based on TWSTFT and GPS data
connecting GSTf to the other institutes can provide the
required predictability. In our study we did not address
the aspect of generating frequency steering steps, but
this is a rather easily added complexity to the prediction
algorithm.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE TIME SCALE
PREDICTION PROGRAM AND THE DATA
4. 1 Time Scale Prediction Program
The time scale prediction algorithm, briefly described in
the following, is the same as in our earlier study [6].
The basic data used in the prediction are the time
differences ΔT = UTC - UTC(k) in the Circular T of the
BIPM Time Section, “k” representing one of the
contributing timing institutes, including IEN. The
differences ΔT for a given month are made available
typically around the 15th of the following month. Thus
the requirement for prediction is as long as 45 days later
than the last published value. As the Circular T data are
given at 5-day intervals for one month we typically have
7 data points. Then there are 2 points - namely, the 5th
and the 10th of the following month, which can be
considered as dead time. Having received the Circular T
we are required to predict the ΔT for the period of one
month, starting from the 15th. The programme predicts
values at 5-day intervals, a total of 7 values for one
month, so that it is convenient to compare the predicted
numbers with the actual ones in the Circular T for the
following month. This procedure is named 7-2-7,
namely, 7 past data points, 2 dead time points, and 7
predicted points in the future. Depending on the noise
type present in the UTC(k) scale typically three kinds of
prediction strategy can be adopted for the 7 future
points. These are:
1. Last Value Prediction (LV) - Here all the predicted
7 future points are set equal to the last value for the
previous month as given in the Circular T. This is
considered optimum in the case of white frequency noise
and zero mean frequency offset.
2. Linear Prediction (Lin) - In this case the values of
the 7 future points are predicted to be a linear
extrapolation of ΔT starting from the last value of the
previous month, and with a slope determined by the first
and the last value for the previous month.
3. Linear Least-Squares Fit (Linsq) - This is the same
as in the Lin case except that the slope is determined by
the least square fit to all the 7 points of the previous
month. Lin and Linsq are considered closer to optimum
when there is a significant frequency offset between
UTC and UTC(k).
The prediction interval and the past interval containing
the data were chosen as of equal duration. In our earlier
study we showed that the use of 5 or 9 points (instead of
7) for the linear prediction was not in general favorable.
The algorithm also takes into account intentional rate
changes introduced in the UTC(k), by altering the slope
of the predicted 7 points. The information on the steering
performed is available from the BIPM ftp time server as
Notes to the UTC - UTC(k) data. However, we have
obtained the complete steering information from the

participating institutes, as it was noticed that the list
reported by BIPM was not always complete.
4. 2 Short description of TWSTFT and GPS data
The stations involved performed TWSTFT in coordination by the CCTF Working Group on TWSTFT.
At each of the stations, named A and B for now, a
characteristic PRN spread spectrum signal, synchronous
with the local 1 PPS time references T(RefA,B) is
generated on a 70 MHz intermediate frequency. It is upconverted to the RF region (Ku-band, up link at
14 GHz) and transmitted to a geo-stationary telecommunication satellite. This was the IS-706 until
September 2003, and the IS-903, both of Intelsat,
afterwards. At the satellite, the signal is translated to the
downlink frequency (12 GHz) and sent back to earth.
The time of arrival (TOA) of the PRN coded signal
from station A (B) is determined at station B (A) by
cross-correlation of the received and the downconverted PRN signal with a local replica of the same
PRN code, synchronous with the local reference clock.
TOA measurements were made each second during
sessions of two minutes per station pair. The time
differences exhibit a 1 σ - standard deviation of
typically 400 ps to 700 ps. At the end of a session, a
quadratic fit is done to the data and the fitted TOA
midpoint values (including the propagation delays) are
exchanged. This allows calculation of the quantity of
interest, T(RefA) - T(RefB), as explained by Kirchner [7]
and in an ITU-R Recommendation [8]. During most of
the time covered by our study, TWSTFT sessions were
performed nominally once per day or, more recently,
four times per day. If appropriate, daily mean values
were calculated for our study. The data sets contain very
few gaps in the sense that no data were available for a
day with MJD ending in 4 and 9. The gaps could have
been closed by interpolation, but this was not done. To
give an example, there are no TWSTFT data available
for GSTf prediction at Modified Julian Dates (MJD)
52864 to 52874, so that such data points are missing in
Figure 3.
The GPS data used were generated from C/A code L1
receivers at IEN and PTB. The equipment at PTB was
upgraded during the study period, so that during the last
12 months about 80 GPS common view observations
were recorded per day whereas this number was only 45
in the initial period. All individual observations were
post-processed by BIPM using precise operational
satellite ephemerides and ionosphere maps provided by
the International GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS) in
the same way as all single frequency GPS links are
treated by BIPM. In the future, one could use GPS data
generated from dual-frequency geodetic receivers which
are processed according to the TAI P3 scheme [9]. Such
data could be available on a day-to-day basis as required
for the application in mind, but have a similar quality as
the post-processed data used here.

The period of simulation chosen was constrained to 550
days, between May, 2003 and October, 2004, by the
availability of TWSTFT data from all the chosen
institutes. The data available to us had been evaluated
with PTB as the pivotal institute, i.e., the data were of
the form [UTC(PTB) - UTC(k)]TW. However, for the
present study we needed to get the links to IEN. This
was achieved with a simple transformation as follows:
[UTC(k) - GSTf]TW =[UTC(PTB) – GSTf]TW –
[UTC(PTB) - UTC(k)]TW (1)

little difference for the Lin or Linsq predictions. Based
on these observations, we decided to uniformly adopt
the 7-2-7 Lin prediction strategy for the present work.

80
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5. SIMULATION OF PREDICTION AND
RESULTS
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This transformation adds some extra noise which is,
however, negligible compared to the instability of the
time scales involved.
5. 1 Selecting the Right Prediction Strategy
The prediction algorithm, as described in Section 4.1,
was applied to the Circular T data over the period of the
study. The different prediction strategies adopted,
namely, LV, Lin, and Linsq, lead to different results.
This is illustrated in Fig.1 where we show the published
UTC − GSTf data (connected dots) along with the
predicted values with different strategies. The prediction
errors are shown in Fig. 2 as the difference between the
published UTC − GSTf data and the predicted values
for the three different cases. Using these series of error
values we could work out the standard deviation σ, the
mean deviation, and the maximum and minimum
deviations which we consider as useful statistical
measures to enable us to select the right prediction
strategy.
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53150
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Fig. 2 Errors of prediction of UTC - GSTf, using Lin
(symbol z), Linsq (symbol ), and LV strategies (symbol ).
Table 1 Statistics of the errors with different prediction
strategies
7-2-7

σ, ns

mean, ns

PTB LV
PTB Lin
PTB Linsq
NPL LV
NPL Lin
NPL Linsq
VSL LV
VSL Lin
VSL Linsq
GSTf LV
GSTf Lin
GSTf Linsq

8.7
12.7
12.5
15.8
8.2
8.0
28.2
19.9
20.5
27.9
18.6
17.9

-0.3
3.0
1.6
0.7
5.3
5.8
-1.0
3.5
4.0
4.4
3.3
5.4

max diff,
ns
24.6
37.1
28.8
33.5
22.2
21.0
66.3
73.2
79.6
53.0
56.3
59.3

min diff,
ns
-17.2
-20.0
-25.3
-63.2
-1.7
-2.9
-68.2
-33.3
-24.2
-74.8
-53.9
-46.2

5. 2 Simulated Prediction of GSTf including TWSTFT
data
The prediction results for GSTf have already been
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and the statistics of the errors
given in Table 1. Now we include steps 3) and 4), as
given in the Introduction:
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Fig. 1 Predictions of UTC - GSTf (z plus line) using 7-2-7
Lin (symbol ), Linsq (symbol ), and LV strategies (symbol
).

In Table 1 we show the prediction error statistics for
each of the time scales for all the prediction strategies,
LV, Lin, and Linsq, over the entire chosen period. LV
had been found the optimum prediction strategy for
UTC(PTB) in [6], but here LV gave higher values of σ
for all three other time scales. The results have very

3) Measurement of GST – UTC(k) in quasi real
time,
4) Combination of steps (2) and (3) to predict
UTC − GST in real time.
The prediction of GSTf is now done via the UTC(k)scale as an intermediate scale by using the time link
between IEN and k using the following relation:
Predicted [UTC − GSTf] = Predicted[UTC − UTC(k)] +
[UTC(k) − GSTf]TW or GPS . (2)
Fig. 3 shows the results of these individual predictions
of UTC − GSTf using TWSTFT data. The statistics of
the errors are shown in Table 2. Significant scatter of

the individual predictions are visible in Fig.3 and the
error statistics given in Table 2 contains still
unacceptably high value of the standard deviations σ.
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Fig. 4 Average prediction of UTC - GSTf (z plus line) via
UTC(PTB), UTC(NPL), UTC(VSL) and itself using TWSTFT
links ( plus lines).
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Table 3 Statistics of error of GSTf average predictions
Fig. 3 Prediction of UTC - GSTf (z plus line) via
UTC(PTB) (symbol O), UTC(NPL) (symbol ), UTC(VSL)
(symbol ) and itself (symbol ) using TWSTFT data.
Table 2 Statistics of errors of GSTf predicted via TWSTFT to
three timing institutes

GSTf Lin
Predicted via
PTB
Predicted via
NPL
Predicted via
VSL

σ, ns

mean, ns

Max diff, ns

18.6

3.3

56.3

min diff,
ns
-53.9

12.9

3.3

37.1

-19.4

8.6

6.7

22.3

-2.3

18.3

3.8

70.0

-31.1

5. 3 Average Prediction
A simple way to improve the prediction accuracy is to
take an average of the individual predictions. In case of
the absence of predicted data points via one or more
UTC labs (mainly due to the absence of TWSTFT data)
we have taken the average of the remaining ones. The
average prediction is shown in Fig. 4 where a smoothing
effect is immediately apparent. There is one point at
MJD= 53004 which is clearly way off. This happens to
be a day when no TWSTFT data were available and so
the average is equal to the direct prediction of GSTf.
The error statistics, the first line in Table 3, also reflects
this single outlier and we get σ = 9.4 ns and mean =
3.9 ns. Using the data of the GPS link to PTB for this
particular day removes this outlier, giving rise to line 2
in Table 3.

Average Prediction
Aver. Prediction:
Outlier removed
Weighted t Aver.
Prediction
Weighted Aver.
Prediction, outlier
removed

σ, ns

mean, ns

9.4

3.5

max diff,
ns
19.5

min diff,
ns
-53.9

7.8
8.9

4.1
4.3

19.5
19.5

-15.5
-53.9

7.4

4.6

19.5

-12.7

5. 4 Weighted Average Prediction
A further improvement can be expected when the
individual predictions are combined with individual
statistical weights, mentioned earlier as step 5):
5) Assessment of the quality of the prediction
UTC – UTC(k) based on historical data and
determination of a statistical weight in the
combination of inputs in step (4).
It has been observed that the prediction accuracy is
inversely related to the stability of the UTC scale used.
To a first order we can define the weights Wk of UTC(k)
as
§ 1 ·
¸
2¸
© σk ¹

W k = ¨¨

§ 1 ·
¸
2¸ ,
© σk ¹

¦ ¨¨
k

(3)

where the variances σk are the instabilities of the
different time scales as given in Table 2. We used these
to determine a weighted average prediction of GSTf.
This is shown in Fig. 5 and the corresponding statistics
is given in lines 3 and 4 of Table 3. There is not a
remarkable improvement compared to the case of
simple average since the σk are not greatly different and
also because of the number of participants in the
average being rather few. In line 4 of Table 3 we give
the result corrected for the one outlier at MJD 53004.
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Fig. 5 Weighted average predictions of UTC - GSTf (z
plus line) via UTC(PTB), UTC(NPL), UTC(VSL) and itself
using TWSTFT links (symbol  plus line).

5. 5 Prediction Using the GPS link
We have carried out the prediction simulations in the
previous subsections using the TWSTFT time links. It is
important to consider time links using GPS (or Galileo
in the future) as an alternative. We have not repeated the
entire simulation exercise by replacing the TWSTFT
data with GPS data. Instead, we have just done the
prediction of GSTf via PTB using the GPS link, as a
representative case. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and
the statistics are given in Table 4. These are very similar
to the results shown in Table 2 using the TWSTFT link.
It is clear then that GPS could be used as an alternate
link to TWSTFT, or indeed as a supplementary link, to
provide redundancy.

Table 5 Statistics of errors of GSTf predicted via USNO
using TWSTFT link
7-2-7 Lin

σ, ns

mean, ns

Predicted via
USNO

max diff,
ns

min diff,
ns

4.6

0.3

7.8

-14.7

100
80
60
UTC-GSTf, ns

100

5. 6 Prediction of GSTf via USNO
UTC(USNO) is known as a stable time scale which
could be used as an ultimate reference for prediction
with high accuracy. TWSTFT data between USNO and
PTB was available for our period of simulation. Using
(1) we could then get the relation between UTC(USNO)
and GSTf using TWSTFT. The GSTf predicted via
USNO using the same scheme as before, namely, 7-2-7
Lin strategy, is shown in Fig.7. The statistics for the
errors for this case, given in Table 5, are clearly
indicative of the excellent predictability of UTC(USNO)
and serve as a benchmark for what can be obtained once
a superior UTC(k) time scale (or more than one), e. g.
based on advanced primary clocks, would be available
in European timing institutes.
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Fig. 7 Prediction of UTC - GSTf (red dots plus line) via
UTC(USNO) using TWSTFT data (symbol  plus line).
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Fig. 6 Prediction of UTC - GSTf (z plus line) via PTB
using GPS data (symbol +).

Table 4 Statistics of errors of GSTf predicted via PTB using
GPS data
7-2-7

σ, ns

mean,
ns

max diff,
ns

min diff,
ns

Predicted
via PTB

13.2

3.4

34.5

-24.9

Among the tasks of a national timing institute “k” is the
realization of its local UTC(k) time scale and its
steering towards the international UTC. Additionally, it
may be requested to predict the time difference UTC –
UTC(k) for the period when this information is not yet
available due to the production of UTC in deferred time.
Usually, those tasks are performed autonomously, i. e.,
based on the data provided in the BIPM Circular T and
internal records of the performance of the clocks
involved in the generation of UTC(k). The prediction of
UTC − GST where GST is the future Galileo System
Time would constitute a similar activity. Assuming that
the GST stability is not perfect due to limitations in the
equipment used for its generation it may be wise to
draw upon available UTC(k) time scales for improving
the predictability. We have shown that indeed the
prediction based on data available in real time in
addition to the historical Circular T data may be helpful.

Our prediction algorithm requires only data which are
readily available:
1.
2.
3.

UTC – GST as to be published in Circular T,
UTC − UTC(k) published in Circular T,
Measurement of GST – UTC(k) in quasi real
time,

so that the co-ordinating effort to obtain these data is
minimized. We have shown in Section 5.3 and 5.4 that
the access to the three time scales produced by NPL,
PTB, and VSL would already be sufficient to fulfill the
predictability requirement. In the meantime the
institutes SYRTE in France (Observatoire de Paris), and
METAS in Switzerland are participating in routine
TWSTFT comparisons, both equipped with high quality
atomic frequency standards. As we have shown in
section 5.5 that also GPS common view data would be
possibly sufficient for the purpose, it becomes clear that
several more European institutes could in principle
provide the required information based on GPS data
only and would still increase the reliability of the
dedicated timing service to be provided by Galileo.
In details, our study could have been refined in several
points. One could select the optimum time scale
prediction method for each participating time scale
separately so that optimum use would be made of the
information at hand. This selection could be repeated
periodically, and the statistical weights assigned would
have to be adapted accordingly.
We produced a time difference prediction only for one
out of five days as this allowed immediate comparison
with Circular T data. Of course, in real operations one
point per day would be required.
We have still dismissed the question of how to limit the
offset UTC − GSTf to well within ±50 ns. Actually the
required frequency steering needs to be taken into
account when making the predictions. It is considered a
separate task to define an algorithm for this steering
since a compromise must be found between small
deviation from zero and increase of frequency
instability of GST due to aggressive steering.
Last not least, we would like to point again to the fact
that an ultimately stable reference could allow an almost
perfect prediction, as is indicated by the results given in
Section 5.6. It is very likely that a time scale based on
an active hydrogen maser steered in frequency towards
a cold-atom primary frequency standard could have a
similar performance as UTC(USNO). Already today
several European institutes (IEN, METAS, NPL,
SYRTE, PTB) are close to having the required
equipment operational which would be needed to
generate such a time scale.
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EVALUATION OF INFLUENCE DUE TO THE
OPERATIONAL DEAD TIME OF AN ATOMIC FOUNTAIN
FREQUENCY STANDARD AT NMIJ
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National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ)/AIST, AIST Tsukuba Central 3, Ibaraki 305-8563, Japan
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National Metrology Institute of Japan has two commercial
hydrogen masers (HM), one of which is used to link an
atomic fountain frequency standard to International Atomic
Time. The other is used to monitor a frequency stability of the
HMs. If we operate the atomic fountain frequency standard
for a day of five days scheduled by BIPM, the uncertainty due
to dead time is estimated to be 2.1x10-15.

UTC(NMIJ) and a hydrogen maser (HM) which is used as a
flywheel. This comparison is carried out continuously by
phase comparison, which provides the frequency difference
over a time interval of 5 days between UTC(NMIJ) and HM,
Gfl2. The noise level of this comparison is 1.5x10-15/day and
negligible. The third link gives the frequency difference over
a time interval of 5 days between HM and AFFS, Gfl3. If the
AFFS is operated continuously in the scheduled five days, the
noise level of this link is also negligible like the second link.
Finally, one can obtain the frequency difference over a time
interval of 5days between TAI and AFFS, Gf, as

1 Introduction

Gf

Abstract

G f l1  G f l 2  G f l 3 .

(1)

For the purpose of keeping the International Atomic
Time(TAI) with smaller deviation from the SI second, it is
UTC(NMIJ)
TAI
necessary that calibration data of TAI using primary
Gfl1 =f(TAI) - f(UTC(NMIJ))
frequency standards are reported to BIPM. Presently, at
hydrogen
National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ), the primary
maser
frequency standard employing an atomic fountain method
Gfl2 =f(UTC(NMIJ)) - f(HM)
show considerably small uncertainty, which reaches low level
-15
atomic
of the order of 10 [1]. When we compare the frequency of
fountain
the atomic fountain frequency standard (AFFS) and that of
Gfl3=f(HM) - f(AF)
TAI, we have to estimate the uncertainty due to the
operational dead time of AFFS, since it is not easy to operate
it continuously for five days at the moment because of its AFFS; atomic fountain frequency standard HM; hydrogen maser
complexity. Currently, National Institute of Standard and
UTC; coordinated universal time
Technology (NIST) and Bureau National de MetrologieTAI; international atomic time
Systems de Reference Temps-Espace (BNM-SYRTE)
published their own method to evaluate the uncertainty Figure 1. Block diagram of link from the atomic fountain
caused by AFFS’s dead time [2,3]. In the present work,
frequency standard to International Atomic Time at NMIJ
referring to these two reports, we estimate the statistical
uncertainty due to the operational dead time of AFFS at NMIJ.

3 Hydrogen masers

2 Link between TAI and AFFS
The time and frequency link to TAI consists of three
comparisons in NMIJ, as shown in Fig. 1. The first link is a
remote comparison using GPS and TWSTFT between TAI
and UTC(NMIJ) which is kept by Cs atomic clocks. This is
managed by BIPM and the comparison results are reported
every five days regularly. As a result, one can obtain the
frequency difference over a time interval of 5 days between
TAI and UTC(NMIJ), Gfl1. The uncertainty due to this link is
originated from the noise of the link itself, which is estimated
to be 1x10-15/month by BIPM. The second link is between

NMIJ uses two commercial HMs (RH401A; Anritsu Corp.)
not only as a flywheel oscillator of AFFS but also as a
reference oscillator for evaluation of the frequency stability
and accuracy of AFFS. The better frequency stability HM has,
the more effective the accuracy evaluation is, and moreover,
the smaller uncertainty due to the operational dead time is.
From these reasons, it is important that HMs show as good
performance as possible. For this purpose, two HMs are set
up at a room where the temperature and humidity is
controlled precisely (Fig. 2). The controlled temperature is 23
o
C ± 0.5 oC (RMS), and the controlled humidity is 51 % ±
1 %(RMS). The 5 MHz and 10 MHz signals from HMs is
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Figure 3. The behaviour of the frequency difference between
two HMs during two months.
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Figure 2. Two commercial hydrogen masers
provided through a distribution amplifier (HPDA-15RM/B;
Spectra Dynamics Inc.).The phases of signals from AFFS and
two HMs are compared by using two vector volt meters
(Hewlett-Packard; 8508A). These results are stored in a
personal computer. The phase comparison between two HMs
is carried out continuously in order to observe the possible
frequency change and measure the frequency stability.
Furthermore, the time deviations during two HMs and
UTC(NMIJ) are compared through 1 pps signals by the time
interval counter (Hewlett-Packard; 5370B) once a day, the
results of which are reported to BIPM once a month. Figure 3
shows the frequency difference over a time interval of 1 day
between two HMs, which is obtained from the data of the
time deviations for approximately two month (2004/8/11-10/7,
MJD 53228-53285). The observed frequency fluctuation in
peak-to-peak is approximately 1x10-14, which is preferable.
On the basis of the observed data, the Allan standard
deviation Vy(Wday) is well described as a function of Wday-1/2 that
is characteristic of white frequency noise, and thus the
following relation

V y W day

2.3 u1015 u

1

W day

(2)

is obtained, as is shown in Fig. 4, where Wday is expressed in 1
day unit.

-16

10

5 6

1

2

3

4 5 6

10
Average time Wday (day)

2

3

Figure 4. Allan standard deviation obtained from comparison
data between two HMs.

4 Uncertainty due to the operational dead time
of an atomic fountain frequency standard
In this section, we first describe the statistical expression to
estimate the uncertainty due to the operational dead time of
AFFS. Next, we apply it for the observed data shown in Fig. 3
and estimate the uncertainty due to the dead time. For this
purpose a few definitions and assumptions are introduced in
the following.
I. f i TAI and f i HM represent the frequency over a
time interval of one day in TAI and HM respectively, where
subscription i that ranges between 1 and 5 means the ith day
in the scheduled 5 days.
II. f AFFS

is defined as the frequency over a time

interval of one day in AFFS. It is assumed that this
frequency does not show a statistical noise, and is constant
for five days. The statistical noise is included by Type A
uncertainty of AFFS.
III. It is assumed that the first and second links are so tight
that the frequency difference, Gfl1, Gfl2, are given without
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uncertainty due to the dead time. The uncertainty of the first
link is investigated and announced by BIPM. The
uncertainty of the second link is clear, as is already
described in Sec. 2. Therefore, the frequency difference
over a time interval of 5 days between TAI and HM, Gfl12, is
obtained from the following equation,

G fl12 G fl1  G f l 2

1 5
¦ ^ fi TAI  fi HM `. (3)
5i1

When AFFS is operated for five days continuously, the
frequency difference over a time interval of 5 days, Gfl3, is
expressed by

G fl 3

1 5
¦ ^ fi HM  f AFFS ` . (4)
5i1

From Eq. (3) and (4), the frequency difference over a time
interval of 5 days between TAI and AFFS, Gf, without the
dead time is expressed as

Gf

G fl12  G fl 3

1 5
¦ ^ fi TAI  f AFFS
5i1

`

(5)

This is idealistic case, and then Gf is independent of the
frequencies of HMs.
On the other hand, when the AFFS is operated on the 1st
day of five days, the frequency difference between HM and
AFFS, Gfl3’, is given by

two independent HMs. One of example for the estimation is
shown in Tab. 1, which shows the frequency difference
between two HMs from 53249 to 53278(MJD). The first
column represents index of the ith day of the scheduled five
days. The forth column shows the calculated frequency
difference from that of the first day (i=1). The sixth column
shows the calculated value followed by the second term in Eq.
(8). When we calculated RMS of 6 samples shown in sixth
column, we obtained 2.0x10-15.
By using this method, we calculated the RMS of the second
term in Eq. (8), assuming that AFFS is operated only on the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th day of five days, where all of the data of
frequency difference between two HMs (MJD 53228-53285)
shown in Fig. 3 is used. The calculated result is 2.1x10-15,
which shows uncertainty due to the operational dead time,
when AFFS is operated for a day of the five days.
We can confirm a validity of this method by comparing to
the method used in NIST, which is derived by T. E. Parker et,
al [2]. From Ref. [2], once the frequency stability of the
flywheel V\y(T) is given, the uncertainty Vd(T,W) due to the
operational dead time is determined by the following equation,

V d T ,W

§T ·
¨  1¸V y T .
©W
¹

(9)

In the Eq. (9), T is measurement interval, and W is live time
in the third link. These notations are the same as those used in
Ref. [2]. When we use V\y(T) =2.3x10-15xT-1/2 of Eq. (2), T=5
G f l 3c f1 HM  f AFFS
days, W=1day, Vd(T=5,W=1) is calculated to be 2.1x10-15, from
(6)
1 5
Eq. (9), which is in good agreement with our estimated value.
f1 HM  f AFFS .
Figure
5 shows the uncertainty Vd(T,W=1) as a function of
5i1
measurement interval T, together with the value obtained
By using Gfl3’, the frequency difference with the dead time, from the statistical method described here. The values from
Gf ’, is derived as follows,
two methods have good correspondence. This is because the
frequency fluctuations of HMs in this experiment are
c
G f c G fl12  G f l 3
approximately expressed by the white frequency noise. When
1 5
flicker-frequency or random-walk frequency are dominant
fi TAI  f i HM  f1 HM  f AFFS . the
for
1 < T < from 10 to 20 days, we have to use other
5i1
equations
of Vd(T,W) specialized for such types of noise.
(7)
The frequency difference with the dead time,Gf ’, is rewritten
5 Conclusions
by using Gf in Eq. (5) as

¦^

`

¦^

G fc G f 

`

1 5
¦ ^ fi HM  f1 HM
5i1

` . (8)

The second term in Eq. (8) gives the error in the frequency
difference with the dead time Gf ’. This error is originated
from the fact that the frequency over a time interval of one
day for i=1 does not correspond to the frequency over a time
interval of 5 days in HM. As a result, this error is dependent
on the frequency stability of HM that is used as flywheel, and
gives the uncertainty due to the dead time in the third link.
Equation (8) was derived on the basis of the assumption that
only 1st day is live time: live time means the time interval
during which AFFS is compared with HM. When AFFS is
operated only on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th or 5th day, Eq. (8) is easily
modified for appropriate equations.
Here, we estimate the frequency fluctuation of the HM,
which results in the error of the frequency difference with the
dead time, Gf ’, by using the frequency difference between

We reported the present status of the time and frequency
link from our AFFS to TAI. Currently, we can estimate the
uncertainty due to the operational dead time of AFFS by
observing the frequency fluctuation between two commercial
HMs whose noises show white frequency noise. The
uncertainty due to the dead time of AFFS is estimated to be
2.1x10-15, when AFFS is operated for one day of the
scheduled five days.
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i

MJD

DATE

Frequency difference
between two HMs

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

53249
53250
53251
53252
53253
53254
53255
53256
53257
53258
53259
53260
53261
53262
53263
53264
53265
53266
53267
53268
53269
53270
53271
53272
53273
53274
53275
53276
53277
53278

2004/9/1
2004/9/2
2004/9/3
2004/9/4
2004/9/5
2004/9/6
2004/9/7
2004/9/8
2004/9/9
2004/9/10
2004/9/11
2004/9/12
2004/9/13
2004/9/14
2004/9/15
2004/9/16
2004/9/17
2004/9/18
2004/9/19
2004/9/20
2004/9/21
2004/9/22
2004/9/23
2004/9/24
2004/9/25
2004/9/26
2004/9/27
2004/9/28
2004/9/29
2004/9/30

8.68E-14
8.68E-14
8.56E-14
8.56E-14
9.38E-14
8.56E-14
8.45E-14
8.91E-14
9.38E-14
8.80E-14
8.80E-14
8.91E-14
9.14E-14
8.56E-14
9.03E-14
8.80E-14
8.45E-14
9.03E-14
8.80E-14
9.03E-14
8.45E-14
8.91E-14
8.80E-14
8.80E-14
9.14E-14
8.91E-14
8.68E-14
9.26E-14
8.45E-14
8.80E-14

fi(HM)-f1 (HM) 6{fi (HM)-f1(HM)}/5
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
-1.16E-15
-1.16E-15
6.94E-15
0.00E+00
-1.16E-15
3.47E-15
8.10E-15
2.31E-15
0.00E+00
1.16E-15
3.47E-15
-2.31E-15
2.31E-15
0.00E+00
-3.47E-15
2.31E-15
0.00E+00
2.31E-15
0.00E+00
4.63E-15
3.47E-15
3.47E-15
6.94E-15
0.00E+00
-2.31E-15
3.47E-15
-4.63E-15
-1.16E-15

9.26E-16

2.5E-15

9.E-16

2.E-16

3.7E-15

-9.E-16

>6{fi (HM)-f1(HM)}/5]^2 =2.0x10-15

Table 1. Example for statistical estimation of the uncertainty
due to the dead time of the third link
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Figure 5. Uncertainty from Eq. (8) (full line); Uncertainty
from statistical method (plot)
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Abstract
The first Japanese Quasi-Zenith satellite (QZS) will
be launched FY 2008. The QZS System (QZSS) is
developed as an integrated satellite service system for
communications, broadcasting, and positioning for
mobile users in throughout specified regions in Japan
from a high angle of elevation. The purpose of the
satellite positioning system using QZS is to
complement and augment the GPS. The national
institutes concerned have been developing the
positioning system since 2003 and intend to carry out
experiments and research three years after the launch.
National
Institute
of
Information
and
Communications Technology (NICT) is currently
developing a precise time management system of the
QZSS, such as the space-borne hydrogen maser (SHM)
atomic clock, the space-borne time transfer subsystem,
and same ground facilities for the QZSS. As the orbitdetermination accuracy of the satellite with this system
is required to be about 1m, it is necessary to
synchronize atomic clocks both satellites and ground
stations in the sub ns range. Time management stations
for the QZSS will be kept by the UTC(NICT). The
concept design for the time management system for the
QZSS was has been completed and we are developing
engineering models for this system.

purposes of the satellite positioning system using QZS
is to complement and augment the GPS [1]. The
national institutes concerned have been developing the
positioning system since 2003 and intend to carry out
experiments and research three years after the launch.
The NICT and the JAXA already developed the onboard high-precision time comparison equipment [2]
for Engineering Test Satellite VIII (ETS-8) which is
planned to be launched in FY 2005. The NICT has also
conducted Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency
Transfer (TWSTFT) using a geostationary satellite [3]
and developed a new MODEM for it. The time
management system for QZSS is based on those
experiences. The NICT is mainly in charge of
developing a timing system for the satellite positioning
system using QZS, such as the on-board hydrogen
maser atomic clock and the precise time management
system of the QZSS. This paper introduces time
management system for satellite positioning system

satellite 1
satellite 2

1. Introduction
The Japanese government and a Japanese company
(Advanced Space Business Corporation; ASBC) are
planning to launch three QZSs around 2008 at inclined.
The QZSS is developed as an integrated satellite
service system for communications, broadcasting, and
positioning for mobile users in throughout specified
regions of Japan from a high angle of elevation. The

satellite 3

Figure 1. Example of the footprint of the three
QZSs. (asymmetrical figure “8”)
eccentricity = 0.1, inclination = 45 degree
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GEO’s
elevation

Federation of Economic Organizations.
The Japanese government and a Japanese company
ASBC began to study the QZSS from FY2003, and
was planning to launch the first QZS around 2008 to
achieve inclined quasi-zenith orbit. Figure 1 shows an
example of the footprint of the satellites [5]. In that
case, the minimum elevation reaches 78 degrees in
Tokyo, for example. It is, therefore, significant merit to
both communications and positioning for users located
in mid-latitude. The QZSS is developed as an
integrated satellite service system for communications,
broadcasting, and positioning for mobile users in
specified regions of Japan from a high angle of
elevation. The purpose of the satellite positioning
system using QZS is to complement and augment the
GPS. The experiments of the satellite positioning
system using QZS will be conducted by the institutes
concerned for three years.
Figure 2 is a sample photograph of the orbit of the
QZS viewed from the ground in Tokyo. At least one of
two or more satellites located within the outer circle of
buildings in the figure can service roads to an elevation
of 70 degrees or more.

elevation 70°

Orbit of QZS

Figure 2. Sample Photograph of orbit of QZS
viewed from ground in Tokyo
using the QZSS.

2. QZSS

3. Positioning System

The idea for a satellite using quasi-zenith orbit was
proposed by NICT in 1972 [4]. This is an elliptical
orbit with an inclination of 45 degrees to provide a
high elevation to users located in mid-latitude regions
like a Japan. The project to study the use of satellite
using quasi-zenith orbit has been proposed by the

Figure 3 is an overview of the positioning system of
t he QZSS. As the on-board system, ASBC is in charge
of manufacturing the bus system and the
communications service part of the on-board
equipment, while JAXA and NICT are in charge of

on-board positioning equipment

Satellite

time transfer subsystem

GPS satellites

precise orbit
determination

Rb/Cs clocks

L-band navigation
signal generator

SHM

Ku-band transponder for
positioning mission

USNO
GPS RX

SLR

monitor stations

time
management
station

high precision
time transfer link
UTC(NICT)

precise orbit determination
other organizations
NOAA etc.

master control station
orbit determination

system operation unit

integrity & monitoring

correction data generator

electronic
ref. points

Ground experiment system
(NICT)

tracking & control

(JAXA)

(GSI etc.)

Figure 3. Overview of positioning system of QZSS
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surround the cavity may in turn be made smaller, and
the entire hydrogen maser can be made to be small and
lightweight. In this point of view, we have developed a
sapphire-loaded cavity, which is shown in Figure 4. It
is 161.9mm in diameter and 161.9mm high, and its
volume is reduced by 1/7 compared to a conventional
maser cavity that is about 300mm in diameter and
300mm high.
In order to miniaturize the BBM, the metallic
cylinder of the cavity is also used as the vacuum
enclosure in the new design. The new design
minimizes the use of outgassing materials in vacuum,
which results in improved lifetime of SHM. With this
new design, the weight of BBM, shown in Figure 5, is
reduced from 72kg to 52.6kg, compared to prototype
model.

Figure 4. Structure of the sapphire loaded cavity.
Stroage volume
Sapphire cylinder
Cavity cylinder
Static magnetic field coil
Magnetic shield
Loop antenna

5 Time Management System
5.1 Structure of Time Management System

aramid honeycomb
Cavity base
(aluminum honeycomb + aluminum)
Getter pump
State selection Magnet
Collimator
Hydrogen storage tank
RF discharge tube
Ion pump

Figure 5. BBM structure of SHM.
manufacturing the positioning system.
As the ground system, ASBC is in charge of
manufacturing the feeder link station and satellite
control station. JAXA, NICT, and the other institutes
are in charge of manufacturing the master control
stations (MCS) and the Time Management Stations
(TMS) for the main and sub-stations, and monitoring
stations that use the positioning system. Each
organization is in charge of other systems as well.

4. Space-borne Hydrogen Maser

Figure 6 has an overview of the proposed time
management system, which is within the bold line. The
positioning system of QZS has:
- Three on-board atomic clocks (two Cs and/or Rb and
a hydrogen maser),
- L-band transmitters for positioning signals (L1, L2,
L5, and an original signal compatible with
modernization GPS),
- Ku-band transmitters and receivers for time transfer,
and
- A precise time comparison unit (TCU).
Ground facilities for the positioning system using QZS
are composed of:
- Two MCS to control the whole positioning system,
- Monitoring stations to determine the satellite orbit
(approximately ten stations both nationally and
internationally), and
- Two TMS for time management.

ＱＺＳ
positioning
signal
generater

atomic
clock
ＴＣＵ

Ku-band
TX, RX

Ku-band
antenna

L-band TX

L-band
antenna

A Bread Board Model of space-borne hydrogen
maser (SHM) for the satellite positioning system using
ＣＳ
Quasi-Zenith Satellite System has been developed.
ＧＰＳ
Analysis and experiments for technical problems such
as miniaturization, achievement of long life,
mechanical vibration proof, and space environment
characteristics have been performed and technical data
sub
main
monitoring
necessary for EM development have been obtained.
ＭＣＳ
ＴＭＳ
ＴＭＳ
stations
The most signicant factor determining the
dimensions of the hydrogen maser is size of the cavity
resonator. If the cavity can be reduced in size, the Figure 6. Overview of proposed time management
system.
vacuum enclosure and the magnetic shields that
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5.2 Differences and Interoperability with GPS

5.3 Necessary precision of time keeping

A characteristic difference between the QZSS and
the GPS is its orbit, which is elliptical with an
eccentricity of about 0.1. Its altitude is also different,
which means the rotation period and the velocity
around the earth also differ. A lower altitude and a
larger velocity produce delay due to the relativistic
effect. The average difference can be compensated by
shifting the frequency of the on-board clock
beforehand. However, the eccentricity causes large
delay at the perigee and small delay at the apogee. The
change in delay experienced by a QZS in one day is
much larger than that of GPS. The effect to the
positioning caused by the delay change is expected to
be compensated by receivers.
The reference clock in the TMS will be maintained
precisely and continuously by referring to UTC
(NICT), which is linked to UTC (USNO), the basis of
GPS time, by using TWSTFT method. Consequently,
the QZSS time is expected to be maintained to the GPS
time with a precision of about 3 ns rms over any 24hour period. Providing precise time comparison with
an independent method helps precise orbit
determination.
NICT discussed the concept of timing compatibility
for GPS and QZSS with USNO and GPS JPO. QZSS is
to adopt the same method of counting seconds as GPS.
QZSS will therefore have the same numbering for
seconds as GPS (without adding a leap second). The
GPS to QZSS time offset will be provided to users by
coefficients that have been included in the QZSS
navigation message to support compatibility between
GPS and QZSS. Each QZS clock will be steered from
the TMS.

As the accuracy of determining the orbit of the QZS
is required to be about one meter, it is necessary to
synchronize the on-board atomic clocks and ground
stations within 1ns. Consequently, a TWSTFT method
is used for these time comparison. Time management
stations for the QZSS will be kept through UTC
(NICT). The TMS compares many atomic clocks and
these are:
- Time comparison between on-board atomic clocks
and those of the TMS,
- Time comparison between monitoring-station atomic
clocks and the TMS, and
- Time comparison between main-TMS and the subTMS atomic clocks.
The on-board Time Transfer Subsystem (TTS) is
installed on the QZS, the main functions of which are:
- Time comparison between the satellite and ground
stations,
- Time comparison between the satellite’s on-board
clocks, and
- Transponder for time comparison between ground
stations

Cs or Rb

10.23MHz

Figure 7 is a block diagram of the on-board
equipment used for the positioning system. The TTS’s
range is within the chain line, and is used for highly
accurate time transfer between ground stations, and
between ground stations and the satellite. It will have
the following functions and equipment, which can be
unified to achieve its other purposes. The TTS has

L-band TX
on-borad
control
computer

synthesizer

Cs or Rb

6. Functions of On-Board Equipment

hydrogen
maser

L-band TX
L-band TX

ジンバル
L-band
antenna

Ｈ
mixe
r

L-band TX
standard
signal
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ＴＴＳ
ＴＣＵ
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data
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Ｈ
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Figure 7. Block diagram of on-board equipment for positioning system
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functions to precisely compare the time. This is
achieved as follows:
- Time comparison based on a standard signal from the
on-board atomic clock,
- Time comparison between the ground station and
satellite: Transmit and receive the time transfer signal
through the Ku-band transmitting and receiving
equipment and the Ku-band antenna, and compare the
ground station signal at the TCU,
- Time transfer between ground stations: Receive,
convert the frequency, and transmit the time transfer
signal from the ground stations,
- Phase difference measurement function of the three
atomic clocks and VCXO signal: Compare the four
signals at the TCU.
- Delay time measurement function of Ku-band
transmitting and receiving equipment: Convert the
frequency of the transmission signal, return to the
TCU through the Ku-band receiving equipment, and
measure its signal at the TCU,
- Delay time measurement function of L-band
positioning signals: Measure the signals from the Lband transmission equipment at the TCU,
- Data transmission and reception: Superimpose the
telemetry for the positioning system on the time
transfer signal, and transmit at the Ku-band
transmitting equipment, and
- Data interface function: Send the measurement results
of the TCU to the on-board control computer.
Moreover, the L-band positioning signal, which
JAXA is in charge of, selects one of three atomic
clocks and uses the VCXO output in the synthesizer as
an on-board standard signal for positioning equipment.
The L-band positioning signal is scheduled to transmit
L1, L2, L5, and an interchangeable original signal for
modernization GPS.

7.2 Time comparison between ground stations
The time comparison between ground stations
occurs between the main TMS and the sub TMS, and
between the TMS and monitoring station. The main
TMS will be located at NICT’s Koganei Headquarters,
because the main TMS can use UTC(NICT) for
standard signal. We plan to place the sub TMS on
Okinawa as the QZS can be seen around the clock.
Unfortunately, the satellite cannot be seen from Tokyo
for the entire 24 hours.
A time comparison between the main TMS and the
sub TMS is needed, at the very least, because the sub
TMS controls in time that the main TMS cannot be
seen for the QZS. The QZS does not necessarily need
to be used, and time between ground stations can
be compared with the existing geostationary
Communications Satellite (CS). We plan to use the CS
because it enables easy operation and simplifies
construction of the earth station. However, there is the
possibility of placing a monitoring station where the
CS cannot be used. In this case, the QZS will be used.

7.3 Time comparison between on-board clocks
There will be three on-board atomic clocks, and the
standard signal to generate the positioning signal will
use VCXO output based on these clocks. We have no
good policies to compare time between the four signals
and ground clock, because it consumes too many
satellite resources. The time comparison between the
ground station and satellite is assumed to be done
based on VCXO output and as many as four on-board
clock signals based on VCXO output at the TCU.

8. Conclusions
7. Method of Time Comparison
The positioning system should be able to measure
the difference between all these clocks. This system
will establish atomic clocks in the QZS, main TMS,
sub TMS, and all monitoring stations. Therefore, the
TMS compares the time with all the other stations, and
the time differences are obtained for these. The method
by which time their times are compared is described in
what follows.

7.1 Time comparison between satellite and
ground stations
The comparison of the TMS of the clock and the
time on the satellite need to be highly accurate because
we plan to do the positioning within an accuracy of
about 1 m. The time comparison needs to be done in
sub-ns. Therefore, we planned on using a method of
TWSTFT when the comparison signals for time were
sent to one another.

The research and development for this positioning
system began in the 2003 fiscal year. It was necessary
to develop a plan to launch a satellite within a
relatively short period of five years. Consequently, we
needed to efficiently undertake this project in
cooperation with many institutes. The TTS, which is
NICT's installation equipment, underwent its
conceptual design last year. It is scheduled for
completion of its basic design in the current fiscal year
when manufacturing of the engineering model will
begin.
Part of this work was done with the support of
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications,
Japan.
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ABSTRACT
The National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology (NICT) has been
constructing the precise time transfer network
using Two-Way Time and Frequency Transfer
(TWSTFT) technique in collaboration with the
major time and frequency institutes in the
Pacific Rim region.
The TWSTFT techniques have been used
as the primary time transfer link for the TAI
calculation of the links between NICT-NMIJ,
NICT-NTSC, NICT-TL, and NICT-AUS
(NML) during the period between January
2002 and September 2002. In addition to above
experiments, time-transfer has been regularly
performed
also
between
NICT-USNO
(Vandenberg) twice a week. This network is
being expanded to include KRISS and SPRING.
We will implement dense or continuous time
transfer using TWSTFT method in this region.
NICT
is
preparing
a
compact
transportable TWSTFT station for calibration
of TWSTFT in the Pacific Rim region. The
transportable station will be available soon. We
will conduct the domestic evaluation
experiments this year and start calibration trip
to other institutes next year. Furthermore, we
are planning to extend the TWSTFT link
between NICT-PTB via PAS-4 satellite
covering Asia/India-Europe. The antenna
installation is scheduled in this June. This plan
using multi-channel modem is positioned as a
very significant step to connect the Pacific-Rim
region and Europe.
We will present the current status and

future plan of the TWSTFT network in the
Pacific Rim region and Europe link.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Institute of Information and
Communications
Technology
(NICT)
developed the new Two-Way Satellite Time
and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) modem,
and we call it "NICT modem". It can be
operated automatically with the remote by
multi-channels mode. We have conducted test
observations using the NICT modems in
cooperation with many cooperators. This
modem has been already installed in NICT,
NMIJ, NTSC, TL, KRISS, SPRING, NMI and
NICT’s two LF stations. We are continuing an
evaluation experiment of its performances
using actual satellite link and this is in an end
stage.
2. TWSTFT STATUS IN THE
PACIFIC-RIM AND EUROPE
We have conducted the routine and test
observations using Atlantis and NICT modem.
The network of TWSTFT is shown in figure1.
Figure1 is shown Network of TWSTFT in
Asian Pacific Rim and Europe stations. The
used modems are two types. One is the Atlantis
modem which is used for the routine
observations of TWSTFT in the Asia and
Pacific Rim. The participated stations are
NICT and NMIJ in Japan, NTSC in China, TL
in Taiwan, NMI in Australia and Vandenberg
(USNO) in USA. Another is the NICT modem
which is developed by NICT. This modem is
available for multi-point simultaneous time
transfers. The test observations of the modem
are conducted among NICT, NMIJ, NTSC, TL,
NMI, KRISS and SPRING. Now we have
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checked the performance and the quality of
data, and we have updated the system in
present. We will install the NICT modem at
PTB in Germany until next June and we will
start the observations between NICT, KRISS
and PTB in Europe.
The two satellites, JCSAT and PAS-8 are
used in the both observations, and the other
satellite PAS-4 will be used in the future for
the test experiments between NICT, KRISS
and PTB.
The routine observations are conducted on
two days (Tuesday and Friday) every week,
and three times of 5 minutes for each day by
Atlantis Modem. The NICT modem routine
observations are started on two days (Tuesday
and Friday) every week, and four times of 5

minutes for each day from 1st February. The
test observations are conducted for seven days
every week. The NICT modem is operated in
automatic mode by the remote control from
NICT. Table 1 shows the modems and satellites
in this region.
NICT has three sites for the TWSTFT in Japan.
One is placed at the headquarters of NICT and
others are placed at the two LF broadcasting
stations. The location of these three stations is
plotted in figure 2. The LF stations have Cs
clocks with normal performance tube, and we use
UTC(NICT) for the reference signal at the
headquarters of NICT. These stations use PAS-8.

Figure 1 Network of TWSTFT in Asian and Pacific Rim
Table 1 The routine and test observation
Routine
Routine and Test
(Atlantis Modem)
(NICT modem)
NICT(Japan)
o
o
NMIJ(Japan)
o
o
NMI(Australia)
o
o
NTSC(China)
o
o
TL(Taiwan)
o
o
KRISS(Korea)
×
o
SPRING(Shingapole)
×
o
VDB(USNO, USA)
o
×
station

Satellite
JCSAT-1B and PAS-8
JCSAT-1B
PAS-8
JCSAT-1B
JCSAT-1B and PAS-8
JCSAT-1B and PAS-8
JCSAT-1B
PAS-8
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Figure 2 domestic LF stations network
3.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS OF
THE NICT MODEM

The basic specification of the NICT modem’s
transmission part, receiving part, and data
exchanging part are summarized and shown in
figure 3, table 1, 2, and 3 respectively. As the

channel 2 of the transmission part and channel 8
of the receiving part are used for the delay
variation measurement described, so the
maximum number of the stations which can
participate at the same time is eight.

Figure 3 Overview of the TWSTFT systems
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4. TEST OBSERVATION RESULTS OF
NICT MODEM AND COMPARED WITH
ATLANTIS MODEM AND GPS CV
4.1 NICT modem
The NICT modem was developed by
NICT and we have conducted the test
experiments using the NICT modem in
cooperation with many institutes. We continue
to update the system. We fixed some problems
of firmware and hardware of the system.
Therefore, we started the routine observation
from 1st February.
Recently, we have uploaded the NICT
observation results on our Website to report
them to BIPM. In the near future, we will
calculate offset values for these data to
complete the ITU standard format.
4.2 Improvement
1) The data acquisition program was fixed
in May, 2004. Besides the constant offset, the
results of the NICT modem have been
consistent with those by the Atlantis and GPS

CV since May, 2004.
2) SPRING'
s LNA has broken. We are
going to replace it soon in this year.
4.3 Data results
We show the stability of the TWSTFT in
three months using NICT modem.
1) NICT-TL
Figure 4 shows test observation results of
NICT modem and compared with Atlantis
modem on NICT-TL by JCSAT link. The
program of data acquisition was fixed in May,
2004. The relative results of the NICT modem
are consistent with those of the Atlantis and
GPS CV from May, 2004. There was a phase
jump in the NICT results via JCSAT at the
beginning of July. The cause is still under
examination.
2) NICT-NML
Figure 5 shows similar results with the
NICT NML by PAS-8 link.
The data were well correlated between
NICT modem data compared with Atlantis
modem and GPS CV.

Figure 4 NICT-TL by JCSAT link
Figure 5 NICT-NML by PAS-8 link
Table 1. Basic Specifications of Transmission part
Number of channel

2

one for time transfer
one for calibration
Center frequency
70.000MHz ± 500 kHz
changeable by 625Hz step
PN generator
12 stages FSR 4095 bits/cycle
Drive frequency
2.0475 MHz synchronized to
External 10 MHz signal
Period of PN code
2.000 ms
Output level
-20 dBm
-40 dBm
Data modulation
500 bps (measured data from 8
Rx channels)
_______________________________________________________________________
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Table 2. Basic Specifications of Receiving part
_______________________________________________________________________
Number of channel
8
seven for time transfer
one for calibration
Center frequency
70.000MHz ± 500 kHz
PN generator
12 stages FSR
4095 bits/cycle
Drive frequency
2.0475 MHz
Period of PN code
2.000 ms
Minimum operational C/No
+45 dB Hz
PN code sync. time
<20 sec. (after frequency search)
_______________________________________________________________________
Table 3. Basic Specifications of Exchanging Data among participating stations
_______________________________________________________________________
DATA rate
500 bps
Contents
Preamble
24 bits
Epoch of measurement
MJD
20 bits (5 digits in BCD code)
Total second
20 bits (5 digits in BCD code)
Tx ID
4 bits
Measured data
x8
Rx ID
4 bits
Measured time interval data
48 bits (12 digits in BCD code)
CRC
16 bits
_______________________________________________________________________
5.

FUTURE PLAN

We will make an establishment of the
calibration and transportable portable system.
The domestic calibration observations will be
started soon and after that we will perform the
calibration observations with the collaboration
institutes from next year. NICT, KRISS and
PTB (Germany) are constructing the
preparations for PAS-4 link by the NICT
modem in cooperation. We hope that
experiment on the PAS-4 link would be done
by May or June, 2005.

6.

CONCLUSION

The TWSTFT is very important to
compare the standard time and frequency
precisely and to contribute it to the
international time and frequency standard, such
as UTC and TAI. We continue to perform the
TWSTFT observations in the Asian and Pacific
Rim and to develop the TWSTFT techniques.
We have obtained highly precise NICT modem
data and these data are reported to BIPM. The
data play an important role of the maintenance
for the time and frequency standard and of the
human life information.
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ABSTRACT

2. DESIGNING A CONTROL SYSTEM

The goal of this paper is to investigate clock steering
methods in the framework of control theory. The current
steering techniques have been developed using different
approaches. Our aim is to apply control theory methods
to the analysis of the most common steering strategies.
The ﬁrst issue to be studied is the evaluation of the clock
models, and the laws that govern the control signal and
the controlled one. A correct modelling of the control
electronic device (actuator), which is typically a microstepper, allows to obtain a suitable model of the controlled
process.
The obtained results are presented, they are very encouraging and suggest further investigation of these problems.

The ﬁrst step of a Control System design process is to
analyze the process from a very practical point of view.
We call a process any problem that can be modeled as a
mathematical system and that can be controlled to meet a
given set of requirements. In this step, the aim is to deduce, in an intuitive way, the nature of the process itself,
and the signals and properties of the process. The value
of some of these signals or properties can be directly inﬂuenced by a device called actuator. These signals are
the inputs (u(t)) of the system. Moreover, we can ﬁnd
signals or properties that related to the state of
the process and that can be directly measured by a device
called transducer. These signals or properties are called
the outputs of the process (y(t)). Then we have the state
variables (x(t)), that are used to describe the inner state
of the process. These can be both measurable and nonmeasurable quantities.
After identifying all the features that characterize the
process under analysis, the second step is to create a mathematical model of such process. In this step, the aim is
to deﬁne the dynamic or algebraic relationships between
input, state variable output values, and the dependency of
these variables on time. These relationships are generally expressed with algebraic and differential equations.
Also the effect of the transducer and the actuator can be
modeled through mathematical equations. The result can
be either an algebraic or a dynamic system of equations,
with either time-dependent or time-independent correlations between variables. The equations can be either linear or non-linear. If we take noise into account the model
is stochastic, and deterministic otherwise. Moreover, if
we use data that are continuous in time the system will
be said to be a continuous-time-model. Otherwise, if the
available data are discrete in time (i.e. taken every day at
midnight, or every second), the system is called a discretetime-model, and will involve ﬁnite-difference equations
rather than differential equations.
In general, a linear time-independent (LTI) stochastic
system is expressed by

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to “translate” the problem of
steering a time scale into a classical control problem. This
means that we have to characterize all the metrological
quantities involved in steering in a formal language that
is more familiar to control engineers.
The ﬁrst step is to analyze, under the “Control Theory” point of view, the properties, the validity, the performances and the theoretical limits of the most common clock steering methods. We observed that, looking
through the “Control Theory lens”, each of the steering
methods currently applied can be seen as an application
of different classical or more advanced control methods.
Many steering methodologies have been proposed so
far to solve control problems ([1],[2],[3]), each of them
with different static and dynamic performances, robustness, noise rejection. Hence there is a wide choice of
methods to meet the desired metrological speciﬁcations.
We will discuss the basic steps required for the design of a control system (see, e.g. [4]), then we will examine the currently used steering techniques to identify
the different control solutions and in some cases, such
as the optimal control technique proposed by Koppang
([5],[2],[6]), Control Theory is directly and explicitly involved.



ẋ(t) ≡ dtd x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) + w(t)
z(t) = C x(t) + D u(t) + e(t)

(1)
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where the vector x(t) = [ x1 (t), ..., xn (t)] represents the
time dependent values of the n state variables, the vector z(t) = [ z1 (t), ..., zr (t)] represents the time dependent
values of the r outputs, the vector u(t) = [ u1 (t), ..., um (t)]
represents the time dependent values of the m inputs. Moreover, the vector w(t) = [ w1 (t), ..., wn (t)] represents the
time-dependent values of the n stochastic variables modeling the process noise and the vector e(t) = [ e1 (t), ..., er (t)]
represents the time-dependent values of the r stochastic variables modeling the measurement noise. Finally,
the matrices A, B, C, D express the dynamic and algebraic
relations between these variables. Deterministic models
are expressed by the same formulation where the vectors
w(t) and e(t) are set to zero. Superscript ' denotes transposition.
The next step consists on the deﬁnition of the performance required to the Controlled System, that can be
formulated by mathematical formula as performance indicators. We can use dynamic and static indicators, or
indicators that are related to the control methodologies
that will allow to design the proper regulator for the process (such as cost functions for optimization methods).
In particular cases, such as the problem that we study in
this paper, performance indicators already exist. For example, in steering problems, a common performance indicator for the output clock signal is the Allan Variance
[7].
The next step of a Control System design process is
the choice of the Control Methodology that we can apply
to the speciﬁc problem. This choice is in part related to
the kind of performance indicators that the speciﬁcations
impose. For example, if they are expressed in terms of
bandwidth of the system, or dynamic system response to
standard exogenous signals, it is easier to apply a classical frequency domain control design methodology (i.e.
with Bode diagrams). If there is instead a quadratic cost
function to minimize, the natural choice is to apply optimal (or sub-optimal) methods (like, for example, Optimal Control [8] or Model Predictive Control [9]). Otherwise, sometimes choices are imposed by noise or perturbations on the system (uncertainties on the system model,
for example). In the second case it is better to use a robust control method (like RH∞ control [4]). We observe
that many control methods have been proposed, each of
them having different advantages depending on the problem they are applied to.
The last step of the Control System Design process
is the design of a controller that can meet the required
performances.
One can evaluate objectively the Control System’s
performances in terms, for example, of universal indicators, that allow to compare different control systems. We
will analyze some well known steering methods to show
in practice how to go through the above steps and design
a control system.

3. THE CLOCK PROCESS
It is very important to start by deﬁning the problem of
steering as a control problem, and to deﬁne what the main
features of the process are, mainly in terms of its inputs,
outputs, and so on.
The simplest problem that we aim to solve is, in general, the problem of controlling the signal of a single
clock, given a reference signal. In particular, in this paper, we will analyze two different cases. The ﬁrst problem is a problem of steering of a Cesium clock to a reference time-scale with superior performances than the Cesium itself (in terms of Allan Deviation, for all time intervals τ ). The second case represents the steering of a
particular clock to another one. The reference clock, in
this case, does not necessarily have always better performances than the steered clock. For example, if our aim is
to steer a Hydrogen Maser to a Cesium Clock, we have to
take into account that, for small τ , the behavior of the H
Maser is better (in terms of Allan Variance) than the behavior of the Cesium Clock. On the contrary, for larger τ ,
the behavior of the Cs Clock is better. The aim for the H
Maser is to keep the good performances for small τ and
to gain the excellent Cesium-like behavior for larger τ .
The quantity that we can measure about the process is
the phase difference between the two clock signals. This
quantity represents the output of the process. The input
signal is imposed by an external device. Depending on
the particular device that we take into account (microphase stepper, frequency stepper, ... ), the input signal
will inﬂuence the output in different ways. The relation
between input and output will be modeled by the system
equations, which will differ according to the particular
device that one uses. A simple scheme of the process is
given in Figure 1.
4. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
We brieﬂy show an overview of the clock models that
can be found in literature ([10] and [11]). Moreover, we
also discuss about the scope, the function and the possible
mathematical models of actuators, and compare them to
the ones that already exist in literature.
4.1. Modeling the absolute clock signal
The continuous-time LTI differential system describing
the model of the absolute phase deviation of a clock is
given by
ẋ(t) = A x(t) + w(t)
(2)
where:
⎡

⎤
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎡
0 1 0
w1 (t)
x1 (t)
x(t) = ⎣ x2 (t) ⎦ , A = ⎣ 0 0 1 ⎦ , w(t) = ⎣ w2 (t) ⎦
x3 (t)
w3 (t)
0 0 0

For a 3-state model see [10], [11]. The components x1 (t), x2 (t), x3 (t) represent respectively the
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Figure 1: The controlled process
absolute phase deviation, a component of the frequency
deviation and a component of the frequency drift of the
clock signal. The stochastic processes w1 (t), w2 (t), w3 (t)
are independent white Gaussian noises with zero mean
and variances σ12 , σ22 , σ32 driving the White Frequency
Noise (WFN), Random Walk FN and Random Run, respectively. Note that w(t) is also indicated as dW(t)
dt , where
W(t) is a vector of Wiener processes.
The discrete-time stochastic ﬁnite difference equations
corresponding to the system in (2) are
x(k + 1) = Φτ x(k) + w∗ (k)

(3)

with

write:
⎧
ẋ1 (t)
⎪
⎪
⎨
ẋ2 (t)
⎪
⎪
z(t)
⎩

x1 (t)
w1 (t)
+
2
x (t)
w2 (t)
1
x (t)
+ e(t)
= [1 0 0 − 1 0 0]
x2 (t)
=

A
0

0
A

(6)
Analogously, we can write the model in a different way.
If the stochastic processes acting on the two clocks signals are independent, then we can write the system of
clock differences as:
 z
ẋ (t) = A xz (t) + wz (t)
(7)
z(t) = C xz (t) + e(t)

where:
1 τ
Φτ = ⎣ 0 1
0 0
⎡

τ 2 /2
τ
1

⎤

⎡

⎦ , w∗ (t) = ⎣

w∗1 (t)
w∗2 (t)
w∗3 (t)

⎤

⎤ ⎡ 1
⎤
x1 (t) − x12 (t)
x1z (t)
xz (t) = ⎣ x2z (t) ⎦ = ⎣ x21 (t) − x22 (t) ⎦
x3z (t)
x31 (t) − x32 (t)
⎡

⎦

The noises in w∗ (t) are still white and Gaussian, but now
exhibit correlation. They have zero mean and covariance
matrix Σ.
⎤
⎡
σ2
σ2
σ2
σ2
σ2
σ12 τ + 22 τ 3 + 203 τ 5 22 τ 2 + 83 τ 4 63 τ 3
⎥
⎢
σ2
σ2
σ32 2 ⎥
σ22 2
Σ=⎢
τ + 3 τ4
σ22 τ + 3 τ 3
τ ⎦
⎣
2

8
σ32 3
τ
6

3
σ32 2
τ
2

2

σ32 τ

(4)

4.2. Modeling the phase difference between two “free”
clocks
If we have two different clocks (or time scales), supposed
to be independent, we can call x1i (t), x2i (t), x3i (t) (i = 1, 2)
the absolute phase deviation, the frequency deviation and
the frequency drift of the i − th clock. If we call z(t)
the output, that is the phase difference between the two
clocks, we have:
z(t) = x11 (t) − x12 (t) + e(t)

(5)

where e(t) is a stochastic process that represents the measurement noise, which we suppose to be a white noise
with zero mean and variance σe2 that represents the effect
of the transducer on the output. As for the model, we can

⎤ ⎡ 1
⎤
w1 (t) − w21 (t)
wz1 (t)
wz (t) = ⎣ wz2 (t) ⎦ = ⎣ w12 (t) − w22 (t) ⎦
wz3 (t)
w13 (t) − w23 (t)
⎡

C = [1 0 0]
where x1z (t), x2z (t), x3z (t) represent the phase deviation,
frequency deviation and drift of the difference between
the clocks signals, wz1 (t), wz2 (t), wz3 (t) are white Gaus2
2
+ σ1,ck2
,
sian noises with zero mean and variances σ1,ck1
2
2
2
2
σ2,ck1 + σ2,ck2 , σ3,ck1 + σ3,ck2 respectively, and covariance
matrix analogous to (4) and Φτ is as in 3.
We can write the discrete-time model through the discretization of system (7):
 z
x (k + 1) = Φτ xz (k) + wz∗ (k)
(8)
z(k)
= C xz (k) + e∗ (k)
4.3. Modeling the clocks and the actuator
In this section we ﬁrst show the model of a common actuator, the phase micro-stepper (PMS). We evaluate how
this device inﬂuences the output of the system. Then we
show the model of a different actuator described by Koppang ([5], [2], [6]) and then discuss the one implicitly
used in the BANG-BANG steering ([3]).
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In continuous-time, the PMS has the effect of adding
a (normalized) frequency step ∆ f at time t to the signal
of the controlled clock 1. So u(t) = ∆ f at time t. In the
discrete-time system, the control signal will be constant
during the sampling interval τ , so u(t) = u(k) , kτ < t <
(k + 1)τ .
Given the free uncontrolled clock frequency deviation from the reference, y f (t), and the controlled clock
frequency deviation from the reference yc (t), the effect
of the PMS is yc (t) = y f (t) + u(t). Let’s be x1z,u (t) the
state variable representing the phase deviation of the controlled clock from the reference, then y f (t) = ẋ1z (t) and
yc (t) = ẋ1z,u (t). So:
ẋ1z,u (t) = ẋ1z (t) + u(t)
The system (7), in case of a controlled clock becomes:
 z,u
ẋ (t) = A xz,u (t) + B u(t) + wz (t)
(9)
z2 (t) = C xz,u (t) + e2 (t)

This, in terms of a discrete-time model similar to (11),
makes the discrete-time input matrix BBB such that:
BBB =

 τ
0

⎤
τ 2 /2
Φτ −ν B d ν = ⎣ τ ⎦
0
⎡

(12)

5. PERFORMANCE INDICES
Intuitively, the aims of control are mainly two:
. Deterministic rate elimination
. Noise reduction
A powerful performance indicator of noise affecting a
time scale signal is the Allan Deviation. The Allan Deviation does not indicate thought whether a constant rate, i.e.
a frequency offset, is present or not. This fact can easily
be evaluated, for example, by calculating the index:

where e2 (t) represents a white Gaussian measurement noise
2 and:
2


with zero mean and variance σec
N
N
1
1
⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡ z,u
(13)
J = ∑ z(k) −
∑ z(i)
1
x1 (t)
N k=1
N i=1
xz,u (t) = ⎣ x2z,u (t) ⎦ , B = ⎣ 0 ⎦
x3z,u (t)
0
where N is the number of samples of the process. J corresponds to the classical variance of the measured phase
Note that in this particular case x2z,u (t) and x3z,u (t) are not difference. J
f ree running is obtained with the measures z(t)
controllable, and so x2z,u (t) = x2z (t) and x3z,u (t) = x3z (t). Fi- as in (8) while J
controlled has the measures Z2 (t) as in (10).
nally, for the discrete-time model we have, from (8):
To be effective in rate elimination a steering method must
 z,u
have
x (k + 1) = Φτ xz,u (k) + B τ u(k) + wz∗ (k)
z,u
∗
Jcontrolled < J f ree running
= C x (k) + e2 (k)
z2 (k)
(10)
In general, we can compare n steering methods by comSystem (10) is similar to the model that is used in the
paring their indices J. For example, if we have two methSwiss implementation ([1], [12]).
ods and J1 << J2 , we conclude that method 1 is more
Regarding system (10), we observe that Koppang ([2],
effective than method 2 in rate elimination.
[6]) formalized the problem through the equations
Other criteria can be formulated to evaluate the per z,u
formances of steering strategies, such as criteria on rox (k + 1) = Φτ xz (k) + BK u(k) + wz∗ (k)
bustness, or on dynamic performance of the control sys= C xz,u (k) + e∗2 (k)
z2 (k)
(11) tems (i.e. assessment time and so on).
where
⎡
⎤
τ
6. ANALYSIS OF THE MOST COMMON
BK = ⎣ 1 ⎦
STEERING METHODS
0
In addition, in [2] and [6] a 2nd order model is considered, which means that wz3 (t) is equal to zero, or σ3,ck1 =
σ3,ck2 = 0.
The actuator modeled in the BANG-BANG (see [3])
algorithm inﬂuences the clock reading by adding a step
to the phase “acceleration” of the signal. This can be
mathematically translated into system (9), where now the
input matrix B is:
⎡ ⎤
0
B = ⎣ 1 ⎦
0

6.1. "Signal Based" Open loop control approach
We refer to the most classical control approach, which
is adopted in many laboratories, the open loop approach.
The open loop is used to eliminate the frequency offset
(or the deterministic frequency drift) of a clock signal.
We start with the autonomous discrete-time system
(8). If our aim is to eliminate a constant rate, we calculate
an average frequency offset by way of
ȳ f (k) =

z(k) − z(k − Ny )
Ny τ

(14)
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By means of the estimates ȳ f (k) the frequency at instant
(k + 1) is predicted as ŷ f (k + 1) by a least square approach or using the last value. Being the controlled system expressed by (10), we impose a control law such that:
u(k) = −ŷ f (k + 1)

=

0.001
0

0
0.001

= 105
0.001
0
=
0
0.001
= 1
10−4
0
=
0
109
= 109
0
10−4
=
0
2 106
= 1

(18)

6.3. Bang Bang - Sliding Mode Control
The control law known as Bang Bang [3] is used to steer
GPS time to UTC(USNO). We interpret the Bang Bang in
the frame of Control Theory. Let’s suppose that, at time
t0 , we can approximate the phase deviation of the signal
with the linear function
x1 (t) = x1 (t0 ) + x2 (t0 )t

(16)

This approach was used, for example, in the steering of
the experimental Galileo System Time [13].

WQ

⎩
⎧ WR
⎨
WQ
(2)
⎩
⎧ WR
⎨
WQ
(3)
⎩
⎧ WR
⎨
WQ
(4)
⎩
WR

(15)

In some papers, we have an indication of how the parameter Ny is quantiﬁed. For example one can take Ny = 20
([1], [12]) with τ0 = 1 day, being τ0 the sampling time.
If we instead deal with a signal z(t) characterized by a deterministic frequency drift, as in the case of an H Maser,
we want to control the clock signal in order to eliminate
the effect of both the frequency offset and drift. We thus
calculate a series of average frequency offsets (14) at each
epoch k. Then by observing the frequency estimates over
a period Nd τ , also the frequency drift d¯f is estimated by a
suitable technique and the frequency for the next instant
is predicted as ŷ f ,d (k + 1). We then apply a steering:
u(k) = −ŷ f ,d (k + 1)

(1)

⎧
⎨

We then impose a steering signal on the phase acceleration as:
x1u (t) = x1 (t0 ) + x2 (t0 )t + u(t0 )

t2
2

(19)

First we suppose to apply a control signal at t0 opposite
to the phase rate x2 as:
u0 (t0 ) = −Ksteering sign(x2 (t0 ))

6.2. Optimal Control
Referring to the model expressed by the system (11), the
control signal u(k) is such that the following cost function
JOpt is minimized:

JOpt = E



∞

∑

k=1

x (k) WQ x (k) + u(k)WR u(k)



z,u

T

z,u




(17)
This functional is obtained by Optimal Control, a wellestablished control technique that is ideal for such optimization problems. In Optimal Control we introduce a
gain vector G, such that:
u(k) = −G xz,u (k)

then we look for the timet at which the function (19) has
a stationary point:

d x1 (t)
| = x2 (t0 ) − Ksteering sign(x2 (t0 )) t = 0
dt t=t
By substituting t¯ and (20) in (19) we obtain x1 (t¯). We
deﬁne the quantity s(t0 ) as

s(t0 ) = x1 (t¯) = x1 (t0 ) +

x2 (t0 )2 sign(x2 (t0 ))
2 Ksteering

At time t0 , we apply a ﬁnal control signal given by
u(t0 ) = −Ksteering sign(s(t0 ))
If we take into account model (11) with the actuator (12),
the non-linear control law applied at time k becomes:
u(k) = −Ksteering sign(s(k))

Very different results could be consequent to different
choices of the weighting matrices WQ and WR . Among
the matrices that we will take into account, some are proposed by Koppang in [2], [6], and some are different, with
the aim of evaluating the effect of changes in the "control
effort" matrix WR . Namely we use the following set of
matrices.

(20)

(21)

where:
s(k) = x1z,u (k) +

x2z,u (k)2 sign(x2z,u (k))
2 Ksteering

In Control Theory this methodology is known as sliding
mode control [14], and s is the switching surface. For
GPS case ([3] and [6]) the value of Ksteering is 10−19 s/s2 .
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7. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON

Optimal Control. In Figure 3 we can see the stability of the absolute controlled signals in the different cases. We choose controller 2 for the following
analysis, because it shows the best performance in
terms of Allan deviation.

We tested the different strategies by simulation. We use
simulated data that allow us to compare absolute clock
signal results. The performances of the steered clocks are
evaluated in terms of the performance indices previously
described, such as the Allan Deviation and the index J in
(13). We present the results of a single simulation only,
but these results are representative of a large class of simulated cases. We have studied two application cases that
are described in the following. The sampling time τ is
one day.

Allan Deviation Plot − Optimal Control

ref

−14

10

Cs
Controlled Cs 1

ADEV

Controlled Cs 2

7.1. Cesium clock steered versus very stable reference
time scale

Controlled Cs 3
Controlled Cs 4
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0.5

0
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τ [s]

Figure 3: Allan deviation of the controlled (with Optimal control with different weighting matrices) absolute
Cs phase deviations
c) Bang Bang: here we apply the laws discussed in section 6.3 with Ksteer = 10−19 s/ss .
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which correspond [11] to the Allan deviation reported in
Figure 3. The standard deviations of analogous noises
of the reference clock are ten times lower. The simulated
free absolute clock signals are shown in ﬁgure 2. We now

7

6

5

This case may represent a Cesium master clock (typically
representing UTC(k)) steered to the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). Indicating by Cs the clock signal to
be steered and re f the reference time scale, we consider
the Cesium clock affected by WFN and Random Walk
Frequency Noise (RWFN) whose standard deviations are
given by typical Cs values:
⎧
1
Cs
−3
⎪
⎨ σ1 = 2.592 10 µ s/(day) 2
3
(22)
σ2Cs = 1.496510−4 µ s/(day) 2
⎪
5
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2
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Figure 2: Absolute phase deviations of the free running
clocks: case 1
apply the three different control techniques.
a) Signal Based. The clock signal is supposed to be characterized by constant frequency offset. We use the
control expressed by (15), with Ny = 20.
b) Optimal Control. We analyze the effect of the different sets of weighting functions WQ and WR seen for

Figure 4: Phase deviation of the steered clock signals
with respect to the reference clock(Steered with the three
different steering methods) and estimates of the J index
In Figure 3 and Figure 4 results on the performances
of the different control methods are shown. Despite its
simplicity, the open loop (Signal based) method appears
to be the most performing, both from the point of view of
the Allan Deviation and the rate elimination estimated by
the index J.
7.2. H Maser VS Cesium clock time scale
In this second case, we will simulate the signal of an H
Maser clock and a reference Cesium clock. The H Maser
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Allan Deviation Plot − Optimal Control
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Figure 5: Allan deviation of the absolute phase deviations of the steered clock (Steered with the three different
steering methods) and of the reference time scale
noise variances are given by
⎧
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Figure 7: Allan deviation of the controlled(with Optimal
control with different weighting matrices) H Maser phase
deviations
reduced as far as the frequency drift effect is concerned. The effect of the different Optimal Controls are different. We retain weighting matrices
1 and 3 in the following analyses. As we will see
later, choosing the weighting matrices 1 is very good
for noise reduction, but it is not optimal to minimize the index J. The control parameters would
need a better tuning to obtain the best capabilities
from this system.

corresponding [13] to the Allan deviation of Figure 7.
The reference clock is given by a Cesium clock (22). The
simulated data are shown in Figure 6.
We consider the discussed control methods:
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clocks: Case 2
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a) Signal Based. The clock signal is supposed to be
affected by frequency drift. We thus use the control
expressed by (16), with Ny = 1 and Nd = 20.

Figure 8: Phase deviation of the steered clock signals
with respect to the reference clock (Steered with the three
different steering methods) and estimates of the J index

b) Optimal Control. We ﬁrst evaluate the different
weighting functions. In Figure 7 we represent also
the ADEV of the simulated H maser with drift removed to show its pure stochastic noise. The control aims to reduce the frequency drift and the resulting ADEV of the controlled signal is actually

The results on the performances of the different control
methods are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The open
loop (Signal based) method seems to perform well. The
Optimal Control is not the best in eliminating the rate and
frequency drift despite its good performances in terms
of Allan Variance. Note that, for Bang Bang control, in
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this case, the results show that the control signal u(k) =
−Ksteer sign(s(k)) is not “strong” enough to correct the
clock signal when its slope is bigger than a critical value.
For the Bang Bang, as well as for the Optimal control and
Allan Deviation Plot

−13

ADEV

10

Cs
Hm
Hm Controlled with Bang Bang
Hm Controlled with Signal Based Control
Hm Controlled with Optimal Control 1
Hm Controlled with Optimal Control 3
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a typical evaluation of both
statistical uncertainty UA and systematic uncertainty UB
on the Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency
Transfer (TWSTFT) link, based on the differentiation
of the time equation. Recently, calibration of the
differential delay stations using a portable station has
been achieved and the results are taken into account.
Typical values of UA = 0,53 ns and UB = 0,96 ns are
found, giving a combined uncertainty U = 1,10 ns (1s)
calculated on the two-way two-minute measurement
data. As an example, clock differences between BNMSYRTE and PTB over the year 2004 are reported
including uncertainties, using both Ku band TWSTFT
and GPS Single Frequency Common View techniques.
Type A and Type B uncertainty results on TWSTFT
links may be considered in the uncertainty budget of
International Atomic Time (TAI).

Figure-1: principle scheme of TWSTFT technique
2
2
2
1 ⎛⎜ δ∆T1 + δ∆T2 + δ∆τTR + ⎞⎟
⎜
δ(UTC( 1 ) − UTC( 2 )) = 4 ⎜ δ∆τ 2 + δ∆τ sat 2 + δ∆τ 2 ⎟⎟
R ⎠
⎝ UD
2
+ δrefdelay( 1 ) + δrefdelay( 2 )2

(1)

with (i = 1,2 ; j = 1,2 ; i ≠ j):
- DTi: time difference measured with a Time Interval
Counter (TIC) at station i,

1. INTRODUCTION
TWSTFT technique is an alternative method to GPS
time transfer used to compare atomic clocks
disseminated in different metrology institutes in the
world (Europe, United States and the Asia Pacific
region), through geostationary communications
satellites using microwave links between the ground
clocks and the satellite transponders [1], contributing to
TAI calculated by the Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures (BIPM). The principle scheme of this
technique is described in Figure-1.
TWSTFT technique permits to eliminate the first-order
effects due to path reciprocity of signals, contributing
to an improvement of accuracy when comparing two
remote time scales noted UTC(1) and UTC(2). The
differentiation d of the time equation, with the
assumption that all the parameters describing it are
uncorrelated, is given by equation (1), according to [2]
and [3].

- refdelay(i): delay between 1pps UTC(i) and 1pps
TX(i) signals at station i,
- DtTR = CALR(1)-CALR(2): delay difference inside
earth stations, with CALR(i) = tiTX - tiRX,
- DtUD = DtUD12 - DtUD21: delay difference due to the
atmospheric path for up and down links, with DtUDij =
tiU + tjD,
- Dtsat = t12 - t21: delay difference of the satellite
transponder,
- DtR = DtR12 - DtR21: delay difference due to earth
rotation, with DtRij = tRiU + tRjD.
From this relationship, the development of an
uncertainty budget which takes into account Type A
and Type B uncertainties [3] of all the parameters
described above is carried out in this paper.
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2. EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL
UNCERTAINTY UA

(other than statistical methods). The following
contributions are considered:

Type A uncertainty on the two-way two-minute clock
difference UTC(1)-UTC(2) can be evaluated by the
mean of statistical methods. The following
contributions are considered:

• (B1,1, B2,1) : contributions due to the
measurement of DTi two-way two-minute data by using
the Time Interval Counter (TIC) of each station i (i =
1,2) :

• (A1,1, A2,1) : contributions due to noise in the
measurement two-way system including: atomic
clocks,
earth
stations,
satellite
transponder,
atmospheric paths and the earth rotation (Figure-1).

1
Bi,1 = δ∆Ti B
2

A1,1 and A2,1 are estimated by considering the DRMS(i)
value recorded in the ITU data file [2] of each station i
(i = 1,2), which represents statistical uncertainty on
each 1s measurement. Therefore A1,1 and A2,1
uncertainties on each two-minute sample are calculated
using (2), according to [3]:
1 DRMS (i )
, N : number of samples
1
N1

A =
i,1 2

(2)

with the assumption that White-noise Phase
Modulation (WPM) is observed for averaging times of
two minutes [4].
• (A1,2, A2,2) : contributions due to the
measurement of refdelay(i) at each station i (i = 1,2).
These two contributions can be estimated considering
the RSIG(i) value recorded in the ITU data file of each
station i, which represents statistical uncertainty on
each individual measurement. Then A1,2 and A2,2
uncertainties on each refdelay(i) are calculated using
(3), as WPM is observed:
RSIG(i )
Ai,2 =
, N 2 : number of samples
N2

(3)

• (A1,3, A2,3) : contributions due to measurement
of internal delays inside each earth station including
transmission and reception paths. These contributions
are calculated using a calibration device, in relative
mode with a Portable Station (PS) or in absolute mode
with a satellite simulator. The first one is considered in
this paper, therefore these contributions are defined by
(4):
1
Ai,3 = δ (CALR (i ) − CALR ( PS ) )A
2

(5)

In the case of using the internal TIC of a SATRE
modem, these contributions are equal to 0,2 ns (1s) for
a 2,5 MChip/s pseudo-noise (PN) transmission code
sequence.
• (B1,2, B2,2) : contributions due to the
measurement of refdelay(i) using a TIC at each station
i (i = 1,2). By using an SR620 TIC, the contributions
are equal to 0,335 ns (1s).
• (B1,3, B2,3) : contributions due to the
calibration of time difference delays of earth stations.
They are considered when a portable station is used in
co-location with earth stations [5].
These contributions are calculated using (6), according
to (1).
1
Bi,3 = δ (CALR (i ) − CALR ( PS ) )B
2
=

2
2
1 δ∆TPS B + 4δrefdelay (PS )B +

(6)

2 δ ∆T 2 + 4δrefdelay (i ) 2
iB
B

• B4 : contribution due to ionosphere path, with
the assumption that uplink and downlink frequencies
are equal for each station (e.g. European links) :
⎛ 40,3 TEC ⎞
1
⎟⎟
B4 = δ∆τUD B = ⎜⎜
2
⎝ c 2 ⎠

2
2
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎜ 2 ⎟
2 + ⎜ 2 ⎟ δf 2
δf
⎜⎜ 3 ⎟⎟ d
⎜⎜ 3 ⎟⎟ u
⎝ fd ⎠
⎝ fu ⎠

(7)

with:
TEC : total electronic content
c : light speed in the ionosphere
fu : uplink frequency
fd : downlink frequency

(4)

3. EVALUATION OF SYSTEMATIC
UNCERTAINTY UB
Type B uncertainty on the two-way two-minute clock
difference UTC(1)-UTC(2) is estimated by other means

This contribution is negligible within the acceptable
frequency range in operation, for uplink and downlink
frequencies.
• B5 : contribution due to delay difference inside
the satellite transponder, which is equal to zero for
European links as the same transponder is used for up
and down links.
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1
1
B6 = δ∆τ R B =
2
2

2
2
⎤
⎡
⎢⎛⎜ 2 R r ⎞⎟ δΩ 2 + ⎛⎜ 4 Ω R r ⎞⎟ δc 2 + ⎥
⎜
⎟
⎥
⎢⎜ 2 ⎟
⎝ c3 ⎠
⎥
[cos[LA( 1 )] sin[LO( 1 ) − LO(s)] − cos[LA( 2 )] sin[LO( 2 ) − LO(s)]]2 ⎢⎝ c ⎠
2
2
⎥
⎢
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎥
⎢⎜ 2 Ω r ⎟ δR 2 + ⎜ 2 Ω R ⎟ δr 2
⎜ 2 ⎟
⎥
⎢⎜ c 2 ⎟
⎠
⎝ c ⎠
⎦
⎣⎝

⎛
⎜
⎝

+⎜

⎤
⎡
⎥
⎢[− cos[LA( 1 )] cos[LO( 1 ) − LO(s)] + cos[LA( 2 )] cos[LO( 2 ) − LO(s)]]2 δLO(s)2
2⎢
⎥
⎞
2ΩRr ⎢ ⎡
⎟ + [sin[LA( 1 )] sin[LO( 1 ) − LO(s)]]2 δLA( 1 )2 + [sin[LA( 2 )] sin[LO( 2 ) − LO(s)]]2 δLA( 2 )2 ⎤ ⎥
⎟ ⎢ ⎢⎣
⎥⎦ ⎥
c2
⎠
⎥
⎢
⎢+ ⎡[cos[LA( 1 )] cos[LO( 1 ) − LO(s)]]2 δLO( 1 )2 + [cos[LA( 2 )] cos[LO( 2 ) − LO(s)]]2 δLO( 2 )2 ⎤ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦
⎦
⎣

• B6 : contribution due to Sagnac effect,
according to (8) :
with (i = 1,2)
LA(i) : latitude of the station i
LO(i) : longitude of the station i
LO(s) : longitude of the satellite s
c : light speed in the atmosphere
r : radius of the earth
R : distance between satellite to center of earth
W : angular speed of the earth
The most important source of error in (8) is due to the
uncertainty on the geostationary satellite position
(dLO(s) parameter) which is typically on the order of
0,5 ° (e.g. orbital position of INTELSAT satellites are
given with a precision of 0,5 °).

4. TWSTFT UNCERTAINTY BUDGET
The uncertainty budget on the PTB-OP time transfer
link calibrated with a portable station [5] is given as a
typical example in Table-1. It takes into account the
whole contributions described above. Total Type A,
Type B and combined uncertainties are calculated
using (9), (10) and (11) respectively.
U

U

A

B

= A

1,1

=

(8)

2+A 2+A 2+A 2+A 2+A 2
2,1
1,2
2,2
1,3
2,3

(9)

B 2 +B 2 +B 2 +B 2 +B 2 +B 2
1,1
2,1
1,2
2,2
1,3
2,3 (10)
2
2
2
+B +B +B
4
5
6
U = U A2 + U B 2

(11)

Uncertainty contribution

Uncertainty value (ns)

A1,1
A2,1
A1,2
A2,2
A1,3
A2,3
Type A uncertainty (ns)

0,033
0,016
0,003
0,002
0,307
0,430
0,53

B1,1
B2,1
B1,2
B2,2
B1,3
B2,3
B4
B5
B6
Type B uncertainty (ns)

0,200
0,200
0,335
0,335
0,540
0,540
0,000
0,000
0,180
0,96

Combined uncertainty (ns)

1,10

Table-1: typical uncertainty budget on the PTB – OP
TWSTFT link
(A1,1, A2,1) and (A1,2, A2,2) uncertainties were estimated
respectively by the computation of a mean DRMS(i)
and a mean RSIG(i) for each station i over the year
2004 period, assuming that N1 = 120 samples and N2 =
100 samples at each station.
A1,3 and A2,3 are estimated by the standard deviation on
each individual measurement obtained on both
calibration
results
CALR(PTB)-CALR(PS)
and
CALR(OP)-CALR(PS) [6]. Indeed, as only 13 and 28
measurements were carried out respectively at BNMSYRTE and PTB (Figure-2), it is not sufficient enough
to determine what kind of noise is predominant in the
data and then it is not possible to compute a standard
deviation on mean calibration results.
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from the BIPM Circular T [7], with Type A and Type
B uncertainties of 2,5 ns and 5,0 ns respectively.

CALR(OP) - CALR(PS)
-13994,5
-13995

For the two-way time transfer, the evaluation of type A
uncertainty on each TWSTFT point averaged on 5
continuous days is not easy to obtain. The example
given below develops this particular point.

value in ns

-13995,5
-13996
-13996,5
-13997
-13997,5
-13998
-13998,5
53195,35

53195,4

53195,45

53195,5

53195,55

53195,6

53195,65

M odified Julian Day

The time deviation σx(τ) calculated on the quantity
UTC(PTB)-UTC(OP) obtained by TWSTFT over the
year 2004, is plotted in Figure-3:

CALR(PTB) - CALR(PS)
-12,000
-12,500

value in ns

-13,000
-13,500
-14,000
-14,500
-15,000
-15,500
-16,000
-16,500
53192,35

53192,4

53192,45

53192,5

53192,55

53192,6

M odified Julian Day

CALR(PTB) - CALR(PS)
-12,000
-12,500
-13,000
value in ns

-13,500
-14,000

Figure-3: time deviation on UTC(PTB)-UTC(OP)
obtained by TWSTFT over the year 2004

-14,500
-15,000
-15,500
-16,000
-16,500
53202,35

53202,4

53202,45

53202,5

53202,55

53202,6

For a τ = 4d, σx(τ) ≈ 1,8 ns.

M odified Julian Day

Figure-2: relative calibration results at PTB and OP [6]
Accuracy of 1,10 ns on the clock differences
UTC(PTB)-UTC(OP) using the Ku band TWSTFT link
through INTELSAT 903 is obtained. Type A and Type
B uncertainty values obtained are consistent with the
evaluation made by the BIPM (which is respectively
0,5 ns for Type A uncertainty and 1 ns for Type B
uncertainty) [7].

Moreover, the Allan standard deviation of 8,2.10-15 and
6,0.10-15 are expected for averaging times of 4 days on
UTC(PTB) based on Caesium Laboratory standard and
UTC(OP) based on high performance commercial
Caesium standard, respectively [8]. By using equations
(11) and (12) when considering White-noise Frequency
Modulation WFM (slope in τ+1/2 on 4d according to
Figure-3) [9],
MDEV 2
ADEV 2

5. APPLICATION: CLOCK DIFFERENCES
EXPECTED
In order to compare the uncertainty budget of the
TWSTFT link against other time transfer techniques,
like the GPS, an application is given in this paper with
remote clock differences of BNM-SYRTE and PTB,
including uncertainties, using the two available
techniques: Ku band TWSTFT through INTELSAT
903 and GPS Single Frequency Common View.
For the GPS time transfer, PTB-OP data (five-day
means) including related uncertainties are considered

TDEV =

= 0,5

(11)

τ .MDEV
3

(12)

the calculated σx(τ) due to the clocks noise is about 1,5
ns compared to the value given on the plot of Figure-3.
So, for a τ = 5d, the noise of the TWSTFT link, not
appearing in Figure-3, is either White-noise Phase
Modulation WPM (slope in τ-1/2) or Flicker-noise Phase
Modulation FPM (slope in τ0). For the both cases, the
value of 0,53 ns on the type A calculated in considering
two-way two minute measurement data seems to be
conservative for data averaged on 5d.
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UTC(PTB) - UTC(OP)

clock difference in ns

80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0,000
-20,000
-40,000
53000

53050

53100

53150

53200

53250

53300

53350

53400

M odified Julian Day
TWSTFT

GPS C/A

Figure-4: UTC(PTB)-UTC(OP) over the year 2004 using TWSTFT and GPS

UTC(PTB) - UTC(OP) / TWSTFT - GPS C/A
15,000

clock difference in ns

10,000
5,000
0,000
-5,000
-10,000
-15,000
53000

53050

53100

53150

53200

53250

53300

53350

53400

M odified Julian Day

Figure-5: difference between TWSTFT and GPS C/A code techniques over the year 2004

Two-way two-minutes clock differences data (5-days
averaged) calculated according to GPS data dates and
related differences between the two techniques are
reported in Figure-4 and Figure-5, respectively.
In the results plotted above, contributions of non
reciprocal residual effects described in the TWSTFT
time equation and reported in table-2 [5], have been
considered:
non reciprocal residual effect
½ DtTR
½ DtUD
½ Dtsat
½ DtR
½ Dt

value (ns)
-6990,950
0
0
8,180
-6982,770

Table-2: contributions of non reciprocal residual
effects on the PTB-OP TWSTFT link

A good agreement is observed between the two
techniques (Figure-5), giving a mean value of 0,32 ns,
widely within the combined uncertainty of the non
favorite case as 5,6 ns for the GPS. This particular
result indicates that no important effect was forgotten
in the evaluation of the uncertainty budget on the twoway time transfer link. However, the level of GPS C/A
uncertainties limits the capabilities to detect some
effects on the order of nanosecond or below when
using the Ku band TWSTFT link.

CONCLUSION
A typical evaluation of Type A and Type B
uncertainties on the Ku band TWSTFT link was carried
out by taking into account all the parameters describing
the two-way time equation. Accuracy of 1,10 ns was
obtained on the clocks comparison between PTB and
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BNM-SYRTE. This very promising result shows that
the nanosecond accuracy level can be reached with this
time transfer link. This work will be completed in
considering additional contributions of uncertainties
due mainly to high frequency reflections effects in
cables and a possible variation of internal delays of the
stations during the calibration campaign, which are the
most important source of errors in the uncertainty
budget. Moreover, calibration results were assumed to
be constant values over one year. In reality, some
effects like temperature, humidity and pressure can
affect differential delay stations in time and the
monitoring of these internal delays will be carried out
at BNM-SYRTE using a satellite simulator actually in
development, in order to take into account systematic
effects in the uncertainty budget as seasonal variation.

[8] C Thomas. Impact of new clock technologies on
the stability and accuracy of the International Atomic
Time TAI. 1996 IEEE International Frequency Control
Symposium, pp. 1123-1130.
[9] D B Sullivan, D W Allan, D A Howe, F L Walls.
Characterization of clocks and oscillators. NIST
Technical Note 1337, 1990.
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3 25 MHz Transmitter

Abstract
In Finland, TV synchronization signal has been used to
distribute standard frequency and time. Recent digitalization
of the TV links has degraded the accuracy of the method and
made it unfit for the calibration of high quality oscillators.
Alternative ways to distribute standard frequency and time in
Helsinki area were studied. As a result MIKES developed a
new 25 MHz standard frequency transmitter and a suitable
phase lock receiver for it. The carrier of the transmitter is
based on an atomic clock and it is amplitude modulated by a
time code.
First tests with the transmitter-receiver combination indicate
that Allan FDEV is 1·10-11/τ where τ is between 1 and 100s.
This is good enough for most oscillator calibrations. As a
result of the project, a freely available standard frequency and
time distribution service will be available in the near future.

Transmitter (see Fig. 1) is now intermittently on air for test
cycles to find a suitable format for time signal modulation.
IRIG-B and DCF-77 code are considered. The latter is better
for aural time signal reception because of 1 Hz (second tick)
bit rate and easily recognisable minute mark.
Transmitter power is around 100 W and antenna gain near 10
dB (vertical ¾ λ dipole). Antenna height during test cycles is
20 m above sea level but it the antenna will be placed to the
height of 40 m by the end of this year.
The 25 MHz carrier comes from a synthesised HP signal
generator that is locked to our atomic clock (Cs2). The
relative accuracy of the carrier frequency is better than
1·10-13. One of the time codes mentioned above amplitude
modulates the carrier. The two codes include full time code
consisting of day, hour, minute and second data.

1 Introduction
MIKES (earlier VTT Automation) has taken care of Finnish
official time and frequency since 1976. Finnish broadcasting
company (YLE) disseminated as a partner time signal using
audio channels, and frequency with the aid of TV
synchronisation signal. The relative accuracy of the frequency
obtained was better than 1·10-11.
The digitalisation of TV links caused random delays at every
link station and the accuracy of the frequency is now 100
times worse than earlier when analogue links were used.
Calibration of high quality oscillators needs better, easily
available reference. That is why MIKES has designed its own
transmitter and a suitable receiver.

2 Frequency selection
After studying the tables of allocated frequencies for standard
frequency transmitters, we selected 25 MHz (λ = 12 m) for
several reasons. First, when using a high frequency the
antenna size is convenient. Secondly, 25 MHz lies at short
wave band, which means that one can use cheap, commonly
available receivers and transmitter components. Earlier
(1977) we tried to use 250 MHz, but with poor success due to
lack of suitable receivers. Third reason was that we could
utilise 27 MHz citizen band components.

Fig. 1: The 25 MHz transmitter

4 Coverage area of the signal
The coverage area is estimated to be the region inside the
Kehä III (the Helsinki area belt highway) when using outdoor
antenna with preamplifier. At first tests signal level at
Soukka, 12 km westward from MIKES seemed to be 0,5 mV
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when using a good outdoor antenna. The signal was traced at
Lohja, too, when using a sensitive receiving system.

5 25 MHz standard frequency receiver
As a thesis work, a receiver for the signal mentioned above
has been developed. It consists of standard components like a
conventional short wave receiver; an oven controlled 10 MHz
crystal oscillator (OCXO) and IRIG demodulator. Associated
electronics take care of phase locking etc.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the standard frequency
receiver. Both the received signal and the OCXO reference
signal, phase modulated at 2,5 kHz, pass the short wave
receiver. Thus delays in receiver are mainly eliminated. Phase
difference is measured by applying a 2,5 kHz phase detection
circuitry.

Fig. 2: Simplified receiver block diagram
Figure 3 shows the FDEV (Allan frequency deviation) of the
10 MHz output of the receiver. Test site with an indoor
antenna was in a laboratory, within 50 meter from transmitter
antenna. Thus the signal level was quite high, around 1 mV,
but the received signal was subject to interference from the
laboratory. A special phase comparator, capable of resolving
1·10-13 just in one second, was used along with a Hydrogen
maser (HM1) as a stable reference.

no lock
Allan frequency deviation

Because of good conductivity of seawater, stable ground
wave signal may be usable at Tallinn, Estonia, offering a tool
for “international” frequency comparison. AS Metrosert in
Tallinn, an organisation like MIKES, is interested in testing
this possibility.

-10
test 1

test 2
-11

-12

-13

-14
1

10

100

1000

Integration time (s)

Fig. 3: Allan frequency deviation of the 10 MHz output of
the receiver

Conclusions
The short-term frequency stability of the constructed receiver,
at least near the transmitter site, is about 100 times better than
the earlier TV-frequency standard before year 2001, when
stable analog TV-links still were used. Thus the constructed
TX/RX system fulfils our goals. Approximately 100 TVfrequency standard units, produced by Jutel Oy, are still in
use in Finland due to the comprehensive coverage of the TV
signal. Because the coverage area of the new system is the
capital area only, we estimate that some 30 new receiver units
are needed.
GPS is a strong competitor, but governed by US military
authorities. In EU we can’t trust that this service is always
available, at least free of charge (maybe GALILEO changes
this). Therefore, an independent service seemed to be a good
alternative for GPS. If the field is strong enough, the standard
frequency is available even without a special receiver, e.g. by
using a spectrum analyzer for frequency comparison.

The uppermost curve shows the stand-alone stability (no lock)
of the OCXO and the two lowest curves the stability in locked
condition. One second frequency stability is better than 1·1011
(10 ps/s) . The stability is inversely proportional to the
integration time and the reference stability 1·10-13 is gained on
ten minutes.
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THE EFFECT OF COUNTER'S TRIGGER LEVEL ON
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Abstract
In Time Metrology clocks produce ticks, whose rise times
vary from 2 ns to 20 ns, but accuracy requirements approach
1 ps. Therefore, the trigger level of a time interval counter
becomes critical at mutual comparisons. In addition, the
bandwidth of coaxial cables is limited and the propagation
delay increases significantly on frequencies below 30 MHz.
Thus the shape of the timing pulse may change dramatically,
if long cables are used.
To find the right trigger level several factors have to be taken
into account, like varying pulse shapes, frequency dependent
attenuation and propagation delay in cables, pulse amplitude
and trigger level tolerances, mismatching of impedances etc.
The simulation show that in case of well designed
instrumentation 50% point is natural selection for trigger
level. But if there are any suspicions of pulse shape distortion
due to limited bandwidth or of amplitude levels, one has to
lower trigger level, even down to 10 % of nominal pulse
amplitude. To fulfil most stringent requirements, optical
fibers or e.g. 100 MHz carrier as a vernier in connection with
conventional tick must be used.

1 Introduction
Some 40 years ago one µs accuracy was good enough in time
comparisons, but now we need even one ps. But due to the
limited bandwidth of standard coaxial cables the second pulse
has not become steeper; rise time is typically between 2 and
20 ns. The rise time of timing pulse may be thousand times
higher than the required accuracy.
In the past history trigger level of time interval counter was
not critical but now it is very important, key question in
mutual comparisons.
In principle the rise time of second pulses should be 0.1 ns or
less to guarantee trouble-free selection of the trigger level.
But commonly used coaxial cables are not good enough.
Firstly, the attenuation in coaxial cables is too high rounding
pulses, because the spectrum of pulse extends to 10 GHz.
Secondly, delay dispersion below 30 MHz changes the shape
of the pulse.

Quite soon we have to use optical components to avoid
problems with conventional RF-connectors, cables and joints.
This problem came up as an important theme in EUROMET
TF-Technical Committee Annual Meeting at NPL, April
2004.
Due to complicated situation with several factors affecting to
the optimum trigger level, authors used computer simulation
to study the problem. In addition, phase delay and attenuation
was measured in typical cables.
Following factors have been considered; varying pulse
shapes, frequency dependent attenuation in cables, pulse
amplitude and trigger level tolerances, mismatching of
impedances.
It seems that we have to live with standard cables, connectors
and available second pulses quite long. Then optical fibers
replace coaxial cables in critical applications. Temporarily we
can combine standard tick as a coarse measure and e.g. 100
MHz carrier phase as a vernier.

2 Mission impossible, beginning of the pulse
In one application, Loran-C, the receiver calculates the
beginning of the timing burst to distinguish between different
propagation modes like ground- and skywave. In this case
however, (1) the shape of the transmitted pulse is carefully
standardized and even (2) pre-distorted to match receiver
filter. In addition, timing burst contains 100 kHz cycles
(“vernier”); receiver measures the amplitudes (3) of
successive cycles and extrapolates (4) the beginning. By this
way the receiver can omit the precursors of burst, namely
signal components outside -3dB limits of the receiver RFfilter which propagate fast through the filter. In all filters
signal group delay has a maximal value at band pass and near
zero value at band reject.
To find the beginning of pulse is out of question in case of
conventional timing pulse, the second tick. Pulse shape is (1)
not standardized and it's not (2) pre-distorted to match low
pass properties of coaxial cables, or other possible filters.
Only one (3) comparator is set to conventional trigger level.
There are no suitable "time markers" (4) along the slope to
check the result like in Loran-C.
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Fig. 1 shows what happens to steep pulses after 2 ns delay in
a lossy cable (-6 dB at 160 MHz). The beginning of the pulse
is very indistinct, signal slope starts from zero. Precursors, i.e.
Fourier components above band limit give rise to unclear start
of the pulse. They propagate faster than basic signal, which
has the expected delay. In other words, the pulse shapes
change. It is impossible to determine the beginning of the
pulse without knowing the exact shape of it.
It is possible, by using a suitable filter to predistort the second
pulse, i.e. to cut frequency components outside the – 3 dB
limit of propagation media. Then the pulse shape is preserved
quite well but still we only with difficulty can find the
beginning of the pulse.
As a conclusion, try 50 % trigger level as a first
approximation

It easy to see, that e.g. at 80 % trigger level the amplitude
variation (δu) is four times bigger than at 20 % trigger level
point. Timing error (δt) increases correspondingly. Therefore,
one has to select a low trigger level if one compares timing
pulses from different sources where the above mentioned
amplitude problems may be present.
In fixed installations problems hardly exist assuming that
ambient conditions are stable. In this case 50 % point is good
selection.

0.90

0.60

4 Bandwidth of the cable insufficient compared
to the tick

Original
2 ns delay
0.30

0.00
0

5

10

15

Time [ns]

Fig. 1: Original and delayed timing pulse

3 Bandwidth of the cable good enough compared to the tick
If the rise time of the tick is around 10 ns or higher and cables
are relatively short and of high quality (low attenuation at 100
MHz), Fig. 2 shows what happens when cables of different
lengths (L, 2·L and 3·L) are used. Pulse shape does not
change essentially.
1.20

Relative amplitude

The height of the pulse depends on several factors like
mismatch, attenuation in cable and specifications of pulse
source. Possible variation (δu) in voltage is directly
proportional to amplitude, assuming that the rise time is
constant. Because the slope is relatively flat, the time error δt
increases proportional to the selected trigger level.

0.90

In case of a long cable (at least 10 m) and relatively sharp
pulse (rise time less than 10 ns), the cable has remarkable
effect on pulse shape. Fig. 3 depicts what happens to a pulse
shape at different lengths of "poor" cables. Pulse shape
changes continuously. Cable works as a filter limiting high
frequency components, decreasing rise time and "rounding"
the general pulse shape. What is the correct trigger level if
one has to measure the delay in cable?
1.20

Relative amplitude

Relative amplitude

1.20

Next we have to consider slopes of those pulses, with
comparator (its trigger level) in mind. After some calculation
we see that the slopes (δu/δt) of all pulses in Fig. 2 are quite
the same between 10% and 80% of maximum amplitude.
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0.60
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2*L

L

3*L

0.30
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0

25
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100
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0.60
Original

2*L

L
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Fig. 3: Cable too long for sharp timing pulse

0.30

0.00
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5
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15
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Time [ns]

Fig. 2: Changes of pulse shapes with different lengths of cable

The basic problem is that the original pulse is too sharp to the
transmitting media. One has to "match" the pulse to the media
(cable). In principle it is possible to "predistort" an
excessively sharp pulse e.g. by using a long (>>10 m) cable
as a filter. Then the delay in unknown cable is measured by
using this rounded pulse.
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The slope (δu/δt) is highest between 30..40 % of maximum
amplitude but slope does not change very much between 20
% and 80 %. Therefore, if the above-mentioned amplitude
uncertainties are true, one has to use low (e.g. 30 %) trigger
level. But in case of true cable delay measurement, 50 %
trigger level is recommended in connection with a pulse
matched to the frequency response of the cable. Sharp pulse is
not the best.

6 Recommendations for cable delay measurements
Don’t use too sharp pulse. High frequency attenuation and
velocity dispersion change the pulse shape. It could be useful
to "match" the input pulse by using long cable as a "filter".
Check amplitude values at both ends of the cable and then use
50 % trigger level.

5 Systematic delay error due to delay dis- Remember time interval counter errors. Reversing the
channels (A -> B and B -> A) could be useful. Accurate
persion
Long cables always change the shape of the timing pulse,
high frequency components are attenuated and some velocity
dispersion takes place. Fig. 4 shows the measured velocity
coefficient of an RG223 coaxial cable. Below 30 MHz the
inductance of the center conductor increases due to the
increasing skin depth, and both the propagation delay and the
characteristic impedance change. Above 30 MHz the velocity
coefficient is quite stable.
0.65

Velocity factor

0.64

amplitude measurement may be a problem, check your value
by using a >100 % trigger level; counting must stop. The
inherent nonlinearity of the analog interpolator of a time
interval counter may change the reading even by the amount
of guaranteed resolution. In order to lower the counter error, it
could be useful to lock the signal source and the reference
oscillator of the counter to a common reference and add phase
shifter to the reference input of the counter.
If accurate delay is the key question, it could be reasonable to
use second pulse as a coarse marker and e.g. 100 MHz sine
wave as a vernier. The vernier frequency must be higher than
30 MHz to avoid delay dispersion.

0.63
End shorted
End open
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0.60
0
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15
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Fig. 4: Measured velocity factor of a long cable (RG223)
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COMPUTER SPICE SIMULATION OF OSCILLATION STABILITY AREA
FOR DUAL-MODE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
A. Kosykh, A. Gubarev, S. Zavjalov, I. Khomenko,
Omsk State Technical University
Russia, 644050, Omsk, Mira Avenue 11, intecs@mail.ru

1. INTRODUCTION
Now the certain interest for using a dual-mode
oscillator in highly stable TCXO and OCXO is
observed. Excitation of an additional resonator
oscillation mode (mode B in SC-cut resonator) as the
sensor of temperature allows reducing considerably
static and dynamic errors of temperature measurement
in comparison with external thermosensor using. Such
XO (crystal oscillator) are capable to provide
frequency stability of 10-8 and above, simultaneously
possessing small weight and dimensions and fast
setting time. The main obstacle in a way of twofrequency XO using is low stability of a dual-frequency
self-oscillation regime.
It is especially difficult to ensure twofrequency excitation of resonator in oscillator circuits
with one active element (single loop oscillator).
Interaction of asynchronous oscillations on a common
nonlinearity in most cases leads to suppressing all other
oscillations by more active one. In these circuits the
two-frequency oscillations is possible only in the
presence of active element, having specific volt-ampere
characteristic at operating point neighborhood and
auto-biasing network. But even at presence of
necessary nonlinearity, the oscillator can support a twofrequency oscillation regime only at the certain
oscillation amplitudes. It means that the two-frequency
oscillator will drive not all resonators at two mode, but
only resonators with the certain ratio of mode dynamic
resistances.
The necessity to take into account a high
orders nonlinear effects extremely complicates the
analytical analysis of two-mode oscillators. Research
and optimization of such oscillators carry out mainly
by experimental methods. Therefore, the developer
may estimate an ability of the oscillator circuit to work
as two-mode only for the particular cases for available
resonators. The oscillator circuit can work with some
resonator and don’t work with others, but this doesn’t
give enough information about stability area boundary.
Development of the methods of quartz oscillator
computer simulation [2-4] enables to receive this
information by numerical experiment.
For dual-mode oscillator analysis, the method,
based on calculation of parameters of a nonlinear active
part of self-oscillatory system by means of widespread
simulation programs, with the subsequent analysis of
entire self-oscillatory system by analytical methods is
used (Fig. 1) [3]. Such approach allows bypassing
restrictions of SPICE simulation programs for high-Q
circuits simulation (extremely long transients). There,

the SPICE simulation is used only for calculation of
negative resistance of one-port drive circuit
macromodel.

Fig.1 Combined, numeric-analytical method
of crystal oscillator analysis
2. MACROMODEL LEVEL MODEL
OF DUAL-MODE XO
As a result of any research of self-oscillatory
circuit,
answers
on
two
interrelated,
but
methodologically different questions, can be received.
The first group of questions deals with amplitude
relations in the oscillator: amplitude transients, steadystates and their stability. Other group of questions
deals with phase equations, and concerns to stability of
oscillations frequency. In this case it is necessary to
consider not only the processes in the oscillator circuit,
but also the nonlinear acoustic effects in a quartz
crystal, including interaction of oscillations modes.
We will be limited only by the first group of
questions which supposes to represent the resonator as
linear system of independent resonance circuits.
There we use a set of assumptions:
1. The resonator has only two active modes
which
asynchronous
frequencies
and
amplitude vs. frequency characteristics are not
crossed in a pass-band.
2. Q-factors of both resonator modes are high
and resonator currents (of each mode) are
close to harmonic.
3. One-port drive circuit is broadband (in
relation to the resonator pass-band), and its
negative resistance in a frequency band of
both oscillations depends on frequency poorly.
In this case dual-mode crystal oscillator can be
represented as equivalent circuit of Fig.2.
On this circuit the two-frequency oscillator
consists of system of two coupling oscillation loops.
Each self-oscillating loop characterizes the oscillation
excitation process for a corresponding mode.
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I1 1

Drive circuit

1

ZQ

2

Rq1

1
Rg1(I1,I2)

There and hereinafter Rg1 and Rg 2 are means as twodimensional functions from amplitudes of resonator
mode currents R g ( I 1 , I 2 ) , R g 2 ( I 1 , I 2 ) .

I2
Rq2

1

Lq1

Rg2(I1,I2)

Lq 2

Xg1(I1,I2)

Cq2

Cq1
2

Xg2(I1,I2)

Any deviation from the point of equilibrium of
linearized systems (3) will fade, if roots of the
characteristic equation for this system have a negative
real part. For convenience of transformations make
following replacements of variables:

2

Fig.2 Equivalent circuit of dual-mode crystal oscillator
Both loops consist of equivalent RLC-circuit
describing resonant properties of a resonator mode, and
the nonlinear two-pole describing the drive circuit.
Behavior of the drive circuit for each oscillation are
completely defined by functional dependence of its
harmonically linearized complex resistance (at the
oscillation frequency) vs. amplitudes of mode currents:
Rg k ( I 1 , I 2 ) Xg k ( I 1 , I 2 ) , k=1..2. Using of twodimensional dependences allow to take into account the
fact of oscillations interaction in the drive circuit.

I n (t ) × wq n × ( Rq n + Rg n ( I1 , I 2 ))
2Qn Rq n

1
, n=1... 2.
Lq n × C q n

2Qk Rq k

ak =

¶R g k
¶I 1

bk =

¶Rg k
¶I 2 , k = 1,2.

Then the characteristic equation of system (3)
will become:

- p1a1 - z
- p1b1
=0
- p2 a2
- p 2 b2 - z

.

This can be written as:

z 2 + ( p1 a1 + p 2 b2 ) z + p1 p 2 ( a1b2 - b1 a 2 ) = 0 .
Roots of this equation are defined by expression:
The point of equilibrium of oscillatory system
is stable for next conditions:

Amplitude transients in the above circuit are
described by system of two second order differential
equations for each self-oscillating loop. For this system
the shortened differential equations for amplitude of
oscillations has been derived by slowly varying
functions method [3]:

wq n =

I k wq k

1
z1, 2 = - (( p1a1 + p 2 b2 ) m ( p1a1 + p 2 b2 ) 2 - 4 p1 p 2 (a1b2 - b1 a 2 ) )
2

3. ANALYSIS OF STEADY-STATE LOCAL
STABILITY FOR DUAL-MODE XO

dI n (t )
=dt

pk =

(1)

The corresponding to (1) phase space is a
plane of I1 , I 2 . Steady-state points of this system are
defined by phase plane points where phase speed is

p1a1 + p2b2 > 0
a1b2 - b1a2 > 0

Expanding variables, receive following
conditions for local stability of two-mode steady-state:

I1wq1 ¶Rg1 I 2 wq 2 ¶Rg 2
×
+
×
>0
Q1Rq1 ¶I1 Q2 Rq 2 ¶I 2
¶Rg 1 ¶Rg 2 ¶Rg1 ¶Rg 2
×
×
>0
¶I1 ¶I 2
¶I 2 ¶I1
(4)

4. SIMULATION PROCEDURE FOR
OSCILLATION STABILITY AREA
CALCULATION

For two-frequency mode steady-state point
finds as the solution of the equations:

Apparently from (4), for estimation of crystal
oscillator circuit ability to support a two-frequency
mode it is enough to obtain and analyze of twodimensional dependences of negative resistance vs.
resonator currents for drive circuit R g ( I 1 , I 2 ) and

. (2)

R g 2 ( I 1 , I 2 ) . To calculate these dependences it is

Let's define conditions in which dual-mode steady-state
will be stable. For this purpose we will analyze system
(1) on stability by Lyapunov's method.
For small deviations from the point of
equilibrium DI 1 and DI 2 the nonlinear system (1)
may be linearized to the first approximation equations:
¶R g n
¶R g n
I n wq n (
DI 1 +
DI 2 )
dDI n
¶I 1
¶I 2
, n=1… 2.
=dt
2Q n R q n

(3)

1

possible to use the general-purpose EDA (SPICE,
MicroCAP). For this purpose in oscillator circuit the
resonator is replaced by two equivalent sources of a
harmonic current Fig.3.
I1 I2

I1

I2

Drive circuit

R g 1 ( I 1 , I 2 ) + R q 1 = 0 R g 2 ( I 1 , I 2 ) + Rq 2 = 0

Drive circuit

dI1 (t ) dI 2 (t )
=
=0
dt
dt
equal to zero, i.e.
.

Fig.3
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By means of varying of current sources
amplitude it is possible to place the drive circuit in the
conditions similar to the steady-state mode with this
currents.
The real component of complex resistance of
the drive circuit can be calculated under the formula:

V2
5V

R2
10k

T

Rg n ( I ) =

Q1
bfr93

2
× u g (t ) × sin(w q n × t )dt , n=1.. 2,
T × I n ò0

X1

Vbias
V1

R1
1k

C1
100p

C2
100p

(5)

2p
where T =
is the period of integration,
wq 2 - wq1

Fig. 4. Colpitts oscillator circuit

U g (t )

1

the area of oscillations amplitudes in which the twofrequency regime is possible. The obtained area of
oscillations amplitudes, allowed in a two-frequency
mode, can be transformed to area of resonator mode C
and mode B dynamic resistances using the equations
(2).
5. ANALYSIS OF DUAL-MODE
OSCILLATIONS STABILITY AREA FOR
COLPITTS CIRCUIT
In present work dual-mode oscillation stability
areas for some Colpitts oscillators, earlier
experimentally investigated in [5] has been calculated.
At Fig.4 and Fig.5 the oscillator circuit and the
calculated areas of resonator resistance on B-mode and
C-mode, for which the circuit is stably excited at two
frequencies are resulted. Areas of stability are
calculated at various values of a bias voltage Vbias for
the resonator with parameters: F=10MHz, QmodeC=106,
QmodeB=2·106
Apparently from plots, the size of stability
area of a two-frequency mode is very critical to value
of a bias voltage. The best operating point of the circuit
lies in a range of bias voltages of 0.8-0.9 V. Overrun of
limits of this interval leads to abrupt reduction of area
of resonator resistance in which the circuit is capable to
be excited at two-frequency. In other words, the
oscillator circuit is capable to support two-frequency
excitation only at operating point, were volt-ampere
characteristic has nonlinearity.
At Fig.6 the modified Collpitts circuit with
special RC-circuit for suppression of difference
frequency oscillation (Fb-Fc) is presented. This
decision allows increase the area of stable oscillation
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5. Stability areas for Colpitts circuit
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Fig. 6. Modified Colpitts circuit
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is instant value of a voltage on the resonator.
The current of signals sources in (5) changes under the
sine wave law. The period of integration corresponds to
the period of difference frequency, since it is necessary
that the integer number of periods of all presented
oscillations kept within the period of integration.
Applying the conditions of local stability of
two-mode steady-state to the obtained dependences of
R g ( I 1 , I 2 ) and R g 2 ( I 1 , I 2 ) it is possible to allocate
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Fig. 7. Stability areas for modified Colpitts
circuit
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DUAL-MODE CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS FOR DTCXO AND OCXO
Anatoly V. Kosykh.
Omsk State Technical University. Omsk, Russia

.
ABSTRACT
Dual-mode crystal oscillators are very attractive
and perspective components for precision temperature
compensated (TCXO) [1-3] or ovenized (OCXO) [4]
reference frequency sources. This is the consequence of
the fact that dual-mode oscillator may be used as selftemperature sensing device with excellent static and
dynamic measuring resolution. In such devices the best
volume coincidence of reference resonator and
thermosensor is achieved. However dual-mode
excitation of single crystal resonator is vexatious
because of complex oscillations interaction in resonator
and excitation circuit. At dual-mode oscillation regime
the series of technical problems (circuit complication,
spurious oscillation, oscillation instability and other)
may appear and the solution of this problems is very
difficult and non-obvious.
In this paper the complex of problems related to
dual-mode oscillation excitation is investigated.
1. OSCILLATION TYPE CHOOSING
The main criterion for oscillation type choosing is
good quality of reference mode (high Q-factor, smooth
and flat F-T curve) in combination with high F-T curve
slope of temperature-sensing mode. The secondary
criterion is the absence of oscillation interaction and (as
a consequence) stability of motional resistance of both
oscillations vs. temperature. In practice the secondary
criterion may be a dominant. Some variants of dualmode resonators may be used. In all cases the reference
oscillation ( FR ) is C-mode in SC or AT- cut resonator,
but as a sensor mode ( FT ) may be used one of the next:
·
B-mode in SC-cut (or similar orientated) resonator
[3, 4, 5, 6]
·
Face chear low frequency oscillation
·
Anharmonic of C-mode [7]
·
Frequency difference between 3-rd and tripled 1-st
harmonics of C-mode [1, 2, 8, 9]
In Table 1 main parameters of temperature sensitive
oscillation for these cases are shown. The frequency of
C-mode is 10 MHz.
Table 1
Oscillation
Temperature F-T curve
F-T curve
modes
mode
absolute
relative
frequency,
slop
slop
kHz
Hz/0C
ppm/0C
B-mode –
900
-300
-330
C-mode
3-rd - 3·1-st
0.15
-14
-95

In principal the relative steepness of F-T curve can be
made as much as need by subtraction of constant
frequency "support" (this may be named as change of
nominal value). However, it usually does not change a
"signal/noise" ratio of thermosensor and it is not so
essential, as a high absolute steepness. Because each
oscillation mode has some frequency instability (vs.
load, supply voltage, vibration) and this instability leads
to temperature measuring error, the better will be the
resonation with highest slope of temperature mode F-T
curve. In this case frequency drift caused by nontemperature reasons will produce lowest measuring
error. Besides when a measuring instrument operates in
a mode of a frequency meter (i.e. when the number of
the arrived impulses is counted up for fixed time),
nominal value of measured frequency does not influence
at all on accuracy of measurement.
Being based on this, it is possible to approve, than
high will be an absolute steepness of the sensor curve,
than more exact will be measurement result and external
destabilizing factors will influence less. In this plan the
using of B and C modes of SC-cut looks obviously
advantageous. Such decision is offered for a long time
[3-6], but has encountered a problem connected with
instability of motional resistance of a B- mode in an
interval of temperatures, leading to catastrophic failure
of oscillations of this mode at some temperatures. In
spite of the fact that the amazed zones are very narrow,
uses of resonators with "dips" becomes impossible.
Presence of failures and complexities of struggle against
them have caused serious interest to use of frequencies
difference of SC-cut harmonics as a thermosensor
[1,2,8,9]. This decision has appeared technologically
stable, that has overbalanced in developers’ opinion a
potential advantage of a high steepness of a mode "B"
characteristic.
During some time we used resonators with
excitation of B and C modes and have come to
conclusion, that there are the decisions, allowing to get
rid of failures of activity in the characteristic of a Bmode. The reason of failures (or major of the reasons)
that at certain temperatures a frequency (or their
overtones) of unwanted mode can coincide to frequency
of a B-mode and due to arisen oscillation coupling the
energy of the basic oscillation will slip over to unwanted
oscillation. The decision of a problem consists in
regulation of frequencies of unwanted modes so that in a
working interval of temperatures their frequencies were
not crossed with frequency of the basic fluctuation. In
[10] the results of optimization of the sizes of piezoplate
of yxbl/23o52´/34o cut by criterion of the maximal
percent of resonators without essential failures are
given. «Plano-plano» piezoplate had the sizes (10 -
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13)х(6.5 - 7.0) mm. The varied parameter was the
piezoplate width. On Fig. 1 shown a relative part
(examine 100 resonators) of suitable resonators
depending on piezoplate width.
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Fig. 4 Motional resistance of B-mode for plano-convex
resonator with R=200 mm
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Fig. 1. Statistic data of valid resonators vs. plate width
The other way is changing the dioptries of Planoconvex plate. On Fig 2 are shown motional resistance of
mode B vs. temperature for 5 resonators for radius of
plate curvature of 100, 150, and 200 mm.

These data are published for the first time. It is well
noticeable that there is strong dependence of activity
dips (at diagram it looks like a peaks of resistance) on
plate curvature.
As it may be concludes from this there are some
technological methods for improving of monotonous of
motional resistance vs. temperature characteristic of Bmode. This means that resonators with simultaneous
excitation of B and C modes may be used as a base for
high stable OSXO and DTSCO.

R=100

400

OSCILLATION CIRCUIT CHOOSING.

R, Ом
350

It is not enough to have the good resonator, it is
necessary to excite it correctly. Excitation of two
frequencies simultaneously is very difficult technical
problem. For its decision a plenty of various ways is
offered. The most well knowing ideas are further
described.
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Fig. 2 Motional resistance of B-mode for plano-convex
resonator with R=100 mm.
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2 . 1 . Dual-frequency oscillators with separated nonlinear
elements
A dual-frequency oscillator of this type is a device of
two independent oscillators coupled to each other via
dual-mode crystal resonator. Each oscillator comprises a
selective filter providing the oscillations to arise only at
certain frequency. A block diagram of this oscillator is
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3 Motional resistance of B-mode for plano-convex
resonator with R=150 mm

Fig.5. Dual-frequency oscillators with separated nonlinear
element block-diagram
Each loop consist of band-pass filter (BPF), linear
amplifier (LA), and amplitude limiter
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Good mutual filtration of excited modes is an obligatory
condition of oscillations stability. With equal
oscillations activity the selectivity of separation filters
should not be worse than 20 - 30 dB. If one of the modes
is weaker than the other one, the stronger mode level at
the input of the oscillator exiting the weaker mode
should be suppressed still more. In practice, LC-circuits
are used as selective elements, their quantity being up to
3 or 4 [2]. In modern construction high technological
piezoresonance filters are used [11].
2 .2 Dual-frequency oscillators based on mutually
synchronized oscillators
The seeking to get rid of tuned circuits and to obtain a
diagram suitable for microelectronic implementation
led to an idea to use mutually synchronized oscillators
for the sake of filtration. It is known that in two
mutually coupled oscillators synchronous oscillations
are possible to arise under certain conditions.
Synchronism region is determined by the oscillator
phase characteristic and by the coupling level. This
coupled system exhibits striking properties and can be
used for separation of dual-frequency oscillations. I. V.
Boudiakov (Russia) suggested a diagram providing the
excitation of the SC-cut resonator in В and C-modes.
[12].

2 . 3 . Dual-mode modulation type oscillators
When using B-mode not for frequency driving but for
filtering, the change of its motional resistance shows
itself in lesser degree. Pure passive filtering method
does not give good thermosensor signal-to-noise ratio
and, therefore, is not being used. Combined
modulation-adaptation method developed by Y. S.
Shmaliy [13, 14] and Y. S. Ivantchenko [15] seems to
be more interesting. Here C-mode is excited in simple
self-oscillation regime. To obtain B-mode frequency,
oscillation Fc is modulated (by amplitude or by
frequency) by modulator with oscillation of (Fb-Fc)
frequency coming from a certain VCO. In result, Fb
frequency component appears in the output spectrum of
the modulator. Resonator's B-mode is used as a
frequency discriminator controlling VCO frequency.
The feedback circuit being closed, VCO frequency
always follows B-mode natural frequency, changing
with temperature (See Fig. 6)

Fig.7. Dual-frequency modulation type oscillator blockdiagram.

Fig.6. Dual-frequency oscillators based on mutually
synchronized oscillators.
The system of mutually coupled oscillators OSC1 RC-OSC1, OSC2 delivers the frequency of B-mode at
the output and the system of oscillators OSC2 - RCOSC2- delivers the frequency of C-mode at the output.
The RC-OSC1 and RC-OSC2oscillators are of RCtype. Their natural oscillation frequencies are the same
as the B-mode and C-mode frequencies respectively.
If the modes being excited are of near frequencies, a
situation is possible when all four oscillators are acting
at the same frequency. In this case synchronization with
LC -oscillator may be necessary instead of RC-oscillator
synchronization

Adjusting modulation index we can set minimum
possible Fb -signal level in the output spectrum, where
still surely temperature signals Fb and Fc are formed.
This method essentially diminishes requirements to the
constancy of B-mode motional resistance, but does not
simplify the problem of mutual filtration of oscillations
(in particular, of strong Fc -oscillation in the loop for
modulating signal formation) It needs to complicate the
circuit for their separation
2.4. Keying dual-mode oscillator
On Fig. 8 the seldom-used in frequency stabilization
systems circuit of dual-mode oscillator is presented.
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Fig. 8. Dual-mode oscillator with resonator keying
In this circuit the resonator is periodically excited in two
independent oscillator circuits in a singe-mode regime:
once on a basic mode FR, and once on a thermosensitive
mode FT. (Oscillators are switched by the key).
Obviously, oscillator circuits OSC 1 and OSC 2 should
contain any frequency selectivity, allowing exciting the
necessary mode. The output oscillator OSC 3 is
controlled under frequency of oscillator OSC 2 by
circuit of pulse PLL. As the temperature of crystals
changes slowly, it is possible to disconnect OSC 2 for
short time from the PLL circuit (at this time other mode
of crystal is excited and there is a measurement of
temperature of a crystal) freezing the operating influence
by the sample and hold (S/H) circuit. Advantage of the
circuit consists that oscillators are excited in singlemode regime that reduces a level of collateral oscillation
in output signal. Such circuit is especially interesting to
construction of high-frequency oscillators on the basis of
frequency synthesizers, about such as [3].
Historically this circuit was offered one of the first [16]
and in the original was used with resonator of the ATcut with excitation as a temperature mode various lowfrequency oscillations (flexure, extension, and shear).
Certainly, on its basis can be excited resonators of other
cuts.
2 . 4 . Automatically balanced modes, asynchronously
excited dual-frequency oscillators
The dual-frequency oscillation methods considered above,
regime rather complicated excitation and discrimination
circuitry. At the same time there is a possibility to excite
and maintain two asynchronous oscillations in singletransistor oscillator. V. Anisimov in his theoretical paper
[17] proved the existence of this possibility provided that an
amplifier element non-linearity is expressed by 5-th
degree polynomial:

i =a × u + b × u 3 + g × u 5
and there is a non-zero solution to the system of equations
describing oscillation process in the oscillator. If there is a
0
self-bias circuit and a cut-off angle is less than 90 ,
such type of system can produce mild asynchronous
self-oscillation.

It is very important that the area of stable dual-mode
oscillation is very narrow and depend strongly on circuit
regime and resonator parameters. During some years we
are worked on improvement both circuit and resonators.
For automatically balanced near the optimal point of
dual-mode excitation it is proposed to use a special
feedback circuit [18,19]. This circuit extracts the lowlevel component of (Fb – Fc) frequency from output
signal, make a necessary amplification of this signal,
and adjust the DC regime of oscillator so to maintain a
amplitude of this low-frequency signal at low, but stable
level.

Fig. 10. Oscillator with automatically balanced mode
level.
The method of simultaneous excitation of two
asynchronous oscillations in one self-oscillator is, from
our point of view, the most economic and attractive and,
therefore, all our efforts were aimed at its development.
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of above-stated it is possible to draw the
following conclusions:
1. From the point of view of accuracy characteristics in
dual-mode thermocompensated and ovenized
oscillators it is desirable to use a resonators of SCcut with excitation of B and C modes.
2. The resonator design should be exposed to special
optimization for the purpose of suppression of
splashes in motional resistance of a B-mode
(activity failures).
3. The great attention should be given to the
oscillator circuit, allowing carrying out the stable
oscillation of two frequencies in width temperature
interval.
The decision of complex of these questions must
increase temperature stability of oscillator frequency
essentially.
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SUB NANOSECOND CALIBRATION OF REGIONAL TIME LINKS USING
CONTINUOUS GNSS CARRIER PHASE OBSERVATIONS
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Phone: +46 33 165440; Fax: +46 33 125038; e-mail: carsten.rieck@sp.se
Abstract - The calibration of GPS or TWSTFT links is an
important requirement for accurate time transfers. A
simple method commonly used is to transport a clock
between the two ends of the link and perform time
interval measurements between the carried clock and the
respective laboratory clock. As the main disadvantage
one can see the difficulty to model the behavior of the
carried clock during the transport. An accurate
prediction usually requires highly stable clocks to be
transported with all the risks and costs involved. One
solution to this is to estimate the carried clock’s drift
during transportation relative to a fixed clock using
precise GNSS observations.
This paper describes the method of a GPS aided clock
transport experiment with the aim of calibrating the
GPS-P3 time link between SP Swedish National Testing
and Research Institute and Onsala Space Observatory,
which are separated by a distance of about 70 km. In a
first attempt data from a local round trip transport from
and to SP were analyzed in order to test and verify the
method. A moderate rubidium oscillator was connected
to and transported together with a geodetic GNSS
receiver system. The collected data were post-processed
with a common view GNSS code and carrier phase filter
yielding precise differential time series between the
rubidium clock and the reference clock at SP. These
results were used to link the two time interval
measurements taken between the clocks at the beginning
and the end of each transport together. An achievable
sub nanosecond precision of the link calibration is of
value for applications requiring highly accurate time
synchronization such as distributed time scales.
Keywords - GPS, carrier phase, time, frequency, temperature,
delay, accuracy

I. INTRODUCTION
Clock transportation is a historically proven time transfer
method. However, with the dawn of satellite based transfer
methods it has lost its practical use a long time ago. In order
to match for instance the (few) nanosecond capability of a
calibrated GPS Common View (CV) time transfer it is
necessary to transport an expensive frequency standard in
environmentally stable condition. A long transportation is
risky for the clock and the longer the duration of the
transport the more difficult it is to predict the clock behavior
during that time. It is obvious that the accuracy of the
prediction of the clock behavior during transport sets the

ultimate limit of the accuracy of the time transfer. Being able
to measure the transported clock instead of predicting it
would ease some of the difficult aspects of the clock
transportation method:
• the use of inexpensive and small clocks for
transportation,
• no need for environmental conditioning of the used
clock,
• the duration of the transport is not critical as long as the
transported clock can continuously be measured.
One solution to the clock measurement problem during
transport is the use of precise GNSS carrier phase
observations (CP).
II. METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 depicts the principle of the GNSS aided clock
transport method. All involved GNSS receivers track all
satellites in view during the whole experiment. Three phases
can be distinguished: pre-, transportation- and post-phase.
During pre- and post-phases the transport clock and its
receiver system are stationary. In the pre-phase the reference
clock is compared with the transport clock by using time
interval measurements. In the post-phase this comparison is
done with the calibration clock at the other site. During the
transport-phase GNSS CP observations are used to track the
drift of the transport clock versus the reference clock. This
makes it possible to link the time interval estimations from
the pre-phase to those of the post-phase.
Our current CP processing can be summarized with the
following points:
• use of GPS observation and navigation data from at least
two Javad GGD geodetic receiver systems (REF, (CAL)
and ROVER), use of IGS final orbits [1],
• fixing of integer cycle differences at L1 and L2 for all
satellite observations for the pre-phase and for all cycle
slip occasions (Figure 4) for the duration of the
experiment, ambiguity elimination is aided by code data
and sequential clock drift prediction,
• estimation of antenna orientation and correction for the
apparent clock drift caused by antenna rotation and
circular polarization of the carrier signals [2],
• Kalman filtering of the ionospheric “free” linear
combination L3 with state variables for differential
clock drift, East, North and Vertical coordinate
components and neutral atmospheric delay for the rover,
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•

no states for phase ambiguities needed, use of IGS orbits
and a simple earth-tide model [3], [4], [5],
”Rauch-Tung-Striebel” smoothing of forward Kalman
series results in a time series describing the differential
clock drift between reference oscillator and transport
oscillator [3].

The GPS measured clock drift has an arbitrary offset to the
“absolute” TIC measurements at the respective sites, i.e. a
reference-offset x and a calibration-offset y. The GPS based
drift estimates between the reference and the transportation
clocks are “connected” to the TIC values by using a fit in the
overlapping interval providing x. If the calibration site was
also equipped with a GPS receiver then the same procedure
can be done for the post-phase TIC measurements. Here the
GPS based drift between the transported clock and the
calibration clock is fit to the respective TIC measurements of
the post-phase resulting into the calibration-offset y. In this
way a time transfer between the reference clock and the
calibration clock, REF(t0)-CAL(t0,), can be easily achieved:

REF(t0 ) − TRANS(t0 ) = GPSREF (t0 ) + x
CAL(t0 ) − TRANS(t0 ) = GPSCAL(t0 ) + y
REF(t0 ) − CAL(t0 ) = GPSREF (t0 ) − GPSCAL(t0 ) + x − y
GPSREF and GPSCAL denote the respective differential GPS
time series between reference/calibration clocks and the
transportation clock. The reference time t0 can with
advantage be set at any time during the experiment.

In case that only the reference clock is used to produce a
GPS based drift time series, then estimates of
REF (t0)-CAL (t0) are only possible for the post-phase:

REF (t0 ) − TRANS (t0 ) = GPS REF (t0 ) + x
CAL(t0 ) − TRANS (t0 ) = TICCAL−TRANS (t0 )
REF (t0 ) − CAL(t0 ) = GPS REF (t0 ) − TICCAL−TRANS (t0 ) + x
TICCAL-TRANS denotes the TIC measurements during the postphase of the experiment.

III. RESULTS
In a first approach we have run an experiment comparing a
local reference clock, UTC(SP), with a Rubidium clock,
SP_TRANS, which was transported around urban and
highway environments for 55 min and a length of about 75
km, see Figure 2-5. The outline of the track gave valuable
information about the behavior of the used GPS equipment
in a kinematic application. Figure 6 shows part of the
experimental setup used. The TIC, which normally is part of
the rover kit, was left in the lab environment since in this
case study the reference clock and the calibration clock were
the same. It was therefore possible to evaluate the
performance of the method. Figure 7-9 present results from
this first experiment. In Figure 9 we estimated an error of
about 0.6 ns for the round trip time transfer.

Fig. 1. A principle view of the GNSS aided clock transport method. In order to evaluate the performance of the approach in our experiment the
reference clock and the calibration clock are the same clock (UTC(SP)). The Time Interval Counter (TIC) is part of the rover equipment, which
together with the GPS receiver should be held in a constant environment.
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roundabout
2x

Fig. 2: Speed of the vehicle (antenna) during the experiment derived from
GPS code measurements. In order to test a representative transport,
both urban and highway environments were included into the track.

Fig. 3: Knowledge about the relative antenna orientation at start and stop
including the full number of antenna rotations during the transport
are important for a correct time transfer with carrier phase GPS. The
right hand axis tics show the feed-rotation compensation in ns.

SP
Borås
city

highway exit
highway R40

Rävlanda

Fig. 4: Number of cycle slips during the experiment. Cycle slips only
occurred during the transport phase and are due to obstructions,
vehicle acceleration in combination with incorrect receiver settings
and variations in the immediate surroundings of the vehicle.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have developed a time transfer method with potential sub
nanosecond accuracy, which is based on a GPS carrier phase
aided clock transport. This first local experiment shows
promising results. But there are some issues to be considered
in order to utilize the full potential of the method described.
Even though a stable environment is not really needed for the
transported clock, the receiver chain and the TIC need to be
held in an as constant environment as possible. For instance

Fig. 5: Latitude-Longitude plot of the track chosen. The track had a length
of ca 75 km and the transport lasted about 55 min. Clearly visible
are the highway exit and the roundabout traffic near SP. The graph
is derived from GPS code measurements.

all parts of the receiver chain exhibit a thermal signal delay
dependence that limits the achievable accuracy of the
measurement. Geodetic GPS receivers can have thermal
coefficients of several hundreds of picoseconds per Kelvin
change of ambient temperature. Other, partly correlated,
environmental parameters are for example humidity,
pressure and the quality of the circuit Voltage for receiver
and antenna. [6] investigates the thermal influences on the
GPS receiver chain. For example the used Javad GGD
receiver has a measured thermal coefficient of –170 ps/K at
the L1 carrier frequency, which is a relevant error source for
this kind of application, see Figures 10 and 11.
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Fig 7: The rover is in a fixed position before the start of the transportation phase. In the graph a
linear drift calculated from the TIC measurements is removed from both the GPS CP and
the TIC values. GPS CP is aligned to the TIC by least squares yielding a fix REF-offset x.
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Fig 6: Experimental setup: A Dorne Margolin choke-ring
antenna was mounted on top of a automotive
vehicle in order to offer the best possible view of
the sky. The antenna was directly connected to a
geodetic two frequency GPS/Glonass receiver
(Javad GGD) that uses the external frequency
(10MHz ) of a Rubidium oscillator (Symmetricon
X72, SP_TRANS). All parts were DC power
supplied by a sealed lead-acid battery. The
reference- and the calibration clock are the same
physical clock (UTC(SP)), which is situated in
SP’s time laboratory. A portable computer was
used to store the data from the receiver. For a real
GPS aided clock transport with different clocks for
REF and CAL a TIC is needed to be transported as
well. During this experiment a Pendulum PM6681
within the same lab environment as the REF/CAL
clock was used. In the future an air-conditioned
container will house all the equipment providing
stable thermal conditions. The stationary GPS
receiver at REF, SP01, was also a Javad GGD
using the IGS/SWEPOS antenna point SPT0 [1].

Fig 8: The result of the experiment: In blue, the TIC values at the beginning and the end define
the “absolute” offset of the Rubidium oscillator SP_TRANS to UTC(SP). During those
times the rover was in a fixed position (Figure 7 and 9). The pink graph shows the GPS
CP measured drift during transport aligned to the TIC by means of a least squares fit.
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Fig 9: The rover is in a fixed position after the stop of the transportation phase. Again a linear drift
calculated from the TIC series is removed from both the GPS CP and TIC values. GPS CP is
offset by the REF-offset x. The mean difference between TIC and GPS CP is about 0.6 ns.
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Most of the error of 0.6 ns in this experiment was likely due
to environmental changes around the receiver.
GNSS observations are dependent on the free line of sight
between antenna and satellite. Any interruptions require a
numerically intensive recovery of all integer ambiguities.
Very long interruptions, e.g. tunnels, can under certain
circumstances make it impossible to track the transported
clock. Unfortunately it is impossible to avoid interruptions in
most of the applicable environments. For example crossing
underneath highway bridges causes special attention. Due to
the relatively high antenna velocity and that re-locking of
satellites is a time consuming process, most of the satellite
observations are lost at the same time. Thus the rover
receiver settings should therefore be optimal for kinematic
applications.
A fast sampling, in the order of seconds, of the GPS
observables is advantageous for cycle slip recovery and
antenna orientation calculations. The same sampling rate
should be used at the stationary REF receiver and for the
TIC. TIC measurements should overlap the GPS estimates in
order to provide a good fit.
Multipath is a considerable error source for both code and
carrier phase. The antenna mounting on top of a metal car
roof is especially critical for carrier phase measurements.
Reduction of multipath can also help the process of
ambiguity resolution.
It would be possible to reduce the instrumental setup by the
transportation oscillator. Short experiments can be done by
using the internal receiver oscillator instead. This requires,
among other things, to keep the receiver from resetting its
internal time-base on a regular bases.
Generally, one can claim that GPS carrier phase time
processing has a potential geodetic accuracy of a couple of
tens of picoseconds, i.e. the influence of differential channel
noise. Nevertheless, unpredictable and individual receiver
hardware delay variations reduce the achievable accuracy
dramatically and it is difficult to predict its lower limit. In
this clock transport application a careful chosen environment
and good planning certainly allows accuracies in the order of
a couple of hundred picoseconds.

V. FUTURE WORK and THANKS
In a next step we first of all intend to improve the
experimental setup by stabilizing the receiver environment
and the TIC. Together with the transportation clock all
equipment will be mounted into an air-conditioned housing.
The use of phase-stabilized cables (>20m) for the TIC
measurements to the REF/CAL clocks will improve the
uncertainty for the indoor/outdoor interface. Improvements
to the immediate multipath environment around the antenna
and optimization of the receiver settings for kinematic use
will help better tracking and thus ease the post processing.
The software also needs certain improvements for
automation and data handling, the use of GLONASS data
will be included in order to support a more robust solutions.

Fig. 10. Javad Lexon – GGD receiver, temperature induced delay show
differences between the carrier frequencies -170 ps/K at L1, -150
ps/K at L2, measurements in zero baseline to a SNR-8000.

Fig. 11. Temperature induced delay on an Rg58 antenna cable at the L1
frequency, nearly linear behavior over the temperature range:
0.42ps/Km; comp. phase stable Andrews LDF2-50: 0.01ps/Km.

We would like to thank the Swedish Defense Material
Administration (FMV) and Onsala Space Observatory for
loan of equipment, and Peter Löthberg, STUPI AB, for
fruitful discussions and providing data.
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ABSTRACT
Since 1966 the National Institute of Metrology
Bucharest (NIMB) has been responsible for the
Romanian Time and Frequency Standard. In the
beginning the national standard relied on two quartz
oscillators Rhode & Schwarz. Between, 1980-1984, in
order to satisfy the increasing requirements of the
economy and technology, an atomic commercial
frequency standard (HP 5061A) was used as national
standard for time and frequency. This latter was replace,
further on, by two hydrogen masers build up by the
specialists of Atomic Horology Laboratory of the
National Institute of Laser, Plasma and Radiation INFLPR (dr. Octav Gheoghiu, dr. Cipriana Mandache,
dr. Liviu Giurgiu and others). For the moment, the local
realization of UTC (the national time scale) relays on
one cesium clock HP 5071A.
This paper is a report on the present metrological
parameters of the national standard and on the methods
which we intend to use to disseminate the data/time
information at the national scale.
1.

SHORT HYSTORY OF TIME
MEASUREMENTS IN ROMANIA

In early years the time measurement was based in
astronomical measurements. In our country the fast time
measurement system was discover at Gradistea
Muncelului. It is known as the great Dacian sanctuary
and it is similar with other sanctuary found in England,
China and India. The exactitude of time measurement it
was one of the better for this moment.
Later on the time measurements in our country followed
the European trend. In 1891 by royal decree was
adopted the official time as time of the second
meantime zone and later on, in 1957, was set up the first
Time Service at the Astronomic Observatory of the
Academy and the first data was include in BIH bulletins
in 1958. At this moment the national time standard was
a Belin quartz horology. Since 1961 the Astronomic
Observatory was included in the international system. In
1951 was set up the Institute of Metrology which
became, in 1974, the National Institute of Metrology as
it is know today. Concomitantly it was set up the time
and frequency laboratory. At the beginning, the only
time and frequency standards had been two marine
chronometers and two Rhode & Schwarz quartz
horology. Hardly, in 1975, was buy the first atomic

clock which represent an important jump in the
evolution of the metrological. In
80 years the time and frequency laboratory had using
three hydrogen masers, manufactured by the National
Institute for Laser, Plasma and Radiation (INFLPR).
Because of their poor reliability they were never used as
national time and frequency standards.
2. THE PRESENT SITUATION OF TIME AND
FREQUENCY IN ROMANIAN METROLOGY
The National Institute of Metrology Bucharest (NIMB),
has been working in this metrological field for more
than 50 years and it is responsible for Romania of the
realization and dissemination of SI units for nearly allphysical quantities. The Time and Frequency
Laboratory of NIMB establishes, since 1966, the
reference frame for a national time scale trough out the
whole territory of Romania. The national time and
frequency standard independently reproduce the
national unit of time, generates and keeps the national
time scale UTC (NIMB) so it is ensuring the unification
of time and frequency measurements.
In present, the national time scale is basing on a
commercial cesium frequency standard HP 5071A (put
in work in 1995), since October 2002 we began to
contribute to the international time scales TAI and UTC
established by BIPM.

Fig. 1 Block scheme of comparison system
Initially the comparisons were set up using a GPS
receiver manufactured by Odetics, but this receiver had
not been fully compatible with the method used by
BIPM. The comparisons were performing uninterrupted
by self-activating, every hour, via an HPIB interface
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using a PC and dedicated software. The uncertainty
evaluation of the difference between UTC(NIMB) and
UTC was very difficult. It must take account, as much
as possible, of all error sources. Therefore the national
time scale UTC(NIMB) was maintained with a
uncertainty grater than 100 ns and this value is entirely
due to the method used. Later on, from May 2003, the
comparisons had been done using a GPS receiver, type
TTR-6, which permit us to improve the uncertainty of
the comparison results (Fig.1). The aim of maintaining
the synchronization of UTC(NIMB), within 100 ns, to
UTC, as recommended by the CCDS, had been achieved
at 1σ level. Fig.2 shows the results of the comparison
between the national time scale UTC(NIMB) and the
international time scale UTC as they arise from data
published in Circular T of BIPM [1].

Fig. 2 Comparison of UTC (NIMB) vs. UTC via BIPM
The two jumps that appear on the graphic were induce
the first by putting in work of the GPS receiver TTS 6
and the second one by the major failure of the power
supply.
The future developments foreseen in the activities
concerning the national time scale realization will
follow two directions:
- the improving the reliability in real time generation
of and the stability of realization of UTC(NIMB)
and the stability of TA(NIMB) by including a new
commercial
cesium
frequency
standard,
manufactured by Agilent, in the national standard.
Since March 2005 the NIMB time scale are
routinely compared to UTC by means of the GPS
common-view comparisons with one C/A code
receiver TTS 2 which was recently put in operation.
- the development of time dissemination services
transmissible to all users.
In the future, the new primary frequency standard
(cesium atomic fountain) that will be built up within the
frame of cooperation between INFLPR and NIMB will
improve the metrological performance of the national
time and frequency standard and will increase the
accuracy of national time unit [2, 3, 4.].

3. TRANSMITION OF TIME INFORMATION
The transmission of time information at national scale is
also an important part of the NIMB activity. The
development of electronic commerce and of the secure
electronic document exchange also requires that a
trusted data and time information is included as part of
digital signature of the documents exchanged [5]. To
meet the requirements of the Time Stamping Authorities
(TSA) that are going to be established in Romania, than
NIMB must implement a trusted time distribution
service for the remote certification of these authorities
that must have their time sources traced to UTC(NIMB)
within 1 s. The approach proposed by NIMB assumes
that a TSA will have some sources of data and time
synchronized e.g. by GPS, DCF77, to have the
necessary redundancy, and will call some times a day
the NIMB trusted time service by a secure dial-up
connection or INTERNET, to have a certification of its
time information traceable to UTC. With the solution
proposed, NIMB will be able to measure the rate of
TSA clocks and to provide a certification of their time
error. As follow, recently, we realized and put into
provisional operation a system that allows the
transmission of time information via telephone lines.
The system consists of one time distribution system
(TDS), manufactured by the Technical University of
Graz (Austria), a telephonic modem and a PC together
with special software. This dissemination service,
designed to synchronize computer clocks or digital
terminal, is capable to reach accuracy ranging from low
to medium (100 ms to 1 ms), as reported in the papers
dealing with synchronization systems [6]. The
experimental results were quite satisfactory the timing
accuracy obtain ranging from 400 ms (for CMOS
clocks) to 60 ms (for DOS clocks).

Fig. 3 Time distribution system concept using TDS
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper want to demonstrate the "state-of-the-art" of
Romanian Time and Frequency National Standard
regarding its metrological parameters and both external
and internal traceability. The time and frequency
activities performed at NIMB cover most of the
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demands coming from the research and user
communities. Some other activities will be more
significant in the future for Time and Frequency
Laboratory of NIMB:
• to improve the accuracy and stability of the national
time and frequency standard;
• to develop our frequency stability measurement
capability, with particular attention to short and
medium averaging time (1…1000 s);
• to realize a dissemination service able to provide a
trusted time reference for the future activities that
will use electronic exchange of information.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the ionospheric effects on GPS time
transfer and an improved model for this correction are
studied. It is known that the stability of time transfer
using GPS common-view technique in low latitude
region, such as in Taiwan, is worse than that in other
region. This phenomenon is mainly caused by the great
ionosphere fluctuation within ± 20º of the equator. For
demonstrating this effect, the ionospheric corrections
obtained from broadcast ephemerides, global ionosphere
map (GIM) and from actual GPS measurements are
computed and the GPS common-view data from two
timing laboratories are analyzed. Based on our tests, the
time comparison result is degraded by using the GIM
correction in low latitude region. On the other hand,
using the measure ionospheric delay, the time transfer
result in low latitude region is as good as that in high
latitude. To compensate the differences between GIM
and the measure ionospheric delay, the higher-order
ionospheric effects are tested and the satellite-dependent
model is proposed. Using this new model, the
ionospheric effects can be reduced; furthermore, this
model can be adopted in local region to improve the
frequency stability when only single frequency GPS
receiver is used in frequency comparison.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Using GPS code measurements for time comparison is
studied for more than twenty years. In the conventional
common view structure, only one channel C/A code
observables are adopted and the most significant error is
the ionospheric delay. Since there are no measurements
for computing the effect, we only have to estimate the
delay from the ionospheric model of broadcast
ephemerides and the error only can be compensated by
about 50% [1].
To overcome this drawback, two typical methods are
adopted. This first one is using the dual frequency GPS
receiver to obtain the P1 and P2 code measurements and
the ionospheric delay can be determined by the linear
combination of these measurements [2]; however, this
kind of receiver is usually more expensive than a single
frequency receiver. The other method is using the IGS
global ionosphere map products. This product supports
the global total electron content (TEC) values and then
the ionospheric delay can be computed with an adequate
model. Although the delay computed by the IGS GIM
product is more accurate than that by the broadcast

model, some obvious errors still exist. For reducing the
errors, a modified model based on nonlinear model
decomposition is proposed and some tests are
performed to evaluate the performance of our model.
Based on the test data, we can conclude that our model
is sound and effective, and can be easily applied to the
surrounding stations of the reference station.
2.

REVIEW OF IONOSPHERIC MODELS

Two typical ionospheric models are described as follows
and are implemented in our test program. The first one
is the GPS broadcast model and the other is the
procedure to use the GIM TEC values for computing the
ionospheric delay.
2.1. Broadcast Model
The broadcast model, also called as the Klobuchar
model, represents the zenith delay as a summation of a
half-cosine function in the daytime and a constant value
at nighttime. For reducing the computation load, the
first three terms of Taylor series expansion for cosine
function is used in the following equation.

Tiono

⎧ ⎡
⎛ x 2 x 4 ⎞⎤
⎪ F ⋅ ⎢5.0⋅10 −9 + ( AMP)⎜⎜1− + ⎟⎟⎥, x < π 2
, (1)
= ⎨ ⎣⎢
⎝ 2 24 ⎠⎦⎥
⎪
−9
F ⋅(5.0⋅10 ),
x ≥π 2
⎩

F = 1.0 + 16.0 ⋅ (0.53 − E ) 3 ,
2π (t − 50400)
,
x=
PER

(2)
(3)

where F is the obliquity factor which is expressed in
terms of the satellite elevation angle E, while E is in
units of semi-circles; t is the local time; AMP and PER
are the amplitude and period of the cosine function and
can be computed by the broadcast parameters. The
detail formulae can be found in [1], and the
relationships between zenith delay, AMP and PER are
shown in Fig 1.
2.2 Single-Layer Model and Global Ionosphere Map
For obtaining a simple model, the ionosphere can be
regarded as a thin shell and the total electron content
along a signal path is compacted in terms of the vertical
TEC and a multiplier, called obliquity factor, to account
for the longer path length. Fig.2 shows the concepts of
single layer model and the corresponding TEC values
can be modeled as
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Ionospheric zenith delay (ns)

universal time. λi′ = λ + (t −Ti ) . The TECV i can be
computed by the simple 4-point interpolation formula,
TECV (λ 0 + p∆λ , β 0 + q∆β ) = (1− q )(1− p )TECV 0, 0 +
, (8)
p(1− q )TECV1, 0 + q (1− p )TECV 0,1 + pqTECV1,1
AMP

3.
PER
2

Local time (h)
Fig. 1: The ionospheric zenith delay model
1
⋅TECV ,
cosδ ′
where δ′ can be determined by
sin δ
sin δ ′
,
=
( RE + H )
RE
TEC (δ ) =

(4)

(5)

CORRECTIONS OF IONOSPHERIC MODEL

Based on the above equations, two different models can
be used to compute the ionospheric effects. The GPS
observables from two timing laboratories are chosen for
comparison. One is National Institute of Information
and Communications Technology (NICT) in Japan and
the other one is Telecommunication Laboratories (TL)
in Taiwan, and their coordinates are N 35.7068°, E
139.4885° and N 24.9536°, E 121.1645°. Fig. 3 and 4
show the differences between measured ionospheric
delay and two different models of two laboratories.
Based on these results, we can observe that the IGS
model is better than broadcast model in mid-latitude
region; however, in low-latitude region, the differences
between measured ionospheric delay and IGS model
result are still large.

′
δ
Single layer

δ
Receiver

H

RE

Earth

Fig. 3: Ionospheric delay test results of NICT

Fig. 2: Single layer model for ionosphere
The international GPS service (IGS) provides the TEC
of the ionosphere on a global scale with the differential
code biases of satellites and stations. Using this product,
the ionospheric zenith delay can be computed by
40.3⋅TECV
,
(6)
IZ =
f2
where f is the carrier frequency and TECV is the
vertical TEC which is given by IGS [3]. The vertical
TEC at specified coordinates and universal time can be
computed by
TECV ( β , λ , t ) =
Ti +1 − t
t − Ti
, (7)
TECV i ( β , λ i′ ) +
TECV i +1 ( β , λ i′+1 )
Ti +1 − Ti
Ti +1 − Ti
where β , λ , t is the geocentric latitude, longitude and

Fig. 4: Ionospheric delay test results of TL
For compensating the differences between the measured
ionospheric delay and IGS GIM model with an adequate
model, we use the empirical mode decomposition
method [4] to extract the significant features of the
differences. Fig. 5 shows the differences between
measured ionospheric delay and IGS model results and
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their corresponding decomposition components. After
performing the Hilbert transform [5] on each component,
the data can be expressed in the following form:
(9)
a j (t ) exp(i ∫ ω j (t )dt ,

where the sub-index j means the component number,
a j (t ) is the time-varying amplitude of the component j
and ω j (t ) represents the instantaneous frequency of

the jth component. Fig. 6 and 7 are the amplitude and
instantaneous frequency of the components 1-3 in Fig. 5.
After the different mode functions are obtained and the
corresponding amplitude and instantaneous frequency
functions are computed, our algorithm will check the
criteria to select suitable components for further use.
For the time comparison applications, two criteria are
set for selection. The first one is the amplitude range,
and the second one the range of instantaneous frequency.
Since the performance of short-term time comparison is
limited by the accuracy of the code measurements, we
only concern about the mid-term and long-term
performance. Thus, we can give an upper bound of the
instantaneous frequency. The lower bound of amplitude
also can be chosen for accuracy consideration. After
selecting the components functions, we can give a table
with the modified values at specified time, and the
interior point in succession epochs can be determined by
the interpolation method.

Fig. 5: Measured ionospheric delay minus the IGS
model and their decomposition components of PRN1
data

Fig. 7: Instantaneous frequency of the components of
PRN1 data
4.

TEST RESULTS

For verifying the performance of time comparison with
different ionosphere models, the data from two timing
stations are analyzed. Fig. 8 and 9 show the results from
NICT station. The standard deviation of time
comparison results by using measured ionospheric delay,
broadcast model and IGS GIM product are 1.8 ns, 2.8 ns
and 1.7 ns, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the differences
between the time transfer results using measured values
and IGS model values, and their differences is less than
± 2 ns in most epochs.

Fig. 8: Time comparison between NICT and GPS time

Fig. 9: Differences between time comparison results by
using measured ionospheric delay and IGS model
Fig. 6: Amplitude of the components of PRN1 data

On the other hand, the ionospheric effect is more serious
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in low-latitude region. Fig. 10 shows the time
comparison results between TL and GPS time from
MJD 53400 to 53405. The standard deviation of time
comparison by using measured ionospheric delay is 1.7
ns; however, they are 4.9 ns and 2.2 ns by using
broadcast model and IGS model, respectively. Based on
our algorithm, we can obtain the modified values for
IGS model and re-compute time comparison results. Fig.
11 shows the final results based on our algorithm and
the differences between measured data and modified
model data are shown in Fig, 12. It is noted that the
differences show in Fig. 12 is the average of unselected
components due to our algorithm criteria.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the ionospheric effect on time comparison
is studied. The broadcast model and IGS GIM products
are used to assess the ionospheric delay and the linear
combination of dual frequency data are used for
comparison. Based on the test data, it is obvious that the
performance of time comparison in low-latitude region
is degraded by using the ionospheric model to estimate
the delay. For reducing this error, a dual frequency
reference station is necessary. After decomposing the
difference between measured ionospheric delay and IGS
model results, we can select suitable mode for model
correction. The final results show that the algorithm can
be applied to a local region for time comparison
applications.
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1. ABSTRACT
Design of timing and optical fiducial systems for the
forthcoming Laser MégaJoule (LMJ) facility is
outlined. Recent results obtained with the LMJ
prototype (LIL Ligne d Intégration Laser) timing
system are reviewed together with future
improvements planned for the LMJ facility. The
future LMJ optical fiducial system is then presented.
2. INTRODUCTION
The LMJ facility, a 240-beam laser, is currently
under construction in France. It will be mainly used
for Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) experiments,
i.e. to study high energy and density plasma
produced by imploding deuterium-tritium targets
with high energy laser beams. In this paper, we
focused on two distinct LMJ subsystems: the timing
system, and the optical fiducial system. The first is
intended to synchronize laser beams, diagnostics, and
other devices with trigger signals, while the second
provides an optical time reference on imaging
diagnostics (like streak cameras). The common goal
of these two subsystems is to guarantee a precise
timing of ICF experiments.
3. LMJ TIMING SYSTEM
In addition to pulse energy or spatial focusing
resolution requirements, a very precise beam-to-beam
power balance and timing are required to guarantee a
highly
homogeneous
target
compression.
Furthermore, being built on a large ground area of
30,000 m², LMJ requires a specific timing system to
generate many trigger pulses (around 5000 signals) to
control the laser and diagnostics with a high time
precision (from some microseconds to some
picoseconds, for a dynamic range of up to 2 s)
throughout the facility.

4-beam LMJ prototype), with 800 trigger signals [3-1].
However we would like to improve some parts of this
timing system for the LMJ facility. Three important
improvements are planned. Firstly a new optical
receiver is tested to reduce the influence of optical
power on generated delays and jitter. Then, a new
architecture is designed to increase the number of local
areas where the trigger signals are distributed: 16 local
areas for the LIL facility and 256 for the LMJ facility.
Finally we are planning to develop a specific timing
system with a significantly low jitter for pulse shaping
system (generation of the 240 synchronized Laser
pulses).
3.2 New optical receiver
A specific optical receiver is included in slave delay
generators. This device converts the optical bit
sequence to electrical local clock. However, the delay
generated by a slave unit changes with the level of
received optical power. Furthermore, the jitter of
generated signals increases markedly, for a power
lower than -30 dBm. Consequently we designed a new
optical receiver to reduce this effect. We are testing the
new device and the first results are promissing. Indeed,
the delay and the jitter are stable if the power is lower
than -20 dBm : the peak to peak variation for the delay
is less than 200 ps and the jitter is constant (see figure
3-1). We will continue to improve the optical receiver
to reduce the effect of the power for a level higher than
-20 dBm. Moreover, we will correct the remaining
delay variation with a numerical model.

3.1 Principle of timing system
The timing system we have studied is based on a
master clock from which the time is transferred to
distant areas in the facility by sending an optical bit
sequence through single-mode fibers. In each of
these areas, clock is regenerated from this sequence
and coupled with highly accurate slave delay
generators. Since mid-2003, this concept has been
carried out for the LIL facility (which is presently a

Fig. 3-1. Delay and jitter vs optical power for a slave unit and the
new receiver.
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3.3 New architecture and local area design

3.4 Specific timing system for pulse shaping

We are currently designing future architecture
improvements for the LMJ timing system. We will
use 3 levels of optical splitters to distribute the
optical message from the master clock to the 256
different areas of LMJ building (see figure 3-2).

It is necessary to use a specific timing system for pulse
shaping function. This function allows to generate the
240 laser pulses with a specific shape. The triggers of
pulse shaping devices will have to be very precise
(jitter lower than 10 ps rms) to synchronize the 240
pulses. Consequently, we will design a high accuracy
timing system with low jitter. This timing system will
be based on passive electro-mechanical devices
without jitter : a high voltage pulse generator will
distribute 60 trigger signals for 60 pulse shapers (one
shaper for 8 laser beam). The signals will be
transmitted with coaxial cables. The delay of each
signal will be adjusted with a specific delay line. And a
specific circuit will be designed to reduce signal
risetime, after cable transmission (see figure 3-4).
Some parts of this specific system will be tested this
year (cable transmission and delay line) to estimate the
precision and the drifts.

Fig. 3-4. Principle of Specific Timing System
Fig. 3-2. Architecture of LMJ Timing System

There will be four Slave generators, in each local
area : three standard slave units and one reference
slave unit. A reference unit will be able to measure
time differences between the master clock and one
LMJ area, exactly as in the LIL timing system.
Moreover, a chronometer will be included in each
local area to measure time difference between the
different slave generators of the area. Furthermore,
we are planning to integrate a specific chronometer
inside each slave unit to measure temperature and
long-term drifts (see figure 3-3). This device will be
able to send alarm to the timing system monitoring if
the drifts increase too high. In this case, the slave
generator will have to be calibrated again.

Fig. 3-3. Local Area Design

The LMJ timing system will be more advanced than
the LIL system, allowing us to improve the way of
using it and to reduce the cost per channel, while
keeping the same accuracy or improving it.

4. LMJ OPTICAL FIDUCIAL SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
Highly stable and extremely low-jitter laser-based
system is required for designing the LMJ optical
fiducial system. The main issue in conceiving such
system is to guarantee peerless timing specifications in
harsh environmental conditions [4-1].
As mentioned above, a very precise timing is required
for LMJ. Thus, the LMJ 240 laser pulses have to be
synchronized with a precision of 50 ps (single-shot
RMS jitter), and the timing system has to trigger the
laser driver and diagnostics with a precision of less
than 15 ps. The so-called diagnostics use detectors
such as streak cameras to study the laser-produced
plasma. For simplicity, we will only consider the case
of streak cameras fiducial in the remaining (we will not
consider the case of framing cameras which also
require fiducial).
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Triggering diagnostics is generally not sufficient in
laser-plasma
interaction
experiments
[4-2].
Interpretation of experimental results actually
requires that the temporal evolution of the observed
x-ray emission be correlated exactly with respect to
the incident laser pulse. One can add that timing
system is neither precise enough nor well adapted to
this purpose. On LMJ, this correlation will be
achieved in streak cameras by using a laser pulse
fiducial monitor system triggered by the timing
system. This laser system produces a signal (namely
the optical fiducial signal) which is sent through
multimode optical fibers to streak camera
photocathodes. This optical fiducial signal is a set of
eight laser pulses with known relative time delays,
which are used to calibrate the sweep speed of streak
cameras (Fig. 4-1).

Detector

Wavelength

Pulse
energy

Channel
number

Visible
streak camera

~526nm

10 pJ

24

X-ray
streak camera

~351nm

200 nJ

10-12

Table 4-I. LMJ optical fiducial specifications for streak cameras.

4.2 Specifications, architecture and technical issues

Sweep speed

Specifications of LMJ optical fiducial signal are
given in Table 4-I. This optical signal consists of
eight 50-ps to 100-ps pulses, with relative time
delays of 500 ps or 2 ns (depending on streak camera
time range), and with a shot-to-shot peak power
stability less than 20%. The first pulse of this
sequence is the fiducial time reference, which can be
related with a good precision to the LMJ laser pulse
reference time (thanks to a specific low power
experiment, or using a specific diagnostic at each
gain shot). The remained pulses are used for the
sweep speed calibration (Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2).
Non-linear sweep speed
curve

Incident optical power
on photocathode

Time

Optical
fiducial
signal

Time

Fig. 4-1. On a streak camera, optical fiducial signal not only
provides a reference time (given by the first pulse position), but
also allows calibrating the streak camera sweep speed.

Fig. 4-2. 2-GHz optical fiducial signal at 532 nm. This picture
was acquired on a visible streak camera (S20 photocathode).

An overview of what could be the future LMJ optical
fiducial system is shown on Fig. 4-3. Picosecond
optical pulse generation can be achieved with various
laser systems, but, to the best of our knowledge, the
most stable ones are based on Semi-Conductor
Saturable Absorber Mirror (SESAM) technology [4-3].
Thus, the amplified laser source on Fig. 4-3 is a
Nd:YLF laser passively mode-locked by SESAM and
frequency-synchronized to the LMJ timing system at
around 77 MHz (Fig. 4-4), followed by two
amplification stages (single-shot Nd:YLF regenerative
and multipass amplifiers). An ultra-fast Michelsonbased pulse multiplexer [4-4] generates 2 GHz and
0.5 GHz fiducial signals, and then a third harmonic
generation stage allows us to produce both 526 nm and
351 nm fiducial signals, which are divided in N
channels (where N = 12 for 526 nm, and N = 24 for
351 nm), and sent through 60-m optical fibers to
diagnostics.
In LMJ optical fiducial system, there are three main
subsystems that could introduce significant single-shot
jitter (i.e. jitter and long-term drift) :
- LMJ timing system : 15-ps RMS jitter ;
- 60-m optical fibers : ~2-ps RMS long-term
drift (in ±0.5°C environment) ;
- and laser system, which is the subject of this
paper.
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Reference fiducial channel(metrology)

Amplified laser
source
1053nm
1 mJ
50 ps

Optical delay line #N
Optical delay line #N-1

550-µm
step index
optical fiber

Multipass
Amplifier
Nd:YLF
1053nm
10-30 mJ
50 ps

(Typical length:
60m)

Optical delay line #2
Optical delay line #1

Pulse divider

Generation of 8 pulses at
2GHz and 0,5GHz

351nm
Third Harmonic
Generation
15% efficiency

526nm

Optical
delay
line
62,5-µm
graded index
optical fiber
(~60m)

Dichroïc
mirror

produced 7-ps pulses at three wavelengths (1064 nm,
532 nm, and 355 nm), at a repetition rate around
77 MHz.
4.3 Optical fiducial prototype long term drift
measurements
As shown in Fig. 4-5, using a 12-ps rise time
photodiode ( Allegro-20-FS , Advanced Laser Diode
Systems) and the 7-ps rise time sampling module of a
signal analyser ( CSA-8000 , Tektronix, with the
following settings : 200-fs resolution, 200-ps time
range), we measured the long term drift in a
temperature-stabilized environment (better than
±0,5°C).
Nd:YVO 4 oscillator

Passively mode-locked by
SESAM

62,5-µm
graded index
optical fiber
(~60m)

Legend
Free space
propagation :

Optical fiber
propagation :

1x8 coupler
@ 526nm

62,5-µm
graded index
optical fiber
(~60m)

Fig. 4-3. Simplified architecture of the future LMJ optical fiducial
system (only the streak camera fiducial channels are shown).

Synchronization at 77 MHz

77 MHz
1064nm
10 nJ
7 ps

Pockels Cell

50 Hz
Photodiode

Trigger

Signal analyser

Slave

100-µm graded-index
UV optical fiber

Master

Fig. 4-5.
Experimental set-up for laser long-term drift
measurement.
0.07

Photodiode signal
(V )

20%
0.06

Nd:YLF oscillator 1053nm
Passively mode-locked
by SESAM
(with intracavity étalon)

100 nJ
50 ps

Nd:YLF
1053nm
Regenerative
amplifier
1 mJ
Single-shot

Variable optical
delay line
< 12 ns

50 ps

Synchronization at 77 MHz

0.05

0.04

4 ps RMS

Trigger

LMJ
Timing System

0.03

Fig. 4-4. LMJ optical fiducial system laser source ( Amplified laser
source in Fig. 4-2).

Our laboratory has been addressing the issues related
to LMJ optical fiducial system design for three years.
This work includes for instance timing jitter and
long-term stability issues in laser system, or pulse
broadening and damage (or non-linear) threshold
issues in optical fibers. All these issues have to be
solved in LMJ harsh environmental conditions [4-1],
and fiducial specifications (jitter and pulse energy)
have to be guaranteed in single-shot operation.
In this paper, we shall limit ourselves to experimental
results relative to laser system stability, which is one
of the main technical issues for designing the LMJ
optical fiducial system.

We report an original design, that we used as a
prototype of LMJ optical fiducial system, based on a
Nd:YVO4 laser passively mode-locked by SESAM
and synchronized to a master-slave timing system
(similar to LMJ timing system). This laser oscillator

0.02
11 ps

0.01

0
Time (ns)

24.46

24.48

24.5

24.52

24.54

24.56

24.58

24.6

24.62

24.64

Fig. 4-6. Long-term stability of our SESAM-based laser system
over 3 days is around 4 ps RMS (see text).

Results are shown in Fig. 4-6. In the graph, each curve
(raw data) represents a 45-minutes acquisition of the
output pulse (averaging allowed us to separate longterm drift from short-term jitter), which is broadened
up to 20 ps FWHM because of the limited detection
bandwidth. These 14 curves were acquired over 3 days,
at different moments of the day
given that all
instruments were turned off at the end of the day, and
then turned on the next day morning. The maximum
pulse position deviation was 11 ps, and the standard
deviation was 4 ps, which is quite low. In fact, this
establishes that jitter due to the laser was negligible,
because these values corresponds to the best
performances of our master-slave timing system (in
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temperature-controlled environment). With regard to
signal amplitude, peak-to-peak variation was about
20 %, which is also a good result for a single-shot
operation laser system.
4.4 Optical fiducial prototype jitter measurements
Nd:YVO4 oscillator 77 MHz
Passively mode-locked
by SESAM

Synchronization at 77 MHz

532nm
10 nJ
5 ps

0.1 Hz
Pockels Cell

Photodiode

Trigger

IN-7100
Single-shot
oscilloscope

Slave

Trigger

Master
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Fig. 4-8. Histogram of pulse positions at half rise time. According
to the Gaussian fit, pulse position jitter is around 5 ps RMS.

We measured timing jitter of our system using a 7GHz single-shot oscilloscope (1-ns time range,
triggered at 0.1 Hz), and the same photodiode as in
previous section (Fig. 4-7). Thus, 720 experimental
curves were acquired over a 120-min period. Pulse
positions histogram is shown in Fig. 4-8 : jitter was
5 ps RMS, which corresponds again to the best
performances of our timing system.
4.5 Conclusion
With regard to jitter or long-term drift of the optical
fiducial laser system prototype, we were not able to
measure any contribution from the laser (laser timing
jitter is therefore less than 1 ps RMS).
The whole system including optical fiber for longterm drift measurements (10-m UV graded-index
optical fiber) was stable for hours and could allow
us to build an optical fiducial system for the LMJ,
with a single-shot RMS jitter less than 2 ps
(excluding timing system).
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This paper deals with the methods of characterization of
timing signals using dynamic parameters. First the idea of
dynamic Allan deviation and dynamic time deviation is
described. Then different ways of the parameters’
calculation, taking into account non-overlapping and
overlapping segments of time error data are presented.
The results of computation experiment performed for
different data series are presented and discussed. The
proper solutions of computing procedures are suggested.

the form of presented calculation result (i.e. we can
obtain different forms of the 3D graphs for the same data
sequence).
In the paper the influence of the computation procedure
(determined by the data segments arrangement) on the
form of results obtained is analyzed. The results of
DADEV and DTDEV calculation performed for several
different time error sequences using different calculation
procedures (for overlapping and non-overlapping data
segments), are presented and discussed. The proper
computation procedures are suggested.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. IDEA OF DYNAMIC PARAMETERS

Allan deviation ADEV and time deviation TDEV are the
parameters, which describe the quality of synchronization
signal in the telecommunication network [1, 2, 3]. The
parameters allow to assess the variations of time interval
provided by the synchronization signal and recognize the
type of phase noise affecting the signal. The estimates of
the parameters are calculated for a series of observation
intervals using the sequence of time error samples
measured between two timing signals at the network
interface.
The characterization of the timing signal using the
dynamic parameter was proposed by L. Galleani and
P. Tavella at the Joint Meeting of IEEE FCS and EFTF in
2003 [4]. This characterization with dynamic Allan
deviation (DADEV) allows to recognize the variations of
the phase noise affecting the analyzed signal. This
approach was extended by the authors of this paper at the
18th EFTF in 2004 [5]. The dynamic time deviation
(DTDEV) was introduced and the time effective methods
of calculation of the dynamic parameters were proposed.
The evaluation of timing signal using dynamic
parameters consists in the calculation of the Allan
deviation or time deviation values for the segments
(slices) of time error sequence, with a change of the
initial point of calculation and presentation of the results
of calculation in the form of three-dimensional graph as a
function of observation interval τ and time t. We can
distinguish between calculation for overlapping and
non-overlapping segments of data. The arrangement of
the segments depends on the number of segments, the
time shift between the segments, their length and the
length of the whole data sequence. This arrangement
(resulting in specific calculation procedure) influences

The idea of dynamic parameters is quite simple. Instead
of one curve representing the values of ADEV or TDEV
as a function of observation interval τ, the set of the
curves plotted in the form of three-dimensional graph as a
function of observation interval τ and time t is
considered. As a result we can recognize the changes of
the type of phase noise affecting analyzed timing signal.
The changes of the slope of the parameter’s curve
indicate the changes of the noise type [4].
In order to obtain this form of graph, the following
computation procedure must be performed. First, the data
sequence (time series of time error measured at some
network interface) is divided into equal segments (slices)
with the length of Ts. We can distinguish between
overlapping data segments (Fig. 1) and non-overlapping
data segments (Fig. 2). Then the calculation of the
parameter’s value for a required range of observation
intervals for each data segment is done. The results of
calculation are plotted in a form of three dimensional
graph.

ABSTRACT

x(t)
time error sequence
data segment

t

ts
shift

. . .

Ts

Fig. 1. Overlapping segments of time error sequence
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x(t)
data segment

time error sequence

t

ts
. . .

shift

Ts

Fig. 2. Non-overlapping segments of time error sequence
3. COMPUTATION PROCEDURES
The formulae for the estimators of the Allan deviation
ADEV and the time deviation TDEV take the form:
ADˆ EV (τ ) =

TDˆ EV(τ) =

2n 2 τ 02 ( N − 2n )

1

6n

N −2n

1

2

∑ (xi + 2n − 2 xi + n + xi )2

N −3n+1  j +n−1

∑
(N − 3n +1) j=1

(1)

i =1


 ∑( xi+2n − 2xi+n + xi )
 i= j


procedure A. The range of observation intervals is from
0.1 s till 1000 s, so the relation between Ts and τmax fulfils
only the practical requirement. For the procedure B we
have more non-overlapping segments (20) than for A,
with shorter length (1000 s). Therefore the range of
observation intervals is smaller than in the procedure A,
but the relation between Ts and τmax is better. As result we
can obtain more curves on the 3D-graph for the shorter
range of τ but with better quality of the estimate.
The number of the overlapping data segments for the
procedure C and D is the same (11), but they differ in the
segment’s length and shift. The segment’s length for the
procedure C is 4000 s (as for the procedure A) with the
segment’s shift of 1500 s. For the procedure D the length
of the data segment is 10000 s (half of the length of the
whole data series) with the shift of 1000 s. Therefore the
first segment for this procedure covers the first half of the
whole data series, the last one covers the second half.

2

Table 1. Details of computation procedures

(2)

where {xi} is a sequence of N samples of time error
function x(t) taken with interval τ0; τ=nτ0 is an
observation interval.
The procedure of dynamic ADEV and dynamic TDEV
calculation depends on the set of quantities. These are:
length of the whole data series T, length of the data
segments created within the whole data series Ts, time
shift between the initial points of the data segments ts,
and range of observation intervals (τmin - τmax).
The relation between the whole data series length,
segments’ lengths and the time shift ts determines the
number of segments and the arrangement of the segments
(overlapping or non-overlapping). We must also take into
consideration the relation between Ts and the maximum
observation interval τmax. In practice, the value of the
parameter’s estimate can be calculated, when the length
of data series (in this situation: segment’s length) is two
times longer for ADEV and three times longer for TDEV.
According to the telecommunication standards and
recommendations, the length of data sequence used for
ADEV or TDEV calculation must be 12 to 15 times
longer than the maximum observation interval τmax
[1, 2, 3]. The minimum observation interval τmin is
determined by the sampling interval τ0: τmin must be three
times longer than τ0.
In order to analyze the influence of the procedure on the
form of calculation results, four different computation
procedures were established. The quantities determining
these procedures are presented in the Table 1. Two
procedures (A and B) are with non-overlapping data
segments and two next (C and D) are with overlapping
data segments. The data sequences used for computation
contain the time error samples taken with sampling
interval τ0=1/30 s during the time T of 20000 s.
The data sequence was divided into the five nonoverlapping segments with the length of 4000 s for the

procedure

A
B
C
D

over- observation segment’s segment’s number of
lapping
intervals
length
shift
segments
segments τmin- τmax
ts [s]
Ts [s]

no
no
yes
yes

0.1-1000
0.1-100
0.1-1000
0.1-1000

4000
1000
4000
10000

4000
1000
1500
1000

5
20
11
11

4. EXPERIMENT
In the computing experiment the procedures described in
the previous section were used to calculate both
parameters, dynamic ADEV and dynamic TDEV. The
ordinary Allan deviation and time deviation were also
computed for better comparison of the obtained results.
The calculations were performed for several different
data sequences. First sequence, denoted as WPM
represents the samples of white phase noise, which
changes its standard deviation for the period of 2000 s
after the half of the sequence. The Allan deviation for this
sequence is presented in Fig. 3. The plots of dynamic
ADEV computed using procedures A, B, C, and D are
presented in Fig. 4–7. The time deviation for the WPM
sequence is presented in Fig. 8. The plots of dynamic
TDEV for this sequence are presented in Fig. 9–12. The
second sequence (WPFM1) represents white phase noise
which changes its type to the white frequency noise for
the period of 2000 s after the half of the sequence. The
results of ADEV and DADEV calculation are presented
in Fig. 13–17. The results of TDEV and DTDEV
calculation are presented in Fig. 18–22. The third
sequence (WPFM2) represents the change of dominating
noise. In the middle of the sequence the domination of
WPM (WFM has lower level) changes into the
domination of WFM (WPM takes lower level). The
results of ADEV and DADEV calculation are presented
in Fig. 23–27. The results of TDEV and DTDEV
calculation are presented in Fig. 28–32.
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Fig. 9. DTDEV for WPM sequence – procedure A

Fig. 4. DADEV for WPM sequence – procedure A
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Fig. 10. DTDEV for WPM sequence – procedure B

Fig. 5. DADEV for WPM sequence – procedure B
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Fig. 11. DTDEV for WPM sequence – procedure C

Fig. 6. DADEV for WPM sequence – procedure C
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Fig. 8. Time deviation for WPM sequence

Fig. 3. Allan deviation for WPM sequence
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Fig. 7. DADEV for WPM sequence – procedure D
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Fig. 12. DTDEV for WPM sequence – procedure D
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Fig. 18. Time deviation for WPFM1 sequence

Fig. 13. Allan deviation for WPFM1 sequence
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Fig. 14. DADEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure A
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Fig. 19. DTDEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure A
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Fig. 15. DADEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure B
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Fig. 20. DTDEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure B
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Fig. 16. DADEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure C
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Fig. 21. DTDEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure C
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Fig. 17. DADEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure D
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Fig. 22. DTDEV for WPFM1 sequence – procedure D
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Fig. 24. DADEV for WPFM2 sequence – procedure A
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Fig. 29. DTDEV for WPFM2 sequence – procedure A
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Fig. 25. DADEV for WPFM2 sequence – procedure B
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Fig. 30. DTDEV for WPFM2 sequence – procedure B
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Fig. 26. DADEV for WPFM2 sequence – procedure C
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Fig. 31. DTDEV for WPFM2 sequence – procedure C
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Fig. 28. Time deviation for WPFM2 sequence

Fig. 23. Allan deviation for WPFM2 sequence
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The results obtained by means of the proposed
procedures will be described as follows.
The slopes of common Allan deviation (Fig. 4) and time
deviation (Fig. 9) computed for the WPM sequence are
typical for the white phase noise and do not indicate the
change of the noise level in the middle of the sequence.
This change was recognized using DADEV and DTDEV,
computed for the sequence. The best illustration of the
changes was obtained using the procedure B (nonoverlapping short segments). The number of curves
obtained using procedure A (Fig. 5 and 10) is too small to
indicate the instant of the change. The length of the
segments in the procedure D is too long. The shapes in
Fig. 8 and 13 illustrate some change, but it is not possible
to fix its initial and final instant. All segments, excluding
the first one, cover the period of magnified noise, which
affects the computation results. The variation of the slope
of DTDEV for observation interval τ=1000 s in Fig. 12
(procedure C) is observed because the requirement for the
relation between τmax and Ts is not fulfilled.
The change of the common TDEV curve for WPFM1
sequence (Fig. 20) indicates the presence of white
frequency noise. The form of this presence can be
concluded from the plots of dynamic parameters.
However, the forms of dynamic TDEV (especially for
procedure B, Fig. 22) recognize the presence of WFM
noise better. In the case of DADEV only the result
obtained by means of the procedure B (Fig. 17)
recognizes the presence of the period of changed noise.
The change of the dominating noise representing by the
WPFM2 sequence is well recognized by the results of
DTDEV calculation (Fig. 32 – 35). The curve of common
TDEV (Fig. 31) indicates the presence of both types of
noise only. The slope of the DADEV and DTDEV
obtained using procedure D (Fig. 30 and 35) suggests
rather soft change of the dominating noise. The rapid
change of the dominating noise type is better illustrated
by the shapes obtained using the procedures B and C
(Fig. 28, 29, 33, and 34).
The results of the experiment allow us to characterize the
proposed procedures of calculation of dynamic ADEV
and dynamic TDEV. The number of curves provided by
the procedure A seems to be too small to show its
dynamic feature. The number of curves in the case of
procedure B expresses the dynamic character of the
parameters better. Short length of segments allows to
identify the changes in the analyzed signal, but limits the
range of observation intervals τ – the maximum
observation interval τmax must be shorter.
In the case of procedures, which use the overlapping data
segments for computation, better results were obtained by
means of procedure C. The number of curves is enough to
express the dynamic character of the parameters. The
segment’s length (Ts=4000 s) enables the calculation for
rather wide range of observation intervals (form 0.1 s till
1000 s), although the requirement for the relation

between τmax and Ts was not fulfilled. The segment’s
length (Ts=10000 s) in the case of procedure D was too
long with the relation to the data sequence length
(T=20000 s). The changes affect the results of calculation
for almost all segments. It was hard to identify the form
and instant of the change.
The results of calculations using procedures B and C
enable better recognizing the variations in the analyzed
data sequences. In general, it is very hard to find some
compromise between the length of data sequence T, the
length of data segment Ts and the maximum observation
interval τmax. If we want to obtain good dynamic
character of the results using non-overlapping segments
(as in the case of procedure B), the length of segments
must be rather short (Ts<<T) and therefore τmax is rather
short. In order to perform the analysis for longer
observation intervals, we must use the overlapping data
segments with extended length.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The application of the dynamic ADEV and dynamic
TDEV to the evaluation of timing signals enables to
recognize some features of the signals, which cannot be
found using the common Allan deviation or time
deviation. Particular lengths and quantities should be
chosen carefully before the calculation process. In order
to obtain “dynamic” character of the expected result, a
number of segments greater than 10 is suggested. The
segment’s length should be very short in comparison with
the length of the whole data sequence in the case of nonoverlapping segments (e.g. Ts<0.1 T). The segment’s
length in the case of overlapping segments cannot exceed
the quarter of the data sequence’s length.
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ABSTRACT

the code rate and the line quality higher. The internaldelay variation in the earth station for TWSTFT limits
Two Way Satellite Time and Frequency Trans- the precision and degrades the stability, however. Time
fer(TWSTFT) enables us to perform time transfer pre- transfer result between the earth stations A and B is
cisely, for atmospheric and geometric delays between presented as follows;
the earth station and the satellite are almost canceled
because of the path reciprocity. However, the delays in
the transmission and the reception paths of the earth
1 A
[(t − tB ) + tSagnac
∆tA − ∆tB ∼
=
station cannot be cancelled due to the diﬀerent signal
2
paths. The internal delay diﬀerence makes the absoA
B
B
+ (dA
T x − dRx ) − (dT x − dRx )]. (1)
lute value of the time diﬀerence unknown, while the
variation in the delay diﬀerence degrades the stability
of the time transfer.
Here, ∆tA − ∆tB means the time diﬀerence and tA , tB
We have developed an internal delay-diﬀerence cal- do their reception time. tSagnac means the delay diﬀerA
ibration system using a multi-channel TWSTFT mo- ence due to the Sagnac eﬀect. dA
T x , dRx are the internal
dem. Because the signals for the calibration are pro- delays of the transmission and reception paths in the
B
cessed with the received time-transfer signals from earth station A, respectively. And dB
T x , dRx are simiother stations, not only a short-term variation but also lar. Because the internal delay-diﬀerence, (dT x − dRx ),
an annual change in the delay diﬀerence can be mea- is included in the equation (1), it is necessary for its
sured. It is found that the diurnal variation of the estimation in order to obtain an accurate time diﬀerdelay diﬀerence becomes a few hundred ps even if the ence. Besides, its variation need to decrease as low as
low noise ampliﬁer works in the temperature-controlled possible to improve the stability of time transfer. It is
box. As for the time transfer result between two H- reported the time transfer results showed diurnal varimasers, its stability was improved by the correction of ations arriving at a few ns[1]. Not only to stabilize the
the delay diﬀerence. We conﬁrmed the calibration sys- environment for equipments but also to measure the
tem is important to improve the precision of TWSTFT. variation and compensate it is eﬀective for stability of
TWSTFT.
We have developed the calibration system of the
1. INTRODUCTION
internal delay-diﬀerence using a multi channel TWSTFT modem[2, 3]. The modem can generate second
It is considered that Two-way Satellite Time and Fre- transmission signal to measure the reception path delay
quency Transfer(TWSTFT) is most precise method at and another transmission signal is used for usual time
this moment because of its path reciprocity. In the re- transfer and measurement of the transmission path.
cent TWSTFT system, measurement of code phase is Those delay measurements are performed simultanewidely used and its precision is almost ﬁxed from its ously with time transfer. This paper reports about our
code rate and the line quality of the link via satellite. system and the measurement results.
If more precise time transfer is necessary, we can make
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2. CALIBRATION SYSTEM

and Rxcal here, respectively. Their paths of Txcal and
Rxcal are outlined below;

2.1 Multi-channel TWSTFT modem
We have developed a multi-channel modem called as
NICT modem and started to report its time-transfer
results to BIPM on trial[4]. If the trial run is succeeded,
TWSTFT in the Paciﬁc-Rim region will be performed
by using the NICT modem instead of the ATLANTIS
modem.
The NICT modem has two transmission channels
and eighth reception channels. One transmission channel is used for usual time transfer and the measurement
of the delay in the transmission path. The other is used
for measurement of the delay in the reception path.
The eighth reception channel is used for the reception
of the signal to measure the delay in the transmission
path. The eighth reception channel has an independent
input connector from other reception channels, for the
structure makes us to diﬀerentiate the round-trip-delay
from the calibration signals with same PRN(Pseudo
Random Noise) number.
2.2 Internal delay measurements part

12G BPF

LNA

12G BPF

iso

H

iso

14G BPF

SSPA
Outdoor
Indoor

Down
converter

12G BPF

iso

H

PLO
Att

iso

14G BPF

Up
converter

PLO
BPF

NICT
modem

• Txcal
The Txcal is common with usual transmission signal
for time transfer. Its portion is clipped by the coupler
in front of the antenna and inserted into the path for
Txcal. It is transmitted through the cable for calibration to indoor and converted to IF frequency. Then it
is inputted to the eighth reception channel specialized
for Txcal and processed there.
• Rxcal
The Rxcal is generated by the second transmission
channel of the modem. It is converted to the RF frequency of reception and transmitted to outdoor, where
the same RF cable as Txcal is used. Then the Rxcal
is inserted into the usual reception path by the coupler
before the LNA. It is overlapped with the reception signals from other stations and processed simultaneously
at the modem.
Main constitutions of the calibration system are
third RF cable between indoor and outdoor, indoor
equipments including the frequency converters and
PLO and outdoor equipments including couplers in
front of the antenna. In the system, the modem, up
and down converters are placed indoor room. The
room temperature variation is controlled within ±1◦ C.
It is varied if someone gets into the room only. The
SSPA, LNA and others are placed outdoor and the
LNA is mounted in the temperature-controlled chamber where the speciﬁcation of temperature variation is
within ±1◦ C and the actual variation is much lower.
The RF cables with low temperature coeﬃcient, which
are the Andrew FSJ1-50A, connected with the indoor
and outdoor equipments. The RF components for
the calibration are installed the temperature-controlled
chamber which is placed indoor room. The temperature of the chamber changes only ±0.1◦ C. It is said
that the delays in the RF cable and SSPA vary mainly
about the Txcal and that in the RF cable causes variation mainly in the Rxcal accordingly.
In order to compensate the time-transfer result, necessary delay-diﬀerence value, ∆T , is presented using
the description seen in Figure 2 as follows;

Temperature
stabilized

Figure 1: Block diagram of the earth station. Components in the dotted area are mounted in the
temperature-controlled chamber.

∆T

1
(dT x − dRx )
2
1
[(tx modem+IF up+up conv+hpa
=
2
+ up f eed)−(down f eed+lna+down conv
+ IF down+rx modem)]

=

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the earth station
in NICT including the calibration system, where “iso”
and “PLO” mean isolator and phase locked oscillator,
respectively. The signals to measure the delays in the
transmission and reception paths are named as Txcal On the other hand, the measured delays of Txcal and
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the IF ampliﬁer is cancelled because they are inserted
into both paths of Txcal and Rxcal. Those in the modulator, tx mod and rx mod, are done similarly. Those
in the residual components, for examples, BPF, cables,
are not cancelled because of the frequency diﬀerence
in the transmission and reception. As for delays in
the not-common path with Txcal and Rxcal, tbias the
group delay measurements are necessary in advance by
using a network analyzer consequently. Because the
equipments in their not-common paths are mounted in
the temperature-controlled bath, their delays are able
to be assumed as constant values. The value of tbias is
48.563 ns in this system.

tx_IF_amp

3. RESULTS
3.1 Internal delay variation

tx_modem tx_modem
rx_modem
rx_modem

Figure 3 shows the time series plots of delays of Txcal
Figure 2: Block diagram of internal delay-diﬀerence
and Rxcal from 11/20/2004 to 11/24/2004. The decalibration system.
lays were measured every second and the outdoor temperature was done every one minute. Top means half
of internal delay-diﬀerence, 12 (∆TT x − ∆TRx ), second
is delay of Rxcal and third is delay of Txcal. Black
Rxcal, ∆TT x and ∆RRx were written as follows;
dashed line shows the outdoor temperature the antenna placed. In order to get a good visibility, biased
values were plotted. Because we stopped the temper∆TT x = (tx modem+IF up+up conv+hpa
ature control for chamber the LNA mounted and ad+ tx cal1+tx cal cable+tx cal2+tx mod
justed the signal level around day 2 in the horizon+ tx bpf +tx IF amp+rx modem)
tal axis, their delays changed and there were jumps
∆TRx = (tx modem+rx IF amp+rx att+rx mod in data. Because the Txcal was processed in the independent channel and not overlapped with other sig+ rx cal2+rx cal cable+rx cal1+lna
nals, it was measured with higher line quality of about
+ down conv+IF down+rx modem)
90dB·Hz. On the other hand, the measurement of Rxcal was done with about 60dB·Hz. We can see the
Using the measured value of ∆TT x and ∆TRx , ∆T is diﬀerence in their data spreads in ﬁgure 3.
The diurnal variation in the outdoor temperature
written as follows;
reached to about 12 ◦ C in the period, while the indoor
temperature varied about ±0.2◦C. We can see that the
delay
variations synchronized with the outdoor tem1
∆T =
[(∆TT x −∆TRx )+(up f eed−down f eed) perature change in ﬁgure 3. There was no correlation
2
(2) with the indoor temperature. When the temperature+ (tx modem−rx modem)+tbias ]
controlled chamber the LNA mounted worked, the detbias = (rx att+rx cal1+rx cal cable+rx cal2)
lay variations of Txcal and Rxcal were about 200 ps
− (tx cal1+tx cal cable+tx cal2+tx bpf )(3) and 150 ps, respectively. And when the temperature
control for the chamber turned oﬀ, those of Txcal and
The term, (tx modem − rx modem), remains in the Rxcal were about 300 ps and 400 ps, respectively. As
equation (2). If the other station uses the same modem for ∆T , its variations were about 180 ps and 360 ps
and their individual diﬀerence is negligible, the term is with and without the temperature control, respectively.
cancelled when the time diﬀerence is calculated. And if Using those results, we roughly estimated the temperwe can measure the delays of up f eed and down f eed ature coeﬃcient assuming that they were linear for the
before construction of the earth station, the absolute outdoor temperature. The temperature coeﬃcient of
value of delay in the earth station is possible to be ﬁxed. SSPA and LNA were -30 ps/◦ C and 30 ps/◦ C, respecWe have not measured them, however. The delays in tively. It is found that the delay-diﬀerence variation
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becomes a few hundred ps when the LNA is installed
into the temperature-controlled chamber and its compensation is required to improve the stability of TWSTFT.

2
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Figure 4: Time-transfer results between NICT and
NMIJ using H-masers. Horizontal axis means time and
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
vertical one is time diﬀerence in ns. Top and bottom
time[day]
show results without and with correction of internal
delay-diﬀerence, respectively. White dotted lines mean
Figure 3: Time-series plot of internal delays. Horizon- 1 hour averaged values.
tal axis is time, left vertical one means delay in ns and
right vertical one is temperature. Top means half of
internal delay-diﬀerence, second is delay in reception
calibration path and third is delay in transmission cal- The results agree that the correction works well.
Figure 5 shows the stabilities of time transfer, which
ibration path. Black dashed line means outdoor temwas
calculated from the values of 1 hour averaged of the
perature.
ﬁgure 4. Black circles and white squares mean without
and with the correction, respectively. The correction
of time-transfer result by using the measured delay3.2 Application for time transfer
diﬀerence values makes the data spread larger as seen
in the equation (1). The short term stabilities degrade
We implemented the time transfer experiment between with the correction because there is no correlation beNMIJ and NICT as well as the internal delay-diﬀerence tween the signal to measure the internal delay and its
measurement in the foregoing section. The calibration round-trip-delay via satellite. The stabilities of the avsystem was installed only in the earth station of NICT. eraging time of 1 hour show the similar values with
The H-maser signals were used as the references for and without the correction. It is found that to use the
the modems in both sites. When the reference was averaged data over 1 hour is eﬀective not to degrade
given from Cs clock, the variation referred from the the stability of time transfer.
clock was much larger than that caused by the internal
If there is a diurnal variation like a sine wave, the
delay diﬀerence and it was diﬃcult to see whether it stability at the averaging time of 43200 s worsens most.
made the time-transfer result degraded or not. Figure The stabilities with the correction around there im4 shows the time-transfer results using H-masers. We prove in the ﬁgure 5.
removed the linear gradient due to the frequency dif- The stabilities at the averaging time of 43200 s without
ference from data. Top and bottom show results with- and with the correction are presented as σo and σ, reout and with correction of the internal delay-diﬀerence spectively. The stability of the internal delay-diﬀerence
variation, respectively. Black and gray lines mean data is written as σcal . We estimated them from the meataken in every seconds and white dotted lines mean 1 surements as follows;
hour averaged data. At that time, the temperature
control for the LNA chamber turned oﬀ. In case without the correction, we can see the diurnal variation in
the time-transfer results synchronous with the variaσo = 1.38 × 10−14
tion of outdoor temperature. On the other hand, the
diurnal variation decreases in case with the correction.
σ = 7.00 × 10−15
10

Outdoor temp.

5
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Allan deviation

9
8
7
6
5

10-14
10-14
10-14
10-14
10-14

compensated for only one station at this moment. It
seems that the delay-diﬀerence variation in the other
station degrades the stability of time transfer.

wo/ correction
w/ correction

4. CONCLUSION

4 10-14
3 10-14

We have developed the calibration system of internal
delay-diﬀerence in the earth station for TWSTFT. The
2 10-14
NICT modem employed in the system has dual transmission channels, seventh reception channels and one
reception channel specialized for the measurement of
10-14
delay in transmission path. The system has been com9 10-15
8 10-15
posed of common RF components consequently. The
7 10-15
6 10-15
delays in the transmission and reception paths were
5 10-15
measured simultaneously with time transfer between
3
4
5
10
10
10
NICT and NMIJ using H-maser signals as references.
averaging time[s]
The LNA was mounted in the temperature-controlled
chamber and other instable equipments for temperFigure 5: Stability of time transfer between NICT and ature were placed in the indoor room. The variaNMIJ using hydrogen masers. Horizontal axis means tion of internal delay-diﬀerence became 15 ps/◦ C, howaveraging time and vertical one is Allan deviation.
ever. The result shows that the delay-diﬀerence may
change a few hundred ps not only during a day but
also between summer and winter. The stabilities of
−15
time transfer around 43200 s were improved by the
σcal = 7.54 × 10
calibration using 1 hour averaged data. It encourages
us to compensate the delay-diﬀerence variation in orIf there is no correlation between the time-transfer reder to upgrade the stability of TWSTFT. The delaysult and the internal delay-diﬀerence, the stability is
diﬀerence measurements have been tried in the odd site
presented as the root sum square, as below;
at this moment. If the calibration systems work in both
sites, the eﬀect for time transfer might be clearer.

σo

2 1/2
= (σ 2 + σcal
)

= 1.03 × 10
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The number above noted is almost consistent with
the estimated value from the measurement. Then, we
made the 1 hour averaged data FFT and checked the
amplitudes of diurnal variation. Their amplitudes are
as follows;
· wo correction
: 102 ps
· w correction
: 50 ps
· internal delay diﬀerence
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ABSTRACT
Some preliminary evaluations on the feasibility of the
GPS/Galileo Time Offset (GGTO) determination are
taken into account. Using the data coming from the
Galileo System Test Bed (GSTB) V1 experiment as well
as additional measures and IEN experience on timing
aspects, possible scenarios to estimate GGTO were
experienced also estimating the uncertainty, along with
possible advantages of the different estimation procedures.
The first experimental results are reported and discussed
pointing out the criticalities encountered and the solutions
suggested for reaching the demanding goals.

1. INTRODUCTION
The GPS Joint Program Office and the Galileo Project
Office have recently signed an agreement [1] on the
interoperability of the two navigation satellite systems
asking, among other things, for a close coordination of the
two system time scales, namely the GPS Time and the
Galileo System Time (GST).
In particular, the offset between GPS Time and GST,
named as GGTO, has to be independently determined by
both systems and then broadcasted in the navigation
message of each system. By that, both systems can ensure
to the user receiving both GPS and Galileo signals an
improved three dimensional position accuracy and service
coverage [2, 3].
During the Galileo In-Orbit Validation Phase (IOV)
scheduled in 2007, the four Galileo satellites will begin
broadcasting the GGTO information in the navigation
message. The current GGTO specification asks for both an
accuracy less than 5 ns (2σ) and a frequency stability
better than 8 × 10-14 over 1 day, even if improved figures
are expected by the time Galileo becomes operational [1].
At the Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale (IEN) “Galileo
Ferraris”, Turin (Italy), some preliminary evaluations on
the feasibility of GGTO determination at the requested
level of accuracy as well as different measurement
scenarios have been experienced, relying on first
experimental results from the GSTB-V1.

The GSTB-V1 was the first experimental phase of the
Galileo project supported by the European Space Agency
(ESA) with the aim to mitigate the programme risks [4].
In the GSTB-V1 infrastructure, an Experimental Precise
Timing Station (E-PTS) has been designed by IEN in
collaboration with Alenia Spazio, and it has been installed
and continuously operated since 2003 at IEN premises in
Turin, Italy. Scope of E-PTS element was to generate a
real-time hardware Experimental Galileo System Time
(EGST), which is the reference time for the whole
GSTB-V1 allowing the realization of a large set of
experiments in the timing domain. In particular, EGST
was based on IEN atomic clocks, namely an ensemble of
Cesium clocks and Hydrogen maser, applying a proper
algorithm also ensuring the steering of EGST to the
international reference time TAI and UTC [5, 6].
Taking advantage of the fact that EGST was a real-time
physical signal available at IEN during year 2004,
possible scenarios to estimate GGTO have been
experienced outside the main scope of GSTB-V1 using
additional data and evaluation at IEN, also with the
contribution of U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) data. The
GGTO was determined by three different methods:


by means of a multi-channel single-frequency GPS
timing receiver, connected to UTC(IEN) time scale,
performing “common view” measurements on GPS
signal in space (SIS) which are referred to EGST by
using local measurements at E-PTS,



by means of the E-PTS Sensor Station, that is a
multi-channel double-frequency geodetic GPS
receiver directly connected to the hardware
realization of EGST,



by means of a Two Way Satellite Time and
Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) link between
UTC(IEN) and UTC(USNO) time scales, using then
the UTC(USNO) to GPS Time offset as provided by
USNO to obtain the UTC(IEN) to GPS Time offset,
and finally using E-PTS local measurements to refer
to EGST.

Each scenario above is detailed in the following sections,
where some experimental results on GGTO evaluation are
also reported in terms of accuracy estimated considering
the BIPM data as a reference.
In fact, using the BIPM data reported in Circular T,
namely GPS Time versus UTC and UTC(IEN) versus
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UTC offsets, an additional GGTO determination can be
achieved:

220

GGTO, GSTB-V1 Processing, 1 datum/day
GGTO via BIPM CircularT, 1 datum/5days

200
180

GGTOBIPM = (UTC - UTC(IEN))BIPM +

160
140

– (UTC - GPSTime)BIPM +

2. FIRST SCENARIO: GSTB-V1
NOMINAL PROCESSING
According to the tasks allocated to GSTB-V1
experimentation, the offset between GPS Time and EGST
was evaluated using the local UTC(IEN) realization of
UTC as intermediate time scale by means of the following
expression:
GGTOGSTB V1=

(GPSTime - UTC(IEN))3SN +
– (EGST - UTC(IEN)Meas. System

80
60
40
20
0
-20
53369

53349

53329

53309

53289

53269

53249

53229

53209

53189

53169

53149

53129

53109

-40
53089

where the last term results from the local measurement
system at E-PTS. This evaluation may be obtained on
BIPM Standard Dates only, spaced by 5 days, and the
estimates are to be intended as instantaneous values dated
at 00h UTC. Furthermore, a frequency stability analysis in
term of Allan deviation has been conducted for the
medium-long term (in order to check versus the GGTO
requirements) as well as for the short term, dealing about
the potential of a “near-real time” estimation.

100

53069

(1)

(ns)

120

– (EGST - UTC(IEN))Meas. System

MJD (days)

Figure 2: Time series of GGTOGSTB V1 daily estimates as
provided by the GSTB-V1 Nominal Processing scenario
(symbol o). GGTOBIPM (5 days spaced, symbol ) is also
reported. The analysis period is from MJD 53069
(05/03/2004) to MJD 53369 (30/12/2004).
It can be seen that the GSTB-V1 Nominal Processing
estimates are in good agreement with BIPM Circular T
data. In particular, the difference between the two
estimates (plotted in Figure 3) falls within a few
nanoseconds, around a 0.8 ns mean value and with a
3.6 ns standard deviation.
14

(2)

12

where (see Figure 1) :

6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6

53369

53349

53329

53309

53289

53269

53249

53229

53209

53189

53169

53149

53129

53109

-8

53089

(EGST-UTC(IEN)Meas. System was the calibrated
measure at 00h UTC of the same day taken by the EPTS measurement system.

8

53069



10

(GPSTime - UTC(IEN))3SN was estimated once per day
(at 00h UTC) by a specific algorithm developed by
IEN [7], processing the raw measurements (over
24-hours interval centered at 00h UTC) provided by
a 3S Navigation (3SN) multi-channel singlefrequency GPS timing receiver, using UTC(IEN) as
external time reference,

(ns)



MJD (days)
GPS SIS

IEN 3SN

UTC(IEN)

Measurement
Measurement
System
System

Multi-channel
single-frequency
GPS timing receiver

E-GST

E-PTS (GSTB V1)

Figure 3: Differences between GGTOGSTB V1 and
GGTOBIPM estimates, 1 datum/5 days, from MJD 53069
(05/03/2004) to MJD 53369 (30/12/2004).
As expected, a very close to zero mean difference is
achieved thanks to the calibration of both the 3SN
receiver, regularly performed by BIPM [8], and the
measurement system at E-PTS.

Figure 1: Architecture of GSTB-V1 Nominal Processing
scenario.

Besides, it follows that a GGTO estimate at the level of
5 ns (1σ) uncertainty seems then feasible. However, it’s
worth to notice that such a result is twice the requested
uncertainty, asking for 5 ns (2σ).

The resulting GGTOGSTB V1 for this scenario is plotted in
Figure 2, where the estimated GGTOBIPM (1) is also
reported as a reference.

As a matter of fact, also the BIPM Circular T reports UTC
versus GPS Time with a global uncertainty of 10 ns,
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therefore it seems really the obtainable limit of this
technique.
2.1 GGTO uncertainty
For the GSTB-V1 Nominal Processing scenario, the
uncertainty associated to each daily GGTOGSTB V1 estimate
comes out from the two different contributions in
equation (2), namely:


the uncertainty on the (GPSTime - UTC(IEN))3SN
estimate,



the uncertainty on the (EGST-UTC(IEN))Meas.Sys.
measure.

Because of the high-resolution time interval counter (TIC)
and the careful calibration of the EGST distribution chain
on which the E-PTS measurement system is based on, the
latter contribution can be negligible in this context.
On the contrary, the receiver noise and the uncertainty of
the calibration of the receiver itself makes significant the
former contribution.
As investigated in [7], the IEN 3SN multi-channel GPS
timing receiver shows a typical white phase noise with a
figure of 1.6 ns (1σ) at one day observation interval.
Besides, according to the BIPM Circular T data, a 5 ns
(1 σ) uncertainty amount has to be considered for the
calibration of the receiver. Summing up these results, an
uncertainty of about 5.2 ns (1 σ) can be obtained in the
GGTO determination, mainly relied to the GPS receiver
calibration capability.
2.2 GPS smoothing algorithms for GGTO evaluation

3. SECOND SCENARIO: E-PTS SENSOR
STATION BASED
On March 23rd 2004 (MJD 53087), a dual-frequency
geodetic GPS receiver (Javad Legacy with timing option)
operated by IEN has been physically connected to the
hardware realization of EGST, as required by the final
operation of the E-PTS Sensor Station (Figure 4).
GPS SIS

Figure 4: Architecture of E-PTS Sensor Station based
scenario.
Since the switch-on, the E-PTS Sensor Station
phase/pseudorange measurements were routinely collected
with 1 Hz sampling rate and then processed according to
the procedure described in [9] and by the IEN algorithm
[7], providing then daily estimates of the GPS Time to
EGST offset:

This scenario has the advantage of being based on a single
measurement system (the geodetic GPS receiver) directly
estimating GGTO. The resulting GGTOE-PTS SS is shown in
following Figure 5, together with the GGTOBIPM obtained
by means of BIPM Circular T data (1).

2.

average of the different observation at the same
epoch,

220

GGTO via EPTS Sensor Station, 1 datum/day
GGTO via BIPM CircularT, 1 datum/5days

200
180
160
140
120

(ns)

outliers identification and removal,

(3)

GGTOE-PTS SS = (GPSTime - E-GST)JAV,P3

When using a GPS timing receiver in the GGTO
evaluation, it is known that the added measurement noise
may be significant and some estimation and smoothing
techniques have to be applied. In this study we considered
a one day batch smoothing algorithm (fully described in
[7]), whose main processing steps are the following:
1.

Dual-frequency
geodetic GPS receiver
(Javad Legacy)

E-PTS Sensor
Station (JAV)

E-GST

100
80
60

The considered method allows to evaluate a mean daily
value; nevertheless, the epoch values from step 2 can be
used as an iterative “real time” estimation of GGTO. A
GGTO dynamic estimation technique based on Kalman
filter application is actually under investigation (other
studies on different GGTO filtering techniques are
addressed in [2]).

53369

53349

53329

53309

53289

53269

53249

53229

53209

53189

53169

53149

53129

-40

53109

In particular, the daily value is computed using a linear
regression of all the available measures within a 24 hours
interval centred at 00h UTC of each day, aiming to filter
out any short-term instabilities.

0
-20

53089

estimation of a daily averaged value.

20

53069

3.

40

MJD (days)

Figure 5: Time series of GGTOE-PTS SS daily estimates, as
evaluated in the E-PTS Sensor Station scenario (symbol
o). GGTOBIPM is also reported (symbol ). The analysis
period is from MJD 53088 (24/03/2004) to MJD 53369
(30/12/2004).
The difference between the two considered estimates of
GGTO is reported in Figure 6.
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time offsets. However, considering an average daily
estimate (as in the previous and current scenario), this
intrinsic uncertainty may be negligible, but it is worth
mentioning that it may result in a very crucial uncertainty
source in case of more frequent (“near real time”)
evaluation of GGTO.

50
49
48
47
46

(ns)

45
44

Considering only the effects of the calibration and the
receiver instability, the uncertainty of the method would
amount to 2.6 ns (1σ), therefore not too much outside the
specification of 5 ns (2σ), but this evaluation needs
careful study of other possible different components.

43
42
41
40
39

53369
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53289

53269

53249

53229

53209

53189

53169

53149

53129

53109

53089

53069

38

MJD (days)

Figure 6: Differences between GGTOE-PTS SS and
GGTOBIPM estimates, 1 datum/5 days, from MJD 53089
(25/03/2004) to MJD 53369 (30/12/2004).
As clearly pointed out from the time differences in
Figure 6, the behaviour of the two estimates is very
similar (only 1.7 ns standard deviation), even if a 43.5 ns
mean value is noticed. Such bias with respect to BIPM
Circular T data is due to the fact that the E-PTS Sensor
Station was not calibrated in the frame of GSTB-V1
experiment, showing then its own electrical delay which is
not compensated in this scenario.

4. THIRD SCENARIO: TWSTFT LINK
WITH USNO
Following one of the approaches proposed in the
agreement between the GPS Joint Program Office and the
Galileo Project Office [1], GGTO has also been evaluated
by means of direct comparison of appropriate reference
clocks using a TWSTFT link between IEN and USNO
laboratories (Figure 7).

GEO Satellite

GPS SIS

3.1 GGTO uncertainty

E-PTS (GSTB V1)

Since EGST is a physical time scale directly connected to
the geodetic GPS receiver, the uncertainty of the
GGTOE-PTS SS estimated in this scenario is mainly driven
by the capability of the receiver to estimate GPS Time
from the GPS SIS.
To this figure, two additional contribution at least are to
be added:


the uncertainty of the receiver calibration,



the intrinsic uncertainty in the dissemination of GPS
Time by GPS SIS.

As stated before, the E-PTS Sensor Station was not fully
calibrated in the frame of GSTB-V1. Nevertheless, the
first term could be assumed to be 2.5 ns (1σ), which is the
typical uncertainty affecting the differential calibration of
geodetic GPS receivers [10]. Besides, the stability due to
the receiver itself, over observation period of one day, was
estimated to be 0.8 ns (1σ) [7].
Moreover, the latter term has to be considered in every
scenario involving a GPS receiver (either timing or
geodetic) to access to GPS Time. This is due to the fact
that GPS Time, as broadcasted through GPS SIS, is
actually a prediction of its own offset with respect to each
satellite on-board clock.
Such a prediction is daily updated only possibly not in the
same instant on all GPS satellites, so the GPS time that
can be inferred by SIS is a mix of old and newly predicted

Measurement
Measurement
System
System

TWSTFT
TWSTFT
Station
Station

TWSTFT
TWSTFT
Station
Station

PPS Receiver
Multi-channel
dual-frequency
P(Y)-code receiver

E-GST
IEN T&F Laboratory

UTC(IEN)

UTC(USNO)
U.S. Naval Observatory

Figure 7: Architecture of the scenario based on the
TWSTFT link with USNO.
With reference to the architecture above, GGTO results
from the following expression:
GGTOTW = – (EGST - UTC(IEN))Meas. System +
– (UTC(IEN) - (UTC(USNO))TWSTFT +
– (UTC(USNO) – GPSTime)USNO data

(3)

where:


(UTC(USNO) – GPSTime)USNO data are the data from
the USNO time monitor station reference receiver,
once per day centred at 00h UTC (provided by
USNO [11]),



(UTC(IEN) - (UTC(USNO))TWSTFT is the measure at
00h UTC of the same day, obtained by the IEN
TWSTFT link with USNO, which has been
calibrated a posteriori with respect to BIPM Circular
T data,



(EGST - UTC(IEN))Meas. System is the calibrated
measure at 00h UTC of the same day taken by the
E-PTS measurement system.
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The daily GGTOTW estimates provided by this scenario
are reported in Figure 8, along with the GGTOBIPM (1).
Resulting differences from these two estimates are given
in Figure 9, where significant lack of TWSTFT data can
be noticed at the end of the considered period.

4.1 GGTO uncertainty
GGTO uncertainty for this scenario is obtained as the sum
of three contribution:
 uncertainty of (EGST - UTC(IEN))Meas. System, which is

negligible in this context (as seen before),
220

 uncertainty

of (UTC(IEN)-(UTC(USNO))TWSTFT ,
which currently is about 4 ns (1σ, according to
Circular T data), but it can be reduced to 1 ns (1σ) in
case the TWSTFT link is appropriately and
repeatedly calibrated,

GGTO via TWSTFT Link with USNO, 1datum/day
GGTO via BIPM CircularT, 1 datum/5days

200
180
160
140

(ns)

120
100

 uncertainty of (UTC(USNO) – GPSTime)USNO

data ,
which is about 2 ns [11] considering SIS and receiver
errors and excluding the errors in absolute calibration
(which would add several more nanoseconds).
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53089

53069

-40

Summing up these contributions, an uncertainty of about
5 ns (1σ) seems to be reachable, which is again twice the
requested one.

MJD (days)

Figure 8: Time series of GGTOTW daily estimates as
provided by the TWSTFT link with USNO scenario
(symbol o). GGTOBIPM is also reported (symbol ). The
analysis period is from MJD 53069 (05/03/2004) to MJD
53369 (30/12/2004).
-2
-3
-4

5. COMPARISONS AMONG THREE
SCENARIOS
The mean and the standard deviation values of the
differences among the three GGTO estimates obtained
considering the scenarios described above and GGTOBIPM
(1) are summarized in Table 1.

-5
-6

Residuals with respect to Circular T

-7
-8

(ns)

-9
-10
-11
-12
-13

Different scenarios

Mean

Sigma

GSTB-V1 Nominal
processing

0.8 ns

3.5 ns

E-PTS Sensor Station

43 ns

1.7 ns

TWSTFT Link with
USNO

-10 ns

1.8 ns

-14
-15
-16
-17
53369

53349

53329

53309

53289

53269

53249

53229

53209

53189

53169

53149

53129

53109

53089

53069

-18

Table 1: Residuals of different scenarios with respect to
GGTOBIPM from Circular T data (1).

MJD (days)

Figure 9: Differences between GGTOTW and GGTOBIPM
estimates, 1 datum/5 days, from MJD 53069 (05/03/2004)
to MJD 53369 (30/12/2004).
However, focusing on the first period only (up to
MJD 53199 (13/07/2004)), it can be seen that the
GGTOTW estimates from the TWSTFT link with USNO
agree with GGTOBIPM within a 1.8 ns standard deviation.
Besides, the 10 ns offset with respect to Circular T data
could be probably due to the different data processing at
BIPM and at USNO side, contributing a different
reconstruction of the GPS Time.

Apart from mean values, looking at the results reported in
the table above, it stands out that the residuals obtained
following the E-PTS Sensor station and USNO TWSTFT
link scenarios are those characterized by the better
standard deviation.
Moreover, the Allan deviation of the different estimates of
GGTO (corresponding to the three scenarios outlined
before) has been computed over the whole analysis period,
in order to assess a medium long term frequency stability
analysis (Figure 10).
As it comes out from Figure 10, at one day the best
estimate of GGTO is given by the E-PTS Sensor Station
scenario, where the uncertainty is mainly driven by the
capability to estimate GPS time from SIS. While at long
term the all three scenarios converge to the same stability,
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which is about 1·10-14 for τ = 16 days, which can be due to
the instabilities of GPS Time and EGST time scales.

As an additional analysis, the short term stability of
GGTO (as estimated by the E-PTS Sensor Station
scenario) has been evaluated, in order to assess the
potential of a “near-real time” estimation.

Frequency Stability
1E-13

σ(τ)

τ = 16 days which seems to be ascribed by the better
stability of EGST in this best run period.

The 1 Hz raw measures performed by the geodetic GPS
receiver were processed according to the P3 procedure
[9]; then, after an outliers identification and removal, an
average of the different observation at the same epoch was
performed, resulting in one datum per 16 minutes.

1E-14

The Allan deviation of these 16 minutes data is reported in
Figure 12, together with the Allan deviation of the
GGTOE-PTS SS daily estimate (already reported in
Figure 10).

GGTO, GSTB-V1 Processing, 1 datum/day
GGTO via EPTS Sensor Station, 1 datum/day
GGTO via TWSTFT Link with USNO, 1 datum/day

Frequency Stability

1E-15
1.E+04

1.E+05

1.E+06

1E-11

1.E+07

Averaging Time, τ, seconds

Figure 10: Allan deviation of the three different estimates
of GGTO. The stability is computed over the whole
experimentation period, from MJD 53069 (05/03/2004) to
MJD 53369 (31/12/2004).
σ(τ)

1E-12

To check the impact of the satellite systems reference time
scale instability, the Allan deviation of the considered
GGTO estimates was computed over the first three
months of GSTB-V1 experiment, during which EGST
was characterized by a very good behaviour.

1E-13

1E-14

GGTO via EPTS Sensor Station, 1 datum/day
GGTO via EPTS Sensor Station, 1datum/16 minutes

Frequency Stability

1E-15

1E-13

1.E+02

1.E+03

1.E+04

1.E+05

1.E+06

1.E+07

Averaging Time, τ, seconds

σ(τ)

Figure 12: Short and medium-long term stability of
GGTO for the E-PTS Sensor Station scenario: 1
datum/day (symbol o), 1 datum/16 minutes (symbol ).
As it stand out from this plot, even the 16 minutes GGTO
estimates completely fulfil the requirement, asking for a
frequency stability better than 8 × 10-14 over 1 day.

1E-14

GGTO, GSTB-V1 Processing, 1 datum/day
GGTO via EPTS Sensor Station, 1 datum/day
GGTO via TWSTFT Link with USNO, 1 datum/day

6. CONCLUSIONS

1E-15
1.E+04

1.E+05

1.E+06

1.E+07

Averaging Time, τ, seconds

Figure 11: Allan deviation of the three different estimates
of GGTO. The stability is computed over the first three
months of the experiment, from MJD 53088 (24/03/2004)
to MJD 53171 (15/06/2004), considered as the best period
of EGST stability.

Different approaches to evaluate GGTO have been taken
into account in this paper.
Taking advantage of the fact that EGST was a real-time
physical signal available at IEN during year 2004,
possible methods to estimate GGTO have been
experienced, using additional data and evaluation at IEN,
also with the contribution of USNO data.

As it can be noticed in Figure 11, the three scenarios still
converge to the same stability at long term, but to a much
lower level corresponding to σy(τ) = 6·10-15 for
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different

[2] A. Moudrak., J. Hammesfahr, A. Konovaltsev,C.
Bruyninx, P. Defraigne et al., “Determination of
GPS-Galileo Time Offset to Support System
Interoperability”, in Proceedings of 8th European
Navigation Conference GNSS 2004, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands, 17-19 May 2004.

In addition, as indirect validation, the BIPM Circular T
data were used as reference, to check the accuracy on the
different GGTO determination.

[3] A. Moudrak, A. Konovaltsev, J. Furthner, A.
Hornbostel, J. Hammesfahr et al., “GPS Galileo
Time Offset: How It Affects Positioning Accuracy
and How to Cope with It”, in Proceedings of ION
GNSS 2004, Long Beach, CA, USA, 21-24
September, 2004.

GGTO was
scenarios:

determined

following

three

• GSTB-V1 nominal processing,
• E-PTS Sensor Station,
• TWSTFT link with USNO.

The mean and standard deviation values of the residuals of
the three GGTO estimates with respect to BIPM
Circular T data are reported. In this paper, the BIPM data
were assumed to be the ultimate reference, nevertheless
the BIPM data are also contaminated by uncertainty which
is globally indicated around 10 ns in BIPM Circular T.
Therefore the uncertainties values here reported should
take care that this is the level of uncertainty which seems
feasible today.
The first experimental results are discussed, and a
preliminary evaluation of the uncertainty relating to each
scenario is carried out.
Furthermore, a comparison among the three scenarios, in
terms of frequency stability, has been performed.
Finally, a short term frequency stability analysis has been
conducted for the E-PTS Sensor Station scenario, dealing
about the potential of a “near-real time” estimation.
After an accurate analysis of these first experimental
results, it seems possible to suppose that the best
estimation of GGTO seems to be obtained using a
scenario similar to the one based on the E-PTS Sensor
Station , where the uncertainty is mainly driven by the
capability to estimate GPS time from SIS. Further
evaluations are still in progress.
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Abstract

2 Advantages of GLONASS

Although not finished and not so widely known as the
GPS, the Russian Navigation Satellite System
(GLONASS) provides interesting opportunities for
international time metrology. Its P-code signal shows an
outstanding performance. It especially allows calibration
of GLONASS time receivers with an uncertainty below 1
ns.
Our paper reports latest exercise of differential
calibration of GLONASS P-code time receivers located
at the AOS, BIPM, VSL and USNO, by a means of a
portable receiver. Determination of receiver time biases
for different GLONASS frequencies is detailed.
Removing these biases, reaching sometimes 10 ns,
allows time transfer with an accuracy around 1 ns. It is
also shown that use GLONASS P-code is improving
significantly the stability of time transfer.

The GPS and GLONASS systems share basically the
same concept. A substantial difference between GPS
and GLONASS is in the signal structure. GPS uses Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA): every satellite
transmits the same two carriers modulated by PRN-codes
particular to each satellite. GLONASS uses Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA): two individual
carrier frequencies are assigned to each satellite, but the
PRN-codes are the same for all satellites.

1 Introduction
Over the last 50 years the accuracy of atomic clocks has
improved by an order of magnitude every seven years.
Today they reach a stability in frequency of 1 part in
1016. The stability of the international reference time
scales, International Atomic Time (TAI) and
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), is presently about
1015 over a period of a few weeks. Meanwhile the
standard uncertainty of GPS C/A-code common-view,
currently the most widely used method of time transfer
(and the main method providing the data for the
calculation of TAI and UTC), is still of a few
nanoseconds.
To enable comparisons of increasingly stable clocks it is
important to improve time transfer methods. One of the
new approaches to time and frequency comparisons
consists of using GLONASS (Global Navigation
Satellite System) P-code. Use of GLONASS in standard
CGGTTS common-view mode was introduced into time
metrology in 1996 by W. Lewandowski et al.[1, 2].
Studies of this approach have been continued by J.
Azoubib, W. Lewandowski and J. Nawrocki in 2000 and
2001 [3, 4].

GLONASS
Military Space Forces
(Russia)

operator
nominal number of
satellites
orbit altitude
orbital planes
orbital inclination
period of revolution
ground track repetition
reference frame
time reference
ephemeris
representation
signal separation
L1
carrier
frequencies

L2

GPS
Department of
Defense (USA)

24*

24

19 100 km
3
64.8°
~ 11 h 16 min.
8 sidereal days
PZ-90
UTC(SU)
position, velocity and
acceleration
Frequency Division
Multiple Access
(FDMA)
1602.00 – 1614.94
MHz
1246.00 – 1256.06
MHz
9/7
0.511 MHz
5.113 MHz
511
5.113 · 106

20 200 km
6
55°
~ 11 h 58 min.
1 sidereal day
WGS-84
UTC(USNO)
orbital parameters
Code Division
Multiple Access
(CDMA)
1575.42 MHz
1227.60 MHz

L1/L2
77 / 60
code chip
C/A
1.023 MHz
rate
P
10.23 MHz
code length
C/A
1023
(bits)
P
2.3547 · 1014
navigation message
2 min. 30 s
12 min. 30 s
length
*The present number of GLONASS satellites is below its nominal
value.

Table 1. GPS vs. GLONASS.
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Hence the GPS carrier frequencies fL1 and fL2 are
invariable
fL1(GPS) = 1575.42 MHz
fL2(GPS) = 1227.60 MHz
and the individual GLONASS carrier frequencies f Lk1
and f Lk2 are defined by:
k
f L1(GLONASS
) = 1602.0 MHz + 0.5625k MHz
k
f L2(GLONASS
) = 1246.0 MHz + 0.4375k MHz

where k is the carrier number assigned to the specific
satellite.
Both GPS and GLONASS have freely accessible C/Acode that modulates L1 only. Like the GPS precision
code, the GLONASS P-code modulates both carriers, but
unlike GPS it is also freely accessible.
The GLONASS P-code has two main advantages for
high-precision time transfer.
Firstly, the GLONASS P-code modulation onto both L1
and L2 carrier frequencies allows high-precision
measurements of ionospheric delays.
Secondly, the GLONASS P-code chip rate is one-tenth
that of the GLONASS C/A-code and one-fifth that of the
GPS C/A-code. This means that GLONASS P-code
pseudo-range measurements are much more precise than
GPS or GLONASS C/A-code measurements.

3 Determination of GLONASS frequency biases
The differential calibration of a GLONASS time receiver
is realized by a one-site comparison with a portable
receiver through common views [5, 6]. Both receivers
are connected to the same clock and the antennas are
separated by at most a few metres.

GLONASS
satellite
antenna 1

antenna 1

laboratory
receiver

portable
receiver

CLOCK

Figure 1. Scheme of differential
calibration.

Such a comparison at short distance eliminates the
common-clock error and errors resulting from satellite
broadcast ephemerides, ionospheric and tropospheric
delays, and antenna coordinates; only the noise of the
receivers is observed.
The bias for the frequency k with reference frequency
No. 6 is given by
Bk = dt i 6 − dt i k

( )

where dt i

k

( ) ( )

is the mean value of the GLONASS P-code

common views using the frequency k over the whole
interval of computation.

The most recent differential calibrations of GLONASS
equipment were made in the late 1990s.
We detail measurements that took place at the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), the
Astrogeodynamical Observatory of Space Research
Centre, Polish Academy of Sciences (AOS, Borowiec),
Royal Observatory of Belgium (ORB, Brussel) and the
Nederland Meetinstituut, Van Swinden Laboratory
(NMi- VSL, Delft). Receiver No. 0017 (BIPM A) was
chosen as reference; it had been compared with portable
BIPM receiver No. 0019 in 1997 [5, 6].
Local
Portable
Number of
Period
receiver
receiver
common
ser. No.
ser. No.
views
0017
0019
11/09 –
BIPM
899 (L1)
(BIPM A) (ROVER) 23/10/97
0025
0017
31/08 –
739 (L1)
BIPM
(BIPM D) (BIPM A) 02/10/98
698 (L2)
0030
0017
11/01 –
AOS
922 (L1)
(AOS)
(BIPM A) 24/01/99
0022
0017
02/02 –
412 (L1)
ORB
(ORB)
(BIPM A) 12/02/99
398 (L2)
0018 (VSL
0017
15/02 –
807 (L1)
VSL
18)
(BIPM A) 27/02/99
783 (L2)
Table 2. Some calibrations of GLONASS P-code receivers
made in the 1990s by the BIPM
Lab.

The GLONASS P-code frequency biases are shown in
Table 3 and Figure 2. It can be seen that they differ not
only for every GLONASS frequency, but also for each
receiver.
BIPM D
ORB
VSL
L1
L2
L1
L2
L1
L2
1 3.20
2.26
6.60
4.08
0.49 -0.59 -1.30
2
-0.89 -0.62
4 1.36
0.98
1.90
0.17 -0.14 -0.93 -0.16
6 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7
-0.30 -0.24
0.51
0.13
8
0.97
0.45
0.92
0.11
9 -0.91 -0.81
5.84
2.10
1.08
1.60
0.37
10 -1.50 -0.81 -0.33
2.53
1.28
1.25 -0.09
12 -1.47 -1.05 -3.39
3.35
2.21
1.26 -0.78
13 -1.60 -1.36
0.17
3.72
2.21
1.00 -1.07
21 -0.33
0.42
3.77
4.02
0.68
3.61 -3.76
22 0.12
0.87 -1.06
3.76
0.69
3.67 -3.55
24 1.69
1.86
3.30
5.24
0.99
3.10 -4.25
Table 3. GLONASS P-code frequency biases in ns with
respect to frequency No. 6.
f

BOR

Bk [ns]
6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00
-2,00

k
0

5

10

15

20

25

-4,00

a) receiver No 0030 (AOS) L1
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Bk [ns]

70

8,00

a

60
50
t [ns]

6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00

k
0

5

10

15

20

25

b

40
30
20

c

10

d

0
51230

-2,00

b) receiver No 0025 (BIPM D) ■ L1, ▲ L2

Figure 3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bk [ns]
8,00
6,00

51231

51232
51233
MJD

51234

51235

One-site comparisons at the VSL
GPS C/A-code multi-channel;
GLONASS C/A-code multi-channel;
GLONASS P-code single-channel;
GLONASS P-code single-channel with frequency
biases removed.

4,00
2,00
0,00
-2,00

0

5

10

15

20

25

k

b
a
c

c) receiver No 0022 (ORB) ■ L1, ▲ L2

d

Bk [ns]
4,00
2,00
0,00

k
0

5

10

15

20

25

-2,00
-4,00
-6,00

d) receiver No 0018 (VSL) ■ L1, ▲ L2
Figure 2. GLONASS P-code frequency biases with respect to
frequency No. 6

Figure 3 shows an example of one-site comparisons of
two receivers. The GLONASS C/A code multi-channel
data are noisier then the GPS data. However, the
GLONASS P-code single-channel comparison with
frequency biases removed shows outstanding
performance. Corresponding time deviations are shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Time deviations for one-site comparisons:
a. GPS C/A-code, b. GLONASS C/A-code,
c. GLONASS P-code (L1) without corrections for GLONASS
frequency biases, d. GLONASS P-code (L1) with corrections
for GLONASS frequency biases.

4 Application of calibrated GLONASS frequency
biases
We applied the frequency biases obtained from the data
from January and February 1999 to the time transfer
between AOS and NMi- VSL made in February 1999.
Using the measurements with broadcast ephemerides and
modeled ionospheric delays, the one-day root-meansquare (RMS) of GLONASS P-code common view after
corrections for frequency biases is about 3.7 ns, which is
the same as for GPS.
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250

t [ns]

200
150

a

100

b

50

c

0
51234

d

51235

MJD

51236

51237

Figure 5. UTC(AOS)-UTC(VSL) compared by:
a. GPS C/A-code, b. GLONASS C/A-code,
c. GLONASS P-code (L1) without corrections for GLONASS
frequency biases, d. GLONASS P-code (L1) with corrections
for GLONASS frequency biases (with broadcast ephemerides
and modelled ionospheric delay).

5 Conclusions
The use of GLONASS P-code promises further
improvement in the stability of time transfer. Therefore
it is very important to repeat calibrations of GLONASS
receivers in order to determine the frequency biases of
those currently in operation.
After corrections for ionospheric delay, derived from
IGS maps or P-code double-frequency measurements,
and for precise ephemerides, clock-comparison
uncertainties of less than 1 ns can be obtained [3, 4].
A new generation of GLONASS time receivers will
allow in the near future an operational use of GLONASS
constellation for international timekeeping.
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1- Abstract

3- General principle

Recent progress in electronic technology (integration,
low power, low cost…) has allowed the design of
TCXOs (Temperature Compensated Xtal Oscillator)
with different frequency vs temperature digital
compensation systems. These new developments allow
to achieve very high frequency vs temperature stability
results under hardened environmental conditions,
compatible with industrial manufacturing processes
and competitive costs. Associated with the design of
very low g sensitivity resonators, we introduce NCXOs
(Digital Temperature Compensated Xtal Oscillators)
devoted to military airborne application.
We present here the classical digital method of
frequency vs temperature compensation with DAC
(Digital
to
Analogue
Converter)
and
uC
(Microcontroller), as well as a new approach based on
the use of a DP (Digital Potentiometer) and a uC.
We compare practical results in the frequency range 50
to 60 MHz with these two designs against basic
OCXOs performances (temperature stability / warmup, consumption / phase noise (inert and under
vibrations)).

On TCXO, the resonator follows the temperature
fluctuations, and the induced frequency deviations are
corrected by an action on oscillator’s frequency. The
system is an open loop process.
TEMPERATURE
MESUREMENT

PROCESSING

ACTION ON
FREQUENCY

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig.1 : principle of temperature compensation
The principle is to apply a frequency correction
opposite to the free frequency vs temperature deviation
of the crystal resonator. By superposition of these two
effects we obtain a stable frequency vs temperature
depending of the quality of the compensation system.
Fig.2 illustrates in different scales the effects generated
by temperature fluctuations.
F

FREE
DEVIATION

FREQUENCY
CORRECTION

QUARTZ

FINAL
FREQUENCY

2- State of the art
With analogue TCXO, we achieve typical
performances of frequency stability in extended
temperature range between +/-0,5ppm and +/-1ppm.
Their consumption is about 10mA. If the equipment
needs better frequency stability vs temperature, we
generally use a miniature OCXO. It offers better
frequency stability in same extended temperature
range, typically between +/-.005ppm to +/-0.1ppm, but
the power consumption is twenty time higher in steady
state at ambient temperature.
The design of new requirements such a radiocom or
navigation systems requires increased level of
performance for both stability and low consumption.
As an answer to these requirements, we think that a
devoted design of digital TCXO – so called NCXO –
can be an interesting solution, offering typical stability
of +/-0,1ppm over wide temperature range, low
consumption and quite instantaneous warm-up. The
specific harsh environmental conditions (vibration or
shock) are taken into account by the use of hard
mounted, low g sensitivity crystals, one of our state of
the art internal know how.

C

T(°C)
CORRECTION
VOLTAGE

VARACTOR

V

Fig.2
The compensation is obtained either by analogue or
digital system.
The analogue compensation is generally made by using
a thermistor network or analogue cells multiplier. In
the two cases, we build a voltage vs temperature law
applied on a varactor. It generates the necessary
deviation on frequency to compensate the natural
frequency deviation of the crystal resonator.
The digital compensation is achieved by building a
voltage correction with numerical circuits.
We now present the two TCXOs that we have studied
with two types of digital compensation.
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4- NCXO principle

5- Characterization

4- 1-Digital compensation with DAC

5-1- Frequency stability vs temperature results

In order to detect temperature fluctuations, we use a
thermal sensor which integrates the analogue sensor
with AD converter. The processing is assured by a
microcontroller which contains in its memory the
digital data corrections. These data are used in a
sophisticated algorithm. The digital corrections are
then applied on a DA converter connected to the
varactor.
Fig.3 shows the DAC NCXO version.

Fig.6, 7 show frequency stability in [-40, +85]°C for
the two NCXOs versions. Measurements have been
made continuously at slopes of 0,5°C/min and
1°C/min. The obtained results are +/-0,1ppm. These
performances are confirmed on a sample batch of 5
pieces of each NCXOs version, showing a tight
reproductibility.

DF/F(ppm)

NCXO with digital potentiometer (DP)
0,2
0,18
0,16
0,14
0,12
0,1
0,08
0,06
0,04
0,02
0
-0,02
-0,04
-0,06
-0,08
-0,1
-0,12
-0,14
-0,16
-0,18
-0,2

dF/F +1°C/min
dF/F +0.5°C/min

-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5

0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85

T(°C)

Fig.3 : DAC version
Fig.6 : DP version

4-2- Digital correction with DP (Digital
Potentiometer)

DF/F(ppm)

The principle is identical, we just use in this original
method a Digital Potentiometer. This digital
potentiometer is configurated in voltage divider for
generating the necessary correction voltage applied
on the varactor.
Fig.4 represents the NCXO DP version.

NCXO w ith DAC
0,2
0,18
0,16
0,14
0,12
0,1
0,08
0,06
0,04
0,02
0
-0,02
-0,04
-0,06
-0,08
-0,1
-0,12
-0,14
-0,16
-0,18
-0,2

DF/F(ppm) +1°C/min
DF/F(ppm) +0.5°C/min

-40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5

0

5

10

15

20

25 30 35

40 45

50 55 60

65

70 75

80

85

T(°C)

Fig.7 : DAC version

Fig.4 : DP version
Fig.5 gives the different manufacturing flow chart of
the NCXO. They are the same for both NCXOs
versions.

Fig.8, 9 concern the warm-up measurements made at :
-40°C, +25°C, +85°C. The results are very interesting
: the frequency stability of +/-0,1ppm is achieved
quite instantaneously after power over the whole
temperature range.
WARM UP NCXO WITH DP

LEARNING
PHASIS

DATA SENDING
FIND CORRECTION
BY
INTERPOLATION
ALGEBRA

COEFFICIENTS
SENDING

FIND VOLTAGE
FOR NULL
FREQUENCY
DEVIATION

DATA
ACQUISITION OF
VOLTAGE AND
TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENTS
LOADING IN
MICRO
CONTROLLER
MEMORY

DF/F (PPM)

FOR STABLE
TEMPERATURE
[1] TO [N] IN
TEMPERATURE
RANGE

0,2
0,18
0,16
0,14
0,12
0,1
0,08
0,06
0,04
0,02
0
-0,02
-0,04
-0,06
-0,08
-0,1
-0,12
-0,14
-0,16
-0,18
-0,2
00:00

DF/F -40°C
DF/F 25°C
DF/F +85°C

01:30

03:00

04:30

06:00

07:30

09:00

10:30

12:00

13:30

15:00

TEMPS (MIN)

Fig.8 : DP version

CONTROL OF
FREQUENCY
STABILITY VS
TEMPERATURE

Fig. 5
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5-4- Phase noise measurements

DF/F (PPM)

WARM UP NCXO WITH DAC
0,2
0,18
0,16
0,14
0,12
0,1
0,08
0,06
0,04
0,02
0
-0,02
-0,04
-0,06
-0,08
-0,1
-0,12
-0,14
-0,16
-0,18
-0,2

DF/F -40°C
DF/F 25°C
DF/F +85°C

00:00

01:30

03:00

04:30

06:00

07:30

09:00

10:30

12:00

13:30

15:00

TIME (MIN)

Fig.9 : DAC version
5-2- Dynamic response to fast temperature step

Fig.12 & 13 show the phase noise measurements
made on the two NCXOs versions.
For each version, we made a measurement in inert
condition and 3 measurements under vibrations (X,
Y, Z axes), random excitation profile MIL STD202,
meth.214 cond. I, test cond. A. This allows to
determine the g sensitivity of the oscillator in the
three axes. The results are very interesting, thanks to
the quality and the internal know-how around the
manufacturing and development of crystal resonators
that we have : we obtain g sensitivity better than 2.1010
/g over each axis.
The phase noise measurements have been made at
ambient temperature with steady state of
temperature compensation.

We have done two interesting measurements which
consist on applying a step of +65°C (from ambient
temperature to +85°C) in 5 minutes and the same
measurement for temperature step of -40°C (from
ambient temperature to -40°C) and observing the
frequency response.
The results show that the frequency stability stays in
less than +/- 0,2ppm (see fig.10) .This shows the
excellent thermal coupling between the temperature
sensor and the crystal resonator.

Fig.12 : DAC version

D Y N A M I C F R E Q U E N C Y S T A B IL I T Y R E S P O N S E T O F A S T S T E P T E M P E R A T U R E V A R I A T I O N
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65

+ S T E P P R O F IL E

0 ,1

- S T E P P R O F IL E

55

0 ,0 8
0 ,0 6

45
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35
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0
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0 0 :0 0
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2 0 :0 0

2 5 :0 0

3 0 :0 0

3 5 :0 0

4 0 :0 0

4 5 :0 0

T IM E ( M IN )

Fig.10

Fig.13 : DP version

5-3- Hysteresis measurement

5-5- Short term stability

Fig.11 illustrates the NCXO frequency behaviour
under complete temperature cycle (-25/-40/+85/40/+25°C). The overall frequency hysteresis is lower
than 2.10-7.
T e m p e r a t u r e v s f r e q u e n c y ( f u ll c y c le )
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In order to approach as much as possible the real
practical environmental conditions, the short term
stability measurements have been performed over the
whole temperature range, with a 1°C/min slope.
The Allan variance has been characterized for
integration times from 100ms to 10s.
Both miniature OCXO, 1.10-7 stability range,
analogic TCXO, 1.10-6 class and NCXO, 1.10-7 class
have been tested (see chart 1).
The results obtained for both type of NCXO are worst
than OCXO and analogue TCXO for integration time
< 1s. This is a consequence of the finite step
correction. For integrated time of 10s, we achieve
similar results than with analogue TCXO.
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-50
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CHARACTERISTICS

NCXO
(WITH DAC)

NCXO
(WITH DP)

OCXO

ANALOG TCXO
(thermistor network)

FREQUENCY (MHz)

56
AT
TO5

56
AT
TO5

56
SC
TO8

56
AT
TO5

CLAPP

CLAPP

CLAPP

CLAPP

CRYSTAL RESONATOR
OSCILLATOR TYPE
OUTPUT TYPE

SINE WAVE

SINE WAVE

SINE WAVE

SINE WAVE

PACKAGE (mm)

27 X 36 X 10

27 X 36 X 10

27 X 36 X 10

27 X 36 X 10

SUPPLY VOLTAGE (V)

5

5

12

CONSUMPTION (mA) AT 25°C

8.5

5
180
(steady state)

±1.10

F/F (-40 to 85°C)
SUPPLY SENSITIVITY (±5%)

8.5
-7

±1.10 to ±1.10

8.5
-7

±1.10-6

±1.5.10-8

±5.10-9

±1.5.10-8

-8

-8

-9

±1.5.10-8

±1.5.10

±1.10

5.10-8 to 1.10-7

AGEING 1 YEAR
OVERALL STABILITY OVER
10 YEARS

-7

5.10 to 8.10
-7

5.10-8 to 2.10-7

-7

-7

5.10 to 1.10

-7

5.10-8

-6

1,5.10-6
-7

10 AFTER 3s
IN WHOLE
TEMPERATURE
RANGE

10 AFTER 3s
IN WHOLE
TEMPERATURE
RANGE

-40°C 2.7W 2.10
AFTER 4mn
25°C 2.5W 2.10-7
AFTER 1mn

-40°C 2.10-7 AFTER
3mn30

-85
-120
-145
-155

-85
-120
-145
-155

-100
-130
-150
-160

-90
-120
-145
-155

4.10-10< y(τ)<7.10-9
2.10-9< y(τ)<1.5.10-8
3.10-10< y(τ)<2.10-8

4.10-10< y(τ)<7.10-9
2.10-9< y(τ)<1.5.10-8
3.10-10< y(τ)<2.10-8

6.10-12< y(τ)<8.10-12
1.5.10-11< y(τ)<3.10-11
1.5.10-10< y(τ)<4.10-10

3.10-11< y(τ)<8.10-11
4.10-11< y(τ)<4.10-10
8.10-9< y(τ)<2.10-8

WARM UP

£(F) (dBc/Hz)
10Hz
100Hz
1kHz
NOISE FLOOR
ALLAN VARIANCE [-40 85°C]
(dynamic conditions (1))
0.1s
1s
10s

-8

±1.5.10-8
±1.5.10

LOAD SENSITIVITY (50Ω ±5%)

±1.10

-7

25°C 2.10-.7 AFTER
1mn30

Note ( 1 ) : short term stability measurements are performed over [-40, +85]°C temperature range, slope +10°C/min.
Chart 1 : comparative measurements
Conclusion

Glossary

We have designed two types of digital TCXOs. These
two NCXOs versions present homogeneous and
identical performances with good reproductibility.
They can offer quite similar frequency versus
temperature stability levels as for miniature OCXOs
(typically 0,1ppm) with significative advantages in
terms of power consumption and warm-up time.
Additionally, due to their own design, very low aging
rates can be achieved, as they avoid the need of
permanently high ambient temperature as for OCXO
design. This aspect has also a positive impact for long
term reliability.

TCXO : Temperature Compensated Xtal oscillator
NCXO : Numerical temperature Compensated Xtal
oscillator
ADC : Analogue to Digital Converter
DAC : Digital to Analogue Converter
DP : Digital Potentiometer
UC : Microcontroller

Perspective
Further development are in progress for both size and
consumption reduction.
Additionally, complementary developments will be
done for other professional applications, with higher
stability requirements under more standard
environmental conditions.
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1- Abstract
During the last decades, several generations of high
stability OCXOs have been introduced on the market
with constant progress mainly about the stability versus
size ratio. This was first initialized by the use of SC cut
crystals and followed by the electronic miniaturization
(SMD components, asics).
AR Electronique has participated to this tendency with
the PULSAR (50x40x20mm size), JUMBOSTAR
(27x36x16mm
size)
and
micrOSTAR
series
(26x26x12mm size). All these families offer top of the
art level of both phase noise and short term stability in
their class.
As an answer to the always more demanding
requirements for both highest performances together
with miniaturization, AR Electronique has recently
developed a further generation of miniature 10 MHz
OCXO, so called nanOSTAR, which offers a new level
of stability and phase noise versus size ratio. Frequency
stability vs temperature of 5.10-9, aging <5.10-9/month,
short term stability <8.10-13 (1s), phase noise <-108
dBc/Hz at 1 Hz, <-138 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz can be
proposed on the nanOSTAR family, housed in a
miniaturized case type 20x20x13mm.
This paper describes shortly the technological aspects of
this project (crystal size miniaturization and
optimization, thermal structure, low noise oscillator’s
electronic) together with electrical test results performed
on the first pre-serial production batches, including
phase noise, frequency stability versus environmental
conditions, Allan Variance.

Additional characteristics such as fast warm-up time,
low retrace, as well as low consumption, low supply
voltage can be necessary.
These requirements can be grouped together as
follows:
[ 1 ] Frequency stability
Vs temperature
Fcy slope/°C
Aging
1 month
1 year
over 10 years
Short term 100ms to 10s
(Allan variance)
Fcy warm-up
5.10-8
Retrace (24h OFF, Ton+2h)
[ 2 ] Phase noise
1 Hz
10 Hz
100 Hz
1 KHz
[ 3 ] Size / package
Dimensions
SMD
Supply voltage

5.10-9 ÷ 1.10-9
1.10-10 ÷ 0,5.10-10/°C
5.10-9 ÷ 1.10-9
3.10-8 ÷ 1.10-8
3.10-7 ÷ 1.10-7
1.10-11 ÷ 1.10-12
10 min ÷ 2 min
5.10-9 ÷ 1.10-9
-100 ÷
-130 ÷
-145 ÷
-150 ÷

-110 dBc/Hz
-140 dBc/Hz
-150 dBc/Hz
-155 dBc/Hz

22 x 25 x 15
20 x 20 x 15
YES (option)
12V ÷ 3V3 (option)

In order to summarize, both requirements [ 1 ] & [ 2 ],
currently available on larger oscillator’s families, are
expected within sizes [ 3 ], typically 2 times to 4 times
smaller than the previous ones.

In the compact 10 MHz OCXO landscape, the
nanOSTAR family will offer a real top level
compromise between very high performance and
miniaturization;
Further developments will be investigated, especially
concerning hardened versions, low g sensitivity, devoted
to avionic military applications.

2- High performance 10 MHz miniature OCXO’s :
new requirements
Recent
developments
of
systems
such
as
synchronisation
networks,
GPS
receiver,
instrumentation devices require the use of oscillators,
providing high frequency stability, very low phase noise
within a compact size.

Fig.1 : PULSAR, JUMBOSTAR, micrOSTAR,
nanOSTAR families
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Crystal resonator
The current AR Electronique 10 MHz SC cut, 3rd
overtone crystal, housed in a HC-53/U case is ideally
suited for both frequency stability and spectral purity but
definitively not compatible regarding the size.
A completely new resonator design has been launched
with the following characteristics :
- enclosure type HC-49/U
- SC cut, 3rd overtone blank, diameter ~8mm, plano
convex geometry
- typical motional parameters : L=1,2H, Q>1,2.10-6
Several manufacturing batches (typical size 80 to 100
units) have been tested on conventional oscillators,
mainly regarding aging and phase noise characteristics
(see below).
Electronic design
The main aspect has concerned the size miniaturization
of both oscillator circuit (clapp version) and voltage
regulator. Due to the very low phase noise targets, the
regulated voltage filtering has been optimized.
Additionally, a low supply voltage option (down to
+3,3V) has been taken into account.
Oven structure
Despite the very small available volum, both oscillator,
voltage regulator as well as oven control circuit are
ovenized. The single oven design procures a very tight
crystal temperature regulation (typically +/-0,1°C for
100°C external temperature variation), together with fast
warm-up and very stable answer to dynamic ambient
variations (temperature steps).
The typical oven temperature is +75 to +80°C.
Reliability and experimental tests have been performed
with higher value (up to +110°C).
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The directive idea for the design of the nanOSTAR
family oscillator was to find the best compromise
between highest characteristics level and size.
Both crystal resonator, oscillator and thermal structure
design have been taken into account.
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3- Design and development
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Fig.2 : nanOSTAR packages (2 versions)
4- Experimental results
All electrical characteristics have been characterized on
several prototypes and pre-serial manufacturing
batches. The most critical ones are illustrated below.
Aging behaviour
Each batch of HC-49U 10 MHz crystal has been fully
tested in long term stability over significative periods
(1 to 3 months, continuous working (see example
fig.3). The overall results are very promising, as shown
in fig. 4, 5. Average aging slopes of 1 to 2.10-9/month
have been measured with a very tight distribution. The
behaviour of the whole batches is very important as it
qualifies all crystal manufacturing process efficiency.

Fig. 3 : typical aging curve

Mechanical assembly / technology
The monolithic module, including crystal, oven,
oscillator and oven control PC boards is housed in a 20 x
20 x 12,7 mm case, hermetically sealed.
A SMD version, including bended pins can be proposed.
This design has been preferred as compared with 22 x 25
mm SMD case with PCB substrat, for both reliability
and thermal discoupling aspects.
Designed for RoHS directive further compliance, the
automatic assembly of such very high stability oscillator
under high temperature reflow process (lead free
requirement) is however not recommended.
Fig.4 : aging distribution, batch n° 2 (62p)
(10-9/month), 45 ÷ 75 days first turn-on
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Warm-up
The frequency stabilization rate after turn-on, together
with the power consumption have been tested on
significative batches, over the temperature range. The
results are summarized below. Curve 8 gives a typical
example at ambient temperature.

Fig.5 : aging distribution, batch n°3 (100p)
(10-9/month), 30 ÷ 45 days first turn-on
Frequency stability vs temperature
Both crystal resonator, oscillator and regulated voltage
characteristics, as well as oven design and thermal
control are involved in the oscillator’s behaviour under
temperature changes. The very compact structure allows
to reach stabilities of a few 10-9 over [-20, +70]°C, with
typical slope < 5.10-11/°C (see fig.6).
The dynamic behaviour can be a very critical parameter
for some applications. A typical example is shown on
fig.7, as the frequency response to instantaneous
temperature steps +25/0/+70/+25°C.

Temperature [ 1 ]
Frequency [ 2 ]
+/-5.10-8
+/-1.10-8
Consumption
Warm-up
Steady state [ 1 ]

0°C

+25°C

+50°C

120 ÷ 150s
150 ÷ 180s

90 ÷ 100s
120 ÷ 135s

60 ÷ 75s
75 ÷ 90s

2,8W / 120s
1 ÷ 1,2W

2,8W / 90s
0,7 ÷ 0,8W

2,8W / 40s
0,5 ÷ 0,6W

Notes :
[ 1 ] : ambient temperature, not ventilated.
[ 2 ] : referred to stabilized frequency, 15 min after
power on.

Fig.8 : warm-up (+25°C, frequency, current (+12V))
Frequency stability vs supply voltage
The oscillator’s design has been done so that the
frequency vs supply voltage sensitivity is typically 10
times lower than the temperature effect.

Fig.6 : frequency vs temperature
([-20, +70]°C, slope +0,8°C/min)

Fig.9 : frequency vs supply voltage

Fig.7 : frequency vs temperature steps

Time error vs elapsed time
A wide range of synchronisation applications requires
the use of a 10 MHz, high stability source. The OCXO
is phase locked on a primary source or GPS receiver.
In case of PLL defect, the maintain of synchronized
system is depending on the free run oscillator’s
stability, correlated to external environmental
conditions.
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The next table shows the typical behaviour of a
nanOSTAR oscillator : a time error <10µs can be
guaranteed after a period of 6 ÷ 10 hours, taking into
account the following parameters :
Frequency offset when PLL
defect appears
Temperature effect (10°C)
Supply voltage (1%)
Aging (6 hours)
(continuous working)
Accumulated time error
Over 6 hours

3.10-10
(3mV steps)
5.10-10
1.10-10
1.10-10

5 µs
1 µs
0,2 µs
6,2 µs

Phase noise – Short term stability
These 2 criterions are the key points of a lot of new
demanding applications. The oscillator’s characterization
versus time and frequency domains is tightly connected.
For integration time lower than 1s, the short term
stability, defined as Allan variance, is directly correlated
to the phase noise characteristic. Above 1 to 10s, the
thermal behaviour, the stabilization time and furthermore
the aging are the main effects for short and medium term
stability.
The following curves show typical experimental
measurements obtained with the nanOSTAR OCXO, in
both frequency and time domain.

5- Results analysis – further developments
With the 10 MHz OCXO nanOSTAR family, AR
Electronique is able to offer a new level of stability
and phase noise characteristics versus size.
Thanks to the new designed 10 MHz SC cut crystal, as
well as oscillator and oven miniaturized functions, the
previous top level characteristics of JUMBOSTAR
(27 x 36 x 16) and micrOSTAR (26 x 26 x 15 mm)
can be offered within a very compact 20 x 20 x 15 mm
size :
- stability class 10-9 (temperature, aging/month)
- short term 1s to 100s < 1.10-12 (8 ÷ 5.10-13 typ.)
- phase noise < -105 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz (-108 typ.)
< -135 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz (-138 typ.)
These overall performances, especially short term
stability and phase noise, are not so far from U.S.O.
characteristics, typically 25 to 50 times larger size.
This can be a real interest for new demanding systems
where both top level stability and size requirements
are critical.
Based on this concept, some complementary
developments have been launched for compact
OCXO’s devoted to military airborne applications.
Their designs are centered on the use of miniaturized
10 MHz, SC cut, T0 enclosure, offering a very low g
sensitivity (1 to 2. 10-10/g, worst axis).
The thermal concept is optimized for very fast warmup time as well as extended temperature range. The
mechanical structure is of course adapted to the very
severe mechanical vibrations and shock requirements.

Fig.10 : phase noise (0,1 Hz to 100 KHz)
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes in a first part the generation of
UTC(OP), as realized in Observatoire de Paris (OP).
The connection to UTC through the years is provided,
including prediction issues for the steering of
UTC(OP). A qualitative comparison with other
UTC(k) is proposed. Future developments of an
ensemble time scale are introduced.
The European Satellite Based Augmentation System
EGNOS (for “European Geostationary Navigation
Overlay Service”) will provide to the users in the
navigation message the time difference and the
frequency between EGNOS Network Time (ENT) and
UTC. For this aim, one EGNOS Earth station was
installed in OP. In a second part, the paper details all
the time aspects of EGNOS and describes the
connection of ENT to UTC(OP), in order to insure the
traceability of ENT to UTC.

GLONASS constellations [1, 2, 3]. These missions
lead to some time requirements, described in a second
part of the paper. EGNOS will also broadcast in its
navigation message the time difference and the
frequency between EGNOS Network Time (ENT) and
UTC. This requires to connect ENT to at least one
UTC(k) signal in Europe. For this aim, an EGNOS
Earth station of the Ground Segment, so-called
Ranging and Integrity Monitoring Station (RIMS),
was installed in OP in July 2003. This connection is
also described in detail.
2. UTC(OP)
2.1. Current UTC(OP) signal generation.
The UTC(OP) generation is described in the figure 1.

1. INTRODUCTION
The international time reference UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time) is by construction only available in
deferred time and it is not a physical signal. Hence,
for their needs, the National Measurement Institutes
have to generate a real time physical realization of
UTC, called UTC(k), k being the laboratory acronym.
This is one of the basic missions of the SYRTE in
Observatoire de Paris (OP). The paper describes in a
first part the generation of UTC(OP), currently based
on a single commercial Caesium standard selected for
his very good long term stability. The relationship to
UTC through the years is discussed, leading to
prediction issues for the steering of UTC(OP). A
qualitative comparison with other UTC(k) is
proposed, and the current developments for a future
UTC(OP) based on Hydrogen Masers and an
ensemble of Caesium clocks are introduced.
The European Satellite Based Augmentation System,
called EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation
Overlay Service), will provide to the users in Europe
an augmentation of three pseudo-GPS signals plus the
integrity information about the available GPS and

Figure 1. Current UTC(OP) generation.
There are currently seven commercial atomic
Caesium standards in the SYRTE at OP, all of the
same type: HP 5071 A High Performance Tube. One
of the Caesium standard is selected for its very good
long term stability. Its 5 MHz signal is sent to the
input of a Micro Phase Stepper, which is used when
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needed to steer the frequency of the signal by steps of
5 x 10-15. The output signal is distributed to a Digital
Clock, which generates a 1 pps (one pulse per second)
signal. The physical reference point for UTC(OP), to
which all delays are related, is the Stop input of a
Time Interval Counter (TIC). Internally, all the
clocks, including the one used for the UTC(OP)
generation, are measured against this 1 pps through
the TIC. Externally, the 1 pps is the reference signal
for all the satellite comparisons to the outside, like
GPS Common-Views or Two-Way Satellite Time and
Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT).
2.2. Relationship between UTC and UTC(OP).
On the figure 2 are plotted the differences UTCUTC(OP) from October 1995 to December 2004, as
given by the Time Section of the BIPM after the
computation of UTC with a five day sampling period.
Over that period of time, there have been 4 changes of
master clock and 43 frequency steering. One can
clearly see that, since the beginning of that period of
time, UTC(OP) follows:
-100 ns < UTC – UTC(OP) < 100 ns
100

2.3. Qualitative comparison with other UTC(k).
Figure 4 shows UTC-UTC(k) for some selected
laboratories during the year 2004.
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Figure 2. UTC-UTC(OP) from October 1995 to
December 2004.
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The trend is a white frequency noise modulation
(slope -1/2), with the long term periodic behaviour
clearly visible in the figure 2. This leads naturally to
consider the frequency samples of UTC-UTC(OP),
hence to compute an average frequency as the best
frequency estimate. We obtain 2,3 x 10-17, which is
close to zero. As it was expected from all the
procedures of generation and maintenance of
UTC(OP), it shows that the best long term prediction
of UTC-UTC(OP) is the last known value.
But the monthly average frequency of UTC-UTC(OP)
can reach ± 1,5 x 10-14 [4], which might lead to a
departure of UTC(OP) from UTC of about ± 38,9 ns
over one month. As we try to keep UTC-UTC(OP)
inside the ± 50 ns limits, a shorter term steering is
required. This is why the current prediction of UTCUTC(OP) is based on a linear model, with a least
square average frequency computed back to the latest
frequency steering date. The steering choice and
amplitude are then made on the differences between
UTC(OP) and other references: typically other daily
available UTC(k) or other local OP Caesium clocks.
This allows for a better prediction of the next
frequency steering.
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Even if UTC(OP) is not a free running clock, one can
plot an Allan standard deviation as is done in the
figure 3.
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Figure 3. Overlapping Allan Standard Deviation of
UTC-UTC(OP) [October 1995 to December 2004].
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Figure 4. UTC-UTC(k) for some selected laboratories
during the year 2004.
These UTC(k) are based on either one single Primary
Frequency Standard (PTB, Germany), or a composite
clock algorithm (NIST and USNO, United States of
America), or one steered H-Maser (NPL, England), or
an average of Caesium clocks (ROA, Spain), or one
single Caesium clock (IEN, Italy, OP, France, and
ORB, Belgium). The limits of these last three
UTC(k) are most probably given by the instability of
the Caesium standards. To improve the UTC(OP)
generation appears to be possible by using like in
NIST an ensemble of H-Masers for the short term
stability, and an ensemble of Caesium standards for
the long term stability.
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2.4. Current developments for a future UTC(OP).
A new development was indeed recently undertaken
in OP. The basic idea is to use the time scale
algorithm AT1 developed by NIST, which is well
documented [5], because the type and number of
clocks foreseen at OP are similar. In particular, we
have implemented the time scale algorithm developed
in NPL a few years ago [6], with a specific handling
of the in and out of clocks.
On the figure 5 are plotted the relative weights of the
contributing clocks over almost 9 years backwards.
There have been up to six Caesium standards and up
to two H-Masers.
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3. EGNOS
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Figure 5. Relative weights of the contributing clocks
over 9 years backwards.
The H-Maser relative weights are far above the
Caesium clock weights, except when a problem
occurs on the H-Masers, inducing a large jump in the
other clock weights. Each time, the H-Masers relative
weights go back above the Caesium weights after a
relatively short period of time. What we now have to
study is the influence of an upper limit to the relative
weight on the stability of the time scale, in order to
minimise the influence of such jumps.
Overlapping Allan standard
deviation

1,0E-13
Direct data
Quadratic fit removed

1,0E-14

1,0E-15
1,0E+05

1,0E+06

1,0E+07

curve is the stability when a quadratic fit has been
removed. On this last curve, there is an apparent
annual periodic term, which might be related to the HMaser failures or to a seasonal effect. Over 30 d, the
time stability of the time scale is about 7 ns, allowing
for a potential monthly prediction of UTC-UTC(OP)
inside a ± 21 ns limit.
Two new H-Masers have been purchased recently,
and the inclusion of these units will improve the short
term stability and bring more reliability to the time
scale. There is no doubt the current UTC(OP)
developments will be immediately useful. On the
other hand, the BIPM Time Section is currently
evaluating the uncertainties on the UTC-UTC(k).

1,0E+08

Averaging period / s

Figure 6. Current stability of the OP time scale under
development with respect to UTC over 9 years.
The current stability with respect to UTC is shown on
the figure 6. The upper curve is the stability computed
directly from the time scale data, while the other

EGNOS, the European Satellite Based Augmentation
Systems (SBAS), will provide GPS and GLONASS
regional augmentation services in aviation, maritime
and land users by using transponder on board
geostationary (GEO) satellites [1, 2, 3]. The EGNOS
Ground Segment consists of Ranging and Integrity
monitoring Stations (RIMS), which are connected to a
set of redundant control and processing facilities
(CPF), in order to determine the integrity, ephemeris
and clock differential corrections for each monitored
satellite, to compute the ionospheric delays, and to
generate the GEO satellite ephemeris. The GEO
downlinks these data on the GPS L1 frequency with a
modulation and a coding scheme similar to GPS.
3.1. Time aspects of the EGNOS requirements.
EGNOS being based on differential principles, all
measurements and data are referred to an internal
EGNOS Network Time (ENT) whose performance
requirements were derived exclusively from
navigation accuracy performance requirements.
Derived from Signal in Space (SIS) specifications, the
European Space Agency (ESA) requires ENT to be
steered within 50 ns (5σ) of GPS Time. This not very
stringent requirement is mostly specified to remain
compatible with the maximum capacity of the
message used to correct the GPS satellite clocks. It
will allow the user to mix in its navigation solution
GPS and EGNOS signals. For this “Ranging” mode,
ESA has specified an User Equivalent Range Error
(UERE) of 25 m (2σ). This UERE encompass:
- the ‘ENT - GPS Time’ offset error;
- the ‘ENT - GEO Time’ transfer error (GEO Time is
the equivalent time scale on-board the GEO);
- the ‘GEO - User’ range error.
The ENT - GEO Time transfer error is specified to be
less than 10ns (3σ), after offset and frequency
corrections provided in EGNOS GEO message #9.
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This particular requirement is of special interest for a
precise time broadcast function in real time. The table
1 provides the EGNOS time requirements.
1

Table 1. EGNOS time requirements [ESA].
(ENT - GPS time) offset ≤ 50 ns (5σ)

2

(GEO Time - GPS time) offset ≤ 50 ns (5σ)

3

(GEO Time - ENT) accuracy ≤ 10 ns (3σ)

4

(ENT - UTC(OP)) accuracy ≤ 10 ns (3σ)

As required in SIS specification, EGNOS will provide
in message # 12 the time difference and the frequency
between ENT and UTC. But, in discrepancy with the
SIS requirement, the real time offset will not be
provided with respect to UTC, which is a deferredtime paper time scale, but with respect to a physical
clock signal of a European National Metrology
Institute, and by taking into account the prediction of
the difference between this UTC(k) and UTC.
EGNOS system presently recommends that ENT shall
be connected to UTC as accurately as possible,
because the UTC-UTC(k) time difference is not under
EGNOS control and not available in real time.
According to the performance analysis of UTC(OP)
given in the chapter 2 above, the ENT – UTC
accuracy will be better than 100 ns (3 σ).
3.2. RIMS clock synchronisation, ENT generation.
RIMS clock synchronisation is performed using the
composite-clock technique [7]. In the composite-clock
technique, ENT is defined as the implicit ensemble
mean of all RIMS clocks and the synchronisation
process generates estimates of the offset and
frequency of each RIMS clock relative to it. These
estimates can then be used to reference all RIMS
pseudo-range
measurements
to
ENT.
This
synchronisation process is necessary in order to allow
simultaneously observed pseudo-range measurements
from multiple RIMS to be combined in the function
which estimates satellite clock errors.
The composite clock algorithm is computed by means
of a Kalman filter. The filter measurement data
comprises a linearly independent set of common-view
observations with minimum a priori variances. A
common-view observation for a pair of RIMS is
formed by subtracting simultaneously observed
pseudo-range measurements to a common satellite.
Before subtraction, the pseudo-ranges are preprocessed to remove the RIMS antenna to satellite
antenna geometric ranges and to reduce unwanted
errors, such as multipath delays and thermal noise.
The resulting common-view observations represent

direct measurements of the RIMS clock offsets plus
residual errors [8].
The relative weighing of clocks used within the filter
is dependent upon several factors, but is largely
determined by the process noise models associated
with each of the clocks. These models characterise
RIMS clock stability.
Since only clock difference measurements are
available to the filter, the filter model has
unobservable components that cause secular growth
trends in the state error covariance matrices. Special
measures must be employed to remove these trends,
otherwise they will eventually lead to numerical
instability within the filter. It can be shown that, once
the secular growth trends due to the unobservable
components of the system model have been removed
from the covariance matrix, the resulting covariance
describes the errors in the filter state estimates relative
to the implicit ensemble mean, not to the ideal timescale.
3.3. Steering of ENT to GPS Time.
In order to limit the dynamic range of the satellite
clock corrections, thereby reducing the size of the
wide area differential (WAD) clock messages and
improving the efficiency of the message
dissemination process, it is necessary to steer ENT to
the GPS Time. Steering of ENT to the GPS Time is
performed using a second order, low-pass digital
filter. The steering input signal is an instantaneous
estimate of the ‘ENT - GPS Time’ offset. This is
computed from the estimated satellite clock offsets
from ENT and the GPS broadcast satellite clock
corrections, which are estimates of the satellite clock
offsets from the GPS Time.
The EGNOS system baseline brings confidence that
the ‘ENT - GPS Time’ steering requirement of < 50
ns will be achieved. Different scenario simulations are
consistent with other findings [9].
3.4. Satellite clock corrections.
Satellite clock corrections and correction rates are
computed using all available pseudo-range and
Doppler measurements from the pre-processing
function. The measurements are referenced to ENT
using the RIMS synchronisation parameters and then
collected into groups by satellite. For each satellite,
weighted least-squares estimates of its clock'
s offset
and rate-of-change with respect to ENT are computed.
The offsets are later separated by low-pass filtering,
similar to that used for the ENT steering function, into
the slow and fast components which comprise the
satellite clock correction messages. The rate-ofchange estimates are used to project the corrections
forward in time by the expected system latency.
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3.5. Broadcast of ENT through the GEO satellites.
The satellite fast and slow clock corrections are
disseminated to EGNOS users via the GEO satellites
in separate messages. The EGNOS user receiver
decodes these messages, rebuilds the combined
satellite clock offsets from ENT for each satellite it
tracks, and applies them to its pseudo-ranges, together
with other WAD corrections provided by EGNOS. In
this way, ENT replaces the GPS (or GLONASS) Time
in the receiver'
s navigation solution. Hence, not only
does the receiver compute an improved estimate of
position, because of the WAD corrections, but it also
computes an estimate of its internal receiver clock
offset from ENT.
Once available on the ground, ENT has to be
accurately transferred on board the GEO satellites.
Indeed, the GEO Time is defined at the output of the
GEO payload, precisely at the L1 antenna centre of
phase. This function is ensured by the so-called LongLoop, a servo-control mechanism, based on the almost
symmetry between the up and down links from the
transmitting Earth station to the GEO satellite.
The time difference between ENT and GPS Time is
not transmitted in EGNOS messages.

where ENT – UTC(OP) is determined using GPS
common view technique with an uncertainty of less
than 3 ns (2 σ), and UTC(OP) – UTC is computed by
CPF in agreement with the OP extrapolation
prediction method given in the chapter 2 above.
3.7. Relationship between ENT and UTC(OP).
The RIMS-UTC is physically connected to UTC(OP)
with interfaces at 10 MHz and at 1pps. CPF EGNOS
RIMS synchronisation module estimates directly the
time difference between ENT and UTC(OP) using
precise GPS phase and code common view technique,
with an uncertainty of less than 3 ns (2 σ). The block
diagram of the RIMS-UTC is given in the figure 8.

3.6. Relationship of ENT and UTC.
To synchronise ENT and UTC, ESA decided to put a
special RIMS called “RIMS-UTC” in OP. The
functional diagram of ENT – UTC computation and
broadcasts is given in the figure 7.

Figure 8. Block diagram of the RIMS-UTC [10].

Figure 7. Functional diagram of ENT-UTC
computation and broadcast [10].
The difference ENT – UTC is computed by CPF
within EGNOS system using the following formula :
ENT – UTC = [ ENT – UTC(OP) ]
+ [ UTC(OP) – UTC ]

In order to use the RIMS GPS multichannel receiver
as it is, and to have an accurate synchronisation
between the 1pps UTC(OP) and the internal time base
of the RIMS receiver, it vas decided to use the method
developed by CNES in the EURIDIS experiment [11,
12]. An RF calibration GPS-like signal synchronous to
the 10 MHz and 1pps UTC(OP) is sent to the input of
the receiver, and this signal is processed by the RIMS
receiver simultaneously with the GPS and GEO
signals.
The time equation of the RIMS-UTC is the following:
ENT – UTC(OP) = (ENT – T_RX-PARIS)
(1)
+ (T_RX_PARIS – T_GPS_CAL)
(2)
+ (T_GPS_CAL – T_1pps_CAL)
(3)
+ (T_1pps_CAL – T_1pps_UTC(OP))
(4)
+ (T_1pps_UTC(OP) – UTC(OP))
(5)
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where (1) is the offset between ENT and the internal
RIMS Paris receiver (T_RX_Paris). It is estimated by
CPF using all GPS raw measurements transmitted by
all the RIMS and by the RIMS-UTC;
(2) is the result of the calibration code measurements,
which correspond to the RIMS-UTC receiver
measurements using the GPS like calibration signal.
Measurements are sent every second to CPF;
(3) is the calibration offset: corresponds to the time
offset between the RF calibration signal and the 1pps
signal delivered by the calibrator generator;
(4) is the 1 pps measurement, measured by the time
interval counter. Data are sent every second to CPF;
(5) is the time offset between the 1 pps_UTC(OP)
taken at the input of the counter and the 1pps of
UTC(OP) clock. This value is determined by OP.
Note that this method allows to use a GPS navigation
multichannel receiver for time transfer. GPS, GEO
and Calibration signals are received simultaneously in
the RIMS receiver, and the internal delay of the
navigation receiver is eliminated.
In order to obtain an accurate synchronization between
ENT and UTC(OP), terms (3) to (5) were determined
precisely in factory tests. Propagation delays of
preamplifier, cables, splitter were measured accurately
using precise counter, digital scope and microwave
network analyser. The error budget for the calibration
equipment terms (3) to (5) is estimated to 1,8 ns (1σ).
4. CONCLUSION
The inclusion of H-Masers in the generation of
UTC(OP), together with the composite ensemble of
the Caesium standards, will represent in a near future
a major step forward. One expects that the short term
stability, over a few days, will be given by one HMaser, while the long term stability will be given by
the Caesium clock ensemble. The reliability of such a
clock signal would be insured by the use of more than
one H-Maser and, as currently, of a few commercial
Caesium standards. A future step might be the
inclusion of the laboratory Primary Frequency
Standards into the time scale computation. These
developments will lead to a better UTC-UTC(OP)
Key Comparison in the frame of the Mutual
Recognition Agreement, and will improve the
broadcast signal ENT-UTC.
The Network Time of EGNOS navigation system is
connected to UTC(OP) and consequently to UTC. The
time difference ENT-UTC will be broadcast in the
navigation messages with an accuracy better than
100ns (3 σ), which will allow a direct use of EGNOS
by the time user community. This established link
between the European SBAS and UTC prepares the
future connection between the Galileo Time and

UTC: the Galileo Time Service Provider prototype
project will develop and operate a composite-clock
involving several European UTC(k) in order to
provide the Galileo Time connection to UTC.
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Abstract
Most present common counters can’t be used to
measure the frequency by using the gate time less than
0.01 second. In addition, the frequency measurement
resolution of common counters is about 3×10-10 in 1
second gate. In fact, the frequency resolution is
inversely proportional to the gate time. For improving
the frequency resolution, using the high-speed digital
signal processor (DSP) to average the signal samples is
created. We use analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to
sample the device under test (DUT), and the frequency
standard is used to be the reference clock. The DSP
averages every ADC’s sample to represent one of the
DUT’s measurements in the time interval of the gate
time. Because it is able to average the samples and
record the measurements in the time interval of each
gate time that is specialized from 1 microsecond to 1
second, the DSP can measure the continuous samples of
the DUT. Additionally, the measurement noise can be
reduced and the measurement resolution can be
improved by averaging the samples. According to the
measurements, the frequency difference between DUT
and frequency standard can be evaluated. Since the
resolution in our design is inversely proportional to not
only the gate time but also square of the number of the
samples for averaging, it is better than that of common
counters when gate time is larger. Additionally, the
frequency stability less than one second is able to be
evaluated in our measurement system.

1 Introduction
Because the stability of the frequency standard,
like the cesium and the rubidium clock, are about
2×10-11 to 5×10-12 at one-second interval. The common
counter can’t be used to measure the stability of them at
equal to or less than one-second interval. For the reason,
the high precision counter is designed to satisfy with the
clocks. In fact, the DSP technique is a good way to be
used to measure the frequency offset and phase
difference of the DUT. The DSP can process mass data
in very short time. So, we can use the ADC to sample

the output of the DUT and then put the sample data into
the DSP. We use the frequency standard to be the
reference clock of the ADC, and then the frequency
difference between the DUT and the frequency standard
will be evaluated by the DSP. In the DSP, the
measurement noise can be reduced and the
measurement resolution can be improved by averaging
the samples. This paper provides a brief introduction of
the system architecture. Then, the noise in the system is
considered. Finally, the self test of our system is
presented.

2 System architecture
In our system, we use ADC to sample the DUT and
save the data into FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) that is the buffer for sample data. The FPGA
packet the sample data into the frame, and then the DSP
can read the frame and clear it in time when the frame is
full. We use the frequency standard to be the reference
clock of the ADC, and then the frequency difference
between the DUT and the frequency standard will be
evaluated by the DSP. The figure 1 shows the block
diagram of the system.
fDUT=5MHz

DUT

ADC

FPGA

DSP

fs=20MHz
Freq. standard

4×

PC

fSTD=5MHz

Figure 1. The block diagram of the System
The DSP will average the sample data and obtain
the necessary information. We use the 4 time doubler to
make 5MHz frequency standard to 20MHz for the
sampling rate of the ADC. The sample data divides the
phase of the DUT nearly every 900. The figure 2 shows
the example about sample data. Despite the sample rate
of the ADC in our system is 20MS/s, the speed of the
DSP is not good enough to process every sample in time.
So we set the minimum gate time is 1µs. If the DSP
doesn’t average the sample data, the sample data can be
expressed below.
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In the 1µs gate, the sample data is Sa,1µs、 Sb,1µs、 Sc,1µs、
Sd,1µs:
Sa,1µs ={a1, a2, a3,…aN}
Sb,1µs ={b1, b2, b3,…bN}
Sc,1µs ={c1, c2, c3,…cN}
Sd,1µs ={d1, d2, d3,…dN}
In the 10µs gate, the sample data is Sa,10µs 、 Sb,10µs 、
Sc,10µs、 Sd,10µs:
Sa,10µs ={a1, a11, a21,…, a10×N+1}
Sb,10µs ={b1, b11, b21,…, b10×N+1}
Sc,10µs ={c1, c11, c21,…, c10×N+1}
Sd,10µs ={d1, d11, d21,…, d10×N+1}
In the 1s gate, the sample data is Sa,1s、 Sb,1s、 Sc,1s、 Sd,1s:
Sa,1s ={a1, a106+1, a2×106+1,…, aN×106+1}
Sb,1s ={b1, b106+1, b2×106+1,…, bN×106+1}
Sc,1s ={c1, c106+1, c2×106+1,…, cN×106+1}
Sd,1s ={d1, d106+1, d2×106+1,…, dN×106+1}

In the 1s gate, the sample data is Sa,1s、 Sb,1s、 Sc,1s、 Sd,1s:
2×106

106

Sa,1s ={

∑a , ∑
n

Sb,1s ={

n =1

n =10 6 +1

106

2×106

bn,

n

n =10 6 +1

106

2×10 6

∑d, ∑
n

n =1

N ×10 6

∑

bn,…,

n =10 6 +1

∑

cn,…,

∑

cn}

n = ( N −1)×10 6 +1

3×10 6

∑

N ×10 6

dn,…,

n = 2×10 6 +1

∑

1µs gate time
a1

a2

Phase Difference:
S a,Gt (i) − S c,Gt (i)
S b,Gt (i) − S d,Gt (i)

)⋅

1 4
⋅ ⋅ ( −1)......................................(1)
2π f s

Frequency offset:
y(i + 1) =

fDUT

20

n =1

n = 21

20

n

30

n

n =11

10

n

n = 21

20

30

∑ c , ∑ c , ∑ c ,…,
n

n =1

n

n =11

10

Sd,10µs ={

n

∑ b , ∑ b , ∑ b ,…,
n =1

Sc,10µs ={

n

n =11

10

Sb,10µs ={

30

∑ a , ∑ a , ∑ a ,…,
n

n

n = 21

20

30

∑ d , ∑ d , ∑ d ,…,
n

n =1

n

n =11

d1

c2

d2

Figure 2. The example about sample data

In the 10µs gate, the sample data is Sa,10µs 、 Sb,10µs 、
Sc,10µs、 Sd,10µs:
10

c1
T = 1/fs

The 1µs-gate resolution is about 106 times the
resolution of 1s gate without averaging sample data. In
our test, the 1s-gate resolution is about 2×10-10, and it
approximates to the common counter’s resolution. If the
DSP averages the sample data, the sample data can be
expressed below.

Sa,10µs ={

b2

b1

p d (i + 1) − p d (i)
⋅ (−1)............................................................(2)
Gt

i is an integer and 1<i<N
Gt: Gate time
fs: sample frequency

d n}

n = ( N −1)×10 6 +1

The phase difference and the frequency offset can
be transferred from (1) and (2). The 1µs-gate resolution
is 109 times the resolution of the 1s gate with averaging
sample data. In our test, the 1s-gate resolution is about
2×10-13, and it is more precise than the common
counter’s resolution.

Transferring the sample data to the phase
difference and the frequency offset.

Pd (i) = tan -1 (

b n}

N ×10 6

n = 2×10 6 +1

dn,

∑

n = ( N −1)×10 6 +1

3×10 6

cn,

an}

n = ( N −1)×10 6 +1

n = 2×10 6 +1

2×106

n =1

∑

an,…,

3×10 6

n =10 6 +1

∑c , ∑

∑

N ×10 6

n = 2×10 6 +1

n

106

Sd,1s ={

an,

∑b, ∑
n =1

Sc,1s ={

3×10 6

n

n = 21

10⋅ N

∑

an}

n =10⋅( N −1) +1
10⋅ N

∑

bn}

n =10⋅( N −1) +1
10⋅ N

∑

cn}

n =10⋅( N −1) +1
10⋅ N

∑

n =10⋅( N −1) +1

dn}

3 System error
The system contains some errors, and the errors
will influence the measurement resolution. The errors
are the quantization error, the ADC sampling noise and
the ADC time base error. Because we use the doubler
that is the very low phase noise device to make
frequency standard from 5MHz to 20MHz for ADC
time base, the ADC time base error is very small. So,
the major part of the error is the quantization error and
the ADC sampling noise. In our system, we use the 8-bit
ADC, and the quantization error can be estimated by
using the computer simulation. The quantization error
causes the frequency stability about 1.2×10-4 at the 1µs
interval. In the other hand, we make the self test to find
the sampling noise. When the DUT is the h-maser and
the h-maser is also be the frequency standard, the
frequency stability is 1.61×10-4 at the 1µs interval. So,
we can estimate that the sampling noise causes the
frequency stability about 4×10-5 at the 1µs interval.
Additionally, the quantization error and the ADC
sampling noise can be reduced by averaging mass
sample data. In the self test, we can see the frequency
stability is 1.93×10-13 at the 1s interval when the gate
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time is 1s. So, the resolution is inversely proportional to
the gate time and square of 106 samples.
1.00E-03

4 Self-test result

1.61E-04

Resolution

1.00E-05

We make the self test to find the resolution of
every gate time from 1µs to 1s. In the self test, the DUT
is the H-maser and the H-maser is also be the frequency
standard. Because the stability of the H-maser, produced
by Quartzlock, is less than 2×10-13 in 1s interval, the
time base error is very small. We record 4000 samples
per gate time and transfer the samples to phase
difference and frequency offset. The figures from 4 to
17 show the phase difference and frequency stability in
every gate time. From the figures, the system
performance in every gate time is verified. The figure 3
shows the system resolution in every gate time.

4.18E-06
3.46E-07

1.00E-07

6.66E-09
1.00E-09

4.27E-10
1.38E-11

1.00E-11

1.00E-13
1.00E-06

1.93E-13
1.00E-05

1.00E-04

1.00E-03

1.00E-02

1.00E-01

1.00E+00

Gate Time

Figure 3. System resolution in every gate time.

5 Conclusions
We design a high precision counter for the phase
and frequency measurement, and the resolution in our
design is inversely proportional to the gate time and
square of the number of the samples for averaging. In
the self test, we can see the frequency stability is
1.93×10-13 at the 1s interval when the gate time is 1s.
Despite the sample rate of the ADC in our system is
20MS/s, the speed of the DSP is not good enough to
process every sample in time. So we set the minimum
gate time is 1µs. In our test, we can see that processing
more sample data in time can improve the system
resolution. So, the higher speed DSP is very important
for our system. The other problem is that the cache
memory is also not sufficient to store much sample data.
There are only 256K bytes of 133MHz synchronous
burst static random-access memory (SBSRAM) in the
DSP, and they can only save 4000 samples in the 1s
gates. We will solve the problem in the future work.

Figure 4. Phase difference in the 1µs gate.
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Figure 5. Phase difference in the 10µs gate.
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Figure 6. Phase difference in the 100µs gate.

Figure 9. Phase difference in the 100ms gate.

Figure 7. Phase difference in the 1ms gate.

Figure 10. Phase difference in the 1s gate.

Figure 8. Phase difference in the 10ms gate.

Figure 11. Frequency stability in the 1µs gate.
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Figure12. Frequency stability in the 10µs gate.

Figure 15. Frequency stability in the 10ms gate.

Figure 13. Frequency stability in the 100µs gate.

Figure 16. Frequency stability in the 100ms gate.

Figure 14. Frequency stability in the 1ms gate.
Figure 17. Frequency stability in the 1s gate.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to describe a development
of an intelligent real-time clock (IRTC) based on
system-on-programmable chip (SOPC) and single-chip
microcomputer techniques. The whole project is
conceptually composed of two parts.
The first part is concerned with tracking and processing
standard time signal from the Taiwan’s computer time
system (TCTS) through the telephone line [1]. The
algorithm of their operation was investigated and
implemented on a MCS-51 single-chip in C.
Design and implementation of the timekeeping module
on the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) device is
the second part. We was using a finite-state machine
(FSM) included state graphs and timing diagrams to
describe the hardware operational processes,
systematically. Some designs, such as offset
adjustments, periodic phase modification, included in
stuff/swallow counter were detailed to insure that the
clock operations are always monotonic increasing and
never run backwards. In addition, the practicable
accuracy–keeping algorithm was also devised.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, a computer system has a real-time clock
(RTC) for its timekeeping faculty, but which cannot
synchronize automatically to external standard time and
also have no a self-compensated mechanism for its time
draft adjustment. Generally, a RTC clock usually
consists of a hardware latch that is set by overflow of
hardware counter. The clock requires a processor
interrupt on every tick. These interrupt can cause
significant overhead if the tick interval is small.
Therefore, their time precision is always limited to the
tick interval [3]. Aimed at the disadvantage of the RTC
clock above, we designed an intelligent RTC clock to
improve their performance called IRTC. Thus, special
designs of hardware and software are required beside
the traditional RTC. For example, we are necessary to
design a time accumulator that has good resolution for

time scalar to increasing adjustable precision and to
design a tracing module that can trace an external
standard to maintain system synchronism at fixed time
interval, as well as, to design a self-compensated circuit
to modify its system time drift. Also, the IRTC’s time
base was designed as a large range of useful
realizations to suit different situations. That is, the
oscillator can vary from the common and inexpensive,
such as a quartz crystal, to the specialized precision of a
hydrogen maser. Here, we used a common and
inexpensive oscillator, quartz crystal, to satisfy our
need because we can just only maintain the accuracy
range in ±3 ms which limited by the accuracy of the
external time reference. The external time reference is
based on the TCTS server located at TL (telecom.
laboratories) in Taiwan. The TCTS signal is available
automatically over the telephone line. Besides, the
operation of the stand-along timekeeping module can
reach resolution to 1us when it is in free run situation.
2.

STRUCTURE

A design sketch of our IRTC constructed entirely of
functional blocks is shown in Fig. 1. Basically, it
consists of two modules: the tracking module and the
timekeeping module. The tracking module tracks the
reference time signal derived from the TCTS system.
The output of the tracking module splits two
directions one is added to the loop 1 (labeled a1 to a5)
mixed with the output of the time accumulator at the
node
1 which resulted in a value called time
difference (reference clock - local clock) The other one
is added to the loop 2 (labeled b1 to b3) and mixed with
the output of the slop timer at the node 2 which
resulted in a value called drift rate that was due to
frequency offset of the system oscillator. The controller
calculated both values using the algorithm described in
section 3 to characterize the performance of the system
oscillator. The controller also uses this characterization
to estimate optimal correction values feeding to the
programmable divider. The programmable divider
produces three types of pulse: offset, offset-interval, and
slop-interval. Both offset-interval and slop-interval
pulses flow in order, individually, to the stuff/swallow
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counter. We work together both offset and
offset-interval pulses timely to modify the time
difference. Also the slop-interval pulse was used to
modify the drift rate. The stuff/swallow counter deletes
or stuffs a single pulse that belongs among the
pre-scalar’s pulse train. The time accumulators take the
output of the pre-scalar’s pulse train as its time-base to
accumulate time and date. In other words, if we can
control how quantity of pulses and their individual
timing feed timely to the stuff/swallow counter, we will
modify the accuracy of the system clock within
prescribed range. The slop timer was in charge of
accumulating the pluses (one microsecond per cycle)
came from the 10MHz system oscillator divided by 10.

Tracing Module

Timekeeping Module
Pre-scalar

TCTS
Time
server

i1

Drxc

Dtxc

Loop
back

£U
1

a1

Stuff
or
Swallow

a2

Programmable
Divider

a5

a3

clk Time
Accumulators

Interface

O/P

a4
b4

÷10

OSC 10 MHz

Single Chip
Controller

recalibration interval is shorter than a day. That is, if we
ignore the drift rate, we may calculate the recalibration
interval T as follows:
If t =T, E=-E0, according to formula (1), we obtain

− E0 = E 0 +
0 = 2E0 +
T=

i2

£U
2

b1

T=

b2

Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of our IRTC
3.

RECALIBRATION INTERVAL

A time system of known drift rate can be kept within
prescribed range of error with infrequent adjustments
through a systematic approach. It usually preset to
offsets in a fixed recalibration interval to keep the time
system operating within a selected accuracy despite the
oscillator’s drift. We have known a basic equation of a
time system that the total time error E at any time t can
be expressed as formula (1) [2]. This drift must be
known and must be constant.

E = E0 +

f0
at 2
−1 t +
fr
2

(1)

Where:
E: Total time error at any time
E0: Initial time error
f0 : Initial frequency at time t = 0
fr : Reference frequency
a: Aging rate
We usually use crystal oscillator to implement our time
system because it is inexpensive and easily to acquire.
In our case, a common crystal oscillator is typical drift
(aging rate) about 5ppm/year. This drift rate seems less
affected about the accuracy of the system time if its

f0
−1 T
fr

(2)

(3)

2 E0
f
1− 0
fr

(4)

For example, consider a time system to be maintained
within ± 3 ms. The signal that drives the clock is
derived from a common crystal with a known
nameplate frequency departure 22x10-6. Find the length
of the recalibration interval T?
To solve this problem numerically we substitute these
values to formula (4) as

b3

Slop
Timer

f0
−1 T + 0
fr

3 × 2 × 10 −3
= 272 sec ≈ 4.5 min
22 × 10 −6

(5)

The result means if we want to keep the range of
accuracy for a time system among the range of ± 3ms,
the system time should be recalibrated every 4.5
minutes. We think this recalibrated interval is so
impractical because frequent operation would waste a
lot of system resource. However, our purpose is to
design a system that can keep accuracy in the range of
±3 ms any time, but the recalibration time interval only
need once per hour. To achieve this goal, we used a slop
method and a highly dynamic algorithm [4] to calculate
as follow:

M =

et 2 − e t 1
t 2 − t1

− M ( old +1) = (1 − α ) M ( old ) + αM ( new)

(6)
(7)

Where:
M: Slop

t 2 − t1 : Recalibration interval
et 2 : The time at t 2

et1 : The time at t1
Total time error = − M (old +1) × Elapsed time
In formula (6), the IRTC will maintain a variable M that
is the best current estimate time drift rate, here, we
called slop which used to compensate the system time
drift when it is working in the free run situation. Once
the tracking module completed a tracking process, we
can get a new slop M (new ) every hour and then
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updated the value M ( old +1) calculated in formula (7).

The variable α is a smooth factor that determines a
weight represented by the new M value. Through
repeatedly testing, we obtained a typical value α that
is equal to 0.7 in our experience.
4.

THE PRE-SCALAR DESIGN

The pre-scalar module consists of programmable
divider and stuff/swallow counter. We used finite-state
machine (FSM) including state diagram and timing
diagram which functional behavior can be represented
using a finite number of states to design this module.
The functions of this module was designed that need at
least to meet the following specifications [4][5][6]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The system time adjustment is always monotonic
increasing and never run backwards.
The system time adjustment never changes the
oscillator frequency but always uses the periodic
phase modification.
The system must have a mechanism to advance
(stuff) or retard (swallow) the phase of the system
oscillator.
The offset adjustment must be spread over multiple
tick intervals to avoid a big time variation in a
short time interval.

of the time drift rate represented by slop-interval (32 bit
included 1 sign bit at MSB). The state-transition
diagram of the control word register is shown in Fig. 3.
Three outputs of the control word register are all
mapping to individual hardware down counter shown in
Fig. 4 and the timing diagram are shown in Fig. 4-1. If
we want to adjust the offset, then we should let the
offset-interval counter is controlled by the offset
counter. If offset-interval counter counts down to the
zero, the offset counter would reduce one until the
content is equal to zero. Once the offset-interval
counter reduces to zero, then the slop-interval counter
start working for the drift rate adjustment. In a word,
when we adjust the time difference, we must feed a
value to offset counter and offset-interval counter
individually. Also when we adjust the drift rate, we
must only feed a value to slop-interval counter. If only
one of two interval counters reduced to zero, it would
cause the stuff/swallow counter to add or delete a pulse
in a normal series sequence produced by the system
clock=“write”
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Hdata_in
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Ldata_in

8

reset
write
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to Time
Accumulators

32

oscillator.
Fig. 3. State diagram of the control word register

Clock
10MHz

N=offset_interval

In Fig. 2 the pre-scalar module includes a
programmable divider and a stuff/swallow counter. The
entire programmable divider is enclosed by the outer
rectangle. The inner rectangle contains a control-word
register and three down-counters: offset, interval, and
slop.

clrn
N=0

load

Fig. 2. The FSM block of pre-scalar module
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Offset-interval
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4.1 THE PROGRAMMABLE DIVIDER
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V=0
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V=slop_offset

load=sadj

1
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clrn
S=0

fadj=0
0

vadj=1
/sadj=1
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S=slop_interval

The control word registers latches three values:
offset-mapped, interval-mapped, and slop-mapped.
These values derived from the controller which run
algorithms of the formula (6) and (7). Though five
write actions, the control word register got three types
of information: the time difference represented by
offset (32 bit included 1 sign bit at MSB), the
adjustment-interval of the time difference represented
by offset-interval (16 bit), and the adjustment-interval

S

S-1

/load=1

Slop-interval
counter
1

0

/strob=1

Fig. 4. State diagram of three down counters
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Fig. 5-1. Timing diagram of the stuff/swallow counter
Fig. 4-1. Timing diagram of three down counters
4.2 THE STUFF/SWALLOW COUNTER
The pre-scalar also includes a state machine that is
stuff/swallow counter. This counter is used to insert or
delete the phase of the system oscillator by one cycle
when system time need to correct. Every cycle is equal
to 0.1 us. In Fig. 5, there is two control signals: one is
labeled by the symbol inc/dec, the other is labeled by
the symbol strobe. Whenever, if a reset signal active, it
will transfer the machine to state S0. When the machine
is in present state, it will change to next state if strobe is
equal to 0 at the next active clock edge, such as S0->S1;
S1->S2; … S9->S0. The machine will jump over two
states at the next active clock edge when inc/dec is
equal to 1, then it will swallow one cycle at the output
pulse train (speed time up). On the contrary, when
inc/dec became equal to 0, the machine will go back to
the original state at the next active clock edge, then it
will stuff one cycle at the output pulse train (slow time
down). This stuff/swallow counter operates in a
numerical decimal format. So we should consider 10
numerical statuses individually, such as, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, because these statuses may individual appear
randomly. The output pulse only appears in the two
transition states that is S8 transfers to S9 or S0.
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The tracking module tracks the TCTS server located at
TL in Taiwan. The TCTS is a time-server by using a
loop-back mode (path delay is equal to 1/2 round-trip
delay) providing modified time code over the telephone
line. We mention the tracking and keeping process
using the flow chart as following:

H a v e g o t te s t
b it o f R S 2 3 2 ?

11/ 1

01/ 0

5. THE PROGRAM DESIGN

01/ 0

-0/ 1
reset=1

In Fig. 5-1 shows the timing diagram. The node labeled
outclk is the output pulse train for the time accumulator
input. The strobe and incdec signal controls the system
to increase or decrease a pulse to adjust the time error.
Labeled state shows the count values at the inner
register. When register count to the 9, it will output a
pulse at the outclk node. At the state node, we can see
the 6 disappeared and 5 extended in Fig. 5-1.

G e t tim e c o d e
fr o m T C T S s e r v e r

M a p slo p a n d o ff se t
v a lu e to h a rd w a r e
fa c u lt y to a d ju s t

C

A

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the program

01/ 0

Fig. 5. State diagram of the stuff/swallow counter

Fig. 6 shows the flowchart that compares both time
codes between the TCTS’s and the IRTC’s to modify
the IRTC’s time difference and its drift rate. A few
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things must be pointed out about this process. The time
interval that tracking the TCTS server is once per hour.
We always get 10 recodes of the time code from the
TCTS. Among these data, we are sorting first and then
find the middle value as a time reference for the
foundation of the adjustment. The IRQ5 tells a
controller interrupt at the every second to execute the
service routine that output the IRTC’s time code from
the time accumulators for external applications.
6. MEASURED RESULTS
In Fig. 7 we collected the data of both accumulators,
slop timer and time accumulator over 50 hours, and
used these data to predict time deviation. Both clock
input are all derived from the same oscillator 10 MHz
which is the system time base. The slop timer is used to
accumulate the system time error that produced due to
the initial frequency offset when the system starts
operation. The line labeled R represented time error in
Fig. 7, its slop is approach to -4.3419*10-6. Other one
called time accumulator is the system practical output
for the external applications. It was adjustment by the
offset-counter and the slop-interval counter according
to the value of the offset and the negative slop. The line
labeled B represented the trend of the time
accumulator’s data once per hour, which has been
modified seems closing to the x-axis. If we only
magnify the line scalar labeled B, we can get Fig. 8 in
which specify the maximum time error range between
±3 ms, and the trend of the time error closed to the line
of 0 gradually.

R
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11
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600000
400000
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two main parts of the IRTC were
described. The time tracking module intended to
synchronize an external source of standard time using
the loop-back compensated-delay theorem, delay=1/2
round-trip delay. The time keeping module, presented
here, intended to keep standard time when system time
oscillator works in the free run phase. There corrected
the phase (time drift) by occasional vernier adjustments
according to the timekeeping formula:

− M ( old +1) = (1 − α ) M ( old ) + αM ( new)

In summary, both modules integrated can compensate
systematic time offsets and drift rate, as well as various
types of random effects like temperature variation. To
analyze these data in section 6 above, we verified this
IRTC’s performance can keep the accuracy within ±3
ms whenever. This accuracy depends on external time
reference. But if only a timekeeping module worked
alone, it could have 1us resolution.
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the instrument and is defined by the following equation
[1]:

ABSTRACT
Nowadays the necessity to improve the output
frequency parameters of hydrogen standards has put
greater emphasis on the requirements to the system of
temperature stabilization in the area of SHF resonance
cavity and storage bulb. This paper is aimed to provide
theoretical calculation and experimental verification of
the maximum possible temperature stability of the
object (resonance cavity with the storage bulb) when
using in the digital multi-channel temperature stability
system the principle of the heating element control
within impulse mode according to pseudorandom
principle. In addition to high precision temperature
maintenance the advantages of the above mentioned
system are the low power consumption and possible
remote PC control.
As follows from the theory and subsequent
experimental confirmation the worked out temperature
stability system doesn’t lead to the rise of constant or
variable magnetic fields at the frequency of the possible
frequency transitions in the area of storage bulb.
Besides, using this system also allows not to make
worse the spectrum of output reference signal, which
seems impossible with the usual standard impulse
control.

σ y (τ ) =

k s kTF (1 + β 1 + β 2 ) (1 + S 0 − α )2 − 2
τ ,
2β1β 2
2Q 0
α S 0 (1 + S 0 )
1

(3)
where β1 and β2 - input and output coupling factors of
resonance cavity, Q0 - quality factor of the atomic
unsaturated line, S0 - the saturation factor of the atomic
transition at resonance, k=1.38·10-23 J/K - Boltsman's
constant, T - temperature of the cavity, F - noise figure
of the receiver, kS=S0/Pin, where Pin is the interrogation
power at the cavity loop input and α - oscillation
parameter. We assume the following values: β1=0.1,
β2=0.1, T=313K, Q0=1.18·109, Pin=6.31·10-12W, F=1.78
and kS=1.8·1011, as measured experimentally. The Allan
variance for these parameters is:

σ y (τ ) = 1.315 ⋅10 −13 ⋅

(1 + S 0 − α )2 − 2
τ
α S 0 (1 + S 0 )
1

(4)

or

σ y (τ ) = A ⋅ τ

−

1
2

(5)

In the table 1 we present coefficient A dependent on the
oscillation parameter α and on the saturation factor of
the atomic transition S0 .

INTRODUCTION
Table 1. Dependence A on α and S0
In this paper we take into consideration only the shifts
dependent on temperature, such as the second order
Doppler effect [1]:
∆f
f

≤ − 1.4 ⋅ 10 −13

o

C

(1)

and the shift caused by collisions of hydrogen atoms
with coating of storage bulb (the so-called wall shift)
[1]:
∆f
f

≤ − 1 ⋅ 10 −12

o

C

A

(2)

In the present paper we don’t take into account the
changing of dimensions and, consequently, the
resonance frequency of resonator due to temperature
fluctuations. This is assumed as all the measurements
are performed with the switched on automatic cavity
tuning system (ACT).
Allan variance [2] in case of locked loop of ACT system
is characteristic of short-time frequency instability of
hydrogen discriminator. This characteristic is
determined by both physical and design parameters of

α

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

S0
0.5
1.07·10-12
6.06·10-13
3.82·10-13
2.52·10-13
1.70·10-13
1.15·10-13

1.0
1.08·10-12
6.44·10-13
4.28·10-13
3.01·10-13
2.19·10-13
1.62·10-13

1.5
1.16·10-12
7.05·10-13
4.82·10-13
3.50·10-13
2.63·10-13
2.02·10-13

2.0
1.24·10-12
7.66·10-13
5.33·10-13
3.94·10-13
3.03·10-13
2.38·10-13

For the values α=0.45 and S0=1.2, measured for
hydrogen frequency standard VCH-1006, we get:

σ y (τ ) = 3.71× 10

−13

τ

−

1
2

(6)

The diagram of this dependence is shown in picture 1. It
should be mentioned that this is the best value of
frequency stability, which can be achieved in the given
design of the physical part of passive hydrogen time and
frequency standard. However, it is possible to achieve
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the value of relative frequency instability up to 10-13
when α and S0 parameters are accordingly optimized.
Thus, all other effects, leading to worse output
frequency stability must be half of this value.

Theoretical frequency instability
Frequency instability, measured for VCH-1006

Allan variance

1E-12

1E-13

1E-14

principle and in equal fixed periods of time. The output
value of PI-regulator [3] (error signal) is compared with
pseudorandom value, generated by microprocessor
system. If the output value of PI-regulator is higher than
the pseudorandom value at a separate time interval, the
switch is turned on. This process is repeated with
frequency ~10 kHz. The function of distribution of
pseudorandom value has the linear characteristic along
all the interval of possible values. That is why the
heating power per unit of time will be proportional to
output value of PI-regulator. This principle not only
increases the efficiency factor due to the use of switch
heater device, but also diminishes the interference noise
due to more equal distribution of radiated energy along
the spectrum achieved due to pseudorandom nature of
the heater current impulses.

1E-15
1

10

100

1000

10000

Output signal

Averaging time in seconds

Figure 1. Theoretical frequency instability and the best
practical frequency instability for VCH-1006

Random value

Wξ

Taking into consideration the total influence of
temperature on the frequency of quantum transition
(expressions (1) and (2)) of order –1.1·10-12/ºC and
equation (6) for the maximum achieved frequency
stability of hydrogen discriminator, we can get the
following requirement for temperature control system:

σ T (τ ) ≈ 10 −1 oC ⋅ τ

THEORETICAL PREDICTION
To solve the task determined by the cause (7) it is
supposed to use the microprocessor system of digital
temperature control (figure 2), which is based on the
method of switch-heater control of object according to
pseudorandom principle.
CPU

ξ

ξ

− 12

(7)
Here σT(τ) is temperature instability of resonance cavity
of quantum hydrogen discriminator for temperature
averaging time τ.

ADC

Wξ

Control item

t

Figure 3. Working principle of temperature control
system
Operation of discrete PI-regulator, used in the digital
temperature control system, can be denoted by the
following discrete time equation:
X ( n ) = k1P ( n ) + k 2 I ( n ) , where (8.1)
P ( n ) = aV ( n )
(8.2)
I ( n ) = I ( n − 1) + V ( n )
(8.3)
V (n) = T (n) − T *
(8.4)
Here T is the required value of the regulated parameter
and T(n) is its present value within the point of time
number n. V(n) means difference between the present
and required values, X(n) is the output value of the
regulator, P(n) and I(n) are proportional and integral
correspondingly.
Our task is to estimate the theoretically maximum
possible temperature stability, that can be achieved
when we use impulse nature of power in the above
described digital system temperature control.
For calculations we assume the following:
1. Power impulses represent the process with the power
spectral density of the following type (figure 4):
*

Sensor

Object

Figure 2. Block diagram of digital system of
temperature control
This method allows to minimize the influence of
interference noise of switch-heater on the object, by
which we imply resonance cavity and storage bulb of
hydrogen frequency standard.
What is of main interest in this scheme is the principle
of heating element control in an impulse mode
according to pseudorandom principle. The controlling
element represents the electronic switch, which delivers
voltage to the heater according to pseudorandom
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2

⎛ sin(10 − 4 π ⋅ f ) ⎞
W ( f ) = A⋅ ⎜
(9)
⎟
−4
⎝ 10 π ⋅ f ⎠
We can estimate factor A from normalizing condition:
∞

⎛ sin(10 − 4 π ⋅ f ) ⎞

2

quantum frequency standards on basis of hydrogen
generator.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

2

1U
A⋅ ∫ ⎜
(10)
⎟ df = 2 R
10 − 4 π ⋅ f ⎠
⎝
0
U=20V - supply voltage, R=100Ohm- resistance of
heating element. Thus, A=4·10-4.
2. Depending on the suggested analogy between the
processes performed in thermal and electrical systems,
the object of regulation (resonator with a storage bulb)
is seen as a low-frequency filter with cutoff frequency
defined by the thermal time constant. The time constant
of the object τ1, estimated theoretically, equals to
32319.6 seconds, what corresponds to cutoff frequency
of low-frequency filter (11):

1 ≈ 4.92 ⋅ 10 −6 Hz
f g = 2πτ
1

In support of theoretical results several practical
measurements were carried out with the help of digital
temperature control system.
At the first stage we defined the thermal time constant
of quantum discriminator. For that after the rise in
temperature inside the resonator to a certain value, we
broke the heating element circuit. Using the values,
obtained with the help of digital temperature control
system, we can plot a diagram showing dependence of
temperature of the regulated object on time. This
diagram is given in figure 5.
52

(11)
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Figure 5. Defining temperature time constant of the
discriminator

Figure 4. Spectrum of telegraph process
Dependence of the temperature of the regulated object
on the supplied power is linear (and we take interest in
minor fluctuations) and is defined by the equation:
W (t )

T = 45°C ⋅ W

+ 25°C

(12)

max

Temperature fluctuations are defined by the value of
power, which hit the band pass of the low-frequency
filter.
After the pass of the low-frequency filter we get:
4.92⋅10−6

2

⎛ sin(10− 4 π ⋅ f ) ⎞ df = 1.88 ⋅ 10 −9
⎜
⎟
−4
⎝ 10 π ⋅ f ⎠
0
(13)
Consequently temperature variation is:
W1 = 4 ⋅ 10

−4

⋅

∫

σ T = 45°C ⋅ σ U = 45°C ⋅ W1 ≈ 1.96 ⋅ 10 −4 °C ,
(14)
which is far less than the maximum allowable level,
defined by the condition (7). Temperature variation σT
in the expression (14) coincides with temperature
stability σT(τ) in the expression (7) for short τ. This
enables to assume that the suggested digital temperature
control system (based on the method of switch-heater
control of the object according to pseudorandom
principle) may be applicable in the construction of

After approximation of this diagram by the first order
exponential function (refer to the picture) we
numerically found the time constant τ, which makes 536
minutes. This result corresponds to the thermal time
constant, estimated theoretically in our previous work.
As the result of the experiments we obtained the so
called curves of temperature control (dependence of
temperature of the regulated object on time) for
different values of integrator averaging time. The values
of dependence are shown in picture 6 (for all the
diagrams the time between points is 1 minutes, and
temperature averaging time in program equals to 30
seconds).
The diagram, given in figure 6, show that, when
averaging time is increased, the number of relaxation
oscillations is diminished. But the time, required for
amount the precise value of resonance cavity
temperature, is increased.
Figure 7 presents the dependence of power, supplied to
the heating element (the standing axis reflects the
number of impulses per unit time), on time.
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averaging time. The diagram, representing
dependence, is shown in picture 10.
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Figure 6. Dependence of temperature of the regulated
object on time
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Picture 9. Dependence of temperature instability on
averaging time
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Figure 7. Dependence of the heater power on time

49.679

Temperature (°C)

The diagram with Allan variance dependence on the
averaging time shows that short-time temperature
instability of the regulated object is not worse than 10-3
ºC when averaging time is 60 seconds and more. This
corresponds to instability of frequency shifts of the
quantum standard not more than

49.678
49.677
49.676
49.675
49.674

1.5 ⋅ 10 −14 ⋅ τ 2 .
(15)
It should be mentioned that this kind of experimentally
obtained dependence σ(τ) is not characteristic of the
noise process, in other words, it is not a straight line in
logarithmic system of reference (figure 1). For large
averaging times this is, probably, connected with
external temperature fluctuations. For the averaging
times less than 3 minutes “non-noise” character of
dependence σ(τ) is probably due to imperfection of the
software used for generation of the random numbers,
necessary for thermostat operation. The stated facts
require further investigations.
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Figure 8. Temperature fluctuation of the object of
regulation
Figure 8 represents dependence of temperature of the
regulated object on time directly with temperature
retaining. Data output period equals to 1 minute,
temperatures averaging time is 54 seconds and
integrator DSP averaging time is 300 seconds. As seen
from the picture, the maximum temperature deviations
of the regulated object (resonator with a storage bulb)
from the average value do not exceed 3·10-4 ºC. Using
the obtained results we may plot the dependence of
temperature instability (Alan variance [2]) on the

[1] C. Audoin, B. Guinot. The Measurement of Time.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001.
[2] D.B. Sullivan, D.W. Allan, D.A. Howe. NIST
Technical Note, p. 1337, March, 1990.
[3] E.N. Bazarov, N.A. Demidov, E.T. Zhukov.
Quartz and quantum frequency measures. USSR,
Ministry of Defence Press, 1989.
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ABSTRACT
To organize traceability of any measurement to the
national standards for calibration applications,
Besançon is well equipped in the whole time and
frequency domain. The LPMO department of the
FEMTO-ST institute works on short term stability,
spectral density of phase noise and ultra-stable
oscillators. The observatory of Besançon is mainly
involved in oscillator stability, chronometry, time
scales and time and frequency transfer by GPS.
Both laboratories are ISO 17025 accredited and
associated to the Bureau National de Métrologie
(BNM) – recently became the Laboratoire National
de Métrologie et d’Essais (LNE).
By developing inter-laboratory time and frequency
transfer by optical fiber, the laboratories are about
to set up a local time scale of which long, middle
and short term stability will be ensured by the
observatory’s cesium clocks, FEMTO-ST’s
hydrogen-maser and quartz or cryogenic oscillators.
The current field of accreditation and the objectives
of the two laboratories are presented in this paper.
KEYWORDS
Frequency stability, Phase noise, Time scale,
Accreditation
INTRODUCTION
In France, for historical reasons, the time and
frequency domain is geographically located in Paris
and Besançon. Paris laboratories tradition in time
measuring came from the observatories of Paris and
Meudon when time references were an astronomers

affair. In the past, the development of watches
industries and laboratories in Besançon explains the
needs that lead to the development of metrological
expertise in the time and frequency domain.
The main public laboratories in this domain are the
following :
LNE-SYRTE previously called LPTF (Laboratoire
Primaire du Temps et des Fréquences), is the
French primary laboratory (National Metrological
Institute) in charge for the French standards of time
and frequency.
The observatory of Besançon, and its LNE
associate laboratory (# 2.06) is the main actor in
charge for the dissemination of the national
frequency reference for both academic and
industrial laboratories, ensuring the traceability of
their local references to the national standards.
The two following departments of FEMTO-ST
institute, created in 2004 :
- LPMO (Laboratoire de Physique et Métrologie
des Oscillateurs), and its LNE associate laboratory
(# 2.13) that maintain and develop standards for
short term frequency stability
- LCEP (Laboratoire de Chronométrie Electronique
et Piézoélectricité) department that owns an
Hydrogen Maser, standard for middle term
frequency stability
The aim of this paper is to present the abilities of
the accredited laboratory in the time and frequency
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domain and some of the solutions that are under
development for increasing their calibration
capabilities.

calibration and a picture of the bench are given on
the figures 1 and 2.

1. SHORT TERM FREQUENCY STABILITY
ACCREDITED LABORATORY
Created in 1958 by Professors A. Kastler (Nobel
Prize of physics) and J. Ubersfeld, the Laboratoire
de l’Horloge Atomique, Besançon's section, had
from this time a frequency-time vocation. This
laboratory took the name of Laboratoire de
Physique et Métrologie des Oscillateurs in 1974
(LPMO). Finaly it joined FEMTO-ST at the
beginning of the year 2004 and then became one of
the departments of this CNRS laboratory. For
several years the LPMO has been associated to the
University and the Institute of Micro-technologies
of Franche-Comté (respectively UFC and IMFC).
Since 1973, LPMO is accredited for short term
frequency stability calibrations. LPMO is able to
deliver
COFRAC
(Comité
Français
d’Accréditation) calibration certificates, conform to
ISO 17025. That relates to short term frequency
stability in time domain and phase noise
measurements in spectral domain [1].

Fig. 2. Frequency stability calibration bench.

Fig. 3. Principle of the phase noise calibration.
The LNE associate laboratory can calibrate any
frequency sources between 5 MHz and 18 GHz in
terms of phase noise, and the laboratory is well
equipped to characterize frequency signals up to 40
GHz. Despite it is possible to give the phase noise
for Fourier frequencies between 0.01 Hz and
several MHz, the official calibration capabilities
concerns the Fourier frequencies between 1 Hz and
100 kHz from the carrier.
Fig. 1. Principle of the short term frequency
stability calibration.

Despite the laboratory is able to fully characterize
signals for several frequencies, it is officially
accredited for characterizing Allan variance of 1
MHz-1 GHz frequency sources for integration time
(τ) in the 0.1 s - 100 s range.
The best frequency stability that can be
characterized under COFRAC accreditation is
about 3.10-13 to 5.10-12 depending on carrier
frequency and integration time.
The calibration is realized by comparison between
the Unity Under Test (UUT) and a quartz reference
locked on a Cesium. A frequency difference
multiplier is then used to obtain a signal that can be
analyzed by a frequency counter. Principle of this

Fig. 4. Phase noise bench.
The noise floor of this bench is between – 172
dBc/Hz and –55 dBc/Hz depending on the carrier
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and the Fourier frequency. The principle of this
calibration consists in locking a reference standard
on the UUT. The beat note is then filtered and
amplified to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
spectrum analyzer. Refer to figure 4 for
photographs of the bench.

example, the time tagging board for the Auger
observatory [4].

2. TIME INTERVAL, TIME STABILITY,
FREQUENCY, FREQUENCY STABILITY
ACCREDITED LABORATORY

All the available frequencies in the two time and
frequency laboratories of Besançon (an hydrogen
maser at the LCEP dpt. of FEMTO-ST, cryogenic
resonator oscillators at the LPMO dpt of FEMTOST and cesium clocks at the LAOB) constitute the
state of the art in term of time and frequency
references. An optical inter-laboratory link of
metrological quality makes it possible to share
these frequency references between the three sites.
Characterizing the optical link stability and
developing a system to correct the phase
fluctuations due to optical fibers, we wish to be able
to transfer a signal stability of relative frequency of
2.10-15 for a few weeks [5].

In 1871, the town council of Besançon expressed
their wish to create a chronometric observatory to
support the Besançon clock making industry. After
7 years of debates and negociation, a ministerial
decree dated 11th of March, 1878, paved the way
for an astronomical, chronometric and weather
observatory in Besançon. In 1882, a convention is
signed between the town of Besançon, the
department of Doubs and the State, by which the
city is committed to providing the ground and the
buildings, the State to buying the instruments and
paying the personnel, and the department to
subsidizing a weather facility [2].
The observatory of Besançon has been one of the
first accredited French laboratories, as it was
recognized by the accreditation authorities in 1971.
As written above, it is an LNE associate laboratory
and ensures the traceability of the performed
calibrations to the national standards; that relates to
time interval, time stability, long term frequency
and frequency stability measurements.
Three atomic clocks HP5071A-001 (1350172,
1350536 and 1351321) are operated at the
observatory in a temperature/humidity controlled
room. Those clocks participate to the Atomic
International Time (TAI) and to the French Atomic
Time TA(F) via 3 GPS receivers (2 Sercel NRT, 1
Ashtech Z12T).
The observatory delivers calibration certificates in
time and frequency extending from simple
wristwatches to atomic clocks. For frequency
measurements, the laboratory can calibrate sources
between 0.001 Hz and 1.3 GHz. For time interval
measurements, it is in the 0.001s – 10,000 s range.
For frequency stability, it is accredited for
characterizing Allan variance for integration time in
the 1h – 24 h range. The best frequency stability at
24 h that can be characterized under COFRAC
accreditation is 2.10-14 after 30 days.
The observatory of Besançon is also involved in the
development of instrumentation for time and
frequency transfer by GPS [3] and realizes also
specific developments in the time and frequency
domain, for astronomical observatories, such as, for

3. INTER-LABORATORY TIME AND
FREQUENCY TRANSFER BY OPTICAL
FIBER

Fig. 5. Optical link between the three laboratories.
For short term frequency stability, ultra high
stability signals are now available at the LPMO
from cryogenic resonator - oscillator in X band. it
transfers better than 10-14 short term frequency in
the 10-100s range.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the stability of each reference
in terms of Allan deviation σY(τ).
Best middle term stability is obtained using an
hydrogen maser at the LCEP around 2.10-15 at
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1000s. Atomic cesium clocks allows long term
stability at the OB around 4.10-14 for 10 days.
Moreover, the three cesium clocks at OB participate
to both French atomic timescale TAF and
international atomic timescale TAI.
It is possible to transfer the reference signals
without degrading the frequency stability of the
three different references.

[5] J. Saalaoui, P. Salzenstein, F. Lardet-Vieudrin,
S. Galliou, F. Vernotte and V. Giordano, Interlaboratory time and frequency transfer by optical
fiber, Proceedings of the VI International
Conference for Young Researchers Wave
Electronics and its Applications in Information and
telecommunications
Systems,
St-Petersburg,
Russia, 7-11 september 2003, A2 pp 5-8

FURTHER WORKS AND CONCLUSIONS
The inter-laboratory time and frequency transfer by
optical fiber will soon provide a local time and
frequency scale in the laboratories.
In the next future, ultra high stability signals from
cryogenic resonator - oscillator in X band will be
able to provide a reference signal that would lead
the LPMO dept to considerably increase its
accredited capabilities in delivering short term
frequency stability calibration certificate.
The observatory of Besançon has developed GPS
“melting pot” (all in view) solutions to help the
French time and frequency laboratories in ensuring
their traceability to the national frequency
references. It is also concerned in enhancing its
own links to the national references and is currently
working on establishing an accurate multi-channel
common view GPS link with the primary laboratory
(BNM-Syrte).
Both time and frequency accredited laboratories in
Besançon plan to found together a new structure in
order to constitute a new laboratory that will be
able to fully characterize frequency sources from
the short to the long term.
REFERENCES
[1] P. Salzenstein, G. Martin, N. Franquet, F.
Lardet-Vieudrin and V. Giordano, Proposal for
Calibration Accreditation in the Time & Frequency
Domain, accepted by the COFRAC - French
organism for accreditation, Besançon, France,
september 2004
[2] Observatory of Besançon http://www.obsbesancon.fr/
[3] F. Meyer, N. Gautherot, Frequency transfer
using low cost GPS receivers, Accessing national
frequency references, in these proceedings.
[4] F. Meyer, P. A. Tuckey, F. Vernotte. Time
tagging for the Auger observatory, Proceedings of
the 16th European Frequency and Time Forum, St
Petersburg, Russia, march 2002.
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Accessing national frequency references
using low cost GPS receivers:
SYREF, example of an integrated solution.
François Meyer, Nicolas Gautherot
Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de l’Observatoire de Besançon - UMR CNRS 6091
41 bis avenue de l’observatoire, BP 1615, 25010 Besançon Cedex, France
E-mail: fmeyer@obs-besancon.fr

1 Abstract
The frequency dissemination of the french frequency reference using the 162 kHz carrier transmitted by TDF’s Allouis facility has experienced
some problems during last years because of degraded broadcasting conditions, impacting the reliability of the system.
That lead the COFRAC to recommend that the accredited laboratories find another source of traceability to the national frequency reference.
Last generation GPS modules by Motorola can be
the core of a cost effective solution to the problem; we present the results of frequency comparisons using such modules and an integrated solution that addresses the particular issue of accessing the national frequency reference TA(F).
This work is supported by LNME (Laboratoire National Métrologie Essais).

2 Introduction
One of the simplest way to access the french national frequency reference realized by TA(F) has
long been the use of the carrier frequency of
France Inter as broadcast by TDF from the Allouis
facility.
This carrier gives access to the TA(F) frequency
  
with a stability around
for a one day
averaging time.
Unfortunately, technical modifications of the
broadcast have implemented and tested for the
past few years and the quality of reception of the
162 kHz carrier has been undergoing problems ;
and the situation is not expected to improve in the
future for technical reasons, relating to the progressive migration to digital broadcast.
Among the users of this service (for years and until recently this service has been provided out of
any contractual frame), accredited laboratories are
in an uncomfortable situation, where the reliabil-

ity of their only source of traceability to the national reference is put into question.

3 The M12+ oncore
For several years now, the Observatory of Besancon has been operating GPS links to national time
and frequency references, for both academic and
industrial laboratories.
Successive versions of Motorola’s Oncore receivers (VP, UT+) have been used (in common
view [1], for the VP, in all-in-view mode for the
UT+) [2] [3] [4] [5].
The last generation of these modules is the M12+.
See [6] for an evaluation of the performance of the
unit.
As for the previous Oncore modules, the M12+
1 PPS output must be corrected for the negative
sawtooth ; this correction is a prediction of the local oscillator drift effect on the next 1 PPS occurrence; this correction is generally performed at the
software level during data post processing.

4 The counter, divider and
hosting board
We have designed a board including a 1 GHz time
interval counter, a frequency divider and hosting
the M12+ module. The board is powered through
a PCI standard connector but is not connected to
the PCI bus.
Also, we have included on the board a hardware
solution to correct the M12+ 1PPS output for the
negative sawtooth on-the-fly. This corrected output hence becomes a clean realisation of GPS time
with a short term jitter of less than 3 ns.
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5 The Syref unit
Two prototype boards have been embedded in two
19”, 4 units, industrial PC racks (including keyboard, mousepad and VGA LCD screen). One has
been set up at BNM-Syrte in Paris and the other
one at the Besançon observatory.
These have been used to compare Cs172 at OB
with UTC(OP) via GPS in all-in-view (AIV) mode
; in this mode, all visible satellites are tracked
by the receiver that computes its best estimate of
GPS time, realized by its 1 PPS output. Thus our
data are time differences between local 1 PPSs
(UTC(OP) and Cs172(OB)) and GPS time as realized by the M12+ GPS module.
The results obtained by the prototypes have been
compared to those obtained via common view
(CV) comparisons using time dedicated receivers
(Sercel NRT2 at OB, AO-TTR5 at Syrte).
Figure 2 shows the results of individual 13 minute
tracks. On figure 3, a frequency offset of 8.8ns/d
has been removed from both series. Figure 4
shows the difference between both series.
Figure 5 allows for the comparison of the Allan
deviation values computed on CV and AIV series;
it shows a noise level of the same order, though a
bit higher for the M12 units. Those are still able to

reveal instabilities of the order of
for a one
day averaging time.

month; at this time, the frequency offset of the local reference versus TA(F) is computed with its
uncertainty, and a calibration certificate can be
emitted and transmitted by regular mail. That procedure does not require any intervention from the
user.

7 Conclusion
Addressing the problem of ensuring the traceability of a local frequency source to a remote
frequency reference, we have presented an integrated, fully automated solution built around a
Motorola M12+ unit, consisting in an originally
designed counter and controlling board embedded in a 4 unit rackable industrial computer. Frequency transfer may can be performed with a sta
bility of
after 1 day.
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6 Unit setup and operations
Basic system setup consists in plugging the GPS
antenna, the local reference frequency, booting
and setting antenna coordinates.
The counter can be triggered either directly by a
local 1 PPS or from a local 5 or 10 MHz frequency
through the divider included on the board.
The system follows the BIPM scheduled CV dates
to perform 13 minute tracks. As a first monitoring
level and in real time (at 13 minute interval) the
user can access the plot of its local frequency reference versus GPS Time frequency.
The SYREF unit produces CGGTTS format files
where satellite dependent fields are filled with ’9’.
These data are transfered on a daily basis to the
obseratoire de Besançon for processing.
Automated data transfer to the Besançon observatory can be implemented either via a modem or
above TCP/IP.
Routine operations at Besançon include daily automatic data collections from the SYREF units,
semi-automatic monitoring of those and a weekly
computation of the results against UTC(OP).
TA(F) is made available at the beginning of each

[1] Allan, D.W., and C. Thomas, 1994, Metrologia 31, pp. 69-79.
[2] R. Giffard, Estimation of GPS ionospheric
delay usinf L1 code and carrier phase observables in Proceedings of the 31st Precise
Time and Time Interval (PTTI), December
1999, Dana Point, USA, pp. 405-416.
[3] J. Nawrocki, W. Lewandowski and J.
Azoubib, GPS multi-channel commonview time transfer using Motorola Oncore
receiver with CCDS standardsin Proceedings of the 12th European Time and Frequency Forum (EFTF), March 1998, Warsawa, Poland, pp. 510-515.
[4] W. Lewandowski, Philippe Moussay, Pascal
Guerin, Francois Meyer and Michel Vincent,
Testing Motorola Oncore GPS receiver
for time metrology in Proceedings of the
11th European Time and Frequency Forum
(EFTF), March 1997, Neuchatel, Switzerland, pp. 493-497.
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and frequency activities at the CSIRO National Measurement Laboratory, Sydney,
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Figure 1: The Syref unit.
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New frequency comparisons using GPS carrier phase at CNES
J. Delporte, F. Mercier, Ph. Guillemot
CNES – 18, avenue Edouard Belin – 31401 Toulouse Cedex 9
jerome.delporte@cnes.fr

ABSTRACT
The frequency transfer between distant clocks using
GPS carrier phase is widely used throughout the world
by many laboratories. However it suffers some
limitations like discontinuities at day boundaries in case
of using daily batches. A new software has been
developed at CNES to overcome this limitation. It uses
sp3 and clk IGS products and can compute for instance
10 days batches ensuring clock continuity over that
period.
Frequency comparisons based upon GPS carrier phase
between high quality frequency references on different
baselines (very short, medium, transatlantic) are
presented using this new software. These results show
that stability in the range of 1-2.10-15 on continental
baselines and 3-7.10-15 on transatlantic baselines can be
reached with that technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
To compare distant ground clocks, satellite time or
frequency transfers have been used for many years. In
particular, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is very
convenient and is widely used for instance by timing
laboratories.
The classical technique is the so-called common-view
where C/A code measurements on one single GPS
satellite (chosen using a predefined schedule) are
processed to provide the comparison of the two ground
clocks. This is equivalent to a single difference code
measurement residual at each epoch. Such a method
provides a time transfer precision of a few nanoseconds,
which is not sufficient for high performance atomic
clocks.
High quality geodetic GPS receivers are able to handle
several channels (so that several satellites can be tracked
in the same time) and two frequencies (so that the
ionospheric-free combination can be computed). So,
using all the code measurements, an extension of the
classical technique is possible in order to have more
precise results by averaging on all satellites in common
view of both stations and by cancelling out the

ionosphere effects. Moreover, such receivers are able to
record code and carrier phase observables. It is well
known that the latter offers promising perspectives for
accurate frequency transfer for integration times
between several hours and several days [1-7].
Some receivers are also able to collect code and phase
data from geostationnary (GEO) satellites that transmit
GPS-like messages. Such satellites are very interesting
thanks to their continuous observability. Unfortunately,
they transmit on a single frequency (L1), which raises
the problem of the ionospheric correction. Moreover, a
precise orbit shall also be determined. Several authors
[7,8] investigated the advantages/drawbacks of GEO
w.r.t. GPS satellites for accurate frequency transfer and
compared performances.
The clock solution computed by GPS carrier phase
comparison may present discontinuities at day
boundaries [5,6]. They are due to the discontinuities of
the phase ambiguities at the day boundaries when
processing daily batches. A possible solution to generate
a continuous time transfer is to use the set of midnight
clock parameters to link the computation batches [6].
In two previous papers [3,7], we presented results
obtained at CNES using GPS carrier phase frequency
transfer with two different GPS receivers and with two
different clock resolution algorithms.
The new software, initially developed by CNES Precise
Orbit Restitution Service for EGNOS ground stations
positioning, is adapted for ground and space clocks
identification.
The
CNES
Microwave
and
Time/Frequency Department uses this software with
GPS code and phase data coming from several GPS
receivers connected to a Hydrogen Maser.
In this paper, we will first present the different receivers
available at the CNES Time/Frequency laboratory.
Then, the algorithm and software will be detailed. Last,
some results of frequency comparisons on different
baselines will be highlighted. The aim of our work is to
investigate the performances of GPS frequency transfer
and, in particular, to characterise our Hydrogen Maser.
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2. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
2.1. GPS Receivers

There are three main parts :
-

pre-processing and partial derivatives computation

-

absolute positioning least squares filter : receiver
antenna is positioned using IGS GPS ephemerides
and clocks as inputs. The receiver clock relative to
IGS time is also estimated

-

relative positioning least square filter : one station
is taken as reference and the second is positioned
using single differences measurements. The station
receiver clocks difference is also obtained.

Several receivers are used in the CNES Time/Frequency
laboratory. The table below summarises the observables
of each receiver :
Observables

GPS/GEO

Ashtech Z12-T

C1, P1, P2, L1, L2

GPS only

NovAtel OEM-3

C1, P2, L1, L2

GPS/GEO

NovAtel MPC

C1, P2, L1, L2

GPS/GEO

Septentrio PolaRX

C1, P1, P2, L1, L2

GPS/GEO

Table 1 : Observables of CNES receivers
They are time receivers, except the NovAtel OEM-3.
Every receiver has their own omnidirectional antenna.
2.2. Frequency standard

The pre-processing and relative positioning parts are
described hereafter.
3.2. Pre-processing and partial derivatives
The pre-processing is performed independently for each
daily RINEX file, no orbit and station coordinates are
needed. The continuity of phase measurements at
midnight (change of RINEX file) is taken into account.

These receivers are connected to our Hydrogen Maser
(EFOS-16 from Neuchâtel Observatory). This active
Maser has no automatic cavity tuning (ACT) in order to
improve the short term stability. The drawback is that
the long term stability is degraded.

The measurement modelisation uses the measured
emission time :

In paragraph 4.2.1, we will try to characterize its
stability by comparing GPS carrier phase frequency
transfer to different local measurements.

where D is the modelled pseudo-distance, temi and trec
are respectively the emission and reception times in
GPS time, hsat and hrec are respectively the satellite and
receiver clock offsets and Dgeo(temi) is the geometrical
path modelisation (including tropospheric delay).

3. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The software used in this study was developed by
CNES orbit restitution service for the positioning of
GPS ground stations for EGNOS project.
This software uses a least squares formulation. It was
initially limited to one day measurements [3] (use of
IGS daily ephemerides and clocks and RINEX files). A
new development has been recently conducted to be
able to solve for longer durations, with also the ability
to down sample the measurements and to allow phase
continuity between daily files. This continuity is
ensured by keeping the ambiguities from one day to the
next one.
3.1 Architecture
The general architecture is described below. The basic
design is to use elementary executables that are
launched in a script, that is written by a specific front
end, depending on the solution configuration.

D = c (t rec + h rec − (t emi + h sat
= D geo (t emi ) + c (h rec

))
− h sat )

A first estimation of satellite clock offset ĥ sat is given
by the IGS files, allowing the computation of temi with a
sufficient precision for the geometrical modelisations
(for example, code pseudo-distance P1 is defined by
r
r
e
with t rec
the RINEX time of
P1 = c t rec
− t emi

(

)

e
measurement, and t emi
= t emi + hˆ sat the emitter time
tag).

The modelisation takes into account precise coordinates
of antenna phase center with solid earth tides effect,
radial offset of satellite antenna, tropospheric
propagation delays. The phase windup (phase rotation
depending on elevation and azimuth evolution over a
satellite pass) has not been implemented yet.
A file is generated for each station, containing code and
phase measurements, modelisation and partial
derivatives. These files can be used for example for
direct positioning of a station, or as inputs for the single
difference solution (relative positioning of two stations).
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A second pass allows the reconstruction of the clock
vector : the computed global parameters are replaced in
the equations and code and phase residuals are obtained.

Daily rinex files

Pre-processed file

.sp3files
.clk files
reference coordinates

The clock difference is the weighted mean of the phase
and code residuals. In the post-processing computation,
the clock is evaluated using only the phase
measurements. Some residuals can again be eliminated
for this clock evaluation (elevation limitation, outliers).
Measurements and partial derivatives file

Measurements and partial derivatives file

Measurements and partial derivatives file

Figure 1 : Pre-processing and partial derivatives
For single station absolute positioning, it is necessary to
use a precise value for the satellite clock offset because
the
modelisation
is
reduced
to
D = D geo (t emi ) + c h rec − hˆ sat . This is why the use of
.clk files has been added to increase the precision.

(

)

For relative positioning, the use of interpolated satellite
clock values is not a problem because the single
difference eliminates the term hsat in the expression
of D.
3.3. Relative positioning
For relative positioning, the two files produced by the
pre-processing are used (station A is the reference,
station B is positioned). First, the relative measurements
and partial derivatives are constructed (difference of
measurements, partial derivatives for station B
coordinates, partial derivatives for tropospheric delay of
the two stations, partial derivative for difference of
receiver clocks). Satellite clocks are eliminated by this
process.
The tropospheric delay is modelled for each station as
continuous segments of constant duration (typically two
hours). Limitation of measurements in elevation can
also be applied.
The filter handles two sets of parameters :
-

global parameters : coordinates, tropospheric zenith
delay, ambiguities

-

clock parameters : difference of stations B and A at
each epoch.

A first pass is performed for elimination of clock at each
epoch (in this case, the normal matrix clock block is
diagonal), and reduced normal matrices are produced
and solved for global parameters.

!

"

Figure 2 : Relative positioning filter

4. RESULTS
4.1. Very short baseline (CNES/CNES)
This experiment is performed using a common clock
(Hydrogen Maser) for each receiver of our laboratory.
The two receivers used in this experiment are the
NovAtel OEM-3 and the NovAtel MPC. The baseline is
about 1 m.
We processed 5 consecutive days (30 seconds RINEX
data files). We compared clock solutions provided by
our software with different elevation limitations. In
Table 2 (column 2) are mentioned the mean number of
satellites in common view as a function of the elevation
limitation.
In this experiment, the clock solution provided by the
software presents an artificial phase drift. This drift has
been found to depend on the elevation limitation. The
order or magnitude of this drift is some tens of ps/day.
Such a phenomenon in common clock configuration has
already been observed [2] but its origin is still unclear.
The Allan deviation of the clock solution for 4 different
elevation limitations (10 to 40°) is given in Figure 3.
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Elevation
limitation

Number of
satellites for
CNES/CNES
baseline

Number of
satellites for
CNES/BRUS
baseline

40°
30°
20°
10°
5°

3.4
4.6
5.4
5.6
5.6

3
4.3
5.5
6.5
6.6

Table 2 : Number of satellites in common view as a
function of the elevation limitation on CNES/CNES and
CNES/BRUS baseline
Figure 3 : Frequency stability (Allan deviation) in
common clock configuration
There is no significant difference between these curves,
except in the very short term.
4.2. Medium baselines (CNES/BRUS and BRUS/WSRT)

At high elevation, as expected, we have more satellites
in common view in the very short baseline
experiment. But, at low elevation, this is not the case
because of the behavior of the receivers (loss of
tracking, …).
In the figure below are presented the Allan deviation of
the clock solution for 4 different elevation limitations :

The map below presents the location of the stations used
in 4.2 :

Figure 4 : Map of the GPS stations used in 4.2
4.2.1. CNES/BRUS
In this case, we compare our Hydrogen Maser (with the
NovAtel OEM-3 receiver) to another H-Maser located
in the IGS station BRUS (Brussels, Belgium). The
receiver in this station is an Ashtech Z12-T. The
baseline is about 800 km. We processed 8 consecutive
days.
The computation of the clock solution has been
performed with different elevation limitations (5°, 10°,
20° and 30°). Table 2 provides the mean number of
satellites in common view for this experiment (column
3) and for the previous one (column 2).

Figure 5 : Frequency stability (Allan deviation) on
BRUS/CNES baseline for different elevation limitations
For clarity, we didn’t plot the Allan deviation curve for
a 5° elevation limitation that provides no improvement
w.r.t. 10°. The transfer noise is much lower than what is
usually reported for GPS P3 frequency transfer [4] on
similar baselines.
With a high elevation limitation, only the “best”
satellites are used for the computation, which should
provide the best solution. However, the number of
satellites used for the computation is then very low. As
the clock solution is averaged on fewer satellites, the
stability is degraded. So there is a trade-off to perform
on that point. As we are more interested in the stability
in the range of 104 seconds and more, we can derive
from this curve that the best compromise for elevation
limitation is 10° on such a baseline.
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In Figure 6, we compare the stability obtained between
our Hydrogen Maser and BRUS (with an elevation
limitation of 10°, indicate by dark stars) to other
characterisations of our H-Maser :
-

its stability measured in 1996 at Neuchâtel
Observatory by triangulation with 2 other masers
(indicated by a blue line)

-

the stability obtained by hourly comparison with a
Caesium clock Agilent 5071A-001 (indicated by
dark circles)

-

the stability obtained by comparison with the
cryogenic sapphire oscillator SOPHIE (from
University of Western Australia) located 800 m
away from our laboratory (indicated by blue
points). This comparison is performed at 10 MHz
through optical fibers.

mid term. But, in the long-term, GPS carrier phase is
also in very good agreement with it.
Therefore, we can conclude that our H-Maser can be
characterised by GPS carrier phase frequency transfer
at the level of 4.10-15 from 3.104 s on.
4.2.2. BRUS/WSRT
It is also interesting to look into other baselines
involving Hydrogen Masers with Automatic Cavity
Tuning in order to investigate stability up to one day
without being limited by the frequency drift.
We compared IGS stations BRUS and WSRT
(Westerbork, The Netherlands) on 7 consecutive days.
WSRT receiver is an AOA SWR-12 ACT and its
frequency standard is a SigmaTau 2010 Hydrogen
Maser. The baseline is about 280 km.
The mean number of satellites in common view is 6.7
for 10°, 5.7 for 20° and 4.4 for 30° elevation limitation.
The best results have been obtained with a 20° elevation
limitation but the differences between the three
solutions are very small. The following figures displays
the Allan deviation obtained in that case :

Figure 6 : Different characterisations of CNES
Hydrogen Maser
The reference stability is deemed to be the one obtained
by triangulation in 1996 at Neuchâtel Observatory, but
it can’t be obtained again as it would require two other
H-Masers.
The comparison of our H-Maser with a cryogenic
sapphire oscillator is likely to be degraded by the
frequency dividers (100 MHz to 10 MHz). This point
shall be investigated further. The drift observed after
300 seconds on this curve is due to the cryogenic
sapphire oscillator.
The frequency comparison with BRUS by GPS carrier
phase is obviously limited in the short term by the
stability of the link. However, if we extend the curve
obtained by triangulation, we obtain an excellent
agreement with GPS carrier phase.

Figure 7 : Frequency stability (Allan deviation) on
BRUS/WSRT baseline
This curve clearly demonstrates the capability of this
technique to compare distant ground clocks at the level
of 1-2.10-15 (Allan deviation) on one day integration
time on baselines of a few hundreds of km.
4.3. Transatlantic baseline
Figure 8 shows the location of station ALGO
(Algonquin, Canada) w.r.t. previously mentioned
stations.

The local comparison with a Cs clock is of course
affected by the stability of the Cs clock in the short and
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over that period. For longer periods (more than 2 weeks
roughly speaking), a sampling of the data can be easily
performed to avoid too long a computation time.
We highlighted results on different baselines and clearly
showed that frequency transfer at the level of 1-2.10-15
over one day is feasible for baselines of some hundreds
of km. For transatlantic baselines, the performance of
the frequency transfer is reduced down to 3-7.10-15 over
one day, which may be due to the number of satellites in
common view, the phase windup (that has not been
implemented yet) or some lack of modelisation (satellite
complete attitude, …).
Figure 8 : Map of the GPS stations used in this paper
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Due to data gaps in ALGO station, it has been possible
to process a batch of only 4 days of data. The mean
number of satellites in common view is 3.6 for 10° and
2.6 for 20° elevation limitation.
The following figure displays the Allan deviation
obtained with an elevation limitation of 10° :
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Abstract
The physics package for a chip-scale atomic frequency
reference was constructed and tested. The device has a total
volume of 9.5 mm3, dissipates 75 mW of electrical power at
an ambient temperature of 45 °C and has a short-term
fractional frequency instability of 2.4×10-10/√τ. Advanced cell
fabrication techniques indicate a long-term instability near
10-11 may be feasible.

1 Introduction
While the long-term precision of atomic clocks is
unsurpassed, the size and power required to run these devices
has prevented their use in a variety of areas, particularly in
those applications requiring portability or battery operation.
The state of the art in compact commercial atomic frequency
references are Rb vapor-cell devices with volumes near 100
cm3 that operate on a few watts of power and cost about
$1000.

setting since components must be manufactured and
assembled individually into complete devices. The
microfabrication
approach
developed
by
NIST
simultaneously addresses all of these issues and could enable
the fabrication of small, low-power and inexpensive physics
packages for use in new generations of compact atomic
clocks.

2. Physics Package Design and Assembly
At the heart of the NIST microfabricated physics
packages are alkali vapor cells fabricated by MEMS
processing techniques [2,3]. The cells are made by
sandwiching a wafer of silicon, with a hole etched in it,
between two glass wafers. Alkali atoms, along with an
appropriate buffer gas, are sealed in the volume between the
glass wafers. Photographs of an early microfabricated vapor
cell are shown in Figure 1 .

1.2 mm

Miniaturization based on microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) offers many of the same compelling advantages to
atomic frequency references as it does to other large-scale
technologies. In addition to small size, a corresponding
improvement in the device power dissipation is gained
because the heat lost to the environment via the device
surface is smaller. MEMS could also enable high-volume,
wafer-based production of atomic frequency references,
which would substantially reduce cost. Such improvements
would make atomic timekeeping useful in a variety of
advanced applications where quartz references are now used.
The most recent work at NIST has focused on the
development of the physics package. Previously, the smallest
physics packages of atomic frequency references have been
based on alkali vapor cells fabricated by means of traditional
glass-blowing techniques and have had volumes of roughly 1
cm3 [1]. In addition, the power required to run the physics
package has been quite high (near 1 W), partly because of the
need to heat the large cell to its operating temperature of a
few tens of degrees Kelvin above ambient. Finally, the
physics packages are expensive to fabricate in a commercial

Figure 1. Photographs of a micromachined Cs vapor cell
fabricated by anodic bonding.
Based on these cells, we have constructed an integrated
physics package based on the design outlined in Ref. [2] and
fully described in Ref. [4]. A schematic and photographs of
the device are shown in Figure 2. A die containing a verticalcavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is bonded onto a
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Figure 2. The microfabricated atomic clock physics package based on Cs atoms. (A) Schematic of assembly. Layers from
bottom to top: a, Laser and baseplate; b, Glass (500 µm); c, ND filter (500 µm); d, Spacer (375 µm); e, Quartz (70 µm,
not shown); f, ND filter (500 µm); g, Glass/ITO (125 µm/30 nm); h, Glass (200 µm); i, Si (1000 µm); j, Glass (200 µm);
k, Glass/ITO (125 µm/30 nm); l, Si (375 µm); m, Glass (125µm). Total height, 4.2 mm, width and depth, 1.5 mm.
Photographs (B), photodiode assembly, (C), cell assembly, (D), optics assembly and (E), laser assembly and (F), the full
atomic frequency reference physics package realized as a microchip. The black lines in the photographs indicate 1 mm.
substrate patterned with gold (Figure 2A, layer a). The
VCSEL is used because of its low power requirements
(typically < 5 mW for most devices), high modulation
efficiency, and availability of single-mode devices at the 852
nm optical transition in Cs and the 795 nm optical transition
in Rb.
The light emitted by the VCSEL is conditioned by an optics
assembly (Figure 2A, layers b-f) attached to the baseplate.
This optics assembly attenuates and collimates the light and
changes the light polarization from linear to circular. In this
vertically integrated structure, glass spacers (Figure 2A, layer
b) support the rest of the clock assembly over the laser and
provide thermal isolation between the heated cell and the
baseplate. Two neutral-density filters (Figure 2A, layers c and
f), cut from a wafer of optically dense glass, attenuate the
light power to roughly 10 µW, and the light is collimated by
means of a commercially available microrefractive lens
fabricated by inkjet deposition of optical epoxy (Figure 2A,
layer d). The light polarization is altered with a piece of a
quartz wafer, 80 µm thick, with its optical axis oriented at 45º
to the direction of the initial polarization of the laser beam
(Figure 2A, layer e, not shown).

The cell assembly (Figure 2A, layers g-k) is placed on top of
the optics assembly. During operation of the clock, the cell is
heated with planar heaters (Figure 2A, layers g and k),
fabricated from a thin layer of transparent indium-tin oxide
(ITO) deposited on a glass substrate and then wire-bonded to
the substrate through gold contact strips. Heaters are placed
above and below the cell to provide uniform heating when a
current is passed through the ITO film. Because the heat
enters the cell though the windows, these parts remain slightly
warmer than the cell body, which prevents buildup of an
opaque alkali metal film on the windows that might prevent
light from entering or exiting the cell.
Finally a photodiode assembly (Figure 2A, layers l-m) is
mounted onto the top of the structure to detect the light power
transmitted through the cell.
In most cases, the layers are bonded together with optical
epoxy. Gold wires of thickness 25 µm are bonded on one end
to individual components before they are assembled and the
other end is bonded to the baseplate after assembly. We
anticipate that with further refinement of the design, all wirebonding can be done after assembly of the entire structure.
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The physics package is operated by first heating the
alkali vapor cell to about 80 ºC. At this temperature, vaporphase Cs atoms are in equilibrium with the liquid phase at a
density of about 1013 atoms/cm3, which is sufficient for
observation of the atomic resonance. Modulation near 4.6
GHz, one-half of the Cs ground-state hyperfine oscillation
frequency, is applied to the laser. As the modulation
frequency is swept around the frequency of the atomic
resonance, a change in the DC optical power transmitted
through the cell occurs, which is detected with the photodiode
at the top of the structure. A plot of the photodiode signal as a
function of the detuning of twice the modulation signal is
shown in Figure 3. The resonance width of 7.1 kHz gives a Qfactor of 1.2×106.
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Figure 4. Output frequency of the microfabricated
atomic clock physics packages and cells as a
function of time. A: Physics package based on Cs
(drift -2×10-8/day). B: physics package based on
87
Rb (drift -5×10-9/day). and C: cell based on 87Rb
fabricated using the beam-filling technique (drift <<
10-10/day).
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Figure 3. Atomic resonance signal from the Cs
microfabricated atomic clock physics package shown
in Figure 2.
By modulating the frequency of the local oscillator and using
lock-in detection, an error signal can be generated from the
resonance in Figure 3. When this error signal is fed back to
the frequency-tuning port of the LO, the LO frequency can be
stabilized onto the atomic resonance. The stabilized output
frequency of the LO is then compared to a secondary, more
stable oscillator to measure its frequency as a function of
time; a plot of these data is shown in Figure 4, Trace A.
When integrated for a time τ, the fractional frequency
instability as measured by the Allan deviation is shown in
Figure 5, Trace A. An instability of 2.5×10-10 at one second of
integration is obtained, which averages down to a minimum
of 4×10-11 near 100 s. A linear drift of -1.6×10-8/day is also
observed, which we attribute to chemical reactions occurring
in the cell that change the pressure of the buffer gas and
therefore also the frequency of the clock.
The short-term instability of the frequency reference is
determined by the resonance width (Q-factor) and the noise
present at the photodetector. The resonance width is

Allen Deviation, ∆f/f

PD Signal [V]

-9

3. Device Characterization

dominated in this particular device by optical powerbroadening, with secondary contributions due to collisions of
alkali atoms with the walls of the cell and buffer-gas atoms.
The noise is dominated by shot-noise in the conversion of
optical power into electrons in the photodiode.

Relative Frequency (10 )

Photographs of the fully assembled device and individual
components are shown in Figure 2B-F.
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Figure 5. Fractional frequency instability of the
microfabricated devices as a function of integration time.
Squares indicate stability of Cs physics package, circles
indicate stability of 87Rb physics package, and triangles
indicate stability of 87Rb cell fabricated with the beam
filling technique.

4. Power Dissipation
The electrical power required to run the physics package was
75 mW, and was dominated by the power required to heat the
cell above the ambient temperature of 46 ºC set by the
baseplate. The high baseplate temperature was required to
tune the particular laser used in the device to the correct
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wavelength and is not generally necessary; the frequency
reference was in fact operated without baseplate heating but
the short-term instability was somewhat higher. An advantage
obtained through the use of a VCSEL is the extremely low
power (< 2 mW) required to both run the laser and to
modulate it with amplitude sufficient to excite the CPT
resonance.
By modelling the heat flow in the structure, both analytically
and with a finite-element computation, the heat loss channels
could be roughly identified, as shown in Figure 6. We
estimate that 30 mW is lost through the lower spacer unit, and
that 24 mW is lost through the six gold wire bonds providing
the electrical connections to the baseplate. The remainder is
presumably lost through radiation and through conduction to
the air surrounding the physics package. Our modelling
suggests that the heat lost through these last two channels
could be reduced to well below one milliwatt by use of
vacuum packaging with a low-emissivity coating on its
interior surface [2,5]. The remaining sources of heat loss,
conduction through the lower spacer unit and the wire-bonds,
can be addressed through more advanced thermal design of
the spacer unit itself. For example, the use of a polymer
material with a lower thermal conductivity and thin (10 µm)
gold traces as part of the electrical path would reduce the
heater power to below 12 mW needed to maintain a
temperature difference of 50 K between the baseplate and the
cell. The two key differences between the design of these
chip-scale physics packages and current commercial
frequency reference designs are the use of a laser, rather than
a lamp, as the optical source and a smaller cell size combined
with better thermal isolation.

24 mW

the four feedback loops necessary to run the clock. The
anticipated power budget of the complete frequency reference
is outlined in Table 1.
Table 1. Anticipated power budget for fully integrated chipscale atomic clock based on Cs atoms, operating at an
ambient temperature near 25 °C.
Component
Power
Confidence
Heating of cell (modeling)
12 mW
moderate
Laser DC power (measured)
4 mW
high
Laser RF power (measured)
high
70 µW
Local oscillator (measured)
3 mW
high
Control circuit (estimate)
20 mW
moderate
B-field, temp. sensor, etc.
< 1 mW
high
Total:
40 mW
moderate

5. A Microfabricated Physics Package Based on
87
Rb
It is known that excitation of CPT resonances with light
tuned to the D1 optical transition of alkali atoms results in a
signal with an amplitude larger than those excited with light
resonant with the D2 line [6]. A chip-scale atomic frequency
reference based on D1 excitation is therefore expected to be
more precise. Since single-mode VCSELs are not
commercially available at 895 nm (the wavelength of the D1
transition of Cs), but are available at 795 nm (the wavelength
of the D1 transition in Rb), a microfabricated frequency
reference was constructed based on a cell containing 87Rb.
This cell was fabricated in a manner very similar to that used
for the previous Cs cells. An isotopically pure compound of
87
RbCl was reacted with BaN6 inside the cell preform before
the final window was bonded to the structure. The cell was
backfilled with a buffer gas of an Ar/Ne mixture instead of
one containing N2. These buffer gases were used instead of
N2 with the goal of reducing the frequency drift, since Ar and
Ne are both inert to reaction with Ba, while N2 is not.

15 mW

30 mW

Figure 6. Estimated heat loss sources in the chip-scale
atomic clock physics package.
As mentioned above, two other components are required, in
addition to the physics package, to form a complete atomic
frequency reference. The development of small low-power
oscillators at gigahertz-frequencies with sufficient frequency
stability to be able to be locked to the atomic resonance is
being undertaken by a number of research groups. In addition,
a digital control system based on a microprocessor is being
developed at NIST and is expected to be able to implement

Figure 7. A CSAC physics package based on a cell
containing 87Rb and excited with a laser at 795 nm.
A chip-scale atomic clock physics package based on this cell
was constructed with a structure identical to that of the Cs
device. A photograph of this physics package is shown in
Figure 7.
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The performance of this physics package was substantially
better than that obtained in the Cs/D2 device. The resonance
contrast improved to 4.9 %, while the width remained largely
unchanged. As a result, the short-term instability was reduced
by about a factor of five to 4×10-11 at one second of
integration. The drift was also reduced to near -5×10-9/day.
The frequency as a function of time and corresponding Allan
deviation are shown in Figure 4, Trace B and Figure 5, Trace
B, respectively. We believe that the residual frequency drift in
this physics package is caused by reabsorption of N2 gas
initially created during the chemical reaction to produce the
87
Rb and not completely pumped away during the cell filling
process.
This device required about 195 mW to operate at an ambient
temperature of 22 °C. This larger operating power was a
result of the higher operating temperature (120 °C) of the cell,
and a lower ambient temperature, as compared to the Cs
physics package. The increased cell temperature for the 87Rb
device was in part because 87Rb has a lower vapour pressure
than Cs at a given temperature. However, it is also likely that
optical pumping processes were more important in the 87Rb
device than in the Cs device because the former was excited
using light resonant with the D1 transition, while the latter
was excited on the D2 transition.

6. Microfabricated vapour cells with reduced
frequency drift
In order to eliminate the frequency drift due to the presence of
Ba inside the vapour cells, a new cell filling technique was
developed and is illustrated in Figure 8. In this process, a
glass ampoule with a narrow open neck is filled with the
mixture of BaN6 and AlkaliCl instead of the cell itself. The
cell preform is first baked at 300 °C to extract water from the
glass (Figure 8a). The neck of the ampoule is inserted into

(a)
Cover Glass

(c)

A cell fabricated in this manner showed a significantly
reduced frequency drift. The cell was tested in a highly
temperature-controlled environment by locking an external
oscillator to the CPT resonance excited by the D1 optical
transition. The frequency of the locked oscillator is plotted as
a function of time in Figure 4, Trace C and the corresponding
Allan deviation is shown in Figure 5, Trace C. The frequency
drift is reduced to below 5×10-11/day while the short-term
frequency stability is maintained.

7. Other applications
While the main goal of our research over the last
three years has been to design and build highly miniaturized
atomic clocks, the basic technologies developed as part of this
research program have significant applications in other areas.
One example is highly sensitive and accurate magnetometers
[7] based on vapors of alkali atoms. Because atoms have a
magnetic moment, different orientations of certain atomic
states in an external magnetic field have different internal
energies. Since the energy difference is proportional to the
magnetic field (at least at low field strengths), measuring this
energy difference is equivalent to measuring the strength of
the magnetic field. It is therefore possible to determine the
magnetic field by comparing the energy difference of
magnetically sensitive states to the energy difference of
magnetically insensitive states (or some other stable
frequency), as shown in Figure 9.

(b)
Glass ampoule
with
BaN6 + AlkaliCl

ω0

300 ° C

Heaters

the vacuum chamber (Figure 8b), positioned over the cell
opening and heated to react the compounds (Figure 8c).
Because the vapour pressure of alkali metals is much higher
than that of the other materials created in the reaction, a fairly
pure beam of alkali atoms emerges from the neck of the
ampoule and is deposited into the cell. After the chamber is
backfilled with an appropriate buffer gas, a second glass piece
is then bonded to the Si, to seal the alkali atoms and buffer
gas inside the cell (Figure 8d).

ω0+2γΒ

Cell preform
(d)

Alkali atoms

Figure 9. A magnetometer based on coherent population
trapping spectroscopy of magnetically sensitive
hyperfine transitions.

200 V
180 ° C

HV
+
Buffer Gas
Combination

300 ° C

Figure 8. Fabrication process for cells with low
frequency drift.

Operationally, this can be accomplished by simply tuning the
frequency of the local oscillator in a chip-scale atomic clock
from the magnetically insensitive transition at ω0 to a
magnetically sensitive one at ω0+γB, where B is the
magnitude of the external magnetic field and γ is a constant.
This change in LO frequency causes an oscillation between
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Lock-in Signal (arb. units)

two atomic states whose energy depends on magnetic field. A
magnetometer of this type has been implemented at NIST [8]
with a microfabricated structure similar to that in Figure 2 but
based on 87Rb atoms, rather than Cs. With this device
magnetic fields can be measured with a sensitivity of
40 pT / Hz in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 100 Hz. The
output of the device when subject to an external magnetic
field stepped by 2.53 nT every ten seconds is shown in Figure
10.

2.53 nT

0

10

20

30

40

50

Time (s)
Figure 10. The magnetometer output signal is plotted as
a function of time as the magnetic flux is stepped in
10-second intervals. The averaging time is 30 ms.

10.

Conclusion

We have described here recent work at NIST to
develop highly miniaturized atomic clocks and
magnetometers using MEMS microfabrication techniques.
The physics packages associated with these devices have
volumes in the range of 10 mm3 and dissipate under 100 mW
of power, with significant potential for even lower power
dissipation. A critical aspect of the work is the possibility of
low-cost, wafer-level fabrication and assembly of devices,
which would likely open the door to a wide range of
commercial applications for which cost is a considerable
factor. However, even a compact atomic clock capable of
being operated on batteries for an extended period would be
useful in many applications requiring mobility [9,10].
Although the work so far has focussed primarily on the
physics package, future work will undoubtedly progress
towards integration of this subsystem with a compact local
oscillator and control electronics. Development of these other
critical subsystems will pave the way toward commercial
realization of chip-scale atomic frequency references [11]
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ABSTRACT
Observatoire de Neuchâtel (ON) has recently started
breadboarding activities for an optically-pumped cesium
beam frequency standard in the frame of an ESAARTES 5 project. The optical setup is based on the
simplest optical scheme, which uses a single optical
frequency for both the atomic preparation and detection.
Preliminary signal-to-noise measurements on the atomic
resonator yield an expected frequency stability about
6.5x10-12 @1s. The two major noise contributions have
been identified as the background light shot-noise and
as the residual laser frequency noise converted in
amplitude noise by the atomic frequency discriminator.

terms of frequency stability. Moreover, due to its
inherently simple design, the manufacturing and the
reliability of this frequency standard can be strongly
improved.
Optical pumping of atomic beams has been extensively
studied in the past. Two optical configurations have
been tested on similar compact atomic resonators, but
unfortunately never extensively compared (in particular
line quality factor and atomic flux). These two optical
configurations are namely the “1-frequency” scheme
and the “2-frequency” scheme:

Atomic clocks play a major role in various space
applications requiring a stable and/or accurate timing
reference source, such as navigation systems,
telecommunications, long-term missions, and scientific
experiments. To a large extent, the performance of the
clock is the major limiting factor of the system
capabilities. Even if atomic clock technologies are well
mastered for ground applications, they have to be
adapted to the space environment in order to exhibit
similar performances, but with a strong reduction in
terms of mass, volume and power consumption.

• The 1-frequency scheme uses the same optical
frequency for both the atomic beam preparation and
detection, respectively before and after the
microwave interaction. Its low photon fluorescence
rate (≤ 4 photons/atom) requires a very efficient
optical collection efficiency (>40%), but relaxes the
laser linewidth requirement. In addition, only one
laser diode is required (no additional active optical
part, such as a second laser diode or an acousto-optic
modulator (AOM)). This simplest optical scheme
has demonstrated a short term frequency stability of
σy = 4x10-12 τ-1/2 using a compact laboratory atomic
resonator and a single solitary laser diode (852 nm,
25 MHz linewidth) [3].

The two atomic clocks foreseen to take place onboard
the first generation of Galileo satellites are respectively
the Space Passive Hydrogen Maser (SPHM) and the
Rubidium Atomic Frequency Standard (RAFS). While
the RAFS is a very compact clock (2.4 liters, 3.4 kg)
[1], the SPHM is bigger (25 liters, 15 kg) [2], but
exhibits an 5-fold improvement of the long-term
frequency stability (σy < 10-14 for τ > 104 s). These two
frequency standards being operated in vapor cell
conditions, the influence of the environment is dramatic
(frequency temperature coefficient). To overcome the
long-term frequency instability of these standards, the
atomic-beam frequency standard is an elegant
alternative presently in wide use for GPS. Compared to
a magnetically-deflected atomic-beam device, a laserpumped device has a better short-term stability, owing
to the fact that it makes use of the full atomic velocity
distribution. It can even compete with the SPHM in

• The 2-frequency scheme takes advantage of the high
fluorescence rate of a cycling optical transition (≈ 70
photons/atom) for the detection process, while a
pumping transition is used for the preparation. Such
a scheme relaxes the flurorescence light collection
efficiency requirement (>2%), but calls for a
narrower laser source, e.g. an extended cavity laser
diode (ECLD). In addition, two active optical parts
are required, either two laser diodes, or one laser
diode and an AOM. With such a 2-frequency
scheme, the frequency stability of compact atomic
resonators has been improved up to σy = 3.8x10-12
τ-1/2 using a commercial ECDL and an AOM [4], or
even σy = 1.5x10-12 τ-1/2 using a laboratory ECDL
and an AOM [5]. An industrial prototype using this
optical scheme has also demonstrated a frequency
stability of σy = 3x10-12 τ-1/2 [6].

1.

INTRODUCTION
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Observatoire de Neuchâtel (ON) has recently started
breadboarding activities for such an optically-pumped
cesium beam frequency standard in the frame of an
ESA-ARTES 5 project. Our goal is to demonstrate a
frequency stability approaching σy = 1x10-12 τ-1/2 with
the simplest optical scheme (“1-frequency scheme”).
The design of the atomic resonator should be as simple
and rugged for best reliability. This development
constitutes a fundamental step in the general effort to
reduce the mass of the on-board clocks, while keeping
or even improving their performances. It is taking
advantage of previous activities at ON in the late ’80s
[7] and of the latest progress in the field of tunable and
narrow-band lasers.
We report in these proceedings on preliminary
developments on the atomic resonator. First we briefly
describe the experimental set-up (§2), then we discuss
preliminary results concerning the atomic beam
preparation and detection performances, and Ramsey
fringe signal-to-noise ratio (§3), and finally we conclude
with the next steps to be taken to improve its
performance (§4).
2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The architecture of the frequency standard is shown on
Fig. 1: the Physics Package (PP) is composed of the
Atomic Resonator (AR), while the Opto-Electronics
Package (OEP) contains the Optics and Laser modules
(OL), the Optics and Laser Control module (OLC) and
the Atomic Resonator Control module (ARC).

The AR is fairly standard for an optically-pumped beam
resonator. The atomic beam is produced by an oven
containing 2g of Cesium, fitted with a multichannel
collimator. The outcoming atomic beam crosses a first
laser beam in the Preparation Unit (PU), which achieves
the required ground state population inversion. Then,
the atomic beam crosses a short Ramsey cavity (12 cm),
where the microwave resonance takes place. Finally, the
atomic beam crosses the second laser beam (from the
same laser) in the Detection Unit (DU), in which the
final atomic state is optically probed. The two optical
units and the microwave cavity are surrounded by a
solenoid coil which produces a uniform magnetic Cfield (52 mG). The AR is maintained under ultra high
vacuum by Cesium getters (graphite) and by a
commercial ion pump. In each optical unit, one Si
photodiode (25 mm2) placed under vacuum converts the
fluorescence light into photo-electrons. It is followed by
an external, low-noise current-to-voltage converter.
The OL has been assembled to operate the frequency
standard with the 1-frequency scheme. However, it
could be easily adapted for the 2-frequency scheme, by
keeping the optical setup for the preparation beam and
using a a second laser for the detection beam. The
optical beam propagation uses laboratory and
commercial free space optics. The single 852nm laser
source is a Distributed Feed-Back diode (DFB), with an
output power >15mW and a spectral linewidth <2MHz.
The diverging laser beam is first collimated, then
isolated (40dB), and finally split into two beams.
Neutral density filters and polarisers properly prepare
their respective power and polarisation before the AR
windows.
The ARC is composed of the necessary power supplies
and driving electronics for the Cs oven temperature
regulation, for the C-field solenoid current provision
and for the ion pump high voltage supply. The
microwave frequency chain (local oscillator, frequency
multiplier and phase modulator and demodulator) are
commercial devices. Presently this RF module is
however operated in open loop mode.
The OLC uses the Cesium beam inside the AR as the
frequency discriminator (DU photo-detector). The laser
frequency is modulated by the laser injection current at
1kHz and peak-locked on the pumping transition F=4
↔ F'=4 of the Cesium D2 line by synchronous
detection. The laser temperature is regulated with a
thermo-electric heater/cooler.

Fig. 1:Block diagram of the optically-pumped cesium
beam frequency standard. The blue module is the
Physics Package and the orange modules are part of the
Opto-Electronics Package.

3.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Before investigating the atomic beam with laser beams,
we have calibrated its intensity as a function of the Cs
oven temperature. For this purpose we have used an
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independent atomic ionisation detector with an open
surface of 5mm2 at a distance of 275 mm from the
source (solid angle = 6.6x10-5 sr). The oven temperature
is adjusted for a calibrated flux density of 2 109 atoms
s-1 mm-2 (all atomic states). We have verified that DC
ion current is characterised by pure shot-noise.
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The new optical scheme we are proposing to reduce this
dark state trapping is technically simpler than the
previous ones and as efficient. It relies on an optical
beam polarisation gradient (as in [10]), which is
however parallel to the atomic beam direction, and does
not require a retro-reflected laser beam (patent pending).
Practically, the depolarisation of the polarised laser
beam is achieved by simply inserting a birefringent
wedged plate before the AR window and by properly
orienting its principal axes with respect to the laser
beam polarisation axis. We have measured the atomic
beam pumping efficiency as a function of the optical
pumping power in the PU for three different optical
polarisation states, namely π-polarised, σ-polarised and
depolarised. Fig. 2a shows that the Ramsey central
fringe peak-valley photocurrent is equal for the
depolarised and the σ-polarised beams. On the contrary,
a π-polarised beam strongly reduces the Ramsey signal
and may even suppress it when the hyperfine pumping
process perfectly balances the Zeeman pumping
process. Although the photocurrent is not increased for
a depolarised beam, its current noise density is strongly
reduced with respect to linearly polarised beams of
either polarisation, as demonstrated by the SNR (Fig.
2b). The SNR saturation behaviour is an indirect proof
of an efficient population inversion. By using such a
depolarised beam with a typical optical power of 5 mW,
the Ramsey central fringe SNR reaches saturation at
SNR=11’000 Hz1/2. For these measurements the
magnetic field amplitude in the PU was set to 52 mG
(C-field amplitude), and a similar behaviour is observed
even at zero magnetic field.
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The first optical process we have investigated concerns
the atomic beam preparation. As was pointed out by
Dimarcq et al., the efficiency of the atomic preparation
may critically govern the clock signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) [8]. As we are using an optical pumping
transition that creates dark states (Cs D2: 44’), a
significant fraction of the incoming atomic beam can
remain trapped in these states. The consequences are
firstly a reduction of the useful atomic signal, but
secondly a significant noise increase. Various technical
solutions have been proposed to overcome this trapping
process, either by using an intense magnetic field in
each optical unit [9], or by creating an optical
polarisation gradient transverse to the atomic beam
direction [10]. Although both methods strongly reduce
the fraction of trapped atoms, they add a significant
complexity to the AR design.
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Fig. 2: Atomic beam pumping process: a) Ramsey
central fringe peak-valley photocurrent; b) Ramsey
central fringe SNR.
The second optical process we have investigated
concerns the optical detection. The output signal from
the DU photo-detector is used for frequency locking of
both the laser and the RF local oscillator. The highest
SNR value is aimed at in order to increase the frequency
stability of the standard. Fig 3a shows the dependence
of the DU photocurrent as a function of the detection
beam power after the Ramsey interaction. As we also
probe the atomic beam with a pumping transition (same
as for the atomic preparation), the Ramsey central fringe
peak-valley photocurrent already saturates at around 50
µW. By increasing the detection power, only the
background photocurrent rises linearly, which
eventually reduces the overall SNR.
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power of 350 µW; the magnetic C-field amplitude is
52 mG; RF power level is adjusted for maximum signal.
The AR resonator performances are: an atomic
linewidth of 940 Hz yielding an atomic quality factor of
107, a Ramsey central fringe peak-to-valley photocurrent of 400 pA, a background photo-current of 2 nA,
a noise current density at resonance of 37 fA/Hz1/2
yielding a SNR=10’800 Hz1/2 at resonance. For the
foreseen slow RF square frequency modulation and
given the above performances, we estimate a short-term
frequency stability of 6.5x10-12 @1s. According to our
theoretical estimates, this performance level falls short
of the best attainable frequency stability at the present
flux density (factor 3 for this “1-frequency” scheme).
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Fig. 3: Atomic beam detection process: a) Ramsey
central fringe photocurrents; b) Ramsey central fringe
noise contributions and SNR.

However, Fig 3b shows that for this low and sufficient
detection power of 50 µW, the total current noise
density significantly exceeds the RMS sum of the
background noise (Ramsey valley) and the effective
atomic signal (Ramsey peak-to-valley). At higher
detection laser power, the overall noise density even
decreases, although the atomic shot-noise is unchanged
and the background noise increases. We interpret this
behaviour as a reduction of the residual laser frequency
noise converted into fluorescent intensity noise by the
atomic beam frequency discriminator. Indeed, we
observe that increasing the optical power also broadens
the atomic frequency response and reduces the
frequency discriminator slope. For the present value of
laser spectral linewidth, and frequency lock loop
parameters, the optimum detection power is about 350
µW, which yields a Ramsey SNR=11’000 Hz1/2.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows Ramsey fringes recorded at the
optimum functional parameters: the preparation beam is
depolarised and has an optical power of 12 mW; the
detection beam is also depolarised, but has an optical

Fig. 4: Ramsey fringes recorded for optical preparation
and detection beams using the same pumping hyperfine
transition Cs D2:44’.
4.

NEXT STEPS

Presently, the two main limiting factors for the clock
performance have been identified as the residual laser
frequency noise converted to amplitude noise by the
atomic beam frequency discriminator, and by the
background noise at high detection laser power level.
The residual frequency noise could be reduced in
different or complementary ways: by using a narrower
linewidth laser or by improving the laser frequency lock
loop. We recall that the present laser modulation
frequency is only 1 kHz, which typically provides a
servo loop bandwidth of about 100 Hz. By increasing
the modulation frequency, we should increase
accordingly the loop bandwidth and therefore reduce the
1/f contribution to laser frequency noise. In addition, a
modulation period smaller than the atomic transit time
may improve the pumping efficiency and reduce the
contribution of unpumped atoms to the measured noise.
By having a less noisy detection laser beam, we should
be able to avoid a highly saturated optical detection
process. This will allow a strong reduction of the
detection power, which will directly reduce the
background light level and its associated shot-noise.
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5.

CONCLUSION

We have reported on the experimental setup of a
breadboard optically-pumped cesium beam frequency
standard. Its concept relies on the simplest optical
scheme, in which the two optical beams for both the
preparation and the detection processes are issued from
the same laser diode which is frequency locked on a
pumping hyperfine transition (Cs D2: 44’). A distinctive
feature of this breadboard resonator is the provision of
an independent and absolute calibration of the atomic
flux density.
Preliminary results have demonstrated the efficiency of
a new original optical pumping setup using depolarised
laser beams, which prevent dark state accumulation
even in a weak magnetic field and without the need for
a retroreflected beam. Based on measured signal-tonoise ratio of the Ramsey fringe, we expect a frequency
stability for the atomic resonator of about
σy = 6.5x10-12 τ-1/2. This is within a factor of three of the
theoretical stability achievable with the present atomic
flux density, assuming a noiseless laser and negligible
background light.
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10-12 τ-1/2 level. in 2002 IEEE International Frequency
Control Symposium and PDA Exhibition. 2002.
Sallot, C., et al. 3x10-12 τ-1/2 on industrial prototype
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2003 Frequency Control Symposium jointly with the 17th
European Time and Frequency Forum. 2003. Tampa, FL,
USA.
Thomann, P. and F. Hadorn. Short-term stability of a
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Time and Frequency Forum. 1989. Besançon, France.
Dimarcq, N., et al., Analysis of the noise sources in an
optically pumped cesium beam resonator. IEEE
Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement, 1993.
42(2): p. 115-120.
Giordano, V., et al., New design for a high performance
optically pumped cesium beam tube. IEEE Transactions on
Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control, 1991.
38(4): p. 350-357.
Shirley, J.H. and R.E. Drullinger. Zeeman coherences and
dark states in optically pumped cesium frequency
standards. in 1994 IEEE Prec. Electromagn. Meas. 1994.
Boulder, Co, USA.

Presently, the two major limiting factors are the residual
laser frequency noise and/or the background light shotnoise. An improvement by a factor of three of either
noise contribution is sufficient to reach the atomic shot
noise limit at the present atomic flux density, and our
first frequency stability goal of σy = 3x10-12 τ-1/2.
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Abstract— Efficient dark resonances are obtained with orthogonal linear laser polarizations. Combined with a pulse sequence
interrogation, clock signals can be obtained with high contrast
and narrow linewidth. Experimental parameters optimizing the
pulse sequence are studied. Frequency shifts inherent to the
interrogation method are calculated and the conditions for shift
cancelation are discussed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Coherent Population Trapping (CPT) or resonant Raman
interaction is a well known effect already used to produce
narrow atomic resonances below 100 Hz in a three-level
atomic system with buffer gas. The interrogation method
usually involves continuous excitation of two ground states
defining the Raman transition coupled to a common excited
state by two coherent laser fields (Fig. 1). Interference between

phase-coherent laser beams tuned to Cs-D1 pumping transitions provide independent adjustment of frequency, intensity
and polarization for each beam. Both beams are superposed
on a polarizing beam splitter cube. One output provides the
reference beat note at 9.2 GHz, and the other is sent to the
atomic cell through an acousto-optical modulator. The cell at
room temperature is filled with cesium vapor with 23 torr N2
buffer gas. A 20 µT longitudinal static magnetic field is created
by a surrounding solenoid and the whole physics package is
magnetically shielded. With orthogonal linear polarizations,
the laser beams parallel to the magnetic field make a doublelambda or lin-per-lin optical configuration. The advantages are
(1) reduce the optical pumping into the end Zeeman states and
(2) increase the contrast of the central fringe. An experimental
CPT continuous signal is plotted in Fig. 2, fitted with a Lorentz
absorption shape as the microwave frequency is scanned across
resonance.

Fig. 1. Three level system under two coherent laser fields excitation for
CPT with Ω1 and Ω2 Rabi angular frequencies. ∆0 is the common optical
detuning and δR is the Raman detuning. Γ and γc are respectively spontaneous
emission and hyperfine coherence relaxation terms.

amplitudes of transition in the two optical pumping channels
cancels both fluorescence and absorption when the Raman
resonance condition δR = 0 is fulfilled. In the first part of this
paper, important experimental details and results are recalled
from previous work, in particular the CPT pulsed interrogation
method. Then, an optimized interrogation sequence is presented under typical working conditions. Finally, the frequency
shifts due to laser detuning are evaluated by changing most of
the experimental parameters of interest.
II. E XPERIMENT
Our experimental setup has been presented previously [1].
Only important characteristics follow. Two monochromatic

Fig. 2. Continuous CPT absorption across resonance. The experimental curve
is fitted by a Lorentz profile derived from a density matrix calculation in a
three-level atomic system.

To get clock signals with narrow linewidths, two approaches
are possible. On one hand, continuous CPT interaction can be
used at low laser intensity, since the width of this resonance
is linearly dependent with the intensity, but eventually gives
poor S/N. On the other hand, pulsed CPT interaction at high
laser intensity has been demonstrated and give good S/N,
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inspired from earlier work [2], where linewidths no longer
depend on laser intensity but scale as 1/(2T ). The time pulse
sequence is achieved with an optical preparation pulse during
τ followed by a free evolution time T in the dark. The intensity
measurement is performed at a time τm after application
of another light pulse (Fig. 3). This sequence is temporally

Fig. 3. The pulse time sequence (τ, τm , T ) used to prepare and probe the
CPT signals avoids the limitations due to optical saturation.

equivalent to the usual Ramsey sequence and leads to fringe
widths independent of the laser intensity. By combining the
lin-per-lin polarizations with the pulsed CPT method, high
contrast and narrow width signals can be recorded as in Fig. 4.
In particular, the 500 Hz wide central fringe focus in Fig. 5

Fig. 5. The 500 Hz central fringe width corresponds to T = 1 ms free
evolution time.

III. T IME SEQUENCE OPTIMIZATION
To optimize the pulse sequence (τ, τm , T ), the central fringe
contrast is measured separately as a function of the three
durations in the sequence. The Raman-Ramsey signal can
be written as the product of a function only depending on
the interaction times F (τ, τm ) by the oscillating fringe factor
which is exponentially damped:
h
i
F (τ, τm ) 1 − e(−γc T ) cos (δR T + ∆φ)
In Fig. 6 the experimental central fringe contrast is plotted
versus the preparation time τ . As the preparation time is

Fig. 4. Experimental saturated Raman-Ramsey fringes obtained with 5 ms
preparation time and 5 µs measurement time. The total laser intensity
500 µW/cm2 .

corresponds to T = 1 ms free evolution time. It is important
to note that two regimes govern the measured transmitted
intensity, and the choice of τm imposes a choice of a regime.
Let us assume that the lasers are optically resonant in the
lambda configuration. For short τm , the transient atom-laser
state is being pumped by spontaneous emission in the so-called
dark state. In this transient regime, the oscillating RamanRamsey fringes are modulated by the Rabi envelope. Note
that τm does not affect the fringe width but only the fringe
envelope. The fringe width is determined only by the free
evolution time T . For long τm , the atom-laser state evolves to
the asymptotic situation where all the atoms are trapped in the
dark state. In this stationary regime, the Lorentz signal width
is determined by optical saturation.

Fig. 6. Central fringe contrast versus the preparation time τ for different
values of T . The total laser intensity is 500 µW/cm2 . The optimized sequence
needs preparation times longer than 1 ms.

increased the contrast reaches a maximum. Thus after a typical
3 ms preparation time, atoms are pumped into the dark state.
If the free evolution time is increased, the maximum level
decreases, as described by the exponential decay factor, but
the maximum is still reached after a few milliseconds.
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In Fig. 7, the central fringe contrast is plotted versus the
measurement time τm . As the measurement time is increased,

The experimental optimization of the sequence has been
validated by numerical calculations with density matrix formalism [4].
IV. T HEORETICAL FREQUENCY SHIFTS

Fig. 7. Central fringe contrast versus the measurement time τm for different
values of τ . The free evolution time is T = 1 ms and the total laser intensity
is 500 µW/cm2 . The optimized sequence needs measurement times shorter
than 10 µs.

The central fringe frequency shifts have already been studied in a Raman-Ramsey frequency standard [?], [2]. They are
due to coherence phase accumulation during the atom-laser
interaction and written as an additional phase shift term ∆φ
in Eq. 1. The associated frequency shifts mainly depend on
the common optical detuning ∆0 , the interaction times and
Rabi frequencies. As they are based on the simplest wave
function formalism, the theoretical predictions cannot include
the possible equipartition of the atoms between the clock
levels.
First, the theoretical dependence is plotted versus the optical
detuning. Calculations are made for T = 1 ms. Generally
speaking, the central fringe frequency shift strongly depends
on the optical detuning, up to 1.5 kHz for 3 GHz detuning
(Fig. 8-9-10). However, there is a range of about 500 MHz
around zero optical detuning for which the frequency shift
can be canceled. The following discussion deals with this
cancelation region. In Fig. 9, the frequency shift is plotted
for different preparation times τ . The cancelation occurs for

the contrast rapidly decays to zero. Due to the exponential
loss of contrast during the interaction time, the faster the
measurement (about 1 µs), the higher the contrast (about 10%).
As stated above, the contrast is higher for longer preparation
times.
Finally, the central fringe contrast is plotted versus the
free evolution time in Fig. 8. As the atoms freely evolves

Fig. 9. Frequency shift versus the optical detuning for different preparation
times τ and 2.5 µW/cm2 laser intensity. The cancelation region appears for
τ longer than 1 ms.

Fig. 8. Central fringe contrast versus the free evolution time T . The hyperfine
coherence relaxation in the dark is responsible for the exponential decay. The
optimized sequence needs free evolution times shorter than 20 ms.

during the dark time, the hyperfine coherence is exponentially
damped due to relaxation effects in the cell like spin exchange,
collisions in the buffer gas and diffusion to the walls. By
increasing the free evolution time T , the loss of contrast can
be fitted with an exponential decay function. The decay time
constant 5.9 ms is a measurement of the coherence lifetime.
In our experiment T can take values up to 20 ms.

long τ , about 5 ms. In Fig. 10 the frequency shift is plotted for
different laser intensities. Surprisingly, the cancelation occurs
for high laser intensity (about 250 µW/cm2 ). In both Figs. 910, the condition for shift cancelation is reached when the
maximum number of atoms are trapped in the dark state for
long enough preparation pulse with strong optical saturation.
For shorter preparation times and weaker laser intensities,
the shift dependence increases and can be linearly dependent
with the optical detuning. In Fig. 11 the frequency shift is
plotted for different relaxation rates. There again, frequency
shift cancelation is possible and occurs for low collision rate,
about 30 Hz, meaning weak hyperfine coherence relaxation.
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Fig. 10. Frequency shift versus the optical detuning for 80 µs preparation time and different laser intensities. The cancelation region appears for
intensities higher than about 100 µW/cm2 .

Fig. 12. Frequency shift versus the preparation time for 2.5 µW/cm2 laser
intensity and different optical detunings. The shift cancels for preparation time
longer than 5 ms.

Fig. 11. Frequency shift versus the optical detuning for 80 µs preparation
time and 250 µW/cm2 for different collision rates. The cancelation region
appears for rates lower than about 30 Hz.

Fig. 13. Frequency shift versus Rabi frequencies for 10 MHz optical detuning
and different preparation times. The shift cancels at high laser intensities.

Next, the theoretical dependence is plotted versus the preparation pulse parameters, namely the interaction time τ and the
laser intensity (Figs. 12-13). In Fig. 12 the frequency shift is
plotted versus τ for different optical detunings. This figure is
actually complementary to Fig. 9. As previously mentioned,
the frequency shift depends on the optical detuning but can
be canceled by increasing the preparation time to about 5 ms.
In Fig. 13 the relative frequency shift is plotted versus Rabi
frequencies (proportional to the square root of laser intensities)
for different preparation times. The relative frequency shift decays to zero by increasing the laser intensities, and once again
the cancelation is faster for higher intensities. As the intensity
increases, the shift cancelation level goes from 5.10−9 with
20 nW/cm2 and is lower than 10−13 with 4 µW/cm2 laser
intensity.
From previous graphs and discussions, the Raman-Ramsey
pulse sequence is optimized for long preparation pulses and

high laser intensities. Resulting experimental fringes are plotted in Fig. 14. With 5 ms preparation time, the central fringe
contrast is 14%. To compare both continuous and pulsed CPT
interactions, a figure of merit can be defined as the signal
contrast-to-linewidth ratio. This ratio is 65 times higher for
pulsed CPT than for continuous CPT.
V. C ONCLUSION
CPT pulses with crossed linear laser polarizations provide
high contrast Raman-Ramsey fringes (up to 14%) with small
linewidths (down to 60 Hz). The pulse sequence is optimized
for long preparation time (5 ms), high laser intensities (a
few µW/cm2 ) and very short measurement time in order
to saturate the Raman process. These values also cancel the
relative frequency shift of the central fringe to a level below
10−13 for a pessimistic optical detuning set as 10 MHz.
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Fig. 14. Experimental Raman-Ramsey fringes obtained with a pulse time
sequence optimizing the central fringe contrast-to-linewidth ratio. This time
sequence (τ = 5 ms, τm = 10 µs, T = 3 ms) generates a 166 Hz wide
central fringe with 14% contrast.
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Abstract— HORACE is a compact cold atom clock
where the atoms are cooled inside the microwave interrogation cavity, and then detected by linear absorption. We
report preliminary fringes obtained with this method. The
optimization of the short term stability with the cooling
duration is presented, and we show that an Allan deviation
of σy (τ ) = 2.5 10−13 τ −1/2 should be obtained on Earth.
For the calculations, we take into account the quantum
projection noise, the Dick effect, the detection laser noises,
and the cesium vapor absorption fluctuations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compared to traditional clock configurations like
atomic fountains or thermal beams, the basic idea
is to realize all the different phases of the clock
operation in the same region (Fig. 1). In our case,
this region is the copper cavity presented in Fig.
2, where we successively cool the atoms from a
cesium vapor, then switch off the cooling light and
perform a Ramsey interrogation by generating two
microwave pulses, and finally measure the transition
probability using a linear absorption method through
the cloud of atoms.
The internal diameter of the cavity is about 4 cm,
set by the resonance at 9.2 GHz for the interrogation
phase. It is optically polished for the cooling phase.
Indeed, we don’t use collimated beams as it is
usually done, but the cooling light is injected in
a multimode optical fiber, then separated in six to
feed the cavity. Consequently, the light diverges at
the end of the fibers and reflects on the cavity walls.
With such a configuration, and using laser parameters suitable for sub-Doppler cooling, we managed
to cool about 108 atoms at a kinetic temperature of
2 µK (v = 1 cm.s−1 ) [1].

Fig. 1. Physics package. The clock part is composed of a quartz
bulb (see Fig. 2) surrounded by a spherical copper cavity resonant at
9.2 GHz. The cooling light is injected into the cavity via Φ = 1 mm
apertures following the (1,1,1) configuration. The microwave field is
coupled to the cavity via a 1 × 6 mm2 vertical slit. On the present
device, an horizontal detection beam goes through the cavity via
Φ = 4 mm apertures. The diagnostic part is composed of a vacuum
chamber and a detection zone used for time of flight measurements.
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Fig. 2. Inside the microwave cavity, one can see the quartz bulb
containing the Cs vapor, in which the vacuum is about 2 10−9 T orr.
A part of the cesium reservoir appears above the cavity. The cavity is
optically polished at the level of λ/14, and the reflection coefficient
is about 96%. The quartz bulb has thickness inhomogeneities of about
0.5 mm and is far from a perfect spherical shape.

Fig. 3. Stationary number of recaptured cold atoms reached after
about ten cycles for a falling time set to 20 ms. This means that the
composition of each cycle is [Tcool = (given by the abscise on this
graph)] + [Tf all = 20 ms]. On the vertical axis, 100% of recaptured
atoms is equivalent to 3 108 atoms obtained with capture parameters
for the cooling.

As in other pulsed cold atom clocks, the local
oscillator frequency is not compared to the atomic
resonance during the cooling and the detection
times. The associated Dick effect limitation requires
to improve the duty cycle given by Eq. (1). Ti is
the interrogation time, Tcool is the cooling time, and
Tf all is the falling time including the interrogation
and the detection times between two cooling phases.
Tc is the cycle duration.

time Tf all set to 20 ms. This stationary number
N(Tf all ,Tcool ) , depends on the two parameters Tf all
and Tcool . This function is presented in figure 3 for
Tf all = 20 ms, and will be used in section III-A
to optimize the short term stability. Obviously, the
longer the cooling phase, the higher the stationary
number, but the worse the duty cycle. This is the
basis of the trade-off discussed in section III.
Before dealing with the expected stability, we are
first going to present the main results obtained with
our device, concerning the interrogation and detection phases. Those results will lead us to describe
the detection steps, and the clock sequence that we
will follow to reach our stability goal of 5 10−13 at
1 s.

Duty cycle =

Ti
Tcool + Tf all
(
Tf all = Ti + Tdetection
with
Tc = Tcool + Tf all
(1)

To reduce the cooling time, we need to recapture
a part of the atoms cooled in previous cycles. This
is done with Doppler parameters for the cooling,
which leads us to a maximum number of 3 108
atoms with a kinetic temperature of 35 µK (v =
5 cm.s−1 ). This temperature is below the Doppler
limit (125µK) due to Sisyphus processes that occur
during the capture phase. The recapture has been
presented in previous papers [2]. We have shown
that a stationary number of recaptured atoms can
be reached after about 10 cycles, with a falling

II. F IRST RESULTS - N ORMALIZATION
SEQUENCE

A. First results
First, laser cooling and microwave Ramsey interrogation have been validated in the same region,
using a time-of-flight detection located a few centimeters below the cavity (diagnostic part in Fig.
1). By detecting only one population (no normalization), we have obtained the fringes presented in
Fig. 4 (span of 2 kHz) and Fig. 5 (zoom of the
central fringe). After a Ramsey sequence composed
of two 2.5 ms microwave pulses separated by a
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Fig. 4. Ramsey pattern obtained with a time of flight technique after
two microwave pulses of 2.5 ms each, separated by 20 ms dead
time. The Rabi envelope is characterized by a FHWM of 400 Hz
and the Ramsey FHWM is 22 Hz. In this measurement, only the
population that has done the transition has been detected. There is
no normalization by the total population of the two concerned levels.

20 ms dead time, the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) is 22 Hz, the contrast is 98% and the
signal to noise ratio is 200 limited by the captured
atoms number fluctuations. With such a detection,
the narrowest signal we have obtained is 9 Hz wide,
corresponding to a Ramsey interrogation time of
50 ms, with a contrast of 85%.
To finally perform all the clock steps at the same
place, we then tried to detect the clock signal by
linear absorption of an horizontal probe beam, using
the apertures available on our device (clock part in
Fig. 1). With this configuration, we obtained the
fringes presented in Fig. 6 with a poor signal to
noise ratio and a FWHM of 86 Hz. Unfortunately,
we have poor conditions for this detection, since we
cannot realize a standing wave due to the quartz
bulb (see Fig. 2), which besides generates stray
reflections destroying the cold atom cloud. Moreover, this horizontal configuration is responsible of
a fast decrease of the absorption level (atoms are
falling below the detection beam), which limits the
interrogation time to a few milliseconds.
Therefore, the solution is to have a vertical detection beam that only passes through good quality
view-ports. As a matter of fact, the atoms will
stay in the detection beam all along their fall,
and the maximum interrogation time will only be
determined by the atoms leaving the cavity (about

Fig. 5. Zoom on the central fringe of the figure 4. The residual
2% loss of contrast is due to stray light present in the cavity during
the interrogation phase. This is responsible of the destruction of the
coherence between the two microwave pulses. So, the longer the
interrogation phase, the higher the loss of contrast. In our experiment,
due to the presence of the optically polished cavity around the
interrogation zone and the proximity of the cooling fibers, we are
very sensitive to stray light.

Fig. 6. Fringes obtained with a linear absorption technique through
the cloud (clock part in Fig. 1), averaged on three samples. In
this measurement, we detect the population that has not made the
transition (this choice is due to technical problems), that is why we
have an inverted fringe. Moreover, on the contrary to the fringes
of the figure 4, the background includes the contributions of the
other Zeeman sublevels |F = 4, mF 6= 0i. Therefore, those atoms
significatively contribute to the noise. Nevertheless, it is not sufficient
to explain the excess of noise observed on the fringes.
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60 ms). With this new detection scheme, we expect
to retrieve fringes similar to the ”time of flight”
ones, with a comparable signal to noise ratio. Nevertheless, a S/N value of 200 is not sufficient to
reach our short term stability goal below 5 10−13 at
1s. Indeed, considering a realistic sequence (taking
into account the recapture properties, the necessary
detection time ... see part II-B ⇒ Tcool = 30 ms,
Ti = 10 ms, Tdetection = 10 ms, and S/N = 200),
the expected stability limitation would be about
2 10−12 τ −1/2 .
B. Normalization and clock sequence
The detection of the two clock level populations
allows to reject, in a first time, the atom number
fluctuations, and finally reach a better signal to
noise ratio. Besides, we absolutely need to minimize
the loss of atoms between two successive cooling
phases. That is why we propose the normalization
sequence shown in Fig. 7 to minimize those losses,
and reject the technical noises.
At the end of the cooling phase, all the atoms are
in the level F = 4, all mF . The first step consists
in optical pumping the atoms from the level 4 to 3.
Then the microwave interrogation is applied, which
means that half of the |F = 3, mF = 0i Zeeman
sublevel population is transferred to |F = 4, mF =
0i. Finally the population (N4 ) of this level is
measured with the vertical detection beam. In the
next step we clear out the level 4 with a blue-shifted
laser light, transfer the atoms left in the level 3-0 to
the level 4 using a π microwave pulse, and finally
detect this population (N3 ).
We know consequently the populations N4 and
N3 , which allows us to calculate the transition
probability using Eq. (2).

Fig. 7. Normalization sequence that will be used in our next device.
After the cooling phase, the atoms are transferred to the level F = 3.
On the one hand, it allows us to keep all the atoms contained in the
Zeeman sublevels mF 6= 0 for the next recapture cycle. On the other
hand, we detect the populations on a black background. Moreover,
we have more atoms that contribute to the signal, since they are
distributed between seven sublevels compared to nine in the case of
the F = 4 hyperfine level.

We can see that if the noises on those measurements are totaly correlated, like the captured atom
number fluctuations, they are completely rejected
thanks to the normalization.
In the next part, we will study different noises
that can limit the short term stability, using those
expressions.
So, now that we know how a cycle is organized,
we can present a realistic sequence by setting the
durations of the different phases, which will be
useful for our calculations (see Fig. 8).
The optimization of the short term stability will
N4
(2) be done in this paper by adjusting the cooling
P =
N3 + N4
time. Since we have studied the recapture for a
One can easily deduce that the probability fluctu- dead time set to 20 ms (see part I and [2]), we
ations are given (in the case of a π/2 interrogation, keep this value. This dead time is composed of
which means P = 1/2) by the Eq. (3) considering 10 ms dedicated to the detection time (the previous
the noise on the measurements of N4 and N3 , normalization sequence), and then we have 10 ms
respectively given by δN4 and δN3 .
for the interrogation. From this sequence we can
estimate the number of atoms useful for the clock
1 δN4 − δN3
δP = ×
(3) signal.
2
N3 + N4
We know that the full molasses contain 3 108
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Fig. 8. Realistic clock sequence where the interrogation and the
detection times are set to 10 ms each. For the optimization of the short
term stability (part III), the cooling phase duration is the adjustable
parameter. All the steps of Fig. 7 are presented on this scheme.

atoms, but we only use 16% of them (measured on
a microwave spectrum of the hyperfine structure),
the ones contained in the 3-0 Zeeman sublevel.
Moreover, due to the size of our detection beam and
to the thermal expansion of the cloud, we will only
detect 38% of those atoms after 20 ms. And finally,
if we consider a cooling time of x ms, the recapture
tell us (Fig. 3) that we will have a given fraction of
this number. For example, setting the cooling time
to 30 ms gives x = 40%, corresponding to 7 106
useful atoms.
III. S HORT TERM STABILITY LIMITATIONS
A. Quantum projection noise
With this information, we can determine the ultimate limitation for the short term stability, which is
given by the quantum projection noise (Eq. 4) [3].
1
1 1
p
σy (τ ) =
π ν0 .2Ti N(Tf all ,Tcool )

r

Tc
τ

(4)

In this formula, N(Tf all ,Tcool ) is the number of
atoms given by the recapture (the function presented
in Fig. 3) and only depends of the cooling duration
when the falling time is set. The corresponding
variance is presented in Fig. 14. From this, the
optimization of the stability only limited by the
quantum projection noise, is obtained for Tcool =
30 ms and is 1.5 10−13 τ −1/2 .
B. Local oscillator phase noise
Moreover, we have performed Dick effect [4]
[5] calculations considering first an excellent local
oscillator used in the PHARAO project [6] (see the

Fig. 9. Spectral density of frequency noise for two different oscillators versus the cyclic frequency. Continuous line – hight performances
local oscillator used in the PHARAO project. Dashed line – realistic
optimized oscillator for our clock. Our working frequency region is
indicated.

continuous line in Fig. 9), and a realistic and more
convenient one for our clock (dashed line). The first
one is optimized for a fountain configuration, in
the range of 1 Hz for the cycle frequency. In our
case, we would look for an oscillator optimized in
the range of 20 − 30 Hz. The corresponding Dick
limitations on the stability for those two oscillators
are presented in Fig. 14.
We are going to see that for this type of clock,
the local oscillator phase noise is one of the main
limitations (Dick effect), but since we will use linear
absorption detection compared to the fluorescence
usually used in most other clocks, the detection laser
noise may significatively contribute to the short term
stability limitation. This is what we are going to
discuss now.
C. Detection laser noise
The vertical detection beam will first pass through
a cesium vapor column of 4.5 cm long (Fig. 10),
before crossing the cold atoms cloud. The full
cesium vapor column is 6.6 cm long. The graph
in Fig. 11 presents the different absorption levels
versus the time in ms after the cooling light has
been switched off. The dashed line corresponds to
no absorption, only the laser intensity. The dotted
line is the vapor absorption, and the continuous line
is the cold atoms absorption. So, one can guess now
that the main noise sources seen by the detector
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Fig. 11. Considering a vertical detection beam for our next device,
we have calculated the different absorption levels due to the cesium
vapor (dotted line) and to the cold atom cloud (continuous line).
Without any absorption, the reference level is given by the dashed
line. About 50% of the light is absorbed by the cesium vapor, and
about 10% by the cold atoms. This graph shows how the useful
areas A4 and A3 will be calculated owing to the complementary
areas (dashed areas), and to the measurement of the cesium vapor
absorption level (crossed area).
Fig. 10. Detection using a vertical probe beam. Due to technical
constraints, we have to take into account a cesium vapor column with
the characteristics indicated on the scheme.

will be the intensity fluctuations, and the vapor
absorption fluctuations. In order to calculate the
transition probability, we will realize two different
operations that will filter those noise sources [7] [8]
[9].
Considering Fig. 11, the populations N4 and N3
will be proportional to the areas named A4 and A3 ,
integrated between the two absorption levels. During the clock sequence, the available signals will be
the two complementary dashed areas. To calculate
A4 and A3 , we will need to measure the cesium
absorption level on the same duration in order to
make the substractions. This operation is equivalent
to a base-line substraction. Then, with A4 and A3
we can calculate the transition probability (Eq. 2).
Those two operations, ”base-line substraction” and
”calculation of the transition probability” induce
transfer functions that filter intensity and frequency
fluctuations of the laser. The important parameters
used for the calculations are the detection laser
intensity set to Isat /10 (where Isat is the saturated
intensity), and the detuning set to δ = −Γ/2.

Those parameters will maximize the sensitivity to
intensity and frequency noises, which will lead us
to maximize the limitations.
For the base-line substraction, we consider the
transfer function presented in Fig. 12.a, which represents the difference between the crossed and one
of the dashed areas. After Fourier transform, this
leads us to the function presented in Fig. 12.b, that
we will use as a filter for the spectral density of
tension fluctuations of the detector.
Different sources can be responsible of those tension fluctuations. The first one is the laser intensity
noise, and the second one is the fluctuation of the
cesium vapor absorption due to laser intensity noise,
or laser frequency noise.
For our detection laser, we will consider
SδI/I (f ) = 3 10−9 /f for the spectral density fluctuations of intensity, and Sy (f ) = 2 10−26 Hz −1 for
the spectral density fluctuations of frequency [8].
The previous characteristics have been measured
on an extended cavity laser frequency locked on a
saturated absorption. Besides, the power of the laser
is stabilized by means of a servo using an accoustooptic-modulator. Those laser fluctuations seen by
the detector can be interpreted in term of detected
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Fig. 12. Base line substraction. (a) Transfer functions induced by the
calculation of the area A4 (Fig. 11) (continuous line) and A3 (dashed
line). (b) Fourier transform of the transfer functions presented in (a).

atom fluctuations σNdet , and finally translated in
term of stability limitation owing to Eq. (5) where
Ndet = 7 106 from section II-B.
2 σδP
σy (τ ) =
π Qat

r

1 σNdet
Tc
avec σδP = √
τ
2 Ndet

Fig. 13. (a) Transfer function induced by the transition probability
calculation (Eq. 2). Since the cold atoms absorption decreases with
time (see Fig. 11), the areas A4 and A3 that should be equal
after a π/2 interrogation, are a little bit different. These areas are
described respectively by the functions f (t) and g(t). In order to
have P = 1/2 at half maximum of the central fringe, we multiply
g(t) by a calibrated constant α such as α.g(t) = f (t − ∆t). ∆t is
the time between the two areas measurement. (b) Fourier transform
of the transfer functions presented in (a).

(5)

After calculations, we find σNdet = 373 atoms
due to the laser intensity fluctuations leading to
σy (τ ) = 3 10−13 τ −1/2 , and σNdet = 183 atoms for
the variation of the cesium vapor absorption, leading
to σy (τ ) = 1.4 10−13 τ −1/2 , mainly dominated by
the intensity fluctuations. Those limitations have
been calculated for Tcool = 30 ms, leading to
Tc = 50 ms (to continue the example given in
section II-B).
Following a similar approach for the transition
probability calculation, we find the transfer function Fig. 14. Optimization of the short term frequency stability with
presented in Fig. 13, and consequently, a limitation the cooling phase duration. Taking into account the quantum pronoise, the Dick effect, and the detection laser noises, a
at 1.2 10−13 τ −1/2 for the short term frequency jection
non optimized local oscillator like the PHARAO one should lead
stability.
to σy (τ ) ∼ 5 10−13 τ −1/2 . With a realistic optimized oscillator,
All those stability limitations are summarized in σy (τ ) ∼ 2 10−13 τ −1/2 may be obtained on Earth.
Fig. 14, that presents the short term stability against
the cooling phase duration. The quadratic sum of
those different effects is given by the continuous optimized local oscillator, and we could reach on
Earth a short term stability of about 2 10−13 τ −1/2
lines.
with an optimized one.
IV. C ONCLUSION
The implementation of a new design using the
To conclude, we will be mainly limited by the in-situ vertical detection we have presented, is in
Dick effect at a value of 5 10−13 τ −1/2 with a non progress. Then, the recapture will be studied further
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to optimize the short term stability with the interrogation time, since the optimization presented in
this paper was only based on the cooling duration.
We will finally extrapolate those results to a clock
operating in space, since we expect to improve those
performances in a micro-gravity environment [10]
[11].
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ABSTRACT
Pulsed-laser ablation of GaPO4 single crystals and
ceramics and sensor applications of laser–patterned
high fundamental frequency (HFF) GaPO4 resonators
were demonstrated. Well defined micron-sized holes
with sharp edges between ablated and non-ablated
areas were obtained at the GaPO4 surface employing
projection-mask techniques. F2 - laser direct writing
was employed to reduce the thickness of the piezoactive area and to increase the resonance frequency of
GaPO4 thickness shear-mode resonators from ∼ 6 up
to ∼ 12 MHz. The HFF GaPO4 resonators were
employed for humidity sensing using a polyimide
receptor layer deposited onto the non-ablated side of
the GaPO4 crystal. The resonance frequency of the
coated 12 MHz HFF GaPO4 revealed a linear decrease
with increasing level of relative humidity (RH),
δf = -100 Hz / %RH.

etching [7] mainly. The processing of GaPO4 is more
difficult and wet-chemical etching of GaPO4 HFF
resonators has been reported only recently [8].
In this paper, we report on pulsed-laser ablation and
micro-patterning of GaPO4 single crystals by means
of F2 - laser radiation and the fabrication of HFF
GaPO4 TSM resonators for gas sensing. The laserablated crystals were investigated by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), optical microscopy,
UV-VIS spectrometry, surface profilometry and
atomic force microscopy (AFM). For humidity
sensing the crystals were coated with a thin
polyimide layer. The impedance spectra of GaPO4
and quartz TSM resonators were recorded at room
temperature at various levels of relative humidity
(RH) employing a commercial humidity generator
(HUMOR 10) and an impedance analyser
(HP4291B).

1. INTRODUCTION

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Ultraviolet lasers are important tools for the
processing of advanced materials [1]. The short
wavelength / high photon energy of such lasers
enables applications where high spatial resolution
and / or the processing of wide-band-gap materials is
required [2]. F2 - lasers (wavelength 157 nm, photon
energy 7.9 eV) are among the shortest wavelength
sources that are commercially available. Fluorine
lasers have been employed (among others) for surface
patterning and micro-machining of chemically
inert and wide-band-gap materials such as
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), quartz and gallium
orthophosphate [2, 3]. The new material gallium
orthophosphate (GaPO4) is especially interesting for
piezoelectric applications due to its large electromechanical coupling coefficient and very high phase
transition temperature as compared to quartz [4].
Piezoelectric GaPO4 thickness-shear- mode (TSM)
resonators have quality factors comparable to AT-cut
quartz crystals [4] and can be employed, for instance,
in micro-balance devices for sensing in gaseous and
liquid ambient. The sensitivity of quartz microbalances strongly increases with frequency [5] and
so-called high fundamental frequency (HFF) devices
are produced by wet-chemical etching [6] and ion

The processing of GaPO4 was performed by pulsedlaser ablation techniques employing the deep UV
radiation of a Lambda Physik LPF 202 system
(wavelength 157 nm, pulse duration 15 ns, pulse
energy up to 60 mJ). The laser beam is guided in a
sealed aluminum box which is directly connected to
the laser head and continuously flushed with dry N2
gas. This avoids absorption of the radiation by O2
and H2O. The box contains the optical components,
translation stages and energy meter. All experiments
were performed in a vacuum chamber that was
attached to the flushed box and separated via
a CaF2 window. A low-pressure argon atmosphere
(p(Ar) = 0.03 mbar) was employed to reduced the
formation of debris on the crystal surface. The
imaging system did consist of two plan-convex CaF2
lenses with an effective focal length of ~ 120 mm.
The GaPO4 single crystals used (diameter 5 mm,
thickness from 0.5 mm to 1 mm) were polished
before ablation.
For F2 - laser direct writing, a rectangular aperture
(2 mm × 24 mm) was used as projection mask. The
laser fluence on the sample was Φ ≈ 2 ± 0.2 J/cm2
and the pulse repetition rate was 20 Hz. The GaPO4
samples were mounted on a computer controlled 2D
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translation stage which was synchronised to the laser
system. The samples were translated perpendicular to
the optical axis (step width 0.5 µm) and after each step
a sequence of 3 laser pulses was employed for
ablation. The GaPO4 crystals used had a cylindrical
shape with diameter 7.5 mm and thickness
h ≈ 215 µm. The fundamental resonance frequency
was in the range of 5.9 to 6 MHz and the quality factor
in air was Q ≈ 95000. After laser-patterning the
crystals were cleaned in H2SO4 (concentration 98 %,
temperature 50 °C, duration 45 min) to remove ablated
material that was back-scattered onto the crystal
surface. For piezoelectric measurements Au (100 nm)
/ Cr (40 nm) electrode pads and connecting lines were
thermally evaporated on both sides of the crystals. The
pads were placed in a face-to-face geometry with one
pad in the centre of the laser- ablated region.
For humidity sensing thin polyimide layers were spincoated onto the non-ablated surface of various GaPO4
and quartz TSM resonators. The thickness of the cured
polymer layers was hs ≈ 0.63 µm for 6 MHz GaPO4
and 10 MHz quartz crystals and hs ≈ 5.7 µm for the
laser-patterned GaPO4 crystal, as determined from
profilometry measurements. Polyimide adsorbs water
from a humid atmosphere and for commercial
Kapton® films (DuPont) the mass density ρs at room
temperature increases from ~ 1.42 g/cm3 at 0 %RH to
~ 1.46 g/cm3 at 100 %RH [9]. The impedance spectra
of coated and non-coated GaPO4 and quartz resonators
were recorded at room temperature at levels of relative
humidity ranging from 0 to 95 %. The accuracy of the
humidity level setting was ± 1 %.

Fig.1. SEM micrographs of single crystalline (a) and
ceramic (b) GaPO4 patterned by F2 - laser ablation
employing a projection-mask technique. [3]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 F2 - laser ablation of GaPO4
Figure 1 shows single crystal and ceramic GaPO4
patterned by F2 - laser ablation employing mask
projection. The laser fluence employed for the
single crystalline and ceramic material was
Φ = 1630 mJ/cm2 (number of laser pulses Nl = 200)
and Φ = 1830 mJ/cm2 (Nl = 800), respectively. Welldefined ablation craters with sharp edges between
ablated and non-ablated areas and smooth surfaces at
the bottom and the side walls of the holes were
achieved at these fluence levels. Ablation of GaPO4 at
1000 mbar N2 background pressure produced very
similar patterns. Backscattering of ablated species due
to the high pressure lead to the formation of debris
near the processed area.
The strong absorption of F2 - laser radiation in GaPO4
and the sharp boundaries of ablated areas enable the
fabrication of surface microstructures. Figure 2 shows
the surface of single crystal GaPO4 after micropatterning using an electron microscopy grid as
projection mask (Φ = 1800 mJ/cm2, Nl = 200).

Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of a micro-patterned GaPO4
single crystal surface. A regular array of
quadratically shaped holes of size 11 × 11 µm2 was
produced. The depth of holes was 19 ± 1 µm [3].
Figure 3 shows the ablation rate WA of single crystal
and ceramic GaPO4 for different F2 - laser fluences
and number of laser pulses. Experiments were
performed in 1000 mbar N2 (solid symbols) and
0.03 mbar Ar (open symbols) gas background. The
ablation rates were determined from the depth of
ablated holes measured by a mechanical profilometer
and/or an optical microscope and the number of laser
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pulses employed. The error bars account for shot-toshot fluctuations of the pulse energy and uncertainties
of spot size and hole depth measurements. Efficient
material removal occurred for Φ > 200 mJ/cm2 and the
ablation rates monotonously increased with increasing
fluence.

formation of debris are frequently observed [1].
F2 - laser ablation of GaPO4 in 1000 mbar N2 and
0.03 mbar Ar background at a similar laser fluence
and the same number of pulses, however, produced
ablation craters of comparable depth.
Different
processes
including
thermal,
photochemical, photophysical, mechanical and
defect-related mechanisms may contribute to
nanosecond - laser ablation [1]. For purely
photothermal or purely photochemical processes and
one-dimensional expansion of the vapor plume, the
thickness of the ablated layer per pulse, ∆h, can be
described by

∆h =

Fig. 3. Ablation rates of single crystal and ceramic
GaPO4 for different laser fluence and number of laser
pulses. The experiments were performed in 1000 mbar
N2 (solid symbols) and in 0.03 mbar Ar (open
symbols) gas background. The solid lines represent
fits to the averaged ablation rates [3].
At low fluence, 200 ≤ Φ ≤ 600 mJ/cm2, the rates
approximately showed a linear dependence on fluence,
whereas deviations from a linear behavior were
observed at higher fluence values. The ablation rates
obtained for single crystalline and ceramic GaPO4
were surprisingly similar and did not essentially
depend on the gas background employed. The
similarity of rates for the different materials may be
due to the small ablated depth per pulse as compared
to the typical GaPO4 grain size and the phase purity
of the ceramic (x-ray diffraction analysis). At high
background pressure, reduced ablation rates and the

1

αp

[

]

ln 1 + α p B(Φ − Φ th )

(1)

The meaning of αp and B depends, of course, on the
particular ablation mechanism. At very low fluences,
effects related to plasma shielding may
be ignored (αp∆h << 1) and a linear dependence,
∆h ≈ B (Φ - Φth), is obtained. Equation (1) was used
to fit the measured ablation rates averaged over
different numbers of laser pulses. The ablation rates
could be well fitted in the entire range
200 ≤ Φ ≤ 2000 mJ/cm2 (solid lines in Figure 3). The
threshold values derived from the fits were
Φth = 167 ± 20 mJ/cm2 and Φth = 190 ± 32 mJ/cm2
for single crystalline and ceramic GaPO4,
respectively. Linear fits to the data in the low fluence
range (200 – 600 mJ/cm2) gave very similar
threshold values. However, linear fits to all data
measured in the entire fluence range resulted in
threshold values below 100 mJ/cm2 . The thickness
of the ablated layer per pulse at the highest fluences
employed, ∆h ≈ 90 nm, is roughly comparable to the
thermal penetration depth, lTh = (D×τl)1/2 ≈ 201 nm
[10] and significantly larger than the optical
penetration depth, lα ≈ 26 nm, as estimated from
reflectivity measurements. Thus, F2 - laser ablation of
GaPO4 is likely to be dominated by photothermal
mechanisms.
3.2 Fabrication of HFF GaPO4 resonators
Figure 4 shows micrographs of laser-patterned TSM
GaPO4 resonators. In the optical image the patterned
region is marked by dashed lines (Fig. 4a). The size
of this region was A ≈ 4.2 mm × 2.4 mm and the
thickness of the laser-ablated layer was ∆h ≈ 100 µm.
The average depth etching rate and the volume
removal rate were ~ 315 µm/h and ~ 3.2 mm3/h,
respectively.
The crystal was optically transparent after laser
processing. The evaporated electrode pad and line
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are shown in black in the optical image. The electron
microscopy images (Figs. 1b and 1c) revealed a
homogeneous depth within the laser - thinned region
and smooth edges due to the scanning procedure
employed. At the bottom surface in the ablated area a
line-like pattern oriented parallel to the scan direction
was observed. The rms amplitude of the surface
undulation was ~ 1 µm
(scan range of the
profilometer measurement 1.5 mm).

3.3 Piezoelectric properties of laser-processed GaPO4
The laser-processed GaPO4 resonators were
piezoelectric and
thickness-shear-modes were
excited in the thinned areas. Figure 5 shows the
impedance spectrum of the patterned crystal. The
resonance indicated the excitation of an HFF
thickness-shear-mode at a minimum impedance
frequency of ~ 11.62 MHz. The quality factor was
Q ~ 7000 (in air). The impedance resonances at
higher frequencies were due to the excitation of
spurious modes (inset in Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Impedance spectrum of laser-patterned GaPO4
resonator. The TSM fundamental frequency was
increased from ~ 5.93 MHz to ~ 11.62 MHz due to
the reduced crystal thickness. Spurious modes were
excited at significantly higher frequencies (inset)
[11].

Fig. 4. Optical micrograph of a laser-patterned TSM
GaPO4 resonator (a). The thinned region had a
rectangular shape and was produced by F2 - laser
ablation (marked by white dashed line). The
evaporated electrode pad and line are shown in black.
Electron microscopy images of the surface (b, angle of
view 45°) and the cross section (c) of the laserpatterned GaPO4 resonator [11].
The microscopic surface roughness as measured by
AFM was ∆zrms ≈ 30 nm (scan range 40 × 40 µm2).
The formation of the line-like pattern was probably
related to non-uniform laser intensity in the spot and
could be avoided by using 2D-scan modes or
homogenised beam profiles. Wet-chemical etching of
GaPO4 was reported to produce smoother surfaces
with a roughness of ~ 0.1 µm (etch depth ~ 75 µm,
etch rate ~ 5 µm/h, T < 50 °C) [8].

The TSM eigen-frequencies fnmp depend on material
parameters and the resonator geometry. For thin
resonators the fundamental mode frequency is
inversely proportional to the crystal thickness [12].
The higher frequency for the laser-patterned crystal
(1.96×) correlated reasonably well with the reduced
crystal thickness (1.87×). The lower Q factor of the
HFF GaPO4 was probably related to the surface
roughness and non-uniform thickness of the laserablated crystal. An improved laser-patterning
procedure could probably reduce the surface
roughness and lead to higher Q values. The higher Q
value of wet-chemical etched HFF GaPO4
(Q ~ 30000, air-gap measurement) might be due to
the smoother surface of such samples [8].
3.4 HFF GaPO4 resonators for humidity sensing
The GaPO4 and quartz crystals revealed a decrease of
parallel and serial resonance frequencies and quality
factors after coating with the polyimide layer and due
to adsorption of water in the polymer. The frequency
shift and Q value measured in dry atmosphere were
∆f ≈ -256 kHz and Q ~ 5000 and ∆f ≈ -7.3 kHz and
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Q ~ 90000 for the polymer coated 12 MHz and 6 MHz
GaPO4 crystals, respectively. With increasing level of
humidity the frequencies and Q factors were decreased
further (Figure 6).

with increasing humidity was assumed (parameter
dS). The transducer material properties were
c66 = 22.4 GPa and ρ = 3570 kg/m3 and c66 = 40 GPa
and ρ = 2650 kg/m3 for GaPO4 and quartz,
respectively [4, 14]. The calculated frequency shifts
due to the polymer attachment, ∆f ≈ -244 kHz
(12 MHz GaPO4) and ∆f ≈ -7.0 kHz (6 MHz GaPO4),
were in good agreement to the measured values. The
estimated increase in layer density dS = 100× SRH / ∆f
was 3.8 %, 6.7 % and 5.7 % for the 12 MHz GaPO4,
6 MHz GaPO4 and the 10 MHz quartz transducers,
respectively. These values were close to the change
in density of commercial polyimide foils
(dS = 2.8 %, [9]). For a more accurate description of
the humidity sensor response including frequency
shifts and changes of the Q factor the viscoelastic
properties of the polymer layer should be taken into
account [15].
4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 6. Shift of serial resonance frequency (δf) of
polymer coated GaPO4 and quartz thickness-shearmode resonators with increasing level of relative
humidity at room temperature. The Q factor of the
laser-patterned 12 MHz GaPO4 resonator decreased
with increasing humidity (inset) [11].

The DUV radiation of F2 - laser has been
successfully employed for micro-patterning of
GaPO4 (band gap energy 7.1 eV). The high photon
energy (7.9 eV) of such lasers allows to remove in a
controlled way thin surface layers of GaPO4 material
by individual laser pulses.

From linear fits to the measured frequency
shifts, δf = -SRH × %RH, the sensitivity SRH
was determined. The values obtained were
SRH = -98 ± 1 Hz / %RH, SRH = -4.9 ± 0.01 Hz / %RH
and SRH = -9.9 ± 0.2 Hz / %RH for the 12 MHz
GaPO4, the 6 MHz GaPO4 and the 10 MHz quartz
resonators, respectively. A smaller frequency shift was
observed for non-coated crystals (|δf| ≤ 30 Hz at
80 %RH for 5 MHz quartz resonators). The decrease
of the HFF GaPO4 quality factor with increasing
humidity could be fitted by an exponential function
(solid line in the inset of Figure 6).

So-called inverted mesa structures with thicknessshear-mode frequency ~ 12 MHz and quality factor ~
7000 have been produced by laser-thinning of
commercial
6 MHz crystals. GaPO4 and quartz
resonators were coated with thin polyimide layers for
humidity detection. The crystals revealed a linear
decrease of frequency with increasing level of
relative humidity. For the same nominal receptor
layer thickness the humidity sensitivity of the 12
MHz laser-patterned GaPO4 was more than twice
that of the 6 MHz GaPO4 crystal. The laserprocessing of ultrathin GaPO4 crystals with
resonance frequencies above 100 MHz should be
feasible considering the small ablation rates
employed (≤ 0.1 µm/laser pulse).

The frequency shifts due to the polymer coating (∆f)
and the adsorption of water (δf) may be ascribed to
mass loading of the TSM transducers. Mass
attachment reduces the TSM frequency and for thin
rigid coatings a frequency shift proportional to the
attached mass was derived by Sauerbrey [13]. The
total frequency shift of the polyimide - coated
transducers may be approximated by

% RH ⎞
⎛
∆f + δf ≈ −c f hS ρ s ⎜1 + d S
⎟
100 ⎠
⎝

(2)
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and depends on the transducer frequency f and
material parameters, cf = 2 × f 2 / √(c66 × ρ) , and the
thickness and density of the polymer layer. A
linear increase of the polyimide layer mass density ρS
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Abstract
A theoretical description of ideal and viscous fluid media
is exploited to address the problem of modelling damping
effects of any guided elastic waves at the interface
between viscous fluids and solids. It is based on a
boundary element method (BEM) using the Green’s
function of the considered media mixed with finite
element analysis (FEA). This approach is used to compute
an harmonic admittance from which propagation
characteristics can be extracted. The influence of acoustic
radiation and viscosity effects on different kind of waves
excited on various substrates is reported and discussed.
1.

Introduction

Guided Acoustic Waves can be excited at the surface of
any solid material, in stratified media or in plates [1].
These waves may exhibit pure elliptic as well as pure
shear polarisation (case of isotropic media), but the
practical case of wave propagation at the surface of or in
anisotropic materials generally yields any combination of
wave polarisation, except along given crystal or symmetry
axes [2]. Guided acoustic waves are assumed to propagate
without any losses, providing a nice opportunity to
manufacture low loss devices such as surface acoustic
wave filters and resonators. On the other hand, it is also
known that best quality factors and/or smallest insertion
losses of such devices are obtained using package closed
under vacuum to avoid leakage due to acoustic radiation
in air. Also, the use of acoustic wave devices for the
development of sensors immersed in fluid media has been
widely investigated [3]. Theoretical analysis of acoustic
wave excitation and propagation under such working
conditions requires the adaptation of existing simulation
tools to provide a reliable description of the induced
effects by the nature of the surrounding medium on the
acoustic wave device response.
In the proposed paper, a Green’s function-based
description of the acoustic behaviour of fluid media [4] is
inserted in an harmonic admittance (HA) computation
based on finite element analysis (FEA) [5]. The
mathematical developments required in that matter are
briefly recalled. Ideal as well as viscous fluids in the limit
of Newtonian fluid assumption are simulated. Many cases
can be considered, for instance attenuation of Rayleigh
and leaky waves due to radiation in fluids but also water
damping of Lamb waves. The robustness of the wave
propagation is examined when the substrate is in contact
with non conductive viscous media. The theoretical
results then are discussed. The specific situation of pure

shear waves as used in Love wave and in acoustic plate
mode (APM) devices also is regarded. These waves are
generally assumed poorly affected by water and other
weakly viscous fluids. The limit of this hypothesis is
examined theoretically.
2.

Theoretical fundaments

The theoretical representation of acoustic waves in fluids
is usually performed using a pressure formulation.
Nevertheless, in order to easily derive the corresponding
Green’s function, a displacement formulation can be
constructed as well. For any fluid, the independent elastic
constants required for such a formulation reduce to one,
i.e. C11 which is also equal to C12, yielding C66=0
consequently. According to [6], a shear effect in a fluid
between a moving solid and a reference solid results in a
linear stress proportional to the velocity gradient via a
coefficient written η called shear viscosity or absolute
viscosity of the fluid. The pressure is proportional to the
displacement gradient via the compressibility factor. In a
very general approach [6], one should also consider a
compressive viscosity factor written ζ. For Newtonian
fluids, we consider that the stress tensor Tij is given by :

2

Tij = −( P + jω  η − ζ  S kk )δ ij + 2 jωηSij
3


(1)

where P represents the pressure in the fluid which is
proportional to the displacement divergence. The
compressive viscosity generally is not evaluated for fluid
property characterisation (see for instance [7]) and
consequently it has been set to zero in this work. One has
to recall that this may be a weakness of the proposed
model. According to certain authors [8,9], the
compressive viscosity should not be neglected since it
significantly contributes to wave attenuation in fluids.
However, this parameter must be considered as a
correction factor that will not affect the fundaments of the
method, but yields less confidence in the results obtained
for generally polarized waves than for mostly or pure
shear polarized waves. Equation (1) is used to derive the
Green’s function of the fluid according to the FahmyAdler’s formulation, as exposed in ref. [4]. We only recall
here the main result consisting in the following eigenmode relation :
σ 21 
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where the sub-matrices Aij are frequency dependent and
combined the acoustic and viscosity properties of the
considered fluid [4]. As shown in [10], the Green’s
function of the medium relating the stress and
displacement fields can be derived from (1). This Green
function can be used for computing an effective
permittivity at the interface between the wave guide and
the fluid medium, allowing for the calculation of an HA
following Blotekjaer’s approach [4]. In this work, it is
inserted in a boundary element formulation also derived at
the fluid/solid interface, but coupled with a FEA [5]
dedicated to periodic wave-guides. This approach is
particularly efficient to address problems with undefined
bounds (radiation in semi-infinite domains) together with
inhomogeneous radiation interfaces (that cannot be
described via plane boundaries). According to the usual
FEA digitalizing procedure, the problem to solve results
in a linear algebraic system as follows :
t

most exciting configuration for liquid sensing, since one
side is used to excite the wave, the other side being left
for the application of the fluid to be tested. We consider
the AT-cut (YXl)/36° excited using an inter-digital
transducer (IDT) of period 40 µm (arbitrarily fixed),
assuming operating frequencies in the range 10-50 MHz.
The plate thickness then varies from 5 to 20 µm for a
working frequency defined between 5 and 20 MHz. Since
the analysis is linear, one can easily transpose the reported
results to any dimension, keeping in mind that very thin
plates generally are very difficult to handle and process.
We then have chosen the plate thickness remembering
that the limit operating frequency is provided by the ratio
of the wave propagation in the fluid divided by the
wavelength (imposed by the device), i.e. 18,75 MHz
assuming the phase velocity of pressure wave in water
equal to 1500 m.s-1.
Figure 1 shows the deformed mesh of the mode under
water load, clearly illustrating its anti-symmetrical nature.
It exhibits natural directional properties in air, but only
the resonance at the beginning of the stop-band still
persists once the backside loaded with fluids.

0
Cu* (γ )
0   K uu − ω 2 M uu K uφ   X uu (ω, γ )
 
× (3)

  
−
*
0
X φφ (ω, γ ) 
Cφ (γ )  
Kφu
Kφφ  
 0

t
Cu (γ )
0   v  Cu* (γ )
0  F 

 ϕ = 
 
*
Cφ (γ )    0
Cφ (γ ) Q 
 0

where the matrices Kuu, Kuφ and Kφφ respectively hold for
the purely mechanical, piezoelectric and dielectric
stiffness and Muu is the mass matrix. Matrices Xuu and
Xφφ correspond to acoustic and dielectric radiation in the
open medium. Matrices C are inserted to account for the
periodicity of the problem. Also note that the combination
of radiation in the fluid domain as well as in the substrate
is accessible to computation. Consequently, only the
inhomogeneous part of the problem has to be meshed,
yielding a significant increase of precision together with
optimised computation delays. It also possible to simulate
3D devices, even if we only investigate her the case of 2D
structures.

3.

The following curve shows the evolution of the HA
corresponding to the mode contribution for different
values of viscosity.

Computation results

The above-described model now is exploited to compute
the behaviour of infinitely periodic 2D wave-guides. It
allows for the theoretical characterization of guided
waves via an HA. The obtained results then cannot
prejudge of the effective operation of a real device, but
they provide useful indications of practical tendencies and
behaviours of the corresponding structures submitted to
viscous fluid loads.
3.1.

Fig.1 Anti-symmetrical Lamb wave on AT quartz loaded
by water on the backside (the top side supports the IDT)

Lamb waves

We first examine the case of Lamb waves on singlyrotated quartz for the sake of simplicity, recalling that
anti-symmetrical Lamb waves are poorly excited on such
subtrates (bimorph structures are more favourable of
course). The plate structure is well-known as one of the

Fig.2 HA of the Anti-symmetrical Lamb wave on AT
quartz on a 10 µm thick plate for different values of
viscosity (5, 10 et 20 cP.)
Figure 2 indicates that the mode is triply sensitive to
viscosity since its quality coefficient, its amplitude as well
as its resonance frequency decrease along increasing
viscosity values. The strong shift of the resonance
frequency compared to the one found in air mainly is due
to the mass loading effect due to the application of the
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fluid loading condition at the plate bottom. As shown in
fig. 3, the dependence of the amplitude and of the
resonance frequency versus viscosity is not linear, even if
the small number of points does not help in deriving
accurate tendencies.

vacuum but consists in an in-plane wave propagation
exhibiting an evanescent behaviour in water.

Fig.5 Effect of the water load on a cMUT excited with
alternated potential +V/-V
Fig.3 Evolution of the resonance frequency and of the
harmonic conductance amplitude versus fluid viscosity
for the 10µm thick AT quartz plate
3.2.

Figure 6 shows the dramatic effect of viscosity that
strongly damps the wave propagation. This mode then
may be used only with very low viscosity fluids according
to our computation.

Micro-machined Ultrasonic Transducers (MUT)

This structure consists in a very thin Si3N4 or Si
membrane set above a thin electrostatic gap. The
excitation is performed by electrostatic forces. It is
designed to exhibit the weakest acoustic impedance
together with the highest electromechanical coupling to
provide an efficient wide band working regime of the
device for acoustic imaging applications [11].
Our calculations [15] that there is always a mode guided
along the structure which does not radiate energy in the
fluid for an alternated +V/-V excitation. This mode is
very interesting because contrarily to the usual approach
consisting in using a well defined mode in air assumed to
persist even in contact with water because of its
polarization for instance, it exists only when the cMUT is
in contact with water and adequately excited. In this
work, we have checked its robustness versus viscosity.
We then have simulated the behaviour of the devices for
different operating conditions (vacuum, ideal water,
viscous water). We assume the simplified plane capacitor
assumption for the simulation of the membrane excitation,
and we then report the front side velocity versus
frequency. Figure 4 shows the implemented mesh for
modelling the cMUT. It is assumed to radiate on its back
side into silicon, and on the top side in fluids (when
loaded).

Fig.4 mesh of a cMUT
(backside radiates in Si, topside in fluid)
The following figure shows the influence of the water
load on the front side velocity, compared to the device
response in vacuum. One has to note that the resonance of
the loaded water does not correspond to the one in

Fig.6 Influence of the viscosity on the cMUT guided
mode
3.3.

Transverse plate modes

Transverse plate modes have been widely studied because
of the possibility to dissociate the excitation zone (IDTs
deposited on one side) and the area exposed to the loading
medium. Their polarisation a priori is favourable for
immersed applications. Finally, one can achieve
temperature compensated high quality resonance with
those devices (QF in the vicinity of 1013 at 100 MHz) [2].
We consider a 50 µm thick plate assuming a 40 µm
period (a/p=0,5), yielding resonance close to 60 MHz.
Such a configuration also allows for operating near 100
MHz, using higher order modes. However, we focalise
here on the first modes for conciseness. Each exhibits 2
resonance respectively corresponding to the beginning
and end of the stop band, generally representative of
directivity properties [3]. Briot [2] has demonstrated that
the corresponding vibrations are of identical nature but
the energy distribution is located on one or the other plate
surface. One of these modes then should be more robust
to the water loading because less damped by the presence
of the fluid.
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Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of the first mode to
viscosity effects. The mass loading effect of water is
simulated assuming a very small value for the viscosity.
The obtained responses exhibit larger amplitudes than the
Lamb wave devices because the modes are more
efficiently excited in that latter case. One can note that
such modes seem to be more resistant to the viscosity
effect, yielding less attenuation than in the other regarded
cases.

Fig.9 HA of the Love wave guide on (YXlt)/36°/90°
quartz convered with a conformal silica layer
(hsilica=1,5µm, p=12,5µm, a/p=0,5, h/2p=2%)

Fig.7 Viscosity effects on the admittance of the 1st pure
shear mode on a 50µm thick AT (YXlt)/36/90 cut of
quartz

As in the case of transverse plate modes, these two
contribution to the HA are of same nature, but they
correspond to the 2 ways to satisfy the boundary
conditions : a symmetrical mode (the electrode edges
vibrate in phase, max vibration at the electrode centre)
and an anti-symmetrical mode (electrode edge in phase
opposition, no vibration at the electrode centre).

3.4. Love waves
Love waves exhibit a pure shear polarisation and are
guided by a thin layer for which the phase velocity of the
shear propagation is smaller than the one in the substrate
on which it is deposited. Such wave-guide then presents
dispersive properties together with a passivated surface.
The (YXlt)/36°/90° cut of quartz is well known for its
capabilities to support surface transverse waves (STW). It
is also very well suited for Love waves if one deposit a
fused layer atop. Considering a phase velocity close to
5100 m.s-1 in the substrate and 3500 m.s-1 for the shear
wave in amorphous silica, it is seen that the guiding
condition are perfectly fulfilled. We use the mesh of fig.8
to simulate the device using our periodic harmonic
computation. The deposition of silica is assumed to be
achieved using pressure enhanced chemical vapour
deposition (PECVD), which is conformal, explaining the
thickening of the mesh above the electrode location. Two
quasi-fluid area have been added at each edge of the
period to flatten the top interface (to well meet the
computation conditions). The HA of the structure is first
computed in vacuum (fig.9), showing the arising of two
guided modes just above the threshold velocity
corresponding to acoustic radiation in the bulk.

Fig.8 Mesh of the Love wave structure assuming a
conformal deposition of the fused silica atop aluminium
electrodes

(a)

(b)
Fig.10 Deformed mesh corresponding to the begining and
the end of the stop band of the Love wave resonator
(a) Symmetrical mode (b) anti-symmetrical mode
Shear waves do not transfer energy in ideal (i.e. non
viscous) fluids. In a 2D representation, no moving part
can transmit motion in the fluid since no shear effects are
described in the usual pressure formulation of wave
propagation in fluids. We now introduce the radiation
condition in a viscous fluid. Figure 11 shows the
influence of the viscosity on the HA contribution of both
modes of the structure for viscosity values respectively
equal to 1 et 10 cP.

Fig.11 Love wave guide HA for different values of
viscosity
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One can clearly see that the first resonance is more
affected by the viscous fluid than the one at the end of the
stop-band. One can imagine that in that case, shear effects
in the fluid at the electrode edges may cancel each other
because of their phase opposition. We then have
investigate the case of a non conformal silica deposition,
yielding a flat silica surface (obtained by polishing the
conformal deposition for instance). The HA of such a
structure shows that both resonance are now closer one to
the other (the stop-band is dramatically reduced).
Furthermore, we do not preserve the previous behaviour
of the end of the stop-band since both exhibit almost the
same sensitivity to viscosity. Above 10 cp, it is not
possible to distinguish one mode from the other. This
result tends to indicate that the shape of the grating can
significantly help in the design of robust structure
dedicated to immersed applications, able to provide
sufficient signals for any analysis processing.

Fig.12 HA of a non conformal (flatten) wave guide
grating for different viscosity values

4.

Conclusion

We have developed a model allowing for the simulation
of acoustic wave guides loaded with fluids exhibiting
viscosity properties (in the limit of Newtonian fluid
assumption). We have derived a Green’s function from
these developments, enabling us to compute a boundary
element contribution mixed with finite element to predict
the influence of the fluid on the harmonic admittance of
various wave-guide. Even if bulk viscosity was neglected
here, we have shown that flexural waves (Lamb waves,
cMUT guided wave) are dramatically affected by the
viscosity. Also pure shear polarised wave such as
transverse plate modes or Love wave exhibit a relative
robustness to viscous effects. These results tend to
moderate the confidence in acoustic devices operating
under fluid loads. However, they also show that a deep
analysis of mode distribution in different wave-guides,
particularly taking into account the wave-guide structure
(electrode gratings, grooves, passivation layers, etc.), can
significantly help to improve the operation of such
devices loaded by fluids.
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Biosensors are more and more used in different applications in food, environmental and clinical analysis. Some recent
applications have been reported to genetically modified organism detection in food by the use of a developed quartz crystal
microbalance sensors. Most of application are related to the used of quartz crystals. Very recently has been introduced gallium
orthophosphate (GaPO4) as interesting new piezoelectric material for application to microbalance -based biosensing.
In this work we present a finite element model of a GaPO4 crystal “nanobalance”. In our system the crystal is mounted in a
metacrylate cell and one side of its surface is in contact with a liquid. In the model the influence of density, viscosity and
temperature of the fluid are reported. The equivalent circuit of the sensor is also obtained and compared to an experimental
equivalent circuit.
I. Introduction
There has been an increasing interest in field of
biosensors with application in different disciplines: food,
environmental and clinical analysis [1]. Some recent
applications have been reported to Genetically Modified
Organism (GMO) detection by the use of Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (QCM) sensors [2-5].
GaPO4 is new quartz-homeotypic piezoelectric crystal
[6][7]. It has been introduced for application to
microbalance - based biosensing. This new crystal has a
better coupling factor than quartz. Thus, we can hope to use
it as nanobalance and then to improve sensitivity of
biosensors.
This paper reports a Finite Element Model (FEM) of
biosensor based on microbalance. Firstly, it's recalled the
principle of QCM used as a biosensor. Then FEM is built
according to the biosensor used during measurement. A
comparison between FEM and measurement is done for
quartz crystal. Then, GaPO4 application as nanobalance is
demonstrated and an electric equivalent circuit is presented.
II. Principle of QCM
QCM principles were first described by Sauerbrey who
determined the frequency to mass relationship [8]. This
relationship is outlined by the following equation:

 f =−2.310−6 F 2

m
A

between these electrodes leads to a shear deformation of the
crystal.
A resonant oscillation is achieved by including the
crystal in an oscillator, where the electrical and the
mechanical oscillation are near of the fundamental
frequency of the crystal. The fundamental frequency
depends upon thickness, chemical structure, shape, and mass
of the resonator.
QCM biosensing devices are based on affinity sensing.
A specific probe for the target sequence is immobilized on
the sensor surface and targets are free in solution. The
hybridization reaction between the immobilized probe and
the target sequence present in the solution is observed due to
a mass variation[12]. It is analyed through a variation of
frequency according to Sauerbrey equation (1).
III. Modelization of nanobalance biosensors
Figure 1 represents the principle of affinity biosensor
based on QCM devices. Probe is immobilized onto gold
electrode surface of QCM. Targets inside the buffer solution
are hydridized with probe. Thus it occurs an adding of mass
on QCM and a shift of frequency is observed.
Buffer + Targets

(1)

Where Df is the variation in the fundamental frequency
of the coated crystal, F is the resonant frequeny of the
crystal, A is the area of the coated electrode and Dm is the
variation in mass due to material binding to the crystal.
The QCM consists of two electrodes on both sides of a
thin disk of AT-cut quartz or GaPO4 resonator. AT-cut
refers to the orientation of the plate to the crystal structure
[9-11]. Due to the piezoelectric properties and crystal
orientation of the quartz, the application of a voltage

Probe

Piezoelectric crystal
Gold electrodes
Figure 1: Principle of QCM biosensor.
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The FEM consists to modelize each part of the QCM
biosensor. The QCM is modelized using piezoelectrical,
mechanical and electrical properties [13-16]. Solid or fluid
layer can be used to express probe properties. Buffer and
targets are modelized with a fluid layer with viscosity,
density and concentration of targets inside the buffer.
The modelization is shown in figure 2. Each part of
biosensor is represented by different layers with different
properties corresponding to element properties.
Buffer + targets: fluid layer
Figure 4: FEM of microbalance in 3 Dimensional.
Probe: solid of fluid layer

Piezoelectric crystal: quartz,GaPO4

Using these models and modal analysis, we compare
quartz and GaPO4 crystal microbalance. Table 1 shows the
evolution of frequency versus mass for both crystals in
modal analysis.
Mass

Frequency
(MHz) for
quartz

Df
(Hz)
for
quartz

0 in air

9.881732

0

10.134522

0

39.78 ng

9.881724

8

10.134515

7

397.8 ng

9.881656

76

10.134449

73

3.978 µg

9.880908

824

10.133740

782

39.78 µg

9.875964

5768

10.128347

6175

Gold electrodes
Figure 2: Finite element model of QCM biosensor.
The FEM is built using ANSYS finite element software.
The piezoelectric crystal is modelized with Solid5 element.
This element takes into account mechanical, piezoelectrical
and electrical properties. Electrodes are also modelized
with Solid5 but piezoelectric properties are not used.
Probes, buffer and targets are modelized using a fluid layer
which let taking into account viscosity, density and
hybridisation.
IV.Analysis of the biosensor's model
Both modelization, 2D and 3D are made. The first part
focus on modal analysis which consists of studying the
resonant frequency of the structure. Here the structure is the
microbalance with buffer, targets and probes on one side
and air on the other one. The microbalance is a resonator at
10 MHz with 10 mm of diameter and 122 µm of thickness
for GaPO4 and 180 µm of thickness for quartz.
Figure 3 represents 2D modelization and figure 4 shows
3D model made with Ansys.

Df (Hz)
for
GaPO4

397.8 µg
9.811906 69826
10.058467 76055
Table 1: Comparison between quartz and GaPO4
microbalance for shifting frequency versus mass.
We notice no difference on frequency shift due to mass
loading between quartz and GaPO4. However on this assay
we analyse only resonant frequency shift of the structure.
Then a study of dynamic analysis is required to conclude.
The dynamic analysis consists of applying a potential on
electrodes and to observe the evolution of the structure. The
shift of frequency versus mass is analysed and the
equivalent circuit of the resonator is obtained.
Like measurement of experiment, we apply a potential
on electrodes and we analyse variation of charges on them.
Firstly, we focus on differences between quantity of charges
for quartz and GaPO4. At the resonance in air, there is a
factor 100 between quartz and GaPO4. This difference
changes with mass loading but the charges in GaPO4 are
still higher than quartz. Table 2 reports charges' variations
for both crystals.

Quartz
GaPO4
Figure 3: FEM of microbalance in 2 Dimensional.

Frequency
(MHz) for
GaPO4

in air

M = 0.339 µg

Fres = 9.882 MHz

Fres = 9.881 MHz

q = 2.25e-7 C

q = 1.95e-7 C

Fres = 10.134 MHz

Fres = 10.1337 MHz

q = 1.35e-5 C
q = 4.5e-5 C
Table 2: Variation of charges versus mass for quartz and
GaPO4.
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Secondly, dynamic simulationis achieved. Frequency
shift due to mass loading is also analysed. Figure 5a and 5b
represent variations of frequency versus mass for quartz
and GaPO4, respectively.

Table 3 shows a good agreement between electric
parameters obtained with model and measurement made by
AVL [17].
V. Comparison between measurement and model results

1,800E-06

a

1,600E-06
1,400E-06

in air
40ng
0,4ug
4µg
40µg

1,200E-06
1,000E-06
8,000E-07
6,000E-07
4,000E-07
2,000E-07

9,
89
24
9,
89
64

9,
88
44
9,
88
84

9,
87
64
9,
88
04

9,
86
84
9,
87
24

9,
86
04
9,
86
44

0,000E+00

Some measurements are also made with probe
immobilization on quartz crystal microbalance. Figure 6
shows experiment results obtained. At the begining we
realize measurement in air (1), then we add water (2), buffer
(3), probe solution (4), buffer (5), water (6), buffer(7), water
(8) [3]. Buffers are used to compare results obtained with
and without immobilized probe. Water is used to flash the
surface.
Thiolated 35S probe immobilisation
94970000

94960000

4,500E-05

94950000

3,500E-05
3,000E-05
2,500E-05

in air
40ng
0,4ug
4ug

2,000E-05
1,500E-05

Resonant frequency (Hz)

b

4,000E-05

1

94940000

94930000

94920000
2
94910000

1,000E-05
5,000E-06

7

8

5

Instead of GaPO4, we notice that shift frequency for
quartz is almost null for small mass loading less than 1
microgramm. So we can see here the using of GaPO4 as a
nanobalance. Moreover with this model and dynamic
simulation we obtain electric parameters of equivalent
circuit of resonator (Table 3).

In air (M = 0)
M = 39.78 ng
M = 0.3978 µg
M = 3.978 µg
K(%) / Kth(%)

4,00E+03

8,00E+03

1,00E+04

1,20E+04

1,40E+04

1,60E+04

1,80E+04

2,00E+04

Time (sec)

GaPO4

C = 24.9468 fF

C = 119.4186 fF

L = 10.3982 mH

L = 2.0651 mH

C = 24.9469 fF

C = 119.4165 fF

L = 10.3981 mH

L = 2.0652 mH

C = 24.9481 fF

C = 119.3948 fF

L = 10.3978 mH

L = 2.0702 mH

C = 24.9598 fF

C = 113.5862 fF

L = 10.3945 mH

L = 2.1739 mH

11% / 9.4%

17% / 14.7%

Figure 6: Measurement of Thiolated 35S probe
immobilization.
Table 4 summurizes frequency variations of the
experiment presented in figure 6. We can see a good
correlation on frequency shift order between experiment and
finite element model.
Df(Hz) measured

L = 2 mH

K = 13 %
Table 3: Electric parameters of equivalent circuit of
resonator for quartz and GaPO4.

Df(Hz)
simulation

Dm 3 - 4

951

843

Dm 4 - 5

-279

-85

Dm 3 - 5
672
758
Table 4: Frequency variation versus mass loading for
QCM: measured and simulated.
According to this model, we explain temperature effects
on measurement. The resonator is compensated in
temperature due to the AT-cut orientation. But the fluid and
buffer are not compensated in temperature. Thus, variations
of temperature influe on measurement due to variation of
buffer and water densities.
Temperature (°C)

Density
(kg/m3)

10

999.7

20

998.2

C = 120 fF
AVL data (in
air)

6,00E+03

+
E
6
3

1
,0
1

Figure 5a and 5b: Shift of frequency versus mass in
dynamic simulation for quartz (a) and for GaPO4 (b).

quartz

2,00E+03

07

7
0

7

+
E
5
3

3
1
,0
1

1
,0
1

5

E

+

0

07
+
E

+
3
1,
0
1

3

5

5

E

+
E
1,
0
1

3

4

E
3

4

1,
0
1

1,
0
1

07

7
0

07
+

0

7
1,
0
1

3

4

3

E

E

+

+

0

07

+
E

3
1
,0
1

3

7

0,00E+00

3

4

94900000

0,000E+00

1
,0
1

6
3

DFrequency
(Hz)
25

30
995.2
75
Table 5: Influences of temperature on density of water.
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Table 5 represents influences of temperature on density
of water. It's not possible to neglect these temperature
variations because frequency shifts are almost the same
amplitude as mass loading. In these cases, frequency
shifts are: Df10-20 = 25Hz and Df20-30 = 75Hz.

1984.
[7] P. W. Krempl, "Quartz homeotypic gallium
orthophosphate: A new high-tech piezoelectric crystal",
Ferroelectrics, vol. 202, pp. 65-69, 1997.
[8] G. Z. Sauerbrey, Physik, pp. 155-206, 1959.

VI.Conclusion
The Finite Element Model of Quartz Crystal
Microbalance is validated by some measurements. A
comparison using FEM between quartz and GaPO4 is also
reported.
In this assay, it's shown that GaPO4 has a better
sensitivity of mass loading. Nanobalance application with
GaPO4 is then demonstrated . However due to this higher
sensitivity it's important to take into account some
parameters which have less influences on QCM like
temperature. Electric device necessary to measure a shift
frequency for a nanobalance in GaPO4 is almost the same
than QCM. Due to the GaPO4 thermal stability, it's also
possible to replace microbalance applications at high
temperature by nanobalance using GaPO4 [18-19] .
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Quartz tuning fork vibration amplitude as a limitation of
spatial resolution of shear force microscopes
J.-M Friedt, É. Carry, Z. Sadani, B. Serio, M. Wilm, S. Ballandras
FEMTO-ST, 32 avenue de l’Observatoire, 25040 Besançon Cedex, FRANCE

Abstract
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We compare experimental and finite element modeling
of the vibration amplitude of tip-loaded quartz tuning
forks. We demonstrate under which experimental conditions the vibration amplitude might become a limiting factor of the lateral resolution of a shear force
microscope. Namely, with large excitation amplitudes
(> 1 Vpp ) and under the condition of working at maximum amplitude (as opposed to minimum phase) the
displacement amplitude of the tip can be greater than
100 nm, beyond the usual spatial resolution aimed at
by scanning probe microscopes (SPM).
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Since Karrai et al. [1, 2] showed that quartz tuning forks can be used as sensitive force sensors [3, 4]
for scanning probe microscopies [5], many experiments
have been developed which monitor various properties
of the resonator as a function of the interaction between
a tip glued to one prong of the fork and a surface. The
spatial resolution of those microscopes are usually attributed to the size of the tip. We wish here to check
under which conditions the vibration amplitude of the
prongs of the tuning fork might become a limitation of
the spatial resolution of scanning probe microscopes.

0.0001

6

4
0

50

100
150
frequency (kHz)

Figure 1: Top: impedance magnitude plot of the bare
quartz tuning fork in the 10 to 230 kHz range. The
quality factor was taken to be 1000, the driving voltage
0.5 V. The fundamental flexion mode around 33 kHz,
the first torsional mode at 181 kHz and the flexion
harmonic around 191 kHz are clearly visible. Insets:
displacement of the tuning fork. Bottom: same plots
for a silica fiber-loaded tuning fork. The asymmetry
of the fundamental mode is due to the poor frequency
resolution due to limited computation time. Notice the
additional mode around 140 kHz which is a resonance
of the protruding tip and strongly dependant of the
bonding conditions between the fiber and the tuning
fork. The 181 kHz torsional mode visible on the bare
tuning fork plot has probably been strongly attenuated
by the asymmetry due to the glued fiber.

While a bare, symmetrical quartz tuning fork is accurately modelled as coupled oscillators, finite element
analysis [6, 7] is necessary when an additional disturbance such as a tip is asymmetrically attached to one of
the prongs. We have first validated our simple quartz
tuning fork model with experimental data based on
dimensions measured under scanning electronic microscope and tabulated material constants [8, 9]. We have
then extended this model by adding tips along one
prong with various mechanical properties as used in
The model is validated by computing the resonance
experiments: either the tip is made of glass (optical
fiber) assumed to have mechanical properties similar frequencies of the system. An extended version of Modulef (INRIA, France) developed at our institute [10] has
to that of quartz, of the tip is made of platinum.
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Impedance phase
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Lock−in
amplifier
Ref

Lens X20

been used for computing the electrical impedance and
mechanical motion of the piezoelectric device under
consideration for a range on frequencies (Fig. 1). We
observe (Fig. 1) as expected the resonances around 32
and 191 kHz [11]. These resonances are associated with
maximum displacement amplitudes at the end of the
prongs of 110 and 20 nm respectively (Q = 1000, 0.5 V
driving voltage). An analysis over such a wide range of
frequency is incompatible in terms of computation time
with the high frequency resolution required by the high
quality factor experimentally observed (Q '1000) and
included in the model as the division factor between
real and imaginary parts of the material constants.
Hence zooms were performed around the fundamental
resonance frequency in order to provide an accurate result independent of the frequency step of the analysis;
as seen in inset of Fig. 1.
The linear dependence of the displacement amplitude with the quality factor of the resonator and the
driving amplitude have been verified by modelling the
tuning fork with quality factors of 1000 and 10000
(leading to a 10 fold increase of the vibration amplitude) and a driving voltage of 0.1 and 0.5 V.
We observe that a quartz tuning fork with one
prong loaded with an optical fiber along its length will
display a vibration amplitude of the tip of 55 nm when
excited at 0.5 V, assuming a quality factor Q = 1000
as experimentally observed. This maximum displacement amplitude is reduced to 17 nm if the optical fiber
is replaced by a platinum wire of similar dimensions.

Speckle pattern: vibrating
tuning fork

Speckle pattern: static
tuning fork

Signal
synthesizer

Multimode fiber

Sig

current−voltage
converter
GND

+

OP 27
−

Focusing lens

Tuning fork

Mirau lens
x40 or x20
Fiber
Beam splitter

Figure 2: Experimental setup for measuring the displacement of one prong of the quartz tuning fork. Inset:
speckle pattern as seen by the photodetector (APD)
with a static and a vibrating tuning fork. The blur is
due to the integration time of the CCD camera as the
tuning fork was vibrating around 32 kHz.

Experimental results
Interferometric method

We have developed a speckle interferometer [12, 13, 14]
(Fig. 2) for validating the amplitude informations exWe have varied two parameters: the excitation amtracted from finite element modeling. The main issue plitude (the greater the electrical excitation amplitude,
with the experimental measurement of the vibration the better the signal to noise ration but the larger the
amplitude of the quartz tuning fork are :
displacement of the tip: Fig. 3) and the excitation frequency in order to be able to link the electrical proper• the surface roughness of the electrodes which has ties of the tuning fork to mechanical displacements and
been measured to be in the 3 to 10 µm range hence predict the tip displacement without the need
peak to peak. This very large roughness asso- for the in-situ interferometric monitoring during acciated with the long coherence length of the Ar tual SPM experiments (Fig. 4). In the latter case, one
laser used implied the use of speckle interferom- concludes that whatever the SPM tip-sample feedback
mode (working at constant output current magnitude
etry
or phase) within the resonance range, the vibration amplitude of the prongs is important over the whole width
• the large observed amplitudes (under extreme of the resonance: although our conclusions focus on the
working conditions) – above λ/2 where λ ' 488 maximum vibration amplitude, it can be extended to
or 514 nm – require an unusual processing step any feedback method of the tip-sample distance (indue to folding of the sine-shaped signal over the cluding feedback of the tip-sample distance for keeping
the electrical phase constant).
non-linear interference pattern.
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Figure 3: Experimental results of the vibration amplitude as a function of excitation voltage at maximum
magnitude frequency
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• from a comparison of the ratio of the powers at
the fundamental frequency and overtones (n×f0 ,
n=[2, 3]) as seen from experimental and simulated data, we extract the quantitative vibration
peak-to-peak amplitude in terms of probing laser
wavelength: the range of A that best fits our experimental data provides an estimate of the vibration amplitude of the prong under investigation.
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• in parallel to processing the experimental data,
we simulate the folding of the sine-shaped optical
path difference δ ∝ ωt (with ω the pulsation of
the acoustic signal and t the time) over the interference pattern: we obtain an intensity as seen by
the photodetector shaped as sin( 2π
λ A sin(ωt)+ϕ),
with A the vibration amplitude of the tuning fork
and ϕ a constant offset of the average position
of the tuning fork with respect to the linear region of the interference pattern. Here again for
each value of A we compute the Fourier transform
and extract the Fourier components of the first
overtones. We observe that the fundamental and
third components are characteristic of the amplitude A while the second component is mostly determined by ϕ. The only free parameters of this
model are the range of A and the phase offset ϕ.
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• the quantitative peak-to-peak amplitude is obtained from the conversion of the incoming laser
wavelength to nanometers (Ar lasers generate
two strong signals at either 488 or 514 nm – both
have been used in various experiments)

3.4

Figs. 5 and 6 display the result of data processing
of
the
experimental data for a bare tuning fork and an
frequency (Hz)
x 10
optical fiber loaded prong respectively, and a compariFigure 4: Experimental results of the vibration ampli- son with the modeled power spectrum of a sine wave of
tude as a function of excitation frequency over a range varying amplitude folded over the interference pattern.
These experimental data display a motion of the canof 50 Hz.
tilever inferior to the one expected from finite element
modelling: the latter leads us to predict a peak to peak
4 Data processing:
linking amplitude for a bare resonator of 174 nm displacement
at 0.4 V for a Q=1000 resonator while we experimenmodel and experimental data tally observe a displacement of about 46 nm. Such a
result would be consistent with an exceptionally low
Data processing of the raw experimental data is per- Q=265 resonator in air which could be attributed to
formed in the following way :
the aging of the electrodes exposed for several weeks to
• for each excitation amplitude a periodically sam- air. The optical fiber loaded tuning fork experimentally
pled data set has been acquired (sampling rate: displays a vibration amplitude of 11 nm for an excitation voltage of 0.5 V while finite element analysis of a
5 Msamples/s, 16 bits/sample)
Q = 1000 resonator lead us to expect an amplitude of
110 nm for the same driving voltage amplitude. The
• each data set is Fourier transformed
experimental result would be consistent with a Q ' 100
• the power of the fundamental frequency compo- while we experimentally observe Q = 6700 for this parnents (f0 ' 32750 Hz) and of the overtones (due ticular setup.
3.2
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Figure 6: Comparison of the experimental data obtained using an interferometric method on a metallized
fiber (the surface of the fiber is smooth enough to obtain here interference fringes rather than speckles) and
a model as described in the text. The abscissa spans
from 100 mV to 7600 mV amplitude (experiment)
which is also equal to λ/126=4 nm to λ/5=97 nm (here
λ = 488 nm).

−0.4
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time

Figure 5: Top: fit of the experimental data to a model
of sine wave folding over the interference pattern for
extracting quantitative displacement data. The abscissa is graduated in voltage from 400 to 9000 mV
(experimental data), which is also equal to (simulated
data) a vibration amplitude of λ/21 = 23 nm to
λ/1.7 = 290 nm (λ = 488 nm in this experiment). Bottom: result of the model of the folding of the incoming
sine wave optical signal over the interference pattern
as shown in Fig. 2. Compare with the experimental
curves displayed Fig. 3

4.1

Stroboscopic method

An alternative to interferometry is to use stroboscopic
digital image sampling for measuring the displacement
of a surface parallel to the place of the camera sensor [15]. In order to detect minute displacement as
required by our application, sub-pixel resolution is obtained by applying an intercorrelation between images
of different phase with respect to the oscillation of the
tuning fork after interpolation of the images [16].
In this experiment the quartz tuning fork is
probed by a square wave signal. Four images phasesynchronized with the oscillation of the tuning fork are
taken for each period (Fig. 7).
The result of such a measurement, although sensitive to the roughness of the surface and the induced
blurred area of the image due to limited field depth
of the microcoscope lens, are as follow : for a peak to
peak applied voltage of 0.5 Vpp (1.8 Vpp , 5 Vpp respectively), the displacement amplitude is observed to be
350 nm (850 nm, 3000 nm) as shown Fig. 8. These
measurements were performed on a different tuning
fork than the one used in the previous experiments,
as would be compatible with a resonator with quality
factor Q = 4500.
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with an optical fiber. Experimental results on the bare
tuning fork are in agreement with finite element modeling, so that we can confidently extend our finite el1
ement analysis of silicate and Pt fiber loaded tuning
0.75
fork to the same conclusion.
0.5
Experimental confirmation of the data computed
using
finite element analysis software is still needed.
0.25
A promising extension of this work is the quantitative
0
analysis of the tip-sample interaction by means of elecraw image (0.8 µm/pixel)
trical impedance recording as well as optical interfer−0.25
0
π /2
π
2π
ometric monitoring of the vibration amplitude. Such
interactions can then be compared to classical models
Figure 7: Example of a fit of the sine wave motion of of external forces acting on the tip included in the finite
the end of a cantilever powered by a 1.8 Vpp square element analysis software package.
wave. The four squares are the experimental data and
the sine wave the fit from which a vibration amplitude
of 750 nm is deduced at this pixel position. Inset: one Acknowledgments
of the four raw images acquired of the surface of the end
of a prong: note the obvious roughness of the surface We acknowledge the work of J.-J. Hunsinger (FEMTOwhich seems to degrade the resolution of the method. ST, Montbéliard, France) for the development of the
electronics of the stroboscopic measurement method.
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ABSTRACT
We present the development of new miniature resonant
sensors which consist of quartz strip-resonators in NLCcut [1]. We show how a combination of semi-analytical
modeling and FEA was achieved to optimize the
miniaturization of sensors while maintaining a
performance level quite similar to the one obtained with
mass-loaded trapped-energy resonators operating on
fundamental mode at 29.3 MHz. A significant effort
was devoted to control activity-dips arising from widthresonances of the structures. Dimensions of strips are
0.082 x 2 x 6 mm, their Q-factor routinely surpasses
50 000. Temperature sensitivity is near 1100 Hz/K
making easy the use of a seamless frequency output on
large temperature ranges between 4.5 and 400 K.
INTRODUCTION
Here–presented cooperative work was achieved in the
framework of QxSens EU contract from program
GROWTH, number GRD1-2001-4816. The main goal
of this project is to develop an industry-oriented multichannel system for monitoring and control which is
entirely based on a variety of resonant piezoelectric
sensors. Among them, the strip-resonator design was
finally retained for temperature sensing applications, for
two reasons :
it fits in much smaller enclosures than classical
disk resonators operating in trapped-energy
thickness shear [1-2],
it operates at a much higher frequency than flexural
bars, which offer a less stable resonant frequency
with respect to most of the perturbing effects.
Then, the smaller volume is expected to significantly
improve the response time in comparison with classical
trapped energy resonators. Nevertheless, using strip
resonators as sensors in large temperature ranges has a
counterpart : it requires to control the stability of
spectrum with respect to temperature, since
interchanges of modes inside the spectrum (activity-

dips) perturb the sensor function. In this view, we
performed extensive simulations by Finite Element
Analysis to analyze the effect of slow temperature
changes on the resonant modes spectrum and determine
optimal dimensions of the sensors for a given
temperature range. Elaborating a semi-analytical model
greatly facilitated the optimization of the FEA model to
guarantee the convergence of simulations of the main
mode and essential spurious modes. This dual approach
is required by the large computer resources required by
FEA. The modeling effort was accompanied by X-rays
topography analysis performed at various temperatures
in order to track possible activity-dips when indicated
by
frequency-temperature
measurement.
The
finalization of design was made throughout a
cooperation between LCEP and AELab, whereas pilot
series of TSQR (Thermo Sensitive Quartz Sensors)
were actually realized and characterized by AELab,
which handled a few samples to LCEP for X-rays
topography and electrical measurements between liquid
nitrogen and ambient or slightly above ambient
temperatures.

DESIGN AND MODELLING ISSUES
The NLC-cut [1] is a singly-rotated cut defined as
shown on Fig. 1. The actual value of θ angle is -31°30'.
It allows a minimal defect of linearity between
cryogenic and ambient temperature.
Classical resonators are shaped as disks with circular
electrodes designed to trap energy by mass-loading.
When operating on fundamental mode at 29.3 MHz,
they present a temperature sensitivity close to 1100
Hz/K. Optimal features of series of such TSQRs
previously presented in [2-3] are the following :
disk diameter ∅q = 5 mm
disk thickness tq ≈ 82 µm
electrode diameter ∅e= 2 mm
electrode thickness 80 nm < te < 240 nm
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Fig. 2 An ideal strip resonator

Fig. 1 Definition of NLC-cut.
Electrodes were made from silver which provides easier
thickness control than the denser gold in the case of thin
plates used for high frequency TSQRs. Typical
electrical parameters obtained with such features are the
following :
C1 = 8.3 fF

Q = 75 000

R1 = 9 Ω

The initial step consists in the analysis of guided waves
propagating along x1, i.e. the direction of the strip width,
and having a piezoelectrically-excitable component u1
of mechanical displacement which is simultaneously
antisymmetric along the thickness (x2 axis) of NLC-cut
and symmetric w.r.t. the middle of the strip. In singlyrotated Y+θ cuts, the most general form of solution of
elasticity having this symmetry and obeying free
boundary conditions on major surfaces of the plate at
x2 = h is the following :

which we shall consider as typical reference
characteristics to rate the performances of strip
resonator design.

u1 = cos (ξ x1 ) ∑ Cn β1n sin (ηn x2 )

From the theoretical point of view, an ideal strip
resonator in NLC-cut is just a rectangular plate with
deposited electrodes covering the whole width of the
strip and only the central region in the direction of
length, as shown on Fig. 2. Due to that, mass loading
effect induces energy trapping along the length but not
along along the width. If the lengths of the plate L and
of the electroded region Le tend to be large enough
w.r.t. its width w, a useful approximate analysis consists
in solving the simpler two-dimensional problem of
standing waves in the rectangular cross-section (x1ox2) ,
arising from the condition ∂⁄∂x3
0. Taking into
account energy trapping along x3 turns the problem into
a three-dimensional one, treated only by FEA in the
present work. Nevertheless, the two-dimensional
approach suffices to show the specific features of strip
resonator design and in particular the importance of the
choice of the aspect ratio w/t of the cross-section of
strip as well as the tolerances imposed upon it for
reproducibility of results in a series of strip-resonators.

u 2 = sin (ξ x1 ) ∑ Cn β 2n cos (ηn x2 )

The principle of a two-dimensional semi-analytical
modeling of the transverse behavior of narrow plates
was presented with some details in Sec. 2 of Ref [2]
aimed to the study of intermediate designs between the
classical trapped-energy circular design and the actual
strip resonator. Although it is a very classical analysis,
we take the liberty to recall it below to enlighten some
key points of our designing approach.

3

n =1
3

(1)

n =1
3

u3 = sin (ξ x1 ) ∑ Cn β 3n cos (ηn x2 )
n =1

This leads to the dispersion curves shown on Fig. 3
where the ordinate and abscissa are the frequency and
lateral wavenumber respectively normalized by the
values of the vertical wavenumber η and frequency of
thickness-shear B mode fundamental when ξ=0 i.e. for
pure thickness propagation. Accordingly, the
dimensionless frequency Ω and wavenumber γ are
defined by
(2)

where ωBF denotes the fundamental resonant frequency
of pure shear B-mode and
ηBF is the vertical
wavenumber of that mode, which is equal to π/2h if
t = 2h denotes the thickness of plate (piezoelectricity is
neglected here). The left half of Fig. 3 is for purely
imaginary γ, while the right region is for purely real γ.
Near the Ω axis, we have also represented the second
order asymptotic expansion of dispersion curves
corresponding to the calculation of Tiersten's dispersion
constant Mn for B1, A2, C2 quasi-thickness modes.
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Fig. 4 A simple way to roughly estimate the transverse
behavior of main modes in strip resonators.
Fig. 3 Dispersion curves in NLC-cut for modes
described by Eq (1)
One can observe that, in NLC-cut, the actual curves
remains closer to the parabolic asymptote for C2 than
for B1 and A2.
The first stage of the two-dimensional model is rigorous
and well established, so that the combinations (1)
actually describe branches of the dispersion curves as
self consistent solutions of elasticity equations and
boundary conditions on the major surfaces of plate
located at x2=±h. But, in the absence of energy trapping
along x1, a single branch of dispersion curve cannot be a
self-sufficient solution of the vibration problem for a
strip plate with rectangular cross section (x1ox2). This
comes from the fact that the form of the solution (1)
does not allow to identically satisfy the three boundary
conditions T1=T5=T6=0 for any value of x2 on the free
edges located at x1=±w/2. Then the behavior of the
vibration is actually more complicate than suggested by
(1). Looking for more elaborate initial functions to
describe the problem is widely considered as an
inefficient approach due to its very strong mathematical
difficulty, if not to say its intractability. Instead,
considering that the aspect ratio w/t of strip is rather
large in actual resonant devices, a pragmatic approach
consists in building approximate solutions by
combining branches of dispersion curves in order to
obey the edge boundary conditions at x1 = ±w/2 as
precisely as possible.
Any such combination will predict a modulation of the
amplitude distribution along the width of plate even if
the thickness shear branch B1 of Fig. 3 is dominant.
This essential feature is exemplified on Fig. 4. If the
main B1 branch of such an approximate solution
roughly exhibits one half wavelength along w (Fig.4left), then the other branches having a real transverse
wavenumber will have a much higher value of γ, as
shown on Fig. 4-right, which is an enlarged partial view
of the dispersion curves of Fig. 3.

This simple reasoning suffices to obtain the order of
magnitude of the wavelength of the spatial modulation
of the amplitude distribution which can be expected in a
strip resonator with a given aspect ratio. Nevertheless,
the amplitude of this modulation depends on the precise
balance between the various branches involved in the
global combination. There are several ways to actually
build the approximation. In Ref. [5], Tiersten clearly
showed that a very efficient method for this class of
problems consists in using an appropriate form of
Hamilton's principle. Here, we can use the same
variational formulation which is actually at the kernel of
the finite element method :
(3)
and is the so-called weak form of Hamilton's principle :
(4)
In these equations δui has the meaning of an arbitrary
variation imposed to the function ui(x1,x2,x3,t) while T, U
and W respectively denote the kinetic energy, elastic
potential energy and the work received by the structure
from external actions. Using Green's theorem, it is very
easy to demonstrate that Eq. (3) is equivalent to the socalled strong form of Hamilton's principle
(5)
where fi is an applied external surface traction and ni
denoes the outer normal unit. Now if one takes as trial
function a combination of solutions of the form (1), i.e.
branches of dispersion curves, a choice which actually
fixes their parameters in terms of ω, the variational
equation reduces to
(6)
because the trial functions make equal to zero the
volume integral as well as the surface integral on top
and bottom surfaces of the plates. Since the form of the
trial functions is fixed, the variation operator δ only
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affects the weights of each branch in the combination.
Thus, since Eq. (6) must hold for any arbitrary
variation δui, one readily obtains an homogeneous linear
system the dimension of which is the number of
branches of the dispersion curves retained in the
combination. To admit non trivial solutions, this system
must have a null determinant. This condition determines
Ω and all other parameters in terms of the aspect ratio
w/t of the plate. Additional details were given in Sec. 3
of [2]. We only retained the three branches with γ real,
which appeared on the our reasoning about Fig.4. This
procedure can indeed be reiterated with various value o
aspect f the aspect ratio, thereby defining a new kind of
dispersion curves, now Ω=f(w/t) pertaining to strip
plates of rectangular cross-section with free boundaries.
Here-presented model is not state-of-the-art but it is
intended only for general understanding and as a first
step to speed up the correct settings of 3-D finite
element simulations. Various ways to determine the
dispersion curves can be found in earlier works by
Mindlin et al. [6-8]. In particular, we cross-checked the
results obtained from here-presented semi-analytical
model with the ones provided by a computer program
strictly implementing the calculation of dispersion
curves after [8]. A local optimum is found when the
slope of the dispersion curve Ω=f(w/t) is minimal
because this situation corresponds to a maximal
contribution of thickness shear branch, B1 in herestudied case (cf. Fig. 12 of Ref. [2]). It should be
remarked that the amplitude of modulation in the
vicinity of successive local optima significantly
decreases when the aspect ratios increases, leading to
larger value of the motional capacitance C1. As a whole,
this fact pleads for designing plates with larger aspect
ratios. From another hand, the precision of simple
models may significantly decrease for plates with larger
aspect ratios, while 3-D effects involved by the
behavior along the second in-plane axis x3 introduce
additional corrections. At this point, FEA analysis is
still the best choice to refine the determination of
optimal design parameters, but the wider the strip the
larger the required computer resources.
Due to the need of miniaturization and good electrical
parameters, there is no advantage in designing resonant
temperature sensors as wide as classical mass-loaded
trapped-energy resonators. After balancing all these
considerations with technological feasibility, it was
decided to keep the aspect ratios of actual strip sensors
around w/t=25. Fig. 5 shows the semi-analytically
predicted distribution of main mechanical displacement
u1 obtained in that case, while Fig. 6 shows the FEAcomputed u1 amplitude distribution in one half of the
strip w.r.t. x1 and for w/t=24.8.

Fig. 5 Theoretical distribution of u1 along the width of a
strip with w/t=25
FEA-predicted oscillatory behavior of the amplitude
along the width is in good qualitative agreement with
the one predicted by semi-analytical modeling. The
biggest part of simulation activity consisted in
establishing dispersion curves Ω=f(w/t) by FEA once
the region of actual realizations was decided. Due to
their importance, we reproduce on Fig. 7 the FEAobtained dispersion curves though they were previously
presented in [2]. All modes represented on that Fig.
have the same symmetry w.r.t. local axes of strip. To
obtain the curves, it was found more efficient to keep w
constant while t is varying. The main mode corresponds
to the curve labeled (B,1,0,0). A nearly optimal
amplitude distribution such as shown on Fig. 6 is only
observed near the inflexion point of the curve, i.e. in the
vicinity of w/t=25.

Fig. 6 A convergent FEA model of strip resonator
Since the transverse behavior of strip resonators along
x3 is essentially dominated by the energy trapping from
electrodes, regular anharmonic modes such as (B,1,0,1)
and (B,1,0,2) with an increasing number of nodal lines
fixed along that direction are predicted and this was
experimentally confirmed by X-ray topography. It was
also confirmed that the transverse behavior of resonant
modes along x1 is not governed by electrodes mass
loading, but by above–described coupling mechanism
between branches of dispersion curves instead.
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INVESTIGATION OF ACTIVITY DIPS
Activity dips were searched by X-ray topography with
help of a cryostat specially designed with a window
transparent to X-rays, previously described in [10]. The
cryostat could be operated between liquid nitrogen and
slightly above ambient temperature.

Fig. 7 FEA-computed dispersion curves Ω=f(w/t) near
w/t=25
Due to the reciprocal nature of this mechanism, the
solutions with dominant thickness shear are not the only
possible ones, so that other modes with dominant quasiflexure or plate waves components also exist. Modes
such as the ones which we have labeled (F,n,0) on Fig.
7 belong to this category. Here, we use F for “flexure”
in a rather generic fashion since it makes no real
difference between the respective contributions of
actual flexure and plate waves branches to the combined
resonant modes. Although such modes are still
governed by the aspect ratio w/t, they also exhibit
anharmonic resonances along x3 which correspond for
instance to the branches labeled (F,n,1) and (F,n,2) on
Fig. 7. Simulations of
Fig. 8 top and bottom
respectively present the u1 amplitude distributions of
main mode (B,1,0,0) and of (F,n,0) at ambient
temperature and for w/t=25.
The modes patterns strongly depend on the position on
the dispersion curves, but they can also be somewhat
affected by temperature variation. As a matter of fact,
FEA simulations showed that modes such as (B,1,0,0)
and of (F,n,0) have different temperature behavior since
they are contributed by first-stage branches with
different weights and different temperature sensitivities.
For instance it was found that (F,n,0) had a negative
temperature slope whereas (B,1,0) has a positive one.
Dispersion curves never exactly cross since the
couplings systematically tend to separate degenerated
resonant modes. Thus strong activity dips are expected
at temperature above ambient when w/t=24.8, and at
temperatures lower than ambient if w/t=25.2 for
instance, and so on for all (F,n,x) branches of dispersion
curves with successive values of n. It means that strip
resonators can be operated as temperature sensors with
smooth transfer functions only in dedicated temperature
ranges. The tolerances of actual realizations and the
amount of required computer resources make an
accurate prediction of these ranges rather difficult so
that we had to leave it to experimental study.

Fig. 8 Main (top) and spurious (bottom) modes
For obvious practical reasons, this research had to be
restricted to strips sensors presenting clear and
repeatable jumps on their transfer function. Due to
fabrication tolerances, the field of investigation was
actually rather large and it took time before we could
find actual jumps in regions allowing a sufficient
temperature stabilization of the whole system to make
possible the acquisition of neat X-rays topographs. Figs
9-10 show the most convincing results obtained in this
field. In the coupling region, the images result from a
superposition of mode patterns which have different
oscillatory behavior along the width of plate, a fact
which is in agreement with above analysis of FEAcomputed dispersion curves.
PERFORMANCES OF ACTUAL SENSORS
A pilot series of around 50 strip temperature sensors
was made from circular disks with diameter 6 mm,
thereafter lapped to obtain the actual strip shape. Results
obtained on the series are summarized on Table 1.
Several tens of sensors were investigated and actually
did not exhibit any disturbance of the temperature
response while keeping good electrical parameters
along the specified temperature range. Then only three
sensors exhibited repeatable defects in their frequencytemperature response. Consequently, we cannot
precisely determine at this moment the actual limits of
smooth operation range concluded from above
theoretical analysis. A smooth sensor function of a
typical strip sensor is shown on Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9 Spectrum of SR605 sample at various
temperatures in the region of an isolated activity-dip.

Fig. 10 X-ray topographs corresponding side-to-side to
the spectra presented on Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11 A typical frequency-temperature characteristic
of strip sensor.

Fig. 12 Dynamic response to temperature changes
between 0 and 100°C
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The development of such miniature sensors requires an
effective cooperation between the laboratory and the
production unit. Although activity dips arising from
spurious transverse resonances along the width seem
inherent to their design, they can be controlled by a
precise optimization and tolerance-keeping of the
width-to-thickness aspect ratio of strip-plates scheduled
for a given temperature range. In particular, smooth
frequency temperature responses have been obtained
between 4.5 K and 300 K on most of the realized
samples of a pilot series with an average Q factor of 50
000 slightly above 29 MHz.

Quality factor

Q

50 000

40 00080 000

REFERENCES
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range

29 080 kHz 29 04529 180

Table 1 Electrical parameters in range 4.2K300K
Fig. 12 shows the results of a simple experiment aimed
to determine the dynamic response of strip sensors. It
consisted in quickly moving the sensors back and forth
between a bath of boiling water and a container kept at
the temperature of triple point. Although this
measurements may seem rough and have to be followed
by more detailed characterizations, they show that the
stabilization time is quite short, in the order of 10s.
CONCLUSION
Strip resonators expand temperature-sensing capabilities
of piezoelectric resonators because they offer
the really small dimensions of flexural bars,
the higher Q and resonant frequency of thicknessshear plates,
a shorter dynamic response time than thicknessshear plates.
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